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fáilTE romhaT chuig Euromar 2012 i mbailE áTha cliaTh

WElcomE To Euromar 2012 in Dublin

EUROMAR is well-established as the premier annual international conference in the field of Magnetic 
Resonance . Therefore it is not surprising that it is attended by world-class scientists, decision makers, 
postdoctoral and postgraduate scientists, publishers and leading companies in the area of magnetic 
resonance research and its applications . EUROMAR emerged in 2004 after merging three major NMR 
conferences, the European Experimental NMR conference, the AMPERE congress and the United Kingdom 
RSC NMR Discussion Group . These groups had established individual magnetic resonance meetings for 
several decades dating back to the early 1950s .

The International Program Committee of EUROMAR has put together an exciting scientific program 
that reflects the vitality and diversity of the current magnetic resonance activities in the field of magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy . The Scientific presentations at EUROMAR 2012 cover a wide range of magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy . This includes scientific and technical advancements as well as novel and 
innovative applications in the life sciences, physical sciences and medical research .

EUROMAR 2012 will be held in Ireland which is known as the land of Saints and Scholars . The capital 
city, Dublin, lies at the mouth of the river Liffey near the Irish Sea . It is a city rich in historical and cultural 
attractions including the unique Book of Kells, the famous Guinness brewery, the neighbouring hills of Tara 
and the monastic village of Glendalough . The conference will take place at University College Dublin, one 
of the largest academic institutions in Ireland . There will be an opportunity to sample the history and culture 
of Dublin and its surroundings as excursions are planned throughout the conference .

We are delighted that this year, there are two Satellite Meetings, the XeMat meeting and the EU COST 
action in Hyperpolarisation Spin Physics and Methodology in NMR and MRI that are scheduled back to 
back with the EUROMAR conference . The XeMat 2012 covers a number of common interests in the DNP, 
para-hydrogen and hyperpolarized noble gas community . The XeMat meeting is scheduled for the 27th-29th 
June and the COST Network action meeting is scheduled for the 29th June – 1st July and is followed by 
the EUROMAR 2012 conference from 1st-5th July . Sponsorship from various bodies has helped to provide 
generous support for postgraduate students and young emerging postdoctoral scientists .

Finally, the scientific program committee and the local organising committee hope to make the XeMat, the 
COST Network Action and the EUROMAR 2012 conference exciting and memorable scientific event . You 
will have the ample opportunities to visit a hospitable and attractive city and we hope you enjoy both the 
science and Dublin .

Chandralal Hewage
Chairman
EUROMAR 2012 conference

WelCome
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rEgiSTraTion DESk & confErEncE officE

The registration desk and conference office are located in the O’Reilly Hall and will be open Sunday the 1st 
of July at 10:00 and remain open till the end of the conference .

locaTion of lEcTurES anD SESSionS

All sessions will take place in University College Dublin, Belfield, Dublin 4.

Tutorial sessions will take place in the Health Science Building

The plenary lectures will be held in the O’Reilly Hall.

The parallel session lectures will be held in the Newman Building, theatres L and M. The theatres are 
situated next to each another in the Newman building and notifications will be present outside the 
lecture theatre for identifying the session.

The poster presentations will be held along the Newman building concourse.

namE baDgES

All delegates are kindly asked to wear the provided badges through the conference when on campus .

 

SPEakErS

Stewards will be available to assist speakers in transferring their presentations to provided computers or 
setting up personal computers . Speakers are kindly asked to be present in the lecture hall 20 minutes 
before the session starts .

SPEakEr room

The O’Reilly hall conference room will be available for speakers only; with provided laptops and internet 
connection should any last minute changes be required for their talks, and is located on the first floor of the 
O’Reilly Hall .

lunch anD TEa/coffEE

Lunch boxes will be provided daily between 12 .45 and 13 .15 . Tea and Coffee stations will be located in 
several areas of the Newman building and O’Reilly Hall throughout the conference . There are also several 
on campus cafes and shops available .

General informaTion
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WElcomE rEcEPTion anD confErEncE DinnEr

The welcome reception will be held in the O’Reilly hall on Sunday, July 1st, at 19 .30-21 .30 and we invite you 
all to join us for some food and refreshments .
The conference dinner will be held on Thursday, July 5th in the O’Reilly Hall at 19 .45 .

Tickets will be required for admission to the conference dinner.

PubliC TransPorTaTion

UCD student accommodation is located on campus; however several bus routes serve the university . A 
bus stop located at the main entrance of the University on the N11 is serviced by bus numbers 39a, 145 
and 46a which arrive every 10/20 minutes and all travel through Dublin city centre . A return ticket from 
UCD to St Stephens Green, city centre, costs €2 .15 (exact fare only; no change given) .Additional informa-
tion can be found at www .dublinbus .ie .

VEnDor uSEr mEETingS anD acTiViTiES

Bruker and Agilent Technologies host their user meetings on Sunday, July 1st, in the Health Science building 
on campus between 14 .00-17 .00 . Bruker and Agilent will host their hospitality suites in the O’Reilly Hall . 
JEOL will hold lunch time seminars during the conference in the Newman Building, Theatre M .

inTErnET

The UCD wireless opened WaveLAN network is available on campus including accommodation and 
throughout the Newman building and O’Reilly Hall . To connect:

•	 Turn	on	Wi-Fi	
•	 Select	the	Wi-Fi	icon	located	in	the	bottom	left	side	of	the	screen
•	 Select	WaveLAN	Network	and	connect

Usernames and passwords will also be provided for access to the local campus computers present in the 
Newman Building .

 

TourS

All tours will depart from and return to O’Reilly Hall, UCD . Please note the departure time of the tours below . 
Tours will depart on time and no refunds will be offered to late-comers . 

We request that attendees are in the foyer of O’Reilly Hall 10 mins before the departure time . 

Monday 2nd July 09:00 – 13:00 - Dublin City Tour

Tuesday 3rd July 13:00 – 18:00 - Glendalough & Powerscourt House and Gardens

Wednesday 4th July 13:00 – 17:30 - Old Jameson Distillery and the Guinness Storehouse

Friday 6th July 09:00 – 16:00 - Newgrange

General informaTion
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SPEcial mEETingS (inViTED only)

The following meetings will be held each day from Monday the 2nd of July to Thursday the 5th, in the 
O’Reilly Hall Boardroom (1st Floor) at lunch time 12 .45-13 .45 .

Monday:  EUROMAR Board of Trustees meeting

Tuesday:  AMPERE Bureau meeting

Wednesday:  EUROMAR 2013 program committee meeting

Thursday:  EUROMAR 2012 local committee meeting

oThEr mEETingS (inViTED only)

AMPERE Committee Meeting; 
Tuesday at 18 .45 in the Boardroom, O’Reilly Hall

AMPERE General Assembly; 
Wednesday at 18 .45 in the Plenary Lecture Theatre, O’Reilly Hall

fuTurE Euromar confErEncES

The 9th EUROMAR conference will be held in Hersonissos, Crete, Greece, 30th of June- 5th July, 2013 .
 

General informaTion
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PoSTEr PrESEnTaTionS

caTEgoriES  PoSTEr numbErS

Low-Field NMR 200-208

Computation 209-221

In Vivo and MRI 222-236

Biological Advances 237-239

Metabolomics 240-261

Liquid state Methods 262-299

Instrumentation 300-308

Membrane Proteins 309-319

Biosolids 320-329

Soluble Proteins 330-343

Paramagnetic Systems 344-355

In Cell and Natively Unstructured Proteins 356-360

Hyperpolarisation 361-399

Nucleic Acids 400-407

Relaxation and Dynamics 408-432

Other 433-449

Materials and Polymers 450-486

EPR 487-514

Small Molecules and Pharmaceuticals 515-552

Solid-State NMR Methods 553-574

 

General informaTion
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General informaTion

 PoSTEr SESSionS

There are four poster sessions, from Monday the 2nd of July to Thursday the 5th of July between 13 .45 
and 15 .45 each day . Authors are asked to be present at their posters on the day they have been allocated . 
Poster session allocations are as follows:
Each abstract is assigned a poster number which indicates its category (see previous page) and also 
has a two letters code to reflect the day of presentation, by the author . MO-Monday, TU-Tuesday, WE-
Wednesday and TH-Thursday.

Examples:
253TU, would be a poster in the Metabolomics category and be presenting on Tuesday the 3rd of July .
326WE, is in the Biosolids category and would be presenting on Wednesday the 4th of July .

SET-uP anD rEmoVal

Authors are kindly asked to have their posters put up before 12 .45 on Monday the 2nd of July, and leave 
them on display for the duration of the conference . Poster areas are separated according to category and 
all boards will be labelled with the individual abstract code which can be found in this book in the list of 
abstracts . Posters should be removed before 16:00 on Thursday the 5th of July; any unclaimed posters will 
be discarded .
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ProfESSor robErT blinc

On September 26, 2011, Professor Robert Blinc passed away . Robert was not only a gifted scientist and 
creative mind, but a highly educated man with broad interests and a dear friend to many of us . He was 
always willing and ready to provide service for the NMR community . He was the president of the groupement 
AMPERE between 1990–1996 and he was active in AMPERE until his death . Amongst many other things, 
has helped to shape EUROMAR .

Robert Blinc was born on October 31, 1933, in Ljubljana, Slovenia . He graduated in 1958 and completed 
PhD with Professor Hadži in 1959 in physics at the University of Ljubljana . After a postdoctoral year spent in 
the group of Professor John Waugh at M .I .T ., Cambridge, Mass ., Robert Blinc was appointed as a professor 
of physics at the University of Ljubljana where he also initiated the NMR laboratory at the Jožef Stefan 
Institute in Ljubljana . He was a lead in the field of magnetic resonance of ice, ferroelectric materials, liquid 
crystals, incommensurate dielectrics, pseudospin glasses, relaxor ferroelectrics, fullerenes, and fullerene 
nanomagnets . He detected solitons and phasons in incommensurate systems using NMR, determined the 
Edwards-Anderson order parameter in proton and deuteron glasses, and discovered the origin of giant 
electromechanical effect in PMN-PZT relaxors via the existence of critical end point .

Robert Blinc authored or coauthored over 700 original research paper and three books . Advanced 
Ferroelectricity (Oxford Science Publications) appeared in August 2011, shortly before he passed away .

Robert Blinc was a member (and vice-president in the years 1980–1999) of the Academy of Science and 
Arts of Slovenia . He was a member of seven foreign Academies of Sciences and has received numerous 
national and international scientific prizes .

We, his colleagues, former students and coworkers, owe him a debt of gratitude for his enthusiasm and 
dedication to the phenomena of solid-state physics and magnetic resonance spectroscopy and his great 
commitment for the international NMR community . He will remain in our memories .

Beat Meier (President of AMPERE)
Janez Dolinšek (Vice-President of AMPERE)

remembranCe
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Sir Paul T. callaghan

Sir Paul T . Callaghan passed away on March 24, 2012 in Wellington, New Zealand .  He was born August 
19, 1947 in Wanganui, New Zealand and graduated from Victoria University of Wellington .  He obtained his 
DPhil in physics studying anisotropic gamma ray emission from oriented nuclei at Clarendon Laboratory at 
Oxford University .

Paul returned to New Zealand in 1984 where he started a program at Massey University to apply NMR to 
study soft matter .  His prolific career led to over 240 scientific articles including his first NMR book Principles 
of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Microscopy and Translational Dynamics and Magnetic Resonance: 
Principles of Pulsed Gradient Spin Echo NMR, finished in 2011 .

Paul’s contributions in NMR include pioneering the concept of q-space diffraction and imaging, performing 
modulated gradient spin echo experiments with Janez Stepisnik, developing the science of using NMR to 
study rheology, development of compact NMR instruments, and performing novel NMR experiments on the 
Antarctic sea ice .

Paul left Massey in 2001 to become the Alan MacDiarmid Professor of Physical Sciences at Victoria 
University of Wellington where he was the inaugural director of the MacDiarmid Institute for Advanced 
Materials and Nanotechnology .  He was only the 36th New Zealander to be elected as a fellow of the Royal 
Society of London . He helped establish Magritek in 2004 to commercialize small-scale NMR instruments . 
Paul’s many awards and prizes include his appointment as a Principal Companion of the New Zealand 
Order of Merit in 2006 and, when the traditional honors were restored, was knighted in 2009 .  He also won 
the AMPERE Prize (2004) and the Günther Laukien Prize for Magnetic Resonance (2010) .

Paul was also active in the public domain, initially to impart more knowledge of science to the public but 
later in trying to influence New Zealand’s economic policy towards higher per-capita GDP and improved 
living standards via the development of small high-tech and high-value industries such as Magritek .  He 
participated in radio and TV programs and delivered many public lectures on the role of science in the 
New Zealand economy as well as on “science, life, and universe .” He co-authored As Far as We Know: 
Conversations about Science, Life and the Universe and Are Angels OK?: The Parallel Universes of New 
Zealand Writers and Scientists and authored Wool to Weta: Transforming New Zealand’s Culture and 
Economy. He championed Zealandia, a refuge in Wellington that aims to restore the habitat prior to the 
introduction of mammals .  For such public service and scientific accomplishments, he was named New 
Zealander of the Year for 2011 .

He is survived by his wife Miang Lim, daughter Catherine and son Christopher, three siblings, two grandsons, 
many cousins and other relatives .  He also leaves behind a grateful nation, the world-wide NMR community, 
many former students and postdocs, and many good friends .

Eiichi Fukushima

remembranCe
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ThE raymonD anDrEW PrizE of ThE amPErE grouP

Galia Debelouchina, Princeton University, USA
“Amyloid Fibril Structure of Peptides and Proteins by Magic Angle Spinning NMR Spectroscopy and 
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization”

amPErE PrizE

Lyndon Emsley, Université de Lyon, France
“NMR Crystallography”

ThE mrc aWarDS for young SciEnTiSTS by John WilEy & SonS

Till Biskup, University of Oxford, UK
“Cryptochromes; Potential compass molecules with an unexpected variety of electron transfer pathways”

Jean-Nicolas Dumez, Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel
“Multidimensional pulses and spatially encoded magnetic resonance”

Katja Petzold, University of Michigan, USA
“Excited States in RNA Using Relaxation Dispersion NMR – a General Behaviour?”

aWards and Prizes
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10 .00-16 .30 Registration

Health Science Building

Tutorial Lectures

Chair: Thomas Meersman

14 .00-14 .45 Lorraine Brennan

Current Trends in Metabolomics

14 .45-15 .30 Philip Grandinetti

Quadrupolar NMR in Solids

15 .30-16 .15 Kurt Zilm

The Inner Workings of NMR Probes – How to Get More from CPMAS

O’Reilly Hall

16 .30-16 .45 Welcome Remarks

Chandralal Hewage

Lucio Fyrdman

Beat Meier

16 .45-17 .00 Remembrance

Robert Blinc by Beat Meier

Paul Callaghan by Andrew Coy

17 .00-18 .30 Chair: Hans-Wolfgang Spiess

The Raymond Andrew Prize

PL1 - Galia Debelouchina

Amyloid Fibril Structure of Peptides and Proteins by Magic Angle Spinning  
NMR Spectroscopy and Dynamic Nuclear Polarization

The AMPERE Prize

PL 2 - Lyndon Emsley

NMR Crystallography

18 .30-19 .15
Chair: Lucio Frydman

Keynote Lecture

PL3 - Robert Tycko

Biomolecular Solid State NMR: Getting Better All the Time

19 .15-22 .15 WELCOME MIXER

SunDay 1ST July

ProGram
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Chair: Lyndon Emsley

8 .30-9 .15 PL 4 - Jeremy Nicholson
Spectroscopy and systems medicine in the real world

9 .15-10 .00 PL 5 - Hartmut Oschkinat
Structural Biology by DNP MAS NMR and Investigations on the Transport Cycle of an ABC Transporter

10 .00-10 .45 Coffee

Theatre M Theatre L

Chair: PK Madhu
New Methods in Solids and Oriented Media

Chair: L Brennan / P Crowley
Metabolism & In-cell NMR

10 .45-11 .20
PS 101 - Matthias Ernst

Decoupling and Recoupling Using  
Phase-Alternating Pulse Sequences

PS 105 - Julian Griffin
Greater than the sum of the parts : Using Data 
fusion to improve the sensitivity of 1H HR-MAS 

NMR spectroscopy in Breast Cancer

11 .20-11 .45
PS 102 - Yusuke Nishiyama

1H14N HMQC above 110 kHz MAS

PS 106 - Mika Ala-Korpela
High-Throughput Serum NMR – The New Era in 

Epidemiology & Genetics

11 .45-12 .10 PS 103 - Christina Thiele
Fast access to Residual Dipolar Couplings by 

single-scan 2D NMR in oriented media

PS 107 - Philipp Selenko
In-cell NMR in Mammalian Cells

12 .10-12 .45 PS 104 - Niels Nielsen
Efficient Coherence Transfer Methods for 

Biological Solid-State NMR

PS 108 - Gary Pielak
Macromolecular Crowding & Protein Chemistry: 

Views from Inside & Outside Cells

12 .45-13 .45 Lunch

13 .45-15 .45 Poster Presentation (MO) and Tea

Theatre L Theatre M

Chair: Paul Malthouse
Bioliquids NMR I

Chair: Daniella Goldfarb
EPR I

15 .45-16 .20 PS 109 - Michael Sattler
NMR Studies of Molecular Recognition  

and Dynamics of (Large) Protein  
Complexes in Solution

PS 113 - Christopher Kay
From Solid State Physics to Structural Biology: 

Putting a Spin on it with EPR Spectroscopy

16 .20-16 .45
PS 110 - Michael Overduin

Structural Mechanism of Calmodulin Activation 
and Autoinhibition of CaMK1 Kinase

PS 114 - Peter Roberts
Investigation of Electron Spin Relaxation and 

Spectral Diffusion using Two-Dimensional Inverse 
Laplace Transforms

16 .45-17 .10 PS 111 - Shin-ichi Tate
Functionally detuning motion for the  

hydride transfer step, which is intrinsically  
encoded in the active loop dynamics of  

dihydrofolate reductase, DHFR

PS 115 - Till Biskup
Cryptochromes; Potential compass molecules 
with an unexpected variety of electron transfer 

pathways

17 .10-17 .45
PS 112 - Juli Feigon

The Architecture of Telomerase

PS 116 - Marina Bennati
Distance Measurements and Dynamic Nuclear  
Polarization at 9 and 94 GHz EPR Frequencies

Chair: Göran Karlsson

17 .55-18 .40 PL 6 - Gerhard Wagner
New NMR Approaches for Challenging Proteins

monDay 2nD July

ProGram
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Chair: Miquel Pons

8 .30-9 .15 PL 7 - Malcolm Levitt
Singlet NMR

9 .15-10 .00 PL 8 - Sabine Van Doorslaer
Gaining insight in (bio)inorganic chemistry using EPR and DFT

10 .00-10 .45 Coffee

Theatre M Theatre L

Chair: Anja Böckmann
Biosolids NMR I

Chair: Kenneth Mok
Liquid State Methods

10 .45-11 .20 PS 117 - Melinda Duer
Heavy mice and lighter things: using NMR to 

elucidate molecular structures in tissues

PS 121 - Hanudatta Atreya
Novel NMR Methods with High Resolution and  

Sensitivity: from Protein Structures to Nanotubes

11 .20-11 .45 PS 118 - Shenlin Wang
High-resolution structure of a seven-helical  

membrane protein determined by solid-state 
NMR

PS 122 - Warren Warren
Revisiting Decades-Old Spin Physics to Improve 

Modern Magnetic Resonance Imaging

11 .45-12 .10 PS 119 - Jean-Philippe Demers
Solid-state NMR reveals the structural  
architecture of Shigella flexneri Type-III  

Secretion Needles

PS 123 - Hans Kalbitzer
Detection of excited states of proteins by high  

pressure NMR spectroscopy - a new strategy for 
rational drug design

12 .10-12 .45 PS 120 - Francesco Ravotti
Pushing for resolution in 13C spectra of uniformly 

labelled proteins

PS 124 - Gareth Morris
Controlling J modulation: new spin echo and pure 

shift NMR techniques

12 .45-13 .45 Lunch

13 .45-15 .45 Poster Presentation (TU) and Tea

Theatre L Theatre M

Chair: Michael Williamson
Computational

Chair: Janez Dolinšek
Materials

15 .45-16 .20
PS 125 - Peter Güntert

Reliable and flexible automated assignment of 
NMR spectra

PS 129 - Denis Arčon
Superconductivity competing with an  

antiferromagnetic Mott-insulating state in  
alkali-doped fullerides

16 .20-16 .45 PS 126 - Jochen Balbach
Dynamic Inter-Domain Crosstalk Determines 

Enzyme Activity

PS 130 - Stephen Cottrell
Kinetics of Hydrogen Abstraction in Propane 

studied by Muon Spin Resonance (μSR)

16 .45-17 .10 PS 127 - Patrick Giraudeau
Fast 2D and 3D NMR tools for metabolic flux 

analysis in complex biological mixtures

PS 131 - Marianne Giesecke
Electrokinetic NMR (eNMR) as a tool to study 

new energetic materials

17 .10-17 .45 PS 128 - Michael Nilges
Structures of large complexes from 

heterogeneous data and Bayesian data analysis

PS 132 - Michael Deschamps
Supercapacitor electrodes and solid-state 

electrolytes studied by NMR

Chair: Muriel Delepierre

17 .55-18 .40 PL 9 - Michele Vendruscolo
Characterization of free energy landscapes of proteins using NMR spectroscopy

TuESDay 3rD July 

ProGram
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Chair: Beat Meier

8 .30-9 .15 PL 10 - Anne Lesage
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization Surface Enhanced NMR Spectroscopy

9 .15-10 .00 PL 11 - Martin Blackledge
Towards an atomic resolution description of functionally important motions in folded and unfolded 

proteins using high resolution NMR spectroscopy

10 .00-10 .45 Coffee

Theatre L Theatre M

Chair: Clare Grey
Nuclei and Electrons

Chair: Gil Navon
In vivo and MRI

10 .45-11 .20 PS 133 - Christopher Jaroniec
Protein fold determined by paramagnetic  

magic-angle spinning solid-state  
NMR spectroscopy

PS 137 - Yoram Cohen
Single and Double-PFG NMR and MRI: From 

Model Systems to Imaging of the CNS

11 .20-11 .45 PS 134 - Bela Bode
PELDOR distance measurements in  

homo-oligomeric systems

PS 138 - Jean-Nicolas Dumez
Multidimensional pulses and spatially encoded 

magnetic resonance

11 .45-12 .10 PS 135 - Thorsten Maly
An Integrated Terahertz Gyrotron for DNP-NMR 

Spectroscopy

PS 139 - Alexej Jerschow
Long Lived Coherent Response Signal in Bone

12 .10-12 .45 PS 136 - Dany Carlier
NMR spectroscopy combined with DFT 

calculations to study paramagnetic materials for 
Li-ion batteries

PS 140 - Klaas Nicolay
Multi-parametric MR imaging and spectroscopy 

of cardiovascular disease in small animals

12 .45-13 .45 Lunch

13 .45-15 .45 Poster Presentation (WE) and Tea

Theatre L Theatre M

Chair: Christian Griesinger
Bioliquids NMR II

Chair: Walter Köckenberger
Hyperpolarisation

15 .45-16 .20 PS 141 - Ramakrishna Hosur
Protein NMR - Stretching the Limits

PS 145 - Nicholas Kuzma
Dynamic nuclear polarization of frozen gases

16 .20-16 .45 PS 142 - Jordan Chill
NMR Study of Structure and Dynamics in the 
Intrinsically Disordered C-terminal Domain of 

WASp-Interacting Protein

PS 146 - Kent Thurber
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) with MAS at 

low temperature (25 K)

16 .45-17 .10 PS 143 - Dominique Frueh
Transient Substrate and Domain Interactions in 

Non-Ribosomal Peptide Synthetases

PS 147 - Christian Hilty
Investigation of Protein Folding using 

Dissolution DNP

17 .10-17 .45
PS 144 - Joshua Wand

Unraveling Protein Motion and Hydration

PS 148 - Simon Duckett
Signal amplification via reversible interaction with 

parahydrogen: Opportunities for NMR

Chair: Gunnar Jeschke

17 .55-18 .40 PL 12 - Jörg Wrachtrup
Seeing spins at the nanoscale

WEDnESDay 4Th July 
 

ProGram
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Chair: Geoffrey Bodenhausen

8 .30-9 .15 PL 13 - Harald Schwalbe
RNA regulation elements studied by NMR spectroscopy

9 .15-10 .00 PL 14 - Kevin Brindle
Imaging metabolism – Watching tumours gasp and die with hyperpolarized MRI

10 .00-10 .45 Coffee

Theatre L Theatre M

Chair: Bernhard Blümich
Emerging Areas

Chair: Alexej Jerschow
Biosolids NMR II

10 .45-11 .20 PS 149 - Jamie Walls
Improving resolution in NMR using pathway  

selective pulses

PS 153 - Daniel Huster
Solid-State NMR Studies of Aβ Protofibrils and 

Mature Fibrils

11 .20-11 .45
PS 150 - Vikram Bajaj

NMR and MRI at the Microscale

PS 154 - Henrik Müller
Towards structural comparison of spontaneously 
formed and prion-seeded full-length recombinant 

PrP-fibrils by solid-state NMR

11 .45-12 .10 PS 151 - Vasiliki Demas
Magnetic Resonance for in vitro diagnostics:   

from detecting pathogens to characterizing and 
monitoring the blood physiology

PS 155 - Umit Akbey
Solid-State NMR Studies of Deuterated Proteins: 

Higher Resolution and Better Sensitivity

12 .10-12 .45 PS 152 - Stephan Appelt
The physics of PHIP hyperpolarized low  

field NMR

PS 156 - Chad Rienstra
Solid State NMR of Fibrils and Membrane 

Proteins

12 .45-13 .45 Lunch

13 .45-15 .45 Poster Presentation (TH) and Tea

Theatre L Theatre M

Chair: Ad Bax
Biomacromolecular Assemblies

Chair: Sabine Van Doorslaer
EPR II

15 .45-16 .20 PS 157 - Stanley Opella
Structure Determination of Membrane Proteins in 

Phospholipid Bilayers

PS 161 - Aharon Blank
Nonlinear Induction Detection of Electron Spin 

Resonance

16 .20-16 .45 PS 158 - Katja Petzold
Excited States in RNA Using Relaxation 
Dispersion NMR – a General Behaviour?

PS 162 - Gunnar Jeschke
Fitting of protein structural transitions with EPR 
distance constraints: Optimization of algorithms

16 .45-17 .10 PS 159 - Jason Schnell
Structural Studies of Oligomeric TatA, the Pore 
Component of the Twin Arginine Translocase

PS 163 - Christopher Wedge
Chemical Engineering of Molecular Qubits

17 .10-17 .45 PS 160 - Philipp Neudecker
NMR Solution Structure of an Invisible Protein 

State at the Edge between Folding and  
Aggregation into Amyloid Fibrils

PS 164 - Vladimir Dyakonov
Application of Electron Paramagnetic Resonance 

to Study Fundamentals Processes in Organic 
Photovoltaic Materials and Devices

Chair: Georgios Papavassiliou (Theatre L)

17 .55-18 .40 PL 15 - Thomas Prisner
New methods for EPR and NMR

ThurSDay 5Th July

ProGram
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Pl 01
amyloiD fibril STrucTurE of PEPTiDES anD ProTEinS by magic anglE SPinning nmr 

SPEcTroScoPy anD Dynamic nuclEar PolarizaTion

Galia Debelouchina1, Marvin Bayro1, Geoffrey Platt2, Anthony Fitzpatrick3, Melanie Rosay4,  
Werner Maas4, Sheena Radford2, Christopher Dobson3, Robert Griffin1

1Department of Chemistry, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA, 2Astbury Centre for Structural Molecular Biology and 
Institute of Molecular and Cellular Biology, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK, 3Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, 
UK, 4Bruker BioSpin, Billerica, MA, USA

Amyloid fibrils are insoluble, non-crystalline protein filaments associated with a number of diseases such as Alzheimer’s 
and Type II diabetes . They can have a functional role in different organisms and many proteins and peptides have been 
found to form amyloid fibrils in vitro . We have used magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectroscopy to investigate the 
structure of two amyloid fibril systems – an 11-residue segment from the disease-related protein transthyretin (TTR); 
and β2-microglobulin (β2m), a 99-residue protein associated with dialysis-related amyloidosis . The TTR(105-115) case 
exemplifies our efforts to characterize the hierarchy of structures present in the fibril form, including the organization of the 
β-strands into β-sheets (tertiary structure), the β-sheet interface that defines each protofilament (quaternary structure), 
and the protofilament-to-protofilament contacts that lead to the formation of the complete fibril . Our efforts were guided by 
information obtained from other methods such as cryo-electron microscopy and resulted in the very first atomic resolution 
structure of a complete amyloid fibril . We have extended the methods used in the TTR(105-115) structure determination 
procedure to the fibrils formed by β2m, a process complicated not only by the much larger size of the protein involved but 
also by the high degree of dynamics exhibited in these fibrils . Nevertheless, we were able to characterize the secondary 
structure of the protein in the fibril form, and the tertiary and quaternary interactions within the fibrils . Our work on amyloid 
fibrils has also benefited extensively from the development of dynamic nuclear polarization, a method used to enhance 
the sensitivity of MAS NMR experiments, leading to unprecedented gains in signal-to-noise ratios and acquisition times .

Pl 2
nmr crySTallograPhy

Lyndon Emsley
Ecole normale supérieure de Lyon, Lyon, France

Structural characterization is one of the key challenges for modern chemistry, especially for powders . Our aim is to establish 
a protocol for natural abundance NMR crystallography for crystal structure elucidation of powdered solids, particularly of 
pharmaceutical relevance .

Towards this end we explore the possibility of complete ab initio structure determination in molecular crystals using 
combined 1H NMR and computationally based structure prediction techniques . We combine molecular modeling and 
plane wave DFT calculations of NMR parameters with high-resolution solid-state 1H NMR experiments (and powder X-ray 
diffraction) . We illustrate the feasibility of this method in several examples .

The figure shows the crystal structures obtained from this method for powder samples of flufenamic acid (upper) and 
flutamide (lower), superimposed with the structures obtained by X-ray diffraction from single crystal samples . (They are 
essentially identical) .

One of the barriers to further progress with this approach is the possibility to measure 
proton chemical shifts in powders . Towards this end we will present our most recent 
progress with homonuclear dipolar decoupling strategies . Notably, we will introduce 
a new parameterisation scheme for eDUMBO type decoupling, we will provide a 
framework which covers both PMLG and DUMBO decoupling, and we will explore the 
differences and similarities of the two schemes .

Finally, we will show how one of the key limitations to acquiring multi-dimensional 
NMR spectra from small molecules (which often have prohibitively long T1 relaxation 
times) can be overcome by using dynamic nuclear polarisation .
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Pl 3
biomolEcular SoliD STaTE nmr:  gETTing bETTEr all ThE TimE

Robert Tycko, Wei Qiang, Junxia Lu, Marvin Bayro, Alexey Potapov, Eric Moore, Wai-Ming Yau, Kent Thurber
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA

The field of biomolecular solid state NMR has expanded enormously over the past 15 years, as techniques and technology 
have improved and as an increasing number of research groups have explored an increasing variety of biologically and 
biophysically interesting systems . This lecture will include recent results from projects in my lab in which we are applying 
solid state NMR methods to specific protein systems and/or developing new methods with potentially general utility . In the 
area of amyloid fibril research, we have recently characterized the molecular structure of metastable, neurotoxic protofibrils 
formed by the disease-associated Asp23-to-Asn mutant of the 40-residue beta-amyloid peptide (D23N-Ab40) . The D23N-
Ab40 protofibrils contain a novel double-layered antiparallel cross-beta structure, which contrasts with the parallel cross-
beta structure that is commonly observed in mature beta-amyloid fibrils . We are also in the process of characterizing 
beta-amyloid fibril structures that develop in brain tissue of Alzheimer’s disease patients . This work is aided by new 
dipolar recoupling techniques for quantitative measurements of 13C-13C and 15N-15N distances in uniformly 15N,13C-
labeled samples, and by computer-aided resonance assignment methods .  In the area of technology, we are constructing 
equipment for magic-angle spinning and dynamic nuclear polarization at temperatures below 25 K . The rationale for these 
efforts and recent results will be described .  Finally, I will mention new research directions that we hope to pursue in the 
near future .

Pl 4
SPEcTroScoPy anD SySTEmS mEDicinE in ThE rEal WorlD

Jeremy Nicholson
Department of Surgery and Cancer, Faculty of Medicine, Imperial College London, London SW7 2AZ, UK

Systems biology tools are now being applied at the individual and population level utilizing analytical and statistical 
methods that report on integrated biological functions non-invasively . Metabolic phenotyping offers an important window 
on integrated system function and both NMR and mass spectrometric (MS) methods have been successfully applied to 
characterize and quantify a wide range of metabolites in biological fluids and tissues to explore the biochemical sequelae 
of human disease processes (1-3) . A major feature of human biology that has recently been recognised is the extensive 
interaction with the gut microbiome at the metabolic control and signalling level (4,5) . These symbiotic supraorganismal 
interactions greatly increase the degrees of freedom of the system and there is extensive transgenomic control of 
metabolism that poses a significant challenge to current analytical and modelling approaches and indeed our fundamental 
notions of the diseased state and the etiopathogenesis of many common diseases . We have developed new scalable and 
translatable strategies utilising NMR and MS methods for “phenotyping the hospital patient journey” (6) capitalising on the 
use of metabolic modelling and pharmaco-metabonomics (7,8) for diagnostic and prognostic biomarker generation to aid 
clinical decision making at point-of-care . Such diagnostics (including those for near real-time applications as in surgery and 
critical-care 6) can be extremely sensitive for the detection of diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers in a variety conditions 
and are a powerful adjunct to conventional procedures for disease assessment . Many biomarkers have deeper mechanistic 
significance and may also generate new therapeutic leads or metrics of efficacy for clinical trial deployment . Furthermore 
the complex ands subtle gene-environment interactions that generate disease risks in the general human population 
also express themselves in the metabolic phenotype (9) and as such the Metabolome Wide Association Study approach 
(10) gives us a powerful new tool to generate disease risk biomarkers from epidemiological sample collections and for 
assessing the health of whole populations . Such population risk models and biomarkers an also feedback to individual 
patient healthcare models thus closing the personal and public healthcare modelling triangle .

1 .  Nicholson JK et al (2002) Nature, Rev. Drug Disc. 1 (2) 153-161 .
2 .  Nicholson JK et al (2004) Nature, Biotech. 22 1268-74 .
3 .  Nicholson, J .K . (2006) Molecular Systems Biology 2 52.
4 .  Nicholson J .K . and Lindon, J .C . (2008) Nature 455 1054-1056 .
5 .  Swann, J .R . et al (2011) PNAS 108 4523-4530 .
6 .  Kinross et al (2011) Lancet 377 (9780) 1817-1819 .
7 .  Clayton, T .A . et al (2006) Nature 440 1073-1077 .
8 .  Clayton, T .A . et al (2009) PNAS 106 14728-14733 .
9 .  Holmes, E . et al (2008) . Cell 134 714-717 .
10 .  Holmes, E . et al (2008) Nature 453 396-400 .
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Pl 5
STrucTural biology by DnP maS nmr anD inVESTigaTionS on ThE  

TranSPorT cyclE of an abc TranSPorTEr

Hartmut Oschkinat1, Arne Linden1, Sascha Lange1, Umit Akbey1, Trent Franks1, Barth van Rossum1,  
Britta Kunert1, Anja Voreck1, Robert G . Griffin2, Erwin Schneider3, Vivien Lange1, Edgar Specker1

1Leibniz-Institut für Molekulare Pharmakologie, Berlin, Germany, 2MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA, 3Humboldt-Universität, Berlin, Germany

Solid-state NMR enables the investigation of heterogeneous, complex biological samples at high resolution . A major factor 
enabling such investigations is dynamic nuclear polarisation (DNP), which was introduced to increase signal-to-noise by 
one or two orders of magnitude . The application of dynamic nuclear polarisation (DNP) requires further optimization of 
samples, experimental parameters and concepts . Here, spectra with reasonable line width are obtained on membrane-
integrated complexes . During the DNP process, the electron polarization is transferred to the surrounding core nuclei and 
subsequently to the bulk nuclei . This process depends on several factors such as; relaxation behavior, proton concentration, 
spin-diffusion and type of the nucleus . As a result, for each nucleus to be polarized there is a characteristic exponential 
polarization build-up behavior, with different time constant (τB) for each nucleus of interest . A systematic investigation of 
the polarization build-up behavior for different nuclei (1H, 2H, 13C, 15N) is presented . One of the applications of DNP involves 
cell membranes of the electric organ of the electric ray Torpedo californica . They are densely packed with acetyl choline 
receptors .  Cobra neurotoxin (NTII), which binds very tightly to them, can be isotopically labeled and overexpressed and is 
investiated in the bound state . A major application of DNP involves investigations of the nascent chain within and directly 
after leaving the ribosome . The initial folding events are not yet well understood, and prefolding saves several chaperone 
steps and protects against enzymatic degradation, so it is important to understand this mechanism . Unlabeled ribosomes 
with a labeled nascent chain peptide are prepared, then chemical shift analysis is performed on the nascent chain signals .
Investigations of membrane proteins may be facilitated by extensive deuteration, and subsequent detection of protons 
under magic-angle spinning conditions . An ABC transporter reconstituted into native lipid bilayers is investigated and 
spectra of different functional states will be presented together with initial assignments . In essence, the solid-state NMR 
data enable the draft of a new transport cycle .

Pl 6
nEW nmr aPProachES for challEnging ProTEinS

Gerhard Wagner1, Sven Hyberts1, Alexander Milbradt1, Dominique Frueh3, Haribabu Arthanari 1, Sebastian 
Hiller4, Gregory Heffron1, Tsyr-Yan Yu1, Paul Coote2, Navin Khaneja2, Koh Takeuchi5, Ichio Shimada5, 
Maayan Gal1, Alexander Koglin6, Scott Robson1, Christian Wasmer1, Katherine Edmonds1, David Jones7, 
Bernhard Geierstanger7

1Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts, USA, 2Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA, 3Johns Hopkins University, 
Baltimore, Maryland, USA, 4University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland, 5National institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Tokyo, 
Japan, 6Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, Ne Mexico, USA, 7Novartis Genomics Institute, San Diego, USA

While NMR studies of small proteins has become near routine it still remains time consuming for more challenging proteins . 
We claim that the power of modern spectrometers is underutilized in common routine procedures, and much progress can 
be made . Attempts of such efforts will be presented with new 1H detected experiments . In addition, we have explored 13C 
and 15N direct detection for assigning proteins . Due to the slow transverse relaxation of carbon and nitrogen signals, pulse 
sequences become very efficient and compensate for the low inherent sensitivity .

Resolution and sensitivity of these experiments can be enhanced dramatically with non-uniform sampling (NUS) and 
suitable processing methods . This allows an efficient use of the resolution power of modern high-field instruments 
in multidimensional NMR experiments . This is in contrast to uniform sampling where only a small part of the indirect 
dimensions can be covered, which largely underutilizes the power of modern high-field instruments . Processing methods 
for NUS data have advanced dramatically so that we can now process high-resolution sparsely sampled spectra up to 
three indirect dimensions within a few hours . In this way the resolution in the indirect dimensions can approach that in 
the direct dimension . We can record 4D NOESY spectra by sampling less than 0 .3% of the Nyquist grid with faithful 
reconstruction of peak heights . Thus, the high resolution in 3D and 4D spectra obtainable yields precise measurements 
of peak positions . However, this is of moderate impact if peak positions vary between instruments and experiments, due 
to sample temperature variation depending on the input of rf power . This can be overcome with a newly available T-lock 
device .
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Pl 7
SinglET nmr

Malcolm Levitt
University of Southampton, Southampton, UK

Singlet nuclear spin states are quantum states of a nuclear spin-1/2 pair that are antisymmetric with respect to spin 
exchange, and which have total spin zero . They are therefore non-magnetic and protected against many important 
relaxation mechanisms . These states often exhibit long relaxation times which may exceed the normal relaxation time T1 
by an order of magnitude or even more . In the special case of the 15N spin pair in 15N-labelled nitrous oxide, the nuclear 
singlet lifetime can be as long as 25 minutes .

I will discuss the phenomenon of singlet nuclear spin order in a variety of contexts - including gas-phase parahydrogen, 
small molecules in solution, and also some examples of nuclear singlet states in solids . I will discuss how nuclear singlet 
spin order may be generated from magnetization, how it is maintained, and how it is converted back into observable 
magnetization .

Our latest work in the field includes the generation of hyperpolarized nuclear singlet order using dynamic nuclear polarization . 
We have been particularly interested in the properties of nearly equivalent spin pairs, where the hyperpolarized singlet 
order is long-lived in high magnetic field, even without any external intervention . We have designed and demonstrated 
molecular systems that exhibit 13C singlet lifetimes of more than 10 minutes .

Together with many collaborators, we have also studied the nuclear singlet states of parawater molecules trapped inside 
fullerene cavities, using neutron scattering and infrared spectroscopy, as well as NMR .

Pl 8
gaining inSighT in (bio)inorganic chEmiSTry uSing EPr anD DfT

Sabine Van Doorslaer
University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Multi-frequency EPR in combination with DFT is a versatile tool to characterize paramagnetic transition-metal complexes . 
In this talk, I will demonstrate how modern-day EPR can be used to elucidate different questions in (bio)inorganic 
chemistry . In the context of bioinorganic chemistry, I will focus on the study of heme proteins (globins, aromatase and 
chlorite dismutase) and show how EPR is one of the important analytical tools in this field of protein science . It will be 
shown that after decades of EPR research into ferric heme proteins, these biomolecules still put methodological EPR 
challenges . Furthermore, it will be shown how pulsed EPR in combination with DFT can be used to understand the complex 
reactions of cancerogenic Cr(VI) with biosystems .

In a second part of the talk, I will move to the field of inorganic chemistry, elucidating how a combined EPR-DFT approach 
can reveal unprecedented unique information on homogeneous catalysts (using the example of the so-called Jacobsen 
catalyst, a cobalt salen complex) and on heterogeneous catalysts (using the examples from different zeolitic and titania 
materials) .

In all cases, the advantages, but also the limits and challenges, of the spectroscopic approaches will be discussed .
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Pl 9
characTErizaTion of frEE EnErgy lanDScaPES of ProTEinS uSing nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Michele Vendruscolo
University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK

The dynamics of proteins play a crucial role in many of their biological functions, including ligand binding and enzyme 
catalysis . It is therefore of great importance to be able to characterise such dynamics with high accuracy in order to obtain 
a better understanding of the mechanisms by which proteins perform their activities . I will describe recent advances in the 
development of procedures to include NMR information about dynamics in the process of protein structure determination . 
In this context, I will show how the incorporation of NMR measurements in molecular dynamics simulations as replica-
averaged structural restraints can provide ensembles of conformations that represent with accuracy the free energy 
landscapes of proteins .

Pl 10
Dynamic nuclEar PolarizaTion SurfacE EnhancED nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Anne Lesage
University of Lyon, Villeurbanne, France

NMR spectroscopy (often in conjunction with diffraction methods) is the method of choice for characterizing surfaces 
whenever possible, but the detection limit of NMR is far too low to allow many modern materials to be examined . Because it 
provides dramatic sensitivity enhancement, solid-state Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) NMR is currently emerging as 
a powerful tool to study samples previously inaccessible to NMR . In 2010, our group has shown how DNP could be used to 
selectively enhance the NMR signals from surfaces (DNP SENS) .1 This approach provides remarkable signal enhancements 
(currently up to ~> 100 for both 29Si and 13C nuclei) and consequently leads to large reduction in experimental times 
(currently up to a factor ten thousand)2 . Two-dimensional 1H-13C or 1H-29Si correlation spectra under DNP conditions have 
thus been applied to determine in an expeditious way the bonding topologies and local conformations of functional groups 
incorporated in hybrid mesoporous materials .3 More recently, we have shown that DNP experiments can be performed 
using non-aqueous solvents, which in combination with the biradical bTbK, provides signal enhancements similar to that 
obtained using aqueous solutions .4 The latest developments in this field will be presented, including the introduction of new 
polarizing agents and the first applications of DNP SENS to heterogeneous organometallic catalysts .

(1)  Lesage, A .; Lelli, M .; Gajan, D .; Caporini, M . A .; Vitzthum, V .; Mieville, P .; Alauzun, J .; Roussey, A .; Thieuleux, C .; Mehdi, 
A .; Bodenhausen, G .; Coperet, C .; Emsley, L ., J. Am. Chem. Soc . 2010, 132, 15459-15461 .

(2)  Rossini, A . J .; Zagdoun, A .; Lelli, M .; Gajan, D .; Rascón, F .; Rosay, M .; Maas, W . E .; Copéret, C .; Lesage, A .; Emsley, 
L ., Chem. Sci . 2012, 3, 108-115

(3)  Lelli, M .; Gajan, D .; Lesage, A .; Caporini, M . A .; Vitzthum, V .; Mieville, P .; Heroguel, F .; Rascon, F .; Roussey, A .; 
Thieuleux, C .; Boualleg, M .; Veyre, L .; Bodenhausen, G .; Coperet, C .; Emsley, L ., J. Am. Chem. Soc . 2011, 133, 2104-
2107 .

(4)  Zagdoun, A .; Rossini, A . J .; Gajan, D .; Bourdolle, A .; Ouari, O .; Rosay, M .; Maas, W . E .; P .Tordo; Lelli, M .; Emsley, L .; 
Lesage, A .; Copéret, C ., Chem. Commun. 2012, 48, 654-656 .
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Pl 11
ToWarDS an aTomic rESoluTion DEScriPTion of funcTionally imPorTanT moTionS in 

folDED anD unfolDED ProTEinS uSing high rESoluTion nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Valery Ozenne, Robert Schneider, Guillaume Communie, Jie-rong Huang, Luca Mollica, Elise Delaforge, 
Jaka Kragelj, Damien Maurin, Paul Guerry, Loic Salmon, Malene Ringkjøbing Jensen, Martin Blackledge
Institut de Biologie Structurale CEA, CNRS, UJF, Grenoble, France

Proteins are inherently flexible, displaying a broad range of dynamics over a hierarchy of time-scales from pico-seconds 
to seconds . This plasticity enables conformational changes that are essential for biomolecular function . NMR is sensitive 
to all conformational fluctuations occurring up to the millisecond and we have developed robust methods to quantitatively 
describe these molecular motions . We combine analytical and numerical approaches to develop a self-consistent 
representation of all motions occurring in proteins on timescales from the picosecond to the milliseconds,1-3 and compare 
these motions in the free and bound forms of the proteins .4

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) represent extreme examples where protein flexibility plays a determining role in 
biological function . The development of meaningful descriptions of the behaviour of IDPs is a key challenge for contemporary 
structural biology, due to their inherent conformational disorder5 Due to the increase in available degrees of freedom 
compared to a static picture, the description of accurate protein conformational ensembles requires the development 
of robust approaches to determine the significance and uniqueness of any proposed equilibrium .6 I will present new 
techniques to determine the level of intrinsic structure, dynamics and interaction kinetics in IDPs and apply these to pre-
recognition state of active sites of viral proteins in their physiological context .6-8

1  Salmon et al Angewandte Chemie International Edition . 48, 4154-4157 (2009) .
2  Markwick et al J.Am.Chem.Soc. 131, 16968-16975, (2009) .
3  Salmon et al Angewandte Chemie International Edition In Press (2012) .
4  Salmon et al Angewandte Chemie International Edition 50:3755-3759 (2011) .
5  Nodet et al . J.Am.Chem.Soc. 131, 17908-17918, (2009) .
6  Jensen et al . J.Am.Chem.Soc. 132, 1270-1272, (2010) .
7  Jensen et al . J.Am.Chem.Soc. 130, 8055-8061 (2008)
8  Salmon et al . J.Am.Chem.Soc. 132, 8407-8418, (2010) .
9  Jensen et al . Proc Natl Acad Sci. 108, 9839-9844 (2011) .

Pl 12
SEEing SPinS aT ThE nanoScalE

Joerg Wrachtrup
Institute of physics, University of Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany

Spins are a key element in quantum technology . Either they serve as efficient hubs, memories or processing units in 
quantum registers or constitute building blocks for novel ultrasensitive sensor devices . Particularly versatile in this respect 
are spin systems which couple to the light field and thus allow for readout of very few and even single spins . Besides 
diamond defect spins rare earth elements belong to this class of quantum systems . The talk will describe how to use such 
systems to probe fundamental properties of entangled multipartied spin clusters and for magnetic resonance imaging with 
unprecedented sensitivity
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Pl 13
rna rEgulaTion ElEmEnTS STuDiED by nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Jörg Rinnenthal1, Hannah Steinert1, Dominic Wagner1, Anke Reining1, Boris Fürtig1, Janina Buck1, Anna 
Wacker1, Senada Nozinovic1, Thorsten Marquardsen2, Frank Engelke2, Robert Hänsel1, Volker Dötsch1, 
Karl von Laer3, Beatrix Suess3, Harald Schwalbe1

1Center for Biomolecular Magnetic Resonance, Frankfurt, Germany, 2Bruker Biospin, Rheinstetten, Germany, 3Institute for Biomolecular 
Sciences, Frankfurt, Germany

In the recent past, the importance of RNA-based regulation has become increasingly recognized . Regulation is based on 
structural transitions of RNA modules located in the 5’ untranslated region of mRNA . The regulation mechanism act on the 
level of transcription as well as translation . Riboswitches sense changes in the concentration of small molecule metabolites 
while RNA thermometers respond to temperature changes .

In this contribution, we will describe novel NMR methods to monitor such structural transitions at atomic resolution . 
Elucidation of the coupling of binding or melting into allosteric structural transitions at the heart of the regulation events will 
be discussed with the examples of translational riboswitches .

Pl 14
imaging mETaboliSm – WaTching TumourS gaSP anD DiE WiTh hyPErPolarizED mri

Kevin Brindle
University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK

Patients with similar tumour types can have markedly different responses to the same therapy . The development of new 
treatments would benefit, therefore, from the introduction of imaging methods that allow an early assessment of treatment 
response in individual patients, allowing rapid selection of the most effective treatment [1] .

We have been developing methods for detecting the early responses of tumours to therapy, including magnetic resonance 
(MR) imaging of tumour cell metabolism using hyperpolarized 13C-labelled cellular metabolites (reviewed in [2,3]) .  Nuclear 
spin hyperpolarization can increase sensitivity in the MR experiment by >10,000x . This has allowed us to image the location 
of labelled cell substrates and, more importantly, their metabolic conversion into other metabolites . These substrates 
include pyruvate, lactate, glutamine, glutamate, fumarate, bicarbonate and ascorbate .  We have shown that exchange of 
hyperpolarized 13C label between lactate and pyruvate can be imaged in animal models of lymphoma and glioma and that 
this flux is decreased post-treatment . We showed that hyperpolarized [1,4-13C]fumarate can be used to detect tumour cell 
necrosis post treatment in lymphoma and that both the polarized pyruvate and fumarate experiments can detect early 
evidence of treatment response in a breast tumour model and also early responses to anti-vascular and anti-angiogenic 
drugs .  We have shown that tissue pH can be imaged from the ratio of the signal intensities of hyperpolarized H13CO3- 
and 13CO2 following intravenous injection of hyperpolarized H13CO3¯ and that tumour redox state can be determined by 
monitoring the oxidation and reduction of [1-13C]ascorbate and [1-13C]dehydroascorbate respectively .

We have recently obtained funding for clinical trials with polarised pyruvate and fumarate to detect treatment response in 
lymphoma, glioma and breast cancer patients .

1 . Brindle, K . Nat Rev Cancer 8, 94-107 (2008) .
2 . Brindle, K .M ., et al. Magn Reson Med 66, 505-519 (2011) .
3 . Brindle, K . Brit. J. Radiol., Published on line 11th April 2012 .
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Pl 15
nEW mEThoDS for EPr anD nmr

Thomas Prisner
Institute of Physical and Theoretical Chemistry, Center of Biomolecular Magnetic Resonance Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany

Efficient excitation of electron spin resonance transitions is hampered in many cases, because of broad linewidth and 
short relaxation times . This reduces the efficiency of many pulse EPR experiments as well as efficient polarization transfer 
to nuclear spins in ENDOR or DNP applications, especially at high magnetic fields . In this presentation we will show new 
methodological and technical approaches to overcome some of these limitations in EPR and DNP spectroscopy . We 
developed a fast pulse shaping unit allowing 1 ns time resolution and arbitrary phases for microwave EPR pulses, which 
allows for the first time to excite electronic spins with optimum control pulses (1) . Furthermore, new double resonance 
structures working at 400 MHz for proton and 260 GHz for electron spins (corresponding to a magnetic field of 9 .2 T) allow 
efficient excitation and detection of EPR and NMR transitions in liquids (2) . First applications to pulsed EPR and DNP will 
be shown and the potential of these new methods discussed .

1) Spindler, Ph . E . , Zhang, Y ., Endeward, B . , Gershernzon, N . , Skinner, T .E ., Glaser, S . J ., Prisner, T . F ., (2012) Shaped 
optimal control pulses for increased excitation bandwidth in EPR . J.Magn.Reson. 218, 49-58 .

2) V . Denysenkov, & T . Prisner, (2012) Liquid State Dynamic Nuclear Polarization Probe with Fabry-Perot Resonator at 
9 .2 Tesla J. Magn.Reson., 217, 1-5
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PS 101
DEcouPling anD rEcouPling uSing PhaSE-alTErnaTing PulSE SEquEncES

Kong Ooi Tan, Vipin Agarwal, Anders Nielsen, Matthias Ernst
ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland

Using phase-alternating pulse sequences in recoupling or decoupling experiments opens up new possibilities due to the 
fact that they have additional degrees of freedom . The location of potential resonance conditions is only determined by 
the modulation frequency while the rf-field amplitude determines the strengths of the various resonance conditions . In cw 
irradiation, the strength of the resonance condition is constant and the location is determined by the rf-field amplitude . Using 
an interaction-frame picture, one can determine the Fourier coefficients that characterize the strength of the resonance 
conditions analytically and numerically and use Floquet theory to understand the sequences .

In my presentation I will show two examples where replacing cw irradiation by phase-alternating irradiation allows either 
the implementation of new experiments or improving existing experiments . The first example concerns the PAIN/PAR 
second-order recoupling sequences . [1] In the heteronuclear PAIN experiment, one always has simultaneous PAR 
polarization transfer . This can be beneficial and used in novel experiments for simultaneously recording homonculear and 
heteronuclear correlation experiments to obtain structural restraints . [2] On the other hand, it is also often unwanted since 
the homonuclear transfer leads to relay peaks that make the heteronuclear experiment less useful . Using a heteronuclear 
version of the RESORT experiment, we are able to suppress the homonuclear polarization transfer to a large extent while 
at the same time kepp the heteronuclear transfer . The second example concerns decoupling during a C9-based TOBSY 
sequence for J-coupling polarization transfer . [3] Using phase-alternating decoupling sequences, it is possible to improve 
the polarization-transfer efficiency and also make the selection of the decoupling rf-field amplitude more straightforward 
than in cw decoupling .

[1]  G .D . Paëpe, et al ., J . Chem . Phys . 134 (2011) 095101 .
[2]  A .B . Nielsen, K . Székely, J . Gath, M . Ernst, N .C . Nielsen, B .H . Meier, J Biomol NMR . 52 (2012) 283–288 .
[3]  E . Hardy, R . Verel, B . Meier, Journal of Magnetic Resonance . 148 (2001) 459–464 .

 

PS 102
1h{oVErTonE-14n} hmqc aboVE 110 khz maS

Yusuke Nishiyama, Yuki Endo, Takahiro Nemoto
JEOL RESONANCE Inc., Tokyo, Japan

The 1H{overtone-14N} HMQC correlation at very fast MAS is presented . The pulse sequence is the same as standard 
HMQC but the 14N pulses are irradiated with the frequency twice the 14N Larmor frequency . The 14N DQ coherence is directly 
manipulated by these overtone-14N irradiations . The 1H{overtone-14N} HMQC at very fast MAS has several advantages over 
1H{double-quantum (DQ) / single-quantum (SQ) 14N} HMQC and direct overtone-14N observation .

1) The overtone 14N spectra are free from the first order quadrupolar broadening thus the fine adjustment of the magic  
 angle is not required .
2) The indirect detection of overtone-14N spectra do not show spinning frequency dependent shifts which is observed in  
 the direct observation of overtone-14N MAS spectra [1] .
3) The 1H{overtone-14N} HMQC gives higher sensitivity than 1H{DQ 14N} HMQC .
4) The arbitrary spectral width of the overtone-14N dimension can be used, since there is no need to synchronize the 
 indirect dimension to sample spinning .
5) The very fast MAS greatly improved the efficiency of 1H{overtone-14N} HMQC .[2]

Overtone-14N is the second order process and thus requires strong rf irradiation . The 
recently introduced 0 .75 mm MAS system helps us to efficiently observe 1H{overtone-
14N} HMQC spectra with the help of micro-coil system and very fast MAS above 110 
kHz .

[1] L .A . O’Dell et al ., Chem. Phys. Lett. 514 (2011) 168-173 .
[2] Y . Nishiyama et al ., J. Magn. Reson. 208 (2011) 44-48 .

Figure 1H{overtone-14N} HMQC of  
L-histidine at 70 kHz MAS
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PS 103
faST accESS To rESiDual DiPolar couPlingS by SinglE-Scan 2D nmr in oriEnTED mEDia

Patrick Giraudeau2, Tobias Montag1, Benoît Carrier2, Christina Thiele1

1Technische Universität Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany, 2Université de Nantes, Nantes, France

The utility of residual dipolar couplings for determining the structure of small organic molecules is increasingly recognized1 . 
The most frequently used RDCs are 1DCH, which can be measured either by F2- or F1-coupled HSQC experiments . While 
the efficiency of RDCs is highly recognized, these approaches suffer from the long experiment times characterizing 2D 
NMR experiments, due to the need to record numerous t1 increments to sample the indirect dimension . If one would want 
to investigate transient species, these measurement times need to be reduced significantly .

NMR spectroscopists have designed several approaches dealing with the time drawback of multi-dimensional NMR 
experiments . One of the most impressive and efficient is probably the “ultrafast” 2D NMR methodology, recently proposed 
by L . Frydman and co-workers 2, capable of providing a complete 2D correlation in a single scan, ie in a fraction of a 
second . In the last five years, we have significantly improved the performances (sensitivity, resolution, lineshape, etc .) of 
this approach 3, thus increasing its range of applications . Here, we present an original NMR method to measure Residual 
Dipolar Couplings in a very short time, by ultrafast 2D NMR experiments performed for the first time in oriented media .

We designed an ultrafast coupled-HSQC pulse sequence capable of directly giving access to carbon-proton couplings in a 
single scan The dipolar couplings extracted from these experiments are in very good agreement with those obtained from 
conventional experiments . These results highlight the potentialities of ultrafast 2D NMR as a tool for the structural study of 
organic compounds, and open promising perspectives in the field of small molecule NMR analysis .
References
1 . Thiele, C .M . Eur. J. Org. Chem . 2008, 34, 5673-5685 .
2 . Frydman, L .; Scherf, T .; Lupulescu, A . Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A . 2002, 99, 15858-15862 .
3 . Giraudeau, P .; Akoka, S . J. Magn. Reson . 2010, 205, 171-176; Giraudeau, P .; Akoka, S . Magn. Reson. Chem. 2011, 49,  
 307-313 .

 

PS 104
EfficiEnT cohErEncE TranSfEr mEThoDS for biological SoliD-STaTE nmr

Niels Chr . Nielsen
Interdisciplinary Nanoscience Center (iNANO) and Department of Chemistry, University of Aarhus, Aarhus, Denmark

Biological solid-state NMR relies on samples with many combinations of 15N, 13C, and 2H labelling in addition to varying 
amounts of 1H spins . Combined with multiple-dimensional experiments these samples offer multiple opportunities for 
assignments and establishment of structural constraints . Such experiments use numerous coherence transfer elements 
bringing magnetization from spin to spin . Also different spin species gives different possibilities to exploit polarization from 
different sources . With many elements involved, it is important that losses in the transfer processes are minimized as much 
as possible in each individual to maintain high sensitivity .

In this presentation, we address attention to systematic design of improved homo- and heteronuclear coherence transfer 
elements for biological solid-state NMR developed using optimal control and analytical methods . We present optimal control 
and analytical pulse sequences offering sensitivity-enhanced heteronuclear coherence transfer in 1H-15N, 1H-13C, 15N-13C 
spin-pair1,2 and 2H-13C and 2H-15N spin-pair2 systems . For homonuclear transfers, we address attention to resolution and 
sensitivity enhancements through spin-state-4 and coherence-order selective5 transfer . Finally, we demonstrate sensitivity 
enhancement by simultaneous6 or interleaved7 sampling of spectra provided through different polarization sources or 
different coherence transfer pathways .

1 . 1 . S . Jain, M . Bjerring, and N . C . Nielsen, J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 3, 703-708 (2012) .
2 . N . M . Loening, M . Bjerring, N . C . Nielsen, and H . Oschkinat, J. Magn. Reson. 214, 81-90 (2012) .
3 . D . Wei, U . Akbey, B . Paaske, H . Oschkinat, B . Reif, M . Bjerring, and N . C . Nielsen, J. Phys. Chem . Lett. 2, 1289-1294  
 (2011) .
4 . C . Kehlet, J . T . Nielsen, Z . Tosner, and N . C . Nielsen, J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2, 543-547 (2011) .
5 . A . B . Nielsen, M . Bjerring, and N . C . Nielsen, in prep (2012) .
6 . A . B . Nielsen, K . Székely, J . Gath, M . Ernst, N . C . Nielsen, and B . H . Meier, J. Biomol. NMR 52, 283-288 (2012) .
7 . M . Bjerring, B . Paaske, H . Oschkinat, U . Akbey, and N . C . Nielsen, J. Magn. Reson . 214, 324-328 (2012) .
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PS 105
grEaTEr Than ThE Sum of ThE ParTS : uSing DaTa fuSion To imProVE ThE SEnSiTiViTy of 1h 

hr-maS nmr SPEcTroScoPy in brEaST cancEr

Reza Salek1, Michael Eiden2, Denis Rubtsov1, Cecilia Castro1, Carsten Denkert3, Sibylle Loibl4, Robert 
Mistrik6, Matej Oresic5, Oliver Fiehn7, Julian Griffin1

1University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK, 2MRC Human Nutrition Research, Cambridge, UK, 3Charite Hospital, Berlin, Germany, 4GBG 
Forschungs Gmbh, Neu-Isenburg, Germany, 5VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland, Helsinki, Finland, 6HighChem Ltd, Cajakova, 
Slovakia, 7UC Davis, Davis, USA

The aim of the METAcancer project (www .metacancer-fp7 .eu) is to investigate metabolites that can be used as prognostic 
and predictive biomarkers by applying different metabolic profiling technologies (i .e . NMR, GC-MS and LC-MS) to maximize 
the coverage of the breast cancer metabolome . Data fusion strategies can be applied to elucidate the combined potential of 
the multiple profiling techniques for the diagnosis and classification of breast cancer . One commonly used strategy consists 
of building separate classification models for the individual platforms and subsequently aggregating the individual model 
outcomes . By doing so it facilitates a comparison and ranking of the diagnostic potential of each platform . However, this 
fusion on the “model level” provides only limited insight into the relative importance of individual metabolites with regard 
to the disease and is furthermore unable to elucidate the interrelationship amongst the variables, or the shared common 
structure across the different platforms . An alternative approach is to use multi-block (MB) based approaches . Here we 
present the use of MB-Principal components analysis and MB-partial least squares analysis to create data fusion models 
that dramatically improve the predictive capability of the high resolution MAS 1H NMR spectra collected of the breast 
tumours .

 

PS 106
high-ThroughPuT SErum nmr – ThE nEW Era in EPiDEmiology & gEnETicS

Mika Ala-Korpela
Computational Medicine, University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland

Comprehensive approaches to gain insights into metabolic variation are becoming increasingly popular in order to 
understand disease aetiologies and to develop metabolic phenotyping for holistic risk assessment and diagnostics . 
Towards these goals, we have set-up an automated high-throughput platform for serum NMR metabolomics (1) that has 
now (May 2012) been operational for over 3 years with around 90,000 samples from a wide variety of epidemiological 
studies analysed . The methodology enables absolute quantification of specific molecular identities and we have recently 
presented genome-wide association and heritability results for 117 directly detected metabolic measures and 99 variables 
derived from these measures (2) . The primary metabolic information includes extensive characterisation of 14 lipoprotein 
subclasses and their lipid constituents together with various low-molecular-weight metabolites . These molecular data relate 
to multiple biological pathways and metabolic functions in health and in disease . Consequently, combined with genome-
wide and gene expression data at the population level, this comprehensive metabolic information has started to trigger 
detailed systems-level findings (3-5) . This novel line of systems epidemiology is anticipated to grow rapidly and to allow a 
more thorough molecular understanding of biochemical pathways and disease pathologies . Yet metabolomics will be truly 
useful in epidemiology or in genetic studies only if quantitative data on specific, identified metabolites are available . During 
the talk the technological as well as the metabolic characteristics of the new platform will be presented and discussed in 
relation to epidemiology and genetics (6,7) .

1 . Soininen P, et al . Analyst . 2009;134:1781-5 .
2 .  Kettunen J, et al . Nat Genet . 2012;44:269-76 .
3 . Inouye M, et al . Mol Syst Biol . 2010;6:441 .
4 .  Chambers JC, et al . Nat Genet . 2011;43:1131-8 .
5 .  Tukiainen T, et al . Hum Mol Genet . 2012;21:1444-55 .
6 .  Ala-Korpela M, Kangas AJ, Inouye M . Trends Genet . 2011;27:493-8 .
7 .  Ala-Korpela M, Kangas AJ, Soininen P . Genome Med . 2012;4:36 .
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PS 107
in-cEll nmr in mammalian cEllS

Phil Selenko
FMP Berlin, Berlin, Germany

Protein structures and dynamics are intricately connected to a biomolecule’s physiological environment . While most 
proteins function inside cells, our knowledge about protein structure and dynamics is usually obtained from artificial 
experimental setups that bear little resemblance to the physical and biological properties of live cells . Modern methods in 
high-resolution in-cell NMR spectroscopy now offer the possibility to correct those deeds .

Here, we present initial sets of multi-dimensional in-cell NMR measurements of protein structures and dynamics in five 
different mammalian cell types .

 

PS 108
macromolEcular croWDing anD ProTEin chEmiSTry: ViEWS from inSiDE anD ouTSiDE cEllS

Gary Pielak
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, USA

I will discuss the successes and challenges of in-cell protein NMR and the quantification of protein folding, stability, and 
diffusion under crowded conditions . One challenge is the inability to observe 15N-1H HSQC spectra from most globular 
proteins in cells .  To understand this problem we turned to in vitro experiments, using synthetic polymers, globular proteins, 
and cell lysates to assess how these crowding agents affect protein diffusion .  To examine stability, we used NMR-detected 
amide-proton exchange to quantify the opening free energy of test proteins in the presence of crowding agents . To examine 
folding in cells, we applied 19F NMR to an unstable test protein .  Our results highlight the differences between crowding 
agents and shed light on the biological effects of crowding .
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PS 109
nmr STuDiES of molEcular rEcogniTion anD DynamicS of (largE)  

ProTEin comPlExES in SoluTion

Michael Sattler1,2

1Helmholtz Zentrum München, Neuherberg, Germany, 2Technische Universität München, Garching, Germany

Eukaryotic multi-domain proteins play crucial roles in the regulation of gene expression and cellular signalling . As their 
conformations often depend on dynamic domain rearrangements it is important to use solution techniques for their 
structural analysis [1] . Examples will be presented that highlight the role of conformational dynamics during molecular 
recognition: i) the recognition of poly-pyrimidine tract RNA by the essential splicing factor U2AF65 during spliceosome 
assembly and ii) the recognition of dimethyl-arginines by Tudor domains in snRNP maturation .

We have developed a versatile and efficient protocol for determining the quaternary structure of multi-domain proteins and 
protein complexes in solution by combining experimental data derived from solution state NMR as well as Small Angle 
X-ray and/or Neutron Scattering (SAXS/SANS) experiments [2-4] . Information about the relative orientation of domains or 
subunits is obtained from NMR residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) . Long-range (up to 20Å) distance restraints are obtained 
from paramagnetic relaxation enhancements (PRE) using spin-labeled proteins and/or RNA . In addition, solvent PRE 
data can be used for structural refinement of molecular interfaces . The RDCs, PREs (from covalent spin labels), solvent 
PREs and SAS data are jointly used for structure calculation in ARIA/CNS supplemented with additional information from 
chemical shift perturbation or biochemical data . We employ this protocol for studying large protein complexes that are 
linked to the recognition of pre-mRNA during the assembly of the spliceosome . Current progress with these studies will 
be presented .

References:
[1] C .D . Mackereth, M . Sattler, Curr. Op. Struct. Biol 2012, in press .
[2] F . Gabel, et al , J Biomol NMR 2008, 41, 199 .
[3] B . Simon, et al Angew Chem Int Ed Engl 2010, 49, 1967 .
[4] Madl T, Gabel F, and Sattler M J Struct Biol 2011, 173, 472-82 .
 

PS 110
STrucTural mEchaniSm of calmoDulin acTiVaTion anD auToinhibiTion of camk1 kinaSE

Michael H . G . Tong1, Christian Ludwig1, Mark Jeeves1, Darren McClelland1, Sundaresan Rajesh1, Julia A . 
Hubbard3, Stefan Knapp2, Michael Overduin1

1School of Cancer Sciences, University of Birmingham, Birmingham, UK, 2Structural Genomics Consortium, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK, 
3Computational, Analytical and Structural Sciences, GlaxoSmithKline, Stevenage, Hertfordshire, UK

The structure of CaMK1 has been characterized in its monomeric 
and dimeric states by NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography, 
respectively, revealing an unprecedented N-terminal strand exchange . 
The activation loops of the autoinhibited enzyme are seen by NMR to 
form an open, unstructured ensemble, permitting only millimolar affinity 
ATP interaction, despite induction of chemical shift perturbations across 
the two lobes . Calmodulin dislodges the regulatory C-terminal helix from 
its autoinhibitory, pseudo-substrate position in a stepwise fashion . This 
culminates in an activated state which adopts a novel, in-line three-
lobed complexed structure as resolved by small-angle X-ray scattering . 
Engagement of the active site by a small molecule inhibitor engages a 
regulatory helix, and induces perturbations across both kinase lobes . 
The diversity of calmodulin-mediated regulatory states adopted in kinase 
structures is discussed, as is the utility of regulatory helix clampdown for 
inhibitor design .
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PS 111
funcTionally DETuning moTion for ThE hyDriDE TranSfEr STEP,  

Which iS inTrinSically EncoDED in ThE acTiVE looP DynamicS  
of DihyDrofolaTE rEDucTaSE, Dhfr

Shin-ichi Tate
Hiroshima Univ., Higashi-Hiroshima, Japan

Elucidation of the functional role of the protein structural dynamics is essential for expanding our understanding how protein 
works . In exploring the functional significance of the specific protein motion, carefully designed site-directed mutagenesis is 
needed; it changes the motion but keeps the active site structure . Given that type of mutants become available, we would 
get clear insights into the functional role of protein dynamics per se with distinguished it from the structural factors .  Here, 
we report the case study using such elaborate mutant to see the role of structural dynamics .

My group has been studying the functional effects of the distal site mutation from the active site of dihydrofolate reductase, 
DHFR . Among the collected data, we found that amino acid changes to G67 caused substantial modulations to the enzyme 
activities . G67 is placed in the flexible loop far distant from the active site of DHFR .  One remarkable mutant, G67V, showed 
about 20% reduction in the hydride transfer rate relative to the wild-type . This observation inspired us to think the G67V 
mutant is the one to change the functionally relevant structural dynamics in the active site with keeping the structure intact .

NMR spectral comparison between the wild-type and G67V confirmed that the mutation caused no apparent structural 
changes on the active site . R2 relaxation-rate dispersion experiments, however, showed that G67V mutant has the three-
time more frequent structural transition from the ground-state to the excited-state structures . The results showed that 
DHFR has an intrinsic motion to detune the hydride-transfer step, which is associated with the large-amplitude loop 
structural change between the closed and occluded forms . The possible biological significance of the functionally impairing 
mechanism encoded in DHFR structure dynamics will be discussed . 

PS 112
ThE archiTEcTurE of TElomEraSE

Juli Feigon
UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein complex essential for maintenance of telomere DNA at the ends of linear chromosomes . 
We are investigating the structure, function, and protein interactions of verterbrate and ciliate telomerase RNA .

The catalytic core of Tetrahymena telomerase comprises a ternary complex of telomerase RNA (TER), telomerase reverse 
transcriptase (TERT), and the essential La family protein p65 . We have used a combined NMR and X-ray crystallography 
approach to determine the structure of p65 C-terminal domain and its complex with stem IV of TER . The structure reveals 
that RNA recognition is achieved by a novel combination of single- and double-strand RNA binding, which induces a 
dramatic bend in TER . The domain is a cryptic, atypical RNA recognition motif with a disordered C-terminal extension that 
forms a -helix in the complex necessary for hierarchical assembly of TERT with p65-TER . This work provides the first 
structural insight into biogenesis and assembly of TER with a telomerase-specific protein . Additionally, our studies define 
a structurally homologous domain in genuine La and LARP7 proteins and suggest a general mode of RNA binding for 
biogenesis of their diverse RNA targets .

Human telomerase RNA contains a catalytic core including a conserved pseudoknot essential for function . We have 
determined the structures and investigated the dynamics of sub-domains of this catalytic core using NMR, and modeled 
the structure of the complete ~150 nucleotide core domain .
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PS 113
from SoliD STaTE PhySicS To STrucTural biology:  

PuTTing a SPin on iT WiTh EPr SPEcTroScoPy

Chris Kay
University College London, London, UK

We are using pulsed EPR spectroscopy to solve problems ranging from physics to biology and in this talk I will give a 
few examples of our ongoing work in which either intrinsic electron spin centers such as group V dopants in silicon [1] 
or nitroxide spin labels engineered into proteins by site-directed mutagenesis [2] allow exquisite structural information to 
be extracted from the sample . The hyperfine interaction between an electron and a neighbouring nucleus, which may be 
determined by ENDOR, gives information on the spatial distribution of the wavefunction and allows interactions with I  0 
nuclei in the vicinity of a spin to be explored, while in structural biology, measuring spin-spin interactions between pairs of 
electrons by ELDOR allows distances of up to 7 nm to be determined .

[1]  G . W . Morley et al., Nature Materials, 2010, 9, 725-9 .
[2]  G . Phan et al., Nature, 2011, 474, 49-53 .
 

PS 114
inVESTigaTion of ElEcTron SPin rElaxaTion anD SPEcTral DiffuSion uSing  

TWo-DimEnSional inVErSE laPlacE TranSformS

Peter Roberts, Grzegorz Kwiatkowski, Alexander Karabanov, Josef Granwehr
University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK

Solid state dynamic nuclear polarisation (DNP) can be described using the solid effect, cross effect and thermal mixing 
mechanisms . A current area of interest is an extension of our theoretical understanding of these mechanisms, and in 
particular an improvement of simulations used to describe DNP experiments [1] . Electron spin relaxation and spectral 
diffusion play a fundamental role in the mechanisms of DNP, particularly for radicals with inhomogeneously broadened 
EPR lines . Therefore, a better understanding of these processes and experimental characterisation of the corresponding 
time constants is essential for a complete understanding of DNP enhancement .

To investigate the behaviour of electron spins during and after constant microwave (MW) irradiation, three-dimensional 
‘pump-recovery’ experiments were performed as follows: the MW field was switched on for a time tpump, off for a time trec, 
and the electron magnetisation remaining after these two time intervals was measured using longitudinal detection . tpump 

and trec were incremented along the first two dimensions . MW pumping was done at a frequency close to the centre of the 
inhomogeneously broadened EPR line, while detection frequency was incremented along a third dimension .

Data were processed using a home-written two-dimensional inverse Laplace transform tool: the data were fitted to 
exponential decay kernels to extract distributions of the electron T1 and Tpump, where Tpump is a phenomenological time 
constant describing the decay of the electron polarisation during the MW irradiation . The algorithm, which will be presented 
in some detail, does not use a non-negativity constraint, and therefore does not make any assumptions regarding the signs 
of the different signal components .

All time constant distributions contained at least two peaks with opposite signs at similar T1 values but different Tpump values . 
The results of experiments conducted at different 4-Amino-TEMPO radical concentrations, temperatures, and microwave 
pump frequencies will be presented . Implications for the optimisation of DNP experiments will be discussed .

1 .  Y . Hovav, A . Feintuch, S . Vega, J . Magn . Reson . 214 (2012) 29–41 .
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PS 115
cryPTochromES: PoTEnTial comPaSS molEculES WiTh an  

unExPEcTED VariETy of ElEcTron TranSfEr PaThWayS

Till Biskup1,2, Asako Okafuji2, Bernd Paulus2, Kenichi Hitomi3, Elizabeth D . Getzoff3, Erik Schleicher2, 
Stefan Weber2

1Department of Chemistry, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK, 2Institut für Physikalische Chemie, Universität Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany, 3The 
Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, CA, USA

Cryptochromes (Cry) and their siblings, the photolyases (PHR), occur in all three kingdoms of life . Whereas PHRs repair 
specific UV-induced DNA damages, the Crys’ functions are diverse ranging from controlling plant growth and development 
and entraining the circadian clock to being a candidate magnetoreceptor in, e .g ., migratory birds . PHRs are well-known to 
readily form radical pairs (RP) between flavin (FAD) and a tryptophan (Trp) upon illumination with blue light if starting from 
fully oxidised FAD . In analogy, this reaction is discussed as main primary photoreaction in Crys, and it is these RPs that are 
at the heart of the postulated magnetoreception capabilities of those proteins .

Using time-resolved EPR (TREPR) on a Cry from Xenopus laevis, we could for the first time demonstrate that Crys 
indeed form spin-correlated RPs between FAD and Trp upon blue-light excitation [1] . Additionally, we assigned the RP 
partners and showed that the magnetic coupling parameters of these RPs are in favour of sensing weak magnetic fields . 
Furthermore, with a multi-frequency TREPR approach we could unequivocally demonstrate the formed spin-correlated 
RPs to originate from a pure singlet-precursor state [2]

Extending our studies to another Cry, from Synechocystis sp ., revealed a striking diversity in electron transfer (ET) pathways 
in Crys [3]: Although the conserved ET chain of three Trps (TrpA to C), common to most PHRs and Crys, is clearly present, 
instead of the terminal TrpC an alternative TrpC’ further apart from TrpB than TrpC gets used as final electron donor, as we 
showed by applying TREPR to wild-type and mutant proteins [3] .

Finally, we could show that blocking the ET pathway in X. laevis Cry at the first or second position (TrpA or TrpB) leads to an 
alternative ET involving two tyrosines (Tyr) . This demonstrates that TREPR even at X-band can clearly distinguish between 
FAD-Trp and FAD-Tyr RPs . Taken together, these results reveal an unexpected diversity in ET pathways in Crys and show 
that EPR is clearly suited to investigating biological ET .

[1]  Biskup et al., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed . 48:404, 2009 .
[2]  Weber et al., J. Phys. Chem. B . 114:14745, 2010 .
[3]  Biskup et al., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 50:12647, 2011 .

 

PS 116
DiSTancE mEaSurEmEnTS anD Dynamic nuclEar PolarizaTion aT  

9 anD 94 ghzEPr frEquEnciES

Marina Bennati
Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, 37077 Göttingen, Germany

Pulsed EPR techniques, in particular the two-frequency DEER or PELDOR method, have been established over the past 
years as a valuable tool to obtain distances and their distributions between paramagnetic centers in biological systems . 
At high EPR frequencies (  90 GHz) the EPR spectrum of spin labels is dominated by g anisotropy and, because of the 
selective excitation of molecular orientations, the experiments can deliver information not only about the distance but also 
about the relative orientation of the labels . The technical issues related with the performance of these experiments at high 
EPR frequencies will be discussed and a new experimental design is presented that provides the possibility of performing 
these experiments with nitroxide radicals . Another technique that has experienced a renaissance in the past years is 
dynamic nuclear polarization . The method could provide a means to overcome the current sensitivity limits in solution and 
solid state NMR . Enhancement of the nuclear spin polarization via DNP requires optimized pumping (saturation) of the 
electron spins with highly efficient microwave irradiation, suitable polarizing agents and knowledge about electron-nuclear 
spin relaxation . In the past years, we have performed extensive studies on DNP in aqueous solutions at 9 and 94 GHz 
using different polarizers . These studies have allowed to quantitatively rationalize the observed enhancements in terms 
of the Overhauser mechanism . Furthermore, they were employed to design and optimize a shuttle spectrometer for liquid 
DNP that opens the door to applications in NMR spectroscopy of biological samples .
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PS 117
hEaVy micE anD lighTEr ThingS: uSing nmr To  

EluciDaTE molEcular STrucTurES in TiSSuES

Melinda Duer1, Wing Ying Chow1, David Reid1, Roger Brooks1, Rakesh Rajan1, Dominique Bihan1,  
Richard Farndale1, David Slatter1, Jeremy Skepper1, Cathy Shanahan2

1University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK, 2Kings College London, London, UK

At the molecular level, it is the extracellular matrix (ECM) that forms the basic substance of tissues . The ECM gives tissues 
their mechanical strength and provides the environment for cells to function, including providing essential pathways for 
cell signalling . However, how the ECM provides its various mechanical and biological functions remains largely elusive, 
primarily because of a lack of structural information for most of the molecules involved and even less on how they interact . 
The ECM is primarily composed of fibril-forming collagen proteins, interspersed by a mesh of proteoglycans and other 
molecules . Collagens are triple helical proteins with of order 1000 residues per chain . An X-ray diffraction structure reveals 
the molecular packing within a pure collagen fibre, but not the atomic positions .  In biology, however, collagens are not 
present as fibres of pure material but rather form microfibrils in which the collagen triple helices are glycosylated and 
interacting with a wide range of other molecules . The structure of collagens 
in their native environments are not currently known, yet it is this structure 
that confers the material properties of the tissue and that cells of the tissue 
interact with .

Solid-state NMR can in principle reveal molecular structure information 
for proteins in heterogeneous environments, but the necessary 
multidimensional experiments are fraught with difficulties at natural 
abundance levels of 13C and 15N .

This talk will describe recent developments in the Duer group that allow 
the way forward for detailed structure determination work of collagens in 
native tissues and in in vitro models for native tissues . This then opens 
the possibility of examining molecular structures in diseased tissues or 
tissues affected by diseases such as diabetes, in order to understand 
the pathology at a molecular level for the purposes of designing highly 
targeted, possibly even individual, therapeutic strategies .

 

PS 118
high-rESoluTion STrucTurE of a SEVEn-hElical mEmbranE  

ProTEin DETErminED by SoliD-STaTE nmr
Shenlin Wang1, Lichi Shi1, Izuru Kawamura2, So-Young Kim3, Kwang-Hwan Jung3, Leonid S . Brown1, 
Vladimir Ladizhansky1

1University of Guelph, Guelph, ON, Canada, 2Yokohama National University, Yokohama, Japan, 3Sogang University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Solid state NMR (ssNMR) spectroscopy is emerging as a powerful technique for studying structures of membrane proteins 
and provides the unique opportunity in investigating membrane protein structures in native-like membrane-mimicking 
environments . Recent advancements of ssNMR have demonstrated the feasibility of obtaining high resolution 3D 
structures of large membrane proteins . In this presentation, I will show our recently solved ssNMR structure of a 28 KDa 
lipid-embedded seven-helix transmembrane (7TM) photosensor, sensory rhodopsin from Aneabena sp . PCC 7120 (ASR) . 
The structure was determined using distance restraints obtained from analysis of carbon-carbon spin-diffusion spectra 
of alternately labeled samples, together with dihedral angle restraints obtained from chemical shifts, and further refined 
using long range distance restraints derived from measurements of paramagnetic relaxation enhancement in single mutant 
ASRs containing covalently-attached paramagnetic tag . The overall fold of ASR contains seven well-defined -helices 
forming a helical bundle, sharing a similar architecture with G-protein couple receptors and other bacterial rhodopsins with 
known structures . A short -hairpin was found to link the second and the third helix of ASR in ssNMR structure, while this 
region is disordered in the X-ray structure . The site-specific dynamic properties and light-induced conformational changes 
of ASR in lipid environment were also studied by ssNMR . We found that the cytoplasmic halves of several helices undergo 
significant structural rearrangement upon illumination . The structural and dynamic properties characterized here provided 
hints for understanding the photosensory function of ASR . The developed methodology can be applied to other 7TM 
proteins, e .g ., those of the family of G protein–coupled receptors, in the future .
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PS 119
SoliD-STaTE nmr rEVEalS ThE STrucTural archiTEcTurE of  

Shigella flexneri TyPE-iii SEcrETion nEEDlES

Jean-Philippe Demers1, Nikolas Sgourakis2, Antoine Loquet1, Karin Giller1, Stefan Becker1, David Baker2, 
Adam Lange1

1Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Goettingen, Germany, 2Department of Biochemistry, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, 
USA

Type-III Secretion Systems (T3SS) are present in many gram-negative bacteria, where 
they are an essential determinant for bacterial infection . T3SS are formed of ~25 
proteins and consist of a hollow needle and a basal body which anchors the needle 
to both bacterial membranes . The needle extends into the extracellular space where 
it makes contact with the host cell . Upon contact, translocator proteins form a pore 
through which effector proteins enter and alter the function of the host cell during 
infection .

Based on 2D solid-state NMR experiments recorded on uniformly, [1-13C]-glucose and 
[2-13C]-glucose labeled proteins, we have obtained the 95%-complete assignment of 
13C and 15N chemical shifts for the needle of Shigella flexneri bacteria which cause 
bacillary dysentery in human . Very sharp 13C line-widths are observed, ranging from 
0 .3 to 0 .6 ppm in the uniformly labeled sample and from 0 .1 to 0 .4 ppm in sparsely labeled samples . Only the first 3 
N-terminal residues are flexible; in contrast to the crystal structure of MxiH monomer where the first 14 N-terminal residues 
are disordered (Deane et al, PNAS, 2006) . The secondary structure consists of a long -helix (L12 to A38), a loop (E39 
to N43) and a second -helix which extends up to the C-terminus (P43 to R83) . Both -helices are kinked, respectively at 
residues T23 and Q64 . Although rigid, the N-terminal segment from S2 to T11 does not adopt any conventional secondary 
structure . The solid-state chemical shifts are incompatible with the possibility of a 13-residue-long protrusion within the 
second -helix, which was proposed from 3D image reconstruction of the Shigella needle by electron cryo-microscopy 
(Fujii et al, PNAS, 2012) . The secondary structure elements are highly similar to those identified in the homologous needle 
protein of Salmonella typhimurium (Loquet et al, Nature, 2012; Loquet et al, JACS, 2011), allowing us to propose a general 
structural architecture of T3SS needle assemblies .

 

PS 120
PuShing for rESoluTion in 13c SPEcTra of uniformly labEllED ProTEinS

Francesco Ravotti1, Jacco Van Beek1, Matthias Ernst1, Anja Böckmann2, Beat Meier1

1ETH Zürich, Wolfgang-Pauli-Strasse 10, CH-8046 Zürich, Switzerland, 2Institut Biologie et Chimie des Protéines, UMR 5086 CNRS/Université 
de Lyon 1, 7 passage  du Vercors, 69367 Lyon, France

While the resolution in 13C spectra of uniformly labelled proteins has continuously improved over the last decades, further 
improvements are still badly needed . The presence of scalar homonuclear 13C - 13C J couplings, which are often only 
partially resolved, limits the resolution and increases peaks overlap . Here we demonstrate significant improvements in 
resolution for a 13C - 13C correlation experiment by J-decoupling in both the indirect and direct dimension . Using S3E (Spin 
State Selective Excitation), developed by Sørensen and coworkers [1], for the direct dimension and optimized decoupling 
we obtained high-resolution Calpha - CO correlation spectra, we achieve a line width of 16 Hz in the indirect dimension and 
20 Hz in the direct one for ubiquitin .

The contribution will discuss the experimental conditions and 
requirements and also compare the results obtained with 
other studies of J-decoupling in solid-state NMR .

 
Fig: 50 ms MIRROR experiment on Ubiquitin without (left) and with 
(right) applying J decoupling. Spectra were measured on 500MHz 
spectrometer, at 25 kHz MAS and applying 120 kHz XiX decoupling.

[1] A . Meissner, J . Duus and O . W . Sørensen, J . Mag . Res 128, 
92 – 97 (1997)
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PS 121
noVEl nmr mEThoDS WiTh high rESoluTion anD SEnSiTiViTy:  

from ProTEin STrucTurES To nanoTubES

Hanudatta Atreya
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India

New 1H and 13C-detected NMR methods in solution and solid-state to unravel structural, dynamic and functional roles of 
biomolecules in high-resolution will be presented . These experiments provide chemical shift correlations of backbone, 
side chain and methyl groups with high resolution, selectivity and sensitivity . Some of the experiments facilitate fast 
data acquisition and are augmented by novel isotope labelling schemes . These methods have been applied to different 
biological systems of which one particular system involves the insulin-like growth factor binding proteins (IGFBPs), a 
family of 6 homologous proteins about 30 kDa in size and implicated in different types of cancers . IGFBPs bind insulin-like 
growth factors (IGF) strongly and regulate the activity of the latter . We recently discovered that a C-terminal fragment of 
IGFBP-2 self-assembles spontaneously and reversibly into soluble nanotubular structures several micrometers long via a 
mechanism involving inter-molecular disulphide bonds and exhibiting enhanced fluorescence . In addition to this system, 
application of the new methods for structural studies of paramagnetic proteins and intrinsically disordered systems will be 
presented .

 

PS 122
rEViSiTing DEcaDES-olD SPin PhySicS To imProVE moDErn  

magnETic rESonancE imaging

Warren Warren
Duke University, Durham, NC, USA

This talk will re-examine a variety of magnetic resonance effects which were assumed to be well characterized decades 
ago, but which in fact were not completely understood; the consequences of this re-examination is prediction and 
demonstration of new sources of contrast, and an improved quantitative understanding of imaging effects . First, we will 
show that the classical treatment of dipolar effects in solution, as used by numerous groups (including ours) over the last 
few decades, contains some important oversimplifications; when corrected, this leads to new pulse sequence effects 
(secular Hamiltonian proportional to Ix; homonuclear decoupling with gradient pulses alone; large frequency shifts from 
unmodulated, spherical magnetization) . Second, we have found experimentally that equal spacing between multiple 
echo pulses (the traditional Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill sequence) often does not provide optimal refocusing in imaging 
applications, particularly with fatty tissue . Many effects contribute, but the most important (and frequently overlooked) is 
that such sequences combine with J couplings and small chemical shift differences to take spins out of the first-order limit, 
even at high fields . Surprisingly, a specific nonintuitive set of delays originally derived for quantum computing often gives 
more signal than CPMG, for the same total delay and total number of pulses, and provides new sources of contrast based 
on fat composition . Finally, Hyperpolarized imaging shows great promise for clinical applications, but a major challenge is 
short T1 relaxation times . T1 relaxation was thought to be uncontrollable by pulse sequences, until work by Levitt on singlet 
states between inequivalent spins showed that longer lived states are accessible . We have generalized this to show that 
pairs of equivalent spins permit storage of polarization in molecular states with extremely long values of T1 . We will discuss 
recently developed methods to store and extract population from these states, with or without chemical transformation . 
For example, in an A2X2 spin system, the “triplet-triplet” state X has dipole allowed transitions from many other states, but 
the “singlet-singlet” state does not, and they can be interconverted with specific pulse sequences . We discuss the classes 
of molecules which have long-lived states of this form, evaluate the lifetime using the SPINACH program, and present 
experimental data on several such molecules .
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DETEcTion of ExciTED STaTES of ProTEinS by high PrESSurE nmr SPEcTroScoPy -  

a nEW STraTEgy for raTional Drug DESign

Hans Robert Kalbitzer, Ina Rosnizeck, Michael Spoerner, Sandra Kreitner, Markus Beck Erlach,  
Claudia E . Munte
University of Regensburg, Regensburg, Germany

Protein-protein interactions are usually assumed to be difficult to address since the interaction sites are not suited for 
designing low-molecular mass compounds that selectively recognize the interaction site and can compete with the 
protein-protein interaction . Here, we describe a general strategy for drug design that is based on the detection of rare 
“excited” states by high-pressure NMR spectroscopy and their use for a direct or competitive or the allosteric modulation of 
characteristic properties (as protein-protein interactions or enzymatic activity) . 1D and 2D dynamic pressure perturbation 
spectroscopy can be used to characterize the kinetic properties of the candidate compounds [3] .

We show the fundamentals of the proposed strategy on the Ras protein complexed with GTP analogue GppNHp . The 
interaction of activated Ras (Ras .Mg2+ .GppNHp) with the effector Raf-kinase can effectively be inhibited by the small 
compounds such as Zn2+-cyclen [1,2] that stabilise conformational state 1(T) of the protein that has a low affinity for 
effectors . With Zn2+-BPA we could identify a compound that binds distant from the active centre of Ras but nevertheless 
allosterically inhibits the the Ras interaction .

In Ras activated by GppNHp binding we could identify four different conformational states by high pressure NMR 
spectroscopy that are in principle drugable . Compared to the ground state 2(T) they are characterized by smaller specific 
volumes, the specific volume change V are  - 18, -43 .7, and - 46 .9 ml mol-1 .

[1]  Spoerner, M ., Graf, T ., König, B . & Kalbitzer, H .R . (2005) Biochem . Biophys. Res. Comm . 334, 709-713 . 
[2]  Rosnizeck, I . C ., Graf, T ., Spoerner, M ., Tränkle, J ., Filchtinski, D ., Herrmann, C ., Gremer, L ., Vetter, I . R, Wittinghofer,  
 A ., König, B ., Kalbitzer, H . R . (2010) . Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 49, 3830 –3833 . 
[3]  Kremer, W ., Arnold, M ., Munte, C . E ., Hartl, R ., Beck Erlach, M ., Koehler, J ., Meier, A ., Kalbitzer, H . R . (2011) . J. Am.  
 Chem. Soc. 133, 13646-13651 .

PS 124
conTrolling J moDulaTion: nEW SPin Echo anD PurE ShifT nmr TEchniquES

Gareth Morris
University of Manchester, Manchester, UK

Scalar coupling is a key source of information on chemical 
structure, but is also an unwelcome source of complications . J 
modulation of spin echoes can severely complicate their use for T2 
measurement or filtration, while homonuclear multiplet structure 
greatly reduces the spectral resolution of proton NMR . It has been 
known since 1983 that J modulation in an AX spin system can be 
reversed by a quadrature 90° pulse1, and refocused in a “perfect 
echo”2, but the method is in fact general for short echo times, 
allowing efficient suppression of J modulation at low RF duty 
cycle in CPMG-type experiments3, for example in metabolomics . 
Broadband homonuclear decoupling methods have been sought 
since the early days of NMR, but are only now becoming practical 
tools4 . Proton multiplet structure can be suppressed by a variety 
of methods, in both 1D and 2D experiments . The figure to the right, for the 3QF-COSY spectrum of a mixture of natural 
products, illustrates the improvement in resolution obtainable .

1 .  MP Williamson, J Magn Reson 55, 471 (1983) .
2 .  K Takegoshi, K Ogura, K Hikichi, J Magn Reson 84, 611 (1989); PC van Zijl, CTW Moonen, MJ von Kienlin,  
 J Magn Reson 89, 28 (1990) .
3 .  JA Aguilar, M Nilsson, G Bodenhausen, GA Morris, Chem Commun 48, 811 (2012) .
4 .  JA Aguilar, S Faulkner, M Nilsson, GA Morris, Angew Chem Int Ed 49, 3901-3903 (2010); GA Morris, JA Aguilar,  
 R Evans, S Haiber, M Nilsson, J Am Chem Soc 132, 12770 (2010); JA Aguilar, M Nilsson, GA Morris, Angew Chem  
 Int Ed 50, 9716 (2011) .
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PS 125
rEliablE anD flExiblE auTomaTED aSSignmEnT of nmr SPEcTra

Elena Schmidt, Peter Güntert
Goethe University Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

The new FLYA algorithm for automated NMR resonance assignment determines chemical shift assignments on the basis 
of peak lists from any combination of multidimensional through-bond or through-space NMR experiments for proteins . 
Backbone and side chain assignments can be determined . All experimental data is used simultaneously, thereby exploiting 
optimally the redundancy present in the input peak lists and circumventing potential pitfalls of assignment strategies in 
which results obtained in a given step remain fixed input data for subsequent steps . Instead of prescribing a specific 
assignment strategy, the FLYA algorithm requires only experimental peak lists and the primary structure of the protein, from 
which the peaks expected in a given spectrum can be generated by applying a set of rules, defined in a straightforward way 
by specifying through-bond or through-space magnetization transfer pathways . The algorithm determines the resonance 
assignment by finding an optimal mapping between the set of expected peaks that are assigned by definition but have 
unknown positions and the set of measured peaks in the input peak lists that are initially unassigned but have a known 
position in the spectrum . Using peak lists obtained by purely automated peak picking from the experimental spectra of 
three proteins, the FLYA algorithm assigned correctly 96–99% of the backbone and 90–91% of all resonances that could 
be assigned manually . Systematic studies quantified the impact of various factors on the assignment accuracy, namely 
the extent of missing real peaks and the amount of additional artifact peaks in the input peak lists, as well as the accuracy 
of the peak positions . Comparing the resonance assignments from FLYA with those obtained from two other existing 
algorithms showed that using identical experimental input data these other algorithms yielded significantly (40–141%) 
more erroneous assignments than FLYA . The FLYA algorithm thus has the reliability and flexibility to replace most manual 
and semi-automatic assignment procedures for NMR studies of proteins .

 

PS 126
Dynamic inTEr-Domain croSSTalk DETErminES EnzymE acTiViTy

Jochen Balbach, Michael Kovermann, Caroline Haupt
University of Halle-Wittenberg, Halle, Germany

The catalytic efficiency of enzymes such as prolyl and disulfide isomerases increases by orders of magnitude, if the 
enzymes contain additional chaperone domains . We studied the molecular enzyme mechanism of the two-domain 
metallochaperone and PPIase SlyD [6], which is involved in twin-arginine translocation and nickel metabolism [1], by 
combining various biophysical methods including dynamic and real-time NMR [5, 3], stopped-flow fluorescence, single-
molecule FRET [2] and SAXS [6] . The dynamic crosstalk between the PPIase and chaperone domain could be studied 
on a ps-to-ns time scale (Lipari-Szabo analysis) and s-to-ms time scale (R2 dispersion) and modulated by binding of 
immunosuppressiva and point mutations . Single-molecule FRET revealed large scale motions of the two domains, which 
were silent in NMR . Together with real-time NMR during actual catalysis of protein substrates, a molecular interpretation 
of the Michaelis-Menten parameter KM and kcat was possible . Opening and closing of the two domains facilitates sampling 
of an optimal substrate conformation for the catalytic center at a rate of about 100 s-1 . Only one out of 100 closings is 
productive for substrate release with about 1 s-1 for kcat .  The Michaelis-Menten SlyD-substrate complex could be structurally 
characterized by 2D and 3D real-time BEST NMR for fast data acquisition .

[1]  Kaluarachchi, H ., Altenstein, M ., Sugumar, S .R ., Balbach, J ., Zamble, D .B . Haupt, C . (2012), J . Mol . Biol ., under  
 revision .
[2] Kahra, D ., Kovermann, M ., Löw, C ., Hirschfeld, V ., Haupt, C ., Balbach, J ., Hübner, C .G . (2011), J . Mol . Biol ., 411,  
 781-90 .
[3]  Haupt, C ., Patzschke, R ., Weininger, U ., Gröger, S ., Kovermann, M ., Balbach, J . (2011), J . Am . Chem . Soc ., 133,  
 11154-11162 .
[4]  Haupt, C ., Weininger, U ., Kovermann, M ., Balbach, J . (2011), Biochemistry, 50, 7321-7329 .
[5]  Kovermann M, Zierold R, Haupt C, Löw C, Balbach J . (2011), BBA, 1814, 873-881 .
[6]  Löw, C ., Neumann, P ., Tidow, H ., Weininger, U ., Haupt, C ., Friedrich-Epler, B ., Scholz, C ., Stubbs, M .T ., Balbach, J .  
 (2010), J . Mol . Biol ., 398, 375-90 .
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faST 2D anD 3D nmr ToolS for mETabolic flux analySiS in  

comPlEx biological mixTurES

Patrick Giraudeau1, Edern Cahoreau2, Stéphane Massou2, Meerakhan Pathan1, Jean-Charles Portais2, 
Serge Akoka1

1CEISAM, UMR-6230 Université de Nantes / CNRS, Nantes, France, 2Université de Toulouse, INSA, UPS, INP, INRA-UMR792, CNRS-
UMR5504, Toulouse, France

The determination of specific 13C isotopic enrichments (IE) in complex mixtures of 13C-labeled metabolites is a 
powerful tool for studying metabolic fluxes in living systems . Existing methods rely on homonuclear 2D NMR experiments 
where IE are measured from 13C satellites . 1However, these methods suffer from long acquisition times, thus limiting their 
use as a quantitative tool for fluxomics .

We designed an ensemble of methods for measuring specific 13C-enrichments 
in a very fast and accurate way, by using experiments based on ultrafast 2D 
NMR . 2 This approach is capable of providing a complete 2D correlation in a single 
scan . Strategies based on ultrafast heteronuclear J-resolved spectroscopy 3 and 
ultrafast COSY and zTOCSY 4 will be presented, all of them characterized by 
excellent analytical performances .

Ultrafast and conventional 2D methods are still limited by overlap due to 1H-13C 
splittings, thus limiting the metabolic information accessible for complex biological 
mixtures . To bypass this limitation, we propose a fast 3D NMR method, UFJCOSY, 
based on ultrafast spatially-encoded NMR, which gives unambiguous access to 
isotopic enrichments in biological mixtures in a few minutes . 5 The 1H-13C couplings 
are tilted in a third dimension, and the full 3D spectrum is recorded in a few minutes 
with an hybrid conventional-ultrafast strategy .

The principles and the analytical evaluation of these methods will be presented, as 
well as their application to the measurement of 13C-enrichments on a biomass 
hydrolyzate obtained from E. Coli cells .

1 .  S . Massou et al., Phytochemistry 2007, 68, 2330 .
2 .  L . Frydman et al, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 2002, 99, 15858 .
3 .  M . Pathan et al., J. Magn. Reson. 2012, 214, 335 .
4 .  P . Giraudeau et al., Anal. Chem. 2011, 83, 3112 .
5 .  P . Giraudeau et al., submitted for publication .

PS 128
STrucTurES of largE comPlExES from hETErogEnEouS DaTa anD bayESian DaTa analySiS

Paulo-Ricardo Batista, Guillaume Bouvier, Michael Nilges
Institut Pasteur, Paris, France

To characterize 3D structures of the large and often flexible macromolecular complexes that govern cellular processes, 
high-resolution structure determination is the exception, and multiple sources of structural data at multiple resolutions need 
to be used . Integrating these data into one consistent picture poses particular difficulties: data are much more sparse than 
in high resolution methods; data sets from heterogeneous sources are of highly different and unknown quality and may be 
mutually inconsistent; data are in general averaged over large ensembles and long measurement times . Also pre-existing 
structural knowledge is of different quality, ranging from high-resolution structures over homology models to low resolution 
models .

Despite substantial efforts to address this data highly complex integration problem, no completely satisfying solution 
exists . In this paper, we will outline a general framework, principally based on Bayesian probability theory . Appropriate 
models for the major data types used in hybrid approaches (electron microscopy, cross-linking/ mass spectrometry, various 
spectroscopy techniques, SAXS,  . . .) need to be developed, as well as representations to include structural knowledge for 
individual components of the complexes . The ultimate goal will be a multi-scale version of the approach we introduced 
for NMR (Rieping et al ., Science 309, 303-305, 2005), implemented in the program ISD .  Currently, our approach uses 
elements from a complete Bayesian treatment, and pays particular attention to the appropriate modeling of outliers . We 
present examples with data from PRE and from chemical crosslinking / mass spectrometry .

COSY plane from a 3D UFJCOSY 
NMR spectrum recorded in 22 min 
on a biomass hydrolyzate from E. 
coli cells grown on 50% of [U-13C]-
glucose and 50% of n.a. glucose. 
Isotopic enrichments are measured 
from columns perpendicular to the 
COSY plane (bottom). Recording a 
conventional 3D spectrum equivalent to 
this dataset would have required ca. 24 
hours acquisition time.
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SuPErconDucTiViTy comPETing WiTh an anTifErromagnETic moTT-inSulaTing STaTE in 

alkali-DoPED fullEriDES

Denis Arcon
1Institute Jozef Stefan, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2University of Ljubljana, Faculty of matematics and physics, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Superconductivity in alkali fullerides (A3C60 where A = alkali metal) was for many years discussed within the BCS theory 
where high-energy intra-molecular phonons are responsible for the Cooper pairing with s-wave symmetry . This view 
has been challenged recently by us with the discovery that cubic Cs3C60 [1-3], which retain the threefold degeneracy 
of the electronically active t1u orbitals, is under ambient pressure conditions insulator . In this compound, the electronic 
correlations win over the kinetic energy due to the electronic delocalisation and are responsible for the antiferromagnetic 
insulating (AFI) ground state with TN = 46 K in the A15 [1,2] and TN ≈ 2 K in the fcc polymorph [3] . With the application of 
pressure, A15 Cs3C60 undergoes a metal-insulator transition (MIT) and the superconductivity is restored at the surprisingly 
high temperature of TC = 38 K at 0 .79 GPa [1] . The highest superconducting transition temperature in fcc phase is 35 K [3] .

In this contribution we report on our low-temperature and high-pressure dependent local probe NMR investigations of both 
cubic Cs3C60 phases . In particular we trace the pressure dependence of metal-insulator and superconducting transitions 
and discuss the unconventional nature of both the normal as well as superconducting state . Measurements are extended 
to a new family of materials where chemical pressure plays a similar role as physical pressure .

[1]  Y . Takabayashi, A . Y . Ganin, P . Jeglič, D . Arčon, T . Takano, Y . Iwasa, Y . Ohishi, M . Takata, N . Takeshita,  
 K . Prassides, M . J . Rosseinsky, Science 323, 1585 (2009) .
[2]  P . Jeglič, D . Arčon, A . Potočnik, A . Y . Ganin, Y . Takabayashi, M . J . Rosseinsky, and K . Prassides, Phys. Rev. B 80,  
 195424 (2009) .
[3]  A . Y . Ganin, Y . Takabayashi, P . Jeglič, D . Arčon, A . Potočnik, et al ., Nature 466, 221 (2010) .

 

PS 130
kinETicS of hyDrogEn abSTracTion in ProPanE STuDiED by muon SPin rESonancE (μSr)

Stephen Cottrell1, Iain McKenzie1, Donald Fleming2

1STFC - Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, Oxfordshire, UK, 2TRIUMF and University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada

Hydrogen abstraction reactions are key steps in free radical mechanisms that dominate the combustion and atmospheric 
chemistry of the alkane hydrocarbons1 and, as such, merit study for their relevance to current environmental concerns . The 
lower mass alkanes also provide important ‘test cases’ of H-atom reaction rate theory for polyatomic systems2, and their 
study through ab initio methods is an active area of research .

Muon spin resonance3 provides a novel experimental technique for studying such H-atom abstraction reactions . Positive 
muons of energy ~4 .1MeV are stopped in a target cell containing propane/nitrogen gas mixtures, with a fraction forming 
muonium, Mu, a bound μ+e- atom3 . With a mass of 0 .113 amu, Mu may be considered the lightest isotope of hydrogen . 
The abstraction reaction Mu+C3H8 at 300K is followed by measuring the slow formation of the diamagnetic product MuH 
using resonance techniques and the methods of Morozumi et el4 for analysis . Measurements were carried out for number 
of propane partial pressures to yield an average rate constant, kMu, of (7 .2±0 .8)×10-16 cm3s-1 at 300K . Rates obtained 
from Mu reactions may readily be compared with those determined for incident H and D atoms to reveal novel kinetic 
isotope effects; surprisingly Mu abstraction is only about a factor of three slower than that for H+C3H8, suggesting a large 
contribution from quantum tunnelling .

The experimental setup presents a considerable challenge . A gas pressure cell capable of operating at ~50 bar was 
designed with a thin (175μm) window to permit beam entry . The short muon lifetime (~2 .2μs) requires the application of 
large radio frequency fields that need to be homogeneous over a comparatively large volume (~8cm3) to encompass the 
profile of the implanted muons . Both the setup and results obtained will be discussed .

References
1 . Progress and Problems in Atmospheric Chemistry, Advanced Series in Phys . Chem ., World Scientific, 3 (1995) .
2 . B . Kerkeni and D .C . Clary, Phys . Chem . Chem . Phys . 8, 917 (2006) .
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ElEcTrokinETic nmr (Enmr) aS a Tool To STuDy nEW EnErgETic maTErialS

Marianne Giesecke1, Matilda Klett2, Andreas Nyman2, Fredrik Hallberg1, Rakel Wreland Lindström2,  
Göran Lindbergh2, István Furó1

1Division of Applied Physical Chemistry and Industrial NMR centre, Department of Chemistry, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, 
Sweden, 2Division of Applied Electrochemistry, Department of Chemical Engineering and Technology, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, 
Stockholm, Sweden

Electrokinetic NMR (eNMR) observes molecular displacement induced by electric field . The mechanism can, for example, 
be electrophoresis or electroosmosis . Here we present two examples of how eNMR can provide information about potential 
materials for electrolytes in batteries .

Polyethylene oxide (PEO) is a promising candidate for solid polymer electrolytes as it can solvate and transport lithium ions 
(Li+) . It is therefore important to understand which parameters control binding cations to PEO . Complex formation between 
monodisperse PEO chains and a large set of cations in methanol was studied by estimating the acquired effective charge 
of the PEO by a combination of diffusion NMR and electrophoretic NMR experiments . The relative strength of binding of 
monovalent cations varied along the ion size as Li+ < Na+ < K+ ≈ Rb+ ≈ Cs+ . All polyvalent cations were found to bind very 
weakly, except for Ba2+ which exhibited binding in strength similar to that of monovalent ions . Considering all cations, we 
find that binding occurs below a critical surface charge density .

Poor mass transport in the electrolyte of Li-ion batteries causes large performance loss in high power applications, such 
as in vehicles . Determination of the critical transport properties under or near operating conditions is of great importance 
for the development of Li-ion battery technology . By obtaining temporally and spatially resolved concentration data, NMR 
imaging is demonstrated as a versatile tool for the investigation of mass transport in electrochemical systems . We use 
in-situ 7Li NMR imaging to directly capture the gradual build-up of concentration gradients in a battery electrolyte under 
current applied . An effective salt diffusivity and Li+ transport number is obtained by using a physical mass transport model .

 

PS 132
SuPErcaPaciTor ElEcTroDES anD SoliD-STaTE ElEcTrolyTES STuDiED by nmr

Michael Deschamps1, Zhongli Wang1, Mallory Gobet1, Catherine Bessada1, François Béguin2, 
Encarnacion Raymundo-Pinero2, Dominique Massiot1

1CNRS-CEMHTI, Orléans, France, 2CNRS-CRMD, Orléans, France

Supercapacitors made of nanoporous carbons, with a 1M solution of tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate in acetonitrile 
as electrolyte, have been studied by NMR . With 13C and 11B ex situ MAS-NMR, a new insight on the molecular mechanisms 
at work inside supercapacitors electrodes is easily obtained, providing critical information for the development of 
supercapacitors with enhanced performance . First, we observe that, in activated carbons soaked with an electrolyte 
solution, two distinct adsorption sites are detected, both undergoing chemical exchange with the free electrolyte molecules . 
Second, MAS-NMR provides the direct experimental evidence that upon charging, anions are substituted by cations in 
the negative carbon electrode and cations by anions in the positive electrode . It also shows that acetonitrile molecules 
are expelled from the porosity at the negative electrode only . Moreover, the NMR signatures of the electrolyte species 
(chemical shifts) seem to be affected both by the graphene layers and the electronic charges carried by the same graphene 
layers . Moreover, the electrochemical properties of the supercapacitors can be correlated with the NMR signatures of the 
nanoporous carbons .

In solid-state electrolyte, recent advances on Pulsed Field Gradient probes have allowed recording lithium self-diffusion 
coefficients in materials such as Li3N, taking into account the anisotropy of diffusion . We measured the diffusion coefficients 
on a wide range of temperatures, up to 800K using laser heating and BN crucibles . The activation energies for diffusion 
can be compared to those obtained for conductivity offering interesting insights on the molecular mechanisms at work in 
these materials .
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PS 133
ProTEin folD DETErminED by ParamagnETic magic-anglE  

SPinning SoliD-STaTE nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Ishita Sengupta1, Philippe S . Nadaud1, Jonathan J . Helmus1, Charles D . Schwieters2,  
Christopher P . Jaroniec1

1The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, USA, 2National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA

Paramagnetic solid-state NMR structural studies of the 56-residue B1 immunoglobulin binding domain of protein G (GB1) 
will be presented . Using a set of GB1 variants modified to contain EDTA-Cu(II) tags at positions 8, 19, 28, 42, 46 or 53 we 
have determined over 200 longitudinal 15N paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) restraints by multidimensional 
NMR methods . These data yield 15N-Cu2+ distances in the ~10-20 Å regime that are inaccessible by conventional 
approaches . We show that this set of backbone 15N PREs (~4-5 restraints per residue) combined with backbone dihedral 
angle restraints derived from 13C and 15N chemical shifts and, importantly, in the absence of the usual solid-state NMR 
distance restraints is sufficient to determine the protein backbone fold which is in agreement with the high-resolution 
X-ray structure . We will also present the results of recent studies aimed at: (i) evaluating the influence of intermolecular 
electron-nucleus couplings and secondary protein Cu(II) binding sites on the accurate measurement of 15N PREs and (ii) 
the development of Cu(II)-binding tags for the structural analysis of proteins by solid-state NMR .

 

PS 134
PElDor DiSTancE mEaSurEmEnTS in homo-oligomEric SySTEmS

Bela Bode
University of St Andrews, St Andrews, Scotland, UK

Pulse EPR distance measurements have evolved to a standard tool for generating long-range constraints for structural 
modelling . Especially the pulsed electron−electron double resonance (PELDOR or DEER) [1] method is becoming 
increasingly applied [2,3] . Especially for structural studies on different functional states of membrane proteins which are 
difficult to access by most biophysical methods PELDOR is very promising .

However, in samples of membrane proteins several approximations commonly made in data analysis might not be well 
met . The effect of the finite sample concentration is not necessarily as straightforward as in homogeneous solutions . In 
phospholipid vesicle membranes this might lead to stretched exponential functions and rather challenging signal decay 
times [4] . In detergent-solubilised samples it can be debated whether the distribution of spin centres is homogeneous at 
all [5] . Furthermore, systems of singly-labelled monomers forming trimers or higher oligomers not only allow extracting the 
oligomerisation state from the modulation depth [6], but also exhibit multi-spin effects hampering the distance analysis [7] 
which are often neglected . These multi-spin effects should increase significantly with oligomeric state .

In this contribution we will address these problems and present the validation of an alternative approach to data analysis 
in symmetric multi-spin systems .

[1]  A . D . Milov, K . M . Salikov, M . D . Shirov, Fiz. Tverd. Tela 1981, 23, 975
[2] G . Jeschke, Y . Polyhach, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2007, 9, 1895 .
[3] O . Schiemann, T . F . Prisner, Quart. Rev. Biophys . 2007, 40, 1 .
[4] R . Dastvan, B . E . Bode, M . P . R . Karuppiah, A . Marko, S . Lyubenova, H . Schwalbe, T . F . Prisner, J. Phys. Chem. B 2010,  
 114, 13507 .
[5] B . E . Bode, R . Dastvan, T . F . Prisner, J. Magn. Reson . 2011, 211, 11 .
[6] B . E . Bode, D . Margraf, J . Plackmeyer, G . Dürner, T . F . Prisner, O . Schiemann, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2007, 129, 6736 .
[7] G . Jeschke, M . Sajid, M . Schulte, A . Godt, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2009, 11, 6580 .
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an inTEgraTED TErahErTz gyroTron for DnP-nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Thorsten Maly, Jagadishwar Sirigiri
Bridge12 Technologies, Inc., Framingham, MA, USA

Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) is a method to boost signal intensities of NMR signals by several orders of magnitude; 
therefore experiments that typically require days to weeks of acquisition time can be performed in minutes with DNP . In a 
DNP experiment the large thermal polarization of a paramagnetic polarizing agents is transferred to surrounding nuclei by 
irradiating the EPR transition of the polarizing agent with THz radiation .

DNP-enhanced solid-state NMR experiments are typically performed at T<90 K and to efficiently saturate the 
corresponding EPR transitions, several watts of high-power, high-frequency THz radiation are required . At high magnetic 
fields (>9 .4 T, >400 MHz 1H, > 263 GHz e-) currently the gyrotron oscillator is the only demonstrated device capable of 
generating sufficient THz power . However, a gyrotron operating in the fundamental cyclotron harmonic requires a separate 
superconducting magnet of approximately the same magnetic field strength that is required for the NMR experiments to 
generate the corresponding high-power THz radiation . Therefore, most gyrotrons that are used in DNP-NMR experiments 
operate in the second harmonic and only half of the magnetic field strength of the NMR experiment is required . This 
significantly reduces the cost of the system but second harmonic operation is technically very challenging and often shows 
poor THz generation efficiency .

Here we present a new approach that incorporates the gyrotron into the NMR magnet thus eliminating the need for 
an additional superconducting magnet for the gyrotron while permitting operation in the efficient fundamental cyclotron 
harmonic . In addition, no THz transmission line is required, further reducing the overall cost of the system . We will present 
first experimental results of a prototype operating at 198 GHz that is currently developed for DNP-NMR experiments at 
300 MHz (1H) .

PS 136
nmr SPEcTroScoPy combinED WiTh DfT calculaTionS To STuDy ParamagnETic maTErialS 

for li-ion baTTEriES

Dany Carlier1, Aurore Castets1, Yuesheng Zhang2, Florent Boucher2, Laurence Croguennec1,  
Claude Delmas1, Michel Menetrier1

1ICMCB, CNRS, Université de Bordeaux, IPB-ENSCBP, Pessac, France, 2IMN, Université de Nantes, CNRS, Nantes, France

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, through hyperfine coupling, is a powerful technique to probe the local electronic environment 
of a given nucleus in a paramagnetic compound . It is thus commonly used to probe Li environment in intercalation 
electrode materials for Li-ion battery application [1] . These compounds are often paramagnetic, and their NMR shifts are 
consequently mainly due to the presence of electron spin density at the site of the nucleus of interest that induces a local 
magnetization which directly results in the so-called Fermi contact shift . This density of electron spin is transferred to the 
nucleus probed by NMR from the d orbitals of the transition metal .

For some compounds, the 6,7Li Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) NMR spectra are very complex to interpret because of 
the presence of several Li environments (different Li sites and/or different paramagnetic ions distribution around a given 
crystallographic site) . In order to assign the Li signals, some of us have been using DFT calculations for some years 
[2] . Recently, we developed a quantitative approach and applied it successfully on several transition metal oxides and 
phosphates compounds [3-4] . In some cases, the spin transfer mechanisms from the transition metal ion to the probed 
nucleus was analyzed though DFT calculations and allows us to better understand the nature of the chemical bonds in the 
phases [2] . 7Li MAS NMR and DFT calculations can also be applied to study the Li intercalation/deintercalation processes 
and Li diffusion .

References:
[1]  C . Grey and N . Dupré, Chem . Rev . 104, 4493 (2004) .
[2]  D . Carlier, M . Ménétrier, C . P . Grey, C . Delmas and G . Ceder, Phys. Rev. B ., 2003, 67, 174103
[3]  A . Castets, D . Carlier, Y . Zhang, F . Boucher, N . Marx, R . Gautier, E . Le Fur, L . Le Pollès, L . Croguennec, and  
 M . Ménétrier, Solid State NMR, 2012, 42, 42–50 .
[4]  A . Castets, D . Carlier, Y . Zhang, F . Boucher, N . Marx, L . Croguennec, M . Ménétrier, J. Phys. Chem. C, 2011, 115, 16234- 
 16241
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SinglE anD DoublE-Pfg nmr anD mri: from moDEl SySTEmS To imaging of ThE cnS

Yoram Cohen
TEl Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel

Single-pulsed-field-gradient (s-PFG) MR methodologies, i .e . sequences which utilize only one pair of diffusion sensitizing 
gradient pulses, have been by far the most widely diffusion NMR methods used to study chemical, physical, geological and 
biomedical systems .1-2 In neuroscience, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has provided an excellent means to study coherently 
placed anisotropic structures2, and the q-space approach allows one to extract compartmental dimensions .3 Indeed, when 
mono-disperse and coherently placed compartments are present, diffusion-diffraction minima can be observed at high 
q-values s-PFG MR experiments, from which accurate compartment dimensions can be extracted .1,3 Although s-PFG NMR 
and MRI techniques have been widely employed, these methodologies suffer from several inherent limitations that limit our 
ability to obtain micro-structural information, especially when the compartments in which the diffusion process occurs are 
characterized by size distribution and are randomly oriented in space, as frequently encounter in Nature . In such systems 
double-PFG (d-PFG) MR sequences, i .e . sequences which uses two pairs of diffusion sensitizing gradient pulses, can be 
used .4 The d-PFG MR experiment, first proposed by Cory et al .6a is an extension of s-PFG sequence, and employs two 
gradient pairs G1 and G2 which are separated by a mixing time (tm) . Another variant of d-PFG MR experiment was recently 
introduced, in which the middle gradients are superimposed, yielding tm=0ms, a desirable property for some applications .4b 
The angular d-PFG MR experiment, in which the angle ψ between the gradients is varied at a defined q-value, has been 
predicted to result in a bell-shaped function from which the size of the compartment could be extracted, even at low 
q-values .4c Recently, the full theory of such experiments was developped .4e-f

The phenomenon of diffusion-diffraction in s-PFG MR5a,b will be presented and we will demonstrate how it can be used to 
study compartment size in coherently organized mono-disperse samples where ensemble anisotropy exist (eA) .5c Following 
that we will demonstrate the added values of using d-PFG methodologies .8 First the ability of d-PFG MR to provide 
structural information on controlled systems, i .e . systems in which the ground truth is know a priori, will be provided .9a,b 

We will show that this methodology works even in systems with size distribution which are randomly oriented i .e . systems 
in which there is only microscopic anisotropy (A) and no ensemble anisotropy (eA) .9c,d Next we will show that angular 
d-PFG MR can be used to obtain compartment size and shape in randomly oriented systems such as emulsions and yeast 
cells using relatively weak magnetic pulse gradients .9e,f Finally, if time permit, we will show that d-PFG MRS can provide 
signatures for white and gray matter, and then recently obtained d-PFG MR images of rat brain, both in vitro and in vivo, 
will be presented .10,a,b
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mulTiDimEnSional PulSES anD SPaTially EncoDED magnETic rESonancE

Jean-Nicolas Dumez, Lucio Frydman
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

The spatial encoding of NMR interactions makes it possible to acquire multidimensional spectra in a single scan . Spatial 
encoding has also been shown to provide an alternative imaging modality, which benefits from a high robustness against 
chemical shift artefacts and susceptibility effects, thus promising access to hitherto invisible areas .

We are exploring ways in which the concepts of spatial encoding can be used to design multidimensional pulses (nD), i .e ., 
pulses that are selective in two dimensions or more simultaneously, Such nD pulses could for example be used to provide 
slice-selective spatially encoded MRI sequences and localised spectroscopy with arbitrarily shaped voxels .

Spatial encoding most often relies on a sequential excitation of the spins using a linearly 
frequency-swept or chirp pulse . Starting from a chirp pulse, a 2D pulse can be obtained 
using a separable design . The resulting “hybrid” pulse can be seen as performing a walk in 
a hybrid direct and reciprocal excitation space . Analysis and numerical simulation reveal the 
properties of sampled chirp pulses, in particular regarding excitation sidebands and ways to 
suppress them

As we illustrate through experiments and simulations, hybrid 2D pulses can be used 
to address arbitrary 2D patterns and can be included in either spatially encoded (Fig . 1) 
or Fourier imaging sequences . They can also benefit from a higher robustness against 
inhomogeneities of the static magnetic field B0 .

PS 139
long liVED cohErEnT rESPonSE Signal in bonE

Boyang Zhang, Jae-Seung Lee, Anatoly Khitrin, Alexej Jerschow
New York University, New York, USA

While it is generally assumed that one cannot excite narrow lines in a homogeneously-broadened spin system, recent 
demonstrations have proven the contrary . In some cases, signals can be excited which substantially exceed the lifetime 
of the regular FID . The theoretical origin of the 
phenomenon is currently not understood .

Here, we demonstrate that long-lived signals can 
be excited in cortical bone samples . In addition, it 
is shown that the signals originate from the bound 
water fraction in bone, and, most importantly, 
strong evidence is provided that dipolar coupling 
complexity is at the origin of the phenomenon . 
This result is further supported by quantum and 
classical spin simulations .

The use of such long-lived signals would enhance 
the ability to visualize rigid tissues and solid 
samples with high sensitivity, resolution, and specificity via MRI .

 

Fig. 1: Selective excitation of 
a star-shaped region using a 
hybrid 2D pulse.

Long-lived response (LLR) signal in cortical bone and nutation curves.
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mulTi-ParamETric mr imaging anD SPEcTroScoPy of  

carDioVaScular DiSEaSE in Small animalS
Klaas Nicolay
Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Cardiovascular (CV) diseases are major causes of mortality and morbidity in modern society and therefore there is a 
continuous need for more effective CV disease detection and therapy monitoring . NMR imaging (MRI) and spectroscopy 
(MRS) have much to offer to translational biomedical research that aims to improve the diagnostics and treatment of CV 
disorders . This lecture highlights recent MR technology advances from studies of mouse and rat models of CV disease . 
MRI provides excellent tools for measuring the function of rodent myocardium over time . The main challenges of such 
measurements are related to the small size and high heart rate of mice and this has prompted a lot of research into the 
acceleration of the MRI procedures . MRI and MRS are capable of quantifying several other key aspects of CV disease 
development, including the perfusion and metabolic status of the heart . Perfusion can be determined via first-pass tracking 
of the passage of a contrast agent bolus . This scan type represents a major challenge in terms of imaging speed in case of 
mouse myocardium . Cardiac metabolic status was deduced among others from the conversion of 13C-MRS of hyperpolarized 
enriched pyruvate . Recently, several novel MRI approaches have been introduced that are aimed to enhance the specificity 
of the MRI read-out . These include ultra-short echo-time MRI for the visualization of cardiac fibrosis . Fibrotic tissue has 
very short T2’s and escapes detection by traditional spatial encoding procedures . In addition, considerable progress has 
been made with the development of MRI contrast agents that bind specifically to tissue-associated biomarkers and thereby 
improve the sensitivity as well as the specificity of disease detection . Examples for the illustration of the wide range of 
capabilities of MRI and MRS in CV research will be drawn from studies in our lab on rat and mouse models of type 2 
diabetes (a major risk factor for CV disease), atherosclerosis, thrombus formation and myocardial infarction . Attention 
will also be paid to exciting developments of hybrid imaging approaches, in which the strengths of different modalities are 
combined . Many of the techniques presented allow for a relatively straightforward translation from the small animal to the 
human setting and can therefore be expected to contribute to the improved clinical management of human cardiovascular 
disease patients in the future .

PS 141
ProTEin nmr - STrETching ThE limiTS

Ramakrishna Hosur
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai, Maharashtra, India

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy as a technique has been undergoing unparalleled development . Much 
of this in the recent years has been driven by applications in structural biology, especially to proteins .  The enormous 
sensitivity and resolution enhancements achieved during the last two decades in combination with developments in 
recombinant technology in biology are opening up new avenues for hitherto inaccessible investigations .  New methodological 
developments are continuously happening pushing the frontiers further and further .

We have designed new NMR methods and protocols for rapid chemical shift assignment of protein backbone (1HN, 15N, 13Cα, 
and 13C’) resonances . The assignment protocols are based on (a) adequate number of check points (glycines, alanines, 
and serines/threonines) identified from a few HSQC type spectra and (b) sequential (15N, 13Cα, and 13C’) correlations 
derived either from 2D spectra (in case of small well folded proteins of MW <12kDa) or 3D spectra (in case of unfolded/
unstructured proteins or proteins of higher MW) . The 2D-NMR based assignment protocol provides the fastest and cost-
effective method of sequential assignment of backbone (1HN, 15N, 13Cα, and 13C’) resonances . The protocol has been 
automated and the algorithm has been named as AUTOBA . We have also designed a web-based server (http://www .tifr .res .
in/~hosur/autoba) for making this whole assignment procedure simple and easy . The latest addition in these endeavours 
is the use of multiple receivers which add a totally new dimension to NMR methodology developments . We believe that the 
methods and protocols described here would be of immense value for routine use in structural and functional proteomics 
research by NMR . Specific applications to small and large protein systems will be presented .
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PS 142
nmr STuDy of STrucTurE anD DynamicS in ThE inTrinSically DiSorDErED c-TErminal 

Domain of WaSP-inTEracTing ProTEin

Noam Haba1, Renana Shapira1, Jiri Novacek2, Lukas Zidek2, Hadassa Shaked1, Mira Barda-Saad1, 
Jordan Chill1
1Bar Ilan University, Ramat Gan, Israel, 2Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic

WASp-interacting protein (WIP) is a 503-residue proline-rich polypeptide expressed in human T cells . The WIP C-terminal 
domain binds to the Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (WASp) and regulates its activation and degradation, and the WIP/
WASp interaction has been shown as critical for actin polymerization and implicated in the onset of WAS and X-linked 
thrombocytopenia . However, as an intrinsically disordered protein WIP has defied structural characterization in its unbound 
state . Here we use nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) to investigate the biophysical behavior of WIPC, a C-terminal 
domain fragment of WIP including residues 407-503 and containing the WASp binding site . Protonless 13C-detected 
NMR experiments were employed to perform resonance assignment in light of the poor spectral dispersion exhibited by 
WIPC and the high occurrence (25%) of proline residues . A combination of 3D- and 5D-NMR experiments, the latter with 
non-uniform sampling and optimized for the WIPC sequence, was sufficient to accomplish full resonance assignment . 
Secondary chemical shift analysis revealed a propensity for helical conformation in the 446-456 segment, a short capped 
helix in the 473-478 segment, both corresponding to WASp binding epitopes, and a polyproline II conformations for the 
proline stretches of WIPC . These structural propensities were confirmed by measuring 15N relaxation rates, protection 
from solvent exchange, and circular dichroism . We conclude that the disordered WIPC is comprised of regions with latent 
structure connected by flexible loops, and suggest potential roles for this arrangement of structural motifs .

PS 143
TranSiEnT SubSTraTE anD Domain inTEracTionS in  

non-riboSomal PEPTiDE SynThETaSES

Dominique Frueh, Andrew Goodrich, Bradley Harden, Scott Nichols, Subrata Mishra
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD, USA

Non-ribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPSs) are multi-module, multi-domain enzymes, that synthetize important natural 
products in bacteria and fungi, many of which with pharmaceutical applications (e .g . antibiotics, antitumor agents, 
immunosuppressants) . NRPSs use an assembly line organization to covalently load chemical substrates onto each module 
and catalyze peptide bond formation between substrates loaded on adjacent modules . These multiple catalytic steps 
require a series of sequential domain/domain and domain/substrate interactions, which are currently poorly understood . 
We have used NMR to study transient interactions between domains and between domains and chemical substrates . We 
show that many NRPS domains recognize both chemical and protein substrates and we discuss structural and dynamics 
effects during molecular interactions . Understanding the dynamic mechanism of NRPS domain communication may open 
the venue to efficient NRPS assembly line reprogramming and the production of novel pharmaceuticals .
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unraVEling ProTEin moTion anD hyDraTion

Joshua Wand
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA

The nature of internal motion of proteins is of considerable interest but remains largely uncharacterized . Protein motion on 
a wide range of timescales has been intimately linked to a number of protein functions including conformational selection, 
catalytic activity and, through the conformational entropy that it represents, binding affinity and allosteric regulation . Here 
we use high-pressure perturbation to illuminate the coupling of side chain motion within the interior of human ubiquitin . In 
contrast to the main chain, the motions of the methyl bearing side chains have a large and variable pressure dependence . 
The classic three Gaussian distribution of methyl axis L-S generalized order parameters is maintained at all pressures with 
shifting of the relative populations to the more restricted motional modes . Between 1 .6 and 2 .5 kbar there is a qualitative 
change in the distributions . Within the core of the protein, the pressure sensitivity of methyl motion correlates with the 
magnitude of motion at ambient pressure . Spatial clustering of the dynamic response to applied hydrostatic pressure is 
also seen indicating limited cooperativity of motion on the sub-nanosecond time scale and suggesting regions of variable 
compressibility . Using recently developed approaches for detecting protein-water contacts, we find that water does not 
penetrate the protein even at the highest pressures employed (2 .5 kbar) . These and other features indicate that the native 
ensemble contains a significant fraction of members with characteristics ascribed to the recently postulated “dry molten 
globule .” The coupling of the motion of water at the surface and in the bulk has long been thought to “slave” the motions of 
the protein . Site-resolved measurement of this has been lacking . Here we show that the confinement of ubiquitin within the 
high-viscosity water core of a reverse micelle affects internal protein motion in only small and subtle ways . This may require 
a revision of the “solvent slaving” model for protein motion . Supported by the NIH and the NSF .

PS 145
Dynamic nuclEar PolarizaTion of frozEn gaSES

Nicholas Kuzma, Mehrdad Pourfathi, Huseyin Kara
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA

Achieving hyperpolarization of gases using dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) in the frozen mixtures at 5 T, 1 .4 K offers 
a number of potential advantages as well as challenges . Here we present our solid-state NMR data and models on 
hyperpolarized 129Xe, 15N2O, and 13CO2 . Each system offers unique insights that help understand similar phenomena in 
seemingly unrelated settings, with a number of new findings, surprizes, and unexpected results . These include thermally-
activated clustering of pure gases in otherwise well-mixed 

gas/glassing agent/radical mixtures, utility of dipolar-enhanced chemical-shift-anisotropy powder-patterns for establishing 
absolute polarization of 15N2O, as well as peculiar dependence of T1 relaxation rates on cluster size, temperature, and 
molecular orientation .
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Dynamic nuclEar PolarizaTion (DnP) WiTh maS aT loW TEmPEraTurE (25 k)

Kent Thurber, Wai-Ming Yau, Alexey Potapov, Robert Tycko
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA

Dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) can provide large sensitivity enhancements of solid state NMR .  We have constructed 
a novel probe for DNP-enhanced solid state MAS NMR at 20-25 K and 9 .4 Tesla, with DNP enhancement provided by a 
low power microwave source (30 mW) at 264 GHz . The DNP-MAS probe uses helium to cool the sample, while the rotor 
is spun with nitrogen gas .  The probe design is similar to our earlier work on MAS at low temperature (Thurber et al ., J . 
Magn . Reson . 2008), but includes a waveguide for microwave irradiation .  We find that low-power microwave irradiation can 
increase 13C CP signals by up to 30X relative to signals without microwaves at 21 K, in frozen glycerol/water solutions 
containing the triradical dopant DOTOPA-TEMPO, with MAS at 7 kHz .  Dependences of DNP on dopant, temperature, 
MAS frequency, and deuteration level will be discussed, and our most recent results for 1D and 2D solid state NMR of 
13C-labeled peptides will be presented .  Theoretical calculations and simulations of cross-effect DNP with MAS will also 
be described, for the case of biradicals with a large electron g-anisotropy, as is appropriate for the nitroxide radicals that we 
use in experiments .  If T1e is comparable to or greater than the MAS rotation period, the cross-effect can be viewed as two 
separate events:  1 .  Saturation of one electron spin by the microwaves;  2 .  Three-spin interaction among two electrons and 
one nucleus, which can transfer polarization to the nuclear spin, if the electrons have a polarization difference .  Interestingly, 
this theory predicts that MAS alone, without microwave irradiation, can affect nuclear spin polarizations in doped samples .  
Such effects are observed experimentally .

PS 147
inVESTigaTion of ProTEin folDing uSing DiSSoluTion DnP

Hsueh-Ying Chen, Mukundan Ragavan, Christian Hilty
Texas A&M University, College Station, TX, USA

Biomolecular NMR in the vast majority of cases is applied for the determination of high-resolution structures and dynamics 
under equilibrium conditions, where extensive signal averaging can be used . For NMR to be amenable to the investigation 
of non-equilibrium processes, alternative strategies have to be employed in order to obtain sufficient signal intensities .  
Solid-to-liquid state dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) provides large signal enhancements and enables monitoring of 
transient processes in real-time . Up to present, however, solid-to-liquid state DNP has been applied primarily in conjunction 
with small molecules, due to challenges including sample dissolution and spin relaxation prior to the acquisition of an NMR 
spectrum . In the present work, we use rapid sample injection to extend the reach of this technique to macromolecules, and 
permit the study of the protein folding process . Unfolded polypeptide of the 96 amino-acid ribosomal protein L23 from T. 
Thermophilus is polarized on 13C in the solid state and dissolved under denaturing conditions at low pH . During injection 
of the hyperpolarized sample into an NMR tube, a pH-jump is applied to trigger re-folding of the protein . Subsequent 
acquisition of a series of NMR spectra shows the folding process in real time . The spectrum from each scan can be 
decomposed into a linear combination of contributions from folded and unfolded protein species . This analysis yields the 
fractions of folded and unfolded populations at each measured time point . The kinetic parameters of the folding reaction 
are then obtained by fitting the relative populations of folded and unfolded forms of the protein to a kinetic model, while 
at the same time accounting for the effects of spin relaxation . This folding rate constant obtained can be verified using 
fluorescence spectroscopy . However, in contrast to optical techniques, the DNP-NMR spectra contain chemical shift 
resolution, therefore allowing the simultaneous observation of multiple sites from uniformly or selectively isotope enriched 
protein . These results demonstrate that dissolution DNP can be used to further extend the applicability of NMR in observing 
dynamic processes on the sub-second time scale, involving proteins or other biological macromolecules .
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PS 148
Signal amPlificaTion Via rEVErSiblE inTEracTion WiTh ParahyDrogEn:  

oPPorTuniTiES for nmr
Simon Duckett, Ryan Mewis, Marianna Fekete, Lyrelle Lloyd, Louise Highton, Gary Green, Alex Hooper, 
Richard Green, Majid Khan, Kevin Atkinson
University of York, York, UK

Hyperpolarization methods are used to produce magnetic states whose populations can be several orders of magnitude 
larger than would be otherwise attainable in a typical magnetic field associated with a high field spectrometer . Such non-
equilibrium magnetic states have been created using techniques as diverse as DNP, optical pumping and hydrogenative 
parahydrogen induced polarization (PHIP) . These methods typically deliver a burst of the hyperpolarized substrate 
molecules which must be rapidly monitored . Like PHIP, Signal Amplification by Reversible Exchange (SABRE) is able 
to produce a hyperpolarized substrate in a few seconds, however, unlike PHIP it does not require the incorporation of 
parahdrogen into it . Instead, SABRE uses a labile complex which possesses two hydride ligands and a weakly bound 
substrate to produce a platform through which polarization is transferred at low magnetic field from parahydrogen to the 
substrate . Equilibration of the free and bound substrate molecules, over a period of a few seconds, produces hyperpolarized 
material in solution . This technique therefore offers the potential to rapidly produce hyperpolarized samples without their 
chemical modification .

This talk will illustrate, how the SABRE derived hyperpolarization technique enables the rapid completion of a range of 
NMR measurements . These include 13C, 13C{1H} and nOe data, in addition to more complex 2D-COSY, ultra-fast-2D-
COSY and 2D-HMBC spectra . These observations are made possible by the use of a flow probe and external sample 
preparation cell to re-hyperpolarize the substrate and hence allow repeat measurements to be made within seconds . The 
potential benefit of the combination of SABRE and 2D NMR methods to rapidly characterize low concentration analytes 
are therefore illustrated .

PS 149
imProVing rESoluTion in nmr uSing PaThWay SElEcTiVE PulSES

Clark Ridge, Jamie Walls
University of Miami, Coral Gables, FL, USA

Determining the availability of evolution pathways in quantum systems, which is important to a variety of spectroscopies, 
is often accomplished with a pathway selection scheme (PSS) . Recently [1], we introduced a method of converting a 
PSS into a pathway selective pulse (PSP) which selectively excites spin systems only if certain evolution pathways are 
available .  In designing a PSP, perfect time-reversal is required, which, unfortunately, can only be achieved in very simple 
spin systems . In this presentation, we study the effects of imperfect time-reversal due to homonuclear spin-spin couplings, 
field inomogeneity, and relaxation on the performance of PSPs . Finally, we experimentally demonstrate that PSPs can be 
used to improve spectral resolution by reducing NMR line widths by roughly 10-20%, as shown below in Figure 1 on a 
2-13C glucose sample .

[1] C .D . Ridge and J .D . Walls, “Pathway 
Selective Pulses”, J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 
2, 2478-2482 (2011) .

 

Figure 1:  Comparison of the spectrum 
for a 90-acquire (black) experiment 
compared with a PSP-acquire (red) 
experiment on 2-13C glucose on a 
500 MHz spectrometer. A reduction of 
line width of approximately 10-205 is 
found in the PSP experiment.
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PS 150
nmr anD mri aT ThE microScalE

Vikram Bajaj
University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, California, USA

I will discuss recent advances that enhance the capabilities of NMR and MRI in portable chemical analysis . These 
include: 

(1) Optical detection of NMR with alkali vapor and diamond magnetometers. Optical spectroscopic methods can 
detect single molecules, but they lack the chemical specificity of NMR . Using engineered systems whose optical and 
magnetic degrees of freedom are coupled, we record NMR spectra with optical sensitivity . Applications include low field 
relaxometry for chemical analysis, and microfluidic NMR . The polarization of optical photons can also be transferred to 
nuclei . Examples include a microfabricated xenon gas polarizer for microfluidic, hyperpolarized NMR, and polarization 
transfer from NV- centers in diamond to coupled nuclei . 

(2) MRI Chemical Sensing. We have developed xenon-based MRI contrast agents for hyperpolarized molecular recognition 
and detection in vivo and in vitro . By covalently attaching individual sensor molecules to self-assembling scaffolds, we have 
increased their environmental compatibility, robustness, and sensitivity, demonstrating their ability to detect molecules in 
femtomolar concentrations . We have also developed a combinatorial library process to produce sensors targeted to desired 
analytes . These have been applied in vivo as molecular imaging agents and reporters, and in vitro for chemical sensing 
in complex mixtures .

(3) Remotely Detected MRI: MRI can elucidate the interior structure of an optically opaque object in unparalleled detail 
but is ultimately limited by the need to enclose the object within a detection coil; imaging of microscopic features within 
macroscopic objects occurs with low sensitivity because these features occupy only a small fraction of the detector’s 
volume . We overcome this limitation using remotely detected MRI: images of fluids flowing in an object are encoded into 
the phase and intensity of their NMR signals and decoded by a single volume-matched detector after they flow out of the 
sample . Using remote detection and compressive sampling, we have obtained microscopic (up to 10 m) images of flow 
and velocity distributions in microfluidic devices, packed bead microreactors, polymer monolith chromatography columns, 
and other structures .

PS 151
magnETic rESonancE for in ViTro DiagnoSTicS:  from DETEcTing PaThogEnS To 

characTErizing anD moniToring ThE blooD PhySiology

Vasiliki Demas
T2 Biosystems, Lexington, MA, USA

Advances in the field of portable NMR over the past few decades have changed the perception of NMR as a specialized, 
expensive, bulky, laboratory, hospital or industrial system, and enabled a new era of non-invasive, compact and inexpensive 
systems for applications, from art preservation to benchtop analysis and homeland security, medical imaging, biomolecule 
sensing and other diagnostics applications .

T2 Biosystems has been combining portable NMR with magnetic relaxation switch technology to create diagnostic 
sensors for rapid, sensitive, selective diagnosis in point of care settings .  Magnetic relaxation switch assays consist of 
superparamagnetic nanoparticles that transition between dispersed and clustered states due to the presence of a target 
substance, and affect the T2 relaxation times of surrounding water molecules in the specimen under investigation . Analyte 
sensitivity is achieved by functionalizing the nanoparticles with a binding agent to combine with the analyte of interest . 
Examples of detection of analytes such as viruses, bacterial cells, proteins, nucleic acids, and small molecules in a variety 
of samples from buffer to serum, plasma and whole blood have been demonstrated at T2Biosystems as well as the 
laboratories of the company’s founders .

The core of Biosystem’s technology is the T2MR, a compact, custom NMR system based on a permanent magnet and 
single board spectrometer

In addition to the magnetic relaxation switch technology, T2 Biosystems has recently introduced the use of T2MR to 
measurement signal changes in connection to blood coagulation parameters and platelet activity .

The work presented is based on contributions by several individuals at T2 Biosystems
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PS 152
ThE PhySicS of PhiP hyPErPolarizED loW fiElD nmr

Johannes Colell1, Stefan Gloeggler1, Pierre Tuerschmann1, Bernhard Blümich1, Stephan Appelt2

1RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, NRW, Germany, 2Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH, Juelich, NRW, Germany

In this contribution the fundamental differences between PHIP hyperpolarized and thermally prepolarized NMR 
spectroscopy in high and low magnetic fields will be presented . For thermally prepolarized (eg . 2T field) homonuclear 
J-coupled 1H spins the signal to noise ratio drops with decreasing measurement field strengths . In small fields, where the 
chemical shift difference (in Hz) is smaller than the J-coupling (the inverse weak coupling regime), both chemical shift and 
the homonuclear J-coupling information is lost . For the case of PHIP hyperpolarized NMR spectroscopy in the inverse 
weak coupling regime the structure of the NMR spectral lines retain both the J-coupling and the chemical shift information, 
although compared to high field in a completely different way .

The second fundamental difference between PHIP and thermally hyperpolarized NMR appears if hetero nuclei (samples 
with natural abundance) are present while the molecule is hydrogenated with para-hydrogen . In the case of thermally 
prepolarized NMR multiplet lines arising from heteronuclear J-couplings are more than two orders of magnitude smaller 
compared to the central line . For the PHIP enhanced spectrum the amplitude of the multiplet associated with the hetero-
and homonuclear J-coupling network is enhanced by nearly two orders of magnitude compared to the central lines .

Both principles mentioned above were experimentally verified with a newly developed low-field NMR spectrometer and 
by measuring a chemical compound developed by our group that forms a “two 1H spin system” after hydrogenation 
(Silylynolether) . Our current results show, that it is possible to determine the complete set of homo- and heteronuclear 
J-coupling constants including chemical shifts at low fields (10 mT) and with a single scan .

PS 153
SoliD-STaTE nmr STuDiES of aβ ProTofibrilS anD maTurE fibrilS

Holger A . Scheidt1, Isabel Morgado2, Juliane Adler1, Daniel Huster1

1University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany, 2Martin Luther University, Halle, Germany

Aβ(1-40) is the major fibril-forming peptide from Alzheimer’s disease . Several techniques provided a wealth of structural 
information on mature Aβ(1-40) fibrils . Yet, these fibrils are the products of a complex formation mechanism that is, 
from a structural point of view, not well understood . We used solid-state NMR spectroscopy to elucidate the structure 
of Aβ protofibrils . This analysis was possible because binding of the antibody B10AP prevents the conversion of these 
metastable intermediates into mature fibrils . A set of eight peptides with varying isotope labeling schemes was obtained 
from chemical synthesis . The labels cover 30 residues that are distributed over the entire peptide sequence . 13C CPMAS 
spectra were recorded for unambiguous assignment of all carbons . From the conformation dependent chemical shifts we 
could identify peptide segments of stable secondary structure and evaluated the backbone structure using TALOS . Based 
on the chemical shift data, A protofibrils encompass residues 16-22 and 30-36 in β-sheet conformation . Further, three 
structural regions of the protofibrils present random coil-like chemical shifts . One encompasses residues 23-26 and forms 
an intermediate segment in between the adjacent β-strands . The other two regions occur at the peptide N-terminus and 
within a small C-terminal segment . Further information about the dynamics of these regions is provided by order parameter 
measurement through dipolar couplings . We found that protofibrils show high order parameters (>0 .8) within the β-strand 
regions, while the measured S values are below 0 .8 at the termini . Thus, significant structural order exists also within those 
sequence segments that have chemical shift values corresponding to random coil . We further studied tertiary contacts in 
A protofibrils and compared them to mature A fibrils . While intraresidue contacts between Glu 22 and Ile 31 were found in 
A protofibrils, these contacts were completely absent in mature A fibrils . As those intramolecular contacts have also been 
reported in A oligomers, our measurements suggest that A protofibrils are structurally more closely related to oligomers 
than to mature fibrils . This suggests that some structural alterations have to take place on the pathway from A oligomers/
protofibrils towards mature fibrils .
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PS 154
ToWarDS STrucTural comPariSon of SPonTanEouSly formED anD Prion-SEEDED  

full-lEngTh rEcombinanT PrP-fibrilS by SoliD-STaTE nmr
Henrik Müller1, Timo Piechatzek1, Oleksandr Brener2, Henrike Heise1

1Research Center Jülich (FZJ), Jülich, Germany, 2Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany

In contrast to other neurodegenerative diseases, transmissible spongiform encephalopathies may be acquired by 
transmission of proteinaceous infectious particles (prions) which are formed by β sheet rich amyloid fibrils . Due to the 
failure of biophysical structure analysis on insoluble, non-crystalline, and heterogeneous protein fibrils, not amenable to 
X-ray crystallography and liquid-state NMR, the detailed structural architecture of prions is unknown . Because all model 
concepts available to date are based on low resolution data, it is a current matter of intense debate in which prion protein 
(PrP) sequence segment the β sheet core is situated, whether prions are β helices1 or β sandwiches2, and how the 
presence of infectious as well as non-infectious PrP fibrils can be explained structurally . As demonstrated recently3, solid-
state NMR proved to be valuable for structural characterisation of PrP fibrils .

In our contribution, we will report on our experimental progress in using high resolution solid-state NMR to structurally 
characterise amyloid fibrils of full-length ovine recombinant (rec) PrP comprising residues 25-233 . Our first focus will be on 
explaining the generation of amyloid fibrils formed spontaneously as well as by seeding with pre-formed recPrP fibrils or 
scrapie sheep brain-derived prions in NMR-sufficient yields . Based on biophysical characterisation we will demonstrate that 
our in vitro-derived recPrP fibrils closely emulate prions in living organisms . Thereafter, we would like to present our solid-
state NMR data about resonance assignment and secondary structure of recPrP fibrils as well as comparing fingerprint 
spectra of recPrP fibrils formed spontaneously or by seeding . We will demonstrate that our recPrP fibril preparations are 
characterised by enough homogeneity to draw first structural conclusions such as where the β sheet core as well as a 
remaining  helical region appears to be situated and which influence seeding with highly infectious prions seems to exert .

1 .  Govaerts et al ., PNAS 2004; 101: 8342-7 .
2 .  Cobb et al ., PNAS 2007; 104: 18946-51 .
3 .  Tycko et al ., Biochemistry 2010; 49: 9488-97 .

PS 155
SoliD-STaTE nmr STuDiES of DEuTEraTED ProTEinS:  

highEr rESoluTion anD bETTEr SEnSiTiViTy

Umit Akbey, Hartmut Oschkinat
Leibniz Institute für Molekulare Pharmakologie, Berlin, Germany

Protein deuteration applied to solid-state NMR experiments results in high sensitivity and resolution,1,2 leading to spectra 
similar to solution-state . To maximize sensitivity optimum proton concentration is determined at various MAS frequency . At 
60 kHz MAS 100 % of exchangeable protons can be utilized without sacrificing resolution,3 whereas at 24 kHz only 30-40 
% is practical . New types of proton detected experiments will be demonstrated .

Despite the progress in the proton detected experiments, there has been a lack of demonstrations for the heteronucleus-
detected experiments . As a result, achieving sufficient initial polarization ad spin-diffusion between heteronuclei in 
deuterated systems is a major issue . Here, we explain our tool-package which we have recently shown to be very successful 
to be used on perdeuterated proteins, to achieve superior initial magnetization and to sufficiently distribute magnetization 
between heteronuclei . This tool-package contain experimental techniques such as; double nucleus enhanced recoupling 
(DONER) method,4,5 which re-introduces the nearly-collapsed spin-diffusion process by the use of proton and deuterium 
spins as well as triple cross-polarization (TCP) for increasing overall sensitivity,6 optimal-control (OC) based schemes to 
increase performance (RESPIRATION),7 RAPID acquisition techniques and more .8

1 .  Chevelkov, V .; Rehbein, K .; Diehl, A .; Reif, B . Angew . Chem . 2006, 45 (23), 3878 .
2 .  Akbey, U .; Lange, S .; Franks, W . T .; Linser, R .; Rehbein, K .; Diehl, A .; Rossum, B . J .; Reif, B .; Oschkinat, H . J Bio NMR  
 2010, 46 (1), 67 .
3 .  Lewandowski, J . R .; Dumez, J . N .; Akbey, U .; Lange, S .; Emsley, L .; Oschkinat, H . JPC Lett 2011, 2 (17), 2205 .
4 .  Akbey, U .; Oschkinat, H .; Rossum, B . J . JACS 2009, 131 (47), 17054 .
5 .  Akbey, U .; Rossum, B . J .; Oschkinat, H . JMR . 2012, 217, 77-85 .
6 .  Akbey, U .; Camponeschi, F .; Rossum, B . J .; Oschkinat, H . ChemPhysChem 2011, 11, 2092 .
7 .  Wei, D . X .; Akbey, U .; Paaske, B .; Oschkinat, H .; Reif, B .; Bjerring, M .; Nielsen, N . C . JPC Lett . 2011, 2 (11), 1289 .
8 .  Bjerring, M .; Paaske, B .; Oschkinat, H .; Akbey, U .; Nielsen, N . C . JMR . 2011, 214, 324 .
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PS 156
SoliD STaTE nmr of fibrilS anD mEmbranE ProTEinS

Chad Rienstra
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL, USA

I will present applications of magic-angle spinning solid-state NMR spectroscopy to fibrils and membrane proteins, 
leveraging new methods developed with microcrystalline proteins .  This talk will focus on the following recent publications 
and recent, yet-to-be-published results from these ongoing projects .

“Structured Regions of alpha-Synuclein Fibrils Include the Early-Onset Parkinson’s Disease Mutation Sites”, Comellas, G .; 
Lemkau L .R .; Nieuwkoop A . J .; Kloepper K .D .; Ladror D .T .; Ebisu, R .; Woods, W .; Lipton, A .S .; George, J . M .; Rienstra, C .M . 
J. Mol. Biol., 2011, 411, 881-895 .

“Structural intermediates during alpha-synuclein fibrillogenesis on phospholipid vesicles”, Comellas G .; Lemkau L .R .; 
Zhou, D .H .; George J .M .; Rienstra, C .M . J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2012, 134, 5090-5099 .

“Ultra high resolution protein structures using NMR chemical shift tensors”, Wylie, B .J .; Sperling, L .J .; Nieuwkoop A .J .; 
Franks, W .T .; Oldfield, E .; Rienstra, C .M . Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 2011, 108(41), 16974-16979 .

“High-resolution membrane protein structure by joint calculations with solid-state NMR and X-ray experimental data”, Tang, 
M .; Sperling, L .J .; Berthold, D .A .; Schwieters, C .D .; Nesbitt, A .E .; Nieuwkoop A .J .; Rienstra, C .M . J. Biomol. NMR, 2011, 
51(3), 227-233 .

PS 157
STrucTurE DETErminaTion of mEmbranE ProTEinS in PhoSPholiPiD bilayErS

Stanley Opella
University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California, USA

Membrane proteins are strongly influenced by their phospholipid bilayer environment . Therefore, it an important goal to 
study them in this environment, even though it presents challenges for the most commonly used methods of structure 
determination . Indeed, much of the effort in NMR spectroscopy has been devoted to identifying suitable sample conditions . 
We have taken the opposite approach and have developed instrumentation, experimental methods, and calculations 
tailored for membrane proteins in a near-native environment . Our approach merges the methods of oriented sample 
(OS) solid-state NMR and magic angle spinning (MAS) solid-state NMR and relies on the intrinsic rotational diffusion of 
membrane proteins about the bilayer normal to motionally average heteronuclear dipolar and chemical shift anisotropy 
powder patterns . The resulting axially symmetric, narrowed powder patterns yield exactly the same orientational information 
as obtained from stationary aligned samples . The benefits are that uniformly 13C/15N labelled samples can be used, which 
increases sensitivity through 13C (instead of 15N) detection, and provides spin ½ nuclei at all backbone sites for systematic 
assignment schemes . With sufficient angular constraints, we use a combination of Rosetta and Xplor-NIH to obtain final 
refined structures with backbone RMSDs < 2 A . Examples with one, two, and seven trans-membrane helices will be shown, 
including the three-dimensional structure of the chemokine receptor CXCR1, which is a G-protein coupled receptor with 
350 residues and 7 trans-membrane helices . Our approach is general and can be applied to a wide range of membrane 
proteins including those in the alpha helical and beta barrel classes .
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PS 158
ExciTED STaTES in rna uSing rElaxaTion DiSPErSion nmr – a gEnEral bEhaViour?

Katja Petzold, Hashim M . Al-Hashimi
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

The dimerization initiation site (DIS) is a regulatory RNA of the HIV-virus . Upon viral maturation DIS undergoes dimerization, 
which is essential for the production of viruses . The mechanism of this secondary structure rearrangement – a complete 
exchange of strands – remains unknown (Fig 1A), but the bulge and its motions are highly conserved and crucial . We 
investigated the role of μs- to ms-motions using relaxation-dispersion NMR measurements to reveal possible dimer-
forming transition states .

We determined the excited state chemical shifts and their corresponding secondary structures, and confirmed those 
results by mutagenesis . The excited states biological relevance was demonstrated by biochemical experiments - upon 
quenching bulge motions a reduction in dimerization potential follows (publication in submission) .

Finding these excited states, which differ from proteins or base flipping in DNA (Nikolova et al . 2011 Nature), we consequently 
wanted to study the universality of this mechanism . Database analysis revealed potential candidates, which we then 
studied it by R1ρ relaxation dispersion measurements . This experiment allows us to characterize the population, lifetime and 
chemical shift of the excited state (Fig . 
1B) and allows therefore the estimation 
of the structure of the excited state .
 

Figure 1: (A) Model Dimerization Initiation 
Site RNA kissing complex – left and 
elongated comples - right. (B) Example for 
R1rho relaxation dispersion profile, left – on-
resonance, right – off-resonance, which allow 
for extraction of kEX, pb and CSb.

PS 159
STrucTural STuDiES of oligomEric TaTa, ThE PorE  

comPonEnT of ThE TWin argininE TranSlocaSE

Jason Schnell, Ben Berks, Fernanda Rodriguez
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK

Nature has evolved two fundamentally different methods for translocating proteins out of the cytoplasm . In the Sec 
translocase, proteins are “threaded” across the membrane in an unfolded form . In a second structurally and mechanistically 
unrelated pathway, cytoplasmic proteins are targeted to the Twin Arginine Translocase (Tat) pathway and translocated in 
a fully folded form . The Tat pathway is found in bacteria, archaea and plant chloroplasts, and is required for important 
bacterial cellular processes including respiratory and photosynthetic energy metabolism . In E. coli, the Tat pathway 
requires three proteins, of which TatA is the pore component . TatA is a small transmembrane protein that assembles into 
ring-like oligomers of variable size, however the mechanism of assembly and the translocation pathway are unknown . 
We have determined the high resolution structure of the TatA pore by solution NMR using a novel “bottom up” approach 
that takes advantage of a conformationally locked TatA mutant that permits assembly of the relatively large pore complex 
from sparse intermolecular restraints . The results indicate an unexpected mode of assembly, with obvious implications for 
folded-protein translocation as well as regulation of the TatA assembly . The methodology is likely to be generally applicable 
to a wide range of weakly assembling membrane protein complexes .
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PS 160
nmr SoluTion STrucTurE of an inViSiblE ProTEin STaTE aT ThE EDgE bETWEEn folDing anD 

aggrEgaTion inTo amyloiD fibrilS

Philipp Neudecker1, Philipp Neudecker2, Philipp Neudecker3, Paul Robustelli4, Andrea Cavalli4, Patrick 
Walsh1, Patrick Walsh5, Patrik Lundström1, Arash Zarrine-Afsar1, Simon Sharpe1, Simon Sharpe5, Michele 
Vendruscolo4, Lewis Kay1, Lewis Kay5

1University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada, 2Heinrich-Heine-Universität, Düsseldorf, Germany, 3Forschungszentrum Jülich, Jülich, Germany, 
4University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK, 5Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, ON, Canada

Protein folding intermediates have been implicated in amyloid fibril formation 
involved in neurodegenerative disorders . However, the structural mechanisms by 
which intermediates initiate fibrillar aggregation have remained largely elusive . To 
gain insight, we used CPMG relaxation dispersion NMR spectroscopy to determine 
the atomic-resolution three-dimensional solution structure of a 2% populated, on-
pathway folding intermediate of the A39V/N53P/V55L Fyn SH3 domain . To this end, 
we used the backbone chemical shifts and RDCs/RCSAs of the “invisible” intermediate 
reconstructed from CPMG experiments as experimental input for structure calculations 
based on chemical shift restrained replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations 
via the CamShift approach (1) . The COOH-terminus remains disordered in this 
intermediate (2), thereby exposing the aggregation-prone NH2-terminal beta-strand 
(Figure, structure color-coded according to the surface aggregation propensity score, 
Sagg) . Accordingly, mutants lacking the COOH-terminus and thus mimicking the 
intermediate fail to safeguard the folding route and spontaneously form beta-sheet-rich 
fibrillar aggregates with a diameter of several nanometers and an affinity for the dye Congo red . The structure provides 
a detailed characterization of the non-native interactions stabilizing an aggregation-prone intermediate under native 
conditions and insight into how such an intermediate can derail folding and initiate fibrillation .

(1)  P . Robustelli, K . Kohlhoff, A . Cavalli & M . Vendruscolo: Using NMR Chemical Shifts as Structural Restraints in Molecular  
 Dynamics Simulations of Proteins, Structure 18, 923-933 (2010)

(2)  P . Neudecker, P . Robustelli, A . Cavalli, P . Walsh, P . Lundström, Arash Zarrine-Afsar, S . Sharpe, M . Vendruscolo & L . E .  
 Kay: Structure of an Intermediate State in Protein Folding and Aggregation, Science 336, 362-366 (2012)

PS 161
nonlinEar inDucTion DETEcTion of ElEcTron SPin rESonancE

Gil Bachar1, Oren Suchoi1, Oleg Shtempluck1, Aharon Blank2, Eyal Buks1

1Department of Electrical Engineering, Technion, Haifa, Israel, 2Schulich Faculty of Chemistry, Technion, Haifa, Israel

We present a new approach to the induction detection of electron spin resonance (ESR) signals exploiting the 
nonlinear properties of a superconducting resonator . Our experiments employ a yttrium barium copper oxide (YBCO) 
superconducting stripline microwave (MW) resonator integrated with a microbridge (a narrow, sub-micron sized stricture 
placed in the middle of the stripline) . The resonator is operated at liquid He temperatures in continuous wave mode .  When 
exceeding a threshold in the injected microwave power, a strong nonlinear response of the resonator is thermally activated 
in the microbridge . This non-linearity is manifested through large changes in the frequency of the reflected signal . The 
responsivity factor characterizing the ESR-induced change in the system’s output signal is about 100 times larger when 
operating the resonator near the instability input power threshold, compared to the value obtained in the linear regime of 
operation . Preliminary experimental results, together with a theoretical model of this phenomenon are presented . Under 
appropriate conditions nonlinear induction detection of ESR can potentially greatly improve upon the current capabilities of 
conventional linear induction detection ESR .
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PS 162
fiTTing of ProTEin STrucTural TranSiTionS WiTh EPr DiSTancE conSTrainTS:  

oPTimizaTion of algoriThmS

Gunnar Jeschke
ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

By combining site-directed spin labelling and EPR-based distance measurements it is possible to obtain distance constraints 
on length scales that match the size of proteins and protein complexes . Such methodology works independently of the size 
and environment of the protein . It is often used to characterize structural changes that result from addition of substrates 
or ATP or from hydrolysis of ATP, for instance, for transport proteins located in membranes . The main disadvantage of the 
approach is the only moderate number of distance constraints, typically in the range from 10 to 100, which is less than the 
number of degrees of freedom of the protein backbone . Such sparse constraints cannot provide a unique model for the 
structural transition without taking into account further information . Even then, the model is necessarily coarse-grained, 
also because of the limited accuracy in predicting spin label side chain conformations .

Additional information, based exclusively on the topology of the (known) initial structure of the transition, can be included 
by an anisotropic elastic network model . Algorithms for fitting the final state of the transition from the initial structure 
and sparse distance constraints between C atoms and for selecting the best site pairs were suggested by Zheng and 
Brooks [1] and recently adapted to spin label pairs [2] . Here I report on optimization of the two algorithms with the aim 
to obtain better fits of the final structure at given number of constraints . The fit algorithm is stabilized and the problem 
of overfitting strongly reduced by considering each iteration step as a thermal excursion of the network, based on the 
equipartition theorem . Furthermore, it helps to gradually extend the size of the active space of normal modes during fitting . 
Site pair selection can be improved by separating the two conflicting criteria of maximal distance change and maximal 
linear independence of the distance change vectors and by determining an optimum relative weighting of these criteria . I 
also consider how results are influenced by parametrization of the elastic network model .

[1]   Zheng, W .; Brooks, B .R . Biophys. J. 2006, 90, 4327-4336 .
[2]  Jeschke, G . J. Chem. Theory Comput. 2012, in press .

PS 163
chEmical EnginEEring of molEcular qubiTS

Christopher Wedge1, Grigore Timco2, Amy Webber1, Eike Spielberg1, Floriana Tuna2, Eric McInnes2, Richard 
Winpenny2, Stephen Blundell1, Arzhang Ardavan1

1CAESR, Clarendon Laboratory, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK, 2School of Chemistry & Photon Science Institute, University of Manchester, 
Manchester, UK

We show that the electron spin phase memory 
time, the most important property of a molecular 
nanomagnet from the perspective of quantum 
information processing, can be improved 
dramatically by chemically engineering 
the molecular structure to optimise the 
environment of the spin . We vary systematically 
each structural component of the class of 
antiferromagnetic Cr7Ni rings to identify the 
sources of decoherence . The optimal structure 
exhibits a phase memory time exceeding 15 μs 
[1] .
Figure 1: (A) Crystal structure of [nPr2NH2][Cr7NiF8Ac16] 
(B) Chemical structures of possible variants of the two 
key molecular building blocks.

[1] C . J . Wedge et al ., Phys . Rev . Lett ., 108, 
107204 (2012) .
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PS 164
aPPlicaTion of ElEcTron ParamagnETic rESonancE To STuDy funDamEnTalS ProcESSES in 

organic PhoToVolTaic maTErialS anD DEVicES

Vladimir Dyakonov
University of Wuerzburg, Wuerzburg, Germany

Power conversion efficiencies of nanostructured polymer solar cells are exceeding 10% on a lab scale, making them ready 
for commercial introduction . The mechanisms governing the charge carrier generation yield appear to be very complex, as 
they imply the presence of a number of intermediate excited states, neutral and charged ones /1,2/ . Recent investigations 
indicate that on illumination of polymer:fullerene blends, apart from mobile charges also charge transfer and triplet states 
are formed /3/ . With respect to triplets, it is unclear how these excited states are generated, via inter-system crossing, or 
via back transfer of an electron from fullerene to polymer . In both pathways, triplet formation may be considered as charge 
carrier loss factor . On the other hand, the fusion of two triplets may lead to a formation of singlet excitons . Alternatively, the 
splitting of singlets may lead to two triplet excitons . In these cases, a generation of charges by utilizing of the so far unused 
photons will be possible . At the same time, however, the intrinsic stability of polymer solar cells has only scarcely been 
addressed . The oxygen induced degradation may also involve triplet excited states . Although fusion of two triplets may 
lead to a formation of a singlet exciton, triplets are also prone to react with oxygen resulting in degradation of the polymer .

In all the above reactions and scenarios, a reliable experimental tool of probing triplet and charge transfer states seems 
to be essential . In this contribution we will discuss the results of the complementary optical, electrical and spin sensitive 
measurements on the novel high-performance polymer-fullerene blends as well as real solar cells to address the question 
on the role of triplet excitons and charge transfer states in the transformations occurring in the device active layers .

1 .  C . Deibel, T . Strobel, V . Dyakonov, Adv . Mater . 22, 4097 (2010) .
2 .  C . Deibel, V . Dyakonov, Rep . Prog . Phys . 73, 096401 (2010) .
3 .  M . Liedtke, A . Sperlich, H . Kraus, A . Baumann, C . Deibel, M .J .M .  Wirix, J . Loos, C . M . Cardona, V . Dyakonov, JACS  
 133, 9088 (2011) .
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imaging of WEak magnETic imPlanTS uSing ThE loW fiElD mri

Daniel Gogola, Pavol Szomolanyi, Ivan Frollo
Institute of measurement science Slovak academy of sciences, Slovakia, Slovakia

Samples made of weak magnetic materials cause local inhomogeneities near of these samples in the main field of MR 
tomograph . These inhomogeneities lead to loss of phase coherence and thus rapid loss of signal in the area . In our 
research we investigated inhomogeneous field of weak magnetic materials in low field MR tomography, as the susceptibility 
effects are minimal at low fields . Our goal was to find the possibility for imaging some clinically used magnetic implants by 
low field MR tomograph 0 .18T .
Fig.1. Left: Two images of planar phantoms, ring 
and grid which was made of very weak magnetic 
materials (low magnetic tapes) were imaged 
using plastic holder with the liquid contained 
5 mM NiCl2 + 55 mM NaCl in distilled water. 
Images of these samples were obtained by the 
GRE sequence with the following setting: TE 10 
ms, TR 800 ms, slice thickness 3 mm. Right: Two 
pictures of elbow with weak magnetic metallic 
implants. To minimize the susceptibility effects, 
these images were obtained by the SE sequence with the following setting: TE 26 ms, TR 2460 ms, slice thickness 2 mm.

We investigated properties of GRE and SE imaging sequences with a goal to find the best setup of their parameters with 
a help of two planar phantoms: ring and grid . Based on obtained findings, MR images of elbow with wire implants were 
realized, right side in Fig .1 . These implants were imaged few weeks after surgery . Our study shows that imaging of weak 
magnetic metallic implants are feasible at low field MR tomograph 0 .18 T without using post-processing techniques (e .g . 
IDEAL) .

 

201Tu
SinglE-SiDED nmr in characTErizaTion of maSTEr PainTingS

Tyler Meldrum, Wasif Zia, Agnes Haber, Dirk Oligschläger, Bernhard Blümich
RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany

We report progress in using single-sided, low-field NMR measurements to analyze master 
paintings . While single-sided NMR is typically insensitive to chemical properties of samples, 
it can detect changes indicative of the physical state of a sample, often by measuring the 
relaxation times, T1 and T2 . By measuring T2 values stepwise through the depth of a triptych 
panel (right), a layer structure is seen where an additional layer was applied 100 years after 
the initial work was completed (in collaboration with the Wallraf-Richardz-Museum, Cologne, 
Germany) . In addition, the complex chemistry of the curing of oil paint occurs over centuries, 
propagating physical changes in paint that can be measured by low-field NMR . Many such 
measurements, made on master paintings from the 14th through 20th centuries, have shown 
a correlation between the age of the painting and T1, creating a rudimentary “dating curve .” 
This curve allows approximate dating of paintings using contact-free, non-destructive NMR 
measurements; studies to improve the accuracy of such dating are underway . These and 
related measurements have obvious applications in art history and analysis, and have recently 
distinguished forged from original paintings by early 20th century artists . These results have 
been achieved with attention to the color of a given pigment, but not necessarily the chemical 
composition of the paint .
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202WE
in-linE mr imaging WiTh a mobilE Tomograh

Josefina Perlo, Ernesto Danieli, Christoph Mülder, Christian Hoppman, Bernhard Blümich,  
Casanova Federico
RWTH, Aachen, Germany

Conventional MRI magnets use expensive and sophisticated superconducting coils to generate strong and homogeneous 
magnetic fields . In general they are bulky units that require safety features and permanent maintenance with cryogenic 
coolants, which complicate the use of such magnets on the factory floor . Recently a method has been worked out to shim 
NMR magnets made from blocks of permanent magnet material to generate highly homogeneous magnetic fields across 
the volume of the sample [1,2] . Thanks to this approach spectroscopy and imaging methods can be implemented with 
magnets with extremely favorable ratios of sample size to magnet size . Desktop MRI systems are particularly attractive for 
the rubber industry to mesaure in-line geometrical and physical parameters like cross-link density and the elastic modulus .
In previous work we have demonstrated that the internal and external contours of rubber profiles can be reconstructed 
with high spatial precision by applying edge-detection algorithms to low-resolution MR images measured with a mobile 
tomograph implemented on samples at rest [3] . In this work we discuss the potential application of this image processing 
approach for in-line quality control of extruded rubber materials in short experimental times . The in-line application of 
the method requires measuring moving samples passing through the magnet at considerable speed . The length of the 
sample used to reconstruct the complete 2D image depends on the slice thickness, velocity of the extrudate and on 
the total acquisition time . The latter depends on the pulse sequence employed to acquire the 2D image and the delay 
between scans . We analyze different pulse sequences that minimize the acquisition time and alternative methods to reduce 
distortions introduced by lateral sample vibration .
[1]  J . Perlo, F . Casanova, B . Blümich, Science, 315, 1110-1112, 2007 .
[2]  E . Danieli, J . Perlo, B . Blümich, F . Casanova, Angewandte Chemie Int . Ed ., 49, 4133-4135, 2010 .
[3]  E . Danieli, K . Berdel, J . Perlo, W . Michaeli, U . Masberg, B . Blümich, F . Casanova, Journal of Magnetic Resonance, 207, 
 53-58, 2010 .
 

203Th
mobilE high-rESoluTion nmr SEnSor for bioDiESEl TranSESTErificaTion moniToring 

anD qualiTy conTrol

Yamila Garro Linck, Mario Killner, Ernesto Danieli, Bernhard Blümich
RWTH, Aachen, Germany

In the last decades, the request for alternative and renewable sources of energy to diminish the dependence on fossil fuel 
has caused fuels derived from biological sources to be increasingly scrutinized and utilized . Biodiesel [1], defined as the 
mono-alkyl esters of vegetable oils or animal fats [2], derived from these feedstocks by transesterification, is probably the 
most commonly used biofuel as a replacement for petroleum-derived diesel fuel .
High-field NMR spectroscopy has been employed in the past for monitoring the transesterification reaction and the 
quality control of biodiesel . However, the use of conventional high-resolution NMR relies on expensive and sophisticated 
superconducting magnets . The development towards the highest achievable magnetic fields has pulled NMR spectrometers 
away from the chemistry hoods in the synthesis laboratories and restricts the use of NMR to experimental conditions more 
demanding, than those acceptable in industrial environments, where cryogenic liquids often cannot be used . In these 
cases, small and robust magnets that provide a good share of the performance of large magnets could be installed in 
chemistry labs to monitor reactions in real time, or mounted in the production line of chemical plants to improve the product 
quality .
During the last years important progress has been achieved in the development of small, robust magnets [3, 4] .  Today it 
is possible to obtain proton NMR spectra of different compounds contained in a 5mm NMR tube with resolutions better 
than 0 .15 ppm using a magnet that is shorter than the sample tube [3] . In this work we show the performance of this new 
generation of magnets, working at a magnetic field strength of 1 Tesla . These high-resolution systems allow us to follow 
the rate of conversion during the biodiesel transesterification process and to quantify the concentration via line integration . 
We also show the application of this small magnet to determine physical properties of the biofuel such as the self-diffusion 
coefficient from which the viscosity can be determined . The diffusion coefficient was measured with pulsed field gradients 
benefitting from the excellent switching times of the magnet .
References
[1] M . Mittelbach, C . Remschmidt . Biodiesel: The comprehensive handbook . Graz, Austria (2004) .
[2] G . Knothe, J . Van Gerpen, J . Krahl (eds) . The biodiesel handbook . AOCS Press, Champaign, IL (2005) .
[3] E . Danieli, J . Perlo, B . Blümich, F . Casanova . Angew . Chem . Int . Ed ., 2010, 49, 4133-4135 .
[4] J . Perlo, F . Casanova, and B . Blümich, Science, 2007, 315, 1110-1112 .
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ThE uSE of unilaTEral nmr To STuDy ThE EffEcT of bioDiESEl/ 

DiESEl unDEr DiffErEnT ElaSTomErS

Lorena Mara A . Silva1, Luis Fernando Cabeça2, Luis Alberto Colnago2, Marcos Roberto Monteiro3,  
Tiago Venancio1

1Federal University of São Carlos, São Carlos/ SP, Brazil, 2Embrapa Instrumentation, São Carlos/ SP, Brazil, 3Centre for Development and 
Characterization of Materials (CCDM), São Carlos/ SP, Brazil

Biodiesel is an energetic matrix with several advantages when compared to fossil fuels . However, the compatibility of 
biodiesel with materials from automobile engines, especially elastomers, is a growing concern . Thus, the aim of this work 
was to use low-field unilateral NMR to study the effect of biodiesel/diesel in commercial rubbers . For this purpose, natural 
rubber (NR), ethylene-propylene-diene rubber (EPDM) and nitrilic rubber (NIT) was immersed for 28 days at 25˚C in a B20 
mixture (20% of biodiesel in 80% of diesel) . Rubber before immersion (BI) and after immersion (AI) in B20 mixture were 
analyzed in a NMR Tecmag instrument equipped with a home-made low-field unilateral  magnet, operating at 14 .3 MHz . 
Transverse relaxation times (T2) were obtained through Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) pulse sequence at 23˚C . Data 
were processed by using both NTNMR and Microcal Origin 6 .0 softwares . Thereby, information about molecular mobility 
could be assessed since polymeric chains perform movement from one equilibrium position to another . To NR-BI a 2 .6 ms 
of transverse relaxation time T2 was observed and after immersion in biodiesel solution the transverse relaxation tends 
to 11 .2 ms . The increasing tendency is observed to other rubbers which T2 relaxation to EPDM-BI is 5 .7 and EPDM-AI is 
11 .6 ms and NIT-BI is 1 .6 ms and NIT-AI is 3 .6 ms . In general, the disparity of relaxation times for different elastomers is 
related to changes in their microstructure and for harder rubbers a shorter T2 is obtained . Thus, the increase of relaxation 
time to all studied rubbers denotes a softening of system and as the biggest variation is to NR, it means that this rubber 
is most susceptible to solution of biodiesel (B20) while NIT exhibited less variation of relaxation times, indicating more 
resistance . Besides, in general, with shortening of T2, glass transition temperature (Tg) increases . This occurs as a result 
of a major cross links between chains that is correlated with lower molecular mobility and steric hindrance of segments . 
Therefore, the increase of T2 in the studied rubbers reveals the rubber degradation at lower temperatures which is related 
to the decreasing in Tg . It must be considered that less number of cross links can also be related to the increasing of the 
porosity of the material and the B20 mixture can penetrates in these porous, as observed by high resolution NMR and 
diffuse reflectance infrared spectroscopy .

 

205Tu
an algoriThm for imagE rEconSTrucTion in non-linEarly Varying magnETic fiElDS

Jochen Lehmann-Horn1, David Miljak1, Jan Walbrecker2

1CSIRO, Lucas Heights, NSW, Australia, 2Stanford University, Stanford, California, USA

Processing industries are becoming increasingly reliant on advanced sensing technologies to improve efficiency . In the 
mining and food industry the on-line analysis and imaging of key parameters such as specific elements, minerals or 
moisture, improves the characterization of raw materials on conveyor belts and is necessary for manufacturing and process 
quality assurance . To make electrically conductive (water-saturated) raw materials in large sample volumes accessible 
by NMR, one has to operate at low frequencies due to the electromagnetic skin effect . The main objective of the work 
reported here is to propose a numerical algorithm for on-line NMR imaging in spatially non-linear static magnetic fields 
at low strength . Wideband spin-echo pulse sequences are employed for signals generation . We study the resolution and 
sensitivity of this non-conventional imaging configuration where the sample moves through the static field of a Helmholtz 
coil . To localize the origin of the NMR signal in the sample volume we do not employ additional magnetic field gradients as 
in conventional imaging devices, but utilize the natural spatially dependent inhomogeneity of RF and DC fields generated 
by surface and volume coils . Detailed modelling of realistic on-line geometries will be described .
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loW-fiElD rElaxaTion imaging anD croSS-rElaxaTion inVESTigaTionS of  

boVinE arTicular carTilagE

Erik Rössler, Carlos Mattea, Siegfried Stapf
TU Ilmenau, Ilmenau, Germany

The layered structure of mammal articular cartilage is reflected by a pronounced depth dependence of T2, which is a 
consequence of different degrees of order of the collagen fibers but also of a gradient of water and glycosaminoglycan 
(GAG) concentration, respectively . The orientational order results in an angular dependence of T2 that becomes less 
pronounced at greater distance from the joint surface . T1 at conventional laboratory fields does show little variation in 
comparison .

In this study, the dependence of relaxation times in bovine articular cartilage is investigated at a low magnetic field strength 
of 0 .27 T using a portable scanner . While a systematic variation of T2 is found that is in agreement to similar mammalian 
cartilage observed at high fields, T1 also shows a strong depth dependence that correlates with the separation of the tissue 
into three distinct zones . This pronounced effect is explained by the increased T1 contrast commonly found towards smaller 
magnetic field strengths, a consequence of slow and anisotropic molecular reorientations that dominate the relaxation 
dispersion at small Larmor frequencies .

The same experiment has been repeated after saturating the samples in 0 .8 mM aqueous Gd-complex solutions that 
reduce T1 of water protons . If a charged complex such as gadopentetic acid (Gd(DTPA)2-) is used, the T1 change is found 
to be depth-dependent and can be exploited for a routine assessment of damaged tissue as it is found for a number of 
degenerative diseases; neutral Gadoteridol (Gd(HPDO3A)), on the other hand, gives rise to a uniform T1 change . As a 
complementary but non-invasive approach, the 1H-14N cross-relaxation rate at the characteristic frequencies of the nitrogen 
quadrupolar nucleus is suggested as an evidence for a variation in overall protein (GAG) concentration and mobility .

E . Rößler, C . Mattea, A . Mollova, S . Stapf, Low-field one-dimensional and direction-dependent relaxation imaging of bovine 
articular cartilage, J . Magn . Reson . 213, 112-118 (2011) .

 

207Th
nuclEar magnETic rElaxaTion in WaTEr aT ulTra loW magnETic fiElDS

Stefan Hartwig, Jens Voigt, Hans-Jürgen Scheer, Hans-Helge Albrecht, Martin Burghoff, Lutz Trahms
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Berlin, Germany

Nuclear magnetic relaxation of water has been studied since the early times of NMR and is understood within the well known 
relaxation theory given by Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound (BPP) . The range of low Larmor frequencies was studied using 
field cycling techniques, which have some limitations for the field range of a few microtesla . Here, we focus on this range 
by making use of a home made superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) based NMR-spectrometer inside 
a heavily magnetically shielded room, which enables us to measure 
the spin dynamics of liquid water below the Earth´s geomagnetic field 
down to 100 nanotesla . Our data for the T1- and T2-relaxation rates of 
pure water are in line with the BPP relaxation theory except for the field 
range below 20 microtesla (see figure 1) . Both T1- and, much more 
dramatically, T2-relaxation rates of water are increased with respect to 
the theoretical expectation, while towards zero field both relaxation rates 
nicely converge . We further show that this behaviour depends on the 
pH-value and is proportional to the content of the hydrogen isotope 17O 
of the investigated water samples .
Figure1: Measured T1- (red) and T2-relaxation rates (blue) in dependency to the 
Larmor frequency. The dotted red line shows the fitted T1- relaxation theory, the 
dashed blue line the expected appearance of the T2-relaxation rate.
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1h Dq nmr in VulcanizED naTural rubbEr fillED WiTh  

fErroElEcTric cEramic nanoParTiclES

Fabiana D Andrade1, Felipe S Bellucci2, Márcio F Cobo1, Aldo E Job2, Eduardo R Azevêdo1

1Physics Institute of São Carlos - University of São Paulo, São Carlos/São Paulo, Brazil, 2FCT – Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia, UNESP 
– Univ Estadual Paulista, Presidente Prudente/São Paulo, Brazil

Time domain NMR has become a major method for dynamic and structural characterization of polymer networks . Network 
chains are formed by repetitive units in dynamically restrict regions whose length scale is inversely related to the intensity 
of residual dipolar couplings, which relates to the density of cross-links in the network . Among the methods currently used 
in polymer network studies, 1H double-quantum (DQ) NMR is one of the most versatile and robust, providing a reliable 
estimation of the average dipolar couplings values as well as their distribution . In this study 1H double-quantum (DQ) NMR  
was used to investigate vulcanized natural rubber filled with ferroelectric ceramic nanoparticles of potassium niobate 
strontium KSr2Nb5O15 (KSN) (20 nm) . Such filler polymers have attracted scientific and technological interest because 
of their potential use in flexible electronic devices and electromagnetic wave absorbing materials . Aiming to investigate 
the effect of the filler on the network formation during the vulcanization process, samples with different concentration of 
nanoparticles (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20 and 50 phr) and thickness (0 .2 mm, 2 mm and 6 mm) were compared . The preliminary 
results showed an increase in the residual dipolar coupling upon filler addition, which was found to be thickness dependent, 
but independent of the nanoparticles concentration . This behavior was attributed to the higher thermal gradient during the 
sample preparation in thinner samples, providing stronger cross-linked networks . Interestingly, the 2 mm thick sample filled 
with 3 phr of KSN showed increased of the average dipolar coupling as compared with the other filled samples, which 
resulted in a higher glass transition and enhanced mechanical properties of filled vulcanized natural rubber .

 

209Tu
ThE DEnSiTy maTrix ThEory of ThE coSy anD ThE Dqf-coSy nmr ExPErimEnTS

Pierre Kempgens
Department of Chemistry, Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa

Two steps in the phase cycle are necessary in the COSY NMR experiment to achieve phase modulation of the signal 
during t1  and eight steps in the phase cycle are needed in the DQF-COSY NMR experiment to achieve double quantum 
filtration and phase modulation of the signal during t1 . This means that one needs to make the calculation ten times if one 
wants to simulate the COSY and DQF-COSY NMR spectra of any spin system by using either the density matrix or the 
product operator formalism . By using the density matrix, it will be shown in this presentation that one needs to calculate 
only one set of coefficients to simulate both the COSY and the DQF-COSY NMR spectra of an AX system of any spins . This 
contributes to a significant simplification of the calculations compare to a full density matrix treatment . The expressions 
found in the case of an AX system of any spins are also valid for an AMX system of three spins I=7/2 . Some theoretical 
simulations for such a system in the case of slow, intermediate and fast relaxing quadrupolar nuclei will be presented to 
illustrate the theory .
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an anT colony oPTimizaTion baSED aPProach for nmr  

STrucTurE baSED aSSignmEnT ProblEm

Ceyhun Aslanov3, Bulent Catay2, Mehmet Serkan Apaydin1

1Istanbul Sehir University, Istanbul, Turkey, 2Sabanci University, Istanbul, Turkey, 3Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul, Turkey

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy is an important technique that allows determining protein structure 
in solution . An important problem in protein structure determination using NMR spectroscopy is the mapping of peaks to 
corresponding nuclei . Structure Based Assignment (SBA) is an approach to solve this problem using a template structure 
that is homologous to the target . Previously we have developed an approach based on integer linear programming to 
solve this problem within NVR framework . This approach computed the optimal solution that minimized a scoring function 
according to distance (NOE) constraints . However, it was unable to solve the assignments for larger proteins . NVR-TS is 
an alternative approach that applies a tabu search approach to this problem and computes the optimal solutions for small 
proteins . NVR-TS can also compute a solution for larger proteins . In this paper, we propose an ant colony optimization 
based approach to this prob-lem . Our method finds optimal solutions for small proteins and achieves higher accuracies on 
larger proteins compared to NVR-TS .

 

211Th
SEquEncE-SPEcific maPPing of ThE inTEracTion bETWEEn urEa anD unfolDED ubiquiTin 

from EnSEmblE analySiS of nmr anD Small anglE ScaTTEring DaTa

Jie-rong Huang1, Frank Gabel1, Malene Ringkjøbing Jensen1, Stephan Grzesiek2, Martin Blackledge1

1Institut de Biologie Structurale Jean-Pierre Ebel, CEA-CNRS-UJF, Grenoble, France, 2Division of Structural Biology, Biozentrum, University 
of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

The molecular details of how urea interacts with, and eventually denatures proteins, remain largely unknown . In this study 
we have used extensive experimental NMR data, in combination with statistical coil ensemble modelling and small angle 
scattering, to analyze the conformational behavior of the protein ubiquitin in the presence of urea . In order to develop an 
atomic resolution understanding of the denatured state, conformational ensembles of full-atom descriptions of unfolded 
proteins, including sidechain conformations derived from rotamer libraries, are combined with random sampling of 
explicit urea molecules in interaction with the protein . We demonstrate that the direct-binding model of urea to the protein 
backbone is compatible with available experimental data . In the context of this model we find that in the presence of 8M 
urea approximately 40% of the backbone peptide groups bind a urea molecule, independently reproducing results from 
a model-free analysis of small angle neutron and X-ray scattering data . Crucially, this analysis also provides sequence 
specific details of the interaction between urea and the protein backbone . The pattern of urea-binding along the amino-acid 
sequence reveals a higher level of binding in the central part of the protein, a trend which resembles independent results 
derived from chemical shift mapping of the urea-protein interaction . Together these results substantiate the direct-binding 
model and provide a framework for studying the physical basis of interactions between proteins and solvent molecules .
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quanTum chEmical calculaTionS of zEro-fiElD SPliTTing in nickEl(ii) comPlExES:  

can WE TruST ThE DfT?
Jozef Kowalewski1, Aleksandra Kubica2, Danuta Kruk3, Michael Odelius1

1Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden, 2Jagiellonian University, Cracow, Poland, 3University in Olsztyn, Olsztyn, Poland

The zero-field splitting (ZFS) is an important quantity in the electron spin Hamiltonian for S=1 or higher . During recent 
years, we could see a rapid development of quantum chemical methods to calculate this property, led by Frank Neese and 
his group1 . Here, we report calculations of the ZFS in some six- and five-coordinated Ni(II) complexes (S=1), using different 
levels of theory within the framework of the ORCA program package2 . We compare the high-end ab initio calculations 
(CASSCF, NEVPT2), making use of both the second-order perturbation theory and the quasi-degenerate perturbation 
approach, with DFT methods using different functionals . The pattern of results obtained at the ab initio levels is quite 
consistent and in reasonable agreement with experimental data . The DFT-calculated ZFS are very strongly functional-
dependent . The functionals BLYP and PBE, recently used in a study of hydrated Ni(II)3 [3] do not seem to function very 
well for our systems .

We wish to thank Professor Frank Neese for providing us the ORCA program . This work was partially supported by 
Swedish Research Concil and by funds for science in years 2009-2012, as research project No N N202 105936, Polish 
Ministry of Science and Education .

References
1 .  Maurice, R; Sivalingam K .;  Ganyushin, D ; Guihery, N ; de Graaf, C ; Neese, F , Inorg . Chem .  50, 6229-6236 (2011)  
 and references quoted therein .
2 .  Neese, F, Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews-Computational Molecular Science, 2 ,73-78  (2012) .
3 .  Mares J .; Liimatainen H .; Pennanen Teemu O .; Vaara, J  . , J. Chem. Theory Comput. 7, 3248-3260 (2011) .
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quanTum mEchanical SimulaTion of croSS-EffEcT DnP WiTh kryloV-bogolyuboV TimE 

aVEraging anD STaTE SPacE rESTricTion

Grzegorz Kwiatkowski, Alexander Karabanov, Walter Köckenberger
The Sir Peter Mansfield Magnetic Resonance Centre, School of Physics and Astronomy,University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK

Dynamic nuclear polarization is a technique that enhances the NMR signal by transferring spin polarization from 
paramagnetic centers to the surrounding nuclei . To gain more insight, a careful analysis of quantum-mechanical simulations 
should be carry out . However, due to the high dimension of the problem within the full Liouville space formalism one is 
restricted to a relatively small number of spins [1],[2] .
Cross-effect DNP involves the interaction of two coupled electrons with neighboring nuclear spins . The matching conditions 
require the difference in electron Zeeman frequencies to be close to the nuclear Larmor frequency . When the electronic 
dipole-dipole interaction strength is sufficiently large CE DNP leads to very effective polarization build-up, which is widely 
used in experiments with bi-radical molecules . We apply an averaging technique proposed by Krylov and Bogolyubov to 
restrict the evolution of the spin system to a subspace that consists only of a set of states with zero and single-quantum 
coherence order, profoundly reducing the dimension of the required state space .  In the presence of the relaxation, higher 
spin correlation order states are weakly populated and, in general, without a significant loss of the accuracy, can be omitted 
leading to a further reduction of the dimension for these calculations [4] . The relaxation superoperator in our strategy 
is derived for the full set of pure electronic and nuclear Zeeman states avoiding the need to diagonalize the Hamilton . 
Our strategy makes it possible to increase the number of spins by a factor of two and substantially reduces the required 
computational time .
A set of numerical results are presented using our strategy to simulate polarization transfer in multi-spin solid-state sample 
containing 2 electron spins and up to 11 nuclear spins . The detailed analysis of the error caused by the averaging technique 
as well as a validation of the relaxation pathways is presented . The influence of microwave power and electronic dipolar 
interaction strength on the final level of polarization is discussed . We also discuss the perspective for increasing the number 
of spins in the simulation even further .
[1] Y .  Hovav, et al ., J . Magn . Reson .,207(2), 176–189, 2010;[2] Y .  Hovav, et al ., J . Magn . Reson .,214, 29–41, 2012;[3] A . 
Karabanov , et al ., Phys . Chem . Chem . Phys . 14(8), 2658-2668, 2012;[4] A . Karabanov, et al ., J . Chem . Phys ., 135 (2011) 
84106 .
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chEmical ShifT PrEDicTion for ProTEin STrucTurE calculaTion anD qualiTy aSSESSmEnT 

uSing an oPTimally ParamETErizED forcE fiElD

Jakob T . Nielsen1, Hamid R . Eghbalnia2, Niels Chr . Nielsen1

1University of Aarhus, Department of Chemistry, Aarhus, Denmark, 2University of Cincinnati, Department of Molecular and Cellular Physiologyti, 
Cincinnati, OH 45267-0576, USA

The exquisite sensitivity of chemical shifts as 
reporters of structural information, and the ability to 
measure them routinely and accurately, gives great 
import to formulations that elucidate the structure-
chemical-shift relationship . Here we present a new 
and highly accurate, precise, and robust formulation 
for the prediction of NMR chemical shifts from protein 
structures . Our approach, shAIC (shift prediction 
guided by Akaikes Information Criterion), capitalizes 
on mathematical ideas and an information-theoretic 
principle, to represent the functional form of the 
relationship between structure and chemical shift as a parsimonious sum of smooth analytical potentials which optimally 
takes into account short-, medium-, and long-range parameters in a nuclei-specific manner to capture potential chemical 
shift perturbations caused by distant nuclei . shAIC outperforms the state-of-the-art methods that use analytical formulations . 
Moreover, for structures derived by NMR or structures with novel folds, shAIC delivers better overall results; even when it is 
compared to sophisticated machine learning approaches . shAIC provides for a computationally lightweight implementation 
that is unimpeded by molecular size, making it an ideal for use as a chemical shift force field .
 

215Th
noE-nET : uSE of noE nETWorkS for ThE nmr rESonancE aSSignEmEnT of ProTEinS WiTh 

knoWn 3D-STrucTurE

Dirk Stratmann, Carine van Heijenoort, Eric Guittet
CNRS, Gif sur Yvette, France

Structural genomics programs today yield an increasing number of protein structures, obtained by X-Ray diffraction, whose 
functions remain to be elucidated . NMR plays here a crucial role through its ability to readily identify binding sites in their 
complexes or to map dynamic features on the structure .

An important NMR limiting step is the often fastidious assignment of the NMR spectra . For proteins whose 3D structures 
are already known, the matching of experimental and back-calculated data allows a straightforward assignment of the 
NMR spectra .

We developed NOEnet, a structure-based assignment approach (1) . It is based on a complete search algorithm, robust 
against assignment errors, even for sparse input data . It allows functional studies, like modeling of protein-complexes or 
protein dynamics studies for proteins as large as 28 kD .

Almost any type of additional restraints (chemical shifts, dipolar couplings…) can be used as filters to speed up the 
procedure or restrict the assignment ensemble . NOEnet being mainly based on NMR data (NOEs) orthogonal to those 
used in triple resonance experiments (J-couplings), its combination even with a low number of ambiguous J-coupling 
based sequential connectivities yields a high precision assignment ensemble .

The efficiency and the limits of this approach will be discussed on a series of experimental exemples and applications .

1 . Stratmann, D ., Guittet, E . & van Heijenoort, C .

Robust structure-based resonance assignment for functional protein studies by NMR .

J . Biomol . NMR . (2010) 46, 157-73 .

The software is available at the following address : www .icsn .cnrs-gif .fr/guittet

WITHDRAWN
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PhoSPhoruS chEmical ShifTS in DrEW-DickErSon DoDEcamEr anD Dna hairPin from mD-

DfT calculaTionS: nmr baSED forcE fiElD ValiDaTion

Jana Precechtelová, Markéta L . Munzarová, Juha Vaara, Petr Novák, Martin Dracínský, Vladimír Sklenár
1National Centre for Biomolecular Research, Faculty of Science and ‡Central European Institute of Technology (CEITEC), Masaryk University, 
Brno, Czech Republic, 2NMR Research Group, Department of Physics, University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland, 3NMR Laboratory, Institute of Organic 
Chemistry and Biochemistry, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, v. v. i., Prague, Czech Republic

Structural determination of nucleic acids from nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) relies on sufficient number 
or NMR restrains and an adequate force field (FF) . An important open point here is the possible use of isotropic 31P 
chemical shifts (P) as structural restrains . At the same time, attempts have been made recently (J. Mol. Biol . 2008, 382, 
956) to use experimental P for FF validation in terms of populations of the BI state (both torsion angles at the phosphate 
atom in +gauche region) and the BII state (one torsion angle +gauche, the other trans) . Our work studies the relationships 
between P and structure as well as the possibility to validate FFs by means of comparing P from quantum chemistry 
and from experiment . P for a canonical B-DNA with the sequence [d(CGCGAATTCGCG)]2 and a DNA hairpin with the 
sequence d(GCGAAAGC) have been computed using density functional theory . The calculations have been performed 
on dimethyl-phosphate (DMP) and isopropyl-ethyl-phosphate (IPEP) with geometries cut out of snapshots of classical 
molecular dynamics simulation of the two DNAs . The molecular dynamics (MD) / density functional theory (DFT) values 
of P reported in this work are capable of reproducing qualitative trends in sequence dependence of experimental P 
provided that MD is capable of determining the correct ratio of % of BII for the sugar-phosphate-sugar steps in question . 
The quantitative trends are in theory overestimated by a factor of ca . 1 .7 . When scaled by the inverse of the latter factor, 
theoretical P for the BI and BII subparts of the MD trajectory can be used to determine the expected % of BII in time so 
that the experimental value of P is matched .
The results of the simulation have been further analyzed in terms of the torsion angle dependence of P . The dependences 
of the shifts on torsion angles α and ζ found in our earlier work are preserved upon extending the model from DMP to 
IPEP . The chemical shift maps for DD and HP demonstrate that P is by far not determined solely by the BI/BII ratio for 
the particular step, but that both of torsion angles α and ζ are important for P . Especially the BII values are sensitive to 
the particular combination of α and ζ  . The unusually high value of P for the step G3pA4 of HP seems to arise due to 
the torsion angle β flipping from its usual trans to the +gauche region, which implicates that also the value of the angle 
β must be considered for P if in a given step significantly deviating from its conventional value .  Finally, phosphorus 
chemical shift in DMP has been studied by means of varying torsion angles α and ζ on a grid over the whole range of 
360o, as well as by means of calculations on snapshots from Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics . Our MO analysis of 
contributions to P implicates that the difference in P of the gauche, gauche vs . the gauche, trans conformations arises 
due to stereoelectronic effects involving the P-O

anionic bonds . The findings made in this work provide transparent structure 
- P relationships for possible use as NMR restrains and suggest that NMR calculations on MD snapshots can be in the 
future employed for the validation of newly developed FFs .
 

217Tu
clEan ProcESSing of ranDomly SamPlED mulTi-DimEnSional nmr DaTa SETS

Junichi Kurita1, Jun Ashida1, Eriks Kupce2

1Agilent Technologies Inc, Tokyo, Japan, 2Agilent Technologies, NMR and MRI Systems, Yarnton, Oxford, UK

We show that the CLEAN processing [1] that originally was introduced for  reconstructing multidimensional spectra from 
projections is also useful for processing randomly sampled data sets . The technique was tested using randomly sampled 
2D and 3D data sets for both, liquids and solids samples . The time saving factor of 4 to 6 was achieved in 2D applications 
while in 3D experiments a factor of 20 to 30 is readily achievable .

The ‘CLEAN’ algorithm was first devised to correct problems that arise in radio astronomy [2,3] . This is a general iterative 
procedure designed to separate a particular physical response from its associated artefacts provided that the form of both 
are known a priori . In radio astronomy it is employed to suppress distortion of the image caused by known deficiencies in 
the antenna array . In NMR spectroscopy it can remove the characteristic dispersion-mode components from the phase-
twist lineshape [4] . The CLEAN algorithm was then reinvented in multi-dimensional NMR [1], where limited radial sampling 
creates well-defined ridge-like artefacts . It searches for the tallest peak in the reconstructed spectrum and then subtracts 
that response along with its associated artifacts, storing the intensity and frequency co-ordinates in a table . The next stage 
considers the next tallest peak and removes it from the spectrum . Each new iteration subtracts an additional set of the 
offending artifacts, thus reducing the number of residual false crosspeaks (‘false positives’) . The algorithm continues until 
the search routine has found all responses that lie just above the baseplane noise . The same algorithm was later adapted 
to reduce artefacts generated by other types of non-uniform sampling .

[1]  Ē. Kupče, R . Freeman, J. Magn. Reson., 173, 317-321 (2005) .
[2]  J .G . Ables, Astron. Astrophys. Suppl. 15, 383 (1974) .
[3]  J .A . Hogbom, Astron. Astrophys. Suppl. 15, 417 (1974) .
[4]  A .J . Shaka, J . Keeler, R . Freeman, J. Magn. Reson . 56, 294–313 (1984) .
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cloSing ThE SimulaTion looP: DirEcT fiTTing of aTomic coorDinaTES of  

raDicalS To ExPErimEnTal ESr DaTa

Matthew Krzystyniak, Gareth T .P . Charnock, Ilya Kuprov
University of Southampton, Southampton, UK

We report geometric structures of several organic radicals, both in solution and in pro-tein powders, determined by direct 
variation of atomic coordinates against the experimental ESR data . In the fitting procedure, we take advantage of the 
recently introduced large-scale spin dynamics simulation algorithms [1] and of the fact that the accuracy of quantum 
mechanical calculations of magnetic parameters has improved to the point of quantitative correctness  – it is now possible 
(although still expensive from the supercomputing resource perspective) to reproduce experimental ESR spectra by 
varying atomic coordinates in the DFT input [2] .

Solutions or workarounds are presented for the three significant difficulties encountered in such schemes – the local 
minimum problem in spectral fitting, the lack of vibrational averaging in the quantum mechanical calculations of magnetic 
parameters and the lack of analytical derivative algorithms for magnetic parameters .

For tyrosyl radicals in protein environment, the fitting runs require around 50 BFGS iterations with four-point central 
finite-difference g-tensor and hyperfine tensor gradients computed at each step for 63 coordinates – to a total of 25,200 
independent GIAO B3LYP/EPR-II calculations, consuming about 10,000 core-hours on our SGI Altix 4700 supercomputer . 
The cost of the same number of spin dynamics simulations is much smaller . It is likely that the fitting times would be 
reduced once the analytical gradients of magnetic parameters become available .

[1]  A . Karabanov, I . Kuprov, G .T .P . Charnock, A . van der Drift, L .J . Edwards, W . Kockenberger, J . Chem . Phys ., 2011, 135,  
 084106 .
[2]  G .T .P . Charnock, M . Krzystyniak, I . Kuprov, J . Magn . Reson ., in press .

 

219Th
DfT calculaTionS of nmr ParamETErS in biologically acTiVE SacchariDE DEriVaTiVES

Miloš Hricovini
Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Slovakia

DFT calculations were aimed at analysis of 3D structure and NMR parameters (chemical shifts and coupling constants) in 
oligosaccharide derivatives bearing sulphate groups . Both B3LYP/6311++G** and M05-2X/6311++G** methods have 
been used for geometry optimization evaluating explicit solvent molecules . Optimized geometries showed considerable 
influences of counterions (Na+ and Ca2+) upon pyranose rings and the glycosidic linkage conformation . Solvent had 
only a limited influence upon magnitudes of proton-proton spin-spin coupling constants . Interatomic distances, bond 
and torsion angles indicated that the structure of the 2-O-sulfated iduronic acid residue influenced geometry of the N,6-
sulfated glucosamine residue . Three-bond proton-proton spin-spin coupling constants agreed well with experimental data 
for both Na+ and Ca2+ counterions . Analysis also showed that the Fermi contact term was not always dominant and 
that paramagnetic and diamagnetic contributions considerably influenced magnitudes of proton-proton spin-spin coupling 
constants .1

1 . Hricovíni M ., J. Phys. Chem. B 115, 1503-1511 (2011)
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calculaTion of nmr chEmical ShifTS for xE guESTS in mil-53

Kilian Baerwinkel, Juergen Senker
University of Bayreuth, Bayreuth, Germany

X-ray diffraction is a well established and standard technique in solving crystal structures of powders as well as single 
crystals of organic and inorganic materials . Yet, for investigating local structural features, other methods have to be 
considered, as diffraction requires long-range order .

Here we present structural investigations on MIL53[1], a mesoporous metal-organic framework . MIL53 can incorporate 
various guest molecules, such as water, acetone, or xenon . Of particular interest is the adjustment of the network to the 
nature of the guest molecule and the respective loading by breathing (guest shape responsive fitting) . This behavior can 
be further altered by functionalising the organic linker .

We are investigating the local geometry and interaction strength of the host-guest interactions combining DFT calculations 
under periodic boundary conditions and solid state NMR . The first step is to search for model structures using DFT 
methods . Different guest molecules were placed in the MIL53 network, to search for binding sites and probe the breathing 
mechanism . Molecular dynamics simulations were used to support geometry optimisations and test the stability of binding 
sites . We could show, that for sufficiently high quality settings, the breathing can be reproduced for water and xenon as 
guests . This is particularly interesting, as the breathing is caused by building a hydrogen bond network in the case of water, 
and by dispersion forces in the case of xenon . Chemical shift calculations were then used to judge the quality of structure 
proposals out of the DFT calculations, and explain chemical shift ranges especially for 129Xe . Here temperature effects have 
to be considered, as xenon wanders through the cavity .

[1]  T . Ahnfeld, D . Gunzelmann, T . Loiseau, D . Hirsemann, J . Senker, G . Ferey, N . Stock, Inorg . Chem ., 2009, 48, 3057

 

221Tu
ThE inDirEcT SPin-SPin 13c-13c couPling conSTanTS in Polycyclic aromaTic  

comPounDS anD ThEir corrElaTion To STrucTural ParamETErS

Jan Sykora, Jan Storch, Tomas Strasak, Jan Schraml
Institute of Chemical Process Fundamentals of the ASCR, v. v. i., Prague, Czech Republic

The polycyclic aromatic compounds provided many interesting physical properties . The unusual optical and electronic 
properties have origin namely in the conjugated - aromatic system . These unique systems are mostly studied by 
theoretical approaches . Here we would like to present interconnection between the structural parameters gained by 
theoretical approaches with the experimentally accessible data . Especially, we focus on the indirect spin-spin 13C-13C 
interaction constants, that represent unique source of information on the electron distribution within involved atoms and 
reflect the carbon-caron bonding environment as the measurement of the nJ(C-C) at natural abundance became feasible 
using the modern NMR instruments in a reasonable time .

The theoretical prediction of the nJ(C-C) 
coupling constants was done using DFT 
calculation (B3PW91/6-311++G(d,p)) 
which provides an excellent agreement with 
the experimental values . The experimental 
values are further correlated to the carbon-
carbon bond lenghts and angles, that are 
accessible by single crystal X-ray crystal-
lography .

The financial support is provided by Tech-
nology Agency of the Czech Republic 
(grant no . TA01010646) .
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non-inVaSiVE mEaSurEmEnTS of WaTEr TranSPorT anD  

oPTical ProPErTiES in ThE human EyE

James Pope, Bradford Moffat, Catherine Jones, Sanjeev Kasthurirangan, David Atchison
Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

We have employed MRI to study properties of the human eye that are not readily measurable by standard techniques of 
optometry . The eye lens has no vasculature, so transport of nutrients and waste products into and out of the lens, which 
is important for maintaining lens health and preventing development of cataract, relies primarily on passive diffusion . We 
measured water transport in the human eye lens in vitro using both isotope (D2O) substitution and diffusion tensor imaging 
(DTI) . The results showed that a barrier to diffusion develops around the lens nucleus with age, which may inhibit transport 
of antioxidants (glutathione) into the nucleus and contribute to the onset of senile cataract .

Unlike a conventional glass or plastic lens, where refraction of light takes place only at the surfaces, the eye lens exhibits 
a refractive index distribution, so that refraction occurs continuously through the lens . Using optical methods, to date it has 
not been possible to measure the refractive index distribution non-invasively without making assumptions about the form of 
the distribution . We have developed an MRI technique that for the first time allows us to map the refractive index distribution 
of human eye lenses both in vitro and in vivo and to investigate changes with age and state of accommodation . The results 
have provided new insights into the aging of the lens and the origins of presbyopia - the loss of the ability to focus on near 
objects (i .e . to ‘accommodate’) with age .

We have also shown that NMR micro-imaging of the human eye can provide useful biometric data of value in developing 
new methods for restoring accommodation and the treatment of refractive errors such as myopia (short sightedness) . 
Conventional optical methods such as slit lamp photography and phakometry are unable to fully characterise changes 
in lens shape and equatorial radius with age and state of accommodation due to their inability to image behind the 
iris . Accurate measurements of lens thickness and the axial length of the eye (important in myopia) are also subject to 
uncertainties arising from incomplete knowledge of the refractive index distribution .

 

223Th
27al nmr ThErmomETry of an oPEraTing caTalyTic rEacTor

Anna Lysova1, Alexander Kulikov2, Igor Koptyug1

1International Tomography Center SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia, 2Boreskov Institute of Catalysis SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia

An NMR based technique capable of providing the quantitative temperature mapping of an operating catalytic reactor 
has been developed . The technique is based on the detection of the 27Al NMR signal of a solid phase and its temperature 
dependence . The 27Al NMR signal of a solid phase (support of a heterogeneous catalyst, -Al2O3) has been detected on a 
common liquid phase NMR imaging instrument, without application of the special NMR solid state hardware and techniques . 
The developed NMR thermometry technique has been applied to get the quantitative information on the temperature 
distribution in a single-pellet operating catalytic reactor in the course of a highly exothermic gas phase catalytic reaction of 
hydrogen oxidation . The 2D NMR images of a catalyst pellet (4%Pt/-Al2O3) have been detected using the 27Al NMR signal 
of a solid phase (-Al2O3) in the regimes with various hydrogen flow rates and a constant oxygen flow rate characterized 
by the different average temperature of the catalyst pellet . The detected 2D 27Al NMR images have shown a significant 
non-uniformity of the NMR signal inside the catalyst pellet . A special calibration binding the 27Al NMR signal intensity of the 
solid phase and the catalyst temperature has been performed and then used to recalculate the 2D 27Al NMR images of the 
catalyst pellet detected in the various regimes of the catalytic reactor operation into the temperature maps . The obtained 
2D temperature maps have shown a significant temperature gradient inside the catalyst pellet in a radial direction bound 
with a non-symmetrical placement of the catalyst pellet in the reactor (the pellet has been glued on the reactor wall) .

The obtained results show the perceptivity of the application of the developed technique for the quantitative investigations 
of the heat transfer processes in the operating catalytic reactors, namely in situ .

The authors thank the program of the Russian Government to support leading scientists (grant #11 .G34 .31 .0045), 
Russian Foundation for Basic Research (11-03-93995-CSIC_а), the program of support of leading scientific schools (NSh-
2429 .2012 .3) and the Council on Grants of the President of the Russian Federation (MK-2492 .2011 .3) for financial support 
of this work .
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in ViVo SinglE-Scan 3D SPEcTroScoPic imaging by SPaTioTEmPoral EncoDing

Rita Schmidt, Lucio Frydman
Weizmann Institute, Rehovot, Israel

A method for the acquisition of quality single-scan spectroscopically-resolved 2D spatial images in a single scan is 
introduced and illustrated . By contrast to the majority of single-shot spectroscopic imaging sequences developed so far, 
the method here discussed is not based on the acquisition of echo planar data in the k/t-space  – but rather on the 
use of recently proposed spatiotemporal encoding (SPEN) methods . These techniques provide a robust alternative to 
classical echo-planar spectroscopic imaging (EPSI) techniques, as they can scan two spatial plus one spectral dimension 
by oscillating a single imaging gradient . Whereas this feature was demonstrated in the past on simple phantoms, it was 
achieved at the expense of a number of challenges that remained to be overcome . These including compromises in 
the spatial/spectral characteristics, and an incompatibility with multi-
slice operations . Since that original proposal studies have emerged for 
dealing independently with such limitations –including the use of super 
resolution algorithms and of inversion (as opposed to excitation-) encoded 
sequences . This work extends these formulations to achieve an improved 
spectroscopic imaging experiment capable of resolving multisliced 2D 
images according to the chemical shifts, in a single <1sec scan . In vivo 
results of fat and water separation on abdominal imaging on mice at 7T 
and on human breast imaging at 3T are presented .
Figure: Comparison between spectroscopic images obtained from a single-scan SPEN 
sequence (bottom; 1 of 5 slices illustrated) and multi-scan reference images collected 
with and without fat suppression (top, resolution = 0.8x0.8 mm2). The SPEN images 
arose from a single 170 ms long scan; super-resolution processing clearly resolved the 
fat and water (connective tissue) images at a 2.0x1.33 mm2 resolution.

225Tu
hyPErPolarizED xEnon-129 T1 rElaxaTion raTE DEPEnDEncE on ThE ParTial PrESSurE of 

oxygEn,Po2, in PorcinE lungS

Maria Liljeroth1, John Owers-Bradley1, Robert Walker1, Hayley Newton1, Michael Barlow1, Kevin Teh2,  
Ian Hall2, Peter Morris1

1Sir Peter Mansfield Magnetic Resonance Centre, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK, 2Department of Clinical Sciences, University of 
Nottingham, Nottingham, UK

The ability to map fractional oxygen concentrations across the human lung providing information on regional perfusion 
and ventilation is extremely valuable in diagnosing lung diseases such as COPD . Due to its non-invasive nature and 
high sensitivity, regional pO2 measurements using hyperpolarized (HP) gas MRI has quickly become a popular means of 
investigating lung function . By monitoring the local relaxation of inhaled 129Xe it is possible to estimate regional pO2 . Several 
groups have reported pO2 variations across the human lung [1,2] based on the assumption that changes in T1 are almost 
wholly due to oxygen concentration . In an excised system it is possible to simulate a breath hold at a near to zero pO2 to 
investigate the accuracy of this notion . This allows for T1 mapping of uniform distributions and controlled partial pressures 
of oxygen well below 20%; a difficult if not impossible study in humans . 
Regional 129Xe T1 data were measured from a porcine lung set for varying 
pO2 which showed homogeneous distributions of relaxation rates across 
the lungs as well as a significant reduction in T1 for increased values of 
pO2, Regional calculations of the Relaxivity of xenon in the presence of 
oxygen were performed . An average Relaxivity of К= (1 .6 +/- 0 .3)*10-6 s-1 
Pa-1 was found . Relative to an inert glass phantom, there is a finite rate 
at zero pO2 indicative of an additional relaxation mechanism . We ascribe 
this to surface relaxation at the large area of the lung tissue . This surface 
interaction is homogenous with the exception of the trachea where tissue 
interaction is expected to be less . In summary, we have measured the 
Relaxivity of oxygen in porcine lungs and identified two distinct relaxation 
mechanisms; one proportional to the partial pressure of oxygen and the other we believe due to a surface relaxation 
process . This is an important step towards quantifying the basic relaxation mechanisms of 129Xe in lung tissue .

References: 1)Patz S . et al . Eur . J Radiol . 64 p335-344 (2007) 2)Miller G . W . et al . ISMRM Stockholm (2010)

Figure 1 a) Relaxivity plot b) Intercept map,s-1
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brain mETaboliTES changE During ViSual SExual STimulaTion in hEalThy WomEn uSing 

funcTional mr SPEcTroScoPy

Gwang-Woo Jeong, Tae-Hoon Kim, Heoung-Keun Kang
Chonnam National University Medical School and Hospital, Gwang-Ju, Republic of Korea

Numerous functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies demonstrated the key brain areas associated with visual 
sexual arousal . However, the changes in brain metabolites involved in visual sexual stimuli have not been reported . This 
study utilized functional MR spectroscopy (fMRS) to evaluate the changes in brain metabolites associated with sexual 
arousal induced by stimulation with erotic video clips in healthy women .

Twenty-three healthy, right-handed women (38 .4±10 .0 years) participated in 1H-fMRS and fMRI studies . T1 and T2 MR 
images were used for voxel localization of the anterior cingulate gyrus, which is one of the most important key centers 
associated with sexual arousal . The single-voxel 1H MRS measurements were performed using a point-resolved 
spectroscopy (PRESS) sequence with TR/TE = 2000/30 ms, 96 acquisitions (scanning time 3 minutes 20 seconds), 1200 
Hz spectral width, 1024 data points, and 7 .2 cm3 (18 × 20 × 20 mm) voxel size . The changes of brain metabolites were 
measured during the time- frames: “before-during-after” visual sexual stimulation .

During visual sexual stimulation with erotic video clips, the average score for the perceived sexual arousal was 3 .13 ± 0 .76 
(mean ± S .D) on the 5-point Likert scale . The subjective perceptual response to sexual arousal “during” visual stimulation 
was significantly different from both of “before” and “after” conditions (ANOVA test; F=182 .15, p<0 .001) . “During” the visual 
sexual stimulation, concentrations of α-Glx/Cr, β∙γ-Glx/Cr, Cho/Cr and Lac/Cr increased significantly as compared to 
“before” or “after” sexual stimulation (repeated-measures ANOVA, p<0 .05) . After visual stimulation, however, the levels of 
most metabolites were recovered to the equilibrium state in which no significant difference of metabolites concentration 
between “before” and “after” time frames was observed (p>0 .05) .

In conclusion, 1H-fMRS, for the first time, was applied to assess the brain metabolic changes at the different time frame of 
“before-during-after” visual sexual stimulation . The fMRS outcomes in relation to functional MRI data will be more useful to 
understand the neural mechanism associated with sexual arousal .
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oPTic nErVE: SEParaTing comParTmEnTS baSED on 23na anD 7li Tqf SPEcTra  

anD Tqf-DiffuSion aniSoTroPy

Uzi Eliav1, Xiang Xu2, Alexej Jerschow2, Gil Navon1

1Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel, 2New York University, New York, NY, USA

Sodium ions play an important role in physiology and body homeostasis . In 
connective tissues they were used to characterize structure on the basis of 
residual quadrupolar interaction that reflects local order and the extent of binding 
of the sodium ions to macromolecules . In the current study we present results 
that demonstrate that in optic nerve there are several compartments where 
the quadrupolar interaction is not averaged to zero indicating that sodium ions 
motion is anisotropic . In the figure we show results of triple quantum filtered 
(TQF) NMR spectra of Na measured by the pulse sequence 90--90-tTQ-90-
-90-tLM-90-Acq . At least three different splittings are clearly observed at 10, 5 
kHz and one with a hardly resolved splitting smaller than 2 kHz . Their intensities 
reach a maximum with 1 of the order of the quadrupolar splitting . In order to 
determine whether the signal measured at =200μs (5kHz splitting) and that 
observed with >12ms stem from compartments with different geometries, 
diffusion measurements were conducted . It was found that the diffusion anisotropy of the 5 kHz splitting is much smaller 
than that of the peak observed with 12ms i .e Dzz/Dxx is 1 .9 and 4 .5 respectively . These results suggest that the larger 
splitting is mostly due to the extracellular matrix while the latter is due to compartments such as axons and cells . The 
above results are consistent with previous results reported for D2O in optic and sciatic nerves . The binding of the sodium to 
macromolecules is further supported by measurements of longitudinal relaxation using TQF, where bi-exponential decay 
was found for the 10 and 5 kHz splittings . Similar trends were observed for samples where sodium was replaced by lithium . 
From the shifts of 7Li TQF spectra susceptibility differences in different compartments are evident .  
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Microfluidic devices provide capabilities that exceed those of large scale systems . NMR spectroscopy would be an almost 
perfect method for monitoring processes in microfluidic devices as it is non-invasive and provides versatile spatial, dynamic 
and spectroscopic information . However, small amount of fluid and extremely low fluid filling factors in microfluidic devices 
make conventional NMR experiments using a large coil around a microfluidic device difficult or even impossible, especially 
when dealing with gases having density of several orders of magnitude lower than liquids’ density .

Remote detection (RD) NMR method, in which the encoding of spin coherences of fluid flowing through a microfluidic chip 
is performed by a large coil around the chip and the signal is detected by another, much smaller and sensitive coil outside 
the chip, provides an elegant solution to the sensitivity issue [1,2] . In addition, the method enables one to measure time-of-
flight flow images . In this work, we monitor hydrogenation of propene gas in microfluidic chips containing several parallel 
channels coated with platinum . We show that RD MRI provides detailed information about active reaction regions, reaction 
kinetics and fluid dynamics in chips . Hydrogenation of propene using parahydrogen did not result in parahydrogen-induced 
polarization (PHIP), implying that correlation of hydrogen atoms of a parahydrogen molecule is lost due to the fast diffusion 
of hydrogen atoms on the Pt surface . Earlier, we showed that combined RD MRI and PHIP methods allow gas flow profiling 
in microfluidic chips [3,4] and detailed analysis of performance of microfluidic packed-bed reactors [5] .

[1]  Moule A . J . et al, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 100, 9122-9127 (2003)
[2] Hilty C . et al, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 102, 14960-14963 (2005)
[3]  Telkki V .-V . et al, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 49, 8363-8366 (2010)
[4]  Telkki V .-V ., Zhivonitko V . V ., J. Magn. Reson., 210, 238-245 (2011)
[5]  Zhivonitko V . V . et al, submitted for publication .
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A chemical micromixer was studied by pulsed-field-gradient-spin-echo (PGSE) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) imaging 
and velocity distributions (so called propagators) with two dimensional spatial resolution were measured . In order to gain a 
better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) a surface coil matching the volume of interest was built enabling the acquisition of velocity 
maps with very high spatial resolution . The experimental data is also compared with theoretically derived distributions and 
a good agreement was found . The results show that the propagator data can provide rich information about flow behaviour 
and the information is essential for evaluating the performance of a micromixer . The data reveals, for example, deviations 
in the shape and size of the channel structures and multicomponent flow velocity distribution of overlapping channels . In 
the latter case the propagator data efficiently compensates the lack of spatial resolution in the third dimension (which is 
typical for velocity imaging by NMR imaging) .
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2h SoliD-STaTE nmr STuDy of ThE EffEcT of anTimicrobialS  

on inTacT non-muTaTED E. coli

Catherine Tardy-Laporte1, Patrick Brisebois1, Alexandre A . Arnold1, Jean-Luc Mouget2, Réjean Tremblay3, 
Isabelle Marcotte1

1Université du Québec à Montréal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 2Université du Maine, LeMans, France, 3Université du Québec à Rimouski, 
Rimouski, Quebec, Canada

Considering the complexity of their composition, especially the presence of lipopolysaccharides (LPS) in their external 
membrane, the interaction of molecules with Gram-negative bacteria should ideally be studied on intact cells . Therefore, 
the aim of this work was to facilitate the 2H solid-state (SS) NMR study of membrane interactions on intact bacteria 
by deuterating phospholipids in non-mutated Escherichia coli. 2H labeling of the lipid acyl chains does not modify the 
membrane properties and its signal is sensitive to changes in the membrane organization and dynamics . Bacteria were 
grown in the presence of deuterated palmitic acid . Fatty acid analyses reveal that 76% of the phospholipids have deuterated 
acyl chains . The responsiveness of these E . coli was evaluated using molecules with reported antimicrobial activity . 2H SS-
NMR spectra obtained on intact bacteria in the presence of the antibiotic polymyxin B (PxB), fullerenol nanoparticles (NPs) 
and the detergent cetyltrimetylammonium chloride (CTAC) revealed in all cases an increased proportion of lipids in the 
gel phase . This effect is in agreement with an insertion of PxB lipid tail in the bacterial membrane[1] while an interaction of 
the NPs with LPS in E. coli’s outer membrane would induce a tighter phospholipids packing . Interestingly, lipid segregation 
and a disordering effect on DPPG acyl chains is seen with model DPPC/DPPG membranes[2] . This difference will be 
discussed . CTAC has the strongest effect, killing most of the bacteria by rigidifying their membrane via insertion of the 
detergent hydrophobic chain[3] . Finally, we studied the effect on E. coli membranes of the external form of the blue pigment 
marennine produced by marine microalgae (Haslea provincialis) . This polyphenol has a molecular weight of 10 kDa 
and shows activity against marine bacteria[4] . Our results revealed a greater proportion of lipids in the gel phase induced 
by the pigment and suggest some affinity for the LPS . In conclusion, our study demonstrates successful deuteration of 
the membrane phospholipids of E. coli without requiring any bacteria mutation and their application to the 2H NMR study 
of various antimicrobial types . [1]Delcour (2009) Biochim . Biophys . Acta 1724, 808 [2]Brisebois, Arnold, Chabre, Roy & 
Marcotte (2012) Eur . Biophys . J . in press [3]Beyer (1986) Biochim . Biophys . Acta 855, 365 [4]Gastineau et al. (2012) J. Agric. 
Food Chem . in press J
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ThE EmErgEncE of EVanEScEnT WaVE couPling anD  

WaVE inTErfErEncE PhEnomEna aT nmr frEquEnciES

Andrew Kiruluta1, Alexey Tonyushkin1, Gregor Adriany2, Dinesh Deelchand2, Michael Garwood2

1Harvard, Cambridge, MA, USA, 2University of Minnesota, St Paul, MN, USA

At high-field strength (> 4 T), the propagation 
wave vector of the excitation field can no longer be 
ignored as the wavelength becomes comparable 
to the imaging volume, particularly if the medium’s 
dielectric constant is large . We present our latest 
developments on a travelling wave transmission 
system that demonstrates, for the first time in NMR, 
wave interference fringe recording at 16 .4T . This 
result is remarkable as it shows interference effects 
with more than a single fringe within a FOV that 
utilizes whole length of the gradient insert (~11 cm) . 
The transmission system consists of a metal bore of 
the magnet and an acrylic tube filled with deionized 
water . The excitation of a waveguide is achieved 
through a transmit-receive loop coil probe placed at 
one or both ends of the guide . We describe different 
EM modes propagating inside the dielectric based 
on the orientation of the loop coil relative to the guide . Another remarkable wave propagation phenomena demonstrated at 
3T is evanescent wave coupling and excitation .

On the left, waveguide setup with 
acrylic tube filled with Di-water + 
loop-coil. MR images of Di-water 
phantom: axial (a), coronal off-axis 
(b) and on-axis (c). Dark spot in 
the center (a) and horizontal strip 
(c) is the null of TE01 mode. Verti-
cal stripes (b, c) are fringes with 
period /2=3 cm.

The phantom was placed col-
linearly with the guide and 29 cm 
away from the coil. Remarkably, 
the evanescent field from the 
propagating mode generates uni-
form B1 field inside a phantom with 
a usable SNR. (b) shows coronal 
slice of evanescently detected 
MR signal.
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analySiS of imagE hETErogEnEiTy uSing 2D minkoWSki funcTionalS DETEcTS Tumour 

rESPonSES To TrEaTmEnT

Timothy Larkin1, Holly Canuto1, Mikko Kettunen1, Thomas Booth1, De-en Hu1, Sarah Bohndiek1,  
Andre Neves1, Michael Hobson2, Kevin Brindle1

1Cancer Research UK, Cambridge Research Institute and Department of Biochemistry, Cambridge University, Cambridge, UK, 2Astrophysics 
Group, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK

Tumour responses to treatment in the clinic are conventionally assessed from CT or MR imaging measurements of 
decreases in tumour size (1) . However, for some drugs, tumour shrinkage may take many weeks to become manifest, 
while for others there may be no change in tumour size despite a positive response to treatment . A characteristic of 
tumours is their heterogeneous appearance in MR images due to their irregular and uncoordinated growth and a chaotic 
and intermittent blood supply . The resulting areas of necrosis and hemorrhage can lead to hyper- and hypointensity, 
respectively, in T2-weighted images and may also be influenced by treatment, where successful treatment can result in a 
change in these areas .

Minkowski Functionals (MFs), have been widely employed in cosmology as precise morphological and structural descriptors 
for the study of the evolution and morphology of galaxies (2,3) . Tumour cell death in subcutaneous EL4 murine lymphomas 
was induced either by treatment with etoposide, a cytotoxic drug, or with a vascular disrupting agent combretastatin A4-
phosphate, which produced hemorrhagic necrosis in the absence of any significant change in tumour size . T2-weighted MR 
images were acquired pre- and post-treatment, and changes in image heterogeneity were quantified using 2D MFs . We 
show here that MFs can detect the morphological changes that accompany tumour cell death following drug treatment in 
the absence of any exogenous contrast agent .

1 . Therasse P, Arbuck SG, Eisenhauer EA, et al . J Natl Cancer Inst 2000;92:205-216 .
2 . Michielsen K, De Raedt H . Phys Rep 2001;347:462-538 .
3 . Schmalzing J, Gorski KM . Mon Not R Astron Soc 1998;297:355-365 .
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comPariSon WiTh raDical chEmiSTry.
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Martine Sancelme1, Pierre Amato3, Maria Matulova2, Anne-Marie Delort2

1Clermont Université, Université Blaise Pascal, Institut de Chimie de Clermont-Ferrand (ICCF), Clermont-Ferrand, France, 2Institute of 
Chemistry, Centre for Glycomics, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Slovakia, 3CNRS, UMR 6296, ICCF, Clermont-Ferrand, France, 
4Clermont Université, Université Blaise Pascal, OPGC/Laboratoire de Météorologie Physique LaMP, Clermont-Ferrand, France, 5CNRS, UMR 
6016, LaMP, Clermont-Ferrand, France

Solar light is considered as the predominant catalyst for chemical reactions occurring in the atmosphere . It is generally 
admitted that in the atmospheric aqueous phase of clouds the reactivity of organic compounds is driven by the presence 
of	free	radicals	(•OH,	NO3•)	produced	mainly	by	photochemical	processes.	However,	it	was	shown	that	living	and	active	
microorganisms are present there and they could play an active role in cloud chemistry .

In this study biodegradation kinetics of methanol and formaldehyde (two important polutants of the atmosphere) by 4 
bacterial strains (Pseudomonas spp ., Bacillus sp . and Frigoribacterium sp .) isolated from cloud water have been 
investigated by NMR at 5 °C and 17 °C . The biodegradation was observed at both temperatures with rates ranged from 
10-19 to 10-21 mol cell-1 s-1 for formaldehyde, and from 10-21 to 10-23 mol cell-1 s-1 for methanol . C3 Compounds (glycerol, 
1,2- and 1,3-propanediol) were identified as metabolic intermediates from formaldehyde by Bacillus sp .

Extent of microbiological oxidation of organic compounds, as an alternative route to radical chemistry in clouds, was 
considered by comparison of biodegradation rates with those related to the reactivity of organic species with free radicals 
•OH	(daytime	chemistry)	and	NO3•	 	 (nighttime	chemistry).	Our	 results	give	a	clear	evidence	about	 the	same	range	of	
magnitude of biological and chemical reaction rates and their relative contribution under tested scenarios, including the 
temperature of the clouds (5 or 17 °C), the category of the clouds (urban and remote) and the diurnal cycle (day and night 
time) . They also show that biotransformation processes could be the main sink for C1 compounds in liquid clouds during 
the night in both, polluted and non polluted clouds .

References :  S . Husárova et al . Atmosph. Environ. 45, (2011) 6093-6102 .

Acknowledgment: Project implementation: Centre of excelence for glycomics, ITMS 26240120031,supported by the 
Research & Development Operational Programme funded by ERDF .
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nEPhroToxiciTy uSing oVErhauSEr-mri
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Ken-ichi Yamada3, Hideo Utsumi1
1Innovation Center for Medical Redox Navigation, Kyushu University, Fykuoka, Japan, 2Japan REDOX Co. Ltd, Fukuoka, Japan, 3Faculty of 
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan

Regulation of tissue redox status is an important factor to maintain normal physiological conditions in the living body . 
Breakdown of redox homoeostasis may lead to oxidative stress and can induce many pathological conditions such as 
neurological disorders, inflammation, cancer, and ageing . Therefore, imaging of tissue redox status could have one of the 
markers for drug discovery and clinical applications for novel diagnosis . Overhauser-MRI (OMRI) enables visualization 
of tissue redox status in animals based on dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) using nitroxyl radical as a redox-sensitive 
probe non-invasively . Cisplatin, major anti-cancer agent, is known to often cause nephrotoxicity, suggesting the involvement 
of reactive oxygen species (ROS) . In this presentation, the evaluation of cisplatin-induced nephrotoxicity and protective 
effects of antioxidants was performed by OMRI using nitroxyl radicals .

Cisplatin solution was administrated to C57/BL6 mice intraperitoneally . The in vivo redox status in kidney was measured 
from enhanced OMRI intensity decay rate of intravenously injected nitroxyl probe (membrane permeable and non-
permeable one) . The decay rate of cisplatin-treated rats was slower than that of control, suggesting that cisplatin causes 
a change of redox status even after a 3-hr administration . In addition, decay rate in cisplatin-treated group was recovered 
after treatment of antioxidants such as tempol or N-Acetyl Cysteine (NAC) . On the other hand, image intensity of T2 
weighted MRI in kidney was increased from 24-hr after injection of cisplatin . In addition, blood urea nitrogen (BUN) level 
was increased from 72-hr . These results suggested tissue redox status was changed before detection of conventional 
methods .

 

235Th
ViSualizaTion of ParamagEnETic niTroxyl ProbES for in ViVo rEDox imaging uSing maSS 

SPEcTromETry imaging anD oVErhauSEr-mri
Fuminori Hyodo, Tomoko Nakaji, Daisuke Miura, Yosinori Fujimura, Shinji Ito, Hiroyuki Wariishi, Hideo 
Utsumi
Innovation Center for Medical Redox Navigation, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan

Nitroxyl probes are redox-active and paramagnetic species which can be oxidized or reduced by the corresponding 
reactants in vivo . Nitroxyl probes were shown to undergo oxidation to the corresponding oxoammonium by various oxidants 
such as hypervalent heme, HO2 ., CO3- ., and NO2 . radicals . In addition, Nitroxyl probes have been used as redox sensitive 
probes for electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and Overhauser MRI (OMRI) to elucidate redox status in many disease 
models . In vivo OMRI imaging provides unique functional information such as tissue oxygen, pH and global tissue redox 
status and shows anatomical structure by high field type of that . On the other hand, mass spectrometry imaging(MSI) 
utilized matrix assisted laser desorption/Ionization (MALDI) has emerged as a useful technique for the direct observation 
of various biomolecules in a tissue section . Therefore, combination analysis of OMRI and MSI should be powerful tool to 
clarify the redox mechanisms on in vivo redox imaging data . In this study, visualization of various kinds of nitroxyl probe 
(redox probe) by MSI was tested . To demonstrate the possibility of visualization of nitroxyl probe, CAT-1, on in vivo OMRI 
and MSI imaging using same animal was performed .

Seven nitroxyl probes were measured by MSI with 9-Aminoacridine(9-AA) for negative ion mode and 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic 
acid(DHB) for positive ion mode as matric to observed MS signal . We observed strong MS signal from 14N-CAT1 and 
15N-CAT nitroxyl probes .

In vivo OMRI image of mouse upper abdomen after intravenous injection of CAT-1 showed high intensity area in the hear 
region . One of the nitroxyl probes, CAT-1 had a strong MS peak (as a reduced form) and was visualized by MSI with high-
image resolution (50 um) in mouse heart and kidney tissue sections . These data suggested that OMRI/MSI technique has 
a possibility for redox analysis with high quality image resolution simultaneous analysis of both alteration of tissue redox 
status and distribution of metabolites .
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The plasma membrane is an essential component of all living cells . It is involved in cell integrity and volume maintenance, 
metabolism, signal regulation and transport . It is fully permeable for small uncharged molecules like water .

The widely used and well established NMR method for measurement of exchange over plasma membrane utilizes doping 
of the extracellular compartment by paramagnetic agents which enhance relaxation of extracellular molecules [1, 2] . 
Alternatively, the difference in apparent translational diffusion coefficients can be used as a “labeling” method to distinguish 
extra- and intracellular water NMR signal . Such method was proposed and applied to monitor the temperature dependent 
plasma-membrane fluidity of bakers yeast [3] .  The Filter Exchange spectroscopy (FEXSY) experiment comprises two 
building blocks formed by pulsed gradients of magnetic field . The amplitude and spacing of gradient pulses in first block are 
set to a fixed value to effectively suppress the NMR signal originating from extracellular water molecules . After short delay 
(10 – 400 ms) called mixing time, during which the water molecules exchange over plasma membrane, the second block 
is applied . Here the amplitude of gradient pulses is gradually incremented in sixteen steps in order to perform a standard 
NMR experiment for measurement of translational diffusion . The most interesting parameter – the intracellular water life-
time – is then obtained by fitting the theoretical equations (Eq . 2-12 in [3]) to experimental signal intensities .

We studied three S. cerevisiae deletion mutant strains (erg2, erg4 and erg6) which lack genes involved in the synthesis of 
ergosterol, the most important steroid compound present in the plasma membrane .

References
[1]  T .Conlon, R . Outhred . Biochim. Biophys. Acta ., 1972, 288, 354-361
[2]  G . Benga, Prog. Biophys. Mol.Biol ., 1988, 51, 193-245,
[3]  I . Ǻslund, et al . J. Magn. Reson., 2009, 200, 291-295
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ViValDi: a ViSualiSaTion anD ValiDaTion rESourcE aT PDbE

Pieter M .S . Hendrickx, Aleksandras Gutmanas, Gerard J . Kleywegt
EMBL-EBI, Cambridge, UK

We describe a new service that aids in the analysis, visualisation and validation of NMR structures present in the Protein 
Data Bank (PDB) . It provides access to experimental NMR data and model coordinates, using interactive visualisation 
tools, and augmented with structural annotations and model validation information .

The service, called Vivaldi (Visualisation and Validation Display; http://www .pdbe .org/vivaldi), presents information 
about the modelled NMR ensemble, validation of experimental chemical shifts, residual dipolar couplings and distance 
restraints and validation scores based 
on empirical knowledge and databases . 
Vivaldi was designed for both expert 
NMR spectroscopists and casual non-
expert users who wish to obtain a better 
grasp of the information content and 
quality of NMR structures in the public 
archive .

Vivaldi displays clustering information, 
high-level conformational analysis 
results and validation data calculated 
by a variety of programs; it makes this 
information available through interactive 
and mutually linked 3D views, graphs, 
tables and plain text panels .
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SaTuraTion TranSfEr DiffErEncE anD WaTErlogSy nuclEar magnETic rESonancE STuDiES 
on ThE SPEcific binDing bETWEEn DiffErEnT oligoSacchariDES from nEiSSEria mEningiTiDiS 

anD ThE mannoSE binDing lEcTin

Thierry Dambrouck, Céline Civat, Noëlle Mistretta, Bachra Rokbi, Patricia Sepulcri
Sanofi Pasteur, Marcy L’Etoile, France

Mannose Binding Lectin (MBL) is a key protein of the innate immune system and most especially of the Lectin Complement 
Pathway1 (LCP) . This calcium-dependant lectin can bind specifically mannose and N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) residues 
and more particularly the ones present on the surface of a wide range of pathogens such as viruses, bacteria, fungi, 
protozoa . The complex formed can activate either the complement system or act directly as an opsonin2, to finally cause 
lysis or phagocytosis of the pathogen .

Lipooligosaccharide (LOS) is the main component of the outer membrane of Neisseria meningitidis, a Gram-negative 
diplococcus, which is a causative agent of bacterial meningitis . The oligosaccharidic component of the LOS is the major 
exposed and immunodominant part of the LOS, and contains, among other monosaccharides, GlcNAc residues3 .

Previous works done in our laboratory have reported the binding capacity of MBL with some immunotypes of N. meningitidis . 
To understand the interaction mechanism and the immunotype specificity observed, we investigated the interaction at 
the molecular level . The study was performed using purified oligosaccharides obtained by acidic hydrolysis from several 
meningococcal LOS immunotypes and commercially available MBL .

The protein-ligand interaction was confirmed using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy, especially Saturation 
Transfer Difference (STD-NMR4) and WaterLOGSY5 sequences .

The implementation of these powerful sequences to our study case demonstrates the key role of the GlcNAc residue along 
with its position in the oligosaccharide for the interaction with the MBL .

References:
1 .  Brouwer N ., Dolman K .M ., van Zwieten R ., Nieuwenhuys E ., Hart M ., Aarden L .A ., Roos D . and Kuijpers T .W ., Mol.  
 Immunol., 43, 2051-2060 (2006)
2 .  Koch A ., Melbye M ., Sørensen P ., Homøe P ., Madsen H .O ., Mølbak K ., Hansen C .H ., Andersen L .H ., Hahn G .W . and  
 Garred P ., JAMA, 285,1316-1321 (2001)
3 .  Rahman M .M ., Kahler C .M ., Stephens D .S . and Carlson R .W ., Glycobiology, 11, 703-709 (2001)
4 .  Meyer B . and Peters T ., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. Engl., 42, 864-890 (2003)
5 .  Dalvit C ., Fogliatto G ., Stewart A ., Veronesi M . and Stockman B ., J. Biomol. NMR, 21, 349-3
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The spectral resolution in uniformly 13C labeled proteins is limited by 13C-13C J-couplings and residual dipolar interactions . 
Furthermore, the weak 13C-13C dipolar couplings are truncated by the strong couplings between directly bonded 13C when 
measuring dipolar distance restraints .

The use of either [1-13C]- or [2-13C]-glucose is expected to lead to a labeling pattern with magnetically active nuclei 
separated by at least two covalent bonds (P .Lundström et al, J .Biomol NMR, 2007) . More specifically, [2-13C]-glucose is 
supposed to result in labels at Cα while Cβ and CO are not labeled for most of the amino acids (P .Lundström et al, J .Biomol 
NMR, 2007) .

We present a quantitative analysis of the labeling scheme of Ubiquitin synthesized using [1-13C]- or [2-13C]-glucose . The 
analysis was performed in solution by using 1H-13C HSQC spectra as well as in the solid state . NCA spectra of crystallized 
Ubiquitin have a linewidth of 18 Hz in the carbon dimension and demonstrate that even though two adjacent carbons are 
visible in the HSQC spectra, they are most of the time not coupled and therefore not both labeled in the same molecule .

Furthermore, Lundström et al .have found that the labeling pattern for the amino acids derived from the citric acid cycle 
depends on the number of passes through this cycle . In Ubiquitin, the duration of the expression (in the range from 1 .5 to 
4 hours) of the protein did not influence its labeling pattern .

Finally, we used this labeling technique to record PDSD spectra with long mixing time (up to 2 seconds) in order to analyse 
the long-range cross-peaks and investigate the information contents for structural investigations .
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Advances in automated reproducible measurements of 1H-NMR spectra have made it possible to run increasingly large 
metabolic profiling studies . In large-scale molecular epidemiology studies, such as the INTERMAP study, with intra- and 
inter-population differences it is not uncommon to find specific metabolite signals present in only a small fraction of the 
data, very close to the baseline/noise level or both . With higher magnetic field strengths, more of these low-intensity signals 
become distinguishable from noise and uncovering their identity can be of great importance in understanding the metabolic 
features in sub-populations . In recent years, statistical total correlation spectroscopy (STOCSY) has proven to be a useful 
tool in metabolic profiling . It constructs a pseudo selective TOCSY from multiple 1H-NMR spectra . However, a selective 
pseudo-spectrum of a low-intensity signal can be statistically 
confounded by spectra without the signal and thus failing to 
show anything meaningful . We propose using subset selection 
to extract spectra that contain the signal of interest and to 
consecutively perform a STOCSY analysis on this subset alone . 
This will provide an unobstructed view of the hidden ‘fossil’ in 
the data set . Subset optimization by reference matching using 
an iterative learning algorithm (STRATA) has been applied to 
data from an on-going metabolome-wide association study on 
obesity in 1880 non-diabetic US individuals from the INTERMAP 
study . As a new tool in statistical spectroscopy, STRATA helps in 
elucidating structures of unknown compounds .
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inSulin DEPriVaTion affEcTS mETaboliSm anD mETaboliSm-aSSociaTED gEnE TranScriPT 
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Successful spermatogenesis is dependent on several important functions conducted by Sertoli cells . These cells metabolize 
glucose, producing lactate for developing germ cells . As insulin regulates glucose uptake and its disturbance/insensitivity 
is associated with diabetes mellitus, we aimed to determine the effect of insulin deprivation in human Sertoli cells (hSCs) 
metabolism and metabolism-associated gene expression .

hSCs primary cultures were maintained in the absence/presence of insulin and metabolite variations were determined 
by 1H-NMR . mRNA expression levels of glucose transporters (GLUT1, GLUT3), lactate dehydrogenase (LDHA) and 
monocarboxylate transporter (MCT4) were determined by RT-PCR .

Insulin deprivation resulted in decreased lactate production and in a decrease of glucose consumption that was completely 
reverted after 6h . Cells of both groups consumed similar amounts of glucose . In insulin-deprived cells, transcript levels of 
genes associated to lactate metabolism (LDHA and MCT4) were decreased . Transcript levels of genes involved in glucose 
uptake exhibited a divergent variation: GLUT3 levels were decreased while GLUT1 levels increased .

Insulin-deprived hSCs exhibited: (1) altered glucose consumption and lactate secretion; (2) altered expression of 
metabolism-associated genes involved in lactate production and export; (3) an adaptation of glucose uptake by modulating 
the expression of GLUT1 and GLUT3 .

This is the first report regarding the effect of insulin-deprivation on hSCs metabolism .
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NMR data, to be submitted to multivariate data processing, require adequate preprocessing of the data . Most common is 
the process of bucketing or binning, but in this process the information of minor peaks is easily lost . Alternative methods, 
such as peak picking or deconvolution also present specific problems .
Ideally, the NMR data should be presented in its basic form representing each signal with the chemical shift, signal form 
and intensity . This form of presenting is independent of the magnetic field and would permit comparison of all different 
types of NMR spectra .

In reference deconvolution the nmr spectra are corrected for imperfections in the lineshape, especially caused by shimming 
problems . Inadequate shimming can cause imperfections ranging from increases in the line-width, up to signal distortion 
or even duplication of the signals .

A software has been developed which automatically uses the signal from an internal standard for the determination of 
the experimental peak shape . Subsequently all signals in  the spectrum are corrected for this peak shape and peaks are 
reduced to single lines . These data are much more adequate for the subsequent data analysis in metabolomics .

A great reduction in data points is obtained and furthermore small signals are preserved, even when they are not resolved 
from major peaks .
The spectral data after passing through reference deconvolution present an increase in resolution which facilitates the 
recognition of the form of the signals from individual hydrogen atoms, as being doublets, triplets or more complex multiplets .

 

243Th
nuclEar magnETic rESonancE (nmr)-baSED mETabonomic STuDiES of horSE SErum
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New Jersey, New Brunswick, NJ, USA

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)-based metabonomic studies use multivariate statistical analyses of NMR spectra 
from biological samples to detect metabolic profiles (metabonomes) associated with diseases, toxins or genetic variations . 
Osteochondrosis dissecans (OCD) is a developmental orthopedic metabolic disease that leads articular cartilage lesions 
and is of particular concern in horses . The radiographic lesions become apparent in young horses between 3 to 12 months 
of age, although clinical signs may become evident only when the animals are put into training . OCD in horses represents 
an economic disadvantage, due to the cost of the surgical correction and the depreciation of the value of the affected 
horses . OCD may be heritable in some breeds of horses, but the metabonome associated with it has not yet been identified . 
I will present our recent findings in NMR metabonomic analysis of horse serum . The results show distinct metabolic profiles 
of horses affected by OCD versus siblings that didn’t develop the disease . It appears that a distinct OCD metabonome 
does exist .  More analysis is underway to fully characterize the significantly contributing metabolites and possibly utilize this 
knowledge for nutritional/supplemental treatment of the condition .
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Gliomas account for about 40% of total primitive brain tumors, and discrimination between high and low glioma grade 
remains a vital diagnostic decision, determining the most effective treatment and having an important impact on patient 
management and outcome . The in vivo MRS is considered a tool able to help the diagnosis based on MRI in the evaluation 
of several human pathologies, including cancer . In vivo MRS provides the spectra of living tissues, directly correlated 
to their chemical composition, but it can be used when the molecular markers of tissues are well established by means 
of a detailed biochemical picture . This last can be derived from the spectroscopic analysis of ex vivo biopsy samples 
using High Resolution Magic Angle Spinning (HR-MAS) NMR technique . The ex vivo HR-MAS NMR spectra provide 
more details about metabolites (aminoacids, carbohydrates, osmolites, organic acids, mobile lipids) than in vivo MRS and 
permits to produce a metabolic picture of the tissues . Accurate biochemical assignment of metabolites will improve our 
interpretation of HR-MAS data and the translation of NMR tumor biomarkers to in vivo studies . 1D and 2D HR-MAS NMR 
experiments were used to determine metabolites of brain tumor (astrocytoma grade II, grade III gliomas, glioblastomas) . 
We developed this project on gliomas with the aim to gain a better insight into the discrimination among different grades 
and subtypes using ex vivo HR-MAS NMR, in vivo MRS, MRI, clinical data and statistical analysis . We report experiments 
performed on 15 specimen already collected from different grade glioma . Different amount of some small metabolites such 
as alanine, lactate, glutamine, glutamate, myo-inositol and glycine in two different ex vivo high grade glioma samples . The 
ex vivo spectra obtained on samples from different locations, line-broadened in order to be compared with the in vivo MR 
spectrum, obtained from the same selected voxel . A number of metabolites have been identified as potential biomarkers 
of tumor type; now we need to combine all the in vivo, ex vivo, histological and clinical data to obtain a unique tumor 
fingerprints . Results gathered from this study should lead to the development of tools that can facilitate the distinction of 
tumor types and grade that cannot be readily distinguished by histopathology or by routine neuroimaging .

245Tu
mETabolomicS analySiS of TargETED mulTi-comParTmEnTal  

SamPlES for ThE DiagnoSiS of ThyroiD cancEr
Laetitia Shintu1, Liborio Torregrossa2, Marie Renault1, Lamya Rezig1, Clara Ugolini2, Michele Minuto2, 
Fulvio Basolo2, Paolo Miccoli2, Stefano Caldarelli1
1Aix-Marseille Université, iSm2-UMR CNRS 7313, Marseille, France, 2University of pisa, Department of Surgery, Pisa, Italy

The occurrence of thyroid nodules increases significantly since 1990 due to the improvement of the detection techniques 
(ultrasound-guided fine-needle aspiration technique) [1] . However, the correct diagnosis of thyroid lesions remains 
challenging since up to 30% of thyroid nodules are classified as “indeterminate” after cytological examination . In this 
context, a surgical excision is necessary before a definite diagnosis of the thyroid lesions is obtained . Up to about 85% of 
the patients with indeterminate nodules are finally diagnosed as benign and undergo unnecessary surgery [2] . It is thus 
important to develop new approaches, which would help in reducing the number of surgical intervention .
Assuming that metabolic variations would pre-empt the development of morphologic modifications associated with 
malignancy, we have evaluated the potential of NMR-based metabolomics techniques as a complementary tool for thyroid 
cancer diagnosis .
Our approach focuses on targeted multi-compartmental samples, i .e . tissues excised from thyroid lesions and plasma from 
peripheral blood, collected from patients with benign and malignant “indeterminate”, as well as well-differentiated malignant 
tumors . Using high-resolution magic angle spinning (HR-MAS) and liquid-state NMR spectroscopy in combination with 
statistical multivariate analysis (OPLSDA), we obtained distinct biochemical and metabolic profiles from excised tissue 
and peripheral blood . For both sample types, a clear discrimination between malignant and benign samples was 
achieved, leading to statistical models with good prediction efficiency [3] . In addition, complementary sets of markers were 
characterized providing additional information about thyroid cancer metabolic characteristics . Finally, we have explored 
multidimensional 1H and 13C slow HR-MAS NMR spectroscopy of different types of tissues [4] to improve the preservation 
of tissue integrity during HR-MAS NMR experiments .
[1]  Hodgson, NC; Button, J et al . Ann . Surg . Oncol . 2004, 11(12):1093-1097
[2]  Castro, MR; Gharib, H . Ann . Intern . Med . 2005, 142(11):926-931
[3]  Torregrossa, L; Shintu, L et al . 2012 J . Proteome Res ., accepted
[4]  Hu JZ, Rommereim DN et al . 2008 . Toxicology Mechanisms and Methods 18(5):385
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The biological evolutionary development of host- microbial symbiosis leads to extensive ‘transgenomic’ modulation of 
metabolism and physiology as a superorganism . The composition of the gut microbiome is highly variable, and its diversity 
can be significantly affected by alterations in diet . The ‘transgenomic’ modulations of individuals reflected by variations in 
the microbial symbionts are likely to impact host health and disease . Here I show, with combination of murine gnotobiote 
model system and multi-omics-based approach, that prior existence of acetate produced by bifidobacteria in the distal 
colon can prevent death from following enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli O157:H7 infection, through the enhancement 
of gut epithelial barrier function [1] . Next, I show an approach to evaluate the intestinal variation and to predict metabolic 
pathways of major microbial symbionts affected by the variation of food intakes . The covariance of structural variation in gut 
microbiome and host metabolism was visualized based on the correlation with the denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis 
(DGGE) and NMR profiles from feces [2] . We improved the DGGE-NMR correlation analysis and the multiple sample 
collection of a single subject, and integrated the metabolic information, gene expression profiles and microbial community 
structure in intravital systems . Our approach provides a foundation for evaluation of systemic effects of diet [3] that are of 
relevance to personal and public heath care solutions . Furthermore, it will open up a new avenue that will clear up metabolic 
dynamics in the complex microbial community in the gut, not only mammalian, but also fishes and insect systems, along 
with environmental metabonomics data .

References
[1]  Fukuda, S . et al . Nature 469, 543-547 (2011); Nakanishi, Y . et al . J . Proteome Res . 10, 824-831 (2011); Fukuda, S .  
 et al . PLoS ONE 4, e4893 (2009) .
[2]   Date, Y . et al . J . Biosci . Bioeng . 110, 87-93 (2010) .
[3]  Date et al . revised .
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Metabolomics is the study of metabolites in biological samples and its application in the field of nutrition and health is 
increasing exponentially . While much effort has been invested in understanding factors that influence the metabolomic 
profile there is relatively little known about the effect fitness level has on the metabolite composition of biofluids . This study 
aimed to establish the relationship between fitness level, substrate oxidation rates and the metabolomic profile .

214 healthy adults aged 18-60 years were recruited as part of a metabolic challenge study . The volunteers underwent a 
sub maximal 4 stages VO2 test and had detailed body composition analysis performed . Fasting urine and blood samples 
were collected . A cohort of 67 subjects (35 male, 32 female) were selected based on their estimated VO2max levels and 
metabolomics was used to analyse their biofluid samples . The levels of various biochemical markers were determined 
using an immunoassay . The subjects were split into fitness groups according to their VO2max levels (ml/kg/min) .

Statistical analysis of the data revealed significant differences in normalised fat and carbohydrate oxidation levels between 
the fitness groups Analysis of the oxygen kinetic data also revealed significant differences between the groups .

Metabolomic analysis of the urine samples revealed significantly different profiles in the fitness groups with the differences 
being more pronounced in the females . A total of 20 amino acids and derivatives were significantly lower in females in 
the high fitness group . For males, only 4 amino acids were significantly different . These differences were mirrored in the 
biochemical analysis of the urine samples which revealed significant differences in the levels of C peptide, IL6, insulin 
and leptin, in the female fitness groups and a significant difference in the leptin levels between the male fitness groups .  
In conclusion this study demonstrates a relationship between fitness level and the metabolomic profile . Moreover, the 
metabolite changes show that a reduced excretion of amino acids in adults is associated with increased fitness levels and 
an increased fat oxidation rate during exercise .

WITHDRAWN
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Inborn errors of metabolism are genetically determined diseases caused  by deficiency of specific proteins – emzymes, 
transporters, receptors and others . During the last years, enormous progress in diagnostic of inherited metabolic diseases 
(IMDs) has been observed . A total  number of IMDs has been increasing and more than 1000 well defined diseases are 
known at present . New IMDs due to  disorders in various metabolic pathways have been disclosing permanently .

Proton NMR spectroscopy is a special analytical technique playing an important role in the diagnostic . In the diagnostic of 
hereditary metabolic diseases this is a great advantage compared to other techniques . NMR spectroscopy of body fluids 
may be considered as an alternative analytical approach for known diagnosing, but also as yet unknown, inborn errors 
of metabolism . However, as the NMR technique requires no derivatization or extraction there is any loss of metabolites 
in sample pretreatment . Sample preparation is limited to the addition of an internal standard and pH standardization of 
samples, because of proton chemical shifts of most metabolites are pH dependent .

In our laboratory 1H NMR spectroscopy of urine samples was used for the detection and diagnosing of two inborn errors of 
metabolism in children patients - Salla disease and Guanidinoacetate methyltransferase deficiency .
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Citrus, as one of the worldwide favourite fruits, draws more attention recently due to its therapeutic potentials . In animal 
models, d-limonene and structural analogues have demonstrated strong chemopreventive effects in lymphomas, 
mammary, gastric, liver, and lung cancers . [P .L . Crowell, M .N . Gould, Crit . Rev . Oncog . 5, 1, 1994] Limonoids, citrus 
secondary metabolites, seem to have multiple bioactive functions, including anticancer, reducing cholesterol, anti-anxiety, 
antimicrobial, and antiviral activities . [G . D . Manners, J . Agric . Food Chem . 2007, 55, 8285 .]

This is a HR-MAS NMR study on samples from exocarp, mesocarp, endocarp and seeds of Citrus Medica and Citrus 
Limon fruits aimed at to the evaluation of the potentialities of the technique in the detection and identification of terpenes 
in different parts of the fruit .

1D (water-presaturated, spin-echo and diffusion-filtered spectra) as well as 2D NMR experiments (COSY, TOCSY and 
HSQC) are carried out at 4 °C on different regions of the commercial fruit cut in pieces that can fit the HR-MAS 4 mm rotor 
and directly put into it .

Attempts at gaining some insight into the dimensions of oil bodies in the flavedo through diffusion experiments will be also 
presented .
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Melanomas are tumours derived from melanocytes, the pigment-producing cells of the skin . Cells that undergo the 
carcinogenesis process present intracellular changes, such as immortalization, independence of growth signals and 
metabolic changes that significantly modify the intracellular and the tumor microenvironment [1] . One of these changes 
was first described by Otto Warburg, who observed modifications in the metabolism of intracellular glucose . He observed 
a curious process in which tumor cells start to produce intense aerobic glycolysis, and pyruvate generated by glucose 
metabolism is reduced to lactate . This process appears to be disadvantageous because glycolysis generates 18 times less 
ATP than oxidative phosphorylation, in addition, the production of lactate generates an exacerbated acidosis in the tumor 
microenvironment that is harmful to normal cells . A model of murine melanoma progression [2], called tm-1, from a murine 
melanocytes strain (non-tumorigenic) was produced in our laboratory by repeated cycles of prevention of cell adhesion . 
Previous studies indicate that these strains are more pro-oxidant than the melan-a (non-tumorigenic), and survive in 
conditions of oxidative stress [3] . In cells capable to generating tumours in mice, our group observed the silencing of 
galectin-3 gene (gal-3), a multifunctional endogenous lectin which seems to act by modulating the mitochondrial response 
to different types of stress and conditioning the cell death . In order to understand the impact of galectin-3 expression 
in tumor cell metabolism, the Metabolomics approach is being used to map quantitatively the intermediates of glucose 
metabolism comparing their concentrations in different cell lines at different tensions of oxygen and glucose . As the 
first step in this work, results indicated that Metabolomics approach can be used to distinguish strains of cells in non-
tumorigenic and tumorigenic cells as well as give us clues of which metabolites have been changed between them . New 
samples at different tensions of oxygen (normoxia and hypoxia) are still been measured and processed to understand in a 
systematic way as how the glycolytic pathway is being changed .
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High-resolution magic angle spinning (HR-MAS) has been a promising tool to study metabolic profile of intact cancer cells 
and tissues . Although MAS technique strongly improves the spectra resolution of small molecules, it is not fast enough 
to reduce the line width of large molecules and assemblies signals . Therefore, they have been eliminated by a T2 filter, 
based on Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) pulse sequence . Moreover, HR-MAS experiments with T2 filter have to be 
preceded by water suppression procedure to avoid signal overlap and dynamic range problems . Although most of the 
HR-MAS experiments are focused in sharp signals of small molecules, information contained in broad signals may also 
be relevant . Despite the great success of this methodology, other techniques such as Filter Diagonalization Method (FDM) 
can be applied to the same purpose . In essence, FDM is a parametric non-linear method for fitting time-domain signals . 
Among other practical applications, the FDM has been recently used to selectively remove uninterested and corrupted 
solvent broad signals from complex NMR spectra without disturbing overlap or nearby narrower signals . They have shown 
that FDM can efficiently model broad signals in time domain for posterior subtraction from the original transient signal, 
resulting in an objective separation of the underlying structured spectrum . In this work we describe that the procedures of 
water suppression and T2 or diffusing filters are unnecessary steps when the FDM is used to process the full time domain 
HR-MAS NMR signals obtained from breast cancer cells . Results demonstrate the efficiency of the FDM post-acquisition 
processing to obtain high resolution 1H NMR spectra of heterogeneous biological materials, like cancer cells, even by using 
HR-MAS probe without water suppression and T2 filter .
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Metabolomics is a rapidly progressing topic in clinical science because the metabolite composition is influenced by 
diseases, the diet and life style of an individual .

We have assessed ultrafiltrated human serum samples, an obvious clinical utility for metabolites to help diagnose disease 
at an early stage and to understand metabolites mechanism . Our samples were collected from North Estonian Regional 
Hospital and measured by micro-probe of 600 MHz NMR spectroscopy .

Our results confirm that NMR based about 53 metabolites such as glucose, lactate, and creatinine etc . and successfully 
be identified . We discuss also score plots produced by Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which revealed difference in 
the metabolic profile between the age and others .
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The seaweed components are assembled by various beneficial polysaccharides, such as alginic acid, fucoidan, 
and agarose, and have an attractive attention as biomass resources . Although a small portion of these beneficial 
polysaccharides have been used in both manufacturing and pharmaceutical products such as food additives and medical 
products, the vast majority remains unexploited for their potential industrial applications because of the lack of evaluation 
and characterization techniques for the utility, applicability, and availability of these natural products . In addition, it is known 
that the biomass components of seaweed have different compositions and structures between inter-spices, inter-growing 
area, and seasonal changes . For example, it is known that ratio of mannuronic acid and guluronic acid in alginic acid is 
changed among seasons . Therefore, it is important to evaluate the compositional variations of seaweed within seasons 
sampled from constant area . Here, we described an analytical strategy for seasonal variation of seaweed by multiple 
physicochemical profiling . Natural brown algae, Hizikia fusiformis, were collected through a year from intertidal area at 
Aburatsubo in Japan . To evaluate the components of water-soluble, macromolecular, and mineral fractions,  solid- and 
solution-NMR measurements such as cross polarization magic angle spinning (CP-MAS) and 1H-13C heteronuclear single 
quantum coherence (HSQC), attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR), and inductively-coupled 
plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) were performed . In addition, Thermogravimetric-differential thermal 
analysis (TG-DTA) was used to evaluate the physicochemical variations within seasons . All obtained data were then 
digitized and statistically computed to evaluate by multivariate statistical analysis such as principal component analysis 
(PCA) and correlation analysis . In the result of PCA by ATR-FTIR spectra, compositional profiles in summer and in winter 
were characteristically clustered, respectively . In addition, the other analysis such as NMR and TG-DTA showed differential 
chemical compositions and thermodynamic properties between summer and winter . Therefore, our analytical strategy by 
multiple physicochemical profiling was possible to evaluate and characterize the seasonal variations of seaweed biomass .
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Estuarine environments are accumulated a large quantity of the organic matter, consumed by a detritus cycle, from the 
land deposits . The estuarine environments exist in rich biodiversity, and human society receives a great benefit from its 
ecosystem services . However, the estuarine environments have complicated aqueous ecosystems, thus the comprehensive 
evaluation of the biotic interaction and stability are difficult by the conventional bottom-up approach . In order to advance the 
accumulation of knowledge about conservation, regeneration, and exploitation of the ecosystem service, the development 
of analytical valuation by bird’s eye viewing approach is expected . Here, we described metabolic, mineral, and microbial 
community profiling strategy for evaluation of the estuarine environment . We targeted the sediment (the source of the 
detritus cycle) and water in the estuarine and coastal environments using 10 sampling points in Kanto and Tohoku region 
in Japan . To cover environmental information for a wide range, we used a lab made collection device for sampling of the 
bottom sediment, and obtained it ten times from surface mud in the range of about 10 m2 per one points . Organic matter 
was extracted from sedimentation by NaOH treatment, and was dissolved in DMSO for NMR measurement . In addition, 
we analyzed the microbial community profiles and mineral profiles by denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) 
and inductively-coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES), respectively . The NMR and DGGE data were 
processed by binning and matrixing, and the all obtained data were evaluated with multivariate statistical analysis such 
as principal components analysis (PCA) . The organic matter in the sediments was successfully characterized by NMR 
measurements with multivariate statistical analysis . The organic matter information of collected sediment contributes to 
an evaluation of the estuarine environment in this our sampling strategy . In addition, microbial community and mineral 
profiles obtained from DGGE and ICP measurements provided the information about characteristic community and mineral 
compositions among each sampling point . Therefore, our sampling strategy was possible to extract the information about 
the characteristics of individual estuarine environments .
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Jennifer Kirkham
University of Leeds, Leeds, West Yorkshire, UK

Stem cell based strategies to produce engineered tissues promise to combat disease and alleviate suffering . The ability of 
adult mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) to differentiate along multiple lineages lends great promise for future regenerative 
therapies . Such therapies, however, require scientific challenges to be met before translation for patient benefit . One 
challenge is the need for a non-invasive method for stem cell phenotyping prior to (or even during) their use in clinical 
applications . This work describes the use of NMR spectroscopy as a non-invasive analytical tool to monitor the proliferation 
and subsequent differentiation of MSCs derived from human dental pulp (HDPSCs) . HDPSCs, isolated from extracted 
teeth, were induced along an osteogenic pathway, growing either in a monolayer or following seeding on to 3D scaffolds 
made from electrospun collagen or hydroxyapatite . 1d proton spectra were obtained at several time points over a 6 week 
period . Spectra were processed as a time series, filtered and clustered using peak analysis or metabolite profile in order 
to identify trends or possible biomarkers responsible for cell phenotype . Validation of cell differentiation using histological 
staining and biochemical assays was carried out in parallel studies . Data showed a trend in NMR spectral pattern/
metabolite shift after three weeks in culture associated with a corresponding shift towards osteoblast phenotype . This 
suggests that NMR spectroscopy may be used as a non-invasive method for MSC phenotyping to accelerate the route to 
cell based therapies and potentially act as a quality control tool at pre-implantation .
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ValoriSaTion

Anatoly P . Sobolev1, Maria-Teresa Laurenziello2, Donatella Capitani1, Donato Giannino3, Chiara Nicolodi3, 
Giulio Testone3, Elisabetta Di Giacomo3, Alessandro Schiappa4, Giuseppe Arnesi4, Tiziano Biancari4, Luisa 
Mannina2

1Istituto di Metodologie Chimiche, Laboratorio di Risonanza Magnetica “Annalaura Segre”, CNR, via Salaria km 29.300, Monterotondo (Rome), 
Italy, 2Dipartimento di Chimica e Tecnologie del Farmaco, Sapienza Università di Roma, Piazzale Aldo Moro 5, Rome, Italy, 3Istituto di Biologia 
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NMR has become a high-throughput, well-established and effective analytical technique to assess and monitor the identity, 
traceability and nutritional value of cultivated vegetables . Indeed, the NMR profiles provide comprehensive spectroscopic/
structural information on a wide range of metabolites simultaneously and in an unbiased manner [1, 2] . The Italian CISIA-
VISPLP project exploits the NMR metabolic profiles of endive (Chicorium endivia var . crispum) and escarole (Chicorium 
endivia var . latifolium) aimed at traceability and value increase of patented, local and novel varieties . Synchronised cultivars 
of endive (E02 .7162 and Myrna) and escarole (Confiance, Flester) were examined at the transplant and harvesting 
phases (22 and 86 days after sowing, respectively) . Focussing on the leaf hydro-soluble fraction, more than thirty primary 
(e .g .: organic acids, sugars, amino acids) and secondary metabolites (e .g .: phenolics, inositols, ethanolammine) were 
identified . The multivariate statistical analysis of NMR profiles pointed at the leaf developmental stage as the major factor 
of metabolite variability, independently from the cultivar . As for traceability, PCA  allowed cultivar discrimination  with high 
and moderate significance at transplant and harvesting, respectively . Concerning valorisation, the NMR profiles provided 
useful info for market-oriented and nutrition quality choices .

References
[1]  L . Mannina, A .P . Sobolev, S . Viel,  Prog . Nucl . Magn . Reson . Spectrosc . doi:10 .1016/j .pnmrs .2012 .02 .001
[2]  T . W . M . Fan, Prog . Nucl . Magn . Reson . Spectrosc . 28, 161-219 (1996) .
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The oceans cover over two-thirds of our planet with an average depth of about 3,800 m . The deep-sea area which occupies 
the great portion of the oceans has basically nutrient- and mineral-poor environment . When whales die and sink to the 
seafloor in deeper area, their decaying carcasses form “oases” at the bottom of the ocean, and provide sustenance and 
energy source over periods of decades for a complex localized ecosystem that are often highly specific to these unusual 
and ephemeral habitats . The whale falls are usually investigated in a biological viewpoint such as community members 
of the ecosystem, thus little information about chemical profiles and their relations to complex microbial ecosystem are 
available . To evaluate the chemical profiles in an environment, a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)-based metabolomics 
approach including our previously developed approach is a powerful tool for comprehensively evaluating the metabolic 
profiles of biochemical complexes in natural ecosystems and has been used extensively to study metabolites from a wide 
range of biological systems in various environments [1] . Therefore, we applied our developed approaches to sediments 
in the deep-sea area including a whale fall for characterization and evaluation of the chemical profiles . The metabolomic, 
ionomic, and microbial community profiles at the whale fall sediment were characteristically observed by using NMR-
based metabolomics approach, inductively-coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES)-based ionomic 
analysis, and pyrosequencing-based approach, respectively . Our chemical profiling approach was successfully evaluated 
the sediments in deep-sea area including the whale fall, and suggested that the microbial community and chemical profiles 
were closely linked to each other .

References
1 . Date, Y . et al ., J . Biosci . Bioeng . 110, 87-93 (2010); Date, Y . et al ., Polym . J . (in press .); Everroad, R . C . et al ., J . Vis . Exp . 
62, e3163 (2012); Fukuda, S . et al ., Nature 469, 543-547 (2011); Fukuda, S . et al ., PLoS ONE 4, e4893 (2009); Nakanishi, 
Y . et al ., J . Proteome Res . 10, 824-831 (2011); Sekiyama, Y ., et al ., Anal . Chem . 83, 719-726 (2011) .
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Metabonomics is well established as a powerful method for the evaluation of the metabolic profile of an organism, proffering 
a holistic view of an organism’s response to different exogenous factors . The aim of this work was to examine whether 
the NMR based metabonomics approach could be used as complementary tool to the existing methods on the basis of 
a non-targeted metabolic profiling able to capture the biochemical alterations after the abuse of exogenous steroids . The 
applicability of the method was tested in a cohort of 263 human urine samples of both men and women athletes targeted 
to doping controls . Among them, 59 had been reported as positive by the official doping controls for the application of 
exogenous anabolic steroids . The study included the NMR measurements of all samples and the chemometric analysis 
of the resulted spectroscopic data set . The latter consisted of complex 1H NMR spectra containing hundreds of signals 
from both endogenous and exogenous metabolites and was analyzed by multivariate statistical tools (PCA, PLS-DA, 
OPLS-DA, iECVA) . The developed models exhibited partial grouping between the originally classified groups, highlighting 
significant differences of the metabolites, like creatine, creatinine, hippurate, and acetate among the groups of athletes . It 
is concluded that the NMR based metabonomics approach could be used as an ultra fast and cost effective predictive tool 
in anti-doping control that could highlight those samples suspected to originate from doped athletes on the basis of their 
metabolic fingerprint analysis . In order for this method to be fully applicable, the samples collection should be accompanied 
with extended metadata information that could be utilized in the multivariate statistical analysis .
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The metabolic profile of urine from a control group has been obtained by 
1H-NMR spectroscopy at 400 MHz . Data have been processed both as absolute 
(mmol/L) and relative (mmol/mol of creatinine) concentrations . The normal 
values have been compared with data from type II diabetes mellitus (DM II) . 
Both groups belong to a population located in Romania (Eastern Europe) . The 
average concentrations of various metabolites in urine for normal and DM II 
subjects are presented .

Our data are in good agreement with some previously reported data but they 
are not identical . Possible explanations for the small variations are discussed in 
terms of NMR experimental parameters and lifestyle differences . The present 
study indicates that when both the control and DM groups are chosen from the 
same geographical region, the tendencies can be interpreted with confidence .
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Metabolomics and metabolic flux analysis (MFA) are increasingly used to study metabolic pathways . NMR spectroscopy 
together with the use of selectively 13C labelled metabolic precursors is a powerful tool to study intracellular metabolic 
pathways . Using this approach the fate of individual carbon can be followed revealing the metabolic pathways involved in 
metabolisation of the 13C enriched precursors fed to the cells . However the success of such an analysis critically depends 
on the quality of resonance assignments which can be quite difficult in complex mixtures such as cell extracts . Here we 
present NMRLab/MetaboLab, a Matlab based software which contains a module that specifically addresses the challenges 
involved in assigning complex mixtures of biological extracts [2] . A spectral library of more than 150 metabolites is included 
in order to enable efficient assignment of 2D-HSQC resonance lines . Tight links to online resources such as the human 
metabolome data base (HMDB) and the small molecule pathway data base (SMPDB) enable the user to directly link the 
obtained isotopomer distribution to the usage of specific metabolic pathways . MFA has been applied to AML cancer cells, 
which were fed for 24 hours with either unlabelled, 13C(1,2)-enriched glucose or 13C(3)-enriched glutamine . The cells 
were either untreated or treated with a combination of Bezafibrate (BEZ) and Medroxyprogesterone Acetate (MPA) [3] . In 
the past it was shown that the combination of the lipid-lowering drug BEZ and the sex hormone MPA has a potent anti-
leukaemic effect, associated with the induction of high ROS . The data presented here show a strong influence on the citric 
acid cycle and cell salvage pathway caused by the drug treatment, especially on pyrimidine metabolism and on the use of 
pentose-phosphate derived carbons . 

[1]  Ludwig C, Günther UL (2011) MetaboLab - advanced NMR data processing and analysis for metabolomics . BMC  
 Bioinformatics (12):366 
[2]  Khanim FL, Hayden RE, Birtwistle J, Lodi A, Tiziani S, et al . (2009) Combined Bezafibrate and Medroxyprogesterone  
 Acetate: Potential Novel Therapy for Acute Myeloid Leukaemia . PLoS ONE 4(12):e8147
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Eduardo Sanches Pereira do Nascimento, Antonio Gilberto Ferreira
Federal University of São Carlos, São Carlos - São Paulo, Brazil

The aim of this work was to apply the concept of metabolomic analyses in urine 
samples obtained from humans diagnosed with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) and 
impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and treated with yerba-mate (Ilex paraguariensis) 
infusions using nuclear magnetic resonance . The use of yerba-mate as a functional 
food is relatively recent and earlier studies have shown that aqueous extracts of Ilex 
paraguariensis, which are rich in phenolic compounds, are capable of inhibit  the 
formation of the advanced glycation end-products . Nuclear magnetic resonance (1H 
NMR and two-dimensional experiments) was capable of identify and quantify the 
major metabolites present in the human urine samples diagnosed with T2DM and 
IGT . Figure 1 shows the PCA score plot of urine samples from humans diagnosed 
impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and treated with yerba-mate . PCA score plot 
shows that the urine of humans treated with yerba-mate is different from the urines 
of humans non-treated . The relatively quantification of the metabolites alanine, 
DMA, citrate, creatinine, betaína and TMAO showed that the intake of yerba-mate 
infusions could assist in the treatment of DM .

Figure 1 – PCA score plot of urine 
samples from humans diagnosed 
impaired glucose tolerance (IGT). Red 
- treated with yerba-mate
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for DETEcTing loW concEnTraTED molEculES conTaining loW abunDanT nuclEi
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Scherrmann2, Denis Merlet1
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Homo and hetero-multidimensional NMR (nD NMR) are usually required for structural elucidation of unknown molecules . 
nD NMR allows bursting spectral information along numerous dimensions, and thus making easier the spectral analysis . 
Moreover, sensitive 1H detected nD NMR experiments are also suitable techniques to sensitively detect low abundant 
heteronuclei . In the context of bio-macromolecules, Brutscher and al . have developed new fast and sensitive techniques 
like SOFAST [1] and BEST [2] methods for recording multidimensional 1H-X (X=13C, 15N) experiments in order to follow 
rapid events in proteins [3] and RNAs [4] . In the field of small molecules, new fast heteronuclear nD NMR techniques 
introduced by Freeman et al . [5] and Furrer [6] have permitted to gain in sensitivity and in time for detecting low naturally 
abundant nuclei .

Fast-pulsing NMR techniques are based on shortening the time between two consecutive experiments (recycling time) 
allowing for recovery of longitudinal magnetization . Thus, it becomes possible to increase the repetition rate of a given 
experiment and also the sensitivity .

For extending the field of application of rapid repetition techniques, they have newly been implemented for detecting 29Si 
nuclei in silylated derivatives, for probing H bonds in peptides, and for characterizing polymer - supported products .

References:

[1]  Schanda P, Kupce E, Brutscher B .J Biomol NMR . 2005, 33, 199-211 .                             
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[4]  Farjon J, Boisbouvier J, Schanda P, Pardi A, Simorre JP, Brutscher B .J, Am Chem Soc . 2009,131, 8571-7 .
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mulTiPlEx acquiSiTion of mulTiPlE quanTum SPEcTra
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Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria

In the quest for reducing the time requirements for coherence selection without discarding valuable information or sensitivity 
our group has recently been targeting homonuclear multiple quantum spectra . The acquisition of multiple quantum spectra 
of higher orders is time consuming due to the long phase cycles necessary for coherence selection together with quadrature 
detection . The alternative solutions using gradient selection techniques involve a loss of (per root scan) sensitivity .
By applying the multiplex phase cycling approach [1] the coherence selection is deferred to the processing . In principle 
different coherence orders can be selected [2], by linear combinations of FIDs stemming from separate phase steps . But 
in standard multiple quantum excitation sequences it is only possible to generate either odd or even coherence orders . We 
implemented various multiplex experiments using a 45 degree phase shift in the excitation sandwich to allow both odd and 
even order quantum coherences and multiplex phase cycling . To achieve quadrature detection in the indirect dimension, 
sine and cosine modulated data sets are generated using multiplex quadrature detection (MQD) [3] . This approach yields 
a time saving of e .g . up to 45 % for pure absorptive 5Q spectra, and at the same time pure phase 2Q, 3Q and 4Q spectra 
are also obtained through different linear combinations . To save further time this approach can be combined with other time 
saving techniques such as sparse sampling .

[1] Ivchenko, N ., Hughes, C . E ., Levitt M . H ., J. Magn. Reson. 160, 52-58 (2003) .

[2] Schlagnitweit, J ., Zuckerstätter, G ., Müller, N ., Magn. Reson. Chem., 48, 1-8 (2010) .

[3] Schlagnitweit, J ., Horničáková, M ., Zuckerstätter, G ., Müller, N ., ChemPhysChem 13, 342-346 (2012) .
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2007-2013)
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DiffuSion orDErED SPEcTroScoPy (DoSy)
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Diffusion Ordered Spectroscopy (DOSY) generally fails to separate the isomeric species possessing identical molecular 
weight and similar hydrodynamic radii .  The present study demonstrates the resolution of isomers using crown ether and 
α/β Cyclodextrin as a resolving agent in Diffusion Ordered Spectroscopy . The resolution of isomers has been achieved 
by measuring the significant differences in the diffusion rates between the positional isomers of aminobenzoic acids, 
benzenedicarboxylic acids and between the geometric isomers, fumaric acid and maleic acid by Cyclodextrin . The isomers 
of Chloroaniline and complex mixture of organic molecules resolved by crown ether .
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1Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland, 2Indian Institute of 
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Long-lived coherences (LLC’s) [1,2] involving pairs of chemically inequivalent 
spins can be excited and sustained during protracted radio-frequency irradiation 
periods that alternate with brief windows for signal observation [3] . Fourier 
transformation of the “sustained induction decays” recorded in a single scan 
yields NMR spectra with line-widths in the range 10 < Δν < 100 mHz . (Fig . 1)

We designed a method to excite and detect LLC’s in a broadband manner, 
allowing one to record two-dimensional NMR spectra that probe chemical 
shift differences in one dimension and scalar couplings in the other with 
unprecedented resolution . Such spectra recorded irrespective of the magnetic 
field homogeneity (even if the homogeneity is deliberately degraded to ΔB0/B0 = 
10 ppm) (Fig . 2) . In contrast to other techniques [4], our method does not require 
any sophisticated gradients or adiabatic frequency-swept pulses .

[1] M .H ., Levit, Encycl. Nucl. Magn. Res ., (2010)
[1] R . Sarkar, et al ., Phys. Rev. Lett ., (2010)
[2] A . Bornet, et al ., JACS, (2011)
[3] P . Pelupessy, et al ., Science, (2009)
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The binding affinity of a ligand to a protein is a key parameter in pharmaceutical research and drug development . NMR has 
shown to be a technique of choice to measure dissociation constants KD .

This constant can be extracted by titration of the ligand, and if the protein-ligand 
complex is in fast exchange on the NMR time scale, any observed NMR parameter (A) 
can be described by:

We have developed a new method that exploits the unusual lifetime TLLS > T1 of Long 
Lived States (LLS) [1] . The proposed method benefits from a greatly enhanced contrast 
between the bound and free ligands LLS relaxation rates RLLS

bound and RLLS
free . The LLS 

method permits to dramatically lower the protein-ligand ratio needed to measure the 
dissociation constant KD (1:100 in figure 2) . This opens the way either to a decrease in 
protein concentration, to a gain in experimental time, or to a better contrast .

Either direct titration of the ligand under investigation or competition experiments can 
be monitored by LLS relaxation .

LLS can readily be excited and sustained in virtually any peptide containing at least one 
glycine, thus offering a broad choice of inexpensive weak ‘test’ ligands without requiring 
any isotopic labeling .

Our method is illustrated by screening of inhibitors of a prototypical target for cancer 
therapy, the urokinase-type plasminogen activator (uPA) [2] (Fig . 2)

[1]  Levitt, M .H ., Encycl. Nucl. Magn. Res ., (2010)
[2]  Angelini, A ., et al, ACS Chem. Biol ., (2012)
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The development of transmissible spongiphorm encephalopathies (TSE) is associated with the conversion of the cellular 
prion protein (PrPC) into the misfolded, pathogenic isoform (PrPSc) . In human genetic forms of these diseases, mutations 
in the globular C-terminal domain of PrPC are hypothesized to favor spontaneous generation of PrPSc in specific brain 
regions, leading to neuronal cell degeneration and death . Approximately 10-15 % of TSEs are associated with mutations . 
In our recent works, we have determined the NMR solution-state structures of the truncated recombinant human (Hu) 
PrPs carrying the pathological Q212P (90-231, M129) mutation and V210I (90-231, M129) polymorphism . While Q212P 
mutation is linked Gerstmann-Sträussler-Scheinker syndrome (GSS) the V210I mutation is linked to genetic Creutzfeldt-
Jakob disease (CJD) . In order to determine high-resolution structures triple resonance (1H, 13C and 15N) NMR experiments 
were performed by 800 MHz NMR spectrometer . The determined structures of both mutants consist of unstructured 
N-terminal part (residues 90-124) and well-defined C-terminal domain (residues 125-228) . The C-terminal part contains 
three -helices (residues 144-156, 173-193 and 200-230) and a short, antiparallel -sheet (residues 129-130 and 162-
163) . Detailed analysis and comparison with the structure of the WT Hu-PrP revealed that although structures share 
similar global fold, mutations introduces some local structural differences . The observed variations are mostly clustered at 
the 2-3 inter-helical interface and in the 2-2 loop region . The alteration of conformation of the 2–2 loop region and 
the subsequent changes in hydrophobic cluster facilitates intermolecular interactions between PrPs . The high-resolution 
NMR structures offer new clues on the earliest events of the pathogenic conversion process and could be used for the 
development of antiprion drugs .
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Previous studies have shown that tuning/matching conditions optimized for transmission and detection can be significantly 
different for a variety of commercial NMR probes .

In addition, it was also shown that by optimizing reception tuning (as opposed to typical transmission or reflection tuning) 
one may in some cases obtain sensitivity enhancements by as much as 25-50% . In earlier work, spin-noise and absorbed 
circuit noise signals have also been used to characterize reception 
optima . In this work, we show how the length of the coaxial transmission 
line cable between the pre-amplifier and the probe affects the positions 
of the reception tuning optimum, the radiation damping strength, induced 
frequency shifts, as well as, the shape of the spin-noise and absorbed 
circuit noise line shapes .

Spin-noise tuning optimum offset from conventional tuning optimum as a 
function of coaxial cable length in units of wavelength . Measured values 
(green), and simulated curve (blue) .
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Molecular clips are well-known artificial receptors for dihydroxyaromatics, e .g . resorcinol and other biomolecules bearing 
a dihydroxyaromatic unit . Two xylylene walls and two carbonyl groups, making a pre-organized cavity, are the key features 
which bind the substrate via two aryl-stacking & two hydrogen-bonding interactions[1] (Fig . 1) .

Recently we have prepared[2] new clips which exist as “rotamers” (isomers interconverted by rotation about a single 
bond; Fig 2) . A VT-NMR study shows that the barrier for the interconversion of these rotamers, together with free energy 
calculations, is almost the same for any substituents at 3,3-positions of the locking phenyl (Fig 3) . The energy barrier was 
found to be too high to access by VT for 2,2-disubstituted clip .

References:
[1]  (a) Sijbesma, R . P .; Wijmenga, S . S .; Nolte, R . J . M . J. Am. Chem. Soc . 1992, 114;  (b) Sijbesma, R . P .; Bosman, W . P .;  
 Nolte, R . J . M . J . Org . Chem . 1991, 56; (c) Smeets, J . W . H .; van Dalen, L .; Kaats-Richter, V . E . M .; Nolte, R . J . M . J. Org.  
 Chem. 1990, 55 .
[2]  Kozien, M . PhD Thesis, ITT Dublin, 2009 .
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a gEnEraliSED Way To rEPrESEnT ThE STEJSkal-TannEr EquaTion

Davy Sinnaeve
Ghent University, Gent, Belgium

Diffusion NMR or DOSY has become more and more widely applied over the years, having found its way to the NMR 
toolbox applied by researchers in different fields of chemistry . The widely known Stejskal-Tanner equation is central to any 
diffusion NMR experiment, describing the signal attenuation due to loss of coherence caused by diffusion as a function 
of the experimental parameters . What is less widely known is that the equation itself is not invariable when applying 
different pulse sequences or different gradient pulse shapes and should thus be modified accordingly . Despite DOSY 
having become such a common technique, this is often overlooked . Here, we represent the Stejskal-Tanner equation in 
a novel way, leading to expressions that do not assume any gradient shape beforehand, leaving only a few number of 
parameters that need to be filled in depending solely on the choice of gradient shape . This new approach to represent the 
Stejskal-Tanner equation increases awareness of its dependence on gradient shape . Moreover, it relieves designers of 
future diffusion NMR pulse sequences of struggling with the cumbersome task of deriving and reporting the equation for 
each gradient shape separately . A quick reference table of the Stejskal-Tanner equation for the most basic diffusion NMR 
pulse sequences for any gradient shape will be presented .

Reference:
Sinnaeve D, Concepts in Magnetic Resonance Part A, 40A, 39-65 (2012)
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blinD SourcE SEParaTion for ThE ProcESSing of highly oVErlaPPing DoSy DaTaSETS

Ichrak Toumi1, Stefano Caldarelli3, Bruno Torresani2
1UMR 7313 ISM2 Aix Marseille Université, Marseille, France, 2UMR 7353 LATP CMI Aix-Marseille 
Université, Marseille, France, 3UPR 2301 ICSN, Gif-sur-Yvette, France

One way to identify molecules in a mixture is the use of PFGSE (“DOSY”) 
experiments, which provide a means of tagging the components by their mobilities, 
if the spread of these latter is sufficiently large and the processing effective .1 We 
explored here the separation performance of Blind Source Separation (BSS),2 an 
approach that allows estimating the spectra of N unknown sources (the spectra of 
the pure components) from a series of v mixed spectra3 (the single traces of the 
DOSY dataset in this case) . We explored two different BSS approaches, Independent 
Component Analysis4 and NNSC,5 which uses non-negative matrix factorization 
(NMF) with an additional sparse coding (SC) . We did not introduce any parametric modeling of the sources or of the mixing 
matrix (e .g . the exponential behavior of the PFGSE decay) . The results (estimated sources and diffusion coefficients) 
on the mixture of sucrose and maltotriose, characterized by a high level of spectral overlap, are shown in the Figure (for 
NNSC) . Thus, hyperparametric BSS can provide excellent separation and calculation of the diffusion constants . The effect 
of hyperparametrization on the separation, the limitations of the methods and their and applications to two more complex 
mixtures will be illustrated .

Acknowledgment Grants ANR-08-BLAN-273 ; Region PACA (APO-G-2009)
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 7643
[2]  J .Cardoso . Proceedings of the IEEE, 2008, 9, 2009-2025
[3]  W . Naanaa, J-M . Nuzillard . Sign . Process . 2005, 85, 1711–1722 .; I . Koprivaa, I .  
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nmr PulSE graDiEnT SPin Echo mEaSurEmEnT of SElf-DiffuSion in nano-PorES

Janez Stepišnik, Aleš Mohorič, Bernd Fritzinger, Ulrich Scheler
1University of Ljubljana, FMF, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2Leibniz-Institut für Polymerforschung, Dresden, Germany, 3Institut Jožef Stefan, Ljubljana, 
Slovenia

NMR pulse gradient spin echo is the most efficient method for non-invasive elucidation of molecular transport in 
heterogeneous media . With a proper interpretation of experimental data, the method can also be applied to investigate 
molecular self-diffusion in nano-pores . We show it by the analysis of restricted self-diffusion measurement of water 
molecules trapped in a porous polyamide membrane . PGSE measurement gives the spin echo dependence on the 
magnetic field gradient that exhibits the diffraction undulation of the decay that prevents the use of the inverse-Laplace 
transform method to extract the pore size distribution . The q-space cosine Fourier transform of data gives the propagator in 
the form of the sum of normal distributions1 . Its decomposition gives three propagators with the amplitudes that decay due 
to the spin relaxation and with the second moments that remain fixed as the interval between gradient pulses increases . 
This indicates a motional narrowing regime of measurements, in which the size of pores can be obtained from the fourth 
root of the second moments2 . 3-D plot of the spin-relaxation rate and pore size distributions shows the prevailing share 
of pores with the radius r = 100(1±0 .1) nm (70%) and pores with the radius r = 175(1±0 .17) nm (20%) . Water in these 
two types of pores has almost identical spin relaxation T2=10(1±0 .2) ms, while water in the pores with the radius r = 
282(1±0 .03) nm (5%) have a broader distribution of relaxation times, T2=14(1±0 .36) ms . This approach3 exposes the NMR 
PGSE technique as a useful tool in the nanotechnology .

References:
1J . Stepišnik, Physica B 344, (2004) 214-223
2 I . Aslund I, D . Topgaard, J . Mag . Res ., 201, (2009) 250-254
3 J . Stepišnik,  B .  Fritzinger,  U . Scheler and A . Mohorič, Europhysics Lett ., (2012) in press .
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SElExSiDE - an incrEDibly faST, EaSy anD rEliablE mEThoD for ThE mEaSurEmEnT of 

long-rangE 13c-1h couPling conSTanTS

Godiraone Tatolo1, Craig Butts1, Berte Heise2

1University of Bristol, Bristol, UK, 2Agilent Technologies UK Ltd, Yarnton, Oxford, UK

The application of 3-bond 13C-1H scalar coupling constants has seen a tremendous growth in elucidation of 3-dimensional 
structures of organic molecules . Unfortunately, in practical terms 3JCH values are difficult to extract – they are relatively 
small and of same magnitude as 3JHH coupling constants but also made more complicated by the low sensitivity of the 13C 
nucleus . Many new experiments for simplifying the measurement of 3JCH have been reported in literature and their main 
setbacks are that the interpretation of the resulting spectra is not straightforward, long selective pulse sequences lead to 
the loss of signal due to t2 relaxation and high-resolution 2-dimensional methods typically require extended experiment 
times . A new, fast, easy to interpret approach is reported for determination of long-range 13C-1H coupling constant where 
EXSIDE is converted to be doubly-selective in both the 13C and 1H domains . This sequence termed SelEXSIDE, is easy 
to interpret and reduces a multi-hour (> 6 hrs) experiment to a matter of minutes (as short as 4 mins) for each coupling 
constant measured .

Figure 1: (a) EXSIDE spectrum 
(~7.5 hours) for H11b-C10 of 
strychnine with 200 ppm (spectral 
width, 1675 t1 increments, 4 scans/
inc. (b) SelEXSIDE spectrum (9 
mins) for H11b-C10 of strychnine 
with 4 ppm (500 Hz) 13C spectral 
width, 32  t1 increments, 4 scans/
inc. (c) SelEXSIDE spectrum (4 
mins) for H11b-C10 of strychnine 
with 4 ppm (500 Hz) 13C spectral 
width, 32 t1 increments, 2 scans/inc.

7.5 hours 9 minutes 4 minutes
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ExTra largE SolVEnT EffEcTS on onE-bonD SPin-SPin couPling conSTanTS in organo-

mErcury comPunDS anD ThEir PoSSiblE uSE aS SolVEnT EffEcT rEfErEncES

Nune Minasyan1, Astghik Shahkhatuni1, Aleksandr Sahakyan2, Aleksan Shahkhatuni1, Henry Panosyan1

1Molecule Structure Research Centre of NAS RA, Yerevan, Armenia, 2Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge, Lansfield Road, 
Cambridge, UK

Indirect spin-spin coupling constants (SSCC), like many other molecular parameters measured in dense media, are 
perturbed by bulk medium and/or specific intermolecular interactions . This phenomenon, generalized under the term 
solvent effect, has hindered the usage of SSCCs and can potentially cause significant errors, if the value measured in one 
medium is used, without precautions, for further interpretations of spectra measured in other media .

To estimate the magnitude and type of solvent effects, it is practical to find out a convenient reference molecule that is 
subject to a strong solvent effect . Based on our recently found correlation of solvent sensitivities of SSCCs with their solvent 
effect-free values, such a molecule could be searched among the ones with large values of SSCCs . As possible reference 
candidates, we have chosen organo-mercury compounds, dimethylmercury (DMM) and methyl mercury chloride (MMCl) 
in particular .

We observed linear correlation of SSCCs and so called f(ε)=2(ε-1)/(2ε+1) solvent “reaction field” values, shown earlier only 
for 1JCH of several substituted methanes . In this work, we have verified the existence of similar correlation for different pairs 
of coupled nuclei, such as C-H, C-Hg and C-C . The changes of 1JHgC SSCC measured in chloroform (ε=4.8, f(ε)=0.7) and 
DMSO (ε=46.7, f(ε)=0.97) are 60 .7 and 262 .8 Hz for DMM and MMCl molecules correspondingly (or 8 .8% and 18 .5%) . 
Temperature dependence of SSCCs in these molecules is also substantial, about 0 .6 Hz per 1 K .

Besides deriving a solvent effect correction for SSCCs, we foresee many other applications of reference molecules that are 
super-reflective for the solvent effects . In particular, the “reaction field”, hence dielectric permittivity, of the solution can be 
easily measured . We have also determined the corrected values of dipolar couplings and anisotropies of indirect coupling 
constants in DMM and MMCl based on our data and the measurements available in the literature .

 

275Th
ProTEin ThErmoDynamicS moniTorED by high PrESSurE nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Andi Klamt, Marianne Cleve, Jochen Balbach
Institute for Physics, Department Biophysics, Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg, 06120 Halle, Germany

Using high pressure for protein unfolding studies is an elegant way to investigate both structure and thermodynamics of 
proteins [1] . Amongst other techniques to monitor unfolding events of proteins, pressure induced protein unfolding is a 
reversible method, which avoids denaturing agents .

In the present work we use a high pressure system in combination with high resolution NMR spectroscopy to characterize 
different protein states of the cold shock protein from Bacillus subtilis (BsCspB) [2] and a temperature sensitive variant 
of the cold shock protein from Bacillus caldolyticus (BcCsp R3E L66E) [3] . For that purpose we set up an NMR pressure 
device, which works up to 2500 bar . Pressure, heat and cold induced unfolding has been monitored for both proteins . 
Changes in the proteins structure were analyzed by recording 1H-15N HSQC spectra as well as 1H spectra . Out of this 
data we determined the change in heat capacity, thermal expansion, compressibility and the change in volume between 
the native and the unfolded state .

[1]  Akasaka, K . (2010) . High Pressure Research, 30, No . 4, 453-457 .
[2]  Jacob, M ., Perl ,D ., Schmid, F . X . (1999) . Biochemistry, 38, 2882-2891 .
[3]  Szyperski, T ., Perl, D ., Balbach, J . (2005) . European Biophysics Journal, 35, 363-366 .
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mulTiDimEnSional nmr
Krzysztof Kazimierczuk1, Vladislav Orekhov2

1University of Warsaw, Faculty of Chemistry, Warsaw, Poland, 2Swedish NMR Center at the University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden

The resolution of multidimensional NMR spectra can be severely limited when the regular sampling based on the Nyquist-
Shannon theorem is used . The theorem binds the sampling rate with a bandwidth of a sampled signal and thus implicitly 
creates a dependence between the line width and the time of experiment, often making the latter one very long . Recently, 
the non-linear sampling theorem has been formulated by Candes, Romberg and Tao, that determines the required number 
of sampling points to be dependent rather on the number of peaks in a spectrum than on its size . In order to apply the new 
method, referred to as compressed sensing, the sampling should be non-uniform and the spectrum has to be reconstructed 
by iterative minimization of its lp-norm, where 0< p ≤ 1 . Compressed sensing has quickly found the applications in many 
branches of science . In our previous work, we have introduced it to multidimensional NMR and have shown the examples 
of reconstruction of two-dimensional spectra . In the present study we discuss in details the accuracy and robustness of two 
compressed sensing algorithms: convex (iterative soft thresholding) and non-convex (iteratively re-weighted least squares 
with local l0 -norm) in application to two- and three-dimensional datasets . We show that the later method is more effective, 
which is in line with the recent works on the theory of compressed sensing .

 

277Tu
broaDbanD homonuclEar DEcouPling in ThE f1 DimEnSion of 2D ExPErimEnTS

Mohammadali Foroozandeh1, Patrick Giraudeau2, Damien Jeannerat1

1University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland, 2University of Nantes, Nantes, France

Scalar coupling constants can give insights about the structures of molecules but they often reduce the sensitivity of the 
experiments by spreading the signals in the form of complex multiplet structures . Heteronuclear decoupling techniques 
have been available for quite some time, but eliminating homonuclear interactions is a much more difficult challenge . The 
first broadband homodecoupling based on spatial encoding was introduced by Zangger and Sterk for proton spectra and 
extended to COSY and DOSY experiments by James Keeler and Gareth Morris respectively .

We introduced a modified broadband homonuclear decoupling schemes (BBHD) to eliminate the coupling patterns in the 
indirect carbon dimension (F1) of 2D NMR experiments . It has been implemented in CC-COSY and heteronuclear HSQC 
experiments to record the spectra of 92%-13C enriched cholesterol . Solutions to overcome the intrinsically low sensitivity 
of spatially encoded experiments and modifications involving selective “re-coupling” (BBDec-SRec) to measure coupling 
constants are presented .
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claSSificaTion of PD-baSED caTalyTic SySTEm by moDErn nmr TEchniquES.

Sergey Zalesskiy, Valentin Ananikov
N.D. Zelinsky Institute of Organic Chemistry RAS, Moscow, Russia

Pd2dba3 (tris(dibenzylideneacetone)dipalladium) is a commonly used precursor of Pd0 for catalytic reactions and transition 
metal chemistry . However, a little was known about the structure of the complex and it’s stability . Utilizing 2D NMR 
techniques together with diffusion-ordered spectroscopy we were able to determine the state of complex in solution and 
provide complete assignment of 1H NMR spectrum .
  
We investigated possible conformations of the 
dba ligand with labile diene fragment by means 
of nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy 
and found all three ligands in complex to exist 
in s,cis-s,cis conformation . On the basis of 
NMR data we suggested a simple and reliable 
formula to determine the target complex purity . 
Beyond that, the analysis of complex stability 
and decomposition (SEM, ICP-MS) was 
carried out resulting in improved method for 
synthesis of Pd2dba3 with higher yields and 
purity . The present study has clearly shown 
that the content and naure of catalytically 
active species in Pd2dba3 may significantly vary (see: S .S . Zalesskiy, V .P . Ananikov Organometallics 2012, 31, 2302) .

 

279Th
mulTiPlE-quanTum EDiTED DoSy for imProVED nmr  

analySiS of Small-molEculE mixTurES

G N Manjunatha Reddy, Stefano Caldarelli
University of Aix-Marseilles, Marseille, Bouches de Rhone, France

Pulsed field gradient (PFG) NMR is a common tool for the NMR analysis small-
molecule mixtures . [1,2] This approach is quite robust in identifying large variations in 
the molecular weight . However, common mixtures usually involve molecules of similar 
size, as other natural forces induce or simplify the separation of objects largely different 
in mass or size . To solve this case, improved experimental/processing protocols have 
been proposed, one notable example being the addition of an agent that enhances the 
differences in molecular mobility (matrix assisted dosy) .[3,4]  A variant of this latter, 
for example, makes use of immobilized phases of the kind normally used in HPLC 
experiments . [5] An alternative way of enancing the differences in observed mobilities 
is the use of multiple-quantum coherences, p, as the apparent diffusion coefficient 
has a p2 dependence . Moreover, MQ-filtering as the property of simplifying the NMR 
spectrum, a fact that has been exploited recently for identifying the components of 
complex mixtures . [5] An example of MQ-encoded DOSY of mixtuers is illustratrated in 
Figure 1, in which the enhancement of the separation induced in going from 1Q to 4Q 
is clearly demonstrated .

References: [1] Johnson, C . S . Prog. Nuc. Magn. Reson. Spect., 1999, 34, 203-56 . [2] 
Morris, G . in Encyclopedia of NMR,; Ed .; Vol . 9, p 35-44 .[3] (a) K . F . Morris, P . Stilbs, C . 
S . Johnson, Anal . Chem . 1994, 66, 211; (b) C . F . Tormena, et . al, Magn. Reson. Chem. 2010, 48, 550-553 . [4] M . Nilsson, J . 
Magn . Reson .  2009, 200, 296-302 . [5] S . Viel, F . Ziarelli, S . Caldarelli, P . Natl . Acad . Sci . USA 2003, 100, 9696-9698 .[6] G . 
N . M . Reddy and S . Caldarelli, Anal . Chem ., 2010, 82, 3266–3269 .

1H DOSY and 1H-1H NOESY spectra of Pd2dba3 in CDCl3
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nmr ExPErimEnTS for ThE STrucTural characTEriSaTion of 13c mEThylaTED comPounDS. 

aPPlicaTion To ThE analySiS of humic SubSTancES.
Nicholle Bell, Dusan Uhrin, Margaret Graham
The University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK

Humic substances (HS) are complex super mixtures containing thousands of organic compounds, which are produced via 
microbial degradation of plant and animal residues . HS play crucial roles in global biogeochemical cycles . However, their 
structural composition is poorly understood and the lack of this knowledge is considered to be the rate-determining-step in 
elucidating the roles of HS in environmental processes . NMR spectroscopy together with FT-ICR mass spectrometry are 
two of the most promising high-resolution techniques for the structural characterisation of HS .

HS are composed from carbon- and oxygen-rich compounds that contain numerous OH groups (aliphatic, phenolic, and 
carboxylic) . By methylating OH moieties with 13C labelled methyl groups, we introduce an NMR active nucleus that allows 
us to filter out the vast majority of resonances and to detect signals only from the immediate neighbourhood of the 13CH3O 
groups . Comparing the obtained 1H and 13C chemical shifts with database information we can suggest structural fragments 
present in these compounds .

We have developed several n-dimensional NMR experiments that use proton-carbon and carbon-carbon couplings or the 
NOE to transfer the magnetisation from 13CH3O groups to neighbouring carbon or proton atoms . We demonstrate these 
new NMR experiments on a model mixture of methylated organic compounds and also present our first results for a 
particular HS operational fraction, fulvic acid, isolated from a Scottish peat bog .
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PulSE DESign for broaDbanD homonuclEar croSS-PolarizaTion  

acroSS WEak J-couPlingS

Paul Coote1, Haribabu Arthanari2, Tsyr-Yan Yu2, Gerhard Wagner2, Navin Khaneja1

1Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Cambridge, MA, USA, 2Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA

Broadband homonuclear mixing pulses are required for protein spectroscopy; however, they must be used at sufficiently 
low power and for sufficiently short times to avoid probe damage and sample heating .

We present several new mixing pulses for resolving weak J-couplings (e .g . 2-5 Hz) between spins separated by large 
bandwidths (up to tens of kHz) . These pulses are of low enough power that they can safely be run for long mixing times 
– allowing for magnetization transfer across small J-couplings . We have designed 
these pulses analytically (rather than by numerical optimization) by constructing a 
series of interaction frames .  We show how to choose pulse parameters in successive 
frames to effectively fold up a large chemical shift bandwidth arbitrarily many times, 
while maintaining couplings between spins . In the final interaction frame the effective 
bandwidth is small relative to the coupling strength .

Our designs are validated by several carbon-channel TOCSY experiments on 500 
MHz and 800 MHz spectrometers . We have used mixing pulses with power levels 
between 2 and 3 kHz for up to 200 ms to resolve couplings with J < 5 Hz, despite large 
separation in chemical shift frequencies .

We present a variety of experimental spectra, the pulses we have used, and our 
analytical pulse design methods .
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high-lEVEl gEomETric conTrol of nEW roTamEric molEcular cliP rEcEPTorS:  nmr 

STuDiES of roTamEr inTErconVErSion anD binDing To DihyDroxybEnzEnE guESTS

Brian Murray, Magda Kozien, John Moran, Zenefar Yeasmin, Bernie Creaven
Institute of Technology Tallaght, Dublin, Ireland

Molecular clips are well-known artificial receptors 
for dihydroxyaromatics, e .g . resorcinol . Two xylylene 
walls & two carbonyls, making a pre-organized 
cavity, are key features which bind the substrate 
via two aryl-stacking & two hydrogen-bonding 
interactions[1] (Fig . 1) . 

Recently we have prepared[2] new clips which exist 
as rotamers (Fig 2) . VT-NMR shows that the barrier 
for the interconversion of the rotamers is the same 
for any substituents at the 3,3’-positions of the 
locking phenyl . The energy barrier was found to be 
too high to access by VT for 2,2’-disubstituted clip . 
The values of binding constants were found to be 
comparable with those presented in the literature for 
analogous molecular clips .[1][2]

 

 

283Th
PolyiSocyaniDES aS a nEW alignmEnT mEDium To  
mEaSurE rDcS for Small organic molEculES

Murali Dama, Stefan Berger
Institute of Analytical Chemistry, University of Leipzig, Leipzig, 04103, Germany

Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) are an important parameter in organic structure determination . RDCs can be observed 
by NMR when molecules are anisotropically oriented in a solution . For high resolution structure calculation the degree of 
anisotropy should be small . For water insoluble organic molecules, stretched polymer gels and liquid crystals have been 
used as alignment media . Extraction of RDCs in these liquid crystal alignment media happens to be complicated, due to 
the relatively large degree of orientation in these media .

Here we are investigating Polyisocyanides as alignment medium . Helically chiral Polyisocyanides can form liquid crystals 
in Chloroform solution . These Polyisocycanide liquid crystals  were found to give anisotropic molecular alignment in the 
magnetic field and are useful to measure residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) from analytes e .g . strychnine . They show less 
quadrupolar splitting of the deuterated solvent signal compared with other liquid crystal systems such as Poly-γ-benzyl-L-
glutamate (PBLG) and hence less undesired line broadening .

REFERENCES:
[1]  Murali Dama and Stefan Berger, Org. Lett. 2012, 241 -243 .
[2]  Kajitani, T .; Okoshi, K .; Sakurai, S . I .; Kumaki, J .; Yashima, E ., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2006, 128, 708-709 .
[3]  C . M . Thiele and Stefan Berger, Org. Lett . 2003, 705 -708 .

Figure 1: a molecular clip binds resorcinol via aryl stacking and H-bonding

Figure 2: interconversion from cis (middle) to trans (left and right)
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aPPlicaTion of chEmomETricS anD 1h nmr analySiS To comPoSiTional STuDy of TrEaTED 

anD unTrEaTED SEWagE

Elenilson Godoy Alves Filho1, Luci Sartori2, Lorena Mara Alexandre e Silva1, Tiago Venâncio1, Renato 
Lajarim Carneiro1, Antonio Gilberto Ferreira1

1Universidade Federal de São Carlos-UFSCar, São Carlos/SP, Brazil, 2Serviço Autônomo de Água e Esgoto-SAAE, São Carlos/SP, Brazil

The compositional study of sewage is very important since it can make direct influence on the design of wastewater treatment 
station (WTS) and even can indicate whether the treatment is effective or if irregular discharges occur . Chemometric 
technique (Principal Component Analysis-PCA) was employ to analyze 1H NMR data set of domestic sewage (treated and 
untreated) in order to identify chemical compounds variation and factors that affect the wastewater composition according 
to discharge . Thereby, samples were collected weekly in a period from June 2011 to May 2012 which an aliquot of 20 ml 
was filtered (4 .5 μm filter) and dried in a speed vacuum . To get 1H NMR data, sample was solubilized in 600 μl of D2O/
TMSP-d4 (0 .16 mg .ml-1) and a quintuplicate was acquired . To perform chemometric analyze, a bucket table was done 
employing the software Amix-Viewer (Bruker Biospin) and media centering as processing . The analysis provided relevant 
information on the samples composition that has predominance of short-chain organic compounds which were similar to 
all studied period . Multivariate technique emphasizes variations involving major constituents and successfully described 
trends among the sewages on the basis of its organic compounds . PCA for untreated sewage (US) showed temporal trends 
(seasonal influence) (91 .6% total variance) which lower concentrations of organic compounds were found in winter period 
probable due to the less microbial activity . Besides, PCA revealed irregular discharge (possibly industrial waste) with high 
pollution load . PCA of treated sewage (TS) (94 .6% total variance) showed one principal grouping leading to conclude a 
homogeneity of treatment in WTS . The examination of PC1, PC2, PC3 and PC4 loadings to US and TS suggested that  
separations mainly occurred due to spectral position at δ 2 .73 (dimethylamine) and δ 1 .94 (acetic acid) and to irregular 
discharge, δ 5 .08 (possibly urea) . Thus, seasonal or irregular variations in wastewater composition showed by 1H NMR 
can be a guiding factor for determining treatment parameters (to safe disposal) and a good predictor of illegal industrial 
discharge . In addition, was performed quantitative analysis of the characterized compounds that further contributed to this 
study (acetate, acetone, alanine, dimethylamine, leucine, formate, propionate and butyrate) using TMSP-d4 as internal 
standard .
 

285Tu
iTEraTiVE ThrESholDing algoriThm for mulTi-ExPonEnTial  

DEcay aPPliED To Pfg nmr DaTa

Mateusz Urbanczyk1, Diana Bernin2, Wiktor Kozminski1, Krzysztof Kazimierczuk1

1Faculty of Chemistry, University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland, 2Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering, Chalmers University of 
Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden

Diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) is a well-known technique for determination of diffusion coefficients from a PFG 
(Pulsed Field Gradient) NMR experiment [1] . Various techniques have been introduced to process the diffusive decay of 
a PFG NMR experiment . However, many of these techniques fail in resolving diffusion coefficients of a multi-exponential 
decay . A multi-exponential decay may arise from multi-component mixtures with overlapping signals in the frequency 
dimension . Thus, there is a need for new algorithms allowing for multi-exponential processing where the maximum entropy 
method (MEM) is one example of such an algorithm [2] .

Here, we introduce a new method to process DOSY data . Our approach combines the MEM method with the l1-norm 
penalty function that is commonly used in the so-called Compressed Sensing [3] technique . We implemented the l1-
norm minimization using the Fast Iterative Shrinkage Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA) [4] . This allows us to obtain a 
computationally cheap and reliable method referred to as Iterative Thresholding Algorithm for Multi-exponential Decay 
(ITAMeD) .

We compared our method with the MEM method on simulated data sets and as well on experimental DOSY data for 
mixtures of Polyethylene glycol (PEG) polymers with various molecular weights (1080 g/mol, 11840 g/mol, 124700 g/mol) . 
For PEG solutions containing only one PEG, a single-exponential decay was obtained compared to PEG mixtures that 
revealed multi-exponential behaviour for one signal in the frequency dimension . In all cases ITAMeD showed a significant 
improvement in the computational time and precision of the results comparing to the MEM approach .

[1]  Stejskal, E . O .; Tanner, J . E . The Journal of Chemical Physics 1965, 42, 288 .
[2]  Delsuc, M . a .; Malliavin, T . E . Analytical Chemistry 1998, 70, 2146-2148 .
[3]  Candes, E . J .; Wakin, M . B . IEEE Signal Processing Magazine 2008, 25, 21-30 .
[4]  Beck, A .; Teboulle, M . SIAM Journal on Imaging Sciences 2009, 2, 183–202 .
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2h nmr anD irmS of SomE romanian WinES

Adrian Pirnau1, Mircea Bogdan1, Dana Alina Magdas1, Delia Statescu2

1National Institute for Research and Development of Isotopic and Molecular Technologies, Cluj-Napoca, Romania, 2Central Laboratory for Vine 
Quality and Hygiene Control Valea Călugarească, Valea Călugarească, Romania

Isotopic analyses are now official or standard methods in Europe and North America for routine use in testing the 
authenticity of several food products . These methods are based on the measurement of stable isotope content (2H, 13C, 
18O) of the product or of a specific component such as an ingredient or target molecule of the product . The determinations 
carried out using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and Isotopic Ratio Mass Spectrometry (IRMS), provide information 
on the botanical and geographical origin of the food product .

A deuterium natural abundance quantitative NMR method (SNIF-NMR: Site -specific Natural Isotope Fractionation) was 
developed as an efficient and powerful tool capable of characterizing the chemical origins of organic molecules and 
distinguishing their biological and geographical origin . The SNIF method is based on the measurement of deuterium / 
hydrogen (D/H) ratios at the specific sites of the ethanol . Using these methods, we present the obtained results for a series 
of Romanian wines . Our results may be use like reference data set for authenticity and origin control of wines .

NMR measurements were performed the BRUKER Avance III 500 UltraShield NMR spectrometer equipped with a special 
probehead (SEX 500 MHz S2 10 mm) for recording 2H NMR spectra, proton decupling and lock on 19F .

The measurements of 18O/16O and 13C/12C ratio were performed by Delta V Advantage Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer . 
18O/16O isotopic ratio of the water from wine was determined by Isotopic Ratios Mass Spectrometry (IRMS) using the 
ions having the mass of 46 (12C16O18O) and 44 (12C16O2) . The intensities were obtained on carbon dioxide equilibrated 
isotopically together with the water from wine according to the isotopic exchange reaction . The 13C/12C isotope ratio was 
expressed by its deviation from a working reference .

Acknowledgments: This work was supported by CNCSIS-UEFISCSU, project number:
PN II-RU PD 130/2010.
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In this work we demonstrate the emerging capabilities of analytical ultrafast NMR spectroscopy, and its combination with 
the state-of-the-art electronics and hardware & software in particular . In particular, a novel approach – parallel ultra-fast 
spectroscopy (UF PANSY) combining the ultra-fast (UF) NMR methodology with use of multiple receivers and parallel 
acquisition dramatically increases the amount of information that can be obtained from a single measurement in a fraction 
of a second .

The Initial targets of this new approach involve the parallel collection of “classic” 2D NMR experiments, UF PANSY-COSY 
(COrrelation SpectroscopY) , UF PANSY-HETCOR (HETeronuclear CORrelation spectroscopy), UF PANSY-TOCSY (TOtal 
Correlation SpectroscopY) in a single transient . A number of new data acquisition and processing strategies have been 
developed to enable the practical implementation of the UF PANSY technique . The experiments have been complemented 
with graphical user interface for ultimate ease of use . Currently we pursue further extensions of this technique to 
incorporate new NMR experiments, nuclei other than 19F, 13C and 1H, and higher dimensionalities . We are confident that 
a successful implementation of the UF PANSY experiments will provide a new impetus for pursuing a number of new 
projects, in particular, for analytical and bio-molecular applications including studies of rapidly-changing systems, such 
as conformational changes in polypeptides, metabolic processes, structural analysis of unstable molecules and similar 
processes proceeding in the minute timescales .
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moDifiED PolySTyrEnE gElS aS chiral alignmEnT mEDia

Lisett Valentin, Stefan Berger
Universität Leipzig, Analytische Chemie, Leipzig, Germany

New polystyrene (PS)-based gels were synthesized and their ability to act as chiral alignment media for high-resolution 
NMR has to be tested . In a three-step synthesis p-vinyl benzoic acid was obtained as basis for further modification of the 
latter obtained polystyrene . Various alcohols, such as L- and D menthol[1] or (S)-(+)- and (R)-(-)-2-butanol, can be coupled 
easily to the styrene monomer by esterification of the benzoic acid moiety . For polymerisation the chiral functionalized 
monomer was mixed with 0 .3% divinylbenzene as well as 0 .25 % azoisobutyronitrile and heated to 60 °C for several days 
in sealed glass tubes . The resulting solid material was swollen in standard 5mm-NMR-tubes to give stretched gels .[2]

As a test molecule strychnine was diffused into the L-menthol-polymer gels and gated-decoupled 13C-spectra were 
recorded at 700 MHz with and without alignment . Residual dipolar couplings up to 26 Hz and line widths below 25 Hz 
were obtained . Since the alignment strength and resolution of the polymer sticks is promising their power to discriminate 
enantiomers is tested by measuring either pairs of enantiomers in one type of gel or by measuring one enantiomeric form 
of the analyte in complementary gels, i .e . L- and D-menthol modified PS .

[1]  Teraguchi,M .; Ohtake, M .; Inoue, H .; Yoshida, A .; Aoki, T .; Kaneko, T .; Yamanaka, K .
  Journal of Polymer Science: Part A: Polymer Chemistry 2005, 43, 2348–2357 .
[2]  Luy, B .; Kobzar, K .; Knör, S .; Furrer, J .; Heckmann, D .; Kessler, H . J. Am. Chem. Soc.
  2005, 127, 6459-6465 .
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Block and random Polyisoprene-Polybutadiene high cis copolymers at different compositions have been synthesized . 
Qualitative, quantitative and microstructural characterization is very important to understand which synthesis mechanisms 
and operating parameters (catalyst, temperature, etc) affect the structural characteristics and therefore mechanical 
properties . NMR spectroscopy is the most appropriate analytical technique to characterize these copolymers from a 
quantitative and microstructural point of view . In this respect a NMR method to determine molar composition in terms of 
polyisoprene and polybutadiene content and of comonomers distribution (dyads) along macromolecular chains has been 
developed . Characteristic peaks of polyisoprene 3,4 and 1,4 (cis/trans) units and polybutadiene 1,2 and 1,4 (cis/trans) units 
have been assigned by 2D-HMQC (Heteronuclear Multiple Quantum Correlation) analysis . Isomeric ratio between these 
monomeric units was determined employing 13C-NMR, by integrating the area of methyl and methylene groups . Results 
obtained confirmed a prevalence of polyisoprene-polybutadiene cis-1,4 units . Analysis of 13C-DEPT135 spectrum allowed 
identification of methylene carbons in isoprene and butadiene, located in the range from 33 to 26 ppm . Comonomers 
distribution along polymeric chain in terms of random (IB+BI) and block (BB, II) dyads has been calculated by integrating 
the area of characteristic peaks . It has been confirmed that random copolymers have a higher concentration of dyads IB+BI 
than block copolymers, which instead show a prevalence of dyads II and BB . Molar composition has been calculated from 
sequences distribution using the following relationship:

PIs = II + 0,5*(IB+BI) ; PBu = BB + 0,5*(IB+BI)

Polyisoprene and polybutadiene content obtained by dyads distribution is in agreement with percentage of comonomers 
weighted in reactor feed . These results have shown the correct assignment of 13C-NMR peaks to the corresponding 
dyads . In conclusion NMR characterization allowed us to obtain detailed information about microstructure and isomeric 
composition of block and random Polyisoprene-Polybutadiene copolymers .
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SimulTanEouS quanTiTaTiVE anD qualiTaTiVE analySES of comPonEnTS acTiVES anD ExciPiEnTS 

in Drug formulaTionS by ¹h nmr
Maiara Santos, Luiz Colnago
1Instituto de Química de São Carlos - USP, São Carlos/SP, Brazil, 2Embrapa Instrumentação, São Carlos/SP, Brazil

The need for effective and reliable quality control in final products and/or raw materials from pharmaceutical becomes the 
analyses of its actives components and constituents very important to manufacturers, as well as to users of these products . 
For this purpose, standard methods, such as pharmacopoeia, and from governmental agencies are used . The most 
commonly used techniques are the chromatographic and spectroscopic, such as UV Visible and Infrared . The Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy (NMR), which is an important qualitative analytical tool, is rarely used in quantitative 
measurements . In this context, the objective of this work was to demonstrate the viability of ¹H NMR for simultaneous 
qualitative and quantitative analyses of active components and excipients in drugs formulations . Two commercial drugs 
samples were examined in triplicates, using dimethyl sulfone compound (CRM traceable to NIST) 99 .65 ± 0 .08%, as 
an internal standard (IS), and deuterated dimethylsulfoxide as a solvent . All analyses were performed in an Inova 400 
Varian spectrometer, with the validated 1H qNMR method . From the 1H NMR spectra, it identified three active components 
(paracetamol, caffeine and chlorpheniramine maleate) and three excipients compounds (ethyl alcohol, propylene glycol 
and methylparaben) presents in the drug formulations . The content of each compound was obtained using the following 
equation:

In one drug we obtained 421 mg/mL of paracetamol and 65 .1 mg/mL of caffeine . In the second drug, 96 .8 mg/mL of 
paracetamol and 2 .04 mg/mL of chlorpheniramine maleate . These results are reliable because they were obtained 
by validated 1H qNMR methodology . Furthermore, the active components content determinate from simultaneous 
quantification is in according to described values in their bulls . Therefore, the same can be done to obtain the content of 
the excipients identified . It concluded that a single NMR measurement provides structural and quantitative information 
of active components and excipients in the sample and, thus, contributes to an efficient, simple and fast quality control .

291Th
EValuaTion of PhaSE alTErnaTion STEaDy-STaTE frEE PrEcESSion PulSE SEquEncES for faST 

high rESoluTion nmr acquiSiTion

Tiago Moraes, Luiz Colnago
1Instituto de Física de São Carlos - USP, São Carlos/SP, Brazil, 2Embrapa Instrumentação, São Carlos/SP, Brazil

Steady State Free Precession (SSFP) sequences have been used to enhance signal to noise ratio in high resolution 
NMR spectrum but it introduces strong phase and amplitude anomalies . These distortions are essentially caused by 
the truncation of the signal and the strong interaction between the free induction decay (FID) and echo component . To 
reduce these distortions we have been testing SSFP sequences with phased alternation . To understanding the effect of 
the phase alternation in SSFP signals we have compared the experimental results with the numerical simulations using 
Bloch equations . The 1H and 13C experiments have been performed in an Inova 400 Varian spectrometer . Phase alternation 
SSFP sequences such as (x –x) and (x x -x –x) has been tested and compared with conventional SSFP sequence, without 
phase alternation . The FID and echo signals for on resonance signals for x-x sequence have the same phase (fig . 1a), 
conversely to the conventional SSFP, which are dephased by 180º (fig . 1b) . Therefore the addition of the conventional and 
x -x SSFP signals, can produces a FID without 
the presence of the echo and consequently, 
suppressing these anomalies . The SSFP 
x x-x-x sequence (fig 1c) produces a more 
complicated results and it varies from 
maximum to minimum amplitudes depending 
on the frequency . Theoretical results are in 
excellent agreement with experimental results .
 

Figure 1. 1H NMR signals: a) SSFP x-x; b) SSFP; c) SSFP x x-x-x.
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rEal-TimE nmr SPEcTroScoPy of ThE in Situ ParTial unfolDing of a ProTEin:  

glucono-DElTa-lacTonE-baSED conVErSion of a-lacTalbumin To iTS molTEn-globulE form

Louise Sullivan1, John E . O’Brien3, André Brodkorb2, K . Hun Mok1

1Trinity College Dublin, Trinity Biomedical Sciences Institute (TBSI), School of Biochemistry and Immunology, Dublin, Ireland, 2Teagasc Food 
Research Centre, Moorepark, Fermoy, Co Cork, Ireland, 3Trinity College Dublin, School of Chemistry, Dublin, Ireland, 4Trinity College Dublin, 
Centre for Research on Adaptive Nanostructures and Nanodevices (CRANN), Dublin, Ireland

α-Lactalbumin (α-LA) is a small globular whey protein, and has been the focus of much scientific interest of late due to 
its role in formation of a protein-fatty acid complex exhibiting remarkable cytotoxic properties in a wide range of tumour 
cell lines as well as in human/animal tumour models . This nanoparticle, known as HAMLET / BAMLET (Human / Bovine 
Alpha-lactalbumin Made LEthal to Tumour cells), contains two major constituents in milk - α-LA and oleic acid (OA) – 
where the protein moiety is partially-unfolded . The physiologically acidic conditions within the stomach of nursing infants 
are favourable for the conversion of native α-LA to its partially unfolded molten globule state, prompting speculation that 
HAMLET-like complexes may be spontaneously formed in the gastro-intestinal tract of infants . In order to effectively mimic 
the changing stomach environment of infants, glucono-delta-lactone (GDL) was used to gradually decrease the pH of 
the protein solution with/without oleic acid over a period of 90 minutes in-situ . Real time monitoring of 1H spectra were 
performed every 5 minutes using a 600 MHz NMR spectrometer . In particular, the loss of native structure as a function 
of pH could be monitored by analysis of the upfield region of the spectra (-2 .5 – 0 .0 ppm) that reflects the native-state 
packing of aliphatic side chains . Quantification of the oleic acid peak showed there was a stoichiometry of 4 .8 between 
oleic acid and protein in solution . The state of binding between the partially-unfolded protein with fatty acid was clearly 
demonstrated with pulsed-field gradient diffusion NMR experiments . Under acidic conditions, the rates of signal decay as 
a function of gradient strength were not coincident, however, upon recovery to neutral pH, the rates of decay became in 
good agreement, suggesting that both components were bound and behaving as a single particle in solution . It therefore 
appears that the formation of active HAMLET / BAMLET complexes require a return to native-like environment, possibly to 
allow ‘closure’ of the exposed hydrophobic region and assisting in the harbouring of the weakly-bound fatty acid moieties .

 

293Tu
high rESoluTion nmr SPEcTroScoPy for moniToring of  

biomaSS conVErSion in ionic liquiD mEDia

Vadim V . Kachala1, Elena A . Khokhlova2, Valentine P . Ananikov2

1Bruker ltd., Moscow, Russia, 2N.D. Zelinskii Institute of Organic Chemistry RAS, Moscow, Russia

Continuous efforts have focused on the conversion of various carbohydrates into a single renewable biomass-derived 
building block, as the effective way of atmospheric carbon dioxide fixation . One of actual chemical processes observed 
in ionic liquids, is conversion of carbohydrates into 5-hydroxymethylfurfural, which has diverse range of chemical and 
industrial applications .

A new NMR procedure has been developed to investigate molecular structures and chemical reactions directly in ionic 
liquids . The elimination of micro heterogeneity by mechanical stirring allowed to record high-resolution 1D and 2D NMR 
spectra for a broad range of IL systems . This approach was useful for conducting mechanistic studies in native-state ionic 
liquids .

The mechanism of the conversion of carbohydrates to 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF) was studied at the molecular level 
with the detection of anomers and intermediate species .

Alpha-glucopyranose-1,2-borate intermediate complex was characterized by 1D and 2D NMR methods .

Different monosaccharides, like pento- and hexoaldoses, and, especially, hexoketoses revealed significant difference of 
their anomeric composition dependant on the solvent .
Fructose in ionic liquids appeared in all possible anomeric forms (,-furanose, ,pyranose and even open ketose 
form), the equilibrium depended on sample temperature .

A new NMR procedure that has been developed, allowed to investigate molecular structures and chemical reactions of 
carbohydrate coversion into 5-HMF directly in ionic liquids .
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ThE SEquEnTial analySiS of inTrinSically DiSorDErED ProTEinS uSing a SET of  

mulTiDimEnSional (5D) nmr ExPErimEnTS acquirED WiTh non-uniform SamPling

Saurabh Saxena1, Szymon Zerko1, Anna Zawadzka Kazimierczuk1, Wiktor Kozminski1, Leonard Geist2, 
Gönül Kizilsavas2, Gerald Platzer2, Robert Konrat2

1Faculty of Chemistry, University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland, 2Max F. Perutz Laboratories, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

The backbone and side chain assignment of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) can be performed using 
multidimensional (5D) NMR experiments with non-uniform sampling (NUS) of the evolution time space . Smaller IDPs 
can be conventionally assigned using a standard set of triple-resonance NMR experiments . However as the size of IDP 
increases, the structural disorder in combination with high sequential repeats results in severely crowded spectra . We used 
a set of 5D experiments1,2 with long evolution times (aided by NUS) . The three protein samples used were: H6cBASP1 
(Chicken Brain Acid-Soluble Protein) , H6hBASP1 (Human Brain Acid-Soluble Protein ) and Intrinsically disordered MYC, 
Human Osteopontin (assignment in progress)  . The experiments we used were: 5D HNCOCACB , 5D HabCabCONH , 5D 
HN(CA)CONH, 5D (HACA)CON(CA)CONH , 5D (H)NCO(NCA)CONH , 5D HC(CC-TOCSY)CONH , 3D HNCO and 2D 
15N-HSQC . All the spectra were processed using multidimensional Fourier transform (MFT)3, and for some spectra, the 
artifacts cleaning algorithms4,5 were used for solving ambiguities with weak or overlapped peaks . The strategy of signal 
assignment was based on the analysis of two-dimensional cross-sections obtained from 5D spectra by the sparse MFT 
procedure6 . High dimensionality of the experiments and high resolution of the obtained spectra allowed us to efficiently 
assign the backbone and side chains of large IDPs .

 

295Th
SinglET nmr Signal-To-noiSE EnhancEmEnT uSing mulTiPlE  

SPin-Echo Signal acquiSiTion

Jiri Bocan, Giuseppe Pileio, Malcolm Levitt
School of Chemistry, University of Southampton, Southampton, UK

Singlet states of coupled pairs of spin-1/2 nuclei may display lifetimes that are much longer than conventional T1 
relaxation times . Such long-lived states find application in exploring slow motional processes and as a means of storing 
hyperpolarized spin order . A promising tracer for hyperpolarized MRI is 15N2O, whose 15N singlet lifetime in solution exceeds 
several minutes, even in blood [1, 2] .

In practice, the relatively low 15N gyromagnetic ratio and the limited solubility of 15N2O makes difficult to observe its NMR 
signals at ordinary thermal polarisation levels .

In this work, we present a method to improve the limited sensitivity of 15N detection by continuous refocusing and acquisition 
of the signal using multiple spin-echo trains . This method is used widely in solid state NMR for quadrupolar nuclei [3], but 
less commonly in solution NMR [4] .

We show that the multiple spin-echo signal acquisition allows up to an order of magnitude signal-to-noise enhancement 
in a single-scan . The achievable enhancement depends on the values of T2 and T2* time constants, spacing of refocusing 
pulses and acceptable degradation in digital resolution of the Fourier-transformed spectrum . The method is used to study 
the low-field singlet relaxation of 15N2O dissolved in DMSO .

References:
[1]  G . Pileto, M . Carravetta, E . Hughes, M . H . Levitt . J . Am . Chem . Soc . 130 (2008) 12582-12583 .
[2]  R . K . Ghosh, S . J . Kadlecek, J . H . Ardenkjaer-Larsen, B . M . Pullinger, G . Pileto, M . H . Levitt, N . N . Kuzma, R . R . Rizi .  
 Magn . Reson . Med . 66 (2011) 1177-1180 .
[3]  F . H . Larsen, H . J . Jakobsen, P . D . Ellis, N . C . Nielsen . J . Phys . Chem . A 101 (1997) 8597-8606 .
[4]  A . Allerhand, D . W . Cochran . J . Am . Chem . Soc . 92 (1970) 4482-4484 .
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hr-hmbc: mEaSuring hETEronuclEar onE-bonD couPlingS WiTh EnhancED rESoluTion

Benjamin Görling, Stefan Bräse, Burkhard Luy
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany

Heteronuclear one-bond couplings have a variety of applications and their accurate 
determination is the basis for obtaining specific structural information of mostly small 
organic compounds . In this context, it is of utmost importance to reduce signal overlap 
to a minimum and a number of techniques has been introduced during the last decades . 
Here, we introduce a modified version of the HR-HMBC (Magn.  Reson. Chem. 2010, 48, 
179-183) for heteronuclear one-bond measurements with improved resolution due to the 
J-resolved-like tilt of corresponding multiplet patterns . The pulse sequence is introduced 
and its performance is compared to a standard 2-coupled HSQC experiment . Two real 
life examples provide evidence for its resolving power .

Figure: Comparison of the resolution of the CLIP-HSQC and the modified HR-HMBC 
acquired on a sample of menthol in CDCl3 . (A) A CLIP-HSQC with 512 increments and 
(B) HR-HMBCs with different scaling values (κ) and with 512 increments are shown . From 
bottom to top: a conventional HMBC (κ = 1), two-fold (κ = 2), five-fold (κ = 5) and ten-fold 
(κ = 10) scaling in the indirect dimension . (C) Various slices of the signal at approximately 
71 .6 ppm (13C) are shown . In the CLIP-HSQC (top) the complete multiplet pattern is 
present . The slices of the modified HR-HMBC (second to fourth spectra, κ = 10) show 
only a singlet-like residual signal for the - and -components with respect to the 1JCH 
coupling, making it easier to determine the  corresponding coupling constant . Slices are 
marked with lines of matching style in the 2D spectra (A and B) . 

 

297Tu
aPPlicaTion of oPTimal conTrol PulSES To ThE rEmoVal of zEro quanTum arTifacTS

Martin Koos, Sebastian Ehni, Burkhard Luy
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Baden-Württemberg, Germany

Among the possible artifacts in NMR spectroscopy, those resulting from homonuclear zero quantum coherences belong 
to the most persistent ones as conventional magnetic field gradients do not affect corresponding coherences . Applying 
special optimal control derived inversion pulses with a quadratic phase of the rotation axis in the xy-plane in the presence 
of a magnetic field gradient, these coherences can be dephased, reducing or removing zero quantum artifacts .

We present an implementation of the zero quantum suppression scheme introduced by Thrippleton and Keeler where 
substituting the adiabatic pulses allows for finer control over pulse properties and shorter pulse lengths .
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croSS rElaxaTion raTES from PurE ShifT noESy SPEcTra

Lukas Kaltschnee1, Volker Schmidts1, Juan A . Aguilar2, Ralph W . Adams2, Mathias Nilsson2,  
Gareth A . Morris2, Christina M . Thiele1

1Clemens-Schöpf-Institute for Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Hessen, Germany, 2School 
of Chemistry, University of Manchaster, Manchaster, Lancashire, UK

In proton NMR scalar couplings contain a wealth of useful information for chemical structure 
elucidation and signal assignment . However suppressing the signal multiplet structure by pure-
shift techniques may also be of great interest as this can drastically reduce signal overlap and 
simplify the interpretation of one- and two-dimensional spectra .[1] In NOESY spectra scalar 
couplings remain an unwanted feature as they often complicate or inhibit the extraction of 
the desired cross relaxation rates . Very recently it has been shown that in these spectra the 
multiplet structure of the individual signals can be suppressed thereby simplifying the resulting 
spectra .[2]

We show that both one dimensional proton spectra using a Zangger Sterk broadband 
decoupling element and F2 broadband-decoupled NOESY spectra can be used to obtain 
quantitative information on processes such as dipolar interactions or chemical exchange . As 
baseline separation of the individual signals is a prerequisite for the quantification the resulting 
singlet line shape in F2 proves very useful, especially in busy regions of the spectra . The figures 
show two NOESY cross peaks in the strychnine spectrum that can only easily be quantified 
separately if scalar couplings are suppressed .

[1]  J . R . Garbow, D . P . Weitekamp, A . Pines, Chem . Phys . Lett . 1982, 93, 504;  
 K . Zangger, H . Sterk, J . Magn . Reson . 1997, 124, 486; A . J . Pell, R . A . E . Edden, J .  
 Keeler, Magn . Reson . Chem . 2007, 45, 296; P . Sakhaii, B . Haase, W . Bermel, J .  
 Magn . Reson . 2009, 199, 192; G . A . Morris, J . A . Aguilar, R . Evans, S . Haiber, M . Nilsson, J .  
 Am . Chem . Soc . 2010, 132, 12770 .
[2]  J . A . Aguilar, A . A . Colbourne, J . Cassani, M . Nilsson, G . A . Morris, 
 Angew . Chem . Int . Ed . 2012, 51, DOI: 10 .1002/anie .201108888 .

 

299Th
bubi: concurrEnT broaDbanD rEfocuSing anD broaDbanD inVErSion in 1h,13c SPin SySTEmS

Sebastian Ehni, Burkhard Luy
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Karlsruhe, Germany

As the field strength of NMR magnets steadily increases, signal to noise and spectral resolution improves on one hand, 
but uniform inversion requires shorter and shorter hard pulse lengths that cannot always be provided by the available 
hardware . State-of-the-art experiments are therefore based on broadband inversion and refocusing pulses with lower rf-
amplitude demands but longer pulse lengths .

Conventional broadband shaped pulses are optimized using single uncoupled spins that do not take into account the effect 
of coupling evolution . As can be shown by algebraic considerations, corresponding pulse shapes perform well in coupled 
spin pairs as long as no other pulse is applied simultaneously . However, if two pulses are applied concurrently, spectral 
artefacts are observed frequently that must be attributed to the evolution of couplings .

Here, we show the derivation of a pulse sandwich for 1H,13C correlation experiments which covers the most common 
simultaneous application of pulses, the refocusing on 1H and inversion on 13C, using optimal control derived algorithms . For 
the optimization, a novel concept for combined cost functions needed to be derived .

Although the resulting BUBI pulse shows only slight numerical improvement compared to individually optimized broadband 
pulses, the experimental verification demonstrates a significant improvement in the context of avoidance of spectral 
artifacts . Especially the application within heteronuclear CPMG-type sequence elements appears to give a drastic gain in 
performance .
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WaVElET analySiS of  nmr  logging  DaTa

Sunjay Sunjay
Geophysics, BHU, Varanasi, UP, India

NMR(Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) logging is  important tool for evaluating the oil and gas production potential of 
subsurface formations . The main obstacle of NMR logging instrument is its very low signal to noise ratio as well as its 
overlapping resonances with different transverse relaxation time (T2) values . Noise in NMR logging instrument is mainly 
due to thermal noise induced by the movement of charged particles in the radio frequency coils and the small anomalies 
in the preamplifiers . The estimations of bulk volume irreducible , permeability, and fluid type depend on the accurate 
measurement of the spin-spin relaxation time (T2)  . Thus denoising should be performed to improve the signal to noise 
ratio of the raw logging data . NMR signals consist mainly of harmonics with different durations, i .e ., they have time- 
dependant spectra . Therefore, a Time-Frequency  representation is needed for describing both the time and the frequency 
characteristics simultaneously . Wavelet transform is an effective time-frequency representation for noise reduction .A novel 
method wavelet transform (WT),called mathematical microscope, is employed for resolution of an overlapping NMR 
spectrum . Wavelet energy spectra of NMR signals carry some crucial information and can be regarded as a microscope 
expressing the characteristics of signals . The resolution of an NMR spectrum is largely determined by the stability of 
the external magnetic field it experiences . The resolution will become poor if the magnetic field is unstable . It is difficult 
to extract effective information from such a spectrum .Wavelet  is an analysis tool well-suited to the study of multiscale, 
nonstationary processes occurring over finite spatial and temporal domains . NMR is very efficient for characterization of 
reservoir,petrophysical imaging and Gas Dynamics in Gas Shale Nanopores .

 

301Tu
nmr in PulSED high-fiElD magnETS

Holger Stork, Philippe Bontemps, Geert Rikken
Laboratoire National des Champs Magnétiques Intenses, Toulouse, France

Despite pulsed magnets offer the highest available fields (non-destructively up to 
100 T so far) only quite recently efforts are performed to introduce NMR in that 
environment . NMR measurements at magnetic fields significantly exceeding 45 T (as 
currently can be produced in continuous mode) can potentially provide new insights 
into a diversity of field-driven phenomena including the low temperature normal state 
of certain high-temperature superconductors .

The basic method of NMR in pulsed fields is sketched in the figure . Note that 
the bottom graph shows the magnetic field evolution while the graph on the top 
represents the receiver channel . During the field pulse, RF pulses are applied to the 
resonant circuit containing the sample coil . Every time the magnetic field matches 
the Larmor condition, a NMR signal can be detected . Due to the detailed knowledge 
of the magnetic field evolution the effect of field change during detection on spectra 
can be entirely removed . Because of the short field pulse the method is limited to systems with sufficiently fast spin-lattice 
relaxation .

In our contribution we will present the state-of-the-art of NMR in pulsed fields at LNCMI including an optimized magnet and 
probe and we will show first results .
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DEVEloPing a noVEl raPiD microfluiDic frEEzE-quEnch DEVicE for TraPPing  

inTErmEDiaTES of EnzymaTic rEacTionS for EPr analySiS

Royi Kaufmann, Reshef Azaria, Daniella Goldfarb
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

Rapid freeze quench electron paramagnetic resonance (RFQ)-EPR is a method for trapping short lived intermediates 
in chemical reactions . The trapped intermediates are then subjected to EPR spectroscopy, investigation that provides 
information on their structure . In RFQ-EPR two (or more) reacting components are mixed at room temperature and after 
some delay the mixture is sprayed into a cold trap and transferred into the EPR tube . A major difficulty in using commercial 
RFQ-EPR is the relatively large amount of sample needed for each time point, a large part of which is wasted in the dead 
volume of the tubes and mixer . The small sample volume (~2 μl) needed for our high field (W-band) EPR spectrometer 
calls for the development of a microfluidic based RFQ-EPR device . This is particularly important in light of the cost and 
the difficulties of producing large amounts of spin labeled RNA and proteins which are currently studied in our laboratory . 
Microfluidics freeze quench for EPR is not commercially available and has been reported mainly by Gerfen and coworkers . 
Here we present a dedicated microfluidic based RFQ-EPR apparatus for W-band measurements suitable for the small 
sample size designed in our laboratory . Our mixer is based on a recently published design with a modified cold trap that 
allows collecting all time points in one go . The reduction of nitroxide radicals using dithionite, employing the signal of Mn2+ 

as an internal standard is used to test and calibrate the microfluidic RFQ .

 

303Th
EnErgy harVESTing ToWarDS auTonomouS mri DETEcTion

Jens Höfflin1, Elmar Fischer2, Jan G . Korvink3

1Department of Microsystems Engineering - IMTEK, Lab of Simulation, University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany, 2Department of Radiology, 
University Medical Center Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany, 3Freiburg Institute for Advanced Studies - FRIAS, University of Freiburg, Freiburg, 
Germany

We present a first prototype of an energy harvesting coil made from insulated copper wire (thickness = 0 .1 mm, 5000 
turns) wound on a PMMA holder, designed to fit smoothly inside the bore of a Bruker AVANCE III MRI spectrometer . The 
harvesting coil scavenges power from gradient switches and RF pulses and converts these AC signals into a DC voltage 
suitable for driving the coil’s preamplifier . To limit power consumption, we used a monolithic IC preamplifier manufactured 
at the Fraunhofer IAF III-V foundry [1] with a power consumption of only 10 mW .

The current harvesting coil is able to output a power level of 2 mW during a standard FLASH sequence . In order to meet 
the necessary power requirements for the preamplifier, it is only switched on during the actual data acquisition, which takes 
10 ms per measurement cycle . This interval is determined using a microcontroller .

Several measurements were performed to compare images taken with a variety of surface coils, with and without a 
preamplifier, and with and without using the energy harvesting power supply, in order to validate that the concept of an 
autonomous power source inside the bore actually works and to exclude any disturbance of the FID acquisition process .

In [2,3] completely wireless MR systems were suggested . However the power supply necessary for such a system was not 
addressed in that work . This observation lead to the idea that we present here, i .e ., to use a coil in the vicinity of the MR 
sensitive volume to extract energy from gradient and RF-fields that are always present for image encoding . This work is a 
first step towards a future completely autonomous energy-self-sufficient MR system .

REFERENCES:
[1]  E . Fischer et al ., Proc . Intl . Soc . Mag . Reson . Med . 19 (2011) 1862
[2]  O .Heid et al ., Proc . Intl . Soc . Mag . Reson . Med . 17 (2009) 4809 .
[3]  S . Martinus et al ., Proc . Intl . Soc . Mag . Reson . Med . 17 (2009) 2934
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a moDular microcoil DEVicE rEalizED WiTh conDucTiVE inTErconnEcT STriPES

Robert Ch . Meier1, Vlad Badilita2, Elmar Fischer3, Markus Meissner1, Dominik v . Elverfeldt3, Jürgen Hennig3, 
Ulrike Wallrabe2, Jan G . Korvink4

1Department of Microsystems Eng., Laboratory for Simulation, University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany, 2Department of Microsystems Eng., 
Laboratory for Microactuators, Freiburg, Germany, 3Department of Radiology, Medical Physics, University Medical Center Freiburg, Freiburg, 
Germany, 4Freiburg Institute for Advanced Studies – FRIAS, University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany

We demonstrate a new and straightforward method to electrically connect a microcoil to a tuning & matching circuit . 
For convenient use of the device at different B0-fields, thus different Larmor frequencies, the microcoil and the tuning & 
matching circuit are on separate and exchangeable substrates . In order to realize this modular concept, we use conductive 
interconnect stripes to electrically connect both the microcoil and the tuning & matching substrates . The interconnect 
stripes are clamped inbetween the substrates and can be easily released without the application of heat, mechanical 
pressure or chemicals in order to attach a different tuning & matching substrate to the device .

The microcoil substrate is manufactured using a Microsystem Technology process as recently described by our group .1,2 

The fabrication of the microcoil requires the use of a heat-sensitive photoresist material . As a consequence, critical heating 
of the microcoil substrate due to a soldering process should be avoided . By using conductive interconnect stripes to 
electrically contact the microcoil to the tuning & matching substrate, our approach completely circumvents this heating 
issue .

The modular microcoil device was electrically characterized and tested by imaging in a 9 .4T Bruker BioSpec system . The 
S11 parameter of the device was measured to be -34dB at 400MHz, which indicates negligible power reflection losses . 
The microcoil inductance was 23nH and the Q-factor was 41 at 400MHz . The ohmic resistance between the microcoil 
and the tuning & matching substrate due to the conductive interconnect stripe was measured to be 1 .4 at 400MHz . This 
resistance value can be reduced by increasing the size of the contact pads on the microcoil substrate . The MRI experiment 
achieved a spatial resolution of 33μm×33μm×100μm (x-y-z) . An SNR of 31 was obtained from a 3 .5 nL deionized water 
sample within a total scan time of 51s .

REFERENCES:
1  V . Badilita et al ., Lab on a Chip, 10, 1387-1390 (2010) .
2  R . Ch . Meier et al ., Biomicrofluidics, 5, 034111 (2011) .
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Pic microconTrollEr baSED ExTErnal faST analog To DigiTal conVErTEr To acquirE 

WiDE-linE SoliD nmr SPEcTra by brukEr Drx SPEcTromETEr

János Rohonczy, Bálint Koczor
Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary

The aim was to digitize FIDs of quadrupole nuclei by our BRUKER DRX 500 NMR spectrometer up to 10 MHz sampling 
rates at an extremely low budget . This sampling rate provides a spectrum width much wider than achieved by the built-in 
HADC unit with its maximal 100 kHz spectrum width .
A high speed dual channel analog to digital conversion was accomplished by a home built “PIC-ADC” module, consisting 
only of a few commercial components: operational amplifiers, ADC ICs (10 MSPS, 12 bit), high speed static RAMs 
(256kx16 bit), a PIC 18F4520 microcontroller, an USB-UART converter and a few other digital ICs .
In order to record the FIDs with reproducible phases the controller is synchronized with the 40 MHz output of TCU and 
with the pulse program software . The desired sampling rate is generated by dividing the 40 MHz clock signal by 2N . The 
experiments are started with the pulse program which waits for the trigger signal of PIC-ADC on the TRIG1 line of the 
TCU . When the negative trigger signal arrives, the pulse sequence is applied and finally the external ADC conversion 
begins simultaneously with the internal HADC on the falling edge of the RCUGO of RCU . The internal logic increments 
the address, starts the data sampling and writes out the result of the conversion to the data bus . As the preset number of 
points was acquired, the microcontroller reads out the content of the two buffer RAMs, and sends out the data to the PC 
via USB . A new acquisition cycle is started by a new TRIG1 signal .
The complex FID’s are acquired, added controlled by phase cycling, and converted to BRUKER fid file format by PC 
software written in Java . Only the ##$SW_h line of the acqus file must be modified before the standard TopSpin data 
processing to obtain wide-line NMR spectra .

Wide-line 27Al MAS NMR spectra of polycrystalline aluminium sulphate were measured at 11 .744 Tesla with 1 .25 MHz 
spectrum width to demonstrate the usefulness of PIC-ADC .
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ToWarDS an ulTra high SEnSiTiViTy 5mm-cryogEnic nmr ProbE WiTh high TEmPEraTurE 
SuPErconDucTing (hTS) rf coilS -EffEcT of DiamagnETic magnETizaTion of ThE hTS-

Akira Kanamaru1, Ryo Kojima1, Yuto Tanaka2, Shigetoshi Ohshima2, Hiroto Suematsu3, Masato Takahashi4, 
Hideaki Maeda4

1Yokohama City University, Yokohama, Japan, 2Yamagata University, Yonezawa, Japan, 3JEOL RESONANCE Inc., Akishima, Japan, 4RIKEN 
SSBC, Yokohama, Japan

An ultra-high sensitivity cryogenic NMR probe with a high temperature superconductor (HTS) RF coil is being developed 
as a national project supported by the Japan Science and Technology Agency; the project comprises the development 
of an HTS NMR magnet and the HTS cryogenic probe . The HTS NMR magnet uses ReBCO-coated tape conductors, 
which have a higher critical current density at high magnetic field compared with low temperature superconductors (LTS); 
it enables us to achieve a high magnetic field with a smaller magnet volume . The high sensitivity of the NMR probe is 
achieved by using YBCO HTS thin films, which are 20-fold smaller in RF surface resistance compared with a conventional 
copper foil; it corresponds to an enhancement in NMR sensitivity by a factor of 4 compared with conventional cryogenic 
probes .

W . W . Brey et al . (J . Magn . Reson . 179(2006) 290-293) have already developed an YBCO HTS-NMR cryogenic probe for 
a 1mm NMR sample tube . This poster deals with the HTS NMR probe, applicable to a more common 5 mm NMR sample 
tube . Therefore, the effect of diamagnetic property of the HTS coil is much more serious .

Thus, we are following three steps to develop the 5mm-HTS NMR probe . Firstly, the effect of  HTS films, 25mmx25mm, 
installed and cooled at the RF coil position is determined and formulated by experiments using a microcoil NMR . Secondly, 
the actual HTS RF coil will be manufactured and the magnetic field inhomogeneity along the magnet axis measured by a 
microcoil NMR, so that we can determine whether the field inhomogeneity due to diamagnetism is limited to less than the 
shim coil ability . Finally, tuning and matching circuits will be attached and NMR measurements using the cryogenic HTS 
probe will be achieved .

This poster presents an experimental procedure and experimental results for the first step of the development . Both the 
temperature dependence of the field distortion along the NMR magnet axis and a temporal magnetic field fluctuation with 
a time interval of 1hr will be reported .

307Th
DEVEloPmEnT of TriPlE rESonancE SoluTion nmr ProbE for a loW TEmPEraTurE 

SuPErconDucTing/ high TEmPEraTurE SuPErconDucTing (lTS/hTS) 1.03 ghz nmr magnET

Hironari Akiyama1, Masayuki Shiina1, Kenji Takasugi2, Takashi Hase3, Yoshinori Yanagisawa4,  
Hideki Nakagome4, Shigetoshi Ohshima5, Tsukasa Kiyoshi6, Masato Takahashi7, Toshio Yamazaki7, 
Hideaki Maeda7

1Yokohama City University, Yokohama, Kanagawa, Japan, 2JEOL RESONANCE Inc., Akishima, Tokyo, Japan, 3Kobe Steel, Ltd., Kobe, Hyogo, 
Japan, 4Chiba University, Chiba, Chiba, Japan, 5Yamagata University, Yonezawa, Yamagata, Japan, 6National Institute for Materials Science, 
Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan, 7RIKEN SSBC, Yokohama, Kanagawa, Japan

An Ultra-high magnetic field, such as > 23 .5 T (1GHz), is useful to achieve high 
NMR sensitivity and high resolution in protein NMR measurements . However, a Low 
Temperature Superconducting (LTS) NMR magnet is unable to exceed 23 .5 T due to 
the size of its critical magnetic field . We have commenced a project to replaces an 
innermost Nb3Sn coil of the current 920 MHz NMR with a Bi2223 High Temperature 
Superconducting (HTS) coil in order to a exceed 1 GHz field, i .e . 1 .03GHz .

This poster presents the development of a triple resonance solution NMR probe 
for the 1 .03GHz LTS/ HTS NMR magnet; the probe was originally manufactured for 
the 920MHz NMR, being reformed for the 1 .03GHz NMR . For the 1 .03 GHz triple 
resonance probe, there is a trade-off between the 1H resonance frequency and the 1H 
sensitivity . For instance, the resonance frequency is enhanced with an increase in the 
quartz tube thickness as the RF coil inductance is reduced, while the B1 intensity per 
unit current, corresponding to the NMR sensitivity, decreases at the same time . We 
have developed a new RF coil design, realizing the coexistence between a high 1 .4 GHz frequency and high 1H sensitivity . 
In this poster, both 3D electromagnetic field simulation results and experimental results for the 1 .03GHz RF coil will be 
reported . Based on these results, the triple-resonance NMR probe will be developed in our laboratory, and will be installed 
in the 1 .03 GHz magnet . The NMR system is expected to be operational by the end of March, 2013 .

Fig.1  1.03GHz 
NMR magnet 
installed in NIMS.

Fig.2  1.03GHz 
triple resonance 
NMR probe
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a raPiD inJEcTion aPParaTuS in faST chEmical rEacTionS

Markus Leutzsch, Christophe Farès, Richard Mynott
Max-Planck-Institut für Kohlenforschung, Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany

The detection and characterisation of intermediate states in chemical reactions are very important for understanding 
the mechanisms of products or side products formation . Many reaction pathways have been explained using NMR-
spectroscopy, but in the majority of studies, results have been limited to medium-fast to slow chemical reactions . In cases 
of rapid chemical reactions where the intermediate states are prohibitively short-lived, special equipment is required to 
allow reactions be initiated in situ within the NMR magnet . A new NMR rapid injection device is proposed here with semi-
automated double pumping system adaptable to conventional 5mm probeheads . The major advantages of this apparatus 
compared to other systems are: 1) the reagent solutions are pre-equilibrated within the magnet before mixing which allows 
for a wide range of reactions temperatures, 2) the sealed system allows for the performance of air-sensitive reactions and 
3) the injection and flushing system enables reliable and reproducible repetition of reaction and accumulation of experiment 
for detecting weak signals . We will show one example in an application . . .

 

309Tu
ParamagnETic EnzymE mEETS ParamagnETic SubSTraTE

Betty J Gaffney
Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL, USA

EPR is well suited to solve some protein problems that elude X-ray structure studies . Questions about how substrate finds 
the catalytic iron center in lipoxygenases illustrate the point . Lipoxygenases are involved in inflammatory cascades and 
are pharmaceutical targets . With M Bradshaw and S Frausto (FSU), a lysolecithin substrate analog with a spin label on 
the polar end is shown to bind at the basic pH optimum of the enzyme and to be an inhibitor . To determine the binding site 
of the polar end of the lysolecithin, the 100 kDa protein was also spin labeled at five introduced cysteines, each > 20 Å 
from iron . Modeling spin label sites with PRONOX predicts good fits within the low-pH X-ray structure . With P Borbat and 
J Freed (Cornell), distances between spins in ten double-labeled lipoxygenases have been determined by pulsed dipolar 
EPR spectroscopy (PDS) . The fit of the experimental distances to those predicted by PRONOX was optimized to represent 
the protein as a five-sided polyhedron of spins . To find the binding site of the substrate analog, additional PDS distances 
from each point of the polyhedron to the lysolecithin spin were determined . Trilateration provides well defined coordinates 
that place the spin at a possible entrance to the substrate cavity, a position that leads to follow-up mutations to understand 
how substrate opens the cavity entrance .

A second problem about the lipoxygenase iron center is to understand the significance of two high-spin ferric signals 
reflecting different symmetry . With A Garreta and A Manresa (Barcelona) a bacterial lipoxygenase that reacts slowly with 
substrate helps to define the first-formed ferric intermediate in catalysis . Isotopic labeling provides information on the line 
shape contributions from nitrogen hyperfine and distribution in ZFS parameters .

Supported by NIH GM065268 (to BJG) and RR 01016292 (to JHF) .
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high-rESoluTion SoliD-STaTE nmr STuDiES on bama - a largE mEmbranE ProTEin machinE

Tessa Sinnige1, Markus Weingarth1, Jan Tommassen2, Marc Baldus1

1Bijvoet Center for Biomolecular Research, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands, 2Institute of Biomembranes, Utrecht University, 
Utrecht, The Netherlands

Solid-state NMR (ssNMR) provides unique opportunities to study integral membrane proteins in their native environment 
in atomic detail, yet sensitivity and resolution remain critical factors .1 Here we report high-resolution ssNMR studies on 
the 790-residue outer membrane protein BamA, which forms the central component of the -barrel assembly machinery 
(BAM) in gram-negative bacteria . Although structures of the five soluble domains that constitute the periplasmic extension 
of BamA have been reported, the structure of the integral transmembrane domain and of the full-length protein machine 
have so far remained elusive .2

We succeeded in reconstituting full-length BamA in lipid bilayers at relatively low lipid-to-protein ratio (LPR), allowing 
ssNMR experiments in a functional environment (see ref . 3) . Using a truncated BamA construct lacking four of the soluble 
domains, the LPR could be further reduced yielding a >10-fold increase in signal-to-noise ratio . Concomitantly, we observed 
an improved resolution in 13C and 15N dimensions in the latter sample type, indicative of sizable protein motion in a more 
dilute lipid environment .

These advancements have enabled us to apply state-of-the-art ssNMR methods for 
spectral assignment and structure elucidation of BamA . In addition, we have explored 
proton-detected experiments on highly deuterated samples, which point to excellent 
proton linewidths of around 100-150 Hz at moderate MAS rates . In this contribution, 
we report on our most recent findings that provide novel insights into the structural 
organization and the molecular plasticity of this large integral membrane protein in its 
native-like environment .

References
1 . Renault, M . et al . (2010), Angew. Chem. Int. Ed ., 49, 8346 – 8357
2 . Hagan, C .L . et al . (2011), Ann. Rev.Biochem ., 80, 189-210
3 . Renault, M . et al . (2011), J. Am. Chem. Soc., 133 (12), 4175–4177
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SynuclEin WiTh liPiD bilayErS

Celine Galvagnion1, Myriam Ouberai2, John Christodoulou3, Mark E Welland2, Christopher M Dobson1

1Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK, 2Nanoscience Centre, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK, 
3Department of Structural and Molecular Biology, University College London, London, UK

Substantial evidence links alpha synuclein (a-syn), a small highly conserved pre-synaptic protein with unknown function, to 
both the familial and sporadic forms of Parkinson’s disease (PD) . Rare familial cases of PD are associated with missense 
point mutations (A30P, E46K, and A53T) in syn, or with the hyper-expression of the wild type (WT) protein due to its 
gene duplication/triplication . When isolated in solution, the protein is intrinsically disordered, but in the presence of lipid 
surfaces a-syn adopts a highly helical structure that is believed to mediate its normal function(s), e .g . synaptic plasticity, 
presynaptic vesicle pool size and neurotransmitter release . The interaction between a-syn and lipid bilayers seems to be 
highly dependent on their composition and structure and the binding mode of the disease variants of a-syn seems to differ 
from the one of the WT . Understanding the difference between the lipid binding mechanisms of -syn and its mutants is 
crucial to explaining the increase in toxicity of the latter . Moreover, a-syn oligomers and/or aggregates have been proposed 
to affect vesicle trafficking processes via interactions with both Rab and SNAREs proteins, mainly involved in vesicles 
docking and fusion .

Here, we propose a multi-faceted experimental approach to investigate the mechanism of interaction between a-syn and 
membrane bilayers by characterizing at atomic detail the interactions between a-syn and lipids, using membrane mimetic 
environments of gradually increasing complexity; i .e . ranging from simple detergent micelles to lipid bilayers of biologically 
relevant compositions . Membrane perturbation upon a-syn binding and the conformational changes of a-syn induced by 
lipid binding is investigated using a large range of spectroscopic techniques including circular dichroism and heteronuclear 
multidimensional NMR spectroscopy . Our results suggest that the apparent binding affinity of syn to lipids as well as the 
mechanism of interaction differ considerably for the different membrane mimetic environments . The structural properties 
of a-syn fully bound to the different membrane mimetic environments are compared . This broad strategy is essential to 
characterize how membrane curvature and composition influence the behaviour of a-syn at the atomic level and to better 
understand its physiological role as well as its role in the pathogenesis of PD . In addition, extending these studies to tertiary 
systems involving membrane, -syn and either Rab or SNAREs proteins would lead to a better understanding of the 
interactions responsible for the loss of the biological function of these proteins leading to synucleinopathies .
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inTEracTionS of Small molEcular liganDS WiTh mEmbranE ProTEinS
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Structure determination of membrane proteins using X-ray crystallography and NMR is often difficult due to the intrinsic 
dynamics of membrane proteins . But some ligands that exhibit high-affinity might stabilize the membrane protein fold 
upon binding and thus allow structure determination of the resulting ligand-protein complex . A biologically highly important 
membrane protein, for which the high-resolution structure is not yet known due to its complex dynamic nature, is the 
mitochondrial 18 kDa translocator protein (1,2) . We demonstrate that the tertiary fold of the translocator protein might 
be stabilized by selected natural and synthetic compounds such as cholesterol, etifoxin and PK11195 (1) as monitored 
by solution-state NMR . On the basis of 2D [1H,15N] HSQC spectra of 15N-labelled translocator protein in the presence of 
ligands we estimate theirs suitability for structural studies by means of solution NMR techniques .

REFERENCES:
Murail S, Robert JC, Coïc YM, Neumann JM, Ostuni MA, Yao ZX, Papadopoulos V, Jamin N, Lacapère JJ ., Biochim Biophys 
Acta . 1778(6), 1375-1381 (2008) .
Korkhov VM, Sachse C, Short JM, Tate CG ., Structure . 18(6), 677-687 (2010) .
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mEmbranE-anchor Domain of hunTingTin
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15N chemical shift and 2H solid-state NMR spectroscopy on oriented phospholipid bilayers was used to determine precisely 
the topology of Htt17, the N-terminal membrane anchor of huntingtin . Peptide motions were taken into account including 
wagging and azimuthal fluctuations . The helical tilt angle (~77o) of this amphipathic polypeptide was found nearly 
constant in all membranes investigated with a hydrophilic side of the helix being exposed into membrane water interface . 
Furthermore, by comparing the solution and solid-state NMR data in detail it is possible to select from the solution NMR 
conformational ensemble a small subset of conformations that fits best the orientational restraints derived from supported 
bilayer environments, thereby delineating a simple-to-implement method which allows one to refine the polypeptide 
structures obtained by multidimensional solution NMR spectroscopy in their native planar lipid bilayer environment .

In addition, valuable information on the rotational diffusion constants of the peptide in the membrane is obtained . The 
decrease in bilayer order parameters observed in 2H solid-state NMR spectra of fatty-acid deuterated membranes due 
to Htt17 domain agrees with models where amphipathic helices disrupt the bilayer packing thereby causing membrane 
thinning .

The N-terminal domain of huntingtin (Htt17), located immediately upstream of the decisive polyglutamine tract, strongly 
influences important properties of this large protein and thereby the development of Huntington’s disease . Htt17 markedly 
increases polyglutamine aggregation rates and huntingtin’s interactions with biological membranes . Thereby, understanding 
the structure and membrane-anchor function of Htt17 is an important prerequisite to design new avenues to easy of 
prevent outbreak of the disease .
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harVESTing comPlExES ii of chlamyDomonaS rEinharDTii
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The photosynthetic antenna of plants and green algae captures sunlight energy and transfers it to the reaction center . 
But under excess sunlight conditions, it switches into a photo protective state in which excess light energy is safely 
dissipated as heat, called Non Photochemical Quenching . This state can be mimicked in vitro by self-aggregation of 
isolated light harvesting complexes . Labeled Arginine was incorporated into Light harvesting complexes by using CC-
424 Chlamydomonas reinhardtii auxotrophic strain . Light harvesting complexes prepared in light-capturing and in 
photoprotective states were studied by Solid State NMR . 13C CPMAS spectra of the light capturing state shows three new 
peaks compared to photoprotective state which suggests conformational changes during this transition . 13C-15N Arginine 
incorporation in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells using auxotrophic strains has proven successful and a promising way to 
probe structural changes in antenna proteins .

 

315Th
inVESTigaTion of human VDac2 WiTh SoliD-STaTE nmr anD mD

Zrinka Gattin, Karin Giller, Yvonne Laukat, Christian Griesinger, Stefan Becker, Adam Lange
Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Göttingen, Germany

Voltage-dependent anion channels (VDACs), also known as mitochondrial porins, are 30-35 kDa pore-forming proteins 
found in the mitochondrial outer membrane (MOM) of eucariots . To date, multiple VDAC isoforms (VDAC1, VDAC2, and 
VDAC3) have been identified in a variety of organisms, including yeast, plants, mouse, and humans . Although all VDACs 
are highly preserved in all eucariotic kingdoms some studies revealed important differences in the regulatory functions 
within the different cell types . For example, genetic studies have shown that VDAC2 knockout mice are embryonic lethal, 
whereas both VDAC1 and VDAC3 knockout mice are viable, which might suggest that VDAC2 has some different functions 
from VDAC1 and VDAC3 .

The main interest of this study is the determination of the structure of the N-terminal part of hVDAC2 and the study of its 
dynamics in a lipid bilayer . Although the N-teminal part of hVDAC2 is for 11 amino acids longer than of hVDAC1, the part 
where the α-helix is expected in hVDAC2 has more than 90% similarity with hVDAC1 so we expect that the N-terminal part 
of hVDAC2 will be similar to the N-terminal part of hVDAC1 due to this high sequence similarity .

The results obtained by solid state NMR experiments and molecular dynamics simulations on homology model of VDAC2 
will be presented .
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characTErizaTion of ThE T-cEll rEcEPTor TranSmEmbranE  

Domain by aDVancED EPr TEchniquES

Erez Matalon, Omri Faingold, Yechiel Shai, Daniella Goldfarb
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

The T-cell receptor complex (TCR-CD3) serves a critical role in protecting the organism from infectious agents . TCR is 
composed of a heterodimer of α and β chains, which are responsible for antigen recognition and interact with the Major 
Histocompatibility Complex  (MHC) molecules of the antigen presenting cells (APC) as well as the CD3γε, CD3δε, and 
ζζ signaling modules . The latter are responsible for coupling ligand binding to the signaling pathways that result in T-cell 
activation . A charged region critical for TCR assembly and function has been identified to reside in the transmembrane 
region of the TCR-α chain . This region consists of a stretch of nine amino acids, two of which are hydrophilic (lysine and 
arginine) and the rest are hydrophobic (GLRILLLKV) . Previous studies have shown that a synthetic peptide corresponding 
to this sequence, termed core peptide (CP), can suppress the immune response in animal models of T-cell-mediated 
inflammation . The aim of this work was to characterize the CP in terms of structure, oligomerization state, and orientation 
with respect to the membrane using pulse EPR (Electron Paramagnetic Resonance) techniques . ESEEM (electron spin-
echo envelope modulation) method was used to probe the position and orientation of peptides within membranes . This 
method is based on the measurement of weak dipolar interactions between nitroxide spin labels attached to the peptide and 
water molecules isotopically labeled with deuterium (D2O) . DEER (Double Electron Electron Resonance) measurements 
were used to determine the conformation and oligomarization state of CP within the membrane . A 15-residues long 
segment of the TCR-α, containing the CP was labeled using standard site directed spin labeling technique at positions 2, 
3, 9, 13 and 14 . The measurements were performed on model membranes of egg PC/Cholesterol (9:1 mol/mol) in D2O 
solutions . It was found that the peptide is localized to the membrane and is in general perpendicular to the membrane 
normal . Furthermore, it was shown that the peptide has an α-helix conformation and it tends to form aggregates/ oligomers 
in the membrane . These results can shed light on the mechanism of the interaction of the CP within the membrane milieu 
and also serve as a basis for further research of using CP as a potential therapeutic agent in human inflammatory and 
autoimmune disorders .

317Tu
labEling PEPTiDES for SoliD STaTE 19f-nmr STrucTurE analySiS:  

a Polar SubSTiTuEnT for SErinE/ThrEoninE

Sergii Afonin1, Pavel Mykhailiuk2, Anton Tkachenko2, Vladimir Kubyshkin1, Dmytro Radchenko2,  
Stephan Grage1, Igor Komarov2, Anne Ulrich1

1Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany, 2Kyiv National Taras Shevchenko University, Kyiv, Ukraine

Solid state 19F-NMR is a powerful tool to study membrane-associated peptides in their native membrane-bound state [Koch 
et. al (2012) Top Curr Chem] . The measurement of selective orientational constraints in macroscopically oriented samples 
reveals the peptide structure, its membrane alignment, and dynamic behaviour . A major advantage of using fluorine labels 
- compared to conventional 15N 13C and 2H isotopes - is the high sensitivity and the lack of natural abundance background  
[Ulrich (2005) Prog NMR Spectr 46:1] .

Single residues of the peptide need to be substituted one by one using specific CF3-labeled amino acids, with as little 
perturbation as possible . Several such 19F-labeled peptide analogues have to be prepared to perform a full structure 
analysis, which requires at least four different orientational constraints to describe one helical segment . A current limitation 
of this labeling approach is the poor repertoire of suitable amino acids, which limits the sites on the peptide that can 
be 19F-labeled . So far, we have rationally designed several hydrophobic CF3-substituted α-amino acids as 19F-labels for 
structural studies: CF3-Bpg as a suitable substituent for aliphatic Leu/Ile/Met/etc . [Mikhailiuk et. al (2006) Angew Chem Int 
Ed, 45:5659, Afonin et. al (2007) J Pep Sci 13:614], and various Pro analogues [Mykhailiuk et. al (2008) Angew Chem Int 
Ed, 47:5765] . Here, we report a new CF3-labeled amino acid with a polar side chain as a surrogate for Ser or Thr (CF3-
homoserine: “CF3-Hse”) .

To examine the utility of CF3-Hse as a 19F-NMR label for structure analysis, we incorporated it into several natural 
antimicrobial peptides which have already been comprehensively characterized . Analogues of Magainin 2, Temporin A, 
PGLa were all synthesized with either CF3-Bpg or CF3-Ser in place of the native Ser . We have analyzed the respective CF3 
dipolar couplings in these analogues in order to compare the resulting orientational constraints directly with one another 
and with the previous results of the full structural analysis . This way, we have been able to demonstrate that the novel amino 
acid CF3-Hse is well suited for the solid state 19F-NMR approach . This is the first designated polar 19F-label for solid state 
NMR structure analysis of membrane-bound peptides .
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SoluTion STrucTurE of monomEric hEPaTiTiS c ViruS P7 in a naTiVE, Drug binDing, 

hairPin conformaTion

Toshana Foster1, Arnout Kalverda2, Gary Thompson2, Joseph Thompson3, Richard Foster3,  
Steve Homans2, Mark Harris2, Stephen Griffin1

1Leeds Institute of Molecular Medicine, Faculty of Medicine and Health, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK, 2Astbury Centre for Structural Molecular 
Biology, Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK, 3School of Chemistry, Faculty of Mathemathics and Physical Sciences, 
University of Leeds, Leeds, UK

Interferon-sparing treatments for the ~170 million chronic carriers of hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection will require novel 
inhibitors of multiple virus-specific processes for use in combination . In this regard, the p7 ion channel protein plays a 
critical role during the production of infectious virions and represents an exciting new antiviral target .

We present the solution structure for monomeric p7 from HCV genotype 1b, calculated using both NOE and chemical 
shift-based methods . P7 forms a distinctive hairpin structure with significant differences to previously reported models, 
including an extended inter-helical loop projecting perpendicular to the trans-membrane helices . This hairpin is stabilised 
through multiple inter-helix contacts and supported biophysically by Paramagnetic Enhancement (PRE) measurements .

The value and relevance of this structure was confirmed by its specific interaction with the prototype p7 inhibitor, 
rimantadine, in solution . Chemical shift changes observed in the presence of drug correspond to the location of resistance 
mutations observed in clinical trials and engineering one such resistance mutation into the p7 sequence abrogated drug-
induced chemical shift changes .

Furthermore the monomeric hairpin structure could be used to successfully create a model of the heptameric ion channel 
complex . This was subsequently used to perform virtual high throughput screening . Promising candidates were tested both 
in an in vitro dye release assay and in virus culture . This has resulted in the identification of novel p7 specific inhibitors 
which are active in the nM range .

We will also report on the progress of solution NMR with the native heptameric ion channel solubilised in DHPC micelles .

 

319aTh
hElix-bunDlE archiTEcTurE of na+/ProlinE SymPorTEr from coarSE-grainED moDElling 

conSTrainED by EPr DiSTancE DaTa

Kamila Guerin1, Yevhen Polyhach1, Daniel Hilger2, Heinrich Jung2, Gunnar Jeschke1

1ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 2LMU Munich, Munich, Germany

The large size, intrinsic conformational flexibility, and sensitivity to environmental conditions of membrane proteins often 
prevent successful application of established experimental techniques as X-ray diffraction and NMR for structure/function 
studies . To obtain at least coarse information on structure or structural transitions, site-directed spin labeling combined with 
long-range distance measurements by pulse EPR may present an important and sometimes a unique alternative . Here we 
present determination of the relative arrangement of transmembrane helices - a helix bundle - of the secondary Na+/proline 
symporter PutP from sparse EPR distance constraints by using coarse-grained modelling based on the matrix geometry 
approach . The modelling procedure is supported by information from structure templates that were derived from proteins 
that are supposed to share the same LeuT fold . PutP itself could not yet be crystallized, despite some attempts were made .

Our computationally efficient approach results in a stable helix bundle architecture of PutP, despite the fact that the number 
of about 80 distance constraints is not sufficient to uniquely position the 13 transmembrane helices in space . Although 
we use template information from related proteins to make up for the insufficient number of constraints, we can show 
that the existing constraints are sufficient to discriminate against wrong templates . Furthermore, only 10 out of the 13 
transmembrane helices belong to the core of the LeuT fold that is shared between proteins of this class of transporters . 
Our approach allows for locating the remaining 3 helices with respect to the core .
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in Situ SoliD-STaTE nmr STuDy of ThE baSEPlaTE anTEnna comPlEx of chlorobaculum 

TEPiDum locaTED in ThE liPiD EnVEloPE

Natalia Kulminskaya, Jakob Nielsen, Niels Chr . Nielsen
Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark

We present in situ solid-state NMR analysis of CsmA proteins in their native membrane heterogeneous environment in 
the photoreceptor of Chlorobaculum tepidum . Using different combinations of 2D and 3D solid-state NMR spectra, we 
have assigned 90% of the CsmA resonances and the most resonances 
of bacteriochlorophyll a (BChl a) pigment .  Based on chemical shift data 
we provide information about the structure and conformation of CsmA in 
the baseplate antenna complex . Secondary structure analysis indicated 
a canonical -helix for CsmA and an overall data analysis reveal high 
symmetry of the proteins molecules in the baseplate . We compare 
solid-state data in membrane heterogeneous environment with liquid-
state chemical shifts for pure protein to extract the information about 
conformational difference . Comparison provides the clue for tertiary 
structure of the CsmA and interaction with BChl a ligand . 

 

320mo
unScrambling SoliD-STaTE nmr ParamETErS in hETErogEnEouS moDEl mEmbranES

John Gehman1, Marc-Antoine Sani1, Anil Mehta2, Frances Separovic1

1University of Melbourne, Melbourne, VIC, Australia, 2Emory University, Atlanta, GA, USA

Solid-state NMR is ideal for studying membranes and membrane-associated proteins and peptides that are difficult to study 
by other means . Disorder and heterogeneity that are typical of these types of samples, however, makes analysis of the 
results challenging . Examples include: (a) heterogeneous distributions of 31P chemical shift tensor parameters that report 
on phospholipid headgroup disorder; and (b) distributions of internuclear distances measured by rotational-echo double-
resonance (REDOR), for example, of heteronuclear pairs within membrane-associated peptides . A method that uses an 
adaptation of Boltzmann statistics maximum entropy for a model-free approach to analysis of this type of troublesome data 
provides the means to characterize the distributions of such heterogeneous systems .

In the case of REDOR data, the method can reveal multiple distances with relatively few data points, which is of particular 
benefit in application to biological systems where signal lifetimes are limited by relaxation . This has been recently extended 
to include spin systems for which the observe nucleus is dipolar coupled to two or three dephasing nuclei . The method 
reverses the practice where preconceived internuclear distance models are slowly optimised to better ‘fit’ experimental 
REDOR data and, instead, provides the information necessary to construct models based on unbiased data analysis . 
Examples include application to membrane-associated Alzheimer’s β peptide . In the case of chemical shift tensor analysis, 
we have applied the method to arbitrarily complex phospholipid mixtures for analysis of subtle perturbations, for example, 
by association of antimicrobial peptides with model membrane systems .
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SoliD-STaTE nmr inVESTigaTionS of STrucTurE anD DynamicS of DiffErEnT molEcular 

SPEciES along amyloiD β fibrillaTion PaThWay

Holger A . Scheidt1, Isabel Morgado2, Daniel Huster1

1Institute Of Medical Physics and Biophysics University Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany, 2Institute of Biochemistry/Biotechnology, Martin Luther 
University Halle-Wittenberg, Halle, Germany

Protein aggregates composed of mature A fibrils represent the end product of a long, complex, and not well understood 
fibrillation process . Using solid state NMR we determine secondary structure and molecular dynamics in A protofibrils, 
which were stabilized by the antibody B10AP, and mature A fibrils at a single residue level .

The well known two -strands of the mature fibrils are already preformed in protofibrils but these regions have to elongate 
during the conversion into mature fibrils, especially for the residues 10-16 . Overall the secondary structure of A protofibrils 
is closer related to A oligomers than to mature A fibrils .

In addition, we investigate interresidual contacts between amino acid in the two -strands . We observe a contact between 
Glu 22 and Ile 31 in A protofibrils, which is absent for mature A fibrils . Such a close proximity between Glu 22 and Ile 31 is 
also observed for A oligomers . Therefore some structural changes have to occur during the conversion from protofibrils to 
mature fibrils . A rearrangement of the intramolecular hydrogen bonds present in oligomers to the intermolecular hydrogen 
bonds of the cross-structure of mature fibrils during this process as suggested before seems probable .

Both A protofibrils and mature A fibrils are very rigid and show a quite similar backbone dynamic . The -strand segments 
and the turn linking these two -strands exhibit order parameter (measured in DIPSHIFT experiments) between 0 .8 and 
0 .95 . The first ~8 N-terminal and the last C-terminal residues exhibit lower order parameters between ~0 .4 and 0 .8 . 
Interestingly, the order parameters increase again for the first two residues Asp 1 and Ala 2, suggesting that this part is 
less mobile than typically assumed and might be worth some additional attention . The somewhat lower order parameters 
for A protofibrils for residue 12 and 16 can be explained by the -sheet structure which is present in mature A fibrils in 
this region .

322WE
PEPTiDES, cEll culTurES anD a hEaVy mouSE: SoliD-STaTE  

nmr ToolS for collagEn maTricES

Wing Ying Chow1, David G . Reid1, Richard W . Farndale2, Dominique Bihan2, David A . Slatter2,  
Rakesh Rajan3, Roger A . Brooks3, Melinda J . Duer1

1Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK, 2Department of Biochemistry, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK, 
3Orthopaedic Research Unit, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK

The extracellular matrix (ECM) plays an essential role in survival and function of cells in all body tissues such as bone, skin, 
and blood vessels . While there is a good appreciation of the components present in a functional matrix, such as collagen 
proteins, proteoglycans and protein aggregates, the arrangements of these components at the molecular level is still not 
well understood .

Solid-state NMR (ssNMR) is an increasingly important method for direct detection of 
molecular interactions in native tissues . We present a systematic toolkit where we use 
three types of carbon-13 and nitrogen-15 enriched samples: model synthetic peptides, 
osteoblast cell cultures, and tissue from a mouse fed on an isotope-enriched diet .

With these samples in hand, we carried out 2D experiments including SQ-DQ 
correlations (via POST-C7), PDSD, and double CP . We achieved highly resolved spectra 
of the enriched mouse bone . The direct comparison of the spectra of mouse bone to 
model peptides strongly indicates that that highly idealised peptides are in fact poor 
models of native collagen in the ECM, and at best, only represent a subset of the overall 
collagen structural diversity .

The osteoblast cultures are a more tunable expression system than a living mammal . By feeding the culture with 
specifically enriched nutrients, we found signals which are likely to correspond to a protein-glycan interaction . This open up 
the possibility of studying the glycosylation, glycation and sugar metabolism in mammalian cells by ssNMR . 
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imProVED SoliD-STaTE nmr mEThoDS for ThE analySiS of niTrogEn-14 in bioSoliDS

James Jarvis, Ibraheem Haies, Marina Carravetta, Philip Williamson
University of Southampton, Southampton, UK

Nitrogen is one of the most abundant elements and plays a key role in the chemistry of biological systems . Despite its 
widespread distribution the study of the naturally occurring isotope of nitrogen, nitrogen-14 (99 .6%), has been relatively 
limited as it is a spin-1 nucleus that typically exhibits a large (>MHz) quadrupolar interaction . Accordingly most studies 
of nitrogen sites in biomolecules have been performed on samples enriched with nitrogen-15 . Such approaches limit 
the application of NMR to samples where isotope enrichment can be performed, precluding the analysis of naturally 
occurring samples (e .g . naturally occurring proteins/environmental samples) or molecules where isotope enrichment is 
either impossible or financially intractable . Furthermore, the replacement of nitrogen-14 with nitrogen-15 also removes the 
large quadrupolar interaction that can provide a wealth of structural and dynamic information about the system .

Recently a series of experiments have been developed which permit the characterisation of nitrogen-14 sites through their 
interaction with neighbouring ‘spy’ nuclei (reviewed in Cavadini 2010) . These techniques rely on HMQC style experiments 
where coupling between the nitrogen-14 and spy nuclei is mediated by a residual dipolar splittings (RDS) . Here we 
demonstrate a novel experiment whereby recoupling of the interactions between the nitrogen-14 site and the spy nucleus 
is mediated by the application of a moderate rf field to the nitrogen-14 . The resulting 13C/14N spectra show good sensitivity 
on natural abundance (25% vs CP) and labelled materials (15% vs CP); whilst the nitrogen-14 lineshapes observed show 
good agreement with the previously reported spectral properties of the nitrogen-14 sites indicating a quantitative analysis 
of the quadrupolar interaction is possible . We are currently utilizing this approach to gain insights into the structure and 
dynamics of biomolecules and investigating how such approaches may be utilized to study where to date sensitivity has 
precluded the use of nitrogen-14 and isotope enrichment has not been tractable .

References
Cavadini, S . (2010) Progress in NMR Spectroscopy 56, 46-77

 

324mo
Probing WaTEr – ProTEin inTEracTionS in filamEnTouS bacTErioPhagE pf1  

by SoliD STaTE nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Neeraj Sinha, Rudra Purusottam, Ratan Kumar Rai
Centre of Biomedical Magnetic Resonance, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, India

Water plays an important role in the biological process . Important biological molecules such as proteins are uniquely 
adapted to use their aqueous environment to facilitate their functions . The surface hydration of protein is the manifestation 
of their local stereochemistry . Solid state NMR spectroscopy has recently contributed insights into the structure and 
dynamics of water in and around microcrystalline proteins1 - 3, We will be presenting experimental results of interaction 
of water molecules with uniformly 13C and 15N labelled fully hydrated form of filamentous bacteriophage pf1 . We measure 
site-specific interaction of water molecules by 1H / 15N MELODI HETCOR4 experiment . We find that residues Ser-10, Gln-
16, Asp-18 and Arg-44 are the residues interacting with water molecules out of 46 residues (monomer) of coat protein of 
bacteriophage pf1 . Bacteriophage pf1 is a well-studied example of biological supramolecular assemblies and there is no 
earlier report on the water interaction in this system . Interestingly, out of the four residues showing interaction with water, 
Arg-44 has also been reported to interact with the DNA bases in pf1 . The present experimental results may have profound 
implications in unraveling the role of water at the interface in biological supramolecular assemblies .

Reference:
1)  Lesage, A ., Gardiennet, C ., Loquet, A ., Verel, R ., Pintacuda, G ., Emsley, L . et al ., Angew . Chem . Int . Ed . Engl . 47:  
 5851–5854 (2008)
2)  Lesage,A ., Emsley, L ., Penin, F .&Böckmann, A ., J . Am . Chem . Soc . 128: 8246–8255 (2006)
3)  Lesage, A . & Böckmann, A ., J . Am . Chem . Soc . 125: 13336–13337 (2003)
4)  Yao, X . L ., Schmidt-Rohr, K ., and Hong, M . J . Magn . Reson . 149, 139-143 (2001) .
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Probing hyDrogEn bonDing nETWork in bonE by SoliD STaTE nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Neeraj Sinha, Ratan Kumar Rai, Chandan Singh
Centre of Biomedical Magnetic Resonance, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, India

Water is one of the important components of bone along with inorganic phosphates and organic proteins . It acts as pore-
filling fluid in bone between organic and inorganic part . The possible role of water in bone structure has not been fully 
explored1,2 . We will be presenting the possible ultra-structural changes in bone by solid state NMR (SSNMR) . In our study, 
we used four bone samples with different strength of hydrogen bonding network and water content . 1H high-resolution high-
speed magic-angle spinning solid-state NMR provides information on the effect exerted by various water level contents 
present in bone . We have measured 1H chemical shifts of collagen side chains by 1D and 2D correlation spectroscopy . Four 
samples of various degrees of dehydration and H/D exchanged bone samples are compared and the possible change in 1H 
chemical shift at higher spinning speed will be presented . These study shows effect of hydration on the molecular mobility 
of collagen in cortical bone samples .

References:

(1)  Wilson, E . E .; Awonusi, A .; Morris, M . D .; Kohn, D . H .; Tecklenburg, M . M .; Beck, L . W . Biophys J (2006), 90, 3722 .
(2)  Rai, R . K .; Sinha, N . The Journal of Physical Chemistry C (2011), 115, 14219 .
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In the marine environment, mussels anchor to solid surfaces using their byssus – a beard-like series of high-performance 
protein-based fibres which combination of strength and extensibility is only surpassed by silk . These unique mechanical 
properties prevent the molluscs from being washed away by tides and currents . Byssal threads are composed of an 
extensible proximal (P) part close to the mussel shell and a tough distal (D) region glued to substrates . According to the 
current structural model byssal threads are made of three collagen-rich copolymers called Pre-Cols . Each collagen domain 
in the PreCols would be flanked by regions akin to elastin (Pre-Col P), silk (Pre-Col D) and plant cell wall (Pre-Col NG, all 
along the fibre) . These PreCols are ended by histidine-rich domains reticulated by metal ions . The fibres are coated by a 
protein (mefp-1) . The molecular structure of the byssus protein domains in the core and cuticle needs to be ascertained 
experimentally in order to explain the byssus’ remarkable mechanical properties . We therefore have studied the structure 
of the blue mussel (Mytilus edulis) byssal threads by 13C-13C solid-state NMR using magic-angle spinning on high (600 
MHz) and ultrahigh field (900 MHz) spectrometers . Acquisition of high-resolution two-dimensional spectra was enabled by 
an optimized 13C enrichment of the byssus . The experimental linewidths (below 1 .5 ppm) reveal a well-ordered structure . 
By comparing the measured chemical shifts to literature values and chemical shift predictions from the software ShiftX, our 
results confirm that the collagen triple helix is the prevailing conformation in which amino acids are found in the filaments . 
In addition, a torsion angle pair which best defines this specific triple helix could be determined . Alanines were observed in 
five conformational domains including antiparallel sheets and turns that would dominate in the silk-like regions . Finally, 
according to the chemical shift analysis of amino acids mainly found in the cuticle, the fibre coating would be unstructured . 
In conclusion, a complete refined structural model of byssal threads can now be proposed .
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molEcular lEVEl nmr EluciDaTion of inorganic-bioorganic inTErfacES in  

biominEralS anD moDEl comPoSiTES

Ira Ben Shir, Anat Akiva-Tal, Yael Balazs, Shifi Kababya, Asher Schmidt
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Schulich Faculty of Chemistry and Russell Berrie Nanotechnology Institute, Haifa, Israel

The interfaces between bio-organic molecules and inorganic solid are abundant in living organisms (biomineralization) 
and in diverse technological applications (sensors, nano-electronics, catalysis) and play a critical role in determining the 
properties and functionality of the resulting composites . As such, their characterization at the molecular level is essential 
both to understand the principles of their mode of functionality and to design new materials . Additional to being minor 
components, these interfaces lack long range order and are therefore difficult to characterize . This is addressed in this 
study primarily by exhaustive combination of multinuclear solid state NMR techniques (REDOR, TEDOR, 2D-HETCOR, 
SLF) applied to both biominerals and model systems . First shown is the mechanism by which bioavailable calcium is 
biomineralsized into storage organs, gastroliths, by fresh water crayfish . Solution NMR is applied to the decalcified 
gastroliths, identifying vast presence of inorganic phosphate (Pi) and two primary metabolites - phosphoenolpyruvate 
(PEP) and citrate . Solid state NMR applied to the intact gastroliths exposes their functional structure, showing that Pi and 
PEP are molecularly dispersed within the entire amorphous CaCO3 (ACC) as a solid solution; all citrate molecules are 
interact tightly with Ca2+ ions together with a P-moiety . Their vast abundance clearly identifies them as the major factor in 
stabilizing the bioavailable form . Second, the binding specificity of non-polar amino acids to silica surfaces is shown (Ala 
and Gly on SBA-15 and MCM-41) . In spite of the apparent simplicity of the system, no conclusive experimental evidence on 
the mode of binding existed . Our solid state NMR measurements reveal a general geometric-dynamic structure, where the 
amino acids interact via their charged ammonium moiety with 3-4 surface silanols hydroxyls at specific relative geometry . 
Increasing the water content we observe the processes that weaken the binding: the pendent carboxylate end of the bound 
amino acid undergoes larger reorientation amplitude; hydrogen exchange occurs between the ammonium and the adjacent 
hydroxyls . Finally isotropic motion, dissolution, is reached with as few as three water molecules at the binding site .
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unDErSTanDing biominEralizaTion: characTErizaTion of PorouS Silica/PEPTiDE hybriD 

maTErialS by nmr
Mayke Werner, Tobias Roether, Niels Rothermel, Hergen Breitzke, Gerd Buntkowsky
Technical University Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Hessen, Germany

Biomineralization is one of the most interesting topics for material scientists . Nature manages to create hybrid materials 
made of an inorganic matrices and organic fibers to combine most desired and often reverse properties .

In the case of mammal bones for example, a material made of hydroxyl apatite and collagen, this means a combination 
of properties like the robustness caused by apatite and the flexibility caused by collagen leading to a material with unique 
features .

To copy these properties, material scientists must understand how the two materials are linked to each other and how they 
arrange to give these sorts of materials and consequently show these properties .

Extensive studies have already been done to understand the role of apatite, the collagen structure and Biomineralization 
processes in general [1-2] .

In the present work model systems containing porous silica based materials linked to collagen-like peptides are synthesized 
and studied by high resolution solid-state NMR (29Si, 13C, 1H, 15N) MAS and REDOR NMR, liquid-state NMR, MS, HPLC 
and sorption measurements .

1 . Addadi, L . and S . Weiner, Control and Design Principles in Biological Mineralization . Angewandte Chemie-International  
 Edition in English, 1992 . 31(2): p . 153-169 .
2 . Bachinger, H .P ., et al ., Folding Mechanism of the Triple Helix in Type-Iii Colagen and Type-Iii Pn-Collagen - Role of  
 Disulfide Bridges and Peptide-Bond Isomerization . European Journal of Biochemistry, 1980 . 106(2): p . 619-632 .
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characTErizaTion of aggrEgaTion DynamicS of ThE alzhEimEr’S PEPTiDE amyloiD-bETa 40 in 

ThE PrESEncE of Small inhibiTory molEculES
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1Institute of Structural Biology, Helmholtz-Zentrum Münchem, Neuherberg, Germany, 2Leibniz-Forschungsinstitut für Molekulare Pharmakologie 
(FMP), Berlin, Germany, 3Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics, McGill University, Montréal, Canada

The Alzheimer’s peptide amyloid-beta 40 (Aβ40) is a 40 amino acid long peptide and one of the main constituents of 
amyloid plaques, which cause neurodegeneration in the course of Alzheimer’s disease . Aβ40 forms oligomeric and 
fibrillar aggregates in vivo . We investigate interactions between Aβ40 and small inhibitory compounds, such as the non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) sulindac sulfide . Our results demonstrate that these compounds highly influence 
the solubility and aggregation properties of Aβ40 and produce insoluble structured species . This project focuses on the 
determination of ligand binding and aggregation dynamics using solution-state NMR, as well as a conformational analysis 
of Aβ40 ensembles in solution . In addition, we present a characterization of Aβ40 aggregates in the presence and absence 
of the inhibitors, using both solution- and MAS solid-state NMR spectroscopy .
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Probing ThE inTErmolEcular inTEracTionS bETWEEn human γS- anD αb-crySTallinS by 

SoluTion nmr
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1University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA, USA, 2Leibniz-Institut Für Molekulare Pharmakologie, Berlin, Berlin, Germany

Crystallins play a vital role in maintaining the transparency and high refractivity of the eye lens . Damaged or misfolded 
crystallins can form insoluble fibrous aggregates that can result in opacification of the eye lens, commonly known as 
cataract . Presently, the only available treatment is the surgical replacement of the cataractous eye lens with an intraocular 
lens . Development of non-surgical alternatives for the prevention or reversal of cataract growth is mired by limited knowledge 
of the mechanisms that govern its formation .

Three major classes of crystallins, α-, β-, and γ-crystallins, exist in mammalian eye lenses . α-crystallins are molecular 
chaperone proteins that function to solubilize misfolded β- and γ- crystallins however, α-crystallins are unable to refold 
misfolded proteins . β- and γ-crystallins primarily function as structural proteins . Insoluble aggregates of all three forms of 
crystallins can form light scattering aberrations that leaves to loss of clarity in the eye lens .

γS-crystallin is the most highly expressed crystallin in the cortex of the eye lens during development, and is the most highly 
conserved γ-crystallin among mammalian species . Recently, the γS-G18V point mutation has been linked to the formation 
of progressive cortical cataracts and provides a useful model system to investigate cataract formation .

Of particular interest are the intermolecular interactions between γS-crystallin and αB-crystallin as well as with itself as 
elucidating these interactions will help understanding the pathways of cataract formation and may lead to the design of 
small molecule drug treatments .
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S100A1 is a small, acidic homodimer that is a member of the Ca2+-binding S100 protein family . It is expressed in brain and 
heart tissue where it plays a crucial role as a modulator of Ca2+ homeostasis, energy metabolism, neurotransmitter release 
and contractile performance . Understanding the factors regulating human S100A1 function is of special importance, since it 
is a marker of several human diseases and a heart failure therapy target molecule . Post-translational modifications are one 
of the ubiquitous ways of increasing the functional diversity of proteins . S100A1 belongs to a subclass of S100 proteins that 
possess a conserved cysteine residue in the C-terminal part of the protein that is hyperreactive towards nitric oxide donors . 
Previous studies demonstrate that post-translational modifications of this unique Cys85, such as S-nitrosylation, result in 
increase of Ca2+ affinity and notable structural changes of S100A1 protein . Therefore, the effects of S-nitrosylation on Ca2+ 
binding and on the high-resolution 3D structure of human apo-S100A1 protein were studied . We have determined the high-
resolution 3D structure of human apo-S100A1 protein with S-nitrosylated C-terminal Cys85 (apo-S100A1-NO) in solution 
by NMR spectroscopy and compare it to that of apo-S100A1 protein structure . Although, modification does not influence 
tight homodimeric packaging, S-nitrosylation still induces notable changes in interhelical angles . The structural alterations 
were also observed for the residues subsequent to Cys85 . This part of structure is often involved in Ca2+-dependent 
interaction of S100A1 with target proteins and small molecules . Moreover, cysteine in a hydrophobic environment is often 
engaged in electrostatic interactions with aromatic residues . The biggest change of aromatic side-chain orientation upon 
S-nitrosylation in S100A1 was observed for Phe44 . Covalent addition of NO to the thiol group changes the geometry of 
the thiol–aromatic interaction . The obtained results suggest that change in the mutual arrangement of the Cys85 ̶ Phe44 
pair can work as a molecular switch that initiates transduction of an NO-related redox signal . Reshaping of the pre-existing 
aromatic–thiol interactions may be one of the mechanisms by which S-nitrosylation alters protein structure and function .

 

332mo
nmr STuDy of gEobacTEr rESPiraTory chainS:  
maPPing inTEracTionS bETWEEn rEDox ParTnErS

Joana M . Dantas, Leonor Morgado, Carlos A . Salgueiro
Requimte-CQFB, Departamento de Química, Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia, Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Caparica, Portugal

Extracellular electron transfer is one of the physiological capability of Geobacter sulfurreducens (Gs), allowing these 
bacteria to reduce toxic and/or radioactive metals and grow on electrode surfaces [1] . These competences make this 
microorganism very promising for biotechnological applications in the bioremediation and electricity fields . The bacterium 
Gs has a large number and diversity of c-type cytochromes that have been identified as key components of the extracellular 
electron transfer respiratory chains by extensive gene knockout and proteomic studies [1] . However, the shortage structural 
data obtained at conditions close to physiological environment has retarded the understanding of the functional organization 
of these respiratory chains and the elucidation of extracellular electron transfer mechanisms . The first solution structure of 
a Gs electron transfer protein named PpcA was recently determined [2] . Using PpcA enriched 15N stable isotope, the 1H 
and 15N backbone and side chain signals were used to map interactions between this protein and a putative redox partner . 
In order to study the complex interactions between redox partners (PpcA-redox ligand), a series of 2D-1H-15N HSQC NMR 
spectra were recorded at increased concentrations of ligand . The dissociation constant value obtained from the fitting of 
the ligand-induced chemical shift perturbation curves suggests a formation of a low affinity complex . Indeed to allow a fast 
electron transfer a typically weak complex is expected between redox partners to ensure fast dissociation rate constants 
[3] . The mostly affected signals were essentially confined to the neighborhood of heme IV, which have been previous 
identified as the putative entry gate for electrons into PpcA [4] . In this work a molecular interaction was identified for the first 
time between PpcA and a redox partner constituting the first step toward the rationalization of the Gs respiratory chains .

[1] DR Lovley et al . (2011) Adv Microb Physiol 59, 1-100 . [2] L Morgado et al . (2012) Biochem J 441, 179-187 . [3] M Ubbink 
et al . (2004) Photosynth Res 81, 277-287 . [4] L Morgado et al . (2010) Biophys J 99, 293-301 .
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inTEracTion of monomEric Tau anD aggrEgaTion inhibiTorS

Mariusz Jaremko1, Stefan Bibow2, Valery Ozenne5, Lukasz Jaremko3, Jacek Biernat4, Marin Blackledge5, 
Eckhard Mandelkow4, Markus Zweckstetter2

1Institute of Biochemistry and Biophysics PAS, Warsaw, Mazovia, Poland, 2Department for NMR-based Structural Biology, Max Planck Institute 
for Biophysical Chemistry, Goettingen, Niedersachsen, Germany, 3Faculty of Chemistry, Warsaw University, Warsaw, Mazovia, Poland, 4Max 
Planck Unit for Structural Molecular Biology, Hamburg, Germany, 5Institut de Biologie Structurale Jean-Pierre Ebel, CEA-CNRS-UJF UMR 
5075, Grenoble, France

In many neurodegenerative disorders, like tauopathies wrongly folded species of proteins form abnormal deposits in the 
brain . Here focus on the intrinsically disordered protein Tau (1), which is known to be the main agent associated with 
Alzheimer disease . The physiological role of Tau is the stabilization and regulation of microtubules and the support of 
the outgrowth of axons (2,3) . An extensively phosphorylated Tau no longer binds to microtubules and aggregates into 
intracellular neurofibrially tangles, which is believed to be a molecular base of Alzheimer disease (AD) . Finding small 
molecules that can inhibit tau aggregation process would lead to understand their mechanism of action together with 
molecular bases of tauopathies . We probed the impact of a selected tau aggregation inhibitor on the conformational 
sampling of the tau backbone using residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) and chemical shifts perturbations (CSPs) . 
Quantitative analysis of N-HN, Cα-Hα, CO-Cα, CO-HN RDCs provided  detailed insights into its mechanism of action .

REFERENCES:
Schweers O, Schonbrunnhanebeck E, Marx A, Mandelkow E ., J Biol Chem . 269, 24290–24297 (1994) .
Weingarten MD, Lockwood AH, Hwo SY, Kirschner MW . Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A . 72, 1858–1862 (1975) .
Cassimeris L, Spittle C . Regulation of microtubule-associated proteins . Int Rev Cytol . 210, 163–226 (2001) .
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Today, advanced labelling is almost mandatory for successful NMR studies of proteins . Over the last years, cell-free 
protein expression has shown to be a versatile tool for this purpose . Sufficient amounts of protein are readily produced 
but incorporation efficiency rarely exceeds 10% in a continuous exchange reaction and 30% in a batch reaction . We 
have previously applied rational design principles to identify additives that improve the performance of cell-free protein 
expression in batch mode (1) . However, in a batch reaction, eventually at least one component will become limiting for 
further synthesis, either due to scarcity or accumulation . We have now used several methods, including NMR, to monitor 
turnover of select metabolites during cell-free protein synthesis, in order to better understand the limitations of cell-free 
protein production . Based on these findings, we developed an enhanced protocol to achieve an average amino acid 
incorporation efficiency exceeding 50% .  This is an important step towards a more general use of site-specifically modified 
amino acids required in the more advanced labelling strategies .

1 .  Pedersen . A . et al . N . Biotechnol ., 28, 218–224 (2010)
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comPrEhEnSiVE DETErminaTion of ProTEin TyroSinE Pka ValuES uSing inDirEcT 13c nmr 

SPEcTroScoPy: an aPPlicaTion To PhoToacTiVE yElloW ProTEin

Nur Alia Oktaviani1, Trijntje J . Pool1, Hironari Kamikubo2, Jelle Slager1, Mikio Kataoka2, Ruud M . Scheek1, 
Frans A . A . Mulder1

1University of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands, 2Nara Institute of Science and Techonology, Nara, Japan

The accurate determination of side chain charge states is essential for our understanding about protein function, stability, 
and mechanism . Additionally, accurate experimental data are a requirement for developing and testing electrostatic theories . 
In recent years, 2D and 3D heteronuclear NMR spectroscopy have become powerful tools to determine protonation state 
for individual titrable group, by utilizing the exquisite sensitivity of 13C and 15N nuclei to follow these protonation events . 
Methods are now available to study routinely the side chain pKa values of Arg, Lys, His, Asp, Glu, and the N- and C-termini 
of small globular proteins . Importantly, the large and specific response of the heteronuclear chemical shifts allows the 
unambiguous separation of charges developing within a side chain from those in its vicinity, and these approaches exceed 
the use of 1H NMR to study electrostatic interactions in proteins .

However, an analogues method that would enable the comprehensive study of tyrosine (Tyr) (de)protonation in uniformly 
enriched proteins was still missing . In this present study, we have successfully identified the protonation behavior of all 
tyrosine residues in photoactive yellow protein (PYP) . To achieve this goal, we developed several NMR pulse sequences 
that monitor different 13C chemical shifts in the phenolic ring . For reasons discussed in this presentation, only one of 
these NMR experiments showed the necessary sensitivity and resolution to follow all tyrosine residues for PYP . Using 
this method, we can follow the effect of electrostatic interactions on the pKa constants of surface exposed Tyr residues, 
partially buried side chain and deeply buried residues in the hydrophobic core . Of special interest in the case of PYP, Tyr-
42 donates a short hydrogen bond to the para-coumaric acid (pCA) chromophore . We find that this hydrogen bond is very 
persistent and can only be disrupted by unfolding of the protein, or hydrolysis of the thioester linkage to pCA at high pH . 
We also demonstrate that the pH-dependence of the PYP photocycle is not affected tby the Tyr-42 protonation state in the 
electronic ground state .

Reference: Oktaviani, N. A., Pool, T. J., Kamikubo, H., Slager, J., Scheek, R. M., Kataoka, M. & Mulder, F. A. Biophys 
J 102, 579-86.
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University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada

Calmodulin (CaM) is a ubiquitous calcium sensor protein which binds and activates a variety of enzymes involved in cell 
signaling pathways . In its calcium loaded state, CaM is extremely resistant to heat denaturation, with a melt temperature 
(Tm) of around 115 °C . In this study, Xenopus laevis CaM was prepared such that each of the eight phenylalanine 
residues was substituted with 3-fluoro phenylalanine . 19F NMR studies then focused on defined topologies associated 
with the folding process at temperatures near the regime where the protein is completely folded . Near 70°C, near-UV 
circular dichroism and 1H NMR-based measurements of protein diffusion rates reveal the onset of a stable, compact, 
near-native folding intermediate . 19F NMR solvent isotope shifts reveal a gradual loss of water from the hydrophobic core 
with increasing temperature, until the point at which the near-native intermediate state is attained . At this point, water 
is observed to enter the hydrophobic core and stabilize the protein . Paramagnetic shifts from dissolved oxygen reveal 
an increase in oxygen accessibility with temperature until the near-native intermediate is reached, whereupon oxygen 
solubility decreases . Taken together, we conclude that hydrophobicity of the protein interior increases with temperature, 
until the near-native state is established, where water cooperatively enters and stabilizes the hydrophobic core . 19F CPMG 
experiments provide a measure of the interconversion between the folded state and the near-native hydrated intermediate; 
at higher temperatures, folding rates are on the order of 10,000 Hz . Moreover, as temperature is lowered, folding rates 
increase, presumably because the effect of off-pathway misfolding events on the exchange process is diminished .

WITHDRAWN
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Constanze Schelhorn, James Gordon, Lidia Ruiz, Maria Macias
Institute for Research in Biomedicine (IRB Barcelona), Barcelona, Spain

The Cytoplasmic Polyadenylation Element Binding (CPEB) proteins are RNA binding proteins, which have been implicated 
in cell cycle control, cellular senescence and in the formation of memory through synaptic plasticity .

The CPEB family is constituted of four members . Independently of the single CPEB protein, isoform or organism, all 
proteins of the CPEB family are characterized by the presence of two RNA Recognition Motifs (RRM domains) located in 
the carboxy terminal region and followed by a highly conserved zinc finger domain . The amino terminal portion of the protein 
features no obvious structural motif, however, it is the site for protein-protein interactions and specific phosphorylation, key 
to the regulation of CPE containing mRNAs . The Cytoplasmic Polyadenylation Element (CPE) present in the 3’ UTR of the 
majority of target mRNAs is the main binding platform for the CPEB family of proteins . Within that family CPEB2, 3 and 4 
form one group due to their high sequence conservation, whereas CPEB1 features two insertions in the first RRM domain . 
In order to investigate the impact of the differences between the two sub-groups within the CPEB-family, we have chosen 
one representative for each: CPEB 1 and CPEB4 . The focus of the work is to obtain structural information of the RNA 
binding regions of CPEB1 and CPEB4 applying solution NMR and X-Ray Crystallography .

In order to gain insight into the interaction- mechanisms of CPEB4 with its binding platform CPE in the mRNAs, we 
expressed the RRM domains of CPEB4 single and as a pair .  Various multidimensional NMR experiments have been 
acquired and we are currently analysing the spectra in order to map the binding site in the RRM domains . Using 15N-HSQC 
– based titration experiments, interactions between the RRM1-RRM2 tandem of CPEB4 and a RNA template containing 
a CPE (consensus sequence: UUUUUAU) have been detected . Additionally, EMSA assays have also shown binding of 
CPEB4 RRM1 and the RRM1-RRM2 tandem with the CPE-containing RNA .

Crystallization trials were set up with unbound CPEB4 RRM1-RRM2 pair as well as in the complex with RNA . For both 
samples crystals were obtained which are currently being optimized .
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molEcular rEcogniTion of cEll SurfacE glycoSaminoglycanS by EoSinoPhil caTionic 

ProTEin. STrucTural cluES for iTS cyToToxic acTiViTy.
María Flor García-Mayoral1, Mª Ángeles Canales2, Javier López-Prados3, Pedro M . Nieto3, Jesús Jiménez-
Barbero2, Marta Bruix1

1Instituto de Química Física Rocasolano, CSIC, Madrid, Spain, 2Centro de Investigaciones Biológicas, CSIC, Madrid, Spain, 3Instituto de 
Investigaciones Químicas, CSIC-Universidad de Sevilla, Seville, Spain

Eosinophil Cationic Protein is a cytotoxic RNase present in large amounts in the eosinophil granules . During inflammation, 
it is secreted and plays a role in host defence with bactericidal, antiviral, and antiparasitic activities . Cationic and aromatic 
residues have been reported to be essential for its interaction with membranes1 and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs)2, 
suggesting that recognition of heparan sulphates exposed at the mammalian cellular surfaces may drive and modulate 
its cytotoxicity3 . To get deeper insight into the cytotoxic process we have explored the interactions of ECP with a GAG 
mimetic . By using NMR spectroscopy and MD simulations we have determined the 3D structure of ECP in complex with a 
representative trisaccharide heparin-derivative . We have also estimated its binding affinity (μM range) .

The complex structure reveals that the carbohydrate binds at the catalytic site and that the charged sulphate and 
carboxylate groups are clustered with well-defined orientations . Charged and polar residues and the conserved W10 of 
ECP are involved in the recognition . The pyranose ring of IdoA adopts the skew-boat 2S0 conformation as observed in other 
complexes4 . This recognition event may constitute the first step of the ECP’s cytotoxic mechanism of action by facilitating 
contacts with the membrane that would then trigger membrane destabilization and cell death .

1 . E . Carreras, E . Boix, HF . Rosenberg, CM . Cuchillo, and MV . Nogués Biochemistry, 2003, 42, 6636-6644 .
2 .  TC . Fan, SL . Fang, CS . Hwang, CY . Hsu, XA . Lu, SC . Hung, SC . Lin and MDT . Chang J. Biol. Chem ., 2008, 283, 25468- 
 25474 .
3 .  MF . García-Mayoral, M . Moussaoui, BG . de la Torre, D . Andreu, E . Boix, MV . Nogués, M . Rico, DV . Laurents, and M .  
 Bruix Biophys. J ., 2010, 11, 2702-2711 .
4 .  L . Nieto, A . Canales, G . Giménez-Gallego, PM . Nieto, and J . Jiménez-Barbero Chem. Eur. J., 2011, 17, 11204-11209 .
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iDEnTifying funcTionally imPorTanT rESiDuES of arkaDia E3 ubiquiTin ligaSE ring 

Domain in E2 rEcruiTEmEnT anD E3-E2 inTEracTion

Georgios Spyroulias1, Christos Chasapis1, Nikos Kandias1, Polytimi-Maria Vlachou1, Ariadni Loutsidou1, 
Danai Giannari1, Detlef Bentrop2, Vasso Episkopou3

1Department of Pharmacy, University of Patras, Patras, Greece, 2Institute of Physiology II, University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany, 
3Mammalian Neurogenesis, MRC Clinical Sciences Centre, Imperial School of Medicine, Hammersmith Hospital, London, UK

E3 ubiquitin ligases play a key role in the proteolytic degradation of proteins through the Ubiquitin-Proteasome pathway 
[Hershko A & Ciechanover A, Annu Rev Biochem 1998, 67, 425] . ARKADIA is the first example of an E3 ligase that 
positively regulates TGF–β family signaling through its C-terminal RING finger domain [Episkopou V et al . PLoS Biol 2007, 
5, e67] .

The ARKADIA RING finger, was cloned and expressed in its zinc-loaded form and studied through multi-nuclear and multi-
dimensional NMR Spectroscopy [Kandias NG et al . BBRC 2009, 378, 498] . The 3D NMR solution structure of ARKADIA 
RING finger was determined and deposited in PDB (2KIZ) . NMR-driven titration studies were also performed to probe the 
interaction interface of ARKADIA RING and the partner E2 (UbcH5B) enzyme and the RING-E2 complex was constructed 
through an NMR-driven docking protocol (Chasapis CT et al . Proteins 2012) .

Additionally, this study resulted to the identification of ARKADIA RING functionally important residues, such as the 
conserved, in many RING domains, Trp972 . Trp972 is considered as one of the key residues for E2 recognition and binding 
[Huang A, et al . J Mol Biol 2009, 385, 507] . According to recent experimental evidence, the mutation of the Trp972 to 
Arg abolishes the ability of Arkadia to amplify TGF-b-Smad2/3 signaling responses in tissue culture transcription assays 
[Episkopou V, et al . Cancer Res . 2011, 71, 6438] suggesting that this residue is essential in the ubiquitin ligase enzymatic 
activity, consistent with the E2 recruitment . Various ARKADIA Trp mutants were prepared and are studied through NMR 
spectroscopy in order to obtain an atomic-level insight about the structural base of ARKADIA RING capability to select and 
bind the appropriate E2 in order to exhibit its ubiquitin ligase activity .
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1Biomolecular NMR and Center for Integrated Protein Science Munich (CIPSM), Department Chemie, Technische Universität München, 
Garching, Germany, 2Institute for Physiological Chemistry, Department of Systems Biology, Ruhr-Universität, Bochum, Germany

Protein import into peroxisomes is a multi-step process which depends on a complex and dynamic network of protein 
protein interactions . It involves the recognition of peroxisomal targeting signals (PTS) by import receptors, docking of the 
receptor-cargo complex at the peroxisomal membrane, translocation of the cargo across the membrane and release of the 
cargo and receptor . Pex5 is a cycling import receptor which binds PTS1 containing matrix proteins at its C-terminus and 
interacts with the proteins of the docking complex at the N terminus . An important step in the peroxisomal import pathway 
is the interaction of the import receptor Pex5 with Pex14, a central component of the docking complex . We have previously 
reported the NMR structure of a conserved domain of human Pex14 bound to a Pex5 WxxxF/Y motif peptide . Here we have 
identified a novel Pex14 binding motif in the N-terminus of Pex5 and determined the NMR structure of this novel Pex14-
Pex5 complex . The structure is based on distance restraints derived from inter-molecular NOEs and PRE restraints . Our 
structural data is complemented with functional studies which show the importance of the novel Pex5-Pex14 interaction in 
peroxisomal import .
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aPraTaxin: a rEcoVEry EnzymE for SinglE STranD brEak rEPair

Peter Bellstedt, Thomas Seiboth, Ramadurai Ramachandran, Oliver Ohlenschläger, Matthias Görlach
Leibniz Institute For Age Research, Jena, Germany

Genetic defects in the repair of DNA damage are implicated in a number of diseases, which include neurological dysfunction 
and cancer . Single strand breaks (SSBs) are the most frequent type of damage [1] (>10 .000 per cell and day) . Inefficient 
repair of SSBs in postmitotic cells such as neurons may lead to neurodegenerative diseases, e .g . ataxia oculomotor 
apraxia (AOA1) . AOA1 is linked to mutations in aprataxin (APTX), which functions in concert with PARP-1, XRCC1 and 
PNKP during SSB repair by removing obstructive adenylate 5’-ends [2] . APTX comprises two structural domains: an 
N-terminal XRCC1–binding FHA domain and a C-terminal catalytically active HIT domain including a zincfinger . We 
established recombinant expression, purification for both domains and the in vitro production of the natural substrate 
(rAppDNA) . The HIT domain alone is sufficient for multi-turnover deadenylation catalysis, indicating that the structure of 
this domain will be of functional significance . We will present the current status of the ongoing solution state NMR-based 
structure determination, which includes also non-conventional labelling strategies .

References:
1 .  Caldecott K .W ., Nature Reviews Genetics, 9, 619-631 (2008)
2 .  Ahel et al, Nature, 443, 713-716 (2006)
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1Leibniz-Institute for Age Research, Fritz-Lipmann-Institute, Jena, Germany, 2Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.A., AREA Science Park, Trieste, Italy

The minichromosome maintenance complex (MCM) plays a central role in the replication of DNA in eukaryotes and 
archaea . The MCM complex serves as helicase and forms a hexameric ring-shaped complex on the DNA to be replicated . 
The MCM in eukarya consists of six closely related, non-identical proteins whereas the archeal MCM constitutes a 
homohexameric assembly . The high sequence homology between the MCM of both kingdoms suggests  that they 
are derived from a common ancestor . This renders the archeal MCM a valuable model to study the structure-function 
relationship of this essential component of the replication machinery . Even though considerable structural information on 
the archeal MCM is available through X-ray [1] and cryo-electronmicroscopy [2] studies [3], such information was missing 
on their very C-terminal domain . Here we present the solution structures of the C-terminal MCM domains derived from M. 
thermoautotrophicus and S. solfataricus . The structures were solved in a semi-automated fashion from heteronuclear NMR 
spectroscopy data using the UNIO environment . These domains adopt a winged-helix fold preceeded by a less ordered 
N-terminal extension . However, their C-terminal Wing 1 element is shortened and the Wing 2 element appears missing . A 
detailed comparison with structures of other winged-helix domains will be presented .

[1]  Chen et al . (2008) PNAS 105: 20191-20196
[2]  Costa et al . (2008) EMBO J . 27: 2250-2258
[3]  Costa et al . (2009) Crit Rev Biochem Mol Biol . 44: 326-342
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MS1 is a 375 amino acid cytoskeletal protein (Arai et al ., 2002) . The upregulation of MS1 in response to increased blood 
pressure has been implicated in the development of the heart disease, left ventricular hypertrophy (Mahadeva et al ., 2002) .  
It has previously been found to contain two actin binding sites (Fogl et al ., 2011) . Using a variety of biophysical techniques 
including NMR and circular dichroism spectroscopy, the first of the two actin binding domains was found to be unstructured 
(Fogl et al ., 2011) . However, the second actin binding site, the C-terminal domain of ms1, was shown to be structured, 
which lead to further investigation .   

In this poster, we discuss the use of NMR-based structure-aided mutagenesis to identify the site of actin binding in the 
second, C-terminal, actin-binding domain . It was possible to combine the information gained from determining the 3D 
structure of the second actin-binding domain with data about the conservation of the amino acid sequence of this domain 
in order to perform rational mutagenesis experiments . The mutants were studied using NMR and actin co-sedimentation 
assays to judge if they were folded and if they bound actin . These experiments led to the identification of the actin-binding 
site of this domain .
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EValuaTion of DiffErEnT STraTEgiES To DiScriminaTE coValEnT anD DiPolar mETal-liganD 

inTEracTionS in TriValEnT lanThaniDE anD acTiniDE nPrbTP-comPlExES by nmr inVESTigaTionS

Christian Adam1, Andreas Geist1, Petra J . Panak2, Melissa A . Denecke1, Peter Kaden1

1Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Institute for Nuclear Waste Disposal (INE), Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany, 2University of 
Heidelberg, Department of Physical Chemistry, Heidelberg, Germany

Partitioning and transmutation (P&T) is a strategy of reducing the long term radiotoxicity of spent nuclear fuel by separating 
the actinides (An) and converting them into shorter-lived or stable fission products . Due to the chemical similarity between 
lanthanides (Ln) and An, this is a demanding task . It can be performed by liquid-liquid extraction using selective N-donor 
extracting ligands . BTP-type (alkylated bis-triazinyle pyridine) ligands were found to have high separation factors (>100) for 
Am(III) over Eu(III) . However, little is known about the molecular origin of their selectivity .

Previous studies have shown that BTP complexes of An(III) and Ln(III) are isostructural, allowing a comparative study 
of the different binding . Variation of the metal ion type will lead to changes in electron density distribution on the ligand, 
measured by NMR as the overall chemical shift .

Separation of the purely paramagnetic chemical shift into two parts, a dipolar part (pseudo-contact shift, PCS) and a part 
due to electron transfer via covalent bonds (Fermi-contact shift, FCS), can be achieved by several methods utilizing different 
structural and electronic parameters . Measuring the chemical shift over a range of temperatures, as suggested by Bleaney, 
does not rely on such structural and electronic parameters, yet the theoretical basis for this method remains doubtful . 
Reilley proposed a correlation of the chemical shifts for all lanthanide complexes to spin expectation values and Bleaney 
parameters . The latter imply structural properties of lanthanide ions . Unfortunately, Reilley’s method is presently applicable 
only to lanthanide complexes since the respective values and parameters for actinide ions are unknown . Furthermore a 
large number of complexes must be evaluated, which is problematic especially for An . We have experimentally compared 
the two methods and report on evaluation of the resulting inaccuracies in application of the temperature-dependent method . 
This enables us to present conclusions for Am(nPrBTP)3(NO3)3, which has been studied for the first time with this method .

This work is supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) under contract numbers 
02NUK012A and 02NUK012D .
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comPlExES of TriValEnT lanThaniDES anD amEricium
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Heidelberg, Institute for Physical Chemistry, Heidelberg, Germany

World-wide efforts are being made to optimize separation technologies for removing trivalent actinides (An) from the 
chemically similar lanthanides (Ln) in nuclear waste streams . This is a crucial step in the partitioning and transmutation 
(P&T) strategy for reducing the long term radiotoxicity of spent nuclear fuel . Separation of An from Ln in nitric acid solution 
can be performed by liquid-liquid extraction using highly selective N-donor ligands, e .g ., alkylated bis-triazinyle pyridines 
(BTP) in organic solvents . However, the molecular reason for their selectivity is not yet known but has great importance for 
further improvements of extraction agents .
NMR experiments utilizing the paramagnetism of the such Ln and An-complexes are ideally suited to obtain an in-
depth understanding of their differences, . Am(III) has a diamagnetic ground state that is separated from neighbouring 
paramagnetic excited states by more than 3100 cm-1 . This supports the notion that Am-complexes are diamagnetic . NMR 
investigations at KIT-INE on Am(nPrBTP)3

3+ complexes, however, show that there is a small paramagnetic relaxation 
enhancement and a temperature dependent paramagnetic shift in 1H, 13C and 15N spectra . Furthermore, strong chemical 
shifts on the coordinating nitrogen atom in the pyridine moiety indicate that the binding mode in the americium complexes 
is vastly different than in the isostructural lanthanide complexes .
Previous studies show that An- and Ln-BTP-complexes exhibit an application-relevant dependency of the separation factor 
on the anion . This leads to the expectation that there might be an associated interaction between the ligand and the 
counterion of a yet unknown nature . NMR-investigations on lanthanide complexes with coordinating nitrate ions, weakly 
coordinating chloride ions and non-coordinating triflate ions show that these only slightly affect the electron density 
distribution . In diamagnetic cases results correspond to theoretically predicted values and the change in chemical shift 
is caused by a change in ligand-metal bond-length . Investigations on Am(nPrBTP)3

3+ complexes prove that there is no 
interaction between aromatic π-systems and the anions .
This work is supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) under contract numbers 
02NUK012A and 02NUK012D .
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State University, Moscow, Russia, 3International Tomography Center of SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia, 4Helsinki Bioenergetics Group, Institute 
of Biotechnology, Helsinki, Finland

Na+-translocating NADH:quinone oxidoreductase (Na+-NQR) is a component of respiratory electron-transport chain of 
various bacteria, generating transmembrane electrochemical Na+ potential . The species producing the EPR signal in Na+-
NQR are flavin mononucleotide residues (FMN) bound to the NqrB and NqrC subunits (FMNNqrB and FMNNqrC, respectively) 
and [2Fe-2S] cluster . These species are the main candidates for the role of the intermediates of transmembrane electron 
transport .
We found that the change in Na+ concentration in the reaction medium has no effect on the thermodynamic properties 
of prosthetic groups of Na+-NQR from Vibrio harveyi, as was revealed by the anaerobic equilibrium redox titration of the 
enzyme’s EPR spectra . On the other hand, the change in Na+ concentration strongly alters the EPR spectral properties 
of the radical pair formed by the two FMN residues bound to the NqrB and NqrC subunits [1] . At the same time, no Na+-
dependent change in pulse ENDOR spectra of FMN radicals of Na+-NQR is detected . Therefore, no substantial spin density 
redistribution within FMN radical occurs . In the presence of Na+, the interspin distance between FMNNqrB and FMNNqrC of 
about 21 Å was determined from pulse X-band ELDOR [2] . The ELDOR trace change dramatically upon Na+ removal, and 
dipolar modulation disappears . From the simulation of X- and Q-band EPR spectra the distance between FMNNqrB and 
FMNNqrC 15 .5 Å in the absence of Na+ was estimated . Thus the distance between the covalently bound FMN residues can 
vary on more than 5 Å upon changes in Na+ concentration . Using these results, we proposed a scheme of the sodium 
potential generation by Na+-NQR based on the redox- and sodium-dependent conformational changes in the enzyme .
1 .  Bogachev A . V, Kulik L . V ., Bloch D . A ., Bertsova Yu . V ., Fadeeva M . S ., Verkhovsky M . I . (2009) Redox Properties of the 

Prosthetic Groups of Na+-Translocating NADH:Quinone Oxidoreductase . 1 . Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Study 
of the Enzyme, Biochemistry, 48, 6291–6298 .

2 .  Kulik L . V ., Pivtsov A . V ., Bogachev A . V . (2010) Pulse EPR, ENDOR, and ELDOR Study of Anionic Flavin Radicals in 
Na+-Translocating NADH:Quinone Oxidoreductase, Appl . Magn . Res . 37, 353 – 361 .
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Steve Jan1, Thomas F . Wall2, Claude Berthon1, Laetitia Guerin1, Claire Le Naour3, Kenneth L . Nash2, 
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1French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA), Marcoule, Bagnols-Sur-Cèze, France, 2Washington State University 
(WSU), Pullman, USA, 3Institute of Nuclear Physics (IPN), Orsay, France

The systematic determination of actinide paramagnetic behavior provides information about the number of unpaired 
electrons and their electronic states . In reprocessing schemes, these electrons are of great interest because being unpaired 
they are potentially more readily available to interact with donor atoms of complexing ligands or extractant molecules . 
Therefore, an increased understanding of actinide paramagnetism would greatly aid in understanding the processes at 
work in liquid-liquid solvent extraction systems .

Although the paramagnetism of actinide solids has been the subject of several investigations, work in the solution state 
is limited and dated, performed at the dawn of the actinide hypothesis . Only few magnetic studies of the light actinides in 
solution were performed under the auspices of the Manhattan District Project and published in the post-war period .
In this work, we investigated magnetic susceptibilities of all of the readily accessible actinide cations, from uranium to 
californium, in perchloric media by use of the NMR Evans’ method . Significant deviations were observed from analogous 
lanthanides, and from previous solid and solution actinide studies . The influence on magnetic susceptibility of more 
complexing media, namely chloride and nitric media, were also studied in some cases .
To our knowledge, it is the first comprehensive examination of actinide ion susceptibility in solution using NMR .

 

348mo
ThEory of EPr linEShaPE in SamPlES concEnTraTED in ParamagnETic SPinS: EffEcT of 

EnhancED inTErnal magnETic fiElD on high-fiElD high-frEquEncy (hfhf) EPr linEShaPE

Sushil Misra, Stefan Diehl
1Physics Department, Concordia University, Montreal (Quebec), Canada, 2Physikalisches Institut, Justus Liebig Universität, 35390 Gießen, 
Germany

A theoretial treatment is provided for the calculation of EPR  (electron paramagnetic resonance) lineshape as affected 
by interactions with of paramagnetic ions in the vicinity . The internal fields seen by the various paramagnetic ions due to 
interactions with paramagnetic ions in their vicinity, as well as the resulting lineshapes, become quite significant at high 
magnetic fields required in high-frequency (HFHF) EPR . The resulting EPR signals for the various ions are therefore 
characterized by different g-shifts and lineshapes, so that the overall EPR lineshape, which is an overlap of these, becomes 
distorted, or even split in HFHF EPR, from that observed at lower frequencies . The observed EPR lineshapes in MnSO4 .H2O 
powder and K3CrO8 single-crystal samples have been simulated here taking into account g-shifts and modified lineshapes . 
These simulations show that in these samples, concentrated in paramagnetic spins, the position and lineshapes of EPR 
signals are significantly modified in HFHF EPR involving very high magnetic fields .
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ThE influEncE of coaTing on ThE rElaxiViTy of SuPErParamagnETic  

nanoParTiclES aS mri conTraST agEnTS

Sónia L .C . Pinho1, Sophie Laurent3, João Rocha1, Alain Roch3, Marie-Hélène Delville2, Luis D . Carlos1, Luce 
Vander Elst3, Robert N . Muller3, Carlos F .G .C .Geraldes4

1Department of Chemistry/Physics & CICECO, University of Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal, 2Bordeaux Institute of Condensed Matter Chemistry, 
UPR CNRS 9048 / University of Sciences and Technology of Bordeaux, Pessac, France, 3Department of General, Organic and Biomedical 
Chemistry, NMR and Molecular Imaging Laboratory, University of Mons-Hainaut, Mons, Belgium, 4Department of Life Sciences and Chemistry 
Center, Faculty of Science and Technology and Center of Neurosciences and Cell Biology, University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

A series of iron oxide nanoparticles (USPIO NPs) with a constant superparamagnetic core coated with a silica shell with 
increasing thicknesses has been exploited to understand the influence of a coating on the relaxivity of superparamagnetic NPs 
and to validate the existing theoretical models . [1] The core-shell -Fe2O3@SiO2 NPs have been synthesized by co-precipitation 
and stabilized by a Stöber process . The iron oxide core has a diameter of 9 .6 nm and the silica shell thickness varies from 0 .6 
to 71 nm as confirmed by TEM pictures . [2] The NPs were studied by magnetometry and relaxometry . As expected for particles 
built up on the same magnetic core, the size and the saturation magnetization obtained by magnetometry remain almost 
constant . Their relaxometric behavior shows a strong decrease of the r1 and r2 relaxivities of their aqueous suspensions on 
increasing the coating thickness of the particles . All NMRD profiles have been fitted by the model developed by Roch et al . [1] . 
This model provides a good fitting of the NMRD curves for particles covered with the thinnest silica layers . Nevertheless, with 
the increase in the coating, the diamagnetic contribution of the silica cannot be neglected in the fitting of the NMRD profile 
and must be added to that of the magnetic particles alone . A linear relationship between the sizes measured by electron 
microscopy and those obtained by the fitting of the NMRD profiles shows that these are significantly lower than the former . 
Their magnetizations measured by relaxometry also decrease relative to the values values of Msat obtained by magnetometry, 
which correspond to the core . However, this “magnetic dilution” is smaller than expected if the entire silica shell was water 
impermeable . Both results indicate that a significant part of the silica coating is permeable to water . [3] The adequate silica 
shell thickness may, thus, be tuned to allow for both, a sufficiently high response as MRI CA, and an adequate grafting of 
targeted biomolecules for molecular imaging . The NPs also do not show in vitro toxicity towards microglial cells [2] .

References:
1 .   A . Roch et al . J . Chem . Phys ., 110, 5403-5411 (1999)
2 .  S .L .C . Pinho et al . ACS Nano, 4, 5339-5349 (2010)
3 .  S .L .C . Pinho et al . J . Phys . Chem . C, 116, 2285-2291 (2012)

350WE
1h rElaxaTion in SoluTionS of niTroxiDE raDicalS  - hyPErfinE couPling, ElEcTron SPin 

rElaxaTion anD EccEnTriciTy EffEcTS

Danuta Kruk1, Agnieszka Korpala2, Jozef Kowalewski3
1University of  Warmia & Mazury in Olsztyn, Faculty of  Mathematics & Computer Science, PL-10710 Olsztyn, Poland, 2Institute of Physics, 
Jagiellonian University, PL- 30-059 Krakow, Poland, 3Department of Materials and Environmental Chemistry, Arrhenius Laboratory,  Stockholm 
University, S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden

Nuclear spin relaxation in paramagnetic solutions is enhanced due to strong nuclear spin-electron spin dipole-dipole (DD) 
interactions; this is referred to as paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) . As the PRE for solutions of nitroxide radicals 
is of inter-molecular origin, it is natural to attempt extracting information on the translational dynamics from the relaxation 
dispersion . Nevertheless, the nuclear relaxation dispersion is affected by hyperfine interactions between the electron and 
nitrogen spins and electron spin relaxation . In addition, one has to take into account that due to non-central positions of the 
interacting spins, the inter-molecular DD coupling is also influenced by rotational dynamics of the solvent and solute molecules 
(eccentricity effects) .1

The outlined issues are illustrated by 1H relaxation dispersion (10kHz – 20 MHz) studies for decalin and glycerol solutions 
of nitroxide radicals, 4-oxo-TEMPO-d16-

15N and 4-oxo-TEMPO-d16-
14N . The data are interpreted in terms of a theory which is 

valid for arbitrary magnetic field as it includes the hyperfine interactions .  Special attention is given to the effect of isotope 
substitution (14N/15N) . The role of the rotational dynamics is considered in parallel . The conditions are specified under which 
the influence of the hyperfine coupling and the electron spin relaxation on PRE in solutions of nitroxide radicals has to be 
taken into account . It is shown that these effects are of considerable importance (in the range of lower frequencies) even when 
the translational motion is fast . The role of the rotational dynamics is considerable not only in the range of higher frequencies 
(like for diamagnetic liquids),2 but also at low and intermediate frequencies .  It is also demonstrated that NMR relaxometry 
of paramagnetic solution has the potential to probe much faster dynamics than in the case of diamagnetic systems . These 
findings are of large relevance when dynamical processes are investigated by means of NMR relaxometry applied to solutions 
of nitroxide-labeled compounds .
1 .  D . Kruk,  A . Korpala, E . Rossler, K . A . Earle, et .al ., J . Chem . Phys .136, 114504 (2012) .
2 .  R . Meier, D . Kruk, J . Gmeiner, E . A . Rossler, J . Chem . Phys . 136, 034508 (2012) .
 Financial support: Polish Ministry of Science and Education, grant No N N202 105936
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broaDbanD SoliD-STaTE maS nmr SPEcTroScoPy of ParamagnETic liThium TranSiTion 

mETal PhoSPhaTE maTErialS
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Guido Pintacuda1

1Centre de RMN à Très Hauts Champs, UMR 5280 CNRS/ENS-Lyon/Université de Lyon, Lyon, France, 2University of Cambridge, Department 
of Chemistry, Cambridge, UK

Lithium transition metal phosphate olivine materials are amongst the most promising candidates for a new generation 
of lithium-ion cathodes .  However, a complete atomic-level description of the structure is extremely difficult to obtain by 
NMR due to the presence of the paramagnetic transition metal ions, which lead to broad overlapping spectra over 100s 
kHz, which are difficult to excite efficiently .  We have developed a new experiment that enables NMR characterization of 
such complex paramagnetic materials, yielding complete separation of the individual isotropic chemical shifts . The new 
pulse sequence, which we refer to as ‘adiaMATic’, makes use of short high-powered adiabatic pulses (SHAPs), which 
can achieve 100% inversion over a range of isotropic shifts 
on the order of 1 MHz and with anisotropies >100 kHz .  
The methodology is demonstrated on a family of lithium 
metal phosphate compounds LiFexMn1-xPO4 where the two 
transition metal ions result in several overlapping sideband 
patterns in the 31P spectrum over a range of 4000 ppm . 
The adiaMATic spectra allow us to fully resolve dozens of 
different sites . From both hybrid functional DFT, and direct 
fitting of the peaks in the adiaMATic spectra we identify the 
individual contributions from each TM—O—P spin transfer 
pathway in the structure .

 

353Tu
ParamagnETic EffEcTS anD DynamicS of looP-lanThaniDE-binDing-TagS in inTErlEukin-1b

Katja Barthelmes, Henry Jonker, Dominic Wagner, Harald Schwalbe
University of Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Lanthanide-binding-tags (LBTs) are valuable tools for investigation of protein structure, function and dynamics . Their 
versatile use in NMR spectroscopy, X-ray crystallography and luminescence studies could be demonstrated for several 
proteins and LBT attachment strategies .1-3 Our new strategy involves the incorporation of encodable LBTs into loop 
regions of proteins . We could previously demonstrate the feasibility of this approach using a small library of Interleukin-1 
constructs (loop-IL1, which were designed to bear LBTs of varying length at different loop positions . We were able to 
measure paramagnetic effects such as residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) or pseudo-contact shifts (PCSs) .4 However, the 
magnitude of these effects differs with respect to the choice of the loop for LBT- insertion . Intrinsic motions of the protein 
backbone reduce the size of the measurable parameters . Therefore, we here investigate the paramagnetic effects and 
dynamics of three different loop positions (denoted L2, R2 and S2) . Considerable effects could be measured for Terbium 
or Thulium induced RDCs and PCSs as well as for Gadolinium induced paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) . In 
addition, the calculated generalized order parameter S2 from {1H}-15N HetNOE, 15N longitudinal relaxation rates (R1) and 
15N transversal relaxation rates (R2) will provide insights into the loop-LBT dynamics .

(1) Wöhnert, J .; Franz, K . J .; Nitz, M .; Imperiali, B .; Schwalbe, H . J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2003, 125, 13338 .
(2)  Silvaggi, N . R .; Martin, L . J .; Schwalbe, H .; Imperiali, B .; Allen, K . N . J. Am. Chem. Soc . 2007, 129, 7114 .
(3) Su, X .-C .; Otting, G . J. Biomol. NMR 2010, 46 .
(4) Barthelmes, K .; Reynolds, A . M .; Peisach, E .; Jonker, H . R . A .; DeNunzio, N . J .; Allen, K . N .; Imperiali, B .; Schwalbe,  
 H . J . Am . Chem . Soc . 2010, 133, 808 .
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ProTEin - liganD inTEracTion in an arTificial mETalloEnzymE moniTorED by PSEuDo 

conTacT ShifT 19f-nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Kaspar Zimmermann, Elisa S . Nogueira, Fabien W . Monnard, Daniel Häussinger
Department of Chemistry, University of Basel, St. Johanns-Ring 19, 4056 Basel, Switzerland

Artificial metalloenzymes based on catalytically active organometallic compounds 
bound to human carbonic anhydrase type II (hCA-II) have recently been shown to 
perform stereoselective hydrogenation reactions .1 For a deeper understanding of the 
stereoselectivity we are interested in a structural characterisation of the catalytically 
active protein ligand complex .

As a model system, N-(2,3-difluorobenzyl)-4-sulfamoylbenzamide bound to hCA-
II was investigated by PCS NMR spectroscopy . Therefore the thulium derivative of 
DOTA-M82 was site-specifically attached to the 30 kDa protein ligand complex . In 
order to obtain different labelling sites four different mutants of the 15N labelled 
protein were prepared by site-directed mutagenesis (S50C_C206S, S166C_C206C 
S217C_C206S and S220C_C206S) . Pseudo contact shifts for the fluorine nuclei of 
the ligand were determined by simple one-dimensional 19F-NMR experiments . The 
location of the fluorine atoms could precisely be resolved using only pcs data .

References:
[1]  Monnard, F .W ., Heinisch, T ., Nogueira, E .S ., Schirmer, T ., Ward, T .S ., Chem. Commun., 47, 8238-8240, (2011) .  
[2]  Häussinger, D ., Huang, J .-R ., Grzesiek, S ., J. Am. Chem. Soc ., 131, 14761-14767, (2009) .

Acknowledgements: We gratefully acknowledge T .R . Ward for his expertise on hCA-II and R .A . Byrd for providing us with 
a sample of tetramethylcyclen .
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Pseudocontact shifts (PCSs) offer a powerful long-range tool for the structural characterization of proteins and their 
complexes [1] . In order to generate large PCSs, rigid chelate – lanthanide complexes can site-specifically be attached 
to a cystein residue in the protein . We have synthesized and characterized twelve different lanthanide – DOTA M8 [2] 
complexes and determined their structure by NMR . The strong PCSs observed in the framework of the ligands of up to 
1000 ppm in the 1H NMR were used to calculate the corresponding magnetic susceptibility tensors . Depending on the 
nature of the ligand and the metal, a large variation of PCSs and tensors was obtained . For selected cases the tag was 
conjugated to a 30 kDa protein and the PCSs induced in the protein nuclei were compared with the magnetic susceptibility 
tensors obtained from the ligand alone .

References: 
[1]  P .H .J . Keizers, M . Ubbink, Prog. Nuc. Mag. Res. Spectrosc. 2011, 58, 88-96 .
[2]  D . Häussinger, J .-R . Huang, S . Grzesiek, J. Am. Chem. Soc . 2009, 131, 14761-14767 .
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In-cell NMR spectroscopy is a powerful method to directly observe the structure and dynamics of proteins within their 
native cellular environment . Here we report the use of NMR to study the intracellular conformation of synuclein, a 
small protein strongly implicated in the pathogenesis of Parkinson’s disease and dementia with Lewy bodies . We describe 
simple new spectroscopic methods to directly and rapidly verify the intracellular localisation of observed resonances, and 
to quantify the extent of leakage, and we report the development of deconvolution methods to reduce inhomogeneous line 
broadening within cellular samples, so allowing the accurate measurement of backbone chemical shifts within crowded 
in-cell NMR spectra . These were used to evaluate secondary structure populations within the cytosol, and we find no 
significant differences when compared to the protein in bulk solution, indicating that the protein remains in a disordered 
state within the cell .
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characTErizaTion of inTrinSic DiSorDEr in mEaSlES ViruS nuclEocaPSiDS in SiTu
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Salmon1, Luca Mollica1, Frank Gabel1, Marc Jamin2, Sonia Longhi3, Rob W .H . Ruigrok2, Martin Blackledge1

1Institut de Biologie Structurale, Grenoble, France, 2Unit for Virus Host Cell Interactions, Grenoble, France, 3AFMB-CNRS, Marseille, France

The genome of measles virus is encapsidated by multiple copies of the nucleoprotein (N), forming helical nucleocapsids 
of molecular mass approaching 50 Megadalton . The intrinsically disordered C-terminal domain of N (Ntail) is essential 
for transcription and replication of the virus via an interaction with the phosphoprotein P of the viral polymerase complex .
Here, we characterize the conformational behaviour of Ntail in its isolated and P bound forms using chemical shifts and 
residual dipolar couplings showing that the molecular recognition element (MoRE) of Ntail undergoes alpha-helical folding 
upon binding to P . The pre-recognition state of the Ntail interaction site samples a dynamic equilibrium of specific, N-capped 
helical conformers arguing for conformational selection in the complex formation .

We also report the first in situ structural characterization of Ntail in the context of entire N-RNA nucleocapsids . Using a 
combination of solution NMR spectroscopy, small angle scattering and electron microscopy, we demonstrate that Ntail 
is highly flexible in the intact nucleocapsids . We present a model for which the first 50 disordered amino acids of Ntail 
are conformationally restricted as the chain escapes from the inside to the outside of the nucleocapsid . We show that 
the MoRE of Ntail exchanges on and off the nucleocapsid surface providing a mechanism by which it can catch the viral 
polymerase complex and transfer it to the RNA binding site at the surface of the nucleocapsid .

M .R . Jensen et al, Proc . Natl . Acad . Sci . U .S .A . (2011), 108, 9839-9844 .
M .R . Jensen et al, J . Am . Chem . Soc . (2010), 132, 1270-1272 .
M .R . Jensen et al, J . Am . Chem . Soc . (2008), 130, 8055-8061 .
M .R . Jensen and M . Blackledge J . Am . Chem . Soc . (2008), 130, 11266-11267 .
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Leibniz-Institute for Molecular Pharmacology (FMP-Berlin), Berlin, Germany

Intracellular aggregates of the intrinsically disordered human protein alpha-synuclein (AS) are pathological hallmarks of 
Parkinson’s disease (PD) (1) . Until recently, most structural in vitro studies on AS have been performed on isolated protein 
samples, under conditions that differ substantially from the crowded in vivo environments of intact cells (2) . Here, we 
present high-resolution in-cell NMR data on the structural and dynamic properties of AS in five different mammalian cell 
lines that also include dopaminergic neurons of the Substantia nigra . Employing a novel protocol for the efficient delivery 
of isotope labelled protein samples into live mammalian cells, we are able to produce in-cell NMR samples of highly 
reproducible quality that even permit residue-resolved relaxation measurements . By directly comparing these in-cell NMR 
results with AS data from different in vitro environments mimicking intracellular viscosity and macromolecular crowding, we 
are in the process of delineating physical and biological contributions to AS’s different in vivo behaviours .

1)  Goedert, M . (2001) Nat . Rev . Neurosci .  2, 492-501 .
2)  Ito, Y ., and Selenko, P . (2010) Curr . Opin . Struct . Biol . 20, 640-648 .
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The potential wealth of in situ knowledge attainable through in-cell NMR spectroscopy is compromised by a major limitation: 
many globular proteins do not yield in-cell spectra (1, 2) . When over-expressed in E. coli, 15N-labelled Tat-GB1 cannot be 
observed through in-cell NMR spectroscopy while GB1 yields a high quality spectrum(1)(Fig . 1) .

The rotational correlation time (RTC) of a protein is the most 
important determinant for its feasibility to in-cell NMR yet the 
contribution to this factor of macromolecular crowding, viscosity 
and macromolecular interactions is only beginning to emerge(3) . 
We performed size exclusion chromatography (SEC) on cell lysates 
containing over-expressed GB1 and Tat-GB1 to investigate 
the extent of their interactions in the E. coli cytosol(1) . A distinct 
correlation was observed between protein interaction propensities 
and their viability for in-cell NMR . “Sticky” proteins elute from an 
SEC column with a high apparent molecular weight and cannot 
be studied by in-cell NMR . Biologically inert proteins qualify as 
model systems for in-cell studies and elute from a column with 
volumes related to the molecular weight of the pure protein . This suggests that (i) protein complexation is significant in its 
contribution to in-cell RTC’s and (ii) the lack of an in-cell spectrum for a protein can still provide physicochemical clues .

1 . Crowley, P . B ., Chow, E ., and Papkovskaia, T . (2011) ChemBioChem 12, 1043-1048 .
2 . Pielak, G . J ., Li, C ., Miklos, A . C ., Schlesinger, A . P ., Slade, K . M ., Wang, G ., and Zigoneanu, I . G . (2009) Biochemistry  
 48, 226-234 .
3 . Wang, Q ., Zhuravleva, A ., and Gierasch, L . M . (2011) Biochemistry 50, 9225-9236 .

Fig. 1 Structures of (A) the biologically inert GB1 and (B) 
the sticky fusion protein Tat-GB1 with the resulting 15N-1H 
HSQC spectra superposed.
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STrucTurE ProPEnSiTiES of ThE ParTially unSTrucTurED bhlhziPPEr-Domain of V-myc

Gönül Kizilsavas, Wolfgang Fieber, Robert Konrat
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The C-terminal domain of the oncogenic transcription factor Myc is one of the most interesting fragments of the basic-
helix-loop-helix-zipper (bHLHZip) protein family . A deregulation of Myc via either gene amplification or chromosomal 
translocation or several other mechanisms leads to many severe carcinosis like Burkitt lymphoma and multiple myeloma . 
In fact, the oncogene myc is a highly potent transforming gene and capable to transform various cell lines . Its oncogenic 
activity initialized by deregulated expression leads to a shift of the equilibrium in the Myc/Max/Mad network towards Myc/
Max complexes . The Myc/Max heterodimerization is the prerequisite of the transcriptional functionality of Myc .

Primarily, we are focusing on the apo-state of the C-terminal domain of v-Myc, the retroviral homolog of human c-Myc . With 
multi-dimensional NMR neither a fully structured nor an unstructured characteristic of v-Myc could be seen . The bHLHZip 
domain of v-Myc does not exist as a random coil but exhibits partially pre-structured α-helical regions in its apo-state .
We were able to show that even the flexibility of so-called natively, in this case partially, unstructured proteins still can 
bear a propensity to transiently form a preferred structure in its flexible “unstructured” regions . Just recently, paramagnetic 
resonance enhancement in addition to multi-dimensional NMR showed very interesting and exciting evidence concerning 
a propensity of Myc for a particular transient pre-structure involving its bHLH motif . Next to be analyzed is the question if 
this structure propensity can be initialized and stabilized with fragments of its main binding partner Max .

 

361Tu
SPin TEmPEraTurE in a mulTi-SPin SySTEm: SimulaTionS of ThErmal mixing DnP

Yonatan Hovav, Akiva Feintuch, Shimon Vega
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

The interpretation of results from NMR experiments on large coupled spin systems requires in many cases some 
understanding of their quantum spin dynamics . For example, to describe the nuclear signal enhancement during the 
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) experiments on solid samples, one can use the quantum mechanical spin density 
operator formalism including relaxation [1], or the thermodynamic model [2] . The quantum approach limits the size of the 
system that can be explored due to the exponential growth of the calculation size and time with the number of spins . The 
thermodynamic model assumes that the collective state of many coupled spins can be described using spin temperature/s, 
and describes the dynamics of the system as an equilibration process of these temperatures . Three main mechanisms 
have been used to describe the solid state DNP enhancement: The Solid-Effect (SE), the Cross-Effect (CE) and Thermal 
Mixing (TM) . Quantum mechanics is used to explain the basics of the SE and CE mechanisms, and thermodynamics for 
TM .

In this presentation we consider solid state DNP and demonstrate the creation of spin temperatures, while simulating the 
behavior of a coupled spin system using the quantum description . This is done on a small spin systems containing nuclei 
coupled to unpaired electrons, using parameters which can give rise to the TM and SE mechanisms . This study provides 
some insight into the creation and equilibration of well defined spin temperatures that appear during the polarization of 
nuclei .

References:
[1]  Y . Hovav, A . Feintuch, S . Vega, Theoretical aspects of dynamic nuclear polarization in the solid state - the solid effect,  
 J . Magn . Reson . 207, 176 (2010) .
[2]  A . Abragam, M . Goldman, Principles of dynamic nuclear polarization, Rep . Prog . Phys . 41 (1978), and references  
 therein .
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362WE
nEW hyPErPolarizED glucoSE DEriVaTiVES for 13c-magnETic rESonancE imaging

Luisa Poggi1, Silvio Aime2, Erika Cerutti2, Silvano Ellena2, Roberto Gobetto2, Francesca Reineri2,  
Daniela Santelia2, Alessandra Viale1

1Bracco Imaging SpA, Colleretto Giacosa (TO), Italy, 2University of Torino, Torino, Italy

The extraordinary enhancement of the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance signal obtained from Para-Hydrogen Induced 
Polarization has been exploited in the investigation of hydrogenation mechanisms and, more recently, in the development 
of hyperpolarized contrast agents for Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) . In particular the high signal/noise ratio that can 
be achieved on heteronuclei such as 13C or 15N allows to obtain molecules that can be traced in vivo . In fact the complete 
absence of those signals in biological tissues leads to images in which the background signal derives uniquely from 
instrumental noise . Furthermore, due to long T1 values that can be reached on these nuclei, hyperpolarization can be 
maintained for a time long enough to allow the acquisition of images in in vivo conditions .

We present here the synthesis and parahydrogenation experiments of a series of novel substrates, with the aim of obtaining 
an in-depth understanding of the potential of these species as 13C hyperpolarized contrast agents . Special attention is 
focused on bio-compatible, water soluble parahydrogenated products . In particular, we have synthesized and tested for 
para-hydrogenation a set of molecules in which glucose is bound to an hydrogenable synthon (butynoic acid), in order to 
select suitable candidates for an in vivo MRI method focused on the assessment of glucose cellular uptake .

 

363Th
ParahyDrogEn-inDucED PolarizaTion in gaS-PhaSE  

hyDrogEnaTionS oVEr immobilizED ir comPlExES

Vladimir Zhivonitko, Ivan Skovpin, Igor Koptyug
International Tomography Center SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia

The NMR sensitivity problem is especially crucial in studies involving gases because of much lower spin concentration 
as compared to liquids . Heterogeneous hydrogenations using parahydrogen provide an efficient approach of producing 
hyperpolarized gases for the sensitivity boosting . This technique can be utilized as an alternative to optical pumping 
of noble gases like 129Xe, which applications scope grows exceedingly nowadays . Moreover, recent research activities 
showed that under particular experimental conditions the sensitivity boost given by parahydrogen-induced polarization 
(PHIP) provided even greater S/N ratios than that in 129Xe experiments .1 In addition, experimental implementation of 
the gas-phase PHIP experiments is relatively easy, which was utilized successfully in 1H NMR imaging experiments,2,3 
including those with the use of remote-detection NMR .1

On the other hand, an efficient catalyst is required for the production of hyperpolarized gases using PHIP . Immobilized Rh 
catalysts were involved in the previous studies .1-3 In this work, we investigate several silica immobilized Ir complexes in 
terms of production of hyperpolarized propane and propene gases in gas-phase hydrogenations of propene and propyne, 
respectively . Both ALTADENA and PASADENA PHIP experiment types were performed . It was shown that propyne 
hydrogenation over the immobilized Ir complexes provide a two orders of magnitude signal enhancement in 1H NMR 
spectra, whilst propene hydrogenation provide much lower enhancements . In addition, 31P solid-state NMR was used for 
the catalyst characterization and investigation of the structure of catalytic sites .

This work was supported by grants SB RAS (##57, 60, 61 and 122), 11 .G34 .31 .0045, RFBR (11-03-93995-CSIC_a and 
11-03-00248-a), program of support of leading scientific schools NSh-2429 .2012 .3 .

1 .  Telkki, V . V .; Zhivonitko, V . V .; Ahola, S .; Kovtunov, K . V .; Jokisaari, J .; Koptyug, I . V . Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2010, 49,  
 8363 .; 
2 .  Bouchard, L . S .; Kovtunov, K . V .; Burt, S . R .; Anwar, M . S .; Koptyug, I . V .; Sagdeev, R . Z .; Pines, A . Angew. Chem. Int.  
 Ed . 2007, 46, 4064 .;  
3 .  Bouchard, L . S .; Burt, S . R .; Anwar, M . S .; Kovtunov, K . V .; Koptyug, I . V .; Pines, A . Science 2008, 319, 442 .
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onlinE moniToring of inTElligEnT PolymErS uSing hyPErPolarizED xEnon

Stefan Gloeggler1, Markus Raue1, Johannes Colell1, Pierre Tuerschmann1, Bernhard Bluemich1,  
Stephan Appelt2

1RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany, 2Research Center Juelich, Juelich, Germany

Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNiPAAm) [1,2] can be crosslinked with N,N’-methylene-bis-acrylamide (MBAm) to form a 
hydrogel, that can absorb large amounts of liquid compared to its own weight . An interesting property of the crosslinked 
PNiPAAm is that it undergoes a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) phase transition at 32°C in water, meaning that 
previously absorbed solvent is released due to a collapse of the hydrogel network . Because of this property, crosslinked 
PNiPAAm has attracted particular interest in nano science as a drug delivery system [3] .

We will demonstrate the possibility of differentiating between PNiPAAm hydrogels with different concentrations of 
crosslinker and different swelling degrees in single scan experiments using hyperpolarized xenon and a newly developed 
low field NMR system that operates at 14 mT (166 kHz 129Xe-frequency) . An outstanding observation can be made if 
solvent is added to the hydrogel: The subsequent absorption of solvent can be monitored on line by changes in chemical 
shift in the xenon spectrum .

This development shows great potential for investigating and monitoring hydrogel nanoparticles or hydrogel coated 
nanoparticles that are used as drug delivery systems and to non-invasively obtain information about its state, for example, 
if the hydrogels are loaded with drug molecules .

References:
[1]  H .G . Schild, Prog. Polym. Sci. 17 (2), 163-249 (1992) .
[2]  A .S . Huffman, A . Afrassiabi, L . C . Dong, J. Control. Release 4 (3), 213–222 (1986)
[3]  H . Wakamatsu, K . Yamamoto, A . Nakao, T .J . Aoyagi, Magn. Magn. Mater . 302, 327-333 (2006) .

 

365Tu
in SiTu raman SPEcTroScoPy To DETErminE n2 gaS TEmPEraTurES in SPin-ExchangE oPTical 

PumPing cEllS for uSE in hyPErPolariSED noblE gaS nmr/mri
Hayley Newton1, Nicholas Whiting1, Michael J . Barlow1, Peter Morris1, Laura Walkup2, Boyd M . Goodson2

1Sir Peter Mansfield Magnetic Resonance Centre; University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK, 2Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry; 
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL, USA

Hyperpolarised (HP) 129Xe is capable of being used for diagnostic lung MRI, due to high image contrast in the gas phase 
and spectroscopic information in dissolved phase studies . Spin-exchange optical pumping (SEOP) is typically used to 
produce HP gases; the process involves transferring angular momentum from resonant circularly polarised photons to 
the electronic spins of an alkali metal vapour and subsequently the nuclei of the noble gas . Nitrogen is often loaded 
into the OP cell to both pressure broaden the alkali metal absorption line and to collisionally de-excite the alkali metal 
atoms . Previous studies (Walter, et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 86; 2001) using in situ Raman spectroscopy to directly measure 
N2 rovibrational temperatures (TN2) during SEOP found that TN2 could be elevated by hundreds of degrees compared to 
the cell surface when using only ~15 W of light from broadband laser diode arrays . These studies also used 4He as the 
dominant buffer gas species, which has a relatively high thermal conductivity to dissipate heat to the cell walls . In this 
work, we attain Raman signals of N2 gas during SEOP using frequency-narrowed lasers with an order of magnitude 
higher power . We exclude 4He from our gas mixtures and have greater N2 partial 
pressures than have previously been characterised . In situ Raman spectroscopy 
was collected using an orthogonal excitation/detection method, with a 532 nm 
excitation laser and a two-stage Raman spectrometer for detection; the resulting 
spectra can be analysed to determine TN2 with a spatial resolution of <1 mm3 . We 
will show the temperature of the gas mixes under various conditions: Xe and N2 
partial pressures, cell surface temperature, laser power, and spectral offset, with 
corresponding in situ low field NMR signals and transmitted laser spectra to show 
how these values vary with optical pumping conditions . Measurement of the OP 
cell surface temperature is often a poor indicator of TN2—necessitating the in situ 
Raman measurements explored here . This will allow SEOP apparatuses to be 
more fully characterised, leading to advances in HP 129Xe production .
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366WE
SabrE: a nEW hyPErPolariSaTion TEchniquE To EnhancE nmr SEnSiTiViTy

Lyrelle Lloyd1, Ryan E . Mewis1, Simon B . Duckett1, Gary G . R . Green2, Mike A . Bernstein3, Steven Coombes3, 
Richard Lewis3, Chris J . Sleigh3, Joost A . B . Lohman4, David Kilgour4

1The University of York, York, UK, 2York Neuroimaging Centre, York, UK, 3AstraZeneca R&D, Macclesfield, UK, 4Bruker BioSpin GmbH, 
Rhienstetten, Germany

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is an inherently insensitive technique 
because the level of interaction between a proton and the magnetic field is 
low . This results in a small population distribution across the energy levels 
it probes resulting in only 1 in every 32,000 protons being observed at room 
temperature in a 9 .4 T field . We have employed parahydrogen which exists 
solely in the αβ-βα spin configuration, to artificially increase this population 
difference .

Our new SABRE (Signal Amplification By Reversible Exchange) technique 
has proven that this non-Boltzmann distribution of spin states can be 
imposed on a substrate through a metal dihydride catalyst of the form 
[Ir(NHC)(substrate)3(H)2]

+, (where NHC = N-heterocyclic carbene), 
without incorporation of parahydrogen into the substrate itself . Here, both 
parahydrogen and the substrate reversibly exchange with the metal centre, 
leading to the generation of hyperpolarised free substrate which is ready for 
detection . To date, work carried out by the our group exploiting this technique 
has shown it to yield significant enhancements with 1H, 13C, 15N, 19F and 31P nuclei .

The development of a new apparatus has provided the means to interrogate these materials using 2D NMR sequences . 
To date, we have succeeded in rapidly obtaining COSY, HMBC and HMQC data at low concentration . When the OPSY 
coherence filtering sequence is introduced into the COSY sequence, as demonstrated in Figure 1, such measurements 
can be completed in protio solvents .

This poster will illustrate how SABRE can be used to characterise a range of molecules by NMR spectroscopy at low 
concentration .

367Th
moVing high SEnSiTiViTy mri ToWarDS clinical aPPlicaTionS

Louise Highton1, Steve Archibald6, Aziz Asghar1, Jan Dechent4, Simon Duckett2, Marianna Fekete2, Gary 
Green3, Alex Hooper2, Mark Lorch6, Mick Mantle5, Ryan Mewis2, Kerstin Münnemann4, Matthew Renshaw5, 
Anne-Marie Seymour6

1Hull York Medical School, Hull, UK, 2University of York, York, UK, 3York Neuroimaging Centre, York, UK, 4Max Planck Institut für Polymerforschung, 
Mainz, Germany, 5University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK, 6University of Hull, Hull, UK

Parahydrogen has been used to sensitise NMR and MRI measurements 
by hydrogenation for a number of years [1] . Recently, it has been 
successfully used to hyperpolarise substrates without changing their 
chemical composition via a process called SABRE (Signal Amplification 
By Reversible Exchange) . This process can be catalysed by an iridium 
metal complex, figure 1 .

Before SABRE can be used to make in-vivo measurements a number of challenges must be overcome to make this 
chemical process suitable for clinical applications .  This poster illustrates progress towards this objective via;

(i) The successful immobilisation of the catalyst .
(ii) The optimisation of the hyperpolarisation level and measurements at physiological conditions .
(iii) The demonstration that the 1H enhanced signal can be recorded in an ex-vivo experiment .
(iv) The production of a long lived signal through the polarisation of pyrazine in the presence of heart tissue .

[1]  Duckett, S .B . and C .J . Sleigh, Applications of the parahydrogen phenomenon: A chemical perspective . Progress in 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy, 1999 . 34(1): p . 71-92 .

Figure 1. An OPSYdq-COSY 2D NMR  
spectrum of quinoline where the initial polarisa-
tion transfer step was undertaken at 50 G.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the SABRE 
method using an iridium catalyst and substrate 
when parahydrogen is added.
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368mo
mEThoD of quanTifying ThE rElaTiVE EnhancEmEnTS originaTing from ThE SoliD EffEcT 

anD ThE croSS EffEcT for SoliD STaTE Dynamic nuclEar PolarizaTion

Daphna Shimon, Debamalya Banerjee, Akiva Feintuch, Daniella Goldfarb, Shimon Vega
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

Proton and carbon-13 Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) experiments were conducted on static samples on a 3 .4T 
homebuilt hybrid pulsed-EPR-NMR spectrometer . During these DNP experiments NMR signals are enhanced with the 
help of microwave (MW) irradiation on or close to the EPR spectrum of the stable free radicals in the sample, transferring 
polarization from the free electrons to the nuclei . In the solid state a distinction is made between three DNP enhancement 
mechanisms: The Solid Effect (SE), the Cross Effect (CE) and Thermal Mixing (TM) .

In an effort to describe the development of the nuclear polarization in samples, where the SE-DNP and the CE-DNP 
processes are simultaneously responsible for the enhancement, we present here an analytical method to distinguish 
between the two processes . Individual SE-DNP and CE-DNP spectral lineshapes are generated by using theoretical 
simulations on a small electron-nuclear spin system combined with the EPR lineshape of the radical in the sample . 
Comparing these DNP lineshapes with the experimental DNP spectra it is possible to quantify the relative enhancements 
originating from the SE and the CE mechanisms of different samples .

In this poster we explain the method of analysis and its restrictions . Applications are shown in the case of 1H-DNP and 
13C-DNP experiments on samples containing stable radicals or biradicals such as TEMPOL, trityl and TOTAPOL in the 
temperature range 6 – 50 K .

 

369Tu
comPariSon of liquiD STaTE DnP EnhancEmEnTS of SolVEnTS aT high magnETic fiElD (9.4 T)
Petr Neugebauer1, Jan G . Krummenacker1, Vasyl P . Denysenkov1, Giacomo Parigi2, Claudio Luchinat2, 
Thomas F . Prisner1

1Goethe University Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, 2Magneti Resonance Center (CERM), University of Florence, Florence, Italy

Improving sensitivity is a key issue in NMR spectroscopy . One way of tackling this issue 
is hyperpolarization by Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) .  In DNP, hyperpolarization 
of nuclei is achieved by microwave irradiation of the unpaired electron spin of radicals 
transferring their larger Boltzmann polarization to the nuclei . It has been shown, that 
by this method also high enhancements can be obtained at high magnetic fields in the 
solid state1,2 and, more recently, in the liquid state .3 Here, we present DNP experiments 
performed at a magnetic field of 9 .4 T (corresponding to 260 GHz EPR and 400 MHz 
proton NMR frequency)4 on four different solvents: water, DMSO, acetone and toluene, 
using 14N-TEMPOL as polarizing agent . We observed 1H-NMR enhancements as 
high as -80, -20, -30 and -25 for the different solvents, respectively . The liquid state 
Overhauser enhancement is defined as a product of leakage, saturation and coupling 
factor and the ratio of electron and nuclear gyromagnetic ratio5 . All these factors can be independently determined by NMR 
relaxation measurements, the paramagnetic NMR line shift as a function of MW excitation power and NMR dispersion 
measurements6 and will be compared with the experimental achieved DNP enhancements .

1 . Maly, T . J. Chem. Phys ., 128, 052211 (2008)
2 . Ardenkjær-Larsen, J . H . et al . Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 100, 10158-10163 (2003)
3 . Griesinger et al . Prog. Nucl. Magn. Reson. Spectrosc . (2011) DOI: 10 .1016/j .pnmrs .2011 .10 .002
4 . Denysenkov, V . P . et al . Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys ., 12, 5786–5790 (2010)
5 . Hausser, K . H . and Stehlik, D . Adv. Magn. Reson ., 3, 79–139 (1968)
6 . Luchinat, C . and Parigi, G . Appl. Magn. Reson ., 34, 379-392 (2008)
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370WE
nEW DEVEloPmEnTS for uSing hyPErPolarizED 129xE anD SPionS aS conTraST agEnTS:  
1) “Scaling uP” high-[xE] SEoP for an ‘oPEn-SourcE’ clinical-ScalE xE PolarizEr;  

2) ToWarDS PhySiological Ph-SEnSing WiTh DEnDron-funcTionalizED SPionS

Panayiotis Nikolaou1, Aaron Coffey1, Laura Walkup2, Brogan Gust2, Nicholas Whiting3, Hayley Newton3, Iga 
Muradyan4, Mikayel Dabaghyan4, Kaili Ranta2, Gregory Moroz5, Matthew Rosen6, Samuel Patz4, Michael J . 
Barlow3, Eduard Chekmenev2, Shaoyi Xu2, Ayse Yilmaz2, Ping He2, Max Gemeinhardt2, Yong Gao2, Boyd 
M . Goodson2

1Vanderbilt University Institute of Imaging Science, Nashville, TN, USA, 2Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry; Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale, Carbondale, IL, USA, 3Sir Peter Mansfield Magnetic Resonance Centre; University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK, 4Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital, Boston, MA, USA, 5College of Engineering Central Research Shop, Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Carbondale, 
IL, USA, 6Department of Physics/ Harvard Smithsonian Center of Astrophysics and Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging; Harvard University, 
Cambridge, MA, USA

Our groups have been working separately on the development of hyperpolarized 129Xe and dendron-functionalized SPIONs 
(superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles) as MRI contrast agents, respectively involving: (1) the fundamental study of spin-
exchange optical pumping (SEOP) and development of an ‘open-source’ clinical-scale xenon polarizer; and (2) the synthesis and 
characterization of a novel class of dendron-functionalized SPIONs capable of sensing pH variations in physiologically relevant 
regimes .
In support of (1), here we present preliminary results from our first-generation “open-source” xenon polarizer, dubbed “XENA” (XEnon 
pumpiNg Automated)—recently installed at Harvard . XENA was created by “scaling up” SEOP results obtained from fundamental 
studies of SEOP under conditions of high-[Xe] and resonant laser fluxes—and ongoing fundamental studies will be summarized .  
Unlike other polarizers, XENA runs on xenon-rich gas mixtures and is capable of operation in either single-batch or stopped-flow 
modes and subsequent transfer to Tedlar bags without having to freeze or accumulate the Xe over time; additionally, the simplified, 
open-source design makes for ready implementation in other laboratories .  In-cell PXe values of >70% at >700 torr (in a 500 cc cell) 
have been observed; apparent T1’s in Tedlar bags at high and low fields of ~5 h and ~38 min, respectively, have been measured .
In support of (2), we are interested in how SPIONs may be designed with novel surface functionalities to facilitate the creation of 
MR contrast agents capable of sensing changes in local environments . Local reductions (or variations) in tissue pH have been 
associated with several pathological conditions including many cancers . Recently we have synthesized a new class of dendron-
SPIONs with surface functionalities (comprising of branch-shaped molecules called dendrons) designed to provide peak pH 
sensitivity in the range of pH~6-8 .  We are also studying the MR responses of such SPIONs with improved mathematical models .  
Improved understanding of how surface functionalization determines pH sensitivity should allow for tuning of the SPION surface 
chemistry to exhibit highly sensitive MR responses to pH variation in physiologically relevant regimes and generate a new class of 
SPIONs capable of MR mapping of pH in vivo .

371Th
imProVED Polarizing agEnTS anD SamPlE PrEParaTion for  

DnP SurfacE EnhancED nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Alexandre Zagdoun1, Gilles Casano2, Aaron J . Rossini1, Moreno Lelli1, Matthew P . Conley3,  
Guiseppe Lapadula3, David Gajan3, Olivier Ouari2, Werner E . Maas4, Melanie Rosay4, Paul Tordo2, 
Christophe Copéret3, Anne Lesage1, Lyndon Emsley1

1Centre de RMN à très haut champ, Université de Lyon (CNRS/ENS Lyon/UCB Lyon 1), Villeurbanne, France, 2SREP LCP UMR 6264, Aix 
Marseille Universities, Faculté de Saint Jérôme,, Marseille, France, 3ETH Zürich, Department of Chemistry, Laboratory of Inorganic Chemistry, 
Zurich, Switzerland, 4Bruker BioSpin Corporation, Billerica, USA
Our research group has recently demonstrated that dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) enhanced solid-state NMR spectroscopy is 
a sensitive tool to probe the surface of a variety of materials  – such as functionalized (and mesostructured) silica, alumina or metal-
organic frameworks .1-4 In this approach, the material is impregnated by a radical-containing solution, then the sample is spun at the 
magic-angle at 100 K under microwave irradiation .
Here we present some of our recent findings concerning the influence of the nature of the polarizing mixture (both the solvent5 and 
the radical) and of the type of functionalization of the material on the DNP enhancements (H) . Biradicals have been demonstrated to 
be the most efficient polarizing agents at high magnetic fields . Their efficiency as a polarizing agent depends on many parameters, 
such as the relative orientation of the electron g tensors or the strength of the dipolar coupling . However, in addition to these 
well known parameters, we demonstrate that the electron longitudinal relaxation time (T1e) is a key factor for obtaining high  . A 
new biradical that possesses longer electron relaxation times (T1e and T2e) and yields high enhancements at 9 .4 T ( H ~100) is 
presented .6 We will also demonstrate that the nuclear relaxation properties and spin density of the material also strongly influence  . 
For instance, when dealing with metal-functionalized materials, it is necessary to passivate the surface with inert functional groups . 
The effect of the surface concentration and NMR relaxation properties of these groups on the DNP enhancements will be discussed, 
casting light on the mechanism of polarization transfer at the surface .
(1) Lesage, A . et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 15459–15461 .
(2) Lelli, M .et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2011, 133, 2104–2107 .
(3) Vitzthum, V . et al. Chem. Commun. 2012, 48, 1988-1990 .
(4) Rossini, A .J . et al. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed . 2012, 51, 123–127 .
(5) Zagdoun, A .et al.Chem. Commun. 2012, 48, 654–656 .
(6) Zagdoun, A . et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 2284–2291 .
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DiSSoluTion-DnP aT 6.7 T: unPrEcEDEnTED PolarizaTion P(13c) &gT; 75% in 20 min

Sami Jannin1, Aurélien Bornet1, Roberto Melzi2, Geoffrey Bodenhausen1

1EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland, 2Bruker Italia S.r.l., Milano, Italy

The polarization of 13C nuclei can be enhanced by ‘dissolution-DNP’ .[1] Typically, 13C nuclei are polarized directly to P(13C) 
= 35 % by saturating the ESR transitions of Trityl radicals at 94 GHz at T = 1 .2 K and B0 = 3 .35 T . An alternative approach 
[2] consists in polarizing protons followed by cross polarization from 1H to 13C at low temperature, preferably using widely 
available nitroxide radicals such as TEMPO, which can lead to P(1H`13C) = 25 % in one-fiftieth of the time . A further 
substantial improvement can be achieved with TEMPO by doubling the 
microwave frequency to 188 GHz and the magnetic field to B0 = 6 .7 
T . Direct 13C polarization leads to P(13C) = 45% and P(1H) = 95%, the 
latter building up with a characteristic time constant τDNP(1H) < 10 min . 
The dominant mechanism is thermal mixing . Cross polarization leads to 
P(1H`13C) > 75%, 130’000  times more than the Boltzmann polarization 
at T = 300 K and B0 = 6 .7 T . Some technical challenges of high frequency 
DNP and low temperature cross polarization will be discussed .
 
1 . Ardenkjaer-Larsen, J .H ., B . Fridlund, A . Gram, G . Hansson, L . Hansson, M .H . Lerche, R . Servin, M . Thaning, and K .  
 Golman, Increase in signal-to-noise ratio of > 10,000 times in liquid-state NMR . Proceedings of the National Academy  
 of Sciences of the United States of America, 2003 . 100(18): p . 10158-10163 .
2 . Jannin, S ., A . Bornet, S . Colombo, and G . Bodenhausen, Low-temperature cross polarization in view of enhancing  
 dissolution Dynamic Nuclear Polarization in NMR . Chem . Phys . Lett ., 2011 . 517(4-6): p . 234-236 .

374WE
quanTiTaTiVE mETabolic imaging mEThoDS for hyPErPolariSED 13c

Rolf F Schulte1, Oleksandr Khegai1, Eliane Weidl2, Marion I Menzel1, Markus Schwaiger2, Florian Wiesinger1

1GE Global Research, Munich, Germany, 2Technical University, Munich, Germany

Introduction: Metabolic imaging with hyperpolarised [1-13C]pyruvate enables the unique detection of cellular metabolism 
minimally invasive . Images of pyruvate and its downstream metabolites are typically given in arbitrary units due effects 
impairing absolute quantification such as liquid-state polarisation, T1 relaxation, perfusion of the region-of-interest, dilution 
and RF coil sensitivities . In this work we outline three different approaches to a more quantitative metabolic imaging and 
compare these different methods .

Methods: Four rats bearing subcutaneous MAT BIII tumours were imaged with two different acquisition methods: (1) IDEAL 
Spiral CSI; (2) saturation-recovery with spectral-spatial excitation and spiral imaging . Both acquisitions were reconstructed 
to time-resolved metabolic images of pyruvate, lactate and alanine by gridding reconstruction and additionally for (1) by 
chemical-shift modelling to the present chemical shifts . The IDEAL Spiral CSI data was quantified by two methods: (A) 
turnover mapping from pyruvate to lactate based on frequency domain kinetic two-side exchange modelling; (B) ratio of the 
summed lactate to pyruvate data . The relaxation rate can be neglected in the saturation-
recovery approach and therefore the metabolic turnover maps can be extracted by the 
ratio of lactate to pyruvate images scaled with flip angle and metabolite repetition time . 
Using the formalism of frequency domain modelling, we generalised this approach to 
take into consideration the whole set of time-resolved metabolic data, leading to a ratio 
of summed lactate over pyruvate ratio .

Results: It is possible with both acquisition methods to generate reliable turnover 
maps, yielding quantitatively similar turnover rates (figure on the left: top=k

PX with 
saturation-recovery, middle =kPX with IDEAL, bottom=ratio with IDEAL) . The turnover is 
highly elevated in the tumour region as compared to the surrounding tissue (guts and 
muscle) . The contrast is comparable to the summed ratio, however with the advantage 
of being more quantitative with units in sec-1 .
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lanThaniDES aS loW TEmPEraTurE rElaxaTion SWiTchES

John Owers-Bradley1, David Peat1, Anthony Horsewill1, Walter Kockenberger1, Angel Perez Linde1,  
David Gadian2

1University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK, 2University College London, London, UK

We report a series of longitudinal relaxation studies designed to evaluate the effectiveness of certain lanthanide metal 
ions as relaxation switches . The aim of the work is to enable the ‘brute force’ polarisation of material containing nuclear 
spin species such as 13C . This technique has been hindered by the extremely long relaxation times found at very high 
ratios of magnetic field to temperature . It is also desirable to have reasonably long survival time for the hyperpolarisation 
on returning to room temperature . We believe that lanthanides such as dysprosium and holmium may provide a practical 
solution to the problem because at room temperature they are regarded as 
shift reagents with a very short correlation time, whereas at low temperatures, 
the correlation time becomes comparable to the Larmor period which leads 
to a reduction in T1 . We performed a series of proton T1 measurements on 
samples containing lanthanides including dysprosium and holmium . Typically 1 
mM solutions of the lanthanide chloride or DTPA chelate were made in a water/
glycerol solvent . The proton T1 times were measured at 4-200 K at 2T and below 
4 K at a range of fields . The T1 relaxation rates are linearly dependent on the 
lanthanide concentration, as expected . As shown in Fig .1, the T1 values exhibit 
a minimum at around 20K allowing correlation times to be found . Interestingly 
we find a significant dependence on the pH value of the solution, indicating that 
a low pH is advantageous . Below 4 K we are able to achieve  absolute proton 
polarisations of about 2% but we find that T1 varies approximately as (B/T)n where 
n~3-4 and therefore tends to become very long below 0 .5 K for fields of a few tesla and above .  The high proton polarisation 
can be transferred to other spin species such as 13C and 31P by thermal mixing (Gadian DG, Panesar KS, Perez Linde AJ, 
Horsewill AJ, Köckenberger W, and Owers-Bradley JR (2012). Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 14: 5397-5402) .
 

376mo
DiSSoluTion DnP anD quaDruPolar nuclEi: PolarizaTion of niTrogEn-14

Ildefonso Marín Montesinos1, Juan Carlos Paniagua Valle2, Miquel Pons Vallès3

1Institute for Research in Biomedicine-Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain, 2Department of Physical Chemistry,University of Barcelona, Barcelona, 
Spain, 3Department of Organic Chemistry,University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

In solution DNP experiments, enhanced nuclear polarization is generated at temperatures close to 1 K in a solid sample 
containing a stable radical (electron source) acting as polarizing agent and the molecule of interest in a glassing solvent . 
When the nuclear polarization has built up, the sample is rapidly dissolved and shuttled to a conventional NMR instrument 
for observation [1] . Dissolution DNP has been applied in recent years to a variety of nuclei, however much of the research 
has been focused on spin-1/2 . As far as our knowledge goes, the only quadrupolar nucleus studied by dissolution DNP is 
6Li [2] . This nucleus has a very small quadrupolar moment (-0 .0808 fm2) and it behaves like a spin-1/2 nuclei in the context 
of DNP . Therefore, it is clear that further efforts have to be done towards the study of quadrupolar nuclei by DNP which are 
a majority in the periodic table . In the current work we present, for the first time, the study by direct hyperpolarization of 14N 
compounds (tetramethylammonium chloride (TMA) and choline) by dissolution DNP, showing the feasibility of DNP studies 
in nuclei with strong quadrupolar moment (2 .044 fm2) and low gyromagnetic ratio[3] .

References:
[1] .  K . Golman et al . Proc . Nat . Acad . Sci . USA, 103, 11270-11275 (2005)
[2] .  R . Grueter et al . Magn . Reson . Med ., 61(6), 1489-1493 (2009)
[3] .  Ll . Lumata et al . J . Am . Chem . Soc ., 133,8673-8680 (2011)

Fig. 1. 1H T1 vs T. Lines are guides.
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noVEl Polarizing agEnTS for high-fiElD Dynamic nuclEar PolarizaTion

Björn Corzilius1, Albert A . Smith1, Olesya Haze2, Matthew K . Kiesewetter2, Claudio Luchinat3, Ivano 
Bertini3, Timothy M . Swager2, Robert G . Griffin1

1Francis Bitter Magnet Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA, 2Department of Chemistry, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA, 3Magnetic Resonance Center (CERM) and Department of Chemistry, University of Florence, 
Florence, Italy

In various biochemical applications dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) has been used to enhance nuclear polarization 
in MAS NMR by factors of up to ~200 . This signal enhancement allows NMR experiments which would not be feasible 
otherwise . To date, biological DNP applications require electron spins to be added to the sample in the form of exogenous 
radicals . This electron spins provide a large spin polarization subsequently transferred to nuclei . The development of 
improved organic mono- and biradicals for DNP is of crucial importance . Furthermore, endogenous electron spins in the 
form of transition metals (e .g ., Mn(II)-centers) in biomolecules (e.g ., metalloproteins) and materials open the possibility 
of site-specific DNP in a native environment, therefore minimizing impact on sample structure (e.g., protein folding) . The 
investigation of this site-specific polarization could yield important in¬formation for structure determination .

We introduce two organic polarizing agents that are soluble in glycerol/water for cross-effect (CE) and solid-effect (SE) . A 
stable and highly water-soluble derivative of BDPA exceeds enhancements obtained with trityl radical (OX063) and retains 
the typical but unique electron spin properties of its precursor (i .e ., narrow EPR linewidth and long relaxation times) . 
Recently, we have developed a water-soluble, rigid biradical for CE DNP NMR which has outperformed TOTAPOL . We 
discuss the impact of structure, solubility and electronic coupling on the DNP performance .

High-spin metal and rare earth (Mn(II) and Gd(III)) complexes will also be discussed as novel sources of polarization for 
SE DNP . Besides yielding significant 1H enhancements, the narrow EPR linewidth of these complexes also allows efficient 
direct polarization of 13C by the SE which is not feasible with conventional polarizing agents . We will show direct 13C 
enhancement factors of ε > 100 observed with Gd-DOTA in fully protonated samples . Additionally, by effectively increasing 
the microwave field strength in a microwave resonator, 1H enhancements of ε > 100 are observed under static NMR 
conditions at 80 K, and > 150 at 20°K, with sensitivity increases up to 240-fold .

 

378WE
oPTimizaTion of DEcay TimES for DnP-EnhancED mulTiDimEnSional SoliD-STaTE nmr: 

rESPEcTing SPin-lock anD SPin-Echo PErioDS

Hiroki Takahashi1, Daniel Lee1, Jean-Pierre Simorre2, Michel Bardet1, Sabine Hediger1, Anne-Laure 
Barra3, Gaël De Paëpe1

1Laboratoire de Chimie Inorganique et Biologique, UMR-E3 (CEA/UJF), CEA/DSM/INAC, Grenoble, France, 2Institut de Biologie Structurale, 
UMR 5075, Grenoble, France, 3CNRS, Grenoble High Magnet Field Lab, Grenoble, France

Thanks to instrumental and theoretical development carried out at MIT [1] and notably the access to high-power / high-
frequency microwave sources, high-field Magic Angle Spinning Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (MAS-DNP) currently 
appears as a promising solution to enhance nuclear magnetization in many different types of systems .

In high-field MAS-DNP experiments, systems of interest are usually dissolved, impregnated or suspended in glassy 
matrices doped with polarizing agents (TEMPO, TOTAPOL, etc .) and measured at low temperature (down to ~100 K) . The 
polarizing agent concentration (typically 1 to tens of mM) is adjusted in order to maximize the DNP enhancement factor 
measured with and without microwave irradiation .

Nevertheless, many challenges still need to be addressed in order to fully benefit from the 1D enhancement factor of 
nuclear polarization (typically measured using 13C or 29Si CPMAS experiments) . In this work, we discuss the influence 
of electron concentration and sample temperature on DNP polarization transfer efficiency, nuclear T1n and electron T1e 
spin-lattice relaxation times, apparent versus refocused transverse decay times [2], spin-locking decay times, etc . All the 
DNP/SSNMR measurements performed at ~10 Tesla are complemented by high field EPR measurements performed at 
the same magnetic field .

We notably highlight that, contrary to apparent line-widths, refocused transverse decay times and spin-locking decay 
times are strongly dependent on sample temperature and electron concentration . This is of major importance for optimal 
sensitivity enhancement of multidimensional experiments that employ refocused evolution (Refocused Inadequate, SAR-
COSY, etc .) and/or spin-locking blocks . Applications of these studies will be demonstrated on different samples ranging 
from small molecules to larger sytems, including a 20 kDa protein (YajG) and a bacterial cell wall .

[1] D . A . Hall, et al . Science 276 930 (1997), [2]G . De Paëpe, et al. JACS 125 13938 (2003)
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characTErizaTion of a nEW high PrESSurE hyPErPolarizaTion gEnEraTor:  

TEchnical SETuP anD aPPlicaTionS

Juergen Senker, Ernst Roessler, Caroline Keenan
Uni-Bayreuth, Bayreuth, Germany

Hyper-polarized (HP) 129Xe NMR methods are uniquely suited to study porosity, surface conditions and hiereachial order 
of particulate, mesoscopically structured materials . Interfacial interactions and processes near the surface make the 
elucidation of the specific properties of such materials crucial for the development of functionalized materials . Recent 
advances in surface enhancement techniques using HP 129Xe have inspired us to construct a new hyper-polarizer at the 
University of Bayreuth to help transform solid-state NMR spectroscopy, which usually is a bulk method, into a surface 
sensitive technique [1,2] . Unlike most other high pressure systems, our apparatus employs a 20cm long pre-saturation 
cell separate from the optical pumping region, allowing for external control of the Rb density . The vertical arrangement and 
unique design of the pumping cell ensures full adsorption of the laser light . Our cell is novel in that it possesses two optical 
faces with two laser beams centered and aligned along each cell body (120W total available power) . The oven is completely 
closed, resulting in 5°C temperature difference between the inner/outer surfaces of the glass body . The apparatus allows 
for a variety of gas delivery techniques: direct expansion (i .e . batch mode) and flow-through mode (recirculation through 
the sample region, and controlled flow-through MFCs to MAS without recirculation), and is portable .

Here, we will discuss the performace quality of the new apparatus and demonstrate its utility to investigate the inter-
connectivity of co-existing adsoprtion sites within MIL-53 using 129Xe 2D EXSY continuous flow NMR . MIL-53 (Al) is 
metal organic framework tethered by di-carboxylate linkers, forming diamond shaped channels in the absence of guest 
molecules . The ”breathing” phenomenon observed in this framework refers to a reversible structural transition wherein the 
open, large pore (LP) conformation collapses into a more narrow structure (NP) with gas adsorption—the NP form in turn 
reopens to the LP structure with increased pressure [4, 5] . Results indicate intimate connectivity between the LP and NP 
structures and sheds light on the collapsing mechanism .

 

380mo
hoW To SimulTanEouSly ESTimaTE T1 anD ThE SamPling fliP anglE for hyPErPolarizED SPinS

Guilhem Pages1, Max Puckeridge2, Philip William Kuchel1
1Singapore Bioimaging Consortium, A*STAR, Singapore, Singapore, 2School of Molecular Bioscience, The University of Sydney, Sydney, 
Australia

To monitor the magnetization decay of hyperpolarized nuclear spins and estimate T1, a sequence of read pulses of small 
flip  is applied . With the exception of the initial inversion-pulse (not needed for hyperpolarized spins), the pulse sequence 
is similar to that of Look and Locker [1] . Each radio-frequency pulse removes part of the magnetization thus increasing the 
rate of return of the magnetization to equilibrium . This apparent T1 denoted T1* can be expressed as: 

where  is the delay between the magnetization-sampling pulses .

When running hyperpolarization experiments, it is not always possible to optimally adjust all parameter values such as the 
flip angle ; instead an approximate estimate is made .

Estimating both T1 and  using linear sampling of the magnetization does not remove the correlation between both 
parameters and only T1*can be uniquely estimated . Thus we propose the use of spectral acquisition based on a geometric 
sequence of times . This non-uniform sampling of the magnetization removes the correlation between T1 and  and allows 
the simultaneous estimation of each parameter value .

We experimentally demonstrated this approach by using hyperpolarized 13C-urea . While the linear sampling scheme gave 
an estimate of T1* = 37 .0 s, the non-uniform sampling gave T1 = 44 .2 s and  = 4 .1o . This was in agreement with both T1 

and the pulse angle estimates obtained from the same sample after the loss of the hyperpolarised state .

[1] D .C . Look, D .R . Locker, Time saving in measurement of NMR and EPR relaxation times, Rev . Sci . Instr . 41 (1970) 250- 
 251 .
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aPPlicaTion of nuclEar SinglET orDEr in hyPErPolariSED mETabolic nmr

Irene Marco-Rius1, Michael Tayler3, Eva Serrao2, Mikko Kettunen1, Tiago Rodrigues2, Giuseppe Pileio3, 
Malcolm Levitt3, Kevin Brindle1

1University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK, 2Cancer Research UK, Cambridge, UK, 3University of Southampton, Southampton, UK

Hyperpolarised NMR is a valuable technique for grading tumours and detecting treatment response through real-time 
imaging of bio-chemical reactions in vivo . Currently, however, the range of detectable reactions is limited by fast T1-
dependent decay of the nuclear hyperpolarisation . Use of coupled spin-1/2 nuclei may improve this situation, since these 
may decay more slowly than T1 when the polarisation is trapped in the nuclear singlet (spin-0) state [1-3] . Singlet order 
escapes many of the processes that result in signal loss, thereby preserving spin order over longer timescales, and 
potentially allowing detection of slower metabolic processes . Singlet order may also preserve hyperpolarization during 
transport to sites of interest in vivo, such as tumours, or allow more handling time of the sample before injection .

In this presentation, we report that 13C singlet order of the metabolite [1,2- C2] pyruvate is longer-lived than the longitudinal 
T1, at low field, when dissolved in human blood .  We show also that singlet order also survives metabolic reactions in vivo, 
as long as the chemical bond between the two carbons is preserved . Using 1D-MRS in a mouse model, we have observed 
the reaction product singlet-[1,2- C2] lactate .  Potential applications are discussed .

REFERENCES
1 . Levitt, M . H . Singlet and other states with extended lifetimes, In Encyclopedia of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance  
 (Wasylishen, R . K ., and Harris, R . E ., Eds .), John Wiley, Chichester .
2 . Levitt, M . H . (2012) Singlet nuclear magnetic resonance, Annu. Rev. Phys. Chem., 63, 89-105 .
3 . Tayler, M . C . D ., Marco-Rius, I ., Kettunen, M . I ., Brindle, K . M ., Levitt, M . H ., and Pileio, G . (2012) Direct enhancement  
 of nuclear singlet order by dynamic nuclear polarization, J. Am. Chem. Soc.

382WE
PrEParaTion of highly PolariSED nuclEar SPin SySTEmS uSing  

bruTE-forcE anD loW-fiElD ThErmal mixing

David Gadian1, Kuldeep Panesar2, Angel Perez Linde3, Anthony Horsewill2, Walter Köckenberger3,  
John Owers-Bradley2

1Institute of Child Health, University College London, London, UK, 2School of Physics & Astronomy, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK, 
3Sir Peter Mansfield MR Centre, School of Physics & Astronomy, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK

Several strategies have been developed for generating highly polarised nuclear spin systems, including dynamic nuclear 
polarisation, optical pumping, and methods exploiting parahydrogen . We report here on investigations using an alternative 
strategy based on a ‘brute-force’ approach . The central notion of ‘brute-force’ NMR is that as the temperature is reduced 
and the field is increased, the equilibrium nuclear polarisation will increase, according to the Boltzmann distribution . The 
main problem is that it may take an extremely long time for the nuclear polarisation to approach thermal equilibrium at low 
temperatures and high fields, since nuclear relaxation becomes very slow . Cross-polarisation techniques can alleviate this 
problem .

Experiments were carried out using (i) a rapid field-cycling spectrometer that operates at temperatures down to 4 .2K and 
delivers magnetic field switches of 10 Ts-1, and (ii) a millikelvin spectrometer that operates at any chosen field up to 15T, 
and at temperatures as low as 10mK .  Field cycling on this system can be carried out at rates of 1T min-1 . Experiments 
were carried out on [1-13C] sodium acetate, either in the form of a powder, or dissolved in a 50/50 water/glycerol solution .  
In some experiments, sodium phosphate was also added to the water/glycerol solution .

We show that low-field thermal mixing can be used to transfer polarisation from the relatively rapidly relaxing 1H reservoir 
to more slowly relaxing 13C and 31P nuclei . The effects are particularly dramatic for the 31P nuclei, which at 2T and 
4 .2K showed a 75-fold enhancement in their effective rate of approach to equilibrium, and an even greater (150-fold) 
enhancement in the presence of a relaxation agent .  The mixing step is also very effective in terms of the amount of 
polarisation transferred – 70-90% of the maximum theoretical value in the experiments reported here . These findings 
(1) have important implications for brute-force polarisation . We also show that the 1H reservoir can be tapped repeatedly 
through a number of consecutive thermal mixing steps; this could provide additional sensitivity enhancement in solid-state 
NMR .

1 . Gadian DG, Panesar KS, Perez Linde AJ, Horsewill AJ, Köckenberger W, and Owers-Bradley JR (2012). Phys. Chem.  
 Chem. Phys. 14: 5397-5402 .
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achiEVing high SPaTial rESoluTion anD high Snr in loW-fiElD mri of hyPErPolariSED 

gaSES WiTh SloW loW anglE ShoT imaging

Kajum Safiullin, Cavin Talbot, Pierre-Jean Nacher
Laboratoire Kastler Brossel; CNRS;ENS; UPMC, Paris, France

MRI of hyperpolarised gases is usually performed with fast data acquisition to achieve high spatial resolutions despite rapid 
diffusion-induced signal attenuation . We describe a k-space sampling scheme suitable for slow low angle shot (SLASH) 
acquisition and yielding an increased SNR . It consists of a series of anisotropic partial acquisitions with a reduced resolution 
in the read direction, which alleviates signal attenuation and still provides a high isotropic resolution . The advantages of 
SLASH imaging over conventional FLASH imaging are evaluated analytically, using numerical lattice calculations, and 
experimentally in phantoms cells filled with hyperpolarised 3He-N2 gas mixtures . Low-field MRI is performed (here at 2 .7 
mT), a necessary condition to obtain long enough T2* values in lungs for slow acquisition . The SLASH scheme is less 
sensitive to the artefacts caused by concomitant gradients . Finally, with a double-echo acquisition scheme, SLASH allows 
measuring maps of apparent diffusion coefficients for an extended range of time and length scales .

 

384mo
nEW mulTi-DimEnSional SinglE-ShoT nmr STraTEgiES for DiSSoluTion DnP

Kevin Donovan, Lucio Frydman
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

While dissolution-DNP is capable of routinely delivering a sensitivity enhancement of approximately 4 orders of magnitude, 
there are still several challenges associated with exploiting this enhancement .  Perhaps the foremost challenge faced 
in dissolution-DNP is to maximize the amount of information 
obtained in a single scan, as this is all that can be provided 
by the meta-stable hyperpolarized state .  Here we present a 
methodology for acquiring mult-dimensional data in a single 
scan, and show how it can be generally applied to achieve higher 
dimensionality in other situations .

The technique presented here termed HyerSPASM (Donovan 
et . al .) borrows from two previous developments termed SWAT 
(Hurd et . al .) and SPEED (Kupce et . al .) . The HyperSPASM 
sequence is shown in figure 1 . We will show how the 
HyperSPASM methodology allows one to introduce an extra 
dimension by means of calculated chemical shift offsets . This 
methodology is not restricted to 2 dimensions and can be applied 
in a conventional 2D experiment to calculate chemical shifts in a 
third dimension . Furthermore this methodology can be combined 
with Ultra-Fast spatial encoding, thereby giving a 3 dimensional 
correlation experiment in a single scan that is accessible to 
dissolution DNP .

Double-cross and Cartesian k-space sampling patterns used 
for slow (left) and fast (right) low-angle shot data acquisition, 
and examples of corresponding axial projection images 
of a phantom cell filled with hyperpolarised gas. In-plane 
resolution, SNR, and total imaging time are 1x1mm2, 60, 
and 1.5s for SLASH (1.8x2.5mm2, 75, and 0.12s for FLASH). 

Figure 1.  HyperSPASM pulse sequence.  Immediately 
following injection a carbon-13 spectrum is acquired using a 
low flip-angle pulse.  Following carbon-13 acquisition single 
quantum 1H-13C coherence is created that has evolved for 
a time Δt1 and been encoded by a gradient.  A G-BIRD 
pulse sequence element is used to suppress any carbon-12 
bonded magnetization, and then data is acquired using 
alternating gradients to reverse the sign of the coherence 
order between each data point.
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Dynamic nuclEar PolarizaTion WiTh quaDruPolar nuclEi: nEW EffEcTS

Ildefonso Marin Montesinos2, Miquel Pons1

1Univesitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain, 2IRB Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

We have explored direct dynamic nuclear polarization of the most naturally abundant isotope of nitrogen, 14N in quasi 
spherically symmetrical environments to minimize the effect of quadrupolar relaxation .

In contrast to the well know behaviour of spin ½ nuclei studied so far, we found that polarization can be effectively 
transferred irradiating at four different microwave frequencies (two at either side of the allowed EPR transition), using trityl 
radicals as the source of unpaired electrons .  Spectra were measured at room temperature after dissolution and transfer 
of the sample to a standard NMR instrument

Complex polarization build up curves were observed for each irradiation frequency .

The polarization profiles of matched 15N samples show the standard behaviour, showing that the observed effects are 
related to the presence of the quadrupolar isotope .

Under optimal polarization conditions natural abundance choline could be easily detected in a single scan

Similarly, multiple excitation frequencies as well as non exponential build up curves could be measured directly in a frozen 
13C enriched sample of tetramethyl ammonium nitrate, with natural abundance nitrogen .

Our measurement show the feasibility of observing natural abundance choline, instead of its 15N labelled form . Choline is 
a well know cancer marker .

In addition, our data strongly suggest new DNP phenomena that had not been previously observed . Their possible origin 
and implications will be discussed .

 

386WE
EValuaTion of a ShuTTlE DnP SPEcTromETEr by calculaTing ThE couPling anD global 

EnhancEmEnT facTorS of l-TryPToPhan

Philip Lottmann1, Thorsten Marquardsen2, Alexander Krahn2, Andreas Tavernier2, Peter Höfer2,  
Marina Bennati1, Frank Engelke2, Christian Griesinger1

1Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Göttingen, Germany, 2Bruker BioSpin, Rheinstetten, Germany

A liquid state shuttle dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) spectrometer is presented, featuring several technical modifications 
that increase stability and improve reproducibility . For the protons of L-tryptophan, the signal enhancement and the DNP 
spin properties, such as relaxation, were measured and compared with each other . The calculated coupling factors 
suggest that the proton accessibility for the polarizer molecule has an important influence on the DNP enhancement . In 
general, short proton spin longitudinal relaxation times without radical reduce the detectable enhancement by decreasing 
the leakage factor and increasing the relaxation losses during the course of the sample transfer . The usage of a global 
enhancement factor gives a more complete overview of the capabilities for the described experimental setup . Global 
enhancements of up to 4 .2 for L-tryptophan protons are found compared to pure Boltzmann enhancements of up to 2 .4 .
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quanTificaTion of SEnSiTiViTy EnhancEmEnTS from SurfacE EnhancED DnP SoliD-STaTE 

nmr anD aPPlicaTionS To mETal organic framEWorkS

Aaron Rossini1, Alex Zagdoun1, Moreno Lelli1, Christophe Coperet2, David Gajan2, Melanie Rosay3, 
Werner Maas3, Farusseng David4, Jerome Canivet4, Anne Lesage1, Lyndon Emsley1

1CRMN/ENS Lyon, Villeurbanne, France, 2ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 3Bruker USA, Billerica, USA, 4Universite de Lyon, Villeurbanne, 
France

Dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) has attracted much interest as a method to increase the sensitivity of solid-state NMR 
experiments .1 Recently our research group has described the application of DNP enhanced solid-state NMR spectroscopy 
for the characterization of the surface of inorganic mesoporous and nano-particulate materials .2,3 This approach yields 1H 
DNP enhancements (εH) on the order of 20 to 40, however the sensitivity enhancement available from this approach was 
not been quantified . Here, we investigate the sensitivity enhancements provided by low temperature (~ 100 K) DNP solid-
state NMR experiments, as compared to standard room temperature experiments, for mesoporous silica materials .4 The 
integrated intensity of DNP enhanced 29Si CP/MAS NMR spectra were measured as a function of biradical concentration . 
It was observed that paramagnetic effects induced by the biradical (i .e ., PRE) reduce the magnitude of the surface NMR 
signals by a factor of 30-70% (depending upon radical concentration), and that sample preparations which provide the 
largest ε do not necessarily provide the largest absolute sensitivity 
enhancements (Σ) .  We find that absolute sensitivity enhancements are 
on the order of 10 to 40 (including thermal Boltzmann and relaxation 
effects) . We also demonstrate the utility of DNP for the characterization 
of metal organic framework (MOF) materials .5 DNP enables the rapid 
acquisition of 1D 13C and 15N CP/MAS spectra and 2D 1H-13C HETCOR 
spectra at natural isotopic abundances .

References: 
(1)  Maly, T ., et al ., J. Chem. Phys., 2008, 128, 052211-052211-052219 . 
(2)  Lelli, M ., et al ., J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 2011, 133, 2104-2107 . 
(3)  Lesage, A ., et al ., J. Amer. Chem. Soc ., 2010, 132, 15459-15461 . 
(4)  Rossini, A . J ., et al ., Chemical Science, 2012, 3, 108-115 . 
(5)  Rossini, A . J ., et al ., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed ., 2012, 51, 123-127 .

 

388mo
liquiD STaTE DnP ProbES WiTh fabry-PEroT rESonaTor aT 9.2 TESla

Vasyl Denysenkov, Thomas Prisner
Institute for Physical and Theoretical Chemistry, Goethe University Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Recent achieved DNP enhancements in liquids at high magnetic fields [1-4] have initiated strong interest in possible 
applications of this method to biomolecular research . However, due to the excessive sample heating by the microwave 
electrical field component in liquid solutions, only very small sample volumes have been used so far, dictated by 
dimensions of fundamental mode microwave resonators . For instance, the helical double resonance structure, used for our 
first demonstrations of the applicability of Overhauser DNP to aqueous solutions at 9 .2 T [5], restricted the aqueous sample 
to a volume of only 3 nl . Together with a poor spectral resolution and low RF filling factor this resulted in small overall signal 
amplitude, hampering sensitive observation of biomolecules . Here we present new double resonance structures for liquid-
state DNP by combination of a Fabry-Pérot resonator for the microwave excitation at 260 GHz and a stripline/coplanar 
line resonance structure for NMR detection at 400 MHz [6] . These new double resonance structures offer an increase in 
aqueous sample volume (>100 nl) with respect to the helical probe and exhibit improved NMR sensitivity and linewidth .

1 .  Denysenkov V ., Prandolini M .J ., Gafurov M ., Sezer D ., Endeward B ., Prisner T .F ., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 12 (2010)  
 5786–5790 .
2 .  Türke M .-T ., Tkach I ., Reese M ., Höfer P ., Bennati M ., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 12 (2010) 5893-5901 .
3 .  Villanueva-Garibay J . A ., Annino G ., van Bentum P .J .M ., Kentgens A .P .M ., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 12 (2010) 5846- 
 5849 .
4 .  Kryukov E .V ., Pike K .J ., Tam T ., Newton M .E ., Smith M .E ., Dupree R ., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 13 (2011) 4372-4380 .
5 .  Denysenkov V .  ., Prandolini M .J ., Krahn A ., Gafurov M ., Endeward B ., Prisner T .F ., Appl. Magn. Reson. 34 (2008) 289- 
 299 .
6 .  Denysenkov V ., Prisner T .F ., J. Magn. Reson. 217 (2012) 1-5 .
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Para-hyDrogEn inDucED PolarizaTion of Small PEPTiDES aT high magnETic fiElD

Hana Kourilova, Gaspard Huber, Jing Xin, Estelle Leonce, Patrick Berthault
CEA Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France

The issue of sensitivity in NMR experiments provides a continuous challenge and methods for signal enhancement are 
being developed . Here we are using the SABRE (Signal Amplification by Reversible-Exchange) method of para-hydrogen 
induced polarization (1) which consists in hyperpolarizing a substrate via scalar coupling in a transition metal complex 
(Crabtree catalyst) between the parahydrogen and the substrate . We have tested various small molecules as substrates . 
As an example, experiments were performed under PASADENA (Parahydrogen And Synthesis Allow Dramatically 
Enhanced Nuclear Alignment) (2) 
conditions on a Lys-Trp-Lys tripeptide in 
methanol solvent and at high magnetic 
field . Hyperpolarization was observed on 
the aromatic rings of tryptophane .

(1) Adams, R . W . et al ., Science, 323,  
 1708 (2009)
(2) Bowers, C . R ., Phys . Rev . Lett ., 57,  
 2645-2648 (1986)

 

390WE
liquiD STaTE nmr hyPErPolarizaTion inDucED by ThE hauPT-EffEcT

Maik Icker, Stefan Berger
Universität Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany

The inherently low sensitivity of NMR experiments is still a limiting factor in solving complex problems by NMR spectroscopy . 
Due to this fact there exist several methods to achieve an increase in signal intensity by hyperpolarization, i .e . to enlarge 
the difference in population far away from Boltzmann distribution at thermal equilibrium . One possible approach to achieve 
dynamic polarization was discovered by Haupt in 1972 [1] . He applied a sudden change in temperature from 8°K to 30°K 
and observed a 100-fold signal enhancement for the 1H-resonances 4-methylpyridine (in the solid state) . A fundamental 
condition for substances showing this so-called Haupt-effect is the presence of symmetrical molecular groups with a low 
rotational barrier, e .g . methyl groups, referred to as quantum rotors [2] . We could show that a modification of this approach 
can be used to obtain large 1H and 13C NMR hyperpolarization in the liquid state yielding an enhancement factor of 90 in the 
case of 4-methylpyridine . The proton coupled carbon signal of the methyl group yields a remarkable up and down multiplet 
pattern [3] . Using our approach, we have been able to observe a similar signal pattern for toluene, dibromomesitylene 
and several acetates of lithium, sodium or barium . The respective hyperpolarization factors correlate with the tunneling 
frequencies of the methyl group rotation .

Our aim is to identify more substances showing the Haupt-effect and to transfer magnetization from hyperpolarized spins 
to heteronuclei or other analytes dissolved in that matrix [4] .

[1]  J . Haupt, Phys. Lett. A 1972, 38, 389-390; J . Haupt, Z. Naturforsch. A 1973, 28, 98-104 .
[2]  C . Ludwig, M . Saunders, I . Marin-Montesinos, U . L . Günther, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 2010, 107, 10799-10803 .
[3]  M . Icker, S . Berger, J. Magn. Reson. 2012, 219, 1-3 .
[4]  M . Icker, S . Berger, J. Magn. Reson., submitted.
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391Th
long-liVED STaTES originaTing from Para-hyDrogEn STorED for  

minuTES in high magnETic fiElDS

Maria Belen Franzoni, Lisandro Buljubasich, Hans W . Spiess, Kerstin Münnemann
Max-Planck-Institut für Polymerforschung, Mainz, Germany

The problem of low sensitivity in NMR can be overcome by hyperpolarization techniques . Yet, this approach is restricted to 
relatively short time scales depending on the nuclear T1 relaxation times, in the range of seconds . This makes long-lived 
singlet states very useful in hyperpolarization studies, where Para Hydrogen Induced Polarization (PHIP) is particularly 
attractive because of the para-H2 singlet symmetry . Most PHIP experiments, however, are performed on asymmetric 
molecules in order to directly convert the initial singlet state to an NMR observable triplet state . We demonstrate that in 
Cs-symmetric molecules a long-lived singlet state created by PHIP can be stored for several minutes on protons in high 
magnetic fields . Subsequently, it is converted into high non-thermal magnetization by controlled singlet-triplet conversion 
via level anti-crossing and observed .

 

392mo
DnP/SS-nmr ProbE for mEmbranE ProTEin STuDy

Hiba Sarrouj1, Christian Reiter1, Priyanga Bandara1, Evgeniy Salnikov1, Ernst Naumann1,  
Martin Armbruster1, Alexander Krahn1, Fabien Aussenac2, Burkhard Bechinger3, Frank Engelke1

1Bruker Biospin, Rheinstetten, Baden-Württemberg, Germany, 2Bruker Biospin, Wissembourg, Alsace, France, 3Institut de Chimie, Strasbourg, 
Alsace, France

NMR is widely used for determining molecular structures with an angstrom 
precision . In this project we intend to use dynamic nuclear polarization DNP as 
a hyperpolarization method which can enhance the NMR signal by orders of 
magnitude [1] . This is due to the transfer of the large Boltzmann polarization of 
paramagnetic species to the nuclei of interest by microwave irradiation of the 
sample . It has been demonstrated that DNP/solid-state NMR is feasible also for 
oriented membranes [2] . This poster reports about our work in progress with the aim 
to build and use a static DNP/ NMR probe specially designed for the investigation 
of polypeptides reconstituted in oriented membranes at low temperature . It is 
intended to use 31P ss-NMR spectroscopy to monitor phospholipid membrane 
alignment and 15N ss-NMR spectra to determine polypeptide orientation in the 
membrane [3] . In this poster, we present technical challenges to overcome to reach 
optimal B1 field homogeneity in the active region of the NMR coil as well as work 
in progress on oriented samples . The 3D model of the NMR coil configuration of 
the probe is shown figure 1 . The field distribution inside the coil has been simulated 
with the chosen configuration improving the 15N channel sensitivity . In addition, 
initial one dimensional 15N ss-NMR cross polarization spectra have been acquired 
at room temperature (model peptide and histidine) . A first standard experiment has 
been realized on histidine at low temperature (i .e . 130 K, figure 2) .

[1]  Maly T . et al, J Chem Phys . 2008 February 7; 128(5): 052211, pp1-19 .
[2]  Salnikov E . et al J . Am . Chem . Soc ., 2010, 132 (17), pp 5940–5941
[3]  Aisenbrey C . et al “Lipid-Protein Interactions: Methods and Protocols”, Humana Press, Springer, USA; 2012
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393Tu
mulTiPlE DiPolar EchoES in hyPErPolarizED 129xE anD 3hE SoluTionS

Steven M . Morgan1, Emmanuel Baudin2, Gaspard Huber1, Patrick Berthault1, Geneviève Tastevin2, 
Maurice Goldman3, Pierre-Jean Nacher2, Hervé Desvaux1

1Laboratoire Structure et Dynamique par Résonance Magnétique, IRAMIS, CEA, CNRS, UMR 3299 SIS2M, CEA/Saclay, F91191 Gif-sur-
Yvette, France, 2Laboratoire Kastler Brossel, ENS; CNRS; UPMC, F75005 Paris, France, 36 Résidence de L’Yvette, F91140 Villebon sur 
Yvette, France

We report results of multiple dipolar echo measurements in hyperpolarized liquids using optically pumped spin-1/2 noble 
gas atoms: either 129Xe dissolved in cyclohexane or 3He dissolved in superfluid 4He . Long echo trains have been obtained 
in the presence of applied gradients with a 90°--90° NMR pulse sequence (using slice-selective flipping pulses for the 
129Xe experiments) . A mean field description is valid for explaining the echoes observed in these liquids, even for spin 
temperatures as low as 10mK for 129Xe or 10μK for 3He . The echoes originate from the distant dipolar fields within the 
samples . Systematic numerical lattice simulations have been used to assess the effects of slice selection and of finite 
sample size in addition to those of atomic diffusion . They account for the observed echo widths and amplitudes much 
better than previously published models which disregard finite size effects although they appear to be of key importance . 
This opens the way to using multiple dipolar echoes for the determination of the absolute magnetization in hyperpolarized 
liquids without external signal calibration .

 

 

394WE
oPTimizing croSS PolarizaTion for DiSSoluTion Dynamic nuclEar PolarizaTion

Michael Batel, Marcin Krajewski, Alexander Däpp, Beat Meier, Matthias Ernst
ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland

In dissolution Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) experiments the build up of the polarization of low-γ spins is typically 
slow and in the order of minutes to hours . Therefore, methods to accelerate the polarization transfer while retaining a high 
steady-state polarization value are important since they can help speed up the experimental throughput significantly . This 
has led to the combination of DNP with cross-polarization (CP) [1] . At liquid-helium temperatures CP can be used most 
efficiently in systems undergoing thermal mixing where a common DNP-enhanced spin temperature is reached for all 
participating nuclei .

The knowledge of the underlying spin dynamics is beneficial . In this work, we apply a spin-thermodynamic model to the 
system of interest by describing the participating spin species 13C and 1H and the electron non-Zeeman (NZ) system 
as thermal baths . Numerical solution and optimization of the model parameters allows predictions of the system upon 
changes of specific parameters . In this manner, it correctly anticipates the increase of the final DNP enhancement upon 
sample deuteration by according reduction of the thermal capacity of the 1H spin bath .

The combination of CP with dissolution DNP experiments is usually hampered by the restriction of the radio-frequency (rf) 
circuit due to non-ideal coil geometry and enhanced arcing in the helium atmosphere . We show an optimized CP sequence 
that includes the usage of adiabatic half-passage pulses as well as multiple contact times to circumvent the limitations . The 
sequence yields CP efficiency of up to a factor 3 .5 and allows 13C

polarization levels at 4 .2K of >10% and >6% for 100 kHz and 20 kHz rf-field strengths, respectively, with a build up time of 
18 s on protonated [1,4-13C]fumarate in a fully deuterated solvent .

[1] S . Jannin, et al . (2011), Chem . Phys . Lett ., 517, 234- 236 .

Numerical lattice simulations (left, with up to 2x106 coupled 
magnetic moments) are used to compute the time evolution 
of magnetization maps in hyperpolarized liquids due to rf and 
gradient pulses and to distant dipolar couplings. With a 90°--90° 
pulse sequence (center), multiple dipolar echoes are numerically 
obtained. They quantitatively match the experimentally observed 
echo trains (right).
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395Th
quanTiTaTiVE analySiS of high fiElD liquiD STaTE DnP aT 3.4 T

G .H .A . van der Heijden1, P . Kurek2, P .J .M . van Bentum1, J .G .E . Gardeniers2, A .P .M . Kentgens1

1Radboud University Nijmegen, Institute for Molecules and Materials, Department of Solid-state NMR, Nijmegen, The Netherlands, 2University 
of Twente, MESA+ Institute for Nanotechnology, Enschede, The Netherlands

We presented a double resonance structure for high field DNP at 95 GHz and 144 MHz . A miniaturized radiofrequency 
coil is integrated within a single-mode non-radiative dielectric resonator . With this probe it is possible to perform double 
resonance experiments on nanoliter samples in which enhancement factors of up to -160 are observed . By combining 
temperature dependent NMR relaxation, EPR, and DNP experiments, we have shown that the Overhauser model is still 
valid at 3 .4 T [1] .

Previously, NMR signals were obtained by using a single loop coil, in combination with a sample plug with a size matching 
the length of the microwave cavity . The sample was surrounded with a fluorized liquid . In this way, the enhanced NMR signal 
results solely from the microwave cavity and the microwave irradiation over the length of the sample is homogeneous . At 
the moment a μ-RF coil is used to obtain localised NMR detection . Two different types of μ-RF coils were tested . The first 
is a coil is sputtered on a 200 μm square capillary by using shadow mask lithography . The second is a solenoid coil made 
by winding a 100 μm copper wire around the sample capillary . Depending on the size of the coils, the sensitive volume is 
approximately 5-10 nl . Both coils have a higher sensitivity as compared to the single loop detection .

The in-situ NMR detection results in a number of improvements . Firstly, a quantitative enhancement is obtained since 
only the enhanced part of the sample is being measured . Secondly, the NMR resolution is improved significantly . Thirdly, 
the length of the sample is not limited to the size of the cavity which is advantageous for microfluidic sample handling, 
e .g .sample shuttling . A downside is the decreased quality factor of the microwave resonator, which limits the number of 
windings of the solenoid coil .

1 .  P .J .M . van Bentum, G .H .A . van der Heijden, J .A . Villanueva-Garibay and A . P .M . Kentgens, Quantitative analysis of  
 high field liquid state dynamic nuclear polarization, PCCP, 13, 17381-17840, 2011 .

 

396mo
oVErhauSEr DnP aT 3.4 TESla WiTh frémy’S SalT

Maria-Teresa Türke, Roberto Rizzato, Marina Bennati
Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Goettingen, Niedersachsen, Germany

Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) based on the Overhauser mechanism constitutes a valuable tool to enhance the 
sensitivity of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) experiments in the liquid state and in recent years, detailed mechanistic 
studies have provided insight into the specific parameters needed to achieve optimal enhancements of the NMR signal .
Particularly, in view of applications in high-resolution NMR, the field dependence of liquid state DNP is a major topic 
of current research . These measurements are usually aggravated by increasing heating effects at higher microwave 
frequencies .

In this study, using Frémy’s salt dissolved in water as model system, NMR signal enhancement of the bulk water protons 
has been recorded as a function of the irradiation time and the polarizer concentration at 3 .4 T . Maximum enhancements 
of -50 were achieved, as compared to -170 at 0 .34 T, which illustrates the strong field dependence of the DNP effect . To 
compare our results at 3 .4 T with recent reports in the literature, we have evaluated the kinetics of the DNP build-up which 
is given by the observable nuclear relaxation rate . The build-up rates are consistent with the T1n of the observed water 
protons at room temperature (for 9 GHz/0 .34 T) and at about 50 ± 10 °C (for 94 GHz/3 .4 T) .

Moreover the use of Frémy’s salt allowed the determination of the saturation factors at 94 GHz by PELDOR experiments . 
These studies confirm that the enhancements observed at 3 .4 T are well consistent with the Overhauser mechanism and 
are subject only to moderate microwave heating, while higher enhancements can only be obtained at higher temperatures .
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397Tu
Probing ThE magnETic STaTES of nicoTinamiDE uSing Signal amPlificaTion  

by rEVErSiblE ExchangE (SabrE)
Kevin Atkinson1, Simon Duckett1, Gary Green2, Richard Green1, Lyrelle Lloyd1, Ryan Mewis1

1The University of York, York, UK, 2York Neuroimaging Centre, York, UK

SABRE (Signal Amplification By Reversible Exchange) is a newly emerging methodology for transferring polarization from 
parahydrogen without its incorporation into the analyte . As a result of polarization transfer, the analyte is hyperpolarised, 
thus entailing an increased magnetic response which translates to increased signal intensity after the employment of 1D 
and 2D NMR methods .

Nicotinamide has been interrogated using 1D and 2D methods in conjunction with the use of a polarizer . Initially the effect 
on the 1H polarisation levels due to the length of the parahydrogen bubbling time and the delay prior to and after transfer 
to a NMR spectrometer were probed . Optimised values were then used to investigate the magnetic states generated after 
polarization transfer at low magnetic field using the OPSY (Only Parahydrogen SpectroscopY) sequence . The application 
of different quantum filters enabled the magnetic states produced to be selectively observed, thus informing the observer 
of the different types of spin state present . Zero, single, double and triple quantum states were all identified . Modification 
of the OPSY sequence in which the π/2 pulses were made selective enabled the magnetic states to be probed further in 
terms of each spin pair located around the aromatic ring system of nicotinamide (see Figure 1) .

398WE
noVEl ProbE for liquiD STaTE DnP aT 9.3 T

Alexander Krahn1, Vasyl Denysenkov3, Petr Neugebauer3, Franck Vincent2, Nicolas Freytag2, Michael Fey2, 
Thomas Prisner3, Frank Engelke1

1Bruker BioSpin, Silberstreifen 4, D-76287 Rheinstetten, Germany, 2Bruker BioSpin, Industriestrasse 26, CH-8117 Fällanden, Switzerland, 
3Goethe-University, Institute for Physical and Theoretical Chemistry, Center for Biomolecular Magnetic Resonance, Max-von-Laue Str. 7, 
D-60438 Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) is an experimental technique where the high electron spin polarization is transferred 
to the nuclear spins by partial or full saturation of the ESR transition (e .g . [1-5]) . DNP is an experimental technique that 
is particularly challenging when applied to  aqueous samples due to the high absorption of electric fields at microwave 
frequencies . In this poster we present a novel DNP probe that allows running quantitative experiments on liquid samples 
and control the sample temperature . For a field of 9 .3 T we present first experimental DNP data .

The essential part of our DNP probe is a temperature stabilized microfluidic chip that combines a high-Q semiconfocal 
Fabry-Perot microwave resonator with a planar multiply tuned NMR coil . Two different geometries of such a microfluidic 
chip were realized with the goal to (i) homogeneously pump the electrons in the entire sample volume, and (ii) to evaluate 
an optimized sample geometry to obtain a spectral resolution that is comparable to that typical in high resolution NMR .

In the presented experiments we put special emphasis on the quantification of DNP enhancements as function of 
temperature .

References
[1]  W . Müller-Warmuth, et al ., Adv . Magn . Reson . 1983, 11,1–5 .
[2]  R .A . Wind, et al ., Prog . Nucl . Magn . Reson . Spectrosc . 1985, 17, 33–67 .
[3] V . Denysenkov, et al ., Appl . Magn . Reson . 2008, 34, 289–299
[4]  M . Prandolini, et al ., J . Am . Chem . Soc ., 2009, 131, 6090–6092
[5]  V . Denysenkov, et al ., Phys . Chem . Chem . Phys ., 2010, 12, 5786–5790

Figure 1- Application of a modified 
OPSY sequence in which the 
first π/2 pulse is replaced by two 
simultaneously applied selective 
pulses after polarisation transfer at the 
field indicated. A) Protons Ha and Hd 
selectively pulsed; B) Protons Hc and 
Hb selectively pulsed; C) Chemical 
structure of Nicotinamide.
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A. Time dependent mean-
squared displacements of 
Xe in AV nanotubes probed 
by PFG NMR at 25 °C.  
B. Continuous-flow hyperpolarized 
Xe-NMR tracer exchange data 
along analytical modeling, with 
no fitted parameters, where 
the parameter T1=36 s has 
been measured in a separate 
saturation-recovery experiment 
with thermally polarized Xe in long 
channels.  

399Th
TimE-Scaling of xE DiffuSion in nanoTubular STrucTurES by PulSED fiElD graDiEnT nmr 

in combinaTion WiTh hyPErPolarizED xE-129 nmr
Muslim Dvoyashkin1, Chris Akel1, Sergey Vasenkov2, Russ Bowers1

1University of Florida, Department of Chemistry, Gainesville, Florida, USA, 2University of Florida, Department of Chemical Engineering, 
Gainesville, Florida, USA

Single-file diffusion (SFD) occurs in 1D channels under conditions when sorbate molecules cannot pass one another . This 
fascinating phenomenon is not only of fundamental interest, it has implications for catalysis, separations, and nanofluidics . 
Despite the large number of computational/theoretical studies, only a few experimental reports of molecular SFD have appeared 
in the literature . One of the most interesting, yet unverified predictions of the simple random-walk model is a cross-over of 
the time scaling of the MSD from that of SFD to normal (Fickian) diffusion at sufficiently long observation times, depending 
on channel length and occupancy . Here, the results of Xe-129 NMR studies of diffusion in several types of self-assembled 
nanotubular materials, including dipeptides, gallium molecular wheels, and bis-urea macrocycles, will be presented . The 
channels formed from L-alanyl-L-valine (AV) have an internal diameter of 0 .51 nm, which is just slightly greater than the 
0 .45 nm diameter of the Xe atom, thereby fulfilling the geometrical criterion for SFD . Xe-129 PFG NMR was performed using 
large (up to 30 T/m) gradients and high (17 .6 T) magnetic field . Continuous-flow hyperpolarized Xe-129 selective saturation 
recovery experiments were also performed on the same AV sample under identical conditions . Both methods yielded 
distinct signatures of SFD . 
However, these results are 
incongruous to the simple 
random-walk model 
which predicts Fickian 
diffusion time-scaling 
at these observation 
times . Implications for the 
diffusion mechanism will 
be discussed .

400mo
STrucTural characTErizaTion of guaninE rich SEquEncE from n-myc oncogEnE

Marko Trajkovski1, Mateus Webba da Silva2, Janez Plavec4

1National Institute of Chemistry Slovenia, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2School of Biomedical Sciences, University of Ulster, Colerine, UK, 3Faculty of 
Chemistry and Chemical Technology, University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 4EN-FIST Centre of Excellence, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Guanine rich DNA and RNA can in the presence of cations form G-quadruplexes . There has been accumulating evidence 
that these four stranded structures comprising stacked G-quartets could play important roles in vital cell mechanisms 
such as regulation of transcription, translation and recombination . The apparent biological importance of G-quadruplexes 
supported by their stabilization being accompanied by altered gene regulation classifies these uncanonical structures as 
potential therapeutic targets . Furthermore, due to their structural variability and high temperature stability G-quadruplexes 
are considered as potential building blocks for nanodevices .

In our study we used multidimensional heteronuclear solution-state NMR in order to obtain insights into structural features 
of guanine rich DNA oligonucleotide originating from intron of N-myc oncogene . We showed that G-quadruplexes were 
formed in the presence of NH4

+, K+ and Na+ ions . In K+ ions containing solution unexpected equilibrium was observed 
between monomeric and dimeric G-quadruplexes, which we characterized in the terms of DNA oligonucleotide and K+ ion 
concentrations . The monomeric and dimeric forms are an interesting example of G-quadruplex polymorphism providing 
new insights into the impact of sequence details of loop regions on G-quadruplex folding . We calculated NMR-based 
structures of both of the G-quadruplex forms in K+ ions containing solution . The monomeric form represents a missing 
element in structures of parallel G-quadruplexes comprising three G-quartets as it exhibits three flexible single nucleotide 
loops . Furthermore, its structural properties and high temperature stability suggest possibility of specific biological role of 
G-quadruplex formation within intron of N-myc oncogene . The dimeric G-quadruplex formed in the presence of K+ ions 
exhibits interesting structural feature of two single nucleotide links between central G-quartets, which enable consecutive 
stacking of six G-quartets in the core of the structure .

A B
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401Tu
Programming ThE SElf-aSSEmbly of Dna g-quaDruPlExES

Andreas Ioannis Karsisiotis, Mateus Webba da Silva
University of Ulster, Coleraine, Co. Londonderry, UK

DNA is usually double stranded with Watson-Crick base-pairing, a major groove, and a minor groove . It can also fold into 
four-stranded architectures, with pseudo-planar base-pair alignments of four bases . These architectures are known as 
quadruplexes and have four grooves . A large number of topologies are accessible to these associations of four guanosine 
segments (1) . This architectural diversity is of biological relevance (2) . Quadruplexes are associated with the telomeres, 
gene regulation, and other biological functions . Four-stranded DNA has a few advantages over its double stranded cousin . 
It is mechanically more robust, has greater resistance to temperature denaturation and enzymatic degradation . However, 
quadruplex self-assembly is principally regulated by cation-dipole, solvophobic, and base stacking interactions, as well 
as base-composition of the DNA sequence including the availability of guanine-rich segments (1, 3) . These and other 
variables make it difficult to programme the self-assembly of DNA G-quadruplexes . Thus far, precious little has been 
achieved regarding its programmability (1, 3, 4, 5) .

With the aim of establishing principles for DNA G-quadruplex programmability we have been investigating structural 
determinants through design and control of self-assembly . In the course of this work we are determining solution structures 
of a few novel topologies, and we have developed methods for their rapid assessment in solution (4, 5) . In this report we 
will demonstrate control of folding of a few new topologies . An understanding of this interplay is the basis for formalizing our 
understanding of principles for folding of these architectures in the biological context, and for the design of technological 
materials based on quadruplex DNA .

1 . Webba da Silva, M . (2007) Chemistry European Journal, 13, 9738 .
2 . Balasubramanian, S . et al (2011) Nature Reviews Drug Discovery, 10, 261-275 .
3 . Webba da Silva, M . et al (2009) Angewandte Chemie International Edition English, 48, 9167-9170 .
4 . Karsisiotis, A .I . et al (2011) Angewandte Chemie International Edition English, 50, 10645-10648 .
5 . Groves P . et al . (2010) Chemistry European Journal, 16, 6451-6453 .

 

402WE
STrucTurE of a bEnT Dna STuDiED by a combinaTion of nmr anD EPr SPEcTroScoPy

Claudia M . Grytz1, Sina Kazemi2, Andriy Marko1, Pavol Cekan3, Peter Güntert2, Snorri Th . Sigurdsson3, 
Thomas F . Prisner1

1Institute of Physical and Theoretical Chemistry and Center of Biomolecular Magnetic Resonance, Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany, 
2Institute of Biophysical Chemistry, Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany, 3Science Institute, University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland

Long-range distance constraints in the nm-range obtained from Pulsed Electron-Electron Double Resonance (PELDOR) 
spectroscopy1 have been used to predict the global structure2 and the conformational flexibility3 of a DNA molecule with 
two double-stranded stems and a bulge in the center . To determine the angle and the orientation between the two stems a 
rigid cytidin-analogue nitroxide spin label (Ç) has been incorporated pairwise at different positions into the DNA molecule .4 
Orientation selective PELDOR experiments performed at X- and Q-band frequencies allowed determination of the mutual 
orientation and the distances between this two spin labels .5 The PELDOR data predicts a larger flexibility in the bulge 
region of the DNA compared to structures derived from NMR constraints6 alone . Combining both, NMR and PELDOR 
constraints, permits us to obtain a more detailed picture of the conformational flexibility of the DNA molecule .

1)  Milov, A . D .; Salikhov, K . M .; Shchirov, M . D . Sovietscaya Physics Solid Stated  
 1981, 23, 565 .
2)  Schiemann, O .; Prisner, T . F . Quart. Rev. Biophys. 2007, 40, 1 .
3)  Marko, A .; Denysenkov, V . P .; Margraf, D .; Cekan, P .; Schiemann, O .; Sigurdsson,  
 S . Th .; Prisner, T . F . J. Am. Chem. Soc . 2011, 133, 13375 .
4a)  Barhate, N .; Cekan, P .; Massey, A . P .; Sigurdsson, S . Th . Angew. Chem. Int. Ed .  
 2007, 119, 2709 b) Barhate, N .; Cekan, P .; Massey, A . P .; Sigurdsson, S . Th . 
 Nucleic Acids Res . 2008, 36, 5946 .
5)  Schiemann, O .; Cekan, P .; Margraf, D .; Prisner, T . F .; Sigurdsson, S . Th . Angew.  
 Chem. Int. Ed . 2009, 48, 3292
6)  Dornberger, U .; Hillisch, A .; Gollmick, F . A .; Fritzsche, H .; Diekmann, S . Biochemistry  
 1999, 38, 12860 .
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403Th
STrucTural inVESTigaTion of inoSinE-EDiTED rna DuPlEx anD iTS inTEracTion WiTh rna-

inDucED SilEncing comPlEx comPonEnT P100
Alexander Beribisky2, André Dallmann2, Kostantinos Tripsianes1, Michael Sattler1

1Institute of Structural Biology, Helmholtz Zentrum München, Neuherberg, Germany, 2Biomolecular NMR & Center for integrated Protein 
Science, Munich, Technische Universität München, Garching, Germany

The protein p100 (also known as SND1 or Tudor-SN), a component of the RNA-induced silencing complex, is involved in 
binding and cleaving inosine-edited RNA duplexes thereby excluding them from downstream events in RNA interference . 
This function is performed by p100’s two tandem pairs of staphylococcal nuclease (SN) domains that were shown to be 
implicated in edited RNA binding and cleavage .

However many key aspects of this interaction remain unclear . What is the structural basis for the discrimination between 
edited and unedited RNA sequences? Does the p100 possess RNA binding capability alone or also have RNAse activity? 
If so, which structural aspects modulate this activity? To address these questions, we set out to solve the three-dimensional 
structure of the inosine-edited RNA substrate of p100 by NMR spectroscopy as well as study the structural changes that 
occur in the p100 protein upon RNA binding .

NMR studies of the inosine-edited RNA (12 kDa), show that the presence of inosine produces a destabilizing effect on 
the RNA duplex structure . Non-standard sugar puckers are observed for the residues in the inosine-containing motif, an 
indication of a deviation of this region from standard A-form geometry . In addition, the central inosine residue (I10) exhibits 
multiple conformations .

Multidimensional NMR experiments were used to conduct a backbone assignment of the p100 39 kDa construct containing 
SN domains 3 and 4 up to 85% . There is an indication that an interaction between these two domains takes place, which 
contributes to the overall dual domain fold . Protein constructs containing single residue mutations in the purported RNA 
binding site however, maintain the overall conformation present in the wild type p100 .

To further investigate the p100/edited RNA duplex binding, this interaction will be studied by titrations, measurements 
of relaxation and residual dipolar couplings, as well as by electrophoretic mobility shift assays and isothermal titration 
calorimetry .

 

404mo
nmr STrucTural STuDiES on coValEnT PyrrolobEnzoDiazEPinE-Dna aDDucTS

Jenny Seifert, Klaus Weisz
Department of Biochemistry, Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-University, Greifswald, Germany

Pyrrolobenzodiazepines (PBDs) are well-known antitumor antibiotics and bind through the formation of a covalent linkage 
to the 2-amino group of a guanine base in the duplex minor groove . We here report on the use of [3-15N] labeled thymidines 
specifically incorporated into oligonucleotides to serve as NMR probes for an NMR structural characterization of covalent 
PBD-DNA adducts . The specifically labeled DNA duplex allows for NMR editing techniques, simplifying the spectra and 
signal assignments around the covalent drug binding site and gives structural information within the local environment of 
the isotope label . As an additional benefit, the better resolved 15N resonances can give independent information on any 
structural changes in their immediate environment .

In the present study, two different oligonucleotide duplexes were employed for complex formation with a dimeric PBD 
drug possessing DNA cross-linking ability: a self-complementary duplex with guanines on opposite strands, enabling an 
interstrand cross-link by the drug; and a non-self-complementary duplex with two guanines located on the same strand, 
thus only allowing for an intrastrand drug-mediated link . In both cases the established aminal bond formed in the covalent 
adducts shows an S configuration at PBD C11 . Different orientations of the PBD aromatic A-ring with respect to the 
covalently modified guanine as observed in the non-symmetric complex is shown to result in characteristic changes of 
PBD H11 and H11a proton chemical shifts . Based on a compilation of available NMR data on various PBD complexes, 
these differences may be used as valuable probes for the simple identification of PBD orientational preferences in DNA-
PBD adducts .

In general, a simple and straightforward NMR analysis of covalent PBD adducts in terms of their binding modes and 
stereochemistries may benefit from the introduction of specific 15N labels in the nucleic acids and the observed 
characteristic chemical shift changes of individual drug protons, especially for complexes that exhibit severe signal overlap .
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nmr SPEcTroScoPic characTErizaTion of coExiSTing Dna-Drug 

comPlExES in SloW ExchangE
Jonathan Dickerhoff, Klaus Weisz
Department of Biochemistry, Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-University, Germany

Several members of the indoloquinoline family of drugs exhibit antifungal, antibacterial, antiinflammatory and antitumor 
activities . An aminoalkyl-derivativized phenyl-substituted indolo[3,2-b]quinoline has previously been shown to specifically 
bind triplex DNA and to constitute a potential antitumor drug . Whereas its binding to DNA was initially investigated by 
optical methods suggesting an intercalative mode of binding, we now analyzed preferential binding sites on triplexes by 
NMR spectroscopic methods .

Due to a reversible binding at different sites with slow exchange of free triple-helical DNA and several complexes of different 
population, strongly overlapped signals prevent a more detailed analysis of the spectrum . The specific incorporation of 
[3-15N]-labeled thymidines within the triplex allows to unambiguously determine the number of coexisting complexes 
by heteronuclear 1H-15N experiments . After the assignment of the imino proton signals in the free DNA, corresponding 
resonances in the complexes could be identified by exchange crosspeaks in an EASY-ROESY experiment . To increase 
exchange rate dependent ROE crosspeak intensities, the temperature can be varied to reach the slow intermediate 
exchange regime . In this way, even coexisting complexes of low population can be identified . Within a complex the imino 
signals could be assigned by intramolecular NOE contacts for major species .

Due to an electrostatic repulsion expected between the positively charged drug and protonated cytosines within the third 
strand, neighboring TAT-triads and the duplex-triplex junction were originally proposed as potential intercalation sites . 
These could be confirmed through chemical shift footprints, indicating a significant preference for the duplex-triplex 
junction . Three low-populated complexes could be found with drug binding sites at a TAT tract within the triplex stem and 
two higher populated species bind the drug at the junction . The major complex was further structurally characterized by 
intermolecular NOE contacts found between drug and DNA protons .

 

406WE
SoluTion STrucTurE of DuPlEx Dna WiTh an EmbEDDED fluorEScEncE ProbE

Lars Dehmel, Nikolaus P . Ernsting
Humboldt-University, Berlin, Germany

The THz vibrational activity of a biopolymer can be measured 
locally with an embedded molecular probe . For this purpose, 
the new polarity probe 2-Hydroxy-7-Carboxyfluorene was 
linked into a 13mer DNA duplex opposite an abasic site . The 
NMR solution structure shows that the fluorene molecule 
occupies the position of a base pair but can flip around the 
long axis .
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407Th
inVESTigaTing ThE mElTing ProcESS of ThE cyanobacTErial  hSP17 rna ThErmomETEr aT 

baSE Pair rESoluTion

Dominic Wagner1, Jörg Rinnenthal1, Franz Narberhaus2, Harald Schwalbe1

1Goethe University, Center for Biomolecular Magnetic Resonance (BMRZ), Institute for Organic Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Frankfurt am 
Main, Germany, 2Ruhr-University, Institute for Biology of Microorganisms, Bochum, Germany

The acclimation to varying environmental stimuli poses a significant challenge to microorganisms . Changes in temperature 
for example can lead to heat stress resulting in misfolding of proteins . In order to adapt to these conditions, bacteria have 
evolved a set of tools to sense and react appropriately upon temperature changes . Several classes of cis-regulatory RNA 
thermometers are able to trap the Shine-Dalgarno sequence in a helix and thus allow a rapid response in gene expression 
through their specific melting behaviour . Previously, we characterized the melting process of the Salmonella fourU RNA 
thermometer using a combination of Circular Dichroism and Imino-exchange NMR spectroscopy [1] . Here, we take the 
same approach to investigate the Hsp17 RNA-thermometer, which is found in Cyanobacteria and constitutes a novel class 
of RNA-thermometers [2] . We examine the thermodynamics of the melting process at base pair resolution and compare 
them to the Salmonella fourU RNA thermometer to identify common mechanism for tailored response to temperature .

[1] Rinnenthal, J ., Klinkert, B ., Narberhaus, F . and Schwalbe, H . (2010) Direct observation of the temperature-induced  
 melting process of the Salmonella fourU RNA thermometer at base-pair resolution . Nucleic Acids Res, 38, 3834-3847 .
[2] Kortmann, J ., Sczodrok, S ., Rinnenthal, J ., Schwalbe, H . and Narberhaus, F . (2010) Translation on demand by a simple  
 RNA-based thermosensor . Nucleic Acids Res, 39, 2855-2868 .

 

408mo
nmr STuDy on anomalouS PhaSE TranSiTion of 1,3-DimEThyl- imiDazolium 

biS(PEnTafluoroEThylSulfonyl)amiDE

Mamoru Imanari2, Kozue Miyano1, Hiroko Seki2, Keiko Nishikawa1

1Graduate School of Advanced Integration Science,Chiba University, Chiba, Japan, 2Chemical Analysis Center,Chiba University, Chiba, Japan

The 1H-T1, T2 values of 1,3-dimethylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulphonyl)
amide: [C1mim]NTf2 and 1,3-dimethylimidazolium bis(pentafluoroethylsulphonyl)
amide: [C1mim]BETA were measured as a function of temperature in the wide 
range from 203 to 403 K . The 1H-T1, T2 values of [C1mim]NTf2 changed discontinu-
ously at 283 K in the cooling process by crystallization . The melting point of the 
sample is 303 K . The 1H-T1,T2 values of [C1mim]BETA discontinuously changed 
at 273 K and 223 K in the cooling process . However, only the 1H-T2 values of 
[C1mim]BETA changed discontinuously though the 1H-T1 values changed continu-
ously with lowering temperature at 273 K . Only the 1H-T1 values discontinuously 
changed at 223 K . The discontinuous change of the T2 at 273 K values may be 
caused by glass transition . The discontinuous change of T1 at 223 K is not crystal-
lization . The crystallization occurred at around 213 K in the heating process after 
cooling down to 203 K . The melting point of [C1mim]NPf2 is 303 K . 
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409Tu
nmr STuDy on PhaSE TranSiTionS anD molEcular DynamicS of  

1-alkyl- 3-mEThylimiDazolium bromiDE

Noriko Mizushima1, Yuki Hidaka2, Eiji Usami1, Mamoru Imanari2, Keiko Nishikawa3, Hiroko Seki2
1Laboratory of Clinical Pharmacy,Yokohama College of Pharmacy, Yokohama, Japan, 2Chemical Analysis Center,Chiba University, Chiba, 
Japan, 3Graduate School of Advanced Integration Science,Chiba University, Chiba, Japan

In previous work, we investigated the phase transition of ionic liquids 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium bromide [Cnmim]Br 
with n=2, 3 and 4 using the 1H-T1,T2  values measured as a function of temperature in the wide temperature range 1) .  
In this time, we try to measure the 1H-T1,T2 values of [C5mim]Br and [C6mim]Br as a function of temperature in the wide 
temperature range from 173 K to 403 K . The 1H-T1,T2 values of [C5mim]Br continuously changed in the cooling process . 
In the heating process, however, [C5mim]Br discontinuously changed at about 253 K by crystallization . The crystallization 
speed is very slow like that of [C4mim]Br . The melting point was 343 K . However, [C6mim]Br did not crystallized in the both 
cooling and heating process . The behaviors are the same as that of [C3mim]Br . Moreover, we measured the 13C spectra and 
the 13C-T1,T2 values as a function of temperature for both sample with lowering temperature in order to obtain information of 
the molecular dynamics in the liquid state . We will demonstrate the phase transition behavior and the molecular dynamics 
depending on the alkyl chain length .

References
1) M . Imanari, K . Uchida, K . Miyano, H . Seki, K . Nishikawa,Phys . Chem. Chem. Phys .,2010 ,12, 2765-3056 .

 

410WE
nmr STuDy on SloW PhaSE TranSiTion of ionic liquiD incluDing  

1-buTyl-3-mEThyl- imiDazolium caTion

Kozo Fujii1, Mamoru Imanari2, Hiroko Seki2, Keiko Nishikawa1

1Graduate School of Advanced Integration Science,Chiba University, Chiba, Japan, 2Chemical Analysis Center,Chiba University, Chiba, Japan

1H-T1, T2 of ionic liquids 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bromide:[C4mim]Br, 1-butyl-
3-methylimidazolium hexa- fluorrophosphate:[C4mim]PF6 and1-butyl-3-methylim-
idazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulphonyl)amide: [C4mim]NTf2  were measured as a 
function of temperature in the range from 173 to 403 K . There was no discon-
tinuous change of 1H-T1, T2 for all samples in the cooling process . In the heating 
process, however, the1H-T1, T2 values of [C4mim]Br and [C4mim]PF6 changed 
discontinuously at 273 and at 233 K respectively by crystallization . The crystal-
lization speed extremely slows in both samples . We need more than one hour 
for crystallization of approximately 0 .5ml sample . [C4mim]NTf2 also crystallized 
at 213 K in the heating process and the crystallization speed also very slow . 
However, the 1H-T1 values of [C4mim]NTf2 did not change discontinuously . We will 
demonstrate and discuss detail of the anomalous phenomenon .

Fig. Crystallization speed of 
[C4mim]Br
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411Th
hoW To mEaSurE TranSVErSE rElaxaTion of ProTonS?

Takuya Segawa, Diego Carnevale, Geoffrey Bodenhausen
EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland

Measurements of transverse relaxation rates R2 = 1/T2 in proton spin-systems are challenging due to modulations arising 
from homonuclear J-couplings . In this contribution, we compare different techniques to circumvent this problem .

Suppression of echo modulations in the time domain is the analogue of decoupling multiplets in the frequency domain . For 
the purpose of decoupling, it is irrelevant if the homonuclear J-couplings are refocused or locked, as long as the splitting 
falls inside the line-width . But this difference becomes crucial when R2’s are measured . The relaxation rates of in-phase and 
anti-phase coherences are generally not identical . While a spin-lock can measure the decay of a pure in-phase coherence, 
a refocusing sequence measures a mixture of in- and anti-phase decay . The duration of the delays between the echoes 
determine the in-/anti-phase ratio .

Transverse relaxation rates of different proton spin-systems were investigated by:

- Spin-lock techniques to measure R1
- Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) echo trains with moderate radio-frequency pulses1

- Perfect Echo to refocus homonuclear J-couplings in an AX-system2,3

- “Multiple Quantum-Filtered” sequence4

Assets and drawbacks of the different approaches will be discussed .

1)  Baishya B ., Segawa T . F ., Bodenhausen G ., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 131, 17538 (2009)
2)  Takegoshi K ., Ogura K ., Hikichi K ., J. Magn. Reson ., 84, 611 (1989)
3)  Aguilar J . A ., Nilsson M ., Bodenhausen G ., Morris G . A ., Chem. Commun ., 48, 811 (2012)
4)  Barrère C ., Thureau P ., Thévand A ., Viel S ., Chem. Commun ., 47, 9209 (2011)

 

412mo
DynamicS anD funcTion of ThE kix Domain

Sarina Grutsch1, Taras Valovka2, Martin Tollinger1

1University of Innsbruck, Institute of Organic Chemistry, Innsbruck, Austria, 2University of Innsbruck, Institute of Biochemistry, Innsbruck, Austria

Protein dynamic processes play an important role for the regulation of biological function, since they provide the 
conformational plasticity that is required for interaction with different binding partners and for exposing functionally 
important amino acid residues to the environment, thereby rendering them accessible to activation .

In this study we investigate the dynamics and the function of the KIX domain of CREB binding protein (CBP) by combining 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopic structural and dynamic studies with other biophysical techniques . CBP 
is a co-activator protein that participates in transcriptional regulation by forming a direct link between transcription factors 
and the basal transcriptional machinery . The KIX domain of CBP plays a key role in the regulation of gene transcription 
because it mediates cooperativity between transcription factors by simultaneous binding through two interaction sites . 
Methylation of KIX disables the binding of biological targets, representing a novel aspect of the regulation mechanism of 
gene transcription .

We focus our research on NMR relaxation experiments, such as CPMG relaxation dispersion experiments or T1 and T2 
relaxation, to gain insights in local unfolding and dynamics of the KIX domain . We examine a possible functional role of a 
recently described folding intermediate of the KIX domain in its methylation mechanism . Local unfolding of the KIX domain 
could render the side-chain of an arginine residue susceptible to methylation .

Acknowledgement: Supported by the Austrian Science Fund (P22735 to MT)
1) Schanda P, Brutscher B, Konrat R and Tollinger M, J Mol Biol . 2008 Jul; 380(4):726-41 .
2) Breuker K, Brüschweiler S and Tollinger M, Angew Chem Int Ed Engl . 2011 Jan; 50(4):873-7 .
3) Xu W, Chen H, Du K, Asahara H, Tini M, Emerson BM, Montminy M and Evans RM, Science . 2001 Dec; 294(5551):2507- 
 11 .
4) Chevillard-Briet M, Trouche D and Vandel L, EMBO J . 2002 Oct; 21(20):5457-66 .
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T1-rElaxaTion in Scalar couPlED mulTi-SPin SySTEmS aT VariablE magnETic fiElD

Konstantin Ivanov1, Sergey Korchak2, Alexandra Yurkovskaya3, Hans-Martin Vieth2

1International Tomography Center SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia, 2Free University of Berlin, Berlin, Germany, 3Novosibirsk State University, 
Novosibirsk, Russia

Investigations of spin-lattice relaxation, especially, of its magnetic field dependence – relaxation dispersion (NMRD) – 
provide valuable information on the characteristic times of molecular mobility . Features in NMRD are due to the following 
three reasons: (i) noise spectral density changes with the field; (ii) spin-operators causing relaxation change with the field; 
(iii) eigen-states of the spin system change with the field . As (i) and (ii) have already been investigated in detail we studied 
theoretically the mechanism (iii) in the situation of coupled multi-spin systems .

We assumed that the spins are coupled by scalar interactions and found the following new peculiarities in NMRD curves . 
First, individual spins, which have strongly different T1 times at high magnetic field, relax with a common longitudinal 
relaxation time at low fields . Second, at certain fields the NMRD curves exhibit sharp features, such as peaks or dips . 
We explain these new features by the strong coupling between the spins so that the eigen-states of the spin system are 
collective states of spins, which then no longer relax individually . The peaks and dips in the NMRD curves are explained 
as effects of nuclear spin level anti-crossings . In addition, coherent contributions to T1-relaxation have been found and 
analyzed . The theoretical results are in very good agreement with our experimental results for coupled protons in several 
amino acids and nucleotides .

Our study demonstrates that for liquid systems scalar couplings must be taken into account for understanding and simulating 
their relaxation dispersion curves as a prerequisite for their use in differentiating between relaxation mechanisms and 
determining the parameters of molecular mobility .

Financial support by RFBR (Projects No . 11-03-00296) and the Program P-220 of the Russian Government (grant No . 
11 .G34 .31 .0045) is acknowledged .

 

414WE
PEPTiDE SElf-aSSEmbly STuDiED by aniSoTroPic roTaTional  

DiffuSion DEriVED from 13c nmr rElaxaTion

Davy Sinnaeve1, Marc-André Delsuc2, José C . Martins1, Bruno Kieffer2

1Ghent University, Gent, Belgium, 2Institut de Génétique et de Biologie Moléculaire et Cellulaire, Illkirch, France

The 13Cα relaxation rate constants, R1 and R2, are known to be very sensitive to the degree of anisotropy of the molecular 
object and to the orientation of the CH bond vector . Here, this property is exploited in a novel method to investigate the 
organization of a supramolecular assembly1 . The self-assembling system on which this method will be applied is the pore 
forming cyclic lipodepsipeptide pseudodesmin A2, which assembles into supramolecular structures of indefinite size in 
non-polar organic solvents . Based on the monomer conformation of this small peptide building block and diffusion data, a 
model was previously proposed for the pseudodesmin A self-assembly2 .

By confronting R2/R1 ratios with the CH bond vectors within the known monomer conformation, the orientation of the 
monomers within the supramolecular assemblies can be assessed . The rotational diffusion coefficients of the assemblies 
can be obtained from the data, leading to their average dimensions . In the case of pseudodesmin A, it is demonstrated that 
the length of the cylinder-like structures increases with concentration, while the diameter remains constant . In addition, 
the orientation of the monomer molecules vs . the direction of growth reveals the surface area where the intermolecular 
contact takes place, which for pseudodesmin A is in agreement with an end-to-end helix stacking, validating the proposed 
model . We demonstrate that this method can be used for the study of the self-assembly of small molecules into anisotropic 
supramolecular structures1, provided they contain sufficient distinguishable CH (or NH) groups that sample various 
orientations . The main advantages of this technique are that it provides structural information about the orientation of the 
monomer molecule within the assembly and that it can be applied in the solution state .

References:
1 .  Sinnaeve D ., Delsuc M . A ., Martins J . C . and Kieffer B ., Chemical Science, 3, 1284 – 1292 (2012)
2 .  Sinnaeve D ., Hendrickx P . M . S ., Van hemel J ., Peys E ., Kieffer B . and Martins J . C ., Chemistry–A European Journal,  
 15, 12653 – 12662 (2009)
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raDiaTion DamPing EffEcTS in Small fliP anglE anD SPin noiSE nmr SPEcTra

Judith Schlagnitweit1, Martin Nausner1, Steven W . Morgan2, Hervé Desvaux2, Norbert Müller1

1Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria, 2IRAMIS, CEA, Saclay, France

If radiation damping affects one of two or more overlapping NMR lines, all line shapes are no longer Lorentzian - 
independent of the flip angle and even in excitation-free noise spectra . In small flip angle pulse spectra narrow negative 
signal distortions within broad radiation damped signals at the positions of weak resonances, resemble “hole-burnt” spectra 
due to cross-precession [1] . In spin noise spectra narrow positive peaks on top of broad “dips” at the same positions 
allowing sensitive detection of small satellite peaks .

Only if radiation damping, which often dominates noise spectra as absorbed circuit noise (ACN) [2], is rigorously excluded, 
can pure nuclear spin noise be observed .

This can be attained

(1)  by inhomogeneous B0 fields such as in spin noise imaging (SNI) 
experiments [3],

(2)  for intrinsically broad lines such as in static solids [4] or paramagnetic 
solutions [5], or

(3)  at low spin densities and/or with low gyro¬magnetic ratio nuclei .

The latter case is demonstrated by the, to our knowledge, first 13C-spin noise 
spectra ever recorded, exemplified by the spectrum shown in the Figure: a 
176 MHz 1H-coupled 13C spin noise power spectrum of 13C-enriched glycerol .

References
[1]  Schlagnitweit, J . et al . ChemPhysChem 13, 482-487 (2012)
[2]  Giraudeau, P . et al . Chem . Phys . Lett . 489, 107-112 (2010)
[3]  Müller, N ., Jerschow, A . Proc . Natl . Acad . Sci . U .S .A . 103, 6790-6792 (2006)
[4]  Schlagnitweit, J . et al . J . Magn . Reson . 207, 168-172 (2010)
[5]  Nausner, M . et al . J . Magn . Reson . 198, 73-79 (2009)

Support is acknowledged from: EGIDE-ÖAD AMADEUS AT-FR (# 23077WK), ANR (# BLAN07_1193759), FWF (# 
P19635-N17), European Union (EFRE INTERREG IV ETC-AT-CZ, # M00146)

416mo
Dynamic TunnElling PolariSaTion: a quanTum roTor analoguE of DnP anD ThE SoliD EffEcT

Anthony Horsewill, Sabah Abu-Khumra
School of Physics & Astronomy, University of Nottingham, UK

We report a quantum rotor analogue of Dynamic Nuclear Polarisation and the nuclear solid 
effect . [1] Comparing with conventional DNP experiments, in general terms the rotational 
angular momentum associated with the quantum tunnelling states of CH3 rotors replaces the 
role of electron spin angular momentum .

The rotation of the methyl rotor CH3 is characterised by quantum tunnelling with frequency vt 
twhere the exchange splitting hvt separates A and E nuclear spin-symmetry species . We shall 
describe experiments where the populations of the CH3 tunnelling states are manipulated in a 
customised manner by rf irradiation of weakly allowed sideband transitions within the manifold 
of tunnelling magnetic levels . We show how substantial positive and negative polarisations of 
the A and E states are achieved using a specially designed double resonance field-cycling 
NMR pulse sequence . As part of this procedure, level crossings between the tunnelling and 
Zeeman systems are used to measure the tunnelling polarisations . In a further adaptation, 
the lifetimes of the A and E states are measured and investigated as a function of magnetic 
field . Spectra reveal evidence for mechanical cogwheel-like coupling between CH3 rotors . 
The contribution these new experiments make to our understanding of quantum rotors will 
be discussed including the outlook for possible new techniques for nuclear spin polarisation .

[1]  Horsewill and Abu-Khumra . Physical Review Letters 107 (2011) 127602
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on ThE SElf-DiffuSion mEaSurEmEnT by ThE moDulaTED graDiEnT SPin Echo,  

a lEgacy of Sir Paul T. callaghan

Janez Stepišnik, Aleš Mohorič, Igor Serša
1University of Ljubljana, FMF, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2Institut Jožef Stefan, Ljubljana, Slovenia

An exceptional NMR tool is the method, in which the spectral density of the translational velocity autocorrelation1 is 
“probed” by a sampling function given by the frequency spectrum of the effective magnetic field gradient waveform . Sir 
Paul T . Callaghan termed it as “the modulated gradient spin echo” (MGSE)2 . The frequency range of MGSE variant with the 
pulsed gradients is limited to below 1 kHz due the self-induction of gradient coils . Here, we consider the MGSE technique 
with the fixed gradient and with the CPMG train of rf pulses to modulate the effective gradient3 . Much faster switching 
rate of the rf-pulses increases the high frequency limit of method for about two orders of degree and enables studies of 
the molecular dynamics in porous materials4, and the motions in fluidized granular systems5 . However, the simultaneous 
application of rf-pulses and gradient fields leads to the resonance offset artefacts as shown in Fig . A . We have exploited a 
way of their reduction by the analysis with the expansion of spin evolution operator into the Magnus series . This gives that 
a proper phase cycling of rf-pulses removes the offset terms . We confirmed it also by the experiment (Fig . B) . The method 
enables precise measurements of the velocity autocorrelation of liquids in various systems .

References:
1  J .Stepišnik, Physica 104B,  350-61 (1981)
2   P .T . Callaghan, J . Stepišnik, J . of Mag . Res . A 117, 118-122 (1995)
3   P .T . Callaghan, J . Stepišnik, Advances in Magnetic and Optical Resonance Vol. 19, . 324-397, (1996), Academic Press 
4   J .Stepišnik S . Lasič A . Mohorič, I . Serša, A . Sepe . J . of Mag . Res 182, 195-199 (2006) .
5   S . Lasič and all, Europhys . Lett, 75, 887–893 (2006)

418WE
ExcEEDing ThE limiT of DynamicS STuDiES on ProTEinS uSing nmr SPEcTroScoPy

David Ban1, Alvar Gossert2, Karin Giller1, Stefan Becker1, Christian Griesinger1, Donghan Lee1

1Max-Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Gottingen, Germany, 2Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research, Basel, Switzerland

Internal motions of proteins are tightly related to their particular function . These motions occur in a broad range of timescales 
from picoseconds to seconds and slower . Relaxation dispersion is uniquely sensitive to the kinetics and amplitude of 
motions that occur within the s-ms timescale that manifest themselves within the residual line-width of peaks . Within 
relaxation dispersion, rotating-frame transverse relaxation (R1) experiments function by modulating the strength of spin-
lock pulses to effectively quench this residual line-width . However, the strength of the applied spin-lock pulse is directly 
related to the fastest kinetics that can be observed, and due to hardware limitations, motions faster than 40 s could not be 
detected up to now . Yet, motions between the globular rotational correlation time (4 ns) and the 40 s, deemed the supra-c 
range, have recently been proposed to play a role in molecular recognition .1 So far, it could only be accessed by lowering 
the temperature, thus slowing the kinetics down such that they were within the detectable range of R1 experiments .2 
Therefore, we have set out to exceed our view into this time window by generating large spin-lock pulses that could be used 
to observe faster kinetics . Using a cryogenically cooled NMR probe, a tool commonly found in many NMR laboratories, we 
have been able to increase our resolution into motions that could occur as fast as 25 s, 10 s, and 4 s for 15N, 13C, and 1H 
nuclei, respectively . We demonstrate that large spin-lock pulses can be applied without damaging the integrity of the probe 
nor heating of the sample, and validate their use for R1 experiments .  In addition, sensitivity to smaller amplitude motions 
is observed, and the detection of motion within the sidechains of ubiquitin with kinetics that are within the suprac range 
is presented but slower than predicted from MD simulations on BPTI .3 This technique allows for the observation of faster 
motions in proteins and the accurate characterization of parameters that define the dynamic process .
1Lange et al ., Science 320 1471 (2008)
2Ban et al ., Angew. Chemie 50, 11437 (2011)
3Shaw et al . Science, 330 341-346 (2010)
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ThErmal coEfficiEnTS of mEThyl grouPS WiThin ubiquiTin

T . Michael Sabo1, Davood Bakhtiari1, Korvin F . A . Walter1, Robert L . McFeeters2, Karin Giller1,  
Stefan Becker1, Christian Griesinger1, Donghan Lee1

1Max Planck Institute for biophysical chemistry, Goettingen, Niedersachsen, Germany, 2University of Alabama, Huntsville, Alabama, USA

Protein folding and molecular recognition are physiological processes that are intricately linked to their dynamic signature 
and reflected in their thermal coefficients . Additionally, the local conformational entropy is directly related to the degrees 
of freedom, which each residue possesses within its conformational space . Therefore, the temperature dependence of the 
local conformational entropy may provide insight into understanding how local dynamics may affect the stability of proteins . 
Here, we analyze the temperature dependence of internal methyl group dynamics derived from the cross-correlated 
relaxation between dipolar couplings of two CH bonds within ubiquitin (Sabo et al Prot . Sci . 2012, 21, 562) . Spanning a 
temperature range from 275 K to 308 K, internal methyl group dynamics tend to increase with increasing temperature, 
which translates to a general increase in local conformational entropy . With this data measured over multiple temperatures, 
the thermal coefficient of the methyl group order parameter, the characteristic thermal coefficient, and the local heat 
capacity were obtained . By analyzing the distribution of methyl group thermal coefficients within ubiquitin, we found that the 
N-terminal region has relatively high thermostability . These results indicate that methyl groups contribute quite appreciably 
to the total heat capacity of ubiquitin through the regulation of local conformational entropy . We have also investigated the 
influence of denaturant using guanidinium chloride on these thermal coefficients . From these measurements, we found that 
two methyl groups, L8δ1 and L73δ1 appear to be early reporters of ubiquitin unfolding . Taken together, a per residue gauge 
of local protein thermodynamics, as well as local responses to the presence of denaturants, offers a powerful complement 
to the already well-established methods for determining global thermodynamic parameters in proteins .

 

420mo
mEaSuring ThE kinETicS of conformaTional SamPling During  

binDing WiTh nmr SPEcTroScoPy

David Ban, T . Michael Sabo, Karin Giller, Stefan Becker, Donghan Lee, Christian Griesinger
Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Göttingen, Germany

Molecular recognition is typically described as either following a conformational selection (CS) or induced-fit (IF) 
mechanism . In the CS model, a protein samples a subset of structural configurations which mimic structures from the 
bound form . An important facet of this is that the sampling of different conformations limits the on-rate for binding .  In the 
IF model, a free conformation is altered to a bound conformation induced upon binding and the on-rate is governed by 
the rate of this conformational change . For ubiquitin, a protein that forms many different interactions with various proteins, 
large heterogeneous conformations are sampled in the free form on a timescale of about 2-38 s at room temperature .1,2 
Here, we evaluate the role of this sampling event during the molecular recognition process using ubiquitin complexed 
with the UBA domain of Dsk2p (Dsk2)3 by utilizing Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy . For this purpose, 
concentration dependent CPMG relaxation dispersion, which is sensitive to lowly populated intermediates, has been used 
for evaluating the efficacy of CS and IF .4 In brief, data fit with a simple two-state model are in contradiction with HSQC-
based titration results and indicate that the binding scheme is more sophisticated .  Techniques on how to fit the data to 
higher order models and results from expanded kinetic schemes will be presented as well as a comparison of both CS and 
IF binding models for the ubiquitin and Dsk2 interaction .  This approach can provide pivotal information regarding molecular 
recognition mechanisms .

1 .   O .F . Lange et al . Science 320, 1471 (2008)
2 .   Ban et al . Angew . Chem . Int . Ed . 50, 11437 (2011)
3 .   Ohno et al . Structure 13, 521 (2005)
4 .   Hammes et al . PNAS 106, 13737 (2009)
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421Tu
SoliD STaTE 19f-nmr rElaxomETry To moniTor ThE local  

mobiliTy of mEmbranE-bounD PEPTiDES

Stephan Grage1, Oleg Babii1, Ronald Lochte1, Sergii Afonin1, Parvesh Wadhwani1, Pavel Mykhailiuk2,  
Igor Komarov2, Anne Ulrich1

1Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany, 2Kyiv National Taras Shevchenko University, Kyiv, Ukraine

Membrane-active peptides can have a range of different structures (-helical, 
-sheeted, disordered), with diverse functions such as antimicrobial, cell-
penetrating, fusogenic, or cytotoxic . Many of these amphiphilic peptides 
are cationic, but they interact with lipid bilayers in different ways . They can 
adopt distinct alignment and oligomerisation states in the membrane, and 
they can undergo reversible self-assembly or irreversible aggregation . While 
the secondary structure and orientation in the membrane has been studied 
intensively, the focus of this study is to monitor the local mobility of some representative peptides along their primary amino 
acid sequence . This way we expect to get insight into the degree of folding and flexibility of the peptides in the different 
insertion or oligomeric states .

We used solid-state 19F NMR relaxation as a highly sensitive tool to characterize the local mobility of the -helical 
antimicrobial PGLa as a first case study . The intrinsically high 19F sensitivity was increased further by exploiting the 
rotational diffusion of the studied peptide in macroscopically oriented lipid bilayers that are placed at the magic angle in 
the magnetic field . To obtain information of the backbone mobility (rather than side chain flexibility), we employed a special 
artificial amino acid linking a CF3-group directly to the backbone . This approach enabled us to scan a large number of 
amino acid positions along the PGLa sequence, and to obtain a detailed mobility profile of this membrane bound peptide .

 

422WE
DirEcT obSErVaTion of corrElaTED ProTEin moTionS DETEcTED by nmr SPEcTroScoPy

T . Michael Sabo1, R . Bryn Fenwick2, Korvin F . A . Walter1, Claudia Schwiegk1, Stefan Becker1, Xavier Salvatella2, 
Christian Griesinger1, Donghan Lee1

1Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Göttingen, Germany, 2ICREA and Institute for Research in Biomedicine Barcelona, Barcelona, 
Spain

Protein function is inextricably linked to protein dynamics . In the case of molecular recognition, the ground state 
conformational ensemble of ubiquitin possesses all conformers captured to date in crystal structures of ubiquitin complexes 
(Lange, Science, 320, 1471) . These findings support the concept of conformational selection, specifically that amplitudes 
of motion or dynamics resulting from conformational inter-conversion on the μsec time-scale are limiting the on-rates for 
complex formation (Ban, Angew . Chem . Int . Ed ., 50, 11437) . For ubiquitin, a majority of these conformational dynamics are 
concentrated in a single collective mode described by a pincer-like motion . To alleviate the entropic costs associated with 
sampling conformers along the pincer-like trajectory, the ubiquitin conformational ensemble predicts a significant amount 
of correlated motions (Fenwick, J . Am . Chem . Soc ., 133, 10336) . Fifteen years ago, experimentalists were challenged to 
develop methodology for detecting correlated protein motions (Dill and Chan, Nat . Struct . Biol ., 4, 10) . Until now, the direct 
observation of long-range correlated motion has been hindered by the lack of experimental methodology . A technique 
suitable for the characterization of such dynamic processes is NMR spectroscopy . Here, we present a novel method to 
detect long-range correlated motions using cross-correlated relaxation (CCR) between pairs of backbone CαHα bonds 
located on adjacent β-strands of the third immunoglobulin-binding domain of the streptococcal protein G (GB3) (Rief, 
Science, 276, 1230) . We report CCR rates for 4 pairs of CαHα bonds, Q2-K19, K4-T17, V6-E15, and Y45-F52 . The 
CCR rates indicate that all 4 CαHα pairs engage in correlated motions (Pelupessy, J . Biomol . NMR, 25, 265) . In order 
to complement our experimental results, we generated a conformational ensemble of GB3 utilizing previously measured 
residual dipolar couplings (Yao, J . Phys . Chem . B, 112, 6045), which was cross-validated with backbone NH-NH and NH-
CαHα CCR rates (Vögeli and Yao, J . Am . Chem . Soc .,131, 3668) and hydrogen bond scalar couplings . We show that our 
measured CCR rates are predicted by this GB3 ensemble . Taken together, we provide the first experimental evidence for 
long-range correlated motions . These findings demonstrate that the synchronized β-sheet motions reduce the degrees of 
freedom and contribute to the stability of the protein ensemble .
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423Th
aPPlicaTion of fiElD-cycling nmr rElaxomETry To ThE inVESTigaTion of  

magnETic orDEr in nanoParTiclE SuSPEnSionS

Dermot Brougham, Eoin Fox, Sarah Clarke, Tsedev Ninjbadgar
Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland

In this presentation the application of 1H field-cycling NMR relaxometry, in the 10E3 – 10E8 Hz range, to study aqueous 
and non-aqueous magnetic nanoparticle suspensions will be described .[1] These studies are of interest, as the 
physicochemical properties of solvated nanostructures are critical to their performance in biomedical applications, and in 
particular as contrast agents for MRI . These developments have been facilitated by the development of a workable theory 
for solvent relaxation due to superparamagnetic nanoparticles, by Robert Muller and his colleagues at Mons-Hainault .
[2] Our research demonstrates that for magnetic nanoparticle and nanocomposite suspensions, 1H NMR relaxation time 
measurements of the solvent provide insight into the extent of solvation, the surface and bulk magnetisation, and the 
magnetic order .[3-10] This arises because the diffusing solvent molecules interact dynamically with the nanocomposite 
surface . The information obtained on the structures in situ is complementary to that available from dynamic light scattering, 
magnetometry and electron microscopy . The implications of the findings for developing other NMR probes of both nano-
structure and confined dynamics will be discussed .

1 .  C . J . Meledandri, D . F . Brougham . Analytical Methods, 2012, 4, 331-341 .
2 .  A . Roch, R . N . Muller, P . Gillis J . Chem . Phys . 1999, 110, 5403-5411 .
3 .  T . Ninjbadgar, D . F . Brougham . Advanced Functional Materials, 2011, 21, 4769-4775 .
4 .  L . Xiao, J . Li, D . F . Brougham, S . Mathur et al  . ACS Nano, 2011, 5, 6315-6324 .
5 .  C . J . Meledandri, J . K . Stolarczyk, D . F . Brougham . ACS Nano, 2011, 5, 1747-1755
6 .  J . K . Stolarczyk, S . Ghosh, D . F . Brougham . Angew . Chem . Int . Ed ., 2009, 48, 175-178 .
7 .  C . J . Meledandri, J . K . Stolarczyk, S . Ghosh, D . F . Brougham . Lang ., 2008, 24 14159-65
8 .  G .-L . Davies, D . F . Brougham, Y . K . Gun’ko et al ChemPhysChem, 2011, 12, 772–776 .
9 .  C . J . Meledandri, T . Ninjbadgar, D . F . Brougham, J . Mater . Chem ., 2011, 21, 214-222 .
10 .  S . Ghosh, D . F . Brougham et al . Phys . Chem . Chem . Phys ., 2010, 12, 14009-14016 .

 

424mo
oVErhauSEr Dynamic nuclEar PolarizaTion for ThE quanTiTaTiVE  

STuDy of hyDraTion DynamicS

John Franck, Anna Pavolova, Songi Han
University of California, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA, USA

Overhauser dynamic nuclear polarization (ODNP) offers a unique insight into 
the colorful variation of hydration dynamics at the surfaces, interfaces, and 
interiors of proteins, lipid vesicles, and other biological macromolecules with 
sub-nanoscale specificity .  It uniquely allows measurements on ``dirty’’ samples, 
which may be opaque, extremely viscous, or contain particularly large, immobile 
macromolecules . ODNP analyzes the fast translational motion of water 
molecules with high selectivity, thus allowing a unique insight into the layer of 
hydration water that surrounds macromolecules in aqueous solution, and which 
plays a hotly debated role in the interactions between macromolecules and 
macromolecular interfaces .

Here, a new experimental approach and data analysis model demonstrate 
a previously unparalleled level of accuracy . We will show how this novel 
approach grants access to the quantitative analysis of samples with spin label 
concentrations as low as 10 μM, as opposed to the previous practical limit of 500 
μM . We show how, previously, subtle effects of very slight microwave heating 
could lead to overall shifts in the quantitative values of hydration dynamics 
measured by DNP .  We present a correction for these effects that allows us 
to extract ODNP data that routinely demonstrates maximum saturation in a 
standard cylindrical cavity . Thus, this new approach and analysis provide a now standardized tool for measuring the 
translational mobility of the hydration water with quantitative accuracy .

Figure 1: One can map out the timescale 
of the translational dynamics of a variety of 
samples by measuring their ODNP coupling 
factor, ξ

WITHDRAWN
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426WE
ThE WaTEr DynamicS of SuPErParamagnETic iron oxiDE-loaDED VESiclES

Yu-Wen Chen, Chu-Jung Hsieh, Dennis Hwang
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, National Chung Cheng University, Chiayi, Taiwan

Superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) nanoparticles have been introduced as contrast agents for magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) in clinic . Recently, SPIO has been also used for tracking cells . Bowen et al . shows that the MR relaxation of 
water molecules have different behaviors in SPIO solution and SPIO-loaded cells .

In this study, we used water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W) double emulsions to mimic the cellular environments . We compared the 
MR relaxation between SPIO-loaded vesicles and SPIO solution . The detailed contribution of water in each compartment 
has been studied . The results display that water relaxation in SPIO-loaded vesicles has different behavior from that in 
SPIO solution . Both samples indicate a strong iron concentration dependent T2* relaxation . However, T2 relaxation of water 
in SPIO-loaded vesicles is almost independent of iron concentration while that of SPIO solution still have similar trend 
as T2* relaxation . It may result from different relaxation mechanisms, e .g . SMR and MAR . However, the present theories 
can not completely interpret the iron concentration dependent T2 and T2* relaxation when SPIO in confinement due to the 
restricted water diffusion . It might have other source to contribute the perturbed field in the vesicles . When vesicles distance 
is close enough, the local field in a vesicle may be perturbed by the SPIO in nearby vesicles and shows the anomalous 
concentration dependency of T2* relaxation . The results can be applied to the analogous SPIO-loaded cell system .

 

427Th
arE {1h}-15n noE DaTa inDiSPEnSablE in ThE DETErminaTion of  

ProTEin backbonE DynamicS?
Lukasz Jaremko2, Mariusz Jaremko1, Michal Nowakowski1, Andrzej Ejchart1

1Institute of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warszawa, Poland, 2Faculty of Chemistry, Warsaw University, 
Warszawa, Poland

Since the first successfully applied 15N relaxation method to backbone amide nitrogen nuclei for local mobility determination 
in proteins has been frequently studied by means of this approach . Owing to the complexity of motions in proteins analysis 
of experimental 15N relaxation data has been almost exclusively carried out using model-free approach rather than 
analytical model of motion . Soon it was found that model-free approach sometimes poorly described experimental data, 
especially {1H}-15N NOEs which were determined together with longitudinal, R1, and transverse, R2, relaxation rates of 15N 
nuclei . The crucial weakness of {1H}-15N NOE experiment relays on inherently low sensitivity as compared to relaxation 
rate measurements . Moreover, amide hydrogens in proteins exchange with solvent requiring very careful approach to the 
solvent signal suppression in order to avoid magnetization transfer and other side effects .

A time saving, alternative approach relying on the substitution of NOE data with relaxation rates determined at additional 
magnetic field strength(s) is faster and retaining or exceeding a number of initial data . Provided there is an access to 
different magnetic field NMR spectrometers one can to carry out R1 and R2 experiments at several magnetic fields instead 
of a single NOE measurement .

Concluding, 15N relaxation rates in proteins determined at multiple magnetic field strengths are superior to the data 
including nuclear Overhauser effects for two reasons . First, total experimental time required for collecting data becomes 
significantly shorter . Second, interpretation of internal motions in the frame of genuine model-free approach rather than the 
extended one often turns out to be satisfactory .
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428mo
ShiElDing anD inDirEcT SPin-SPin couPling TEnSorS in ThE PrESEncE of a hEaVy aTom –  

an ExPErimEnTal anD ThEorETical STuDy

Anna Kraska-Dziadecka1, Sergey Molchanov1, Artur Wodynski2, Adam Gryff-Keller1

1Faculty of Chemistry, Warsaw University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland, 2Department of Chemistry, University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland

Magnetic shielding and indirect spin-spin coupling phenomena are tensorial properties and both their isotropic and 
anisotropic parts do affect NMR spectra . There are numerous examples of determination of Δσ values either in oriented 
phases (solids or liquid crystal solvents) or even in isotropic solutions via relaxation effects . On the other hand, observation 
of ΔJ effects and determination of their values are not a trivial task, as they are always heavily masked by the dipolar 
coupling between the same pair of nuclei . The interaction tensors mentioned above can nowadays be theoretically 
calculated using commercial quantum chemistry programs, although the reliability of such methods in the case of ΔJ in 
systems involving heavy nuclei has hardly ever been tested experimentally .

In this communication we report the results of the experimental and theoretical investigations of bis(phenylethynyl)mercury 
(I) labeled with 13C at positions neighbouring Hg . The theoretical calculations of molecular geometry and values of NMR 
parameters for I have been performed by ZORA/DFT method, including the relativistic scalar and spin-orbit coupling 
contributions, using PBE0 functional and TZP (or jcpl) basis set . The experimental values of isotropic parameters have 
been measured by the standard 13C and 199Hg NMR spectra . The shielding anisotropies for atoms from the central part 
of I have been determined using the method based on the interpretation of the magnetic relaxation data measured for 
liquid solution, within the rotational diffusion theory and assuming symmetrical top reorientation model . The anisotropies of 
13C-199Hg and 13C-13C spin-spin couplings have been determined exploiting the temperature-dependent 13C NMR spectra of 
I in the ZLI1167 liquid-crystal phase . We have found out that for compound I a very good reproduction of the experimental 
values of both isotropic and anisotropic NMR parameters has been achieved by theoretical calculations .

Taking into account the above results we can conclude that a sufficiently advanced theoretical approach should provide 
reliable predictions of the values of NMR parameters also in the cases involving heavy nuclei .

 

429Tu
ThE mri conTraST EnhancEmEnTS of SuPErParamagnETic  

iron oxiDE-loaDED cEllS by PhaSE nuTaTion imaging

Yu-Wen Chen1, Dennis W . Hwang2, Chu-Jung Hsieh1, Jia-Ru Yu1

1Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, National Chung Cheng University., Chiayi, Taiwan, 2Center for Nano Bio-detection, National 
Chung Cheng University., Chiayi, Taiwan

In recent years, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has been wildly used in physiology because of its power to obtain 
image of the human body noninvasively . To get the better image quality, the superparamagnetic iron-oxide contrast agents 
play a crucial role in MRI contrast enhancements .

In our previous study, we found that the difference between T2 and T2* and the signal attenuation due to water diffusion 
in in vitro environments are varied a lot when contrast agent presents . Resuming these discoveries, we design the new 
imaging pulse sequences that is sensitive to the off-resonance effect in the sample which is suit for the characteristic of 
SPIO-labeled cells .

In this study, we used water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W) double 
emulsions to mimic the cellular environments for phantom 
test and also took in vitro imaging of SPIO-labeled cells . The 
new design pulse sequence shows a good contrast between 
SPIO-labeled cell and normal tissue . Comparing with the 
image by post-procesing of spin-echo (T2WI) and gradient-
echo (T2*WI) imaging, the phase nutation images of SPIO-
labeled regime (highlighted by the red circle) show a positive 
contrast .
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430WE
carbon-13 nmr rElaxaTion STuDy of ThE DynamicS of eScherichia coli 

o91 o-anTigEn PolySacchariDE

Maria Soltesova1, 3, Jozef Kowalewski1, Goran Widmalm2

1Department of Materials and Environmental Chemistry, Arrhenius Laboratory, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden, 2Department of 
Organic Chemistry, Arrhenius Laboratory, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden, 3Department of Low Temperature Physics, Faculty of 
Mathematics and Physics, Charles University in Prague, Prague, Czech Republic

The dynamic of the O-antigen part of the lipopolysaccharide from the enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli O91 has been 
studied by means of carbon-13 NMR relaxations . Previous study [1] shows that the O-antigen consists of pentasaccharide 
repeating units being linked through a secondary carbon of the pyranoin sugar rings . The material used in this study was 
grown on specifically labeled D-[6-13C]Glc which lead to site specific 13C labeling at the C6 positions (three hydroxymethyl 
groups and one methyl group) . Carbon-13 relaxation data including relaxation times T1 and T2 and heteronuclear 
Overhauser enhancement, were acquired at two magnetic fields (16 .4 and 21 .1 T) . Based on the observations made about 
dynamics of differently labeled O-antigen polysaccharide [2], highly intricate internal dynamics was expected, both in 
amplitude and timescales . Relaxation data were analyzed using Lipari-Szabo and two site-jump model, revealing internal 
dynamics of the sugar residues ranging from tenths picoseconds to nanosecond timescales .

[1]  Kjellberg, A .; Weintraub, A .; Widmalm, G .; Biochem . 1999, 38, 12205-12211
[2]  Lycknert, K .; Widmalm, G .; Biomacromolecules, 2004, 5, 1015-1020

 

431Th
DiVErSE mobiliTy of D2o molEculES in fauJaSiTE cagES: a DEuTEron nmr inVESTigaTion

Zdzislaw Lalowicz1, Grzegorz Stoch1, Artur Birczynski1, Kinga Gora-Marek2

1Institute of Nuclear Physics PAS, Krakow, Poland, 2Department of Chemistry, Jagellonian University, Krakow, Poland

Study of dynamic behavior of water molecules in zeolites is a part of investigations aiming to elucidate also catalytic 
properties at molecular level . Here we apply deuteron NMR methods to follow D2O dynamics in faujasites in a wide range 
of temperature . Synthetic zeolites NaY with Si/Al = 2 .4, 1 .8 and NaX (1 .3) were used . Amounts of D2O were equal 100%, 
200%, 300% and 500% respective to the number of Na+ cations in the unit cell . Thus in terms molecules per unit cell 100% 
refers to 56, 68 and 86 molecules in NaY(2 .4), NaY(1 .8) and NaX(1 .3), respectively . In a detailed microscopic model one 
expects features related to interactions: electrostatic water-sodium cation, hydrogen bond water-framework oxygen and 
water-water bonding, and their dependence on the loading and Si/Al ratio . These interactions provide local potential value 
and symmetry, which may be deduced from observed mobility by means of deuteron NMR spectroscopy .

Activation energy obtained from relaxation rates measured above 200K decreases with decreasing Si/Al and loading . 
There are two components of different width observed in the spectra above 200K for all samples considered . Their width 
at room temperature increases with decreasing Si/Al ratio . Their relative weights change with temperature . Contribution 
An of the narrow line decays according to the common dependence An ~ exp(-aT), where a = 0 .04K-1 . The narrow line 
can be attributed to water molecules in a chain on the cage surface, with O-D performing tetrahedral jumps . Such jumps 
average the quadrupole interaction most effectively . Other molecules perform translational-rotational jumps . All motions 
slow down on decreasing temperature and at temperature about 200K all molecules become localized as indicated by 
extreme broadening of deuteron NMR spectra . Deuteron NMR spectra provide a direct evidence for the symmetry of 
deuteron mobility . Three shapes are present here . Pake doublets, with peak separation 3/4CQ, are observed for rigid 
deuterons . Twofold exchange of deuterons in D2O leads to a pagoda shape . Gaussian spectra with decreasing width 
represent chaotic reorientations leading to isotropic reorientations at high temperature . All these components are found in 
the spectra with contributions depending on Si/Al ratio and loading . Pake doublets dominate at low temperature in all cases . 
Twofold exchange enters on increasing temperature .
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inSighT inTo inTErDomain DynamicS by uSing ParamagnETic nmr DaTa

Luigi Russo, Mitcheell Maestre-Martinez, Edward d’Auvergne, Stefan Becker, Christian Griesinger
Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Göttingen, Germany

Inter-domain motions within multi-domain proteins play a crucial role in many biologically important processes involving 
protein-protein or protein-DNA recognition . The overall dynamics of multi-domain proteins is constituted by time dependent 
changes in both the internal conformations of individual domains and relative orientations of these domains with respect to 
each other . The paramagnetic NMR-based constraints pseudocontact shifts (PCS) and residual dipolar couplings (RDC) 
contain precious long-range information to detect intra- and inter-domain dynamics . Here, we report a new strategy to 
describe the translational and rotational motions of protein domains using a combination of NMR and Molecular Dynamic 
(MD) simulation . As a model system we used a complex of calmodulin (CaM) with the IQ-recognition motif from the voltage-
gated calcium channel Cav1 .2 (IQ), which adopts two different interdomain orientations in the crystal structure solved by 
X-ray crystallography1 . Using the N60D-CaM mutant 2,3, we collected a large number of PCSs and RDCs for six different 
paramagnetic lanthanide ions spanning the whole range of magnetic susceptibility tensors, in terms of magnitude and 
anisotropy . Our results verify the co-existence of the X-ray conformers in solution, but also indicate that their presence is not 
sufficient to fully explain the experimental NMR data . Interestingly, the addition of MD models to X-ray structures provided a 
significant improvement in the evaluation, indicating a larger basin of conformational space sampled by CaM-IQ complex . 
Our ensemble approach represents an alternative method to assess the possible conformations experienced by a protein 
displaying conformational heterogeneity . The results are discussed in the light of other strategies of using paramagnetic 
data for multidomain proteins .

1 . Van Petegem F, Chatelain FC, Minor DL, Nat. Str. Mol. Biol . 2005, 12, 1108-1115
2 . Bertini I, Del Bianco C, Gelis I, Katsaros N, Luchinat C, Parigi G, Peana M, Provenzani A, Zoroddu MA, Proc. Natl.  
 Acad. Sci. USA  2004, 101, 6841-6846
3 . Bertini I, Kursula P, Luchinat C, Parigi G, Vahokoski J, Wilmanns M, Yuan J, J.Am. Chem.Soc. 2009, 131, 5134-5144

 

433Tu
WaTEr SPin magnETizaTion ExchangE nmr STuDy uSing nEW maThEmaTical mEThoDology

Jamal Hassan, Hartwig Peemoeller, Eric Reardon
1Khalifa University, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, 2University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Canada

Water behaviour on the pore surface of nano-silica MCM-41, at a hydration level corresponding to one water molecule per 
OH group, is studied using 2H NMR spectra in the temperature range 213 K to 313 K . In an earlier studies [J . Hassan, E . 
Reardon, H . Peemoeller, Microporous Mesoporous Materials, 122 (2009) 121-127 and J . Hassan, Physica B 407 (2012) 
179–183] it was shown that at this hydration level, deuterons of water at single OH sites exhibit a Lorentzian line shape and 
deuterons of water at hydrogen-bonded OH sites exhibit a powder pattern . Here it is shown that magnetization exchange 
occurs between these two deuteron spin groups . This exchange cannot be described  using the common, two-site exchange 
model,  involving two Lorentzians . We successfully apply a multi-Lorentzian exchange model, developed by Woessner [D . 
E . Woessner, Mol . Phys . 34, 4, (1977) 899-920] to study effects of motion on the shape of powder pattern spectra . For  this 
low hydration sample the rate of magnetization exchange out of the hydration site, where the water deuterons exhibit a 
Lorentzian line in the ²H spectra, is 1 .3 ms-¹ and the activation energy for the exchange is found to be 3 .4±0 .1 kcal/mole .
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434WE
rEgulaTion anD DynamicS of ThE PlaSmoDium falciParum cEll  

inVaSion moTor: inSighTS from nmr
Christopher Douse1, Ernesto Cota1, Ed Tate1, Pete Simpson1, Tony Holder2

1Imperial College, London, UK, 2National Institute of Medical Research, London, UK

A key event in the complex life cycle of Plasmodium spp ., the protozoan parasites that cause malaria, is the invasion of 
erythrocytes by blood stages known as merozoites . The motive force required for this process is provided by a conserved 
actomyosin motor consisting of an unusual myosin (MyoA) that is part of a multi-protein assembly making up the 
biomolecular invasion machinery . One of these proteins is Myosin Tail Interacting Protein (MTIP), which links the motor to 
the inner membrane of the merozoite .

The MTIP/MyoA complex can be reconstituted in vitro using peptides mimicking the C-terminal tail of MyoA, and since 
inhibition of the interaction in vivo should stall invasion and disrupt the parasitic life cycle, it has been identified as a target 
for the development of novel antimalarials and chemical genetic tools .

In this talk I will describe the 
application of NMR spectroscopy 
and other biophysical techniques 
in studying the MyoA binding 
domain of MTIP from Plasmodium 
falciparum . In particular, I will 
show how these experiments have 
informed inhibitor development and 
enabled us to extract structure-
function relationships concerning 
the regulation and dynamics of this 
pathologically relevant system .

435Th
TailorED rEal-TimE Scaling of hETEronuclEar couPlingS

Franz Schilling, Steffen Glaser
Technische Universität München, Department of Chemistry, Garching, Germany

Heteronuclear couplings are an extremely valuable source of molecular information, encoded in the multiplet splittings 
of an NMR spectrum . Radiofrequency irradiation on one coupled nuclear spin allows to modify the coupling strength, 
scaling down the multiplet splittings in the spectrum observed at the resonance frequency of the other nuclear spin . 
Those decoupling pulse sequences are oftentimes used to collapse a multiplet into a singlet and can therefore simplify 
NMR spectra signifi-cantly . Continuous-wave decoupling has an intrinsic non-linear off-resonance dependence of the 
scaling of the effective J-coupling . Using optimal control pulse optimization, we show that virtually arbitrary off-resonance 
scaling of the J-coupling strengths, covering the full range between complete coupling (line-splitting equal to J) to complete 
decoupling (no line-splitting), can be achieved . Linear scaling for off-resonance decoupling can be achieved (see Fig . A)   
The new class of tailored decoupling pulses is named SHOT (Scaling of Heteronuclear couplings by Optimal Tracking) . In 
an experiment we show that a 1D SHOT {1H}-13C experiment yields comparable information to a 2D HSQC and can give 
full assignment of all coupled spins (see Fig . B,C) . Using SHOT pulses with linear J-scaling, we present an alternative, 
robust, easy-to-implement, and fast method of encoding chemical shift information indirectly through off-resonance 
decoupling .
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SolVEnT-frEE high fiElD Dynamic nuclEar PolarizaTion of mESoPorouS Silica 

imPrEgnaTED or funcTionalizED WiTh niTroxiDE raDicalS

Olivier Lafon, Herve Vezin, Aany Sofia Lilly Thankamony, Fabien Aussenac, Melanie Rosay, Xingyu Lu, 
Julien Trebosc, Jean-Paul Amoureux
UCCS, Univ. Lille Nord de France, Lille, France

High-field Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) is a promising technique to enhance the NMR signals of solids through a 
transfer of magnetization from unpaired electrons to nuclei . However, the extension of this technique to inorganic materials 
requires the incorporation of paramagnetic agents in the materials .

Here we compare two methods to introduce nitroxide radicals into the 
materials: (i) the post-synthesis impregnation with radical containing 
solution1, (ii) the functionalization of silica surface with nitroxide radicals2 
(see Fig . a) . Direct and indirect 29Si DNP via 1H were tested for these 
two incorporation protocols . The functionalization procedure permitted 
to demonstrate the feasibility of solvent-free DNP for porous solids . 
Furthermore, the absence of frozen solvent within the pores results in 
fast polarization build-up, which will be useful for investigation of direct 
DNP below 100 K .
1 O . Lafon et al. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed . 2011, 50, 8367-8370
2 A . S . Lilly Thankamony et al. Appl. Magn. Reson. Submitted
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DEVEloPmEnT anD firST rESulTS of a nEW high rESoluTion loW fiElD nmr SPEcTromETEr

Johannes Colell1, Stefan Gloeggler1, Pierre Tuerschmann1, Ulrich Sieling2, Bernhard Blümich1,  
Stephan Appelt2

1RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, NRW, Germany, 2Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH, Juelich, NRW, Germany

In this contribution we present the development and first results of a newly developed,  low field NMR spectrometer 
allowing for the measurement of high resolution spectra (0 .7 ppm) at 1 mT- 19mT (41kHz- 800 kHz 1H-frequency) . The core 
of the spectrometer consists of a high homogeneity B0-electromagnet with four shims and six ultra-stable current sources .
The probehead of the spectrometer is equipped with modular resonators using a universal rf-excitation coil for all modules, 
allowing for high rf-pulse homogeneity and best sensitivity with individually optimized pickup coils . The highly rf-shielded 
field cycling probehead is applicable for measurements with all spin ½ nuclei and nuclei with spin > ½ with low quadrupole 
moments (e .g . 6Li) .

Until now high resolution proton spectra have been recorded in a single scan with thermally polarized samples (B0 = 10 
mT) . Upon application of hyper- and prepolarization methods (2T Halbach magnet, PHIP) 1H and naturally abundant 13C 
and 29Si homo- and heteronuclear J-coupled spectra could be measured in a single scan . Furthermore hyperpolarized 
129Xe spectra could be recorded in real time allowing for the measurement of chemical processes in real time .

Fig. Schematic structure of mesoporous silica 
functionalized with TEMPO.

WITHDRAWN
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nmr SPEcTroScoPic analySiS of DiESEl fuEl oxiDaTion STabiliTy

Jelena Parlov Vukovic, Sanda Telen, Vlasta Srica, Predrag Novak
1INA d.d. Refining & Marketing Business Division, Central testing laboratory, Zagreb, Croatia, 2University of Zagreb, Faculty of Science, 
Department of Chemistry, Zagreb, Croatia

Diesel fuel properties are dependent primarily on the composition of diesel fuels, which consist of hundreds of individual 
components belonging to aromatic, paraffinic, olefinic and polar hydrocarbon classes . Oxidation degradation is the most 
important limiting factor for diesel fuel stability which determines the amount of insoluble sediments formed during oxidation .

NMR spectroscopy is one of the most powerful methods in identification and structural analysis of complex mixtures . It 
has already been used for the analysis of oil, oil derivatives and products . In complex mixtures such as mineral fuels, 
high resolution 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy can provide wealth of information on average structural parameters and 
quantitative distribution of hydrogens and carbons .

A combination of 1H and inverse gated 13C NMR spectroscopy together with a comprehensive two dimensional gas 
chromatography (GCxGC) and statistical analysis has proven useful to analyze diesel fuels prior and after oxidation and 
to determine its oxidation stability . Classes of hydrocarbons present before and after oxidation have been identified and 
quantified . A decrease in aromatic iso- and n-paraffinic hydrocarbons and an increase in the total saturated hydrocarbons 
have been observed after oxidation . It has been shown that integrated peak intensities of certain functional groups in 1H 
NMR spectra correlates well with oxidation stability .

 

439Th
nEW 129xE chEmical ShifT rangES in noVEl hxEy comPounDS

Perttu Lantto1, Stanislav Standara2, Sebastian Riedel3, Juha Vaara1, Michal Straka2

1Department of Physics, University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland, 2Institute of Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry, Academy of Sciences of the Czech 
Republic, Prague, Czech Republic, 3Institute of Inorganic and Analytic Chemistry, University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany

A new group of metastable noble gas compounds of the common HNgY structural formula, where Y is an electronegative 
fragment, was discovered in 1995 by Pettersson et al . [1] . Recently, a methodology for accurate theoretical predictions 
of NMR parameters in Xe molecules was presented in a calibration study [2] on the prototypic HXeCCH [3] compound .

In here, it is shown that 129Xe NMR chemical shift in the recently prepared matrix isolated xenon compounds, HXeY (Y=H, 
F, Cl, Br, I,  CN,  NC,  CCH,  CCCCH,  CCCN,  CCXeH,  OXeH,  OH,  SH) as well as ClXeCN and ClXeNC, appear in new, 
so far unexplored 129Xe chemical shift ranges . State of the art theoretical calculations predict 129Xe NMR chemical shifts 
of ca . 500 1000 ppm (wrt . Xe gas) for HXeY species and ca . 1100 1600 ppm for ClXeCN and ClXeNC that fall between the 
so far characterized Xe molecules and atomic Xe guest-host systems with chemically non-bonded Xe atom [4] .

While the relativistic effects only slightly modulate the 129Xe chemical shift, the spin orbit induced shielding effects on the 
1H chemical shifts of the H1 atom directly bonded to the Xe centre largely overwhelm the nonrelativistic deshielding effects 
leading to an overall negative 1H chemical shift in the range between 5 to 35 ppm (wrt . CH4) .

Thus, the relativistic effects induced by the heavy Xe atom appear considerably more important for the chemical shift of 
the neighbouring, light hydrogen atom than that of the Xe nucleus itself . The predicted NMR parameters facilitate for an 
unambiguous experimental identification of these novel compounds .

[1]  M . Pettersson, J . Lundell, and M . Räsänen, J . Chem . Phys . 102, 6423 (1995) .
[2]  M . Straka, P . Lantto, M . Räsänen and J . Vaara, J . Chem . Phys . 127, 234314 (2007) .
[3]  L . Khriachtchev, H . Tanskanen, J . Lundell, M . Pettersson, H . Kiljunen, and M . Räsänen, J . Am . Chem . Soc . 125, 4696  
 (2003) .
[4]  M . Gerken and G . J . Schrobilgen, Coordination Chemistry Reviews, 197, 335 (2000) .
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analySiS of glucoSE mETaboliSm of frEE SWimming farmED SEabaSS in 2h-EnrichED 

SEaWaTEr by 2h nmr analySiS of PlaSma glucoSE PoSiTional 2h-EnrichmEnTS

Ivan Viegas1, Ivana Jarak2, Rui Carvalho3, Miguel Pardal1, John Jones2

1Center for Functional Ecology, Faculty of Science & Technology University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal, 2Center for Neurosciences & Cell 
Biology, University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal, 3Department of Life Sciences, Faculty of Science & Technology, University of Coimbra, 
Coimbra, Portugal

The sparing of feed protein conversion to glucose is a key economic and environmental objective for aquaculture . However, 
study of fish glucose metabolism by traditional tracer methods is challenging because of difficulties in tracer delivery 
via intravenous infusion . We developed a novel approach based on the analysis of plasma glucose 2H-enrichment from 
2H-enriched seawater . In this setting, constant body water 2H-enrichment is rapidly attained and subsequent 2H-enrichment 
of blood glucose informs the sources of glucose appearance .  Positional enrichment of plasma glucose is fully resolved by 

2H NMR analysis following derivatization (Figure 1) . These data inform the fraction 
of blood glucose derived from protein (gluconeogenesis) vs . non-gluconeogenic 
sources, such as dietary carbohydrate and glycerol . The 2H NMR spectra of Figure 1 
are quite distinct from each other and reflect significant differences in plasma glucose 
sourcing for fish fed on standard fishmeal that is naturally low in carbohydrate (3% of 
total calories) compared with fishmeal supplemented with gelatinized starch (30% 
of total calories) . The changes in positional 2H-enrichment distributions reflect a 
reduced gluconeogenic contribution to plasma glucose appearance and a sparing 
of protein conversion to glucose . In conclusion, 2H NMR analysis of metabolite 
enrichments from 2H-enriched water is a powerful and versatile method for the study 
of nutrition and metabolism in fish and other species .

 

441Tu
ThE imPacT of oxiDizED PhoSPholiPiDS on liPiD mEmbranE organizaTion anD mEmbranE-

mEDiaTED aPoPToTic rEgulaTion by aPoPToTic mEmbErS of ThE bcl-2 ProTEin family

Marcus Wallgren1, Martin Lidman1, Lenka Beranova2, Martin Hof2, Gerhard Gröbner1

1Umea University, Umea, Sweden, 2J. Heyrovský Institute of Physical Chemistry, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Prague, Czech 
Republic

The unique organization of lipid membranes together with their inherent protein constituents enables them to act 
simultaneously as a cellular barrier but also as a control interface regulating the cellular communication with its extracellular 
surrounding . In general, eukaryotic cells contain a wide range of different membrane systems, which mainly belong to 
the various organelles and exert therefore often very specific functions . While for a long time lipids have been seen as 
merely structural membrane units with proteins doing the actual work, this view has changed in recent years where it 
was shown that lipids are also directly involved in numerous physiological processes . However, how membranes change 
under intracellular oxidative conditions, which e .g . trigger mitochondria-mediated programmed cell death, is still a mystery . 
Nevertheless, the oxidation products of lipids – mainly via oxidation of their unsaturated fatty acid chains – generate lipids 
with molecular properties very different from normal membrane lipids . These alteration can cause e .g . truncated fatty acid 
chains which bear polar or charged carboxyl group at the chain ends; properties which will dramatically alterate membrane 
organization and their biological function . To obtain insight into the role of oxidized lipids on mitochondrial membrane 
structure and subsequent consequences for the regulative interplay of the mitochondrial apoptosis controlling Bcl-2 
protein family with these membranes under oxidative stress conditions, we used a combined DSC and solid state NMR 
approach .  By incorporating defined oxidized lipids such as PazePC and PoxnoPC, with both having truncated sn-2 chains 
and a carboxyl or carbonyl group at the hydrophobic chain terminal position, we observed drastic changes on the phase-
behaviour and dynamics of DMPC-based model membranes . There we could reveal a OxPl-poor and OxPl-rich domain 
which both could coexist as two different types of lamellar structures as visible by 31P MAS NMR . Wideline 2H NMR also 
revealed dramatic changes in the membrane hydration pattern . By using mitochondrial outer membrane mimicking lipid 
mixtures (PE,PC, Cardiolipin), the presence of PazePC also improved the association and incorporation of the apoptotic 
Bax protein; an observation which is in agreement with the oxidized lipid induced onset of apoptosis as observed in vivo .
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a nEW mri rEconSTrucTion TEchniquE baSED on rEal SPacE hough TranSform for 

granular SamPlES

Riccardo Balzan1, Alessandro Sellerio2, Arthur Magill1, Daniele Mari2, Arnaud Comment1,  
Gerard Gremaud2

1Institute of Physics of Biological Systems, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland, 2Groupe de Spectroscopie Mécanique, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland

A new 3D reconstruction technique developed for analyzing granular samples composed of as much as 3-104 spheres 
will be presented . It was applied to study the structural geometry of samples composed of 3mm diameter plastic beads 
immersed in water . The MRI acquisitions were performed on a 7T Siemens clinical scanner using a single proton channel 
birdcage volume coil and a standard gradient echo sequence (TR = 50ms, TE = 3 .79ms, total acquisition time about 5h) . 
We obtained 3D images of volumes up to 500mL with an isotropic resolution of 150μm .

Unlike the previously proposed methods based on Fourier transformation [1], our technique makes use of a real-space 
Hough transform . The algorithm we propose contains optimized features to obtain a very high reconstruction precision and 
it was possible to determine the position of every single bead with a precision higher than 10μm, similar to the dispersion 
of the spheres diameter . 

The unprecedented precision in the reconstruction allowed us studying the details of the structural behavior of sphere 
packing . In particular, we were able to discover and highlight a relation between the short and long range properties of 
granular materials and observe the presence of crystallization .

The proposed technique could lead to important breakthroughs both in experimental and theoretical approaches to the 
field of granular materials as well as to improvements in industrial manipulations involving granular raw materials (e .g . coal, 
sand, powders) .

[1] T .Aste, M .Saadatfar, A . Sakellariou, Physica A 339(1-2):16-23, 2004
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organochlorinE PESTiciDES rESiDuES in Soil anD VEgETablES in DiffErEnT groWing SySTEmS

Carmen Hura1, V . Stoleru2, N . Munteanu3

1INPH/ CR Public Health, Iasi, Romania, 2University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Iasi, Romania, 3University of Agricultural 
Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Iasi, Romania

In this paper are presented the research results obtained in 2011, regarding the assessment of some organochlorine 
pesticide residues (20 active substances) from 80 soils samples and 25 vegetables samples (tomatoes, cucumber, 
peppers, eggplant) from different growing systems (ecological and conventional) .

Determination of the organochlorine pesticide residues in soil and vegetables samples were performed by Gas 
chromatograph (GC Shimadzu, model 2100), equipped with an electron capture detector .

In soil samples harvest from conventional farm on Roman Farm and Tg .Frumos Farm were detected Endosulfan I (range 
0.002 – 0.015mg/kg); Endrin aldehide (range 0.004 – 0.01 mg/kg) and Endosulfan sulfate (0.001 mg/kg) .

In vegetable samples from conventional farm, the content of organochlorine pesticide residues in some samples analysed 
were none detectable . In others samples, tomatoes, papper were detected heptachlor epoxid residues (range 0 .001 – 
0 .006 mg/kg); endosulfan I residues (range 0 .001 – 0 .003 mg/kg) and endrin aldehide residues, but in admissible limits (< 
0 .01 mg/kg) .In all samples analysed the organochlorine pesticide residues were included in admissible limits (Regulation 
(EC) 396/2005) .
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inVESTigaTion of ThE bioacTiVE conformaTion of 26rfa, an orExigEnic nEuroPEPTiDE

Laure Guilhaudis1, Amélie Marotte1, Isabelle Buchet1, Cindy Neveu3, Benjamin Lefranc3, Hubert Vaudry3, 
Nicolas Chartrel3, Jerôme Leprince3, A Ganesan2, Isabelle Ségalas-Milazzo1

1UMR6014 CNRS, Université de Rouen, Mont-Saint-Aignan, France, 2School of Pharmacy, University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK, 3Inserm 
U982, Université de Rouen, Mont-Saint-Aignan, France

26RFa, a RFamide neuropeptide, is the ligand of the G-protein-coupled-receptor GPR103 and the system 26RFa/GPR103 
is involved in feeding behaviour . Analysis of the 26RFa precursor reveals that it may generate several additional RFa-
peptides including an N-terminally extended form, 43RFa, which binds and activates GPR103 similarly to 26RFa .

Using molecular modeling under NMR restraints, we showed that, in DPC micelles - a membrane mimetic medium - both 
peptides adopt the same conformation, i .e . an alpha-helix P4-K19/P21-K35 followed by a -turn F22-R25/F39-R42 suggesting that this 
helix-linker-turn motif is essential for the biological activity .

SAR studies on truncated fragments of 26RFa [1] indicated that, the deletion of the first nine amino acids does not 
markedly alter the biological activity (EC50: 26RFa: = 10,4nM; 26RFa10-26 = 37,5nM) while the suppression of additional 
residues (EC50 : 26RFa13-26 = 95,3nM; 26RFa16-26 =237nM; 26RFa20-26 =739 nM) provokes more important effects .

In order to explain these differences, we investigated the solution conformation of 26RFa11-26 and 26RFa13-26 in DPC 
micelles . 26RFa11-26 encompasses a nascent helix and a -turn F22-R25 while 26RFa13-26 only possesses the C-terminal turn 
structure F22-R25 . The absence or destabilization of the helical structure in 26RFa N-terminal truncated fragments could 
thus explain the decrease of the biological activity .

To gain more insight into the importance of a stabilized helix on the biological activity, we are currently synthesizing, using 
the Hydrogen Bond Surrogate method [2], analogues of 26RFa11-26 and 26RFa13-26 in which the main hydrogen bond (11-
15 or 13-17) is replaced by a covalent link . Structural studies and biological analyses will allow us to further elucidate the 
bioactive conformation of 26RFa .

Acknowledgments: Part of this work is supported by ERDF funding through the IS:CE-Chem project and Interreg IV A 
France-(Channel)-England programme . The authors also thank the Crunch network for its financial support .

[1]  Le Marec O et al ., J . Med . Chem ., 2011, 54, 4806-4814
[2]  Cabezas E ., J . Am . Chem . Soc ., 1999, 121, 3862-3875
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15n nmr SPEcTroScoPic STuDiES on ThE TauTomEriSm of SubSTiTuTED 2-aminoThiazolinES

Wanda P . Almeida, Claudio F . Tormena, Renan B . Ferreira
University of Campinas, Campinas, SP, Brazil

2-aminothiazolines can exist in two tautomeric species (Fig . 1) and lack of regioselectivicty . Several methods and 
techniques have been used to evaluate tautomeric process . In our case 15N NMR spectroscopy was used due to 
tautomeric process involves two nitrogen atoms .2 HMBC 1H-15N spectra were acquired at room temperature for several 
substituted 2-aminothiazolines . It was observed from 
HMBC contour plot correlation between five membered 
ring CH2 groups with sp2 nitrogen around 250 ppm, while 
aliphatic hydrogen correlates with sp3 nitrogen around 
90 ppm, suggesting that amino form is the major or the 
unique tautomer present in solution . These results were 
corroborate by theoretical calculations at the M06-2X/
cc-pVDZ level, which provides amino tautomer as more 
stable (~1 kcal mol-1) than imino one (Fig . 1) .

1 . D’hooghe, M .; Kimpe, N . D . Tetrahedron 2006, 62,  
 513 and cited references .
2 .  Rittner, R . et .al . Spectrochimica Acta A 2003, 59,  
 3139 .

Authors are grateful to FAPESP and CNPq for financial 
support .

Fig.1. Aminothiazoline tautomers and their corresponding optimized 
geometries and transition state.
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SuPPrESSing backgrounD SignalS Via ThE ElEcTronic mixing-mEDiaTED annihilaTion 

(Emma) mEThoD

Ziarelli Fabio1, Mollica Giulia2, Tintaru Aura2, Thureau Pierre2, Viel Stephane2

1Federation Sciences Chimiques, CNRS-1739, Marseille, France, 2Aix-Marseille University - ICR UMR7273, Marseille, France

A simple procedure to effectively suppress background signals arising from various components (e .g . probe heads, stators, 
rotors, inserts, tubes) in NMR is presented . Similarly to the ERETICTM method, which uses an electronic signal as an 
internal standard for quantification, the proposed scheme is based on an electronically generated time-dependent signal 
that is injected into the receiver coil of the NMR probe head during signal 
acquisition . More specifically, the line shape, width and frequency of this 
electronic signal are determined by deconvoluting the background signal 
in the frequency domain . This deconvoluted signal is then converted into a 
time-dependent function through inverse Fourier Transform, which is used 
to generate the shaped pulse that is fed into the receiver coil during the 
acquisition of the Free Induction Decay . The power of the shaped pulse 
is adjusted to match the intensity of the background signal, and its phase 
is shifted by 180° with respect to the receiver reference phase . We are 
presenting here some experimental results obtained using the so-called 
Electronic Mixing-Mediated Annihilation (EMMA) methodology .

 

447Th
ToWarDS cySTEinE mEDiaTED ProTEin SElf-aSSEmbly

Giada Cattani, Peter Crowley
National University of Ireland, Galway, Ireland

Chemical modifications of proteins can be used to evaluate the contribution of non-native surface features to self-assembly1 .

Here, we show a mutant of the copper protein plastocyanin with a cysteine residue exposed to the solvent at the 
“hydrophobic patch” . Compounds with different functional groups were used to modify this surface-exposed cysteine in 
order to study the effect on self-assembled structures of plastocyanin2 .

The 1H-15N backbone chemical shift perturbation map revealed intense perturbations for the residues in the β-sheet 
which precedes the cysteine . Current work is focused on NMR studies of protein-protein assembly induced by surface 
functionalization .

References
(1)  Keskin et al., Chem. Rev. 2008, 108, 1225
(2)  Crowley et al., Chemistry, 2009, 15, 12672
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DynamicS in liPiDS anD PEPTiDES STuDiED by oriEnTED SoliD-STaTE nmr  

SPEcTroScoPy anD mD SimulaTionS

Sara Krogh Hansen1, Johan Kraft1, Mikkel Vestergaard1, Lea Thøgersen2, Birgit Schiøtt1, Niels Chr . Nielsen1, 
Thomas Vosegaard1

1Center for Insoluble Protein Structures (inSPIN), Interdisciplinary Nanoscience Center (iNANO) and Department of Chemistry, Aarhus 
University, Aarhus, Denmark, 2Bioinformatics Research Centre and Department of Molecular Biology and Genetics, Aarhus University, Aarhus, 
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The dynamics of biological molecules are of utmost importance for the functions 
conducted in living organisms . Using membrane mimics composed of lipids as 
orientation media it is possible to align polypeptides, and study either a labelled 
polypeptide in the membrane or natural abundance 31P and 13C of the lipids . We 
use a new model to reproduce Solid-State NMR spectra of natural abundance 
31P in lipids based on MD simulations . This allows us to include the effect of 
time averaging on the simulated 31P NMR spectra, thereby closer mimicking the 
conditions during a real NMR experiment .

Using Oriented Solid-State NMR spectroscopy we can access orientational 
information about the membrane-interacting antimicrobial peptide Alamethicin . 
This is done by measuring one or more of the following properties: 15N chemical shift, 1H-15N dipole-dipole coupling and the 
2H quadrupole coupling . The resulting orientational constraints are used as input for calculations of the peptide orientation 
in the membrane and dynamics of single residues in this isolated environment .

 

449Tu
1h nmr mETabolomicS analySiS of ExhalED brEaTh conDEnSaTE, SErum anD urinE alloW 

To DiffErEnTiaTE SlEEP aPnEa from obSTrucTiVE lung DiSEaSE

Piotr Młynarz1, Stanisław Deja2, Wojciech Barg3, Adam Ząbek1, Anna Korzeniewska4, Aneta Kowal4, Renata 
Jankowska4, Magdalena Orczyk-Pawiłowicz5, Beat Walczak6, Michał Daszykowski6
1Bioorganic Chemistry Group, Department of Chemistry, Wroclaw University of Technology, Wybrzeze Wyspianskiego 27, 50-370 Wrocław, 
Poland, 2Faculty of Chemistry, Opole University, Pl. Kopernika 11a, 45-040 Opole, Poland, 3Department of Physiology ul. T. Chałubińskiego 
10, 50-368 Wrocław, Poland, 4Department and Clinic of Pulmonology and Lung Cancers ul. Grabiszyńska 105, 53-439 Wrocław, Poland, 
5Department of Chemistry and Immunochemistry, O. Bujwida 44a, 50-345 Wrocław, Poland, 6Chemometric  Research Group, Instytut of 
Chemistry, University of Silesia, Szkolna 9, 40-006 Katowice, Poland

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is characterized by persistent and progressive airflow limitation and by an 
enhanced chronic inflammatory response in the airways and in the lung to noxious particles or gases . Chronic inflammation 
causes structural changes and narrowing of the small airways . COPD is the fourth leading cause of mortality worldwide 
and results in an increasing economic and social burden . Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) is a sleep disorder characterized 
by recurrent interruptions of breathing during sleep due to relaxation of the throat muscles; the soft tissue in the rear throat 
collapses and closes, resulting in blocked airways, with resultant hypoxemia . OSA is estimated to affect 3,5% of males and 
1,5% of females aged over 40 years .

In this studies we used NMR spectroscopy to analyse the exhaled breath, serum and urine . The obtained data were 
evaluated by advance statistical analysis supported by supervised chemometric PLS-DA and OPLS-DA tools . Our studies 
have shown that the applied methodology allows to discriminate patients with COPD, sleep apnea and control group . 
Numerous of low molecular compound has been identified and such fingerprinting gave insight into disturbed by disease 
metabolic pathways . Investigation of all these biofluids may gave insight into the understanding of lung diseases and 
particularly of COPD .
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hETErogEnEiTy of homoPolymEr anD hETEroPolymEr microgElS by nmr

Andreea Cristina Balaceanu, Andrij Pich, Dan E . Demco
Functional and Interactive Polymers DWI-RWTH, Aachen, Germany

The Flory temperature-induced volume transition theory for microgels was extended to account for a crosslinker density 
distribution reflected in high resolution transverse relaxation nuclear magnetic resonance experiments . Using this newly 
developed theory we have characterized quantitatively homo (PVCL) and copolymer (PVCL:PNIPAAm/PNIPMAAm) 
microgel systems in the bimodal crosslink density heterogeneous approximation .

Proton transverse magnetization relaxation NMR proved directly the existence of a bimodal heterogeneous morphology 
of the microgel particles . The ratio of the crosslink density in core and corona could be evaluated from the transverse 
relaxation times T2 of each decay components . The ratio of the transverse relaxation times of core and corona was related 
to the Flory transition theory parameter, the number of subchains, through the scale invariant theory of polymer networks .

By fitting the dynamic light scattering temperature transition data with the extended Flory transition theory state equation, 
we obtain quantitative information about the microgel particle: the volume polymer fractions in the deswollen state, the 
number of subchains for the core and corona, and the ratio between the radius in the core and the hydrodynamic radius . 
From a number of good fit sets of parameters we choose the most probable morphological parameters from the microscopic 
and thermodynamic constraints imposed by 1H transverse relaxation NMR and Flory equation of state in the approximation 
of a homogeneous morphology .

As an outlook to this work, the theoretical and experimental principles of Flory transition theory and NMR transverse 
relaxation are being used to characterize core-shell microgels composed of a homopolymer core and a homopolymer 
shell, and having two transition temperatures .

 

451Th
cooPEraTiVE mErcury moTion in ThE ionic conDucTor cu2hgi4 *

Damjan Pelc, Igor Markovic, Miroslav Požek
University of Zagreb-Faculty of Science, Department of Physics, Zagreb, Croatia

In glass-forming materials particles increasingly move together as the glass transition 
is approached . Such cooperativity is also found in other arrested systems and seems 
to be intimately connected to the slow dynamics . Here we report on the observation 
of large-scale dynamic correlations in a distinctly non-glassy system – the conductive 
phase of the ionic conductor Cu2HgI4 [1] . Using carefully designed nuclear magnetic 
resonance experiments we prove that mercury ions are the main contributors to 
conduction (establishing Cu2HgI4 as the first known mercury conductor), and show that 
mercury diffusion is anomalous . Nonlinear conductivity measurements, used as a probe 
for dynamical heterogeinity, reveal a characteristic correlation timescale corr . The same 
timescale is confirmed by stimulated echo NMR measurements, where the fraction of 
ions trapped after corr can be directly measured . To explain the cooperativity we propose a simple model with two essential 
ingredients – disorder and existence of two kinds of particles, slow (copper) and fast (mercury) . We compare the results 
with recent studies of arrested and glass-forming materials [2, 3], thus establishing an unexpected connection between 
seemingly different fields .

[1]  D . Pelc, I . Marković, M . Požek, arXiv:1201 .1182
[2]  C . Crauste-Thibierge, C . Brun, F . Ladieu, D . l’Hote, Phys . Rev . Lett . 104, 165703  
 (2010)
[3]  A . Duri and L . Cipelletti, Europhys . Lett . 76, 972 (2006) .

* This presentation is supported by  the European Com-mission through FP7 project # 
229390 SOLeNeMaR .
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STaTic STaTE 13c nmr STuDy of rubbErS DEformED During maS

Atsushi Asano, Masashi Kitamura, Hironori Hata, Hiroshi Yasuoka, Takuzo Kurotsu
National Defense Academy, Yokosuka, Japan

We investigated the effect of deformation of natural rubbers (NR), polyisobutylene (PIB) and cis-1,4-polybutadiene (cis-
1,4 PB) caused by high centrifugal pressure of fast magic-angle spinning (MAS) on 13C NMR spectra . Solid state 13C 
MAS NMR spectra with high-power 1H dipolar decoupling (DD) of rubbers show liquid-like very narrow signals . However, 
static state 13C DD NMR spectra of rubbers after MAS showed broadened and apparently anisotropic peaks (top-left of 
Fig .1), although the static 13C NMR spectra before MAS exhibited an isotropic and relatively narrow peak . Static state 
13C DD NMR spectra of the maximum elongated NR and cis-1,4 PB in a rotor 
became the apparently doublet . For PIB, the observed spectra were anisotropic 
and overlapped a doublet peak . Static 13C DD NMR spectra of a strip cut from the 
deformed NR, cis-1,4 PB and PIB showed an angular dependence against the 
static magnetic field . The angular dependent 13C NMR spectra of the maximum 
elongated rubbers showed similar tendency against the static magnetic field . 
However, for the restricted extension rubbers, the angular dependent 13C NMR 
spectra of PIB differed from those of the NR and cis-1,4 PB (right of Fig .1) . 
Magnetic susceptibility measurement was employed to elucidate the chemical 
shift change . The magnetic susceptibility of the strip cut from the maximum 
elongated (rolled) NR and cis-1,4 PB were different from those from the restricted 
elongation NR and cis-1,4 PB, although no difference was observed for PIB . The 
difference in the angular dependence of 13C DD NMR spectra was attributed to 
the difference in magnetic susceptibility caused by  electron interaction with the 
static magnetic field .

 

453Tu
conJugaTED PolymEr microSTrucTurE ProbED by TriPlET STaTE oDmr SPEcTroScoPy

Andreas Sperlich, Stefan Väth, Hannes Kraus, Vladimir Dyakonov
Experimental Physics VI, University of Würzburg, Würzburg, Germany

The formation of triplet excitons is considered as a factor strongly influencing the performance of organic optoelectronic and 
photovoltaic (OPV) devices . In OPV, studying triplets in conjugated polymers is quite challenging, as the commonly used 
highly performing D-A systems do not exhibit phosphorescence . Moreover, the morphology of their solid-state thin films 
is very complex, as the amorphous and crystalline domains coexist making the analysis of optical data ambiguous . In this 
contribution, we demonstrate angular-resolved optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) studies of triplet excitons 
in thin films of several novel low band-gap polymers used in highly performing solar cells . We found complex triplet patterns 
similar to the one shown below, which were strongly dependent on the relative 
orientation of the polymer film to the static magnetic field . The experimental data 
was simulated with easyspin, and the ZFS parameters D and E of triplets as 
well as their orientation were deduced . The studied conjugated polymers are 
aligned either in a so-called “edge-on“ or “face-on” configuration, i .e . the polymer 
side chains being perpendicular or parallel to the substrate, respectively being 
in agreement with the X-ray analysis . The observed dependence of the ODMR 
signal implies that the orientation of chromophores, on which triplet excitons are 
formed, is not limited to the substrate surface, but sustains across the ~100 nm 
thick sample . The main contribution to ODMR apparently stems from triplets 
formed in crystalline domains rather than in amorphous regions . In conclusion, 
the ODMR provides a tool for linking the microstructure information with molecular 
excited states in materials relevant for polymer electronics and OPV .

Fig. 1. Angular dependent 13C NMR of NR 
(left: maximum elongated NR, right: dough-
nut shaped NR).
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454WE
ExPloiTing unuSual 1J(1h-14n) anD 1J(2h-14n) Scalar couPlingS in hr-maS nmr SPEcTra 

To characTErizE ThE chEmical morPhology of DoublE nETWork hyDrogElS

Pavletta Shestakova1, Rudolph Willem2, Elena Vassileva3

1Bulgarian Academy of Sciences - NMR Laboratory - Institute of Organic Chemistry with Centre of Phytochemistry, Sofia, Bulgaria, 2Vrije 
Universiteit Brussel - High Resolution NMR Centre - Department of Materials and Chemistry, Brussels, Belgium, 3Sofia University - Faculty of 
Chemistry, Sofia, Bulgaria

Hydrogels are materials with extremely high swelling capacity by water, and with promising potential to applications in 
biomedical, agricultural, pharmaceutical and soil engineering . They have, in general, poor mechanical performances, as 
they can be teared easily . By contrast, Double Network (DN) hydrogels display remarkably high resistance to mechanical 
stress and unusually high micro-hardness .  The DN hydrogel synthesized photochemically or thermally from the individual 
PAMPS hydrogel (PAMPS = poly(2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid) swollen up with a solution of a AAm 
(PAAm = poly(acrylamide), in the presence of  MBAA (N,N’-methylene bis(acrylamide) as a covalent cross-linker is a good 
example of such a DN hydrogel . High resolution magic angle spinning (hr-MAS) NMR data (, water suppressed  as well as 
diffusion filtered 1H, 2H hr-MAS spectra, 2D ROESY, HSQC and 13C spectra) in H2O and D2O reveal the existence of a pool 
of PAMPS amide protons or deuterons displaying respectively 1:1:1 triplet like 1H and 2H resonance patterns characterized 
as the rarely observed but nevertheless well-known 1J(1H-14N) and 1J(2H-14N) scalar couplings [1] . Monitoring by 1H hr-MAS 
NMR the influence of increasing AAm concentration on the morphology and chemical structure of the DN hydrogel reveals 
a concerted amplitude decrease of residual olefinic resonances from the MBAA cross-linker and amplitude increase of the 
triplet splittings, unambiguously evidencing a cooperative mechanism in the DN generation . The latter is correlated to a 
parallel strengthening of mechanical stress resistance and micro-hardness of the PAMPS/PAAm DN .

[1]   Shestakova, P .; Willem, R .; Vassileva, E .  
 Chem. Eur. J. 2011, 17, 14867-14877 .

 

455Th
Dynamic DEuTErium maS nmr of molEculES grafTED aT ThE  

innEr SurfacE of mESoPorouS maTErialS

Jayanthi Sundaresan, Veronica Frydman, Shimon Vega
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rechovot, Israel

Dynamics of molecules on the surface has been an area of interest due to its extended applicability in various fields . The 
work presented here is an attempt to look at the water induced local mobility of small organic molecules covalently attached 
to the inner walls of mesoporous materials using solid state NMR . Towards this study we have mainly employed deuterium 
magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR because of the sensitivity of the deuterium quadrupole spectra to dynamics . A dynamic 
deuterium MAS NMR study was carried out on a molecule with a deuterated methyl (CD3) group at the free terminus 
that was grafted to MCM-41 which enabled efficient monitoring of their local mobility . Deuterium sideband spectra were 
recorded under high and low hydration levels Spectral changes were observed indicating dynamics offered by hydration of 
the mesoporous surface . Observation shows that a part of the grafted molecule remains static irrespective of the hydration 
state of the sample, while the rest show spectral changes induced by single water molecules .

To further substantiate the experimental results, Molecular Dynamic (MD) simulation has been carried out mimicking the 
grafted molecule on a mesoporous template . Analysis of the MD simulation provided a description of the molecular mobility 
resulting in the averaging process of the quadrupolar tensor components . The results corroborate the earlier observed two 
site jump model describing the dynamic molecules . Similar studies were extended to molecules with deuterated methylene 
grafted to mesoporous materials . Analysis of the experimental observations followed by MD simulations could again 
provide a dynamic model for the local mobility of these molecules .
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456mo
combinED SoliD-STaTE nmr anD DfT inVESTigaTion of ThE EffEcTS on local STrucTurE of 

boron incorPoraTion in non-crySTallinE layErED SilicaTES

Mounesha N Garaga1, Zalfa Nour1, Ming-Feng Hsieh2, Michael Deschamps1, Bradley F . Chmelka2, 
Dominique Massiot1, Sylvian Cadars1

1CEMHTI CNRS-UPR3079, Université d’Orléans, Orléans, France, 2Department of Chemical Engineering, UCSB, Santa Barbara, USA

In recent years, much exciting research has focused on the incorporation of heteroatoms into 
porous materials for catalysis, ion exchange, and gas separation . Controlling the heteroatom 
distributions and locations in the silicate materials is a major challenge, since their incorporation 
deteriorates the molecular order by generating compositional and geometric local disorder, 
which limits the effectiveness of diffraction-based characterization techniques . Boron atoms 
were successfully incorporated in non-crystalline layered silicate materials with short-range 
molecular order . A combination of solid-state NMR experiments and first principle calculations 
was used to explore the effects on the local structure of silicon to boron substitution within 
the layered silicate frameworks . They reveal profoundly different incorporation behaviours for 
two strongly-related materials, which contrast with their otherwise highly similar morphologies 
and compositions . We demonstrate for the first time a preferential incorporation of boron in 
single crystallographic tetrahedral site for one material but not for the other . The nature of 
the incorporation site and the resulting structural modifications, which are also profoundly 
different in the two materials, are described on the basis of 11B{29Si} NMR correlation 
experiments probing B-Si spatial proximities and B-O-Si connectivities, and calculations of 
11B chemical shifts at the density functional level of theory (DFT) . This opens new routes to 
understand and control heteroatom locations in three-dimensional zeolite catalysts obtained 
by co-condensation of these and other heteroatom-containing layered silicate materials .

457Tu
mESoScoPic DynamicS anD ThE mEchaniSm of gElaTin Sol-gEl TranSiTion

Damjan Pelc1, Sanjin Marion2, Miroslav Pozek1, Mario Basletic1

1University of Zagreb, Faculty of Science, Department of Physics, Zagreb, Croatia, 2Institute of Physics, Zagreb, Croatia

We present an extensive analysis of polypeptide dynamics in gelatin water solutions at the micron scale, revealing 
an emergent length scale and slow cooperative diffusion . Combining pulsed field gradient NMR diffusometry and low 
frequency conductivity spectroscopy1 we are able to closely track the motion of polypeptide chains during the transition 
from sol to gel, resolving two distinct diffusion regimes .

At short timescales we observe an effective diffusion coefficient which is shown to correspond to single chain diffusion . 
This effective diffusion survives down to a characteristic, temperature-independent length, playing the role of a pore size . 
Simultaneous measurements of diffusion and conductivity also directly provide the number of non-bound chains in the 
solution, enabling us to follow chain aggregation and gel network formation . A concentration master curve is found for the 
aggregation process, with scaling exponents different from microscopic polarimetry measurements2 . This is explained by 
taking additional, emergent hydrophobic interactions between chains into account .

At longer times (~1 s) both NMR and conductivity measurements detect an additional diffusion process, related to 
cooperative motion of chains and similar to dynamics observed in glasses3 and coloidal gels4 . Direct measurements of the 
four-point correlation function using PFG-NMR show a peak at the characteristic timescale of the slow process, confirming 
its cooperative nature . The slow process abruptly transforms from elastic to dissipative at the sol-gel transition .

Our results prove that the gelation process of gelatin is significantly more complex than simple percolation2,5 or phase 
separation6 models indicate, with emergent interactions playing an important role .

1  Pelc, D ., Marion, S ., Basletić, M . Rev. Sci. Instrum . 82, 073907 (2011); Pelc, D . et al ., in preparation
2  Djabourov, M ., Leblond, J ., Papon, P ., J . Phys . France 49, 333 (1988)
3  Crauste-Thibierge et al . Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 165703 (2010)
4  Duri, A ., Cipelletti, L ., Europhys. Lett. 76, 972 (2006)
5  De Gennes, P .-G ., Scaling Concepts in Polymer Physics, Cornell University Press (1979)
6  Lu, P . J . et al, Nature 453, 499 (2008)
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459Th
STrucTural anD Dynamical ProPErTiES of inDomEThacin molEculES EmbEDDED  
WiThin ThE mESoPorES of SilicaTES anD mETal-organic framEWork maTErialS:  

a SoliD-STaTE nmr ViEW

Gregor Mali, Tomaz Cendak, Tina Ukmar, Venceslav Kaucic
1National Institute of Chemistry, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2EN-FIST Centre of Excellence, Ljubljana, Slovenia

The structural properties of the mesoscopically confined drug, and drug-drug and drug-matrix interactions were investigated 
in model drug-delivery systems prepared from MCM-41 and SBA-15 mesoporous silicate matrices, and Cr-MIL-101, 
Fe-MIL-101, and Al-MIL-101 metal-organic frameworks, loaded with different amounts of indomethacin molecules . 1H 
MAS and 1H-13C CPMAS NMR spectra indicated that only when the concentration of indomethacin within the mesopores 
becomes sufficiently high, hydrogen bonds between the drug molecules become 
abundant . Nitrogen sorption analysis and comparison of 1H spin-lattice relaxation 
times in progressively loaded mesoporous matrices suggested that at low loading 
concentrations indomethacin forms layers on the walls of the mesopores, and that at 
moderate or high loading concentrations rigid nanoparticles that extend throughout 
the entire mesopore cross-section are formed . Variable-temperature 1H spin-lattice 
relaxation measurements showed that the mesoscopically confined indomethacin 
is significantly different from the bulk amorphous indomethacin . It does not become 
rubbery and it exhibits a solid-solid transition that is similar to the phase transition 
of the crystalline indomethacin solvate . The obtained results are important for the 
understanding of the release kinetics and for the estimation of the total amount of 
the released drug from the drug-delivery system .
 
 

460mo
STrucTural biological STuDiES of PlanT cEll-Wall: rESonancE aSSignmEnT of 13c  

labElED lignocElluloSE by SoluTion anD SoliD-STaTE nmr
Takanori Komatsu1, Jun Kikuchi2
1Graduate School of Nanobioscience, Yokohama City University, Yokohama, Kanagawa, Japan, 2RIKEN Plant Science Center, Yokohama, 
Kanagawa, Japan, 3RIKEN Biomass Engineering Research Program, Wako, Saitama, Japan

Lignocellulose, the major component of plant cell wall, is one of the most abundant and available biomass as non-food 
materials . However, effective uses of lignocellulose are hampered by the its structural complexity, consisting of cellulose 
microfibrils embedded in a matrix of hemicelluloses with lignin . Therefore, establishing effective methods for structural 
analysis and characterization for the lignocellulose are expected . Previous studies of lignocellulose structural analysis 
using NMR required isolation into each compornent . In recent study, an analytical method of lignocellulose without isolation 
was developed using 13C-HSQC with DMSO-type solvent system . However, it was difficult to assign signals of lignocellulose 
unambiguously, especially those of polysaccharides which have similar chemical structures, due to significant signal 
overlapp on the spectrum .

In this study, we analyzed structure of lignocellulose without isolation into each component using high resolution 
multidimensional NMR spectroscopy . For the signal assignment of lignocellulose in complicated spectra, we employed 
homo- and heteronuclear correlation spectroscopy such as 13C-HSQC-TOCSY, 13C-HSQC-NOESY, 13C-INADEQUATE, 
3D-HCCH-COSY for 13C labelled lignocellulose dissolved in DMSO-pyridine mixture solvent  to achieve 1H-13C and 13C-13C 
correlations, and subsequently signals were assigned with nuclei of lignocellulose from 1H-13C and 13C-13C correlations . In 
addition, we attempted to analyze structure of lignocellulose using solid-state NMR .

In solution state analysis, 16 structural units (89 signals) were assigned . 3D-HCCH-COSY, which is traditional 3D pulse 
sequence for aliphatic carbon resonance assignment using transferring 13C-13C magnetization after INEPT transfer, are 
the powerful method for signal assignment of lignocelluloses, because it made overlapped signals spread . In solid-state 
NMR, crystalline and amorphous cellulose signals were assigned by 13C-INADEQUATE and 13C-DARR (Dipolar Assisted 
Rotational Resonance): conventional 13C-13C correlation pulse sequences in solid-state NMR . For analysis of lignin and 
hemicelluloses which were mobile and less detectable components, we employed NQS-DARR combined NQS dipolar 
dephasing pulse for non-quaternary suppression with DARR dipolar recoupling experiments for achieving structurally 
neighbored 13C-13C correlations .
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461Tu
hoST-guEST inTEracTionS of chargED DEnDronizED PolymErS analyzED WiTh DEEr

Dennis Kurzbach1, Daniel R . Kattnig1, Baozhong Zhang2, A . Dieter Schlüter2, Dariush Hinderberger1

1Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research, Mainz, Germany, 2ETH, Zürich, Switzerland

We present data from double electron-electron resonance (DEER) spectroscopy characterizing the interaction between 
peripherally charged dendronized polymers (denpols) and different guest-molecules .

Denpols are macromolecules that carry a dendron side-group on every repetition unit of their backbone . Due to the 
enormous sterical crowding of the side-groups denpols can be approximated as very stiff cylindrically shaped molecules .1

Exploiting self-assembly of paramagnetic probe molecules (Fremy’s salt) on the cylindrical surface of the denpols and 
detecting the distance distribution between the probes, we are able to determine the size and the shape of the cylindrical 
denpols in solution . These results show that the radii of the cross-sections of denpols grow with increasing generation of 
the dendron side-groups and that the radii (generation 4: approx . 2 nm) are fully independent of the environment of the 
denpols . This extraordinary shape-persistence makes charged denpols excellent candidates for fitting into the concept of 
molecular objects (persistent shape, defined envelope, molecular precision) .2

Further, the potentially enormous interior of the denpols gives rise to the possibility to not only assemble molecules on 
the denpols’ surface, but also incorporate guest-molecules inside them . Applying CW EPR we found that up to 2 .2 spin-
labeled fatty acids can be incorporated into a generation 4 dendron side-group and can be released by varying the pH or 
the ionic-strength of the aqueous environment .

Yet, the arrangement of guest-molecules in dendritic structures is a complex issue . We therefore propose a DEER-
technique that features isotopically labeled nitroxides, to determine the approximate distance of the spin-labels of the fatty 
acid guest-molecules inside the denpols from 15N-labeled Fremy’s salt assembled on the surface of the denpols .
1 Zhang, B .; Wepf, R .; Fischer, K .; Schmidt, M .; Besse, S .; Lindner, P .; King, B . T .; Sigel, R .; Schurtenberger, P .; Talmon, Y .; 
Ding, Y .; Kröger, M .; Halperin, A .; Schlüter, A . D ., Angew . Chem . Int . Ed ., 50, 737 (2011)
2 Kurzbach D .; Kattnig D . R .; Zhang B .; Schlüter A . D .; Hinderberger D ., J . Phys . Chem . Lett . 2, 1583 (2011) .

 

462WE
moniToring ThE acTiVaTion ProcESS of ThE gianT PorE mil-100(al) by SoliD STaTE nmr

Mohamed Haouas1, Christophe Volkringer2, Thierry Loiseau2, Gérard Férey2, Francis Taulelle1

1Tectospin Group, Institut Lavoisier de Versailles (UMR CNRS 8180), Versailles, France, 2Porous Solids Group, Institut Lavoisier de Versailles 
(UMR CNRS 8180), Versailles, France

The ability of a reversible removal of coordinated water in the mesoporous MIL-100(Al) upon dehydration/rehydration 
process has been investigated using solid-state NMR techniques . Double resonance techniques such as 1H{27Al} 
TRAPDOR and 27Al{1H} HETCOR were used in order to probe proximity between species containing protons and the 
inorganic framework . On the other hand, 1H-1H correlation experiments using the DQ-BABA and RFDR sequences were 
employed to investigate the interaction between the different kinds of protonic species including those of the organic 
framework . The compound shows a remarkable thermal stability up to 370 °C, with small structural alterations . Only 
one water molecule per Al3 trimer, the main inorganic building unit, 
was found to leave the trimer producing only one coordinatively 
unsaturated site (cus) at 350 °C . Compared to the chromium isotype 
MIL-100(Cr), the difference of generated number of cus site per 
trimer, explains at the same time the different origin of the stability 
of the aluminum trimer versus chromium, and the different chemistry 
that it will induce between both MIL-100(Al) and MIL-100(Cr) . The 
as-synthesized compound contains an important amount of extra-
framework 1,3,5-benzenetricaboxilic acid, (H3btc)EF, encapsulated 
into the large pores and most of it could be removed upon DMF/water 
activation . However, 0 .3-0 .5 molecules of (H3btc)EF per Al3 trimer were 
found strongly interacting with the framework and their complete 
removal was difficult to achieve .
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463Th
aDVancED SoliD-STaTE nmr STuDy of anhyDrouS anD hyDraTED orDinary PorTlanD cEmEnT

Geo Paul1, Daniela Gastaldi2, Fulvio Canonico2, Leonardo Marchese1, Enrico Boccaleri1
1Dipartimento di Scienze e Innovazione Tecnologica, NanoSiSTeMI Interdisciplinary center, Università del Piemonte Orientale “Amedeo 
Avogadro”, Alessandria, Italy, 2Buzzi Unicem S. p. A., Casale Monferrato, Italy

A suite of multinuclear multidimensional solid-state NMR experiments has been employed to investigate the hydration 
features of ordinary Portland cement (OPC) pastes . Both anhydrous and hydrated OPC pastes were examined, paying 
particular attention to the structural modification of hydrated pastes as a function of the 
hydration degree . 1H MAS NMR was used to follow the nature and dynamics of water 
in OPC paste as well as the formation of various hydroxyl species . 29Si MAS NMR has 
been extensively used to characterize the silicate species and their network formation 
mechanism upon hydration . 27Al MAS and MQMAS NMR experiments revealed the 
formation of different calcium aluminate hydrate species after cement hydration . The 
molecular nature of calcium silicate hydrates and substituted calcium aluminate hydrates 
in the hydration products were determined and quantified . Moreover, the evidences 
of chemical and structural modifications of various phases in pastes submitted to 
accelerated carbonation have also been investigated in order to clarify the degradative 
behavior of exposed cement pastes .

27Al MAS and MQMAS NMR spectra of hydrated OPC paste cured for 28 days

 

464mo
SElEcTiVE SuPPrESSion of molEcular SignalS in nmr SPEcTra by SPEcific maTrix aDDiTion

Jima Nambiath Chandran, Laetitia Shintu, Stefano Caldarelli
University of Aix Marseille, Marseille, Bouches du Rhone, France

The purpose of the work is to test the selectivity of Molecularly Imprimented Polymers (MIPs) for the adsorption of a 
target molecule during the NMR experiment . The net result on the NMR spectrum of an effective capture of the target 
by the polymer would be the disappearance of its signal . The experiment is demonstrated here for Bisphenol A (BPA), 
which is a dangerous food contaminant originating from plastic containers . 
Commercial chromatographic phases have been thus developed to detect 
this molecule with a very high selectivity . The signal suppression experiment 
is depicted in the Figure of BPA, for a mixture containing Biphenyl, Dibenzyl 
and Aniline . BPA has peaks (arrows) in the aliphatic and aromatic region 
of the 1H NMR spectrum . More specifically, it presents an almost perfect 
overlap with one of the resonances of aniline, at about 7 .1ppm . Removal of 
the BPA signal by any irradiation scheme will be impossible without strong 
perturbation of the aniline peaks . Conversely the spectra in Figure (Panel 
B) shows as the addition of the specifically capturing MIP achieve this goal 
without introducing significant deviations for the rest of the signals . This 
method has thus the potential of finding a broad range of applications, 
provided the adapted materials are made available . 

References: 
1 . Yongsheng Ji, Juanjuan Yin, Zhigang Xu, Chuande Zhao, Huayu Huang, Haixia Zhang, Chumming Wang, Anal  
 Bioanal Chem (2009) 395:1125-1133
2 .  Despina K .Alexiadou, Niki C . Maragou, Nikolaos S . Thomaidis, Gerogios A . Theodoridis, Michael A . Koupparis, J. Sep.  
 Sci.2008,31, 2272-2282

Figure. 1H NMR spectra at 600 MHz of the mix-
ture sample described in the text in the absence 
(A) and in the presence (B) of the bisphenol 
capturing MIP
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high rESoluTion calcium-43 nmr STuDiES of calciTE To aragoniTE PhaSE TranSformaTion

Yu-Chieh Huang, Jerry C . C . Chan
National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan

How calcium carbonate forms calcite and aragonite in mollusk shell is a long-standing enigma . It has been known that 
the formation of calcium carbonate in mollusk shell starts at the prismatic calcite layer, whereas the nacre layer appears 
subsequently in the inner side . To shed more light on this biomineralization process, we employ solid-state 43Ca NMR to 
study the in-vitro phase transformation of calcite to aragonite . Using the gas diffusion approach, we obtained the phase 
of Mg-calcite initially and the system subsequently transformed to aragonite as the reaction time proceeded . We find that 
the 43Ca NMR parameters of Mg-calcite, which is a very important biomineral phase, are very similar to those of pure 
calcite . Under the high-resolution condition provided by magic-angle spinning at 4 kHz, we can monitor the variation of 
the 43Ca NMR parameters of the aragonite signals for the samples obtained at different reaction times, viz . 2 hours, 24 
hours, and 9 days . In particular, the CQ and Q data of the aragonite phase have significant variation between the 2-h and 
the 24-h samples, whereas the 43Ca NMR parameters of the 24-h and 9-d samples are very similar . In addition, the 43Ca 
T1 parameters were determined to increase monotonically with the reaction time . We conclude that the initial precipitation 
of Mg-calcite is a kinetic-driven event . In the presence of significant amount of Mg2+ ions, the system will transform to 
aragonite, where the ions in the lattice can have considerable motional dynamics . As a result, the corresponding CQ value 
is reduced and the spin-lattice relaxation becomes relatively more efficient for the aragonite site of the 2-h sample . As the 
crystallinity of aragonite improves further, the NMR parameters for the aragonite phase of the 24-h sample become very 
similar to those obtained for pure aragonite (9-d sample) . To our knowledge, this is the first illustration of how 43Ca NMR 
spectroscopy can be exploited to monitor the biomineralization process of calcium carbonate .

 

466WE
DETEcTion of PhaSE biaxialiTy in liquiD crySTalS by xEnon nmr

Anu M Kantola1, Jukka Jokisaari1, Juhani Lounila1, Petri Ingman2

1Department of Physics, University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland, 2Department of Chemistry, University of Turku, Turku, Finland

The existence of biaxial nematic liquid crystals (LCs) was predicted already in the 1970’s . In recent years scientists’ interest 
has focused synthesizing compounds that could form thermotropic biaxial nematic phases as, due to symmetry properties 
different from conventional uniaxial LCs, these new materials are expected to lead to improvements in the properties of 
the LC displays as well as to new applications . There are several experimental techniques, such as 2H NMR and X-ray 
diffraction, which can be used to confirm the phase structure of liquid crystals . Nevertheless, all of these methods have 
been criticized whether they give unambiguous prove of the phase biaxiality in nematics .

NMR of dissolved xenon gas has over the years proven to be an extremely sensitive tool to study the properties of all kinds 
of materials . In this work we show that 131Xe second order quadrupole shift (SOQS) observable in NMR spectra of xenon 
dissolved in liquid crystals provides a method to unambiguously distinguish between uniaxial and biaxial liquid crystal 
phases [1] . Besides revealing the biaxiality, the 131Xe SOQS offers a novel method to determine the tilt angle in smectic C 
phases . As an example, the 131Xe SOQS in a ferroelectric liquid crystal is reported .

[1]  Jukka P . Jokisaari, Anu M . Kantola, Juhani A . Lounila, and L . Petri Ingman, Phys . Rev . Lett . 106, 017801 (2011) .
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ToWarDS unDErSTanDing nmr ShifT DiSTribuTionS in DoPED anD nanoScalE SEmiconDucTorS

James Yesinowski1, Andrew Purdy1, Corey Love1, Sharka Prokes1, Eric Epstein2

1Naval Research Laboratory, Washington DC, USA, 2University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA

NMR spectra of semiconductors either intentionally doped or of submicron size often are inhomogeneously broadened by 
distributions of either Knight shifts or chemical shifts .  Understanding the structural and electronic factors responsible for 
such distributions, and being able to distinguish between the two types of shift interactions, is at a primitive stage . Both 
silicon and (hexagonal) gallium nitride (h-GaN) are important systems for better understanding the nature of NMR shift 
distributions .

The 71Ga and 14N MAS-NMR spectra of h-GaN doped n-type with Ge exhibit large distributions of Knight shifts that have 
been previously interpreted in terms of inhomogeneous doping .  Variable-temperature results indicate a highly metallic 
semiconductor .

The 29Si MAS-NMR spectra of silicon uniformly doped n-type with Sb surprisingly show a large distribution of Knight shifts 
that can be studied using a SPARTAN hole-burning sequence . A marked temperature dependence points to the effects 
of disorder in this barely-metallic semiconductor, and suggests that 29Si MAS-NMR should be a powerful probe of the 
microscopic nature of the Mott metal-insulator transition .

Chemical shift distributions in 29Si MAS-NMR of a variety of nanosilicon materials can be up to three orders of magnitude 
larger than the starting material (crystalline silicon) . A highly regular silicon nanowire sample (see SEM below) yields the 
narrowest chemical shift distribution seen for any nanoscale semiconductor (see spectrum below) . The results clearly show 
that large inhomogeneous linewidths are not an intrinsic feature of semiconductors in nanoscale form.

   
 

468mo
SoliD-STaTE nmr characTErizaTion of mETal-organic framEWorkS  

aT ulTrahigh magnETic fiElD

Jun Xu1, Andre Sutrisno1, Victor Terskikh2, Yining Huang1

1The University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada, 2National Research Council, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are a new generation of porous materials with many potential applications . They are 
hybrid inorganic-organic solids prepared via self-assembly of metal cations with organic linkers to form three dimensional 
porous networks with novel topologies . Although the structures of many MOFs can be determined by single crystal X-ray 
diffraction, a significant number of MOF structures have to be refined from more limited powder XRD data due to the 
lack of suitable single crystals . In such cases an unambiguous structure solution requires additional information from 
complementary techniques such as solid-state NMR (SSNMR) . However, many important MOFs contain metal ions whose 
NMR active isotopes (such as 67Zn, 91Zr, 25Mg) are quadrupolar and unreceptive . As a result, SSNMR has not been used 
to characterize these low-gamma nuclei .

In this talk, we present natural abundance solid-state 67Zn and 25Mg NMR spectra of several representative Zn- and Mg-
containing MOFs acquired at ultrahigh magnetic field of 21 .1 T . The results indicate that 67Zn and 25Mg MAS, 3QMAS and 
static spectra are highly sensitive to the metal local environment . In combination with theoretical calculations, the analysis 
of 67Zn and 25Mg spectra yields valuable insights into the meal local structure as well as host-guest interaction . The work 
demonstrates that 67Zn and 25Mg solid-state NMR at very high field is a useful tool which can now be added to the arsenal 
of the techniques for characterization of MOFs .
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nmr STuDiES on PolymEr comPoSiTES

Ute Böhme, Anastasia Vyalikh, Ulrich Scheler
Leibniz-Institut für Polymerforschung Dresden e.V., Dresden, Germany

Polymer materials are usually composites from polymer and an inorganic fillers . The interaction between the polymer 
defines the materials properties (thermal, electric and mechanical) and the long-term performance . The modification of 
the filler for enhanced compatibility is followed by solid-state NMR . In particular 27Al spectra of layered double hydroxides 
provide insight into the structure modification in the filler during the modification steps and the incorporation into the 
polymer . The interaction of the polymer with the filler is evident from shortening proton T2 and T1rho . Shorter relaxation 
times are indicative of the interaction between filler and polymer resulting in reduced polymer mobility . Both relaxation 
times in the polymers exhibit at least two components, which are evaluated by inverse Laplace transform . The long 
components associated with more mobile polymer chains are most affected . Data are compared to rheo-NMR results 
from the melt . Upon shear the unfilled polymer exhibits an initially unexpected prolongation of T2, which is explained by 
loss of chain entanglements as result of shear . In the filled polymer the filler interaction is more significant, no signatures 
of disentanglement has been observed . While mechanical stress on elastomers results in reversible changes, time-
dependent effects are observed, in semi-crystalline polymers, consisting of rigid crystallites interconnected by rather 
flexible amorphous regions, time-dependent effects are observed . The reason is creep of polymer chains through the 
crystallites under mechanical load . This has been investigated by in-situ NMR studies under uniaxial stress . Drastic 
changes are observed in both T2 and T1rho . Both have been showing a time dependence from the start of the mechanical 
load . The NMR results are correlated to the simultaneously measured stress-strain curves . Notably changes in the NMR 
parameters are observed on a timescale significantly longer than the timescale of mechanical stress relaxation, which has 
been monitored simulateously in the same apparatus .
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aDVancES in in Situ nmr anD mri STuDiES of EnErgy maTErialS
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Alexej Jershcow2, Clare P . Grey3

1Department of Chemistry, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY, USA, 2Department of Chemistry, New York Univeristy, New York, NY, USA, 
3Department of Chemistry, Cambridge University, Cambridge, UK

Ex situ studies of batteries are limited by self-relaxation of the electrode materials before a measurement can be obtained .  
The application of advanced magnetic resonance techniques, such as MRI and complex NMR experiments, in situ has the 
potential to monitor dynamics and visually monitor changes in functioning electrochemical systems in real time . Here we 
present in situ NMR and MRI of symmetric Li metal batteries and carbon based supercapacitors .

Although, Li metal is the lightest and most electropositive 
anode material, giving the greatest capacity and voltage for a 
battery, commercial anode materials are most commonly 
made of carbon, due to safety issues associated with dendritic 
lithium (Li formation . Previous studies utilized bulk magnetic 
susceptibility and skin depth effects to quantitatively study 
Li microstructure growth using in situ NMR [1] . Utilizing both 
in situ 7Li NMR and MRI we have further investigated the 
electrochemical conditions under which Li microstructures form 
in LIBs [2] .

Supercapacitors function based on the separation of the cations 
and anions of the electrolyte to the negative and positive 
charged electrodes, respectively . The application of in situ 11B 
NMR to study the liquid electrolyte provides insight into the mechanism of supercapacitors, by monitoring changes in the 
BF4- environment in carbon electrodes with a tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate (TEABF4) electrolyte [3] .

References:
(1) Bhattacharyya, R .; et al . Nature Materials, 2010, 9, 504 .
(2) S . Chandrashekar, et al . Nature Materials. 2012, 11, 311 .
(3) Wang, H .; et al . J. Am. Chem. Soc ., 2011, 133, 19270 .

Figure 1.  In situ 2D 7Li MRI images of a symmetric Li 
metal battery before (pristine) and after charging.
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It is well known that thermosensitive polymers show in aqueous solution during heating a phase separation which is a 
macroscopic manifestation of a coil-globule transition followed by aggregation and formation of so-called mesoglobules . 
Their thermosensitivity makes these polymers interesting for miscellaneous biomedical and technological applications, 
e .g ., as drug release polymers .

Formation of globular structures results in a marked line broadening in NMR spectra . The fraction of units with significantly 
reduced mobility (phase-separated fraction) can be determined from integrated intensities in high-resolution 1H NMR 
spectra . The strong dependence of the transition temperatures on polymer concentration was revealed in this way for 
poly(N-vinylcaprolactam) (PVCL) solutions in D2O while for poly(N-isopropylmethacrylamide) (PIPMAm) solutions the 
transition interval is independent of polymer concentration . NMR spectroscopy also enabled us to determine thermodynamic 
parameters ΔH and ΔS characterizing the phase transition . Comparison with ΔH values obtained by DSC confirmed that 
the cooperative unit is the whole macromolecule . The existence of water bound in mesoglobules and different character of 
the water released from mesoglobules with time were shown for PVCL and PIPMAm solutions by 1H T2 relaxation times 
of HDO .

Combination of NMR and DSC was also used to investigate phase separation in D2O solutions of P(IPMAm/AAm) random 
copolymers . From the NMR results it follows that in respective mesoglobules there are domains where both hydrophilic 
AAm sequences (units) and surrounding IPMAm sequences are hydrated and therefore mobile . Both phase- separated 
fraction determined by NMR and ΔH determined by DSC decrease faster than the content of thermosensitive IPMAm units 
in the copolymer . Comparison of ΔH values determined by NMR (using van’t Hoff plots) and DSC shows that the size of the 
cooperative units undergoing the transition as a whole decreases with increasing AAm content in the copolymer .

Acknowledgment: Support by the Czech Science Foundation (Project 202/09/1281) is gratefully acknowledged .
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Calcium carbonate is one of the most commonly found biominerals in organisms . The mechanism of how Nature selects 
different phases of calcium carbonate in the nacreous and prismatic layers of mollusk shell remains an outstanding 
mystery . Previous studies show that magnesium ions may play a role in inducing the phase transformation of calcite to 
aragonite . To shed more light on the biomineralization process, we have developed an in-vitro model system to study the 
phase transformation of calcite to aragonite, which is based on the gas diffusion approach in the presence of magnesium 
ions . The samples collected at different reaction times have been characterized by a number of physical techniques, with 
particular emphasis on solid-state 43Ca NMR . We found that the initial sample is mainly constituted of Mg-calcite, where 
the incorporation of magnesium ions in calcite has been confirmed by X-ray powder diffraction . As the reaction time 
proceeds, the formation of aragonite takes place, which is accompanied by the slow dissolution of the Mg-calcite . The 
transition from calcite to aragonite in our system might be caused by the increase in the Mg/Ca ratio of our solution as 
calcium carbonate continuously precipitates . As indicated by the SEM images, the crystallinity of aragonite improves with 
the reaction time . By measurements on isotopically enriched samples, the 43Ca chemical shift anisotropy and quadrupole 
parameters at the calcium sites of aragonite were extracted, from which we show that 43Ca NMR is a very sensitive 
spectroscopic technique to follow the phase transformation of calcium carbonate .
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nmr inVESTigaTionS of aciD DoPED PolybEnzimiDazolE,  

an ElEcTrolyTE mEmbranE for fuEl cEllS
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Detlef Stolten2, Stefno Mammi3, Henrike Heise1

1Institute of Complex Systems-Structural Biochemistry (ICS-6), Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH, Juelich, Germany, 2Institute of Energy and 
Climate Research – Fuel Cells (IEK-3), , Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH, Juelich, Germany, 3Department of Chemical Sciences, University 
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Fuel cells (FCs) are devices that convert the chemical energy of their reagents into electrical energy without resorting to a 
thermal Carnot cycle . Polymer electrolyte membrane FCs (PEMFCs) have raised considerable interest for their high energy 
conversion efficiency, high power density, ease of assembly, silent operation, and good environmental compatibility . Fuel 
cells consist mainly of an anode, a cathode and a membrane acting as electrolyte and which allows charges to selectively 
move between anode and cathode . Acid doped polybenzimidazole (PBI) polymers have become a very promising system 
for use as membranes in high temperature PEMFCs .
The conductivity in FCs is well known to be directly related to the mobility of the ions through the membrane, which might 
involve a multi-step proton hopping process (Grotthuss mechanism) or the bulk mobility of a proton carrier .
We report investigations of poly(2,5-benzimidazole) (AB-PBI) doped with phosphoric acid (PA) with different methods of 
NMR [1] . We have characterized the molecular interactions between the polymer matrix and the acid dopant . Heteronuclear 
correlation experiments were used to study hydrogen bonding characteristics . We have further studied the dynamics and 
order in the system at different doping levels and temperatures using 2H-NMR and 1H-Double-quantum spectroscopy . This 
information is of fundamental importance in order to elucidate the role of phosphoric acid in the conductivity mechanism 
of polybenzimidazole [2, 3] .
[1]  F . Conti, S . Willbold, C . Korte, W . Lehnert, D . Stolten, S . Mammi, Chem. Commun. 2012, submitted .
[2]  C . E . Hughes, S . Haufe, B . Angerstein, R . Kalim, U . Mähr, A . Reiche, M . Baldus, J. Phys. Chem. B ., 2004, 108, 13626- 
 13631 .
[3]  S . Suarez, S . Greenbaum, The Chemical Record, 2010, 10, 377-393 .
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li2b3o4f3 by SoliD-STaTE 11b-nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Thomas Bräuniger, Thomas Pilz, C . Vinod Chandran, Martin Jansen
Max-Planck-Institute for Solid State Research, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany

A new class of potential ionic conductors, namely crystalline lithium fluorooxoborates, has been synthesized in our group . 
The rationale behind the design was to provide a migration path along which the ions experience a flat electrostatic 
potential profile . In oxoanionic matrices, oxygen atoms in terminal positions are notorious for trapping cations . This situation 
can be alleviated by adding fluorine to boron in trigonal planar coordination, resulting in four-fold boron coordination, with a 
formal negative charge located on the boron atom . Thus, in fluorooxoborates, the negative effective charges at the terminal 
oxygen or fluorine atoms are reduced, enhancing lithium ion mobility .
Three new fluorooxoborates were discovered and characterised by X-ray diffraction, namely LiB6O9F [1], Li2B6O9F2 [2], 
and Li2B3O4F3 [3] . The bulk ionic conductivity of LiB6O9F is 6 .6 x 10-9 S .cm-1 at 673 K [1], classifying it as a solid electrolyte, 
but is much lower at room temperature . To improve conductivity, the compounds Li2B6O9F2 and Li2B3O4F3 with higher 
stoichiometric lithium content were synthesized . Both Li2B6O9F2 and Li2B3O4F3 have also been extensively studied by 
solid-state NMR spectroscopy . In a first step, the complex 11B-MAS-NMR spectra exhibited by the fluorooxoborates were 
deconvoluted using the information gained from 3QMAS spectra . The sub-spectra were assigned to the boron species in 
the crystal structure by evaluation of chemical shift and quadrupolar interaction, which allows clear differentiation of boron 
atoms in tetrahedral and trigonal coordination . Efficient 19F spin decoupling techniques [4] were used to determine the 
proximity of boron atoms to fluorine by analyzing the response of the 11B spectrum to application of decoupling, allowing 
full assignment of all components of the complex MAS spectra [5] .
[1]  G . Cakmak, J . Nuss, M . Jansen, Z . Anorg. Allg. Chem. 2009, 635, 631-636 .
[2]  T . Pilz, M . Jansen, Z . Anorg. Allg. Chem ., 2011, 637, 2148-2152 .
[3]  T . Pilz, H . Nuss, M . Jansen, J. Solid State Chem., 2012, 186, 104-108 .
[4]  T . Bräuniger, G . Hempel, C . V . Chandran, Solid State NMR, 2011, 40, 84-87 .
[5]  T . Bräuniger, T . Pilz, C . V . Chandran, M . Jansen, J. Solid State Chem ., 2012, in press .
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microSTrucTurE of Pluronic f127 alginaTE comPoSiTE hyDrogEl  

ProbED by nmr anD rhEology

Fioretta Asaro, Gesmi Milcovich, Mario Grassi, Ilenia D’Agostino, Romano Lapasin, Simona Fiorentino, 
Gabriele Grassi
University of Trieste, Trieste, Italy

A composite hydrogel formed by Pluronic F127 and alginate in water, crosslinked by divalent ions, was devised to address 
the in situ sustained delivery of innovative antiproliferative agents [1], employed to prevent coronary restenosis . Here we 
report a study of the composite gel with Ca2+ as cross linking agent, as well as of the parent systems, namely the Pluronic 
F127 water thermogel and the alginate-Ca2+ water, ionotropic gel . They were extensively investigated through NMR, by 
measuring water transverse relaxation,T2, by CPMG, and diffusion, by PGSE NMR, at low field (0 .47 T), and the diffusion 
of the probe molecule theophylline at high-field (11 .74 T) by PGSTE NMR (one-shot sequence [2]) . All measurements 
were carried out at body temperature, 37 °C . Diffusion both of water and of theophylline in alginate-Ca2+ hydrogel is slightly 
hindered compared to pure water, while in the Pluronic one it is much slower . Nonetheless, echo decays are exponential with 
diffusion coefficients independent of diffusion time, since both materials are quite homogeneous . Conversely, the diffusion 
in the composite gel is anomalous, the echo decays deviating from exponential trends . Thus, either a stretched exponential 
or a fractional order analysis model [3] has to be employed to rationalize the experimental trends . The parameters returned 
by the best fit procedures indicate high structural complexity (porosity and tortuosity) . The fractional space parameter, 
,[3] increases with diffusion time, indicating that diffusion decreases at longer times . These observations support the 
hypothesis of the interaction of the PEO head-groups of Pluronic with the biopolymer, decreasing their hydration, opening 
water channels in the Pluronic composite gel, and, at the same time, forming barriers that hamper long range diffusion, 
thus succeeding in a sustained release of embedded drugs . The mechanical spectra, along with T2 values of water, suggest 
that the mesh size increases from the pure polysaccharide to the composite gel, while the gel strength reduces .
References
[1]  G . Grassi et al . J . Drug Del . Sci .Tech ., 17 (2007) 325-331 .
[2]  M . D . Pelta et al . Magn . Reson . Chem ., 40 (2002) S147-S152 .
[3]  R . L . Magin et al . Commun . Nonlinear Sci . Numer . Simulat . 16 (2011) 4581–4587 .
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Polymeric materials are playing a very important role in the development of the fuel cell technology thanks to their low 
cost, easy processability and high flexibility .1 In particular, a great interest is now focused on the polymeric anion exchange 
membranes (AEM) since they provide several advantages with respect to the proton exchange membranes widely studied 
in the past, such as the use of cheaper catalysts, a faster kinetics at the electrodes and a decrease of the fuel cross-over .2

Since the performances of these membranes in the final fuel cells are strongly dependent on their structural and dynamic 
properties on a nanometric and sub-nanometric scale, the study of these properties is very important to devise and 
prepare optimized and improved systems . In this field solid state NMR (SSNMR) is one of the most promising techniques,3 
even if its use is still limited .4

In this work the structural, phase and dynamic properties of an anion exchange membrane, in which the unit responsible 
for the ionic conduction, 1,4-diazabicyclo[2,2,2]octane (DABCO) containing at least one quaternary ammonium site, is 
grafted to a LDPE film through a 1-chloro-4-vinyl-benzene (VBC) moyety, have been investigated and characterized by 
means of a multi-nuclear and multi-technique SSNMR approach . 13C CP/MAS selective, 1H MAS, and 1H-13C HETCOR 
experiments allowed detailed information on the phase and dynamic properties of LDPE, DABCO and VBC to be obtained, 
and the comparative study of the systems obtained at three different steps of the preparation process was very useful 
to understand the morphological changes, concerning in particular LDPE, that occurred during the preparation of the 
membrane . In particular, the presence of quite rigid amorphous and crystalline PE domains, whose dynamic behaviour in 
the range of kHz significantly changes (as shown by temperature-variable CP/MAS experiments) during the preparation 
process, has been observed . Moreover T1 and T1ρ measurements allowed to get insights into the degree of homogeneity of 
the polymeric film, as well as into the DABCO distribution in PE amorphous and crystalline domains .
1  J . Jagur-Grodzinski, Polym . Adv . Technol ., 2007, 18, 785-799 .
2  M .Faraj, E . Elia, M . Boccia, A . Filpi, A . Pucci, and F . Ciardelli, J . Polym . Sci . A: Pol .Chem ., 2011, 49, 3437-3447 .
3  M . Geppi, S . Borsacchi, G . Mollica, and C . A . Veracini, Applied Spectroscopy Reviews, 2009, 44, 1-89 .
4    J . V . Traer, and G . R . Goward, Magn . Reson . Chem ., 2007, 45, S135-S143 .
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conJugaTED To PolyPhoSPhoESTErS
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Drug conjugation to a macromolecular carrier is a promising strategy especially in the field of cancer therapy . It has 
been demonstrated that long-circulating polymeric carriers can preferentially and effectively accumulate in solid tumors 
– a phenomenon known as the “Enhanced Permeability and Retention (EPR) effect” . Dinuclear platinum complexes 
with polyamine linkers constitute a class of compounds displaying novel antitumor and DNA-binding properties . These 
compounds are of particular interest because they show high activity in vitro and in vivo against tumor cell lines that are 
resistant to cisplatin .

In the present investigation spermidine-bridged dinuclear platinum(II) complex prodrug 
forms were obtained via conjugation to poly(oxyethylene H-phosphonate)s . These 
are polymers with repeating PEG building block linked by phosphoester groups . Two 
precursor polymers were used derived from polyethylene glycols with molecular weight 
200 g/mol and 600 g/mol (PEG200 and PEG600) .
1H and 31P spectra in combination with diffusion ordered NMR spectroscopy (DOSY) 
were applied to prove the conjugation reaction between the polymer carrier and the 
bioactive agent as well as to characterize the obtained new structures .

The results from the DOSY spectra show that the new polymeric conjugates form 
particles with average hydrodynamic radii from 5 nm to 18 nm depending on the 
polymer used .

Acknowledgement: The support by the NSF of Bulgaria (Grants: DO 02-198/2008 
and DRNF 02/13/ 2009) is highly acknowledged .
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The present communication reports the NMR characterization of a new core-shell type star copolymer whose interior 
presents hyperbranched polystyrene bearing arms of poly(acrylic acid) . This macromolecular architecture possesses key 
features for application as cisplatin carrier . Changes of star size and mobility upon drug complexation were followed by 
conventional and diffusion ordered NMR spectroscopy (DOSY) . The signal broadening observed in the 1H NMR spectra 
evidenced the reduced chain mobility as result of drug immobilization at the coordination sites of the polymer . The DOSY 
spectra indicate star contraction at the initial stage of cisplatin loading . Further increase of the drug amount resulted in 
appearance of larger particles due to cisplatin induced crosslinking .

To avoid crosslinking upon loading the star macromolecules were PEGylated applying cisplatin as reversible linker . The 
DOSY spectra confirm the PEGylation of the particles and their higher 
stability in an aqueous solution as compared to the non-PEGylated system . 
The formation of a PEG shell reduced the star coupling and only one type 
of loaded particles was observed . The PEG shell was released under 
physiological conditions within 24 h as monitored by changes in the DOSY 
spectra .

Acknowledgement: The support by the NSF of Bulgaria (Grants: DO 02-
198/2008, DO 02-166/2008 and DRNF 02/13/ 2009) is highly acknowledged .

Figure. 1H DOSY spectrum of Pt(II) 
complex conjugated to PEG600 
based polyphosphoester.

Figure. DOSY spectra of: PEGylated star 
macromolecules (left); After release of the PEG 
shell (right).
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Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) offer a huge potential for different applications like drug delivery, gas storage and sensor 
devices . All these applications rely on the interaction between the framework and the incorporated guest molecules . To 
obtain a better understanding of such interactions, we performed a study on a series of functionalized MIL-53 MOFs . 
Beside MIL-53, MIL-53-NH2 and MIL-53-NHCHO, with anchor groups providing different hydrogen bond donor acceptor 
pattern, were investigated . Acetone was chosen as guest molecule because of its ability to act solely as hydrogen bond 
acceptor .  At first we determined the spatial arrangement of the binding site offered to the guest molecule by static proton-
driven spin diffusion exchange experiments . For the study of the host-guest interactions we used high-resolution 1H solid-
state NMR techniques at high magnetic fields, taking advantage of DUMBO decoupling schemes . The assignment of 
the resonances was done using high-resolution 2D HETCOR spectra (1H-13C, 1H-27Al and 1H-14N) . The binding sites of 
the acetone molecules with respect to the framework were unraveled using 1H-1H-spindiffusion build up curves . These 
analyses were supported by DFT calculations which were used to determine and evaluate structure solutions for the 
arrangement of the functional groups as well as to build models for different binding scenarios of the acetone molecules, 
which showed that the carbonyl groups are bound to the functional groups while the methyl groups are close to the 
aromatic H’s of the MOFs .
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We present a comparison of the results of PFG NMR experiment with the results of original predictive model of self-
diffusion in macroporous media . The pore structures of the materials made of fused Al2O3 (corundum) and a ceramic binder 
were obtained by applying a method of stochastic reconstruction [1,2] . The method was based on simulated annealing 
constrained by a set of microstructural descriptors: the two-point probability function for the void phase and the lineal-path 
functions for the void and solid phases . These descriptors were derived from a large number of back-scattered electron 
images of planar cuts through the medium, which was impregnated by using epoxy resin . An initial random configuration 
of voxels was gradually transformed into a correlated (pore) structure in order to get a close match between the calculated 
and experimental microstructural descriptors . Subsequently, simulations of the Brownian motion in pores of stochastic 
replicas resulted in effective diffusion coefficients and tortuosities . The corresponding experimental data were obtained by 
means of PFG-NMR stimulated echo pulse sequence in a broad diffusion time range 5–2000 ms . The obtained apparent 
self-diffusion coefficients were analyzed within the Padé approximation [3] .

References:
[1] Čapek, P ., Hejtmánek, V ., Brabec, L ., Zikánová, A ., Kočiřík, M ., Transp. Porous Med. (2009), 76, 179–198
[2] Čapek, P ., Hejtmánek, V ., Kolafa, J ., Brabec, Transp. Porous Med. (2011), 88, 87–106
[3] Latour, L . L ., Mitra, P . P ., Kleinberg, R . L ., Sotak, C . H ., J . Magn. Reson. A, (1993), 101, 342–346
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Poly (EThylEnE glycol) aS an alignmEnT mEDium

Christian Merle, Grit Kummerlöwe, Christoph Freudenberger, Felix Halbach
Karlsruhe Institut für Technologie, Karlsruhe, Germany

Next to J-coupling, chemical shifts and NOEs, anisotropic parameters like residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) are a useful 
tool for determining complex molecular structures . For obtaining RDCs it is necessary to partially orient the molecules via 
a so-called alignment medium . In such partially aligned samples dipolar couplings do not fully average to zero, and can be 
observed as residual contributions .

During the recent years a number of gel-based alignment media like polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polyacrylonitrile (PAN), 
poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA), or polystyrene (PS) have been developed . All these alignment media are suitable for a 
relatively small range of NMR solvents .

In contrast to these alignment media, poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) forms gels with a large variety of solvents ranging from 
apolar over polar organic solvents to water, including mixtures of corresponding solvents . Furthermore, PEO is applicable 
for a wide range of molecules like sugars, peptides, and other small molecules .
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ExPloring  zEro TimE-To-Echo imaging of glaSS fibrE maTErialS aT 9.4T: hoW rElaxaTion 

TimES anD frEquEncy ShifTS may SErVE aS an inDicaTor of STrucTural DEfEcT

Friedrich Wetterling, Ciaran McGoldrick, Biswajit Basu
Faculty of Engineering, Trinity College, Dublin University, Ireland

Glass fibre materials, used in the manufacture of wind turbine blades, can suffer 
unpredictable, post-manufacturing, in-situ structural failure . The economic cost of 
remediation of such blade failures is very significant, both on land and offshore . We 
suggest using zero-time-to-echo (ZTE) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [1] as 
a method for characterising glass fibre materials . This work explores the efficacy of 
using zero time to echo (ZTE) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to detect the rapidly 
decaying 1H NMR signal from a representative sample (4mm thickness, 25mm width, 
100mm length) . A 400MHz surface resonator was developed made of a 20mm diameter 
loop formed with 1 .5mm thick silver wire and designed with variable tuning and matching 
in order to investigate the 1H-MRI signal at 9 .4T . Following 3D ZTE parameters were 
set-up: 250kHz/FoV bandwidth, (40x40x40)mm3 FoV, TR/TE=4000/4s, TA=1min29sec, 
5 .7° flip angle, 5s pulse length, (200x200x200)m3 nominal voxel size . 1H images of 
the blade material were acquired demonstrating that ZTE is a suitable technique for acquiring image data from glass fibre 
materials . Very short T2* (<20s) of the material led to stronger blurring artefacts for the blade material compared to heat 
shrink used for insulating the silver wire of the detector . Work is on-going in studying  the relaxation time parameters and 
chemical frequency shifts for materials with and without structural weaknesses in order to improve the predictive power of 
the technique . In conclusion, ZTE-MRI can provide useful insight about the mechanical properties of glass fibre materials .

[1] Weiger et al ., NMR Biomed, 2012
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aTroPiSomErizaTion of Para Di SubSTiTuTED ProPyl briDgED biPhEnyl cycloPhanES

Heiko Gsellinger1, Juergen Rotzler1, Angela Bihlmeier2, Marcel Mayor1, Wim Klopper2, Daniel Häussinger1

1University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland, 2Karlsruhe Institue of Technology (KIT), Karlsruhe, Germany

The interaction of matter with light and especially the possibility to manipulate light by the design of matter is one of 
the most exciting topics in science . Such structurally engineered matter are second-order non-linear optic materials . 
The atropisomerization process in 4 and 4` electron donor and acceptor substituted 2, 2` propyl bridged axial chiral 
biphenyl cyclophanes was studied . Free activation energies ΔG‡(T) of the rotation around the central biphenyl bond 
were calculated from 1H-NMR variable temperature measurements . Correlations of ΔG‡(T) with Hammett parameters 
showed a linear relationship . To gain deeper insights full lineshape analysis was performed and the resulting enthalpic 
and entropic contributions of the free activation energy correlated with the Hammett parameter . Strong correlations to 
the Resonance parameter show that the influence of the substituents is mainly affecting the π-system . DFT calculations 
delivered comparable free activation energies ΔG‡(T) and the mechanistic studies showed a planar transition state .

 a: X = NO2 g: X = F
 b: X = CN h: X = H
 c: X = NC i:  X = pip, NO2

 d: X = Sac j:  X = OMe
 e: X = Br k:  X = NH2

 f: X = Cl l:  X = pip
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characTErizaTion of macroPorouS PolymEric SuPPorTS by rElaxaTion mEaSurEmEnTS

Emilia Silletta1, Rodolfo Acosta1, Miriam Strumia2, Cesar Gomez2, Gustavo Monti1
1IFEG - UNC, Cordoba, Argentina, 2Department of Organic Chemistry - UNC, Cordoba, Argentina

The aim of most of the research in the field of ion exchange is to enhance functional properties such as selectivity and 
capacity, which have direct impact on the applicability of the resins (1) . These supports can also be employed as anion 
exchangers or in affinity chromatography after attaching a ligand (2) . In this way, matrix derivatives with alkyl amines can be 
used in affinity chromatography for the purification of amine oxidases or other proteins with affinity for the amino group, for 
instance, bilirubin . In this work we study the influence of changes in the content of ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) 
percentage and stirring speed on the formation of the macroporous network . It has previously been shown that the polymer 
mesh changes radically with the percentage of EGDMA upon absorption of bovine serum albumin (BSA), which was 
used as a representative large biological substrate (3) . In this work we use 1H-CPMG sequences to obtain information 
on the distribution of transverse relaxation times of polar and non-polar solvents contained in the matrices . We observe a 
narrow distribution of relaxation times for the networks with non-polar solvents, while for polar solvents, the distribution is 
expanded and it is possible to distinguish three different behaviors which represent the swelling process for such networks .

1 . I .M . Ismail, M . Nogami, K . Suzuki; K. Sep Purif Technol 31, 231-239 (2003)
2 . K . Kracalikova, G . Tishchenko, M . Bleha; J Biochem Biophys Methods 67, 7-25 (2006)
3 . C .G . Gomez, M . Strumia; Journal of Polymer Science: Part A: Polymer Chemistry 46, 2557–2566 (2008) .

CONICET, FONCYT, SECYT-UNC, MPIP-MPG
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naTural abunDancE 13c nmr STuDy of ThE EffEcTS of ThErmochEmical TrEaTmEnTS on 

ThE lignocElluloSic STrucTurE of WhEaT STraW

Habets Sander1, Paul de Wild2, Wouter Huijgen2, Ernst van Eck1

1Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Netherlands, 2ECN, Petten, The Netherlands

The effects of thermochemical treatments (aquathermolysis and pyrolysis) on the lignocellulosic structure and composition 
of wheat straw were studied with 13C solid state CPMAS NMR spectroscopy and proton T1ρ relaxation measurements . 
Results show that aquathermolysis removes hemicellulose, but stabilizes cellulose and lignin . Pyrolysis of untreated wheat 
straw degrades lignin and removes (hemi)cellulose completely . In contrast, pyrolysis of aquathermolysed wheat straw 
leaves traces of cellulose in the char . In addition, although lignin methoxy peaks remain clearly visible in the spectra of 
both pyrolised samples, they are much more intense in the pyrolised aquathermolysed wheat straw . This is most likely 
due to the removal of catalytically active (potassium) salts by the aquathermolysis, although recondensation due to the 
aquathermolysis treatment can also play a role . Furthermore, it was also found that both chars contain aliphatic chains, 
which were attributed to the presence of cutin or cutin-like materials, a macromolecule that covers the aerial surface of 
plants, not soluble in water and stable under the pyrolysis conditions applied .

 

486WE
changES in ProcESS of WaTEr rElEaSing from ThE PolymEr  

globulES in PrESEncE of aDDiTiVES

Larysa Starovoytova1, Julie Stastna2

1Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry AV CR v.v.i, Prague, Czech Republic, 2Charles Univesity, Department of Macromolecular Physics, 
Prague, Czech Republic

According to the results from the NMR, FTIR and quantum mechanics calculation we can conclude that partially hydrophobic 
additives, namely methyl-ethyl ketone (MEK), methyl-isopropyl ketone (MIPK), and methyl-t-butyl ketone (MTBK) and tert-
butyl methyl ether (tBME) seem to be attached to the polymer (poly N-isopropylmethacrylamide PIPMAAm, poly vynil 
methyl ether PVME) chains even before phase separation . This effect leads to the decreasing of the LCST with increasing 
of additive concentration . This interaction as well affects the solubility of the additive in water . Interaction of the additive with 
polymer leads to the increasing the amount of additive what can be solved in water . This polymer-additive interaction forms 
through the water molecules what leads to the decreasing of the melting point of the investigated systems .

Both ketone- and ether-based additives change the way of globules formation by pushing the water molecules out the 
globular structures, what leads to the formation of core inside the globular structure formed by polymer segments only . 
Shell of the globule is more porous and consists of three components: polymer segments, additive ad water molecules . 
Layer of additive/water molecule complexes attached to the surface of polymer globules protect the individual globules from 
interaction . This effect was observed by optical microscope and certified by the PFG NMR self-diffusion measurements 
and chemical exchange NMR experiments . This model can be confirmed by the cooling experiments where reorganization 
of the polymer globules is observed in two steps . First one corresponds to the re-solving process of the porous shell 
(~1-2K less then LCST), second step characterize the reorganization process in more rigid core part (require the lower 
temperature, 5-7K less then LCST) . In such a structure no effect of water releasing observed, only releasing of a small part 
of an additive is taking place .

Acknowledgement
This work was supported by the Grant Agency of Czech Republic (project P205/11/1657)
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EffEcT of glaSSy moDES on SPin-laTTicE rElaxaTion of TEmPo raDical in EThanol

Dalibor Merunka, Marina Kveder, Milan Jokić, Boris Rakvin
Ruđer Bošković Institute, Zagreb, Croatia

Spin-lattice relaxation (SLR) of TEMPO radical in the glassy (G) and crystalline 
(C) ethanol was measured by X-band EPR technique between 5 and 80 K . The 
SLR rates  are higher in G-ethanol than in C-ethanol for both protonated and 
deuterated samples, while the excess SLR rate in G-ethanol G−C is 
much higher for the protonated sample (Fig . 1) . The results indicate that  is 
produced by extra modes existing in glassy matrix, which are coupled to the 
electron spin of radical by the electron- nuclear dipolar (END) interaction . Using 
the soft-potential model for glassy modes and assuming END interaction 
between the electron spin and matrix protons, the expressions for SLR rates 
due to various mechanisms of glassy modes was derived . The SLR rates were 
evaluated for protonated G-ethanol from reported experimental data . The results 
indicate two effective mechanisms: thermally activated relaxation of double-well systems (DWS) and phonon-induced 
relaxation of quasi-harmonic local modes (QLM) . The SLR rate induced by these mechanisms correlates well with the 
experimental  in both the order of magnitude and the temperature dependence (Fig . 1) . 

 

488mo
Tracing ThE TranSiEnT conformaTional Signal in bacTErial  

PhoToTaxiS uSing SDSl-EPr SPEcTroScoPy

Daniel Klose1, Meike Müller-Trimbusch1, Enrica Bordignon1, Ines Heinrich2, Lin Li2, Martin Engelhardt2, 
Johann P . Klare1, Heinz-Jürgen Steinhoff1

1Universitiy of Osnabrück, Department of Physics, Osnabrück, Germany, 2MPI for Molecular Physiology, Dortmund, Germany

In microbial photo- and chemotaxis a two-component signaling cascade mediates a regulated response of the flagellar 
motor to environmental conditions . Upon activation, photo- and chemoreceptors transfer a signal across the plasma 
membrane to activate the histidine kinase CheA . Successive regulation of the CheY-phosphorylation level controls the 
flagellar motor .

In Natronomonas pharaonis a sensory rhodopsin II – transducer complex (SRII/HtrII) mediates negative phototaxis .1 As the 
initial signal, a light-induced outward movement of receptor helix F leads to a conformational change of transducer helix 
TM2, which in turn propagates the signal to the adjacent HAMP domain .1,2

For the HAMP domain, a widely abundant signaling module, several mechanisms were suggested3, all comprising two 
distinct conformational states . These can be observed by two-component cw-EPR spectra at ambient temperatures 
existing in a thermodynamic equilibrium which can be driven by salt-, temperature- and pH-changes .4

To trace the conformational signal and it’s propagation throughout the elongated transducer, we applied cw- and pulse-
EPR spectroscopy in conjunction with nitroxide spin labeling . We follow transient changes by time-resolved cw-EPR 
spectroscopy and compare the resulting spectral changes to difference spectra corresponding to the above shifts in the 
thermodynamic equilibrium . The light-driven conformational changes are in agreement with a shift towards a more compact 
state of the HAMP domain .

Following this signal beyond the HAMP domain requires a mechanism compatible with the formation of trimers of SRII/HtrII 
dimers which activate CheA . An activation scheme within the framework of hexagonal arrays formed by the trimers of SRII/
HtrII will be the key step to understanding the enormous cooperativity leading to signal amplification in networks formed 
by clusters of interacting receptors .

[1]  Klare, J .P . et al . (2011) Eur. J. Cell. Biol. 90, 731 . 
[2]  Wegener, A .A . et al . (2001) EMBO J. 20, 5312 . 
[3]  Hulko, M . et al . (2006) Cell 126, 929 . [4] Döbber, M . et al . (2008) J. Biol. Chem . 283, 28691 .
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ThE influEncE of annEaling TEmPEraTurE on ThE ProPErTiES of  

Sn1-x
mn

x
o2 PoWDErS aS SEEn by EPr

Adriana Popa, Oana Raita, Dana Toloman, Manuela Stan, Liviu Giurgiu
National Institute for Research and Development of Isotopic and Molecular Technologies, Cluj-Napoca/ Cluj, Romania

Recently, an intense research activity is being pursued on diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) since the predicted 
room temperature ferromagnetism in these materials could be useful in spintronics [1] .

Tin oxide (SnO2) doped with Mn ions is one of these DMSs where the presence of high-temperature ferromagnetism 
was reported [2] . It was shown that there is a strong dependence of their magnetic properties on both the sintering 
temperature and doping content . It is believed that oxygen vacancies and substitutional incorporation are important to 
produce ferromagnetism in semiconductor oxide doped with transition metal ions .

The present paper reports detailed electron paramagnetic resonance investigations (EPR) of the samples in order to 
investigate the influence of annealing temperature on the properties of Sn1-xMnxO2 powders .

X-band and Q-band electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies of Mn2+ ions in Sn1-xMnxO2 powders with x = 0 .5%, 
1%, annealed at different temperatures is reported . These samples are interesting to investigate as Mn doping produce 
ferromagnetism in SnO2, making a promising ferromagnetic semiconductor at room temperature .

 

490WE
EPr characTErizaTion of  micro anD nanoSTrucTurED zn1-x

fE
x
o PoWDErS

Oana Raita, Adriana Popa, Dana Toloman, Manuela Stan, Liviu Giurgiu
National Institute for Research and Development of Isotopic and Molecular Technologies, Cluj-Napoca, Cluj, Romania

ZnO is an attractive system for quite a wide variety practical applications, being a chemically stable oxide semiconductor . 
It has been shown that Fe doping produces ferromagnetic semiconductor at room temperature [1] . This material, therefore, 
has the potential for use in spintronic devices such as spin transistors, spin light emiting diodes, very high density nonvolatile 
semiconductor memory and optical emitters . It is believed that oxygen vacancies and substitutional incorporation are 
important to produce ferromagnetism in semiconductor oxide doped with transition metal ions .

The present paper reports detailed electron paramagnetic resonance investigations (EPR) of the samples in order to 
investigate how Fe ions are incorporated into the ZnO lattice and their interaction with environment .

X-band electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies of Fe3+ ions in Zn1-xFexO powders with X = 1%, 3%, 5% is 
reported . These samples are interesting to investigate as Fe doping produce ferromagnetism in ZnO, making a promising 
ferromagnetic semiconductor at room temperature .

[1]  S .K .Misra and S .I .Andronenko, Journal of Applied Physics 101, 09H120 (2007)
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combining gD3+ chElaTES anD niTroxiDE raDicalS for DEEr baSED nanomETEr rangE 

DiSTancE mEaSurEmEnTS

Maxim Yulikov, Petra Lueders, Luca Garbuio, Gunnar Jeschke
Laboratory of Physical Chemistry, ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

The methodology for the double electron-electron resonance (DEER)-based distance measurements with Gd3+ 

paramagnetic centers has been developing extensively over the last decade . Combining the Gd3+ centers and nitroxide 
radicals [1] opens up a possibility to selectively measure different distances in a single sample . The concept of such 
measurements has been recently proposed by us [2] . The first proof of principle applications of such methodology have 
been recently performed [3,4] . The use of Gd3+ complexes at all detection frequencies requires a detailed analysis of 
the dipolar interaction and spin dynamics of the Gd3+ ions and Gd3+-nitroxide spin pairs . This is especially important for 
commonly performed X- and Q-band experiments (10 and 35 GHz detection frequency), where the strength of sero field 
splitting term in the spin Hamiltonian of Gd3+ centers can become comparable to the strength of the electron Zeeman 
interaction .

We present the performance of the DEER experiment in Gd3+-nitroxide pairs on several model systems, report the 
results of applying the selective distance measurement strategy in a study of bifunctional Au-nanoparticles [4] and 
present detailed analysis of dipolar frequencies excited in high-spin Gd3+ centers [4] . Additionally we discuss possible 
mechanisms, contributing to the reduction of the DEER echo amplitude in the Gd3+-nitroxide DEER experiment . Such a 
reduction of detected spin echo has significant influence on the sensitivity of Gd3+-based distance measurements and is 
thus of high importance for the optimization of the technique . The work is supported by SNF Grants 20020_132255/1 and 
200021_121579 .

[1]  P .Lueders G .Jeschke and M . Yulikov, JPC Letters, 2011
[2]  P . Lueders, M .Yulikov and G .Jeschke, JEOL prize talk (T10) and poster(P10), The 44th annual international meeting  
 of the ESR spectroscopy group of the RSC, York 3rd-7th April 2011; P . Lueders PhD thesis, ETH Zurich 2011 .
[3]  I .Kaminker et .al . PCCP, 2012 .
[4]  M .Yulikov et .al . PCCP 2012 (under revision) .
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Three different classes of flavin-containing blue-light photoreceptors, namely LOV domains, BLUF domains and 
cryptochromes, are known to date . Although these proteins share the same flavin chromophore, their primary 
photoreactions differ significantly . Electron-transfer reactions are supposed to be involved an all three classes of blue-light 
photoreceptors, therefore electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) methods in all flavours are particularly suited to identify 
and characterize (short-lived) paramagnetic intermediates (radicals, radical pairs and triplet states) even in in vivo systems .

In this contribution, we describe how fine-tuning of the surroundings of LOV domains can be utilized to gain information on 
the flavins micro-environment and to exploit the influence of these protein-cofactor interactions on the protein’s reactivity . 
Moreover, we were able to identify key amino acids for efficient electron transfer in cryptochromes (and photolyases), and 
we could demonstrate that the kinetics of this photo-induced electron transfer reaction is magnetically sensitive, which 
argues that cryptochrome is fit for purpose as a magnetoreceptor .

References
1) Biskup, T ., Hitomi, K ., Getzoff, E .D ., Krapf, S ., Koslowski, T ., Schleicher, E . Weber, S . (2011) Angewandte Chemie Int.  
 Ed . 50, 12647–12651 .
2) Henbest, K ., Maeda, K ., Hore, P . J ., Joshi, M ., Bacher, A ., Bittl, R ., Weber, S ., Timmel, C ., Schleicher, E (2008) Proc.  
 Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 105, 14395–14399 .
3) Bouly, J .-P ., Schleicher, E ., Dionisio-Sese, M ., Vandenbussche, F ., Van der Straeten, D ., Bakrim, N ., Meier, S .,  
 Batschauer, A ., Galland, P ., Bittl, R ., Ahmad, M . (2007) J. Biol. Chem . 282, 9383-9391 .
4) Brosi, R ., Illarionov, B ., Mathes, T ., Fischer, M ., Joshi, M ., Bacher, A ., Hegemann, P ., Bittl, R ., Weber, S ., Schleicher,  
 E . (2010) J. Am. Chem. Soc .132, 8935–8944 .
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ElEcTrically DETEcTED magnETic rESonancE unDEr PulSED illuminaTion: from ThE 

mEaSurEmEnT of rEcombinaTion TimES To hyPErPolariSaTion in EnDor
Martin S . Brandt, Lukas Dreher, Felix Hoehne, Martin Stutzmann
Walter Schottky Institut, Garching, Germany

Electrically detected magnetic resonance (EDMR) is a highly versatile method to study defects and recombination centres 
in semiconductor nanostructures . Using pulsed microwave excitation, coherent control, electron spin readout as well as 
decoherence measurements in device structures have been demonstrated [1,2] . By additionally pulsing the illumination, we 
have recently extended the toolbox of pulsed EDMR to allow selective depopulation of spin states, the direct measurements 
of the singlet and triplet recombination times and the very sensitive electrical detection of ENDOR, allowing for example 
to study both the NMR of the neutral as well as the positively charged state of Phosphorus donors in Silicon and the 
investigation of the nuclear decoherence [3,4] .

This contribution will address low-field EDMR, where due to the hyperfine interaction combined electron spin-nuclear spin 
transition are excited and where we can systematically measure the recombination and decoherence times of the dominant 
spin-dependent transition at Si/SiO2 interfaces as a function of the mixing angle of the spin states and of the magnetic field 
applied using pulsed EDMR . In addition, we present experiments addressing hyperpolarisation in ED-ENDOR, where in 
the same microscopic system non-thermal nuclear polarisations exceeding 50 % can generated for the 31P nucleus, and 
discuss the origin of this hyperpolarisation as well as possible applications .

This work is funded by DFG through SFB 631 “Solid-State Quantum Information Processing” and through the JST-DFG 
Joint Programme on Nanoelectronics .

[1]  Phys . Rev . Lett . 100, 177602 (2008)
[2]  Phys . Rev . Lett . 104, 046402 (2010)
[3]  Phys . Rev . Lett . 106, 187601 (2011)
[4]  Phys . Rev . Lett . 108, 027602 (2012)
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Many essential biophysical processes such as protein membrane insertion, membrane fusion, as well as local curvature 
are governed by lipid bilayer electrostatic potential . Currently, the arsenal of analytical methods for assessing electrostatic 
properties of the lipid bilayers is limited to a few techniques and molecular probes . We present a new spin-probe EPR 
approach for assessing electrostatic surface potentials of lipid bilayers that is based on recently synthesized phospholipid-
based EPR probe (IMTSL-PTE) containing reversibly ionizable (protonatable) nitroxide tag attached to the lipids’ polar 
head group .  EPR spectra of the probe directly report on its ionization state and, therefore, electrostatic potential through 
changes in both magnetic parameters and nitroxide motion regime . Further, in IMTSL-PTE the nitroxide moiety is directly 
tethered to the lipid polar head defining location of the measured potential with respect to the lipid bilayer interface .  
Finally, lipoid nature of the probe makes it an integral part of lipid bilayers .  Comparison of experimental surface potentials 
measured by EPR of IMTSL-PTE showed a remarkable (<±2%) agreement with the Gouy-Chapman theory for anionic 
lipid bilayers in the fluid phase such POPG at 17 ˚C and DMPG at 48 ˚C . Agreement with the theory is becoming worse for 
several bilayer systems such as DMPG vesicles in gel phase (17 ˚C), fluid phase bilayers formed from mixtures of DMPC 
and DMPG, and DMPG vesicles at various electrolyte concentrations . Possible reasons for such deviations as well as the 
proper choice of an electrostatically neutral interface have been discussed . The application of the new EPR method is 
further illustrated by studies of a series of small unilamellar vesicles of defined curvature (from 30 to 100 nm in diameter) 
as well as well as bio-nano interfaces such as formed in substrate-supported lipid nanotubes . We expect that the new 
method would be broadly applicable for studying interfacial electrostatic phenomena in more comprehensive models of 
cellular membranes that, for example, include sterols and integral proteins as well as bio-nano interfaces we are studying 
with spin-labelling EPR . Supported by US BES DOE contract DE-FG02-02ER15354 to AIS .
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Ph SEnSiTiVE EPr labElS To ProbE local DiElEcTric graDiEnTS  

in ProTEin-mEmbranE SySTEmS

Tatyana Smirnova1, Maxim Voinov1, Matthew Donohue1, Oleg Poluektov2, Alex Smirnov1
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Nitroxide spin-labeling in combination with EPR spectroscopy has found many applications in studying structure and 
dynamics of proteins and biological membranes . Recently, there has been a substantial interest in utilizing EPR to 
characterize local effects of polarity and hydrogen bonding in these systems . Here we report on employing an arsenal 
of advanced spin-labeling EPR methods to profile heterogeneous dielectric and hydrogen bonding environment along 
the α-helical chain of an alanine-rich WALP peptide that is anchored in a lipid bilayer in a transmembrane orientation .  
A series of WALP single cysteine mutants was labeled with a pH-sensitive nitroxide IMSTL (S-(1-oxyl-2,2,3,5,5-
pentamethylimidazolidin-4-ylmethyl) ester) that is similar in molecular volume to phenylalanine . The protonation state of 
this nitroxide could be directly observed by EPR allowing us to follow proton gradient across the membrane in the vicinity 
of the WALP α-helix, and, thus, to reconstruct the gradient in the effective dielectric constant across the membrane on 
membrane-protein interface . Q-band DEER experiments with symmetric double-labeled WALPs were employed to derive 
positions of nitroxides upon protonation . This system provided another estimate of the local dielectric constant .  Local 
polarity was also evaluated from characteristic changes in EPR spectra that were enhanced by the use of perdeuterated 
and 15N-substituted nitroxides and high field EPR at 130 GHz (D-band) . Formation of hydrogen bonds between the 
nitroxides and membrane-penetrating water molecules was observed directly in HYSCORE X-band experiments . Such 
measurements allowed us to derive experimental profiles of heterogeneous dielectric and hydrogen bonding environment 
along a typical transmembrane α-helix .

Supported by: NSF-0843632 to TIS and NIH 1R01GM072897 to AIS .
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gD3+-niTroxiDE DEEr on SiTE-SPEcific orThogonally-labEllED T4-lySozymE; PErformancE 
of gD3+-DoTa anD gD3+-DTPa comPlExES for nanomETEr rangE DiSTancE mEaSurEmEnTS.
Luca Garbuio1, Enrica Bordignon1, Evan Brooks2, Wayne L . Hubbell2, Gunnar Jeschke1, Maxim Yulikov1

1ETH, Zurich, Switzerland, 2UCLA, Los Angeles, USA

Double Electron Electron Resonance (DEER) in nitroxide-nitroxide spin pairs is broadly employed to obtain structural 
information in biomolecules . Recently, Gd3+-nitroxide DEER has been reported exhibiting promising performance .1 This 
approach requires attachment of two different spin labels to the sample under investigation . Such an orthogonal labelling 
can be performed by using an unnatural amino acid (K1) bearing a nitroxide side chain in combination with an engineered 
cysteine .2 The sulphur-specific maleimido moiety can then be exploited to covalently link a maleimido Gd3+-complex 
derivative to cysteine . We used two different T4-lysozyme mutants possessing a cysteine in position 109 and the K1 
label at position 68 and 131 respectively . We labelled the 109C using maleimido-DOTA or maleimido-DTPA derivatives 
enclosing Gd3+, to obtain four site-specific orthogonally-labelled T4-lysozyme mutants . We find distance distributions in all 
four labelled mutants in agreement with previous results obtained from nitroxide-nitroxide DEER in the 109R1-68K1 and 
109R1-131K1 T4-lysozymes .2 The optimum conditions for sensitivity are discussed and the performance of Gd3+-DOTA and 
-DTPA in the DEER experiment at X and Q band is compared . For example, Gd3+-DOTA manifests a stronger DEER echo 
reduction and a narrower spectrum compared with the Gd3+-DTPA complex . At X band, the width of Gd3+ spectrum allows 
to tune the detection frequency in a broad range resulting in a strong reduction of the nuclear modulation artefacts . The 
orthogonal labelling approach in combination with X- and Q- band Gd3+-nitroxide DEER successfully enables extraction of 
nanometer-range distance information for proteins having 30-40 molar spin concentrations . These concentrations reach 
the sensitivity limit for X band and are well above the sensitivity limit for Q band Gd3+-nitroxide DEER .

References .
(1) Lueders, P .; Jeschke, G .; Yulikov, M . J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2011, 2, 604-609 .
(2) Fleissner, M . R .; Brustad, E . M .; Tamas, K .; Altenbach, C .; Cascio, D .; Peters, F . B .; Hideg, K .; Peukere, S .; Schultz, P .  
 G .; Hubbell, W . L . PNAS 2009, 106, 21637-21642 .
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EVolVing comPlExES in PhoToSySTEm ii: WaTEr binDing anD WaTEr SPliTTing in PhoToSynThESiS
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Spain, 3iBiTec-S, CEA Saclay, Gif-Sur-Yvette, France

High field ELDOR-detected NMR (EDNMR) is demonstrated as a sensitive 
technique for the detection of electron-nuclear interactions of spectroscopically 
‘difficult’ nuclei such as 17O and 14N ligands of paramagnetic metal complexes . This 
method allows the detection of hyperfine and nuclear quadrupole couplings and 
is of superior sensitivity and of wider applicability as the more standard ENDOR 
and ESEEM (HYSCORE) techniques . We have applied EDNMR at W-band (94 
GHz) to detect the interaction of the water oxidizing Mn4O5Ca cluster in the S2 
state (Seff = ½) in photosystem (PS) II with magnetic nuclei of amino acids and 
attached exchangeable water (-derived) ligands . In samples incubated with H2

17O, 
couplings of three different types of 17O-containing ligands were detected (W1-4, 
O5; see figure) . They were assigned based on a structural model derived from 
X-ray crystallography,1 which has been refined using density functional theory2 
and comparison to model complexes . Comparison of the native Ca2+ to the Sr2+ containing clusters and the use of the 
substrate analogue NH3 confirmed these assignments . The data further refine the reaction pathway for O-O bond formation 
supporting an oxo/oxyl coupling mechanism in the S4 state of the cycle .3

1 .  Umena, Y ., Kawakami, K ., Shen, J .-R ., Kamiya, K . Nature 473, 55-60 (2011)
2 .  Ames, W ., Pantazis, D .A ., Krewald, V ., Cox, N ., Lubitz, W ., Neese, F . J. Am. Chem. Soc. 133, 19743-19757 (2011)
3 .  Rapatskiy, L ., Cox, N ., Savitsky, A ., Ames, W .M ., Sander, J ., Nowaczyk, M ., Rögner, M ., Boussac, A ., Neese, F .,  
 Messinger, J ., Lubitz, W . J. Am. Chem. Soc. (Submitted)

500mo
on ThE room TEmPEraTurE fErromagnETiSm in iron DoPED nano-Tio2 anaTaSE PhaSE

Maria Nicoleta Grecu, Felicia Tolea, Serban Gr . Constantinescu, Daniela Ghica, Raluca Florentina Negrea
National Institute of Materials Physics, Magurele-Bucharest, Romania
Since several years diluted magnetic semiconductor oxides [1 and references therein], with simultaneous control of charge 
and spin, have attracted intensive interest for the potential applications in spintronics . Among various such oxides, TiO2 
has been suggested as being a good material which combines magnetic and transport properties . As electronic structure 
calculations indicate that different 3d-dopant ions (Co, Fe, Mn etc .) may be ferromagnetic in TiO2 [2], numerous investigations 
were performed . In spite of this effort the data are often contradictory on the existence or not of the ferromagnetic ordering . 
Therefore, in this contribution, a study of local structure and magnetic properties of iron-doped (0-4% at .) hydrothermally-
grown nano-TiO2 anatase phase was performed with EPR, Mössbauer, and magnetic measurements, as well by XRD 
and TEM analyses . Different Fe3+ ions positions, and oxygen defects, with various g and H parameters were evidenced 
in X-and Q-band EPR spectra of as-prepared and post annealed TiO2 samples . Significantly, in all samples unusual 
temperature behaviour of the double integral EPR intensity is observed . This feature, associated with the presence of the 
2+, 3+, and 4+ iron ionization states in Mössbauer spectra, with relative high hyperfine interactions [3], together with the 
M versus H data measurements at 300 K (see the figure below), confirm the existence of a clear ferromagnetic ordering 
at room temperature .

One suggests a bound magnetic polaron (BMP) mechanism for magnetic ordering in 
Fe-nano-TiO2 .

[1]  J .M . Coey, K . Wongsaprom, J . Alaria,  M . Venkatesan, J . Appl . Phys . 41, 134012  
 (2008)
[2]  Min Sin Park, B .I . Min, Phys . Rev . B 68, 033202 (2003)
[3]  M .N . Grecu, S . Constantinescu, D . Tarabasanu-Mihaila, D .  Ghica, I . Bibicu, Phys .  
 Status Solidi b 248,  2927 (2011)

Acknowledgements . We gratefully acknowledge financial support from UEFISCSU, 
Romanian project PNII–IDEI 4/2010, ID-106                                   
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rElaxaTion EnhancEmEnT baSED DiSTancE mEaSurEmEnTS on  

orThogonally labEllED T4-lySozymE

Sahand Razzaghi1, Evan Brooks2, Enrica Bordignon1, Wayne L . Hubbell2, Gunnar Jeschke1,  
Maxim Yulikov1

1Labrotary of Physical Chemistry ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 2Jules Stein Eye Institute, UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, USA

The relaxation enhancement of a nitroxide spin-probe, induced by a fast relaxing paramagnetic lanthanide center can be used as an 
alternative to DEER/PELDOR experiments to measure  distances in macromolecules1 . In the present work we apply the longitudinal 
relaxation enhancement approach to determine distances in spin labelled T4-lysozyme .
The sample preparation requires attaching two different spin labels to the protein2 . This orthogonal spin labelling uses an exposed 
cysteine for attaching a Ln3+-complex at position 109C and an unnatural amino acid (K1) exhibiting a nitroxide radical at position 68K1 
or  131K1 . As complexing agents we used maleimido-DOTA or maleimido-DTPA, loaded with Dy3+ as paramagnetic species and 
Lu3+ as diamagnetic reference . We have measured and analyzed four different T4-lysozyme samples 109C/68K1 and 109C/131K1 
labelled with DOTA and DTPA .
We present relaxation enhancement data for all T4-lysozyme samples and compare the extracted distances to Gd3+- nitroxide DEER 
data . We discuss the shape of the relaxation enhancement curve, maximum relaxation enhancement temperature, and overall 
performance for two different types of lanthanide labels (DTPA- and DOTA-based) . Advanced methods for data evaluation and 
adjusted measurements for dealing with partially labelled samples are demonstrated .
References
(1) H . Jaeger, A . Koch, V . Maus, H .W .Spiess, G . Jeschke, Journal of Magnetic Resonance 194 (2008)-254
(2) Fleissner, M . R .; Brustad, E . M .; Tamas, K .; Altenbach, C .; Cascio, D .; Peters,F . B .; Hideg, K .; Peukere, S .; Schultz, P .  
 G .; Hubbell, W . L . PNAS 2009, 106, 21637-21642 .

502WE
influEncE PhoSPholiPiDS comPoSiTionS on ThE hyDroPhobiciTy of mEmbranES

Alexey Konovalov2, Marija Raguz1, Witold K Subczynski1
1Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA, 2Zavoisky Physical –Technical Institute of RAS, Kazan, Russia

The lipid bilayer represents the fundamental permeability barrier to the passage of polar molecules into and out of a cell due to its 
high hydrophobicity . Incorporation of saturating amounts of cholesterol into lipid membranes ensures the rectangular shape of the 
hydrophobicity profile across the membranes [1] . However in one of our results [2] we discovered a similar hydrophobicity profiles 
in membranes without cholesterol . The membranes of fiber-cell eye-lenses are main object our investigation as a part of exploring 
mechanism of protect lens from cataract disease .
For preparing of membranes with similar phospholipid composition as real membranes of fiber-cell eye-lenses we used next 
phospholipids: phosphocholine (POPC), phosphoethanolamine (POPE), phosphoserine (POPS) and sphingomyelin (SM) 
phospholipids . The profiles of hydrophobicity across these model bilayer membranes the similar different animal species but without 
cholesterol content showed high effect of hydrophobic barrier . This effect seems like hydrophobic barrier if it were cholesterol content 
but not rectangular shape [1] . We supposed that this effect may be a result of influence of phospholipid compositions or influence 
may be one of these phospholipids . The aim of this work was to investigate influence of the phospholipid membrane composition on 
its hydrophobic barrier using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spin-labeling methods .
We investigated a successively influence of each lipid for a hydrophobicity of membranes . The conventional electron paramagnetic 
resonance (CW EPR) spectroscopy and using phospholipid analog spin labels which can easy incorporate to phospholipid 
membranes can provide unique information about structure of membranes such as hydrophobicity order parameter, oxygen 
transport and other parameters . The hydrophobicity of membranes in this method is defined from parameters of hyperfine splitting 
of EPR spectra .
POPE is dominant in creating a high hydrophobic barrier at the center of membranes . Effect of other phospholipids on membrane 
hydrophobicity is as follow: SM<PC<<PS=PE .
Membranes containing POPE are slightly more ordered .
The major contribution to the hydrophobicity of membranes made of phospholipid mixtures comes from the phospholipid with higher 
hydrophobicity in single component membranes .
High hydrophobic barriers across membranes in which cholesterol content is very low can be formed by the presence of PE .
Polar heads are responsible for creating the hydrophobic barrier in the hydrocarbon membrane center .
Our investigations show also that the evaluation of membrane hydrophobicity in frozen samples is more sensitive and informative 
than the evaluation in fluid-phase membranes at high temperature .
This work was supported by grants EY015526, EB002052, and EB001980 from the National Institutes of Health .
1 . Subczynski, W .K ., Wisniewska, A ., Yin, J .J ., Hyde, J .S . &Kusumi, A . Hydrophobic barriers of lipid bilayer membranes formed by  
 reduction of water penetration by alkyl chain unsaturation and cholesterol . Biochemistry 33, 7670-7681 (1994) .
2 . W . K . Subczynski, J . Widomska, M . Raguz, L . Mainali, A . Konovalov: “Functions of Cholesterol and the Cholesterol Bilayer  
 Domain Specific to the Fiber-Cell Plasma Membrane of the Eye Lens” .  Journal of Membrane Biology: V . 245, 1 (2012), 51-68 .
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ElEcTron SPin-laTTicE anD SPin-SPin rElaxaTion TimES of aTomic hyDrogEn: can h@

PoSS riVal EnDohEDral fullErEnES aS qubiT EmboDimEnTS?
George Mitrikas
NCSR Demokritos, Athens, Greece

Paramagnetic atoms encaged in molecular cages like endohedral fullerenes (e .g . N@C60) 
are promising components of spin-based quantum computing because they can be precisely 
placed into large arrays by chemical engineering . Trapped atomic hydrogen is even more 
attractive due to its simpler electronic 1s state and the exceptionally large hyperfine coupling 
of 1420 .406 MHz . Whilst C60 cannot stably host atomic hydrogen, it has been found that 
polyhedral octa-silsesquioxanes (POSS) are ideal cages for this purpose . Crucial properties 
for quantum computing like the spin-lattice T1 and spin-spin TM relaxation times depend 
strongly on the type of the peripheral organic substituents . Recently [1] we showed that the 
room-temperature phase memory time TM=13 .9 s for the system with R=OSi(CH3)2H is the 
longest observed so far for this kind of cages . Moreover, this study proved that the spin-spin 
relaxation (representing the coherence time scale) is determined by nuclear spin diffusion 
and at low temperatures it is strongly enhanced by dynamic processes like rotation of the 
methyl groups . Here we investigate for the first time the system with R=OCH3 which provides 
the following potential advantages: 1) it has a high group electronegativity, similar to that of OSi(CH3)2H, ensuring small 
delocalization of electron spin density over the cage, 2) it possesses less magnetic nuclei, and 3) it provides an easy way to 
prepare the deuterated species with R=OCD3 . The results are compared to TM=160 s of 15N@C60 [2] which is the longest 
electron spin coherence time of any molecular radical .

[1]  Mitrikas G ., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 14, 3782-3790 (2012)
[2]  Brown R . M, et al ., Phys. Rev. Lett., 106, 110504 (2011)
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a conformaTionally unambiguouS iSoinDolinE-DEriVED EPr ProbE for DiSTancE 

mEaSurEmEnTS in nuclEic aciDS

Snorri Sigurdsson, Dnyaneshwar Gophane
University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland

EPR spectroscopy has been increasingly used to investigate the organizational and dynamic properties of nucleic acids, 
using persistent nitroxide spin probes . Spin labels that are conjugated to biopolymers with a tether that has some flexibility 
decrease the accuracy of EPR-based distance measurements between labels . In contrast, rigid spin labels, like Ç (Figure 
1) do not move independently of the biopolymer to which they are attached . The rigidity of Ç makes is advantageous for the 
determination of accurate distances and orientations of structural elements in nucleic acids . However, for simple distance 
measurements one needs to deconvolute the orientational effect of Ç .

We report here synthesis of a conformationally unambiguous 
isoindoline-derived nitroxide spin label (ImT, Figure 1) . Although 
rotation around the single bond between the benzimidazole to the 
base is possible, such rotation would be around an axis that goes 
through the N-O bond of the nitroxide . Therefore, rotation around 
the single bond should only cause a minor displacement of the 
nitroxide relative to the nucleic acid, making this a promising probe 
for determination of accurate distances within oligonucleotides .

Figure 1. Spin-labeled nucleosides Ç (a), ImT (b) and 
base pairing of the latter with A (c).
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ParamagnETic DEfEcTS in hyDroThErmal-groWn anaTaSE Tio2 nanoParTiclES

Maria Nicoleta Grecu1, Daniela Ghica1, Aurel Mihai Vlaicu1, Sorina Valsan2, Radu Robert Piticescu2

1National Institute of Materials Physics, Magurele-Bucharest, Romania, 2National Institute of Non-Ferrous and Rare Metals, Pantelimon-
Bucharest, Romania

Since the discovery of its photocatalytic properties by Fujishima [1], nanosized TiO2 has been extensively studied [2] and 
used in a variety of industries including coatings, cosmetics, pollution control, solar energy conversion, and as potential 
material for spintronics . Its electronic properties can be controlled by doping, the creation of defects having a profound 
effect on the properties of the surface, either by separating the charge carriers or by trapping them . Electron paramagnetic 
resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, due to its high sensitivity, can put in evidence paramagnetic defects on as grown or UV 
irradiated samples [3, 4] .
We report in this contribution the EPR investigations, at different temperatures in X- and Q-band, on as-prepared and 
annealed hydrothermal-grown TiO2 nanosize particles . Pure and doped (Fe, Co) anatase samples, thermal treated in 
controlled atmosphere, evidence different paramagnetic defects, identified by their geff values . Both electron and hole active 
centers are observed in samples treated in partially reduced oxygen atmosphere . Dependence on the dopant nature and 
content, local structure, and TiO2 particles size is discussed . Relevance to the magnetic properties is mentioned too . In 
the case of iron doping, polarization of impurity ion spins via electrons delocalization of paramagnetic defects supports a 
polaronic model for the observed magnetic properties [5 and references therein] .
[1]  A . Fujishima, K . Honda,  Nature 238, 37 (1972)
[2]  A . Fujishima, T .N . Rao, D .A . Tryk, J . Photochem .@Photobiology C: Photochem . Review 1, 1, (2000)
[3]  J . Green, E . Carter, D .M . Murphy, Chem . Phys . Letters 477, 340 (2009)
[4]  S . Livraghi, M . Chiesa, M .C . Paganini, E . Giamello, J . Phys . Chem . C 115, 25413 (2011)
[5]  M .N . Grecu, S . Constantinescu, D . Tarabasanu-Mihaila, D . Ghica, I . Bibicu, Phys . Status Solidi b 248, 2927 (2011)
Acknowledgements . We gratefully acknowledge financial support from UEFISCSU, Romanian project PNII–IDEI 4/2010, 
ID-106                                             

506WE
q-banD ElEcTron ParamagnETic rESonancE STuDiES of ThE mn4cao5 cluSTEr of 

PhoToSySTEm ii in ThE S3 STaTE.
Yiannis Sanakis, Nikolaos Ioannidis, Vasili Petrouleas
NCSR Demokritos, Ag. Paraskevi, Greece

The water splitting process in higher plants, cyanobacteria and algae is catalyzed by the Oxygen Evolving Complex (OEC) 
of Photosystem II (PSII) . During its catalytic cycle OEC undergoes four one-electron oxidation transitions, S0 – S1, …,S3 – 
(S4)S0 (S-state transitions) driven by the photo-excitation of the chlorophyll species P680 . There are two major steps on each 
S-state transition; the oxidation of an appropriately positioned tyrosine, tyr Z, by P680+ and the subsequent oxidation of the 
central catalytic core, the Mn4CaO5 cluster, by oxidized Tyr Z .

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy has been valuable in the characterization of the OEC . One 
important conclusion from these studies is that the spin of the Mn4CaO5 cluster alternates between half integer and integer 
values during the S-state transitions . This shows that the electrons during the S-state transitions are extracted from Mn 
itself or its immediate vicinity . The most extensively studied oxidation states of the Mn4CaO5 cluster by EPR are those with 
half integer spin, S0 and S2, because half integer spin systems are more accessible by conventional EPR than integer spin 
systems .

EPR studies of the integer spin S-states are rather scarce . It was not until just before the turn of the century that rather 
weak but characteristic low-field EPR signals in perpendicular and parallel mode X band (9 .5 GHz) attributable to the 
critical S3 state were observed . Early studies analyzed the spectra and suggested that they arise from a low-lying state of 
an exchange-coupled system with S = 1 . However, an unambiguous interpretation of the EPR signals of this kind requires 
a multi-frequency approach .

Subsequent experiments at Q-band frequencies indicated that the spin associated with the ground state of S3 is S = 3 
rather than S = 1 . This conclusion was supported in turn by detailed simulations of the X-band EPR spectra .

The X-band EPR signals from the S3 state depend on the treatment of the PSII preparations . In the present work we extend 
our preliminary Q-band EPR experiments and study also the effect of such treatments on the Q-band EPR spectra from 
this critical S-state .
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PulSE EPr on ThE [fES] cluSTErS of ThE mEmbranE-bounD  

hyDrogEnaSE from ralSTonia EuTroPha

Julia Löwenstein1, Christian Teutloff1, Johannes Fritsch2, Bärbel Friedrich2, Peter Hildebrandt3, Oliver Lenz2, 
Ingo Zebger3, Friedhelm Lendzian3, Robert Bittl1
1Fachbereich Physik, Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany, 2Institut für Biologie/Mikrobiologie, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Berlin, 
Germany, 3Max-Volmer-Laboratorium, Technische Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany

Understanding the exceptional tolerance of certain [NiFe] hydrogenases towards oxygen is of high importance given 
their potential future application as catalysts for H2 production . [NiFe] hydrogenases mainly consist of a large subunit 
with the [NiFe] active site and a small one containing [FeS] clusters as part of the electron-transfer chain . While standard 
hydrogenases are inactivated by traces of O2 there are examples sustaining high activity even under ambient oxygen levels . 
Since many redox states of the named cofactors are paramagnetic, EPR spectroscopy is well-suited to characterise them 
and their coordination . Here we focus on the oxygen-tolerant membrane-bound hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutropha . The 
enzyme exhibits in its (resting) Nir-B state a magnetic coupling between the [NiFe] centre and two paramagnetic species, 
a distinct feature not found in standard hydrogenases . Previous research revealed high similarity of the [NiFe] site in both 
standard and O2-tolerant hydrogenases [1], leaving the [FeS] region as probable origin of the O2 tolerance .

Recent crystal structure analyses showed a new kind of iron-sulfur cluster most likely involved in that tolerance [2,3] . 
This [4Fe3S] cluster with an unusual binding motif presumably acts as electron acceptor during H2 oxidation but as donor 
when the protein is under attack of O2 . We present pulsed EPR studies on the proximal iron-sulfur cluster of MBH possibly 
being the origin of the remarkable O2 tolerance . Two distinct interactions with nearby nitrogens are found: A strong one 
attributable to a Fe-N backbone coordination, and a weaker one assignable to a histidine .

[1]  Saggu, M . et al., PCCP, 12, 2139-2148 (2010)
[2]  Fritsch, J . et al., Nature, 479, 249-253 (2011)
[3]  Shomura, Y . et al., Nature, 479, 253-256 (2011)
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characTErizaTion of ParamagnETic SPEciES in SEEDS by EPr
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Universidade Estadual de Londrina (UEL) – CCE – LAFLURPE, Londrina, PR, Brazil

Paramagnetic species were characterized in the seeds of radish wild, rice, mustard, wheat, oats, sorghum, sunflower, 
soybean, cotton, beans, maize and barley by EPR . Some iron complexes such as goethite, hematite, magnetite and 
ferrihydrite, normally present in the soil, were also investigated by EPR, since their signals can, a priori, be present in 
EPR spectra of seeds . The EPR experiments were performed at X-band microwave frequency (9 .5 GHz) on the JEOL 
spectrometer (JES-PE-3X) at room temperature, 77K, 30K and in a temperature range from 132 to 385 K, with the purpose 
of studying the thermal behavior of the species . A g marker of MgO:Mn2+ (g=1 .981 in the fourth line of the spectrum) was 
maintained in the cavity of the spectrometer, so that the date were obtained simultaneously with the samples spectra . In 
the EPR spectra of the seeds, we detected the same complex of Fe3+ found in goethite, with g = 2 .0 in all the investigated 
seeds . In addition, free radicals have also been detected with g = 2 .004, on all seeds, and with g = 2 .013 only in sorghum 
seeds at room temperature . The sunflower seeds showed the highest signal intensity of the free radical with g = 2 .004 . 
During the temperature variation from 132 to 273 K, significant change was not observed in the spectra, whereas, when 
the seeds and goethite were submitted to the temperature of 77 K, their EPR spectra changed significantly, but similarly, 
appearing lines of EPR at g = 6 .0 and g = 3 .7, which are due to rhombic symmetry and higher symmetry than rhombic 
symmetry, respectively . When the samples of seeds and goethite were submitted at temperature of 30 K, again the spectra 
changed significantly and showed similar aspect to that of which had been found at room temperature, but with higher 
intensity, in addition, the spectra of the seeds also showed traces of Mn2+, and other paramagnetic species normally 
present in soil samples* . Thus, these results confirm that the seeds showed structures of Fe3+ similar to goethite .

*Siqueira, R . E ., Andrade, M . M ., Valezi, D . F ., Carneiro, C . E . A ., Pinese, J . P . P ., da Costa, A .C . S ., Zaia, D . A . M ., Ralisch, 
R ., Pontuschka, W . M ., Guedes, C . L . B ., Di Mauro . E . EPR, FT-IR and XRD investigation of soils from Paraná, Brazil . 
Applied Clay Science, v . 53, p . 42-47, 2011 .
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aPPlicaTionS of aDiabaTic anD faST PaSSagE ulTra-WiDEbanD PulSES in ElEcTron 

ParamagnETic rESonancE SPEcTroScoPy

Andrin Doll, Stephan Pribitzer, Rene Tschaggelar, Gunnar Jeschke
ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Only a fraction of all electron spins can typically be excited in pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy 
due to the technically constrained excitation bandwidth of  rectangular pulses . In many EPR experiments the measurement 
sensitivity is thus related to the excitation bandwidth . We apply adiabatic and fast passage ultra-wideband (UWB) pulses 
to achieve inversion over several hundreds of MHz .

Technically, frequency-swept pulses are generated by a 12 GS/s arbitrary waveform generator and upconverted to X band 
frequencies, therefore providing UWB excitation pulses that can have maximum bandwidths larger than 3 GHz . This pulsed 
UWB source is utilized as an incoherent channel in an ordinary pulsed EPR spectrometer with an overcoupled split ring 
resonator . A severe excitation bandwidth limitation for such UWB excitation being the resonator, we discuss experimental 
methodologies and simulation techniques to account for the resonator profile . Herein, complications in simulating the 
electron spin response to such UWB excitation are addressed by using a set of precomputed spin propagators in Hilbert 
or Liouville space .

Aided by these procedures, we demonstrate optimized inversion recovery and double electron electron resonance (DEER) 
experiments . First, virtually complete inversion of the nitroxide spectrum with an adiabatic pulse of 128 ns length is achieved . 
Consequently, spectral diffusion between inverted and non-inverted spins is largely suppressed and the observation 
bandwidth can be increased to increase measurement sensitivity . Second, DEER is performed on a terypridine-based 
copper(II) complex with a nitroxide-copper distance of 2 .5 nm . As previously demonstrated on this complex when pumping 
copper spins and observing nitroxide spins, the modulation depth is severely limited by the excitation bandwidth of the 
pump pulse . By using fast passage UWB pulses with a maximum length of 64 ns, we achieve a significant enhancement 
of the modulation depth .

Based on these experimental results and forthcoming innovations, the advantages of UWB pulses for several application 
fields are summarized .

 

510WE
conformaTional TranSiTionS of ThE e.coli ViTamin b12 imPorTEr in micEllES anD liPoSomES 

rEVEalED by DoublE ElEcTron ElEcTron rESonancE

Benesh Joseph, Gunnar Jeschke, Enrica Bordignon
ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

The type II ABC (ATP-binding cassette) importer BtuCD-F mediates the uptake of vitamin B12 in E. coli. Unlike for the 
type I importers, the details of the substrate transport are not well understood for BtuCD-F . Compared to liposome-
reconstituted samples, detergent-solubilized BtuCD-F exhibits a higher basal ATP-ase activity and the release of the 
substrate is ATP-independent . To elucidate the structural origin of the environment-dependent functional differences and 
to characterize the ‘alternate-access’ of the translocation channel, we used DEER (Double Electron-Electron Resonance) 
on spin-labelled mutants in the core TM5 and TM10 helices . In detergent, the interspin distance distributions reveal a more 
open translocation channel with enhanced backbone dynamics which we propose to be the reason for the higher ATP-ase 
activity and the ATP-independent trans-release of the substrate . Combined with our previous results (1), we confirm that 
unlike in ABC exporters and type I importers, upon ATP binding the translocation channel in BtuCD-F adopts an inward-
facing conformation by an independent movement of the core TM5 and TM10 helices . In the ADP-state, the channel is 
restored to an occluded apo-like conformation in agreement with the crystal structure . The EPR data suggests that the 
vitamin B12 can enter in the translocation channel and be translocated only in the ATP state (2) .

References:
1 . Joseph, B et al ., J. Biol. Chem. 47:286, pp . 41008, (2011) .
2 . Joseph, B et al ., Submitted . (2012) .
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DETErminED by cW PoWEr SaTuraTion EPr
Enrica Bordignon, Lukas Braun, Gunnar Jeschke
ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

For structural studies by pulsed EPR methods, spin-labeled water soluble or membrane proteins are routinely exposed to 
cryogenic temperatures . For example, DEER measurements are usually performed at 50 K and the samples are shock 
frozen either directly in liquid nitrogen or in a cooling bath (e .g . ethanol/dry ice) before insertion in the pre-cooled cavity . 
Freeze-quenching is also used in some applications . Recently, a comparison between different freezing methods showed 
that the mean interspin distance in T4-lysozyme was unaffected [1] . Although the DEER experiment is done at 50 K, 
equilibration of the conformational ensemble occurs to a good approximation at the glass transition temperature (Tg) during 
shock-freezing of the sample . Targeting the most commonly used conditions at which DEER experiments are performed, 
the MD simulations of the rotamers used in MMM to model the conformations of the spin labels in proteins were performed 
at 175 K [2], which is an estimate of the glass transition temperature of the protein hydration water . To refine the rotamer 
simulation approach, we address the possibility to extract experimentally the local glass transition temperature of spin 
labeled sites in proteins in different water-glycerol mixtures by continuous wave power saturation measurements at variable 
temperatures, a method recently applied to extract the Tg values of spin-labeled polymers [3,4] . The results obtained with 
two spin-labeled water soluble proteins, namely T4-lysozyme and the maltose binding protein MBP are presented and 
compared to the data obtained with free nitroxide probes in a water-glycerol mixture both in the presence or absence of 
proteins in the matrix . The method is unique because it allows to compare Tg values at different sites in proteins and can 
be extended to membrane proteins in micellar or lipid environments .

1 .  Georgieva ER et al . (2012) JMR 216: 69-77 .
2 .  Polyhach Y, Bordignon E, Jeschke G (2011) PCCP 13: 2356-2366 .
3 .  Miwa Y (2009) Macromolecules 42: 6141-6146 .
4 .  Miwa Y et al . (2012) J Phys Chem B 116: 1282-1288 .
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Tona von Hagens, Yevhen Polyhach, Gunnar Jeschke
ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland

Distance distributions of a pair of dipolar coupled spins are routinely measured in the range of 1 .5 - 6 .0 nm with the double 
electron-electron (DEER) experiment . However, if spin-labeled oligomers are studied, the presence of more than two spins 
in a sample within the sensitivity range of the DEER experiment is not a rare event . More than two dipolar coupled spins 
manifest in an increased total modulation depth and in sum and difference frequency contributions in the form factor [1] . 
This leads to line broadening in frequency domain and eventually to additional peaks appearing in the distance distribution, 
which do not correspond to the real interspin distances of the system and are hence referred to as ghost distances .

We present an approach to largely suppress ghost distances in order to obtain true interspin distances by manipulating the 
experimentally obtained form factor during data analysis . In contrast to a previously developed approach, which demands 
a series of very high signal-to-noise ratio experimental traces at variable attenuation of the pump pulse, we present a 
procedure that only requires a single DEER trace and hence reduces experimental cost enormously, which should enable 
the application to biological systems rather than only model samples .

The approach is validated on simulated test cases and applied to rigid synthetic model samples with different spin 
geometries . The suppression of ghost distances with the presented approach works best for symmetric geometries and 
rigid molecules for up to four-spin systems . The distance distributions obtained by such suppression are consistent with 
distributions that were previously obtained with two alternative approaches and agree with the expectations for the true 
interspin distance distributions in these compounds .

[1] Jeschke, G .; Sajid, M .; Schulte, M .; Godt, A . Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2009, 11, 6580-6591 .
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TETramEric SuPramolEcular aSSEmbly of a cu(ii) comPlEx conTaining Schiff baSE anD iTS 

caTEcholaSE acTiViTy inVESTigaTED by ElEcTron ParamagnETic rESonancE

Shuranjan Sarkar, Sunghwan Kim, Hye Jin Lee, Hong-In Lee
Department of Chemistry, Kyungpook National University, Daegu, Republic of Korea

Multicopper enzymes containing more than one copper ion in their active sites are widely utilized in nature for transporting 
copper ions, transferring electrons, activating dioxygen molecules, and catalyzing many other reactions . One of the ways to 
understand the nature of the enzymes is the construction and characterization of model compounds . Recent development 
of metal-assisted self-assembly has made enormous success in mimicking the multicopper enzymes . In this study, we 
have synthesized a Schiff-base ligand containing two N-, O-donor groups linked by a spacer . By controlling the length 
and rigidity of the spacer, we could successfully build a tetrameric supramolecular Cu(II) complex (Cu4L4 = tetrakis((N,N’-
bis(salicylaldimine)-1,2-ethylenediamine)Cu(II)) . Single crystal X-ray crystallography of Cu4L4 revealed that the copper 
sites are non-coupled, However, the complexes showed unexpectedly-high catecholase activity when Cu4L4 was treated 
with 3,5-di-tertbutylcatechol (3,5-DTBC) in the presence of air at basic condition, Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 
measurements were performed during the time course of the oxidation of 3,5-DTBC by Cu4L4 . Two kinds of EPR spectra, 
one with g = [2 .050 2 .050 2 .263] and A(Cu) = [83 83 565] MHz, and the other with g = [2 .050 2 .050 2 .242] and A(Cu) = [75 
75 575] MHz, were observed . In this poster, we discuss the changes of the EPR spectra during the oxidation of 3,5-DTBC 
and compare those with previously reported EPR of binuclear copper enzymes including catecholase to search a possible 
mechanism of catecholase activity of Cu4L4 .
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EPr inVESTigaTion of SuPEr rEDucED STaTE of [fEfE]  

hyDrogEnaSE from chlamyDomonaS rEinharDTii

Agnieszka Adamska1, Alexey Silakov2, Camilla Lambertz3, Thomas Happe3, Edward Reijerse1,  
Wolfgang Lubitz1

1Max-Planck-Institut für Bioanorganische Chemie, Mülheim a.d. Ruhr, Germany, 2Department of Chemistry, The Pennsylvania State University, 
Pennsylvania, USA, 3Ruhr-University Bochum, Department of Biochemistry of Plants, Bochum, Germany

Hydrogenases catalyze the heterolytic splitting and formation of H2 and are of high interest in biotechnology, aiming at the 
generation and conversion of H2 as renewable energy carrier . The [FeFe] hydrogenases of marine algae are highly active 
in H2 production . The active site of this enzyme is highly conserved and contains the H-cluster consisting of a “classical” 
[4Fe4S]H cluster coupled via a protein cysteine side group to a unique [2Fe]H sub-cluster containing CN and CO ligands 
as well as a dithiol bridging ligand . Currently, two EPR active states have been described, Hox (active oxidized) and Hox-
CO (CO inhibited form) having an electronic ground state of S=1/2 . In these states the binuclear sub-cluster is in a mixed 
valence [FeIFeII]H configuration and exchanged coupled to one of the high spin iron atoms in the diamagnetic [4Fe4S]2+ 
cluster1,2 . Our combined EPR and FTIR study of the [FeFe] hydrogenase from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Cr) enabled 
us to identify a third paramagnetic state of the H-cluster, named Hsred (active super-reduced) . This super-reduced state 
can be generated by treatment with its natural product/substrate H2 or by chemical reduction with sodium dithionite . It is 
suggested that this newly identified state plays an important role in the catalytic mechanism of all [FeFe] hydrogenases . Its 
g-parameters are consistent with those of a reduced [4Fe-4S] cluster, suggesting a [4Fe4S]H+ coupled to the [FeIFeI]H sub-
cluster3 . HYSCORE and ENDOR studies suggest that similar to the Hox and Hox-CO states spin exchange occurs between 
the [4Fe4S] and [2Fe] sub-clusters in Hsred .

1 .  Silakov, A .; Reijerse, E . J .; Albracht, S . P .; Hatchikian, E . C .; Lubitz, W . Journal of the American Chemical Society 2007,  
 129 (37), 11447-11458 .
2 .  2 . Silakov, A .; Wenk, B .; Reijerse, E .; Lubitz, W . Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2009, 11 (31), 6592-6599 .
3 .  Adamska, A .; Silakov, A .; Lambertz, C .; Rüdiger, O .; Happe, T .;  Reijerse, E .; Lubitz . W . Angewandte Chemie 2012  
 (submitted)
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inVESTigaTion of influEncES of cEramiDES on PhoSPholiPiD mEmbranE DynamicS by  

SoliD-STaTE nmr anD mD SimulaTionS

Bercem Dutagaci1, Johanna Baldus1, José D . Faraldo-Gómez2, Clemens Glaubitz1

1Institute of Biophysical Chemistry, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, 2Max Planck Institute of Biophysics, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Ceramides are lipid molecules that have sphingosine and acyl chain in their structure . They occur mainly in eukaryotic 
cell membranes . It has been known for a long time that ceramides are very important molecules for many different cell 
processes, such as apoptosis, cell growth and signaling . Although, the role of ceramide on the mechanisms of such 
processes is not known yet, there are studies, which reveals some links between the function of ceramide and its effects on 
membrane dynamics . Therefore, we aimed to investigate the effects of different ceramides on the dynamics of phospholipid 
membranes by using solid-state NMR techniques in combination with molecular dynamics simulations .

In this study, pure C16-Cer and DMPC liposomes and DMPC – C16-Cer (20% C16-Cer) mixture were examined . 
Temperature dependent 1H-, 14N-, 31P static and MAS NMR, DIPSHIFT spectra were recorded . These allowed to 
investigate membrane phase behavior, domain formations, changes in electrostatic surface potential, orientation of lipid 
head groups and order parameters of both of the chains of DMPC and ceramide . We have combined these data with MD 
simulations to obtain more detailed information at molecular level . Therefore, the combined usage of solid-state NMR 
methods with theoretical calculations helps to investigate the effects of ceramides on membrane dynamics .
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PaThWay for ThE TranSmiSSion of TSJfh couPling in 2-fluorobEnzalDEhyDE

Cláudio Tormena1, Rubén Contreras2

1Chemistry Institute - University of Campinas, Campinas - Sao Paulo, Brazil, 2Department of Physics - FCEyN - University of Buenos Aires and 
IFIBA-CONICET, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Understanding NMR scalar couplings mainly transmitted through-space are of paramount importance for applying NMR 
parameters for interpreting molecular electronic structures . However, mechanisms involved in their transmission are not 
always clear, e .g . recently1 it was shown that in 2-fluorophenol TSJFH is not transmitted through a hydrogen bond, as 
previously accepted . Instead, that TSJFH coupling was shown to be mainly transmitted by exchange interactions taking place 
where F and OH electronic clouds overlap . Here it is studied theoretically [at the SOPPA(CCSD) level] and experimentally 
that TSJFHa coupling for the 2-fluorobenzaldehyde (Fig . 1) is transmitted more effectively, TSJFHa = -2 .6 Hz, when Ha and F are 
in the trans arrangement . For the cis form TSJFHa coupling is around 0 .5 Hz .

For the trans form, there is steric interaction between LP2(F) and LP2(O), which increases the LP2(F) s character to 0 .32 %, 
allowing the FC interaction to be transmitted from LP2(F) to LP2(O); the latter undergoes a strong LP2(O)*C-Ha interaction 
transferring the FC information from LP2(O) to the formyl proton (Ha) . For the cis form the LP2(F) % s character is about 15 
times smaller than that for the trans form . This FC coupling pathway is confirmed resorting to the FCCP-CMOs .2 This calls 
for some caution when intending to use TSJXY to gauge the proximity between the X, Y coupling nuclei .

References:
1- R .A . Cormanich et al . Magn. Reson. Chem. 49, 763 (2011) .
2- R .H . Contreras et al . J. Phys. Chem. A 114, 1044 (2010) .
FAPESP, CNPq

Fig.1. For 2-fluorobenzaldehyde the optimized geometry (isolated 
molecule) yields cis as preferential in 2.2 kcal mol-1 respect to 
the trans conformation and it is observed that TSJFHa = -2.6 Hz is 
transmitted mainly due to the F---O close contact.
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conformaTional PrEfErEncES of inDolE-baSED rEcEPTorS anD ThEir inTEracTionS WiTh anionS

Damjan Makuc1, Damjan Makuc2, Janez Plavec1, Janez Plavec2

1Slovenian NMR Centre, National Institute of Chemistry, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2EN-FIST Centre of Excellence, Ljubljana, Slovenia

The conformational preferences of indole-based anion receptors and their complexes with different anions have been 
studied by a combination of heteronuclear NMR spectroscopy and quantum mechanical calculations . In the first group 
of receptors, a single indole scaffold has been functionalized with an amide group at C2 and a variety of amide, urea 
and thiourea functional groups at C7 [1-3] . NOE experiments showed that anti–anti conformation across C2–C2α and 
C7–N7α bonds is favored in an acetone-d6 solution in the absence of anions . Upon anion binding to receptors, syn–syn 
conformation becomes predominant . The second group of receptors exhibited an extra indole group, which resulted in 
diindolyl(thio)ureas [4] . NOE enhancements showed that the anti–anti conformer along the C7–N7α bonds is preferred in 
DMSO-d6 solution in the absence of anions . Anion-induced 1H and 15N chemical shift changes suggested weak binding of 
chloride anions and negligible conformational changes . Strong deshielding of the ureido protons and moderate deshielding 
of the indole NH has been observed upon the addition of acetate, benzoate, bicarbonate and dihydrogen phosphate, 
which indicates that the predominant hydrogen bond interactions occurred at urea donor groups . Binding of oxoanions 
caused remarkable conformational changes along the C7–N7α bonds and the syn–syn conformer was preferred for anion–
receptor complexes . The conformational changes in functionalized indoles and diindolyl(thio)ureas upon anion binding are 
in good agreement with the energy preferences established by ab initio calculations .

References:
1 D . Makuc, M . Lenarčič, G . W . Bates, P . A . Gale, J . Plavec, Org. Biomol. Chem. 2009, 7, 3505–3511 .
2 D . Makuc, Triyanti, M . Albrecht, J . Plavec, K . Rissanen, A . Valkonen, C . A . Schalley, Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2009, 4854–4866 .
3 D . Makuc, M . Albrecht, J . Plavec, Supramol. Chem. 2010, 22, 603–611 .
4 D . Makuc, J . R . Hiscock, M . E . Light, P . A . Gale, J . Plavec, Beilstein J. Org. Chem. 2011, 7, 1205–1214 .
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Ivan V . Peterson1, Wiliam A . Sokolenko1, Nadezda M . Svirskaya1, Anatoly I . Rubailo2

1Institute of chemistry and chemical technology SB RAS, Krasnoyarsk, Russia, 2Siberian federal university, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

We synthesized adamantyl derivatives of different dihydroxynaphthalenes and while determining of their structures with 
NMR spectroscopy some peculiarities were found .

For compounds I (R2=Ad; R6=OH; R3=R4=R5=R7=R8=H); II (R3=R7=Ad; R6=OH; 
R3=R4=R5=R7=R8=H) and III (R3=R6=Ad; R7=OH; R3=R4=R5=R7=R8=H) con-
taining adamantyl group in ortho-position to hydroxyl groups of 1,6- and 1,7- 
dihydroxynaphthalenes low-field shifting from six protons of Hβ and three 
nuclear of carbon Cβ was observed .

For compounds IV (R3=Ad; R6=OH; R2=R4=R5=R7=R8=H) and V (R3=Ad; 
R7=OH; R2=R4=R5=R6=R8=H) containing adamantyl group in metha-position 
to hydroxyl groups of 1,6- and 1,7- dihydroxynaphthalenes strong-field shift-
ing from six protons of Hβ and three nuclear of carbon Cβ was observed .

In adamantyl fragment of 1H NMR spectra of compound VI two multiple sig-
nals from six protons of Hβ and two multiple signals from six protons of Hδ 
were observed . This can be explained that adamantyl group is added to chiral 
carbon C2, and by this very reason protons Hβa and Hβb are decoupled with 
2J=12 .3 Hz .
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ThE influEncE of ElEcTronic moDificaTionS on DynamicS anD rEacTiViTy of biS-nhc-

comPlExES aS obSErVED by nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Andreas Kolmer1, Lukas Kaltschnee1, Markus Haus1, Volker Schmidts1, Lars H . Peeck2, Herbert Plenio2, 
Christina M . Thiele1

1Clemens-Schöpf-Institut für Organische Chemie und Biochemie, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany, 2Eduard-Zintl-
Institut für Anorganische und Physikalische Chemie, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany

The development of efficient precatalysts for various applications in olefin metathesis is one 
of the most active research fields of current organometallic chemistry . A promising class of 
systems is the class of Bis-NHC-complexes 1, which can show high yields for ring-closing 
metathesis [1] .

To understand the dynamics and reactivity of these systems, we investigated the rotational 
barriers, corresponding to bond strengths, of the two Ru-NHC-bonds of four Bis-NHC-
complexes with NMR spectroscopy .

Analogous to previous studies by our group [2], we used exchange spectroscopy at different 
temperatures to quantify the rotational barriers . We first identified the temperature range of 
interest using the EASY-ROESY experiment [3] . With the help of the PANIC-approach [4], 
we were able to extract the values of the rotational barriers from 1D PFGSE NOE spectra [5,6] at various temperatures .

It was possible to link these rotational barriers to the reactivity of the complexes . The presentation will show the results of 
this study [7] .

[1]  V . Sashuk, L . H . Peeck, H . Plenio, Chem. Eur. J . 2010, 16, 3983–3993 .
[2]  S . Leuthäußer, V . Schmidts, C . M . Thiele, H . Plenio, Chem. Eur. J . 2008, 14, 5465–5481 .
[3]  C . M . Thiele, K . Petzold, J . Schleucher, Chem. Eur. J . 2009, 15, 585–588 .
[4]  H . Hu, K . Krishnamurthy, J. Magn. Reson. 2006, 182, 173–177 .
[5]  K . Stott, J . Keeler, Q . N . Van, A . J . Shaka, J. Magn. Reson. 1997, 125, 302–324 .
[6]  K . Stott, J . Stonehouse, J . Keeler, T .-L . Hwang, A . J . Shaka, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1995, 117, 4199–4200 .
[7]  A . Kolmer, L . Kaltschnee, M . Haus, V . Schmidts, L . H . Peeck, H . Plenio, C . M . Thiele, manuscript in preparation .
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1King’s College London, Department of Informatics, London, UK, 2Osaka University, Graduate School of Engineering Sciences, Osaka, Japan

Medicines counterfeiting is a growing problem worldwide, and techniques for screening medicines to tell real from fake are 
receiving increasing attention .One such technique is Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance (NQR) . The observed frequencies 
are characteristic of the nucleus and its chemical environment . When applied to medicines screening the measurement 
can be arranged such that signals are seen only from the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) and not from any other 
materials present . The technique is quantitative and can estimate the API present to within 2% .  Signals are only seen from 
solids so suspensions can be examined without interference from the medium . The key nucleus in medicines screening 
is 14N, present in over 80% of medicines . Other quadrupolar nuclei are also found in medicines, such as 23Na, 35Cl, 79,81Br 
and 127I .

In this presentation we report progress in a project sponsored by the Wellcome Trust to develop a portable prototype to 
detect NQR signals from the API in medicines in tablets or capsules from bottles, blister packs and cartons containing 
them – a unique feature of the method . 14N NQR signals from sealed packets of, for example, paracetamol at 2 .564 
MHz can be obtained in only a few seconds with no interference from the packaging material .  NQR signals are usually 
inhomogeneously broadened, due to effects such as the presence of impurities or crystal defects, giving information on 
the likely origin of the medicine and its method of manufacture .  We have shown that we can differentiate between real 
and fake medicines at a quantitative level and detect NQR signals from medicines including antimalarials (metakelfin, SP), 
antibiotics (ampicillin, amoxicillin), antihypertensives (furosemide), slimming pills (orlistat), antibacterials (sulfadoxine and 
sulfapyridine) and more .

As blister packs come in many configurations, medicines’ screening would be aided by the use of variable-pitch coils to 
create a more homogeneous RF field across the whole length and breadth of the coil .  We show the results of measurements 
with one such variable-pitch coil that demonstrate that it is much less sensitive to the position of the sample within the coil 
that a comparable fixed-pitch coil, increasing the utility of the technique in this application .
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accuraTE noE-DEriVED inTErProTon DiSTancES - facT of ficTion?

Catharine Jones, Craig Butts
University of Bristol, Bristol, UK

Establishing an Initial Level of Accuracy
Accurate interproton distance determination in solution using NOE data is an area of significant interest and complexity . 
We present a simple method to derive accurate interproton distances from within rigid and flexible systems using NOE 
data . Strychnine is used as a rigid model system to test the validity of this method . A comparison of the 1D NOE-derived 
distances and the computed structure of strychnine[1] (right) gives an average error of only 2 .3% (0 .07Å) .[2]

Low Level Conformer Identification
A second low-level conformer of strychnine is identified using NOE data and confirmed computationally, showing the 
potential of accurate NOE measurements to determine minute contributions to structure ensembles in solution .[3]

Modelling Populations in Flexible Compounds
NOE data is further applied to the small flexible molecule, 4-propylaniline, to confirm and 
predict the relative populations of the multiple possible conformers .[4] It is suggested that 
with the highly accurate interproton distances determined using this method, there is 
less need for reliance on the large numbers of loose restraints, such as scalar couplings, 
typically used in the dynamical analysis of flexible molecules .

Monitoring Changes in Conformer Populations with Temperature
NOE-distance relationships are also shown to be sufficiently accurate to monitor very small 
changes in conformer populations in solution (<0 .5%/10 °C) – in response to temperature 
– in good agreement with Boltzmann-predictions, illustrating the effectiveness of accurate 
NOE-distance measurements in obtaining high quality dynamical, as well as structural, 
information for small molecules .

[1]  Bagno et al., Chem. Eur. J ., 2006 .  
[2]  Butts et al .,Org . Biomol . Chem ., 2011 . 
[3]  Butts et al., Chem. Comm., 2011 . 
[4]  Jones et al ., Belstein J. Org. Chem., 2011 .
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1DSM Resolve, Geleen, The Netherlands, 2University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium, 3University of Hasselt, Diepenbeek, Belgium, 4DSM Xplore, 
Geleen, The Netherlands

The use of hot-melt extrusion for preparing homogeneous API-excipient mixtures is studied for miconazole-PEG-
g-PVA [poly(ethylene glycol) – poly(vinyl alcohol) graft copolymer] solid dispersions with a 5 cc table-top, twin-screw 
co-rotating micro-compounder (DSM Xplore) . Phase behavior of PEG-g-PVA, miscibility of miconazole in PEG-g-PVA 
and the partitioning of miconazole between PEG and PVA amorphous phases are characterized using a combination of 
temperature modulated DSC, XRPD, and solid-state 1H and 13C NMR methods . Phase composition (PVA crystallinity) is not 
largely affected by hot-melt extrusion and the presence of the drug . Miconazole preferably resides in the PEG amorphous 
phase and its molecules are well dispersed in the PEG-g-PVA matrix using hot-melt extrusion mixing . Miconazole forms 
amorphous nano-clusters whose average size equals approximately 1 .6 nm, indicating solid solution formation (molecular 
level dispersion) of the drug in the polymer . The study also shows that hot-melt extrusion can be a very efficient method for 
preparing pharmaceutical formulations .
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STuDy of nEar-SymmETric cycloDExTrinS by comPrESSED SEnSing 2D nmr

Maria Misiak, Krzysztof Kazimierczuk, Wiktor Kozminski, Kazimierz Chmurski
Faculty of Chemistry, University of Warsaw, Pasteura 1, 02-093 Warsaw, Poland

Modified cyclodextrins are very attractive compounds which can act as chemosensors, artificial enzymes, drug carriers, 
molecular reactors etc .

Here, we demonstrate that compressed sensing 2D NMR spectra [1] allow for the full spectral assignment of near-
symmetric β-cyclodextrin derivatives (one sugar unit C6-mono- modified), which were designed to be receptors of the 
anticancer drug doxorubicin [2] . The complete assignment of 1H and 13C chemical shifts of asymmetrically functionalised 
cyclodextrins is a challenging task, and cannot be simply done by means of conventional experiments, owing to the peaks 
overlap caused by the similarity of seven sugar units .

The CS approach to reconstructing 2D NMR spectra from the NUS data ensures experimental time saving and the 
resolution improvement, what is here highly desired for unambiguous assignment . The IRLS reconstruction [3] of HSQC 
spectrum from 5 .12% of the data (512 pts out of 10000, 1 hour of exp . time) delivered highly resolved 2D HSQC spectra . 
Moreover, reconstructed 2D HSQC-TOCSY spectra yield information about the correlations within one sugar unit and 2D 
HSQC-NOESY technique allows the sequential assignment of the glucosidic units (in both cases: 10,24% of the data, 
measurement time ca . 5 hours) .

The method of CS makes it possible to obtain the set of properly resolved 2D NMR spectra required for the full assignment 
recorded in overnight experimental time, and can be further recommended for other oligosaccharides and other complex 
organic molecules .

[1]  K . Kazimierczuk, V . Orekhov, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2011, 50, 5556 –5559
[2]  O . Swiech, A . Mieczkowska, K . Chmurski, R . Bilewicz, J. Phys. Chem. B 2012, 116, 1765−1771
[3]  a) C . L . Lawson, PhD Thesis, UCLA 1961;  
 b) E . J . Candes, M . B . Wakin, S . P . Boyd, J. Fourier Anal. Appl. 2008, 14, 877 .
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Luca Codutti, Lars Skjaerven, Andrea Angelini, Teresa Carlomagno
EMBL, Heidelberg, Germany

Success in structure-based drug design relies on the knowledge of the structure of the receptor of interest in complex 
with a library of selected fragment-ligands . When crystal structures cannot be obtained, the generation of complex models 
through in silico docking represents a viable alternative . Unfortunately, the accuracy of the scoring of docked poses is 
severely limited by the quality of the target structure and by the inherent approximations of the docking algorithms .

The scoring of docked poses can be substantially improved by the inclusion of experimental data, derived for example 
in NMR experiments . In this perspective, our laboratory developed the INPHARMA methodology . INPHARMA-NOEs 
generate from the protein-mediated magnetization transfer occurring between two ligands that bind competitively to the 
target receptor (1) . The measured INPHARMA-NOEs are compared to the ones computed by means of the full-relaxation-
matrix approach on combinations of ligands docking poses . Using INPHARMA it was possible to correctly identify the 
binding mode of two fragment-ligands interacting with the hamster protein kinase A (2) .

The methodology robustness was put to test using target structures of different quality (3) . As a result of this analysis, 
INPHARMA proved to be very reliable for target structures of good quality, while its performance decreases with the quality 
of the protein structure .

Here I will show how INPHARMA can be successfully used to rescore docking poses that have been generated with protein 
structures of poor quality .  The approach is based on extending the experimental set by measuring INPHARMA on several 
pairs of ligands and by intersecting the results (multiplexing) . Furthermore, I will show how this approach can be applied to 
membrane proteins, which are challenging targets for both modelling and experimental approaches .

References:
1 .  J . Orts, C . Griesinger, T . Carlomagno, J Magn Reson 200, 64 (2009) .
2 .  J . Orts, et al ., Angew Chem Int Ed Engl 47, 7736 (2008) .
3 .  J . Orts, S . Bartoschek, C . Griesinger, P . Monecke, T . Carlomagno, J Biomol NMR 52, 23 (2012) .
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nmr chEmical ShifTS To characTErizE binDing ag+ To quinalPhoS

Abdelhamid Esbata1, Erwin Buncel2, Gary vanLoon2

1Misurata University, Misurata, Libya, 2Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada

Hydrolysis of the organophosphorothioate ester, quinalphos (Q, O,O-diethyl O-quinoxaline-2-yl phosphorothioate) was 
studied in the absence and presence of Ag+ at 25oC and pH 4 .0, 7 .0 and 10 .0 using HPLC with UV detector . The hydrolysis 
products were 2-hydroxyquinoxaline (HQ) and O,O-diethyl phosphorothioic acid (PA) . The kinetic data show clearly that 
Ag+ facilitated the hydrolysis of Q; viz the catalytic rate increased with increasing the pH .

 In the second part of this study, we employed NMR technique to investigate how Ag+ coordinates the substrate (Q) in ways 
that accelerate hydrolysis . 1H, 13C, and 31P NMR data show that Ag+ has the ability to bind to both sites S and N atoms . This 
leads to the hypothesis of that this metal ion (Ag+) may form a six membered ring with Q and that this complex facilitates 
nucleophilic attack, enhancing hydrolysis through SN2 (P) process .

  (Q)            (HQ)            (PA)
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croSSlinkED hElically chiral Poly-(γ-bEnzyl-l-gluTamaTE) aS  

EnanTioDiffErEnTiaTing alignmEnT mEDium

Tobias Montag, Christina M . Thiele
Technische Universität Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany

The development of new alignment media – for the structure determination of small molecules by RDCs1 – is of great 
interest . For the alignment of organic compounds mainly liquid crystals like homopolypetides2 or polymer gels like 
crosslinked poly(acrylonitrile)3 are used . Polymer gels have several advantages .4 Unfortunately most organic solvent 
based gels are achiral .5 Homopolypeptide based media do have the benefit of a helically chiral structure, which allows 
enantiodiscrimination .2, 6

Therefore we study the syntheses of polymer gels based on crosslinked helically chiral poly-(γ-benzyl-L-glutamate) 
(PBLG)7 which swell in CDCl3 . We show the reliable measurement of RDCs with the help of (+)-/(-)-isopinocampheol and 
(+)-/(-)-camphorsultam and observed enantiodifferentiation for the two enantiomers of both analytes .

References
1 .  B . Boettcher, C . M . Thiele, in Encyclopedia of Magnetic Resonance, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 2012 . and references  
 therein .
2 .  I . Canet, J . Courtieu, A . Loewenstein, A . Meddour, J . M . Pechine, J. Am. Chem. Soc.,1995, 117, 6520 .
3 .  G . Kummerloewe, J . Auernheimer, A . Lendlein, B . Luy, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2007, 129, 6080 .
4 .  G . Kummerloewe, B . Luy, Trends Anal. Chem., 2009, 28, 483 .
5 .  exception (crosslinked gelatine in DMSO): G . Kummerlöwe, M . Udaya Kiran, B . Luy, Chem. Eur. J., 2009, 15, 12192 .
6 .  A . Marx, V . Schmidts, C . M . Thiele, Magn . Reson . Chem ., 2009, 47, 734 .
7 .  R . Kishi, M . Sisido, S . Tazuke, Macromolecules, 1990, 23, 3779 .
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nEW microEmulSionS anD aPPlicaTionS bring nmr chromaTograPhy inTo  

ThE analyTical chEmiSTry mainSTrEam

Roy Hoffman, Abraham Aserin, Nissim Garti
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel

NMR spectroscopy is an excellent tool for structural analysis of pure compound NMR spectroscopy is an excellent tool for 
structural analysis of pure compounds . However, for mixtures it performs poorly because of overlapping signals . Diffusion 
ordered NMR spectroscopy (DOSY) can be used to separate the spectra of compounds with widely differing molecular 
weights, but the separation is usually insufficient . Recently developed NMR ‘chromatographic’ methods increase the 
diffusion separation .

Using nanostructured dispersed media, such as microemulsions, yields high-resolution spectra . The phase diagram of 
water/SDS/butan-1-ol/cyclohexane and its perdeuterated form is investigated and its oil-in-water (O/W), water-in-oil (W/O) 
and bicontinuous regions are defined by NMR diffusion and conductivity measurement . The diffusion behavior of analytes 
in O/W, W/O and bicontinuous microemulsions, both fluorinated and deuterated, serving as NMR chromatography ‘solvents’ 
are analyzed and compared . They seem to reflect the analytes’ hydrophilicity and lipophilicity . A model is developed for 
prediction and control of the diffusion separation, allowing one to make an intelligent choice between the several NMR 
chromatography solvents that have been developed . Mixtures of up to 11 compounds have been separated by this new 
method .

NMR spectroscopy has been applied to the separation of pharmaceuticals, vitamins, fragrances and sugars and is 
expected to have many more applications .

 

529Tu
inTEracTionS bETWEEn cucurbiTurilS anD gaSES in aquEouS SoluTion obSErVED by nmr

Gaspard Huber1, François-Xavier Legrand1, Hana Kourilova1, Jing Xin1, Yves Boulard1,  
Jean-Pierre Dognon1, Patrick Berthault1, Julie Rivollier2, Véronique Lewin2, Marie-Pierre Heck2

1CEA-IRAMIS, Saclay, France, 2CEA-iBiTec-S, Saclay, France

There is a growing interest for the development of molecular containers dedicated to 
gas trapping in water . (1) Among them, cucurbiturils are particularly rigid and able to 
trap a wide variety of gases . Here we present NMR experimental results on interaction 
of noble gases and small alkanes with cucurbiturils . An emphasis has first been placed 
done on the xenon@cucurbit[5]uril system in water . (2) It shows a spontaneous but very 
slow binding at room temperature, due to the small diameter of the cucurbituril portals . 
A large dependence with temperature of the in/out exchange kinetics is also observed . 
Theoretical calculations are in agreement with NMR data, allowing a better interpretation 
of the interactions with noble gases in aqueous solution . Intermolecular interactions 
between cucurbiturils have also been deduced from observations . Then the study was 
extended to lighter noble gases and light alkanes in interaction with new cucurbit[5]uril derivatives . We show that for the 
smallest gases the binding is entropically driven . We also observe a large dependence on kinetic and thermodynamic 
binding as a function of the cage-molecules substituents . This may have impact on selective encapsulation of gases of 
economical or ecological interest .

1 . Rudkevich, D . M . Angew . Chem ., Int . Ed ., 43, 558–571 (2004)
2 . Huber G ., Legrand F .-X ., Lewin V ., Baumann D ., Heck M .-P ., Berthault P ., ChemPhysChem 12, 1053 – 1055 (2011) .
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rEcEnT DEVEloPmEnTS in nmr SPEcTroScoPy- aPPlicaTionS in naTural ProDucT chEmiSTry

M . Iqbal Choudhary, Atia-tul Wahab, Atta-ur- Rahman
H.E.J. Research Institute of Chemistry, International Center for Chemical and Biological Sciences, University of Karachi, Karachi, Pakistan

Natural products are highly evolved, specific, and effective gene products . Their diverse structural and stereochemical 
characteristics make them valuable templates for exploring novel molecular diversity . Globally, there is a revival of interest 
in the use of natural products for the treatment of various ailments . This is mainly due to increased awareness of the 
limited horizon of synthetic pharmaceutical products to control major diseases, high cost of currently available synthetic 
medicines, reported cases of adverse side-effects of modern medicines and perceived gentleness of natural medicines . 
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy has been extensively employed to not only solve complex structures of natural 
products, but also used to understand their interactions with the biological targets as a drug discovery tool . The development 
in hardware and introduction of new technologies in NMR has changed the paradigm in drug discovery to a greater extent .

During our studies on bioactive natural products in last three decades, we have isolated a large number of heterocyclic 
compounds with novel chemical structures and interesting biological activities . This includes steroidal lactones 
(withanolides), indole, diterpenoid, isoquinoline and steroidal alkaloids, flavonoids, coumarins, and other classes of 
compounds . A large number of these compounds were systematically screened for in vitro and in vivo biological activities 
by employing high-throughput mechanism based bioassay screening and bioactive constituents were further analyzed 
by using STD NMR spectroscopy . Several bioactive natural products were also subjected to biotransformation and large 
libraries of novel structures were obtained . As a result, several new classes of potent enzyme inhibitors, antioxidant, 
immunomodulating, antiglycating and antiparasitic compounds were identified, some of which are in different phases of 
development .

During this presentation, the effective use of NMR spectroscopy in solving natural product specific problems, such as 
stereochemical assignments, very limited quantities, complex mixture analysis, as well as epitope mapping in biological 
targets will be presented, along with an overview of emerging technologies and advent of hardware to solve many issues 
which are specific to natural products .

 

531Th
EPiToP maPPing of noVEl urEaSE inhibiTorS by nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Atia-tul Wahab
Dr. Panjwani Center for Molecular Medicine and Drug Research, International Center for Chemical and Biological Sciences, University of 
Karachi, Karachi, Pakistan

Research in the field of enzyme inhibition has enormous potential to introduce new drug candidates against different 
clinical conditions . Urease catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea to ammonia and carbamate . The net effect of the reaction is 
the localized increased in pH . Urease activity plays an important role in the pathogenesis of gastric and peptic ulcers, 
urolithiasis, hepatic encephalopathy, and hepatic coma . Keeping in view the therapeutic importance of ureases, we have 
selected them as potential targets to discover new lead molecules for the treatment of gastric ulcers, and other urease 
associated pathologies .

The NMR spectroscopy is a powerful techniques to study the protein-ligand interaction . It has high sensitivity to detect 
weak interactions . This has become a method of choice to screen the library of compounds with enzymes and other 
biologically important proteins .

In our laboratory, over 2,000 natural and synthetic compounds were systematically screened against the urease enzyme 
by using high-throughput mechanism-based assays . As a result several new classes of potent urease inhibitors have been 
discovered . We have extensively employed NMR spectroscopic methods to understand the ligand-recptor interactions, 
particularly for epitope mapping of array of potent urease inhibitors . Saturation Transfer Difference NMR (STD) and 
Transferred Nuclear Overhauser Effect NMR (TrNOE) techniques were used to obtain insight into the interactions of 
inhibitors and enzyme at atomic resolution . The results of such studies were found to be consistent to many of the in silico 
and modeling studies conducted in our laboratory . This led to the discovery of high affinity ligands against urease enzyme . 
The results of these studies will be presented as an example to the use of NMR in the discovery of new and high affinity 
inhibitors .WITHDRAWN
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configuraTional anD conformaTional STuDiES of marinE naTural ProDucTS

Matthias Köck
Alfred-Wegener-Institut, Bremerhaven, Germany

The configurational and conformational assignment of natural products is essential to understand their biological activity 
on a molecular level and to allow their procurement through total synthesis . Methods such as X-ray crystallography require 
crystalline products, and chemical synthesis is usually very time consuming and not always definitive . The structural 
elucidation of amorphous molecules with several unknown stereogenic centers would benefit greatly from a method 
that could simultaneously analyze all configurations . The fc-rDG/DDD method (floating chirality restrained DG/DDD) is 
a combination of distance geometry (DG) and distance-bounds driven dynamics (DDD) calculations using interproton 
distances and floating chirality in order to determine the relative configuration of small molecules (including low molecular-
weight natural products) . The application of the fc-rDG/DDD method to several dimeric pyrrole-imidazole alkaloids will 
be discussed . These molecules have eight contiguous stereogenic centers, necessitating a method which allows a 
simultaneous determination of all unknown centers [1] . This investigation will include the application to axinellamine A 
and 3,7-epi massadine chloride using interproton distances derived from ROESY spectra [2] . Another example is an 
intermediate in the total synthesis of palau’amine, 20-deoxymacropalau’amine azide [3] which will be the main focus of 
this contribution . This compound has a very interesting structure with a 9-membered ring . Besides the configurational 
assignment of the five stereogenic centers, a detailed conformational analysis was carried out [4] . This is of special 
importance because macro-palau’amine is the direct precursor of palau’amine in its total synthesis . The final step in this 
synthesis is transannular ring closure of macro-palau’amine to palau’amine .

[1]  A . Grube, M . Köck, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2007, 46, 2320–2324 .
[2]  M . Köck, G . Schmidt, I . B . Seiple, P . S . Baran, J. Nat. Prod . 2012, 75, 127–130 .
[3]  I . B . Seiple, S . Su, I . S . Young, A . Nakamura, J . Yamaguchi, L . Jørgensen, R . A . Rodri¬guez, D . P . O’Malley, T . Gaich, M .  
 Köck, P . S . Baran, J. Am. Chem. Soc . 2011, 133, 14710–14726 .
[4]  M . Köck, P . Baran, manuscript in preparation .
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aPPlicaTion of DoSy nmr SPEcTroScoPy To STuDy molEcular SElf-aSSEmbly in SoluTion

Anatolii Buchelnikov2, Irina Pashkova2, Adrian Hernandez-Santiago3, Colin Suckling1, Roger Waigh1, 
Abedawn Khalaf1, John Parkinson1, Maxim Evstigneev2

1University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland, UK, 2Sevastopol National Technical University, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine, 3Puebla Autonomous 
University, Puebla, Mexico

In the present work we deal with the application of Diffusion Ordered NMR SpectroscopY (DOSY) to determine 
thermodynamic parameters associated with molecular self-assembly in solution . The set of molecules known to aggregate 
in neutral solution with equilibrium constants K ranging from 10 M-1 up to 60000 M-1 have been investigated by means of 
1H DOSY and 1H chemical shift titration at 600 MHz . The set of self-association models, either dependent or not on the 
hydrodynamic shape of aggregates, have been applied in order to evaluate the K values, viz . dimer, indefinite association 
(EK model), cylinder, ellipsoid and sphere, each of which includes or excludes the intrinsic attenuation of K on aggregate 
growth . As a reference we used K values derived from a 1H chemical shift dataset using the EK model, the most widely 
used approach to study molecular assembly by means of NMR . It was found that none of the tested models was able to 
reproduce the K values derived from chemical shift measurements for the whole series of studied molecules . An alternative 
approach based on the empirical dependence of diffusion coefficient of an aggregate as a function of the number of 
molecules in it was suggested and showed the most satisfactory agreement with 1H chemical shift data . The results of 
computations over a large set of molecules were also analysed in terms of answering the question as to whether the 
aggregation proceeds beyond the dimer stage . It was found that the DOSY-based approach may potentially be able to 
solve the problem of distinguishing dimer from EK models, a problem commonly encountered when dealing with molecular 
self-assembly .
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rEPorTEr liganD ScrEEning for inhibiTorS of 2og oxygEnaSES

Ivanhoe K . H . Leung, Christopher J . Schofield, Timothy D . W . Claridge
Oxford University, Department of Chemistry, Oxford, Oxfordshire, UK

2-Oxoglutarate (2OG) dependent oxygenases are ubiquitous in plants, micro-organisms and animals . In humans, they are 
involved in a diverse range of important biological roles, including but not limited to oxygen sensing, fatty acid metabolism 
and epigenetic regulation . Many 2OG oxygenases are current inhibition targets for diseases such as cancer, ischemia 
and anaemia . To date, most small molecule-based oxygenase inhibitors are designed to bind to the iron(II) in the enzyme 
active site and act as competitors for the enzyme co-substrate 2OG . Various biophysical methods have been applied to the 
study of inhibitor binding to 2OG oxygenases, and one the most widely used screening tools is non-denaturing electrospray 
ionisation mass spectrometry . However, as non-covalent protein-ligand complexes may not always survive the transition 
from solution phase to gas phase, the search for an alternative solution-based screening technique is still desirable .

The NMR reporter screening method is a useful technique for the site-specific detection of both high- and low-affinity ligands . 
All 2OG oxygenases utilise 2OG as co-substrate, therefore making 2OG a good candidate as reporter ligand for generic 
binding assays . Here, using unlabelled 
and 13C-labelled 2OG as reporter ligand, 
combined with CPMG-edited 1H and 1D 
1H-13C HSQC experiments for spectral 
editing, we describe the applicability of 
2OG displacement for inhibitor screening 
and quantification (Ki measurement) by 
NMR .

 

535Th
SoliD-STaTE nmr - a Tool for inVESTigaTing ThE molEcular archiTEcTurE of  

nEW PharmacEuTical formS

Carmen Tripon, Maria Miclaus, Irina Kacso, Xenia Filip, Claudiu Filip
National Institute for R@D of Isotopic and Molecular Technologies (INCDTIM), Cluj-Napoca, Romania

The study of different types of solid pharmaceutical forms (polymorphs, salts, hydrates, solvates or co-crystals) is on 
the critical path of the drug development process, since they tend to have different physical and chemical properties, 
such as solubility and bio-availability which are essential for the drug development . The structural investigation of new 
pharmaceutical solid forms leads to the elucidation of the crystal packing modes and the types of intra- and inter-molecular 
interactions [1] .

The present work is focused on the structural characterization of Ethoxzolamide and a series of new compounds based on 
Ciprofloxacine HCl [2] . The practical innovative approach proposed here is the combination of complementarily structure-
elucidation techniques, with the main focus on solid-state NMR and molecular modelling .

[1]  R .K . Harris, Analyst 131 351-373 (2006)
[2]  X . Filip, Gh . Borodi, C . Filip, Phys . Chem . Chem . Phys . 13 17978-17986 (2011)
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1D anD 2D nmr STuDiES on a nonaggrEgaTED zinc PhThalocyaninE  

aS a conSTiTuTional iSomEr mixTurE

Armagan Atsay1, Emre Güzel1, Mauro A . Cremonini2, Ahmet Gül1, Makbule B . Koçak1

1Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul, Turkey, 2Agilent Technologies, Cernusco s/N, Italy

One of the base methods for phthalocyanine synthesis is condensation of substituted phthalonitrile derivatives . However, 
condensation of phthalonitrile derivatives with at least three different substituent in all cases leads to constitutional isomers 
mixture[1] . The four possible isomers are those with molecular symmetries  D2h:C4h:C2v:Cs in ratio of 1:1:2:4 .Up to now, the 
successful separation of these four isomers with common column chromatography or by recrystallization has not been 
reported in the literature . The isolation of limited number of isomers separately was achieved for only specific phthalocyanines 
using specially designed HPLC columns[2] . NMR spectra of these isomer mixtures show broad signals when compared 
to phthalonitrile precursor . Identification of regioisomers by NMR spectroscopy is difficult in mixtures because of slight 
differences in chemical shifts and aggregation behaviour of phthalocyanine macrocycle . Here we present 1H and 13C NMR 
studies of a hexadecasubstituted 
zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) complex 
which shows low aggregation and, 
accordingly, narrow NMR signals . 
We expect that ZnPc was obtained 
as a statistical mixture of four 
regioisomers (figure1) owing to the 
various possible positions of the 
phenoxysulfonic acid and chloro side-
groups relative to one another .
  
References
[1]   Kadish K . M ., Smith K . M ., Guliard R ., The Porphyrin Handbook, vol 15, San Diego Academic Press, 2003 .
[2]  Sommerauer, M ., C . Rager, and M . Hanack, Journal of the American Chemical Society,0 118(42): p . 10085-10093 .  
 1996 .

537Tu
loW TEmPEraTurE nmr mEaSurEmEnTS for ThE characTErizaTion of molEcular DynamicS 

in crySTallinE SoliDS: STuDy of SoDium ibuProfEn aT cryogEnic TEmPEraTurES

Elisa Carignani1, Maria Concistrè2, Silvia Borsacchi1, Ole G . Johannessen2, Malcolm H . Levitt2,  
Marco Geppi1
1Università di Pisa, Pisa, Italy, 2University of Southampton, Southampton, UK

The study of molecular motions occurring in solid systems is of particular interest, not only for the intrinsic value of such 
a deep knowledge of a chemical system, but also because molecular dynamics can be connected with fundamental 
properties, such as stability of solid phases, solid–solid phase transitions, intra- and intermolecular interactions, and 
chemical reactivity .
Sodium Ibuprofen represents an interesting case study for a thorough dynamic investigation . Molecular fragments in its 
dihydrated form are characterized by inter-conformational motions in the kHz and MHz regime even below room temperature, 
as found from a previous solid-state NMR (SSNMR) study [1] . Low-temperature SSNMR may give a crucial contribution 
to the quantitative determination of motional parameters such as activation energies and correlation times . However, 
performing MAS NMR experiments at temperatures below 100 K is challenging . The experiments here reported have 
been carried out using the custom-built NMR cryo-equipment at University of Southampton . In particular, the experiments 
done at temperatures ranging from 300 to 140 K have been performed in a system where a standard Varian VT stack was 
modified such as that both bearing and drive gas flows are cooled by thermal contact with the exhaust gas of the cooling 
flow [2] . On the other hand, for temperatures below 140 K a cryogenic NMR equipment that uses supercritical helium to 
reach temperature as low as 1 .8 K in static conditions and 13 K under 15 kHz MAS has been used [3] . The simultaneous 
analysis of 13C and 1H relaxation time measurements, as well as 13C CP-MAS and 2D PASS spectra, performed in the 
temperature range between 230 and 40 K, along with previously acquired higher temperature data, led to a comprehensive 
and quantitative characterization of all interconformational motions occurring in crystalline Sodium Ibuprofen .
[1]  Carignani E ., Borsacchi S ., and Geppi M .,  J. Phys. Chem. A, 2011, 115, 8783 .
[2]  Concistrè M ., Gansmüller A ., McLean N ., Johannessen O .G ., Marín Montesinos I ., Bovee-Geurts P . H . M ., Verdegem  
 P ., Lugtenburg J ., Brown R .C .D ., DeGrip W .J ., and Levitt M .H ., l . J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2008, 130, 10490 .
[3]  Sarkar R ., Concistrè M ., Johannessen O . G ., Beckett P ., Denning M ., Carravetta M ., Al-Mosawi M ., Beduz C ., Yang Y ., Levitt  
 M .H . J. Magn. Res ., 2011, 212, 460 .

Figure 1 : Structure of ZnPc (only C4h isomer shown) and 1H NMR of -O-CH2- region
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STrucTurE anD anTiThrombin iii binDing of hEParin-likE oligoSacchariDES:  

nmr anD ThEorETical STuDy

István Timári1, Mihály Herczeg2, Anikó Borbás3, István Komáromi4, Katalin E . Kövér1

1Department of Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry, University of Debrecen, Debrecen, Hungary, 2Research Group for Carbohydrates of 
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, University of Debrecen, Debrecen, Hungary, 3Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry Medical and 
Health Science Center, University of Debrecen, Debrecen, Hungary, 4Haemostasis, Thrombosis and Vascular Biology Research  Group of 
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences at the Clinical Research Center, Medical and Health Science Center, University of Debrecen, Debrecen, 
Hungary

Heparin, isolated from natural sources, is a polysaccharide with blood anticoagulant properties . Binding to antithrombin III 
accelerates its inhibitory activity against thrombin and factor Xa in the blood-coagulation cascade .1 The shortest oligosaccharide 
chain of the heparin sequence having an antithrombotic effect was identified in the 1980s .2 Subsequently, several research groups 
synthesized heparin-like derivatives displaying better pharmacological properties than heparin .

During our research we studied the structure of heparin-like oligosaccharides,1 
prepared by the Research Group for Carbohydrates at the University of Debrecen, and 
their interaction with antithrombin III .

Unambiguous 1H/13C assignments of the studied carbohydrate derivatives were 
accomplished on the basis of standard 2D NMR spectra . Proton-proton scalar coupling 
constants were determined from phase sensitive TOCSY spectra and internuclear 
proton-proton distances were estimated from ROESY spectra . These data provide valuable information about the three-dimensional 
structure of the free oligosaccharides .

The interaction of oligosaccharides with AT-III was assessed by 1H and STD NMR spectra . The hydrogen atoms of carbohydrates 
in close proximity of the protein binding site were assigned with the use of STD NMR technique .3 The internuclear proton-proton 
distances of the oligosaccharides bound to AT-III were determined from transferred NOESY experiments .3 On the basis of these 
data molecular modeling has been initiated .

(1) M . Herczeg, L . Lázár, Zs . Bereczky, K . E . Kövér, I . Timári, J . Kappelmayer, A . Lipták, S . Antus, A . Borbás, Chem. Eur.  
 J. 2012 (accepted)
(2) M . Petitou, C . A . A . van Boeckel, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2004, 43, 3118-3133 .
(3) B . Meyer, T . Peters, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2003, 42, 864-890 .
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nmr anD ThEorETical STuDy

Katalin E . Kövér1, Ambati Ashok Kumar1, Yury Y . Rusakov2, Leonid B . Krivdin2, Tünde-Zita Illyés1,  
László Szilágyi1
1University of Debrecen, Debrecen, Hungary, 2A. E. Favorsky Irkutsk Institute of Chemistry, Irkutsk, Russia

Se-glycosides are important starting materials in synthetic carbohydrate chemistry and are useful in studies of biological interactions 
as well . It was expected that nJ(77Se,1H) spin-spin couplings would be instrumental to gain insight into the conformations around the 
C-Se bond in a series of derivatives with the following structures:

                        

  R = H, Me, Ar;    R’ = H, Ac

Experimental values of nJ(77Se,1H) were determined by 1D and/or 2D 77Se-1H CPMG-HSQMBC1 pulse schemes or by their selectively 
1H-decoupled variants . The CPMG cycle was applied at reduced power level to avoid undesired sample heating for the temperature 
sensitive Se nucleus . Theoretical calculations were carried out at the Second-Order Polarization Propagator Approach (SOPPA) 
level2 taking into account all four non-relativistic coupling contributions to the total coupling constant, as implemented in the DALTON 
program code .3 All calculations of spin-spin couplings were performed using equilibrium geometries of the true-minimum conformers 
localized at the MP2/6-31G** level .
It is very encouraging that the population-averaged values of the calculated geminal, 2J(77Se,1H), and vicinal, 3J(77Se,1H), couplings 
are in a good agreement with experiment indicating the adequacy of theoretical level of the approach . More importantly, the two-
bond 77Se-1H coupling constants, as opposed to 3J(77Se,1H), turned out to be very sensitive to the torsion angle around the C-Se 
bond . These findings are of importance for the conformational analyses of Se-glycosides and related molecules .
(1) K . E . Kövér, Gy . Batta, K . Fehér, J . Magn . Reson . 2006, 181, 89 . S . Boros, K . E . Kövér, Magn . Reson . Chem . 2011, 49, 106 .
(2)   K . L . Bak, H . Koch, J . Oddershede, O . Christiansen, S . P . A . Sauer, J. Chem. Phys . 2000, 112, 4173 .
(3)   Dalton, A Molecular Electronic Structure Program, Release 2 .0 (2005)
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nmr STuDiES of nanocrySTallinE calcium hyDroxyaPaTiTES PrEParED by Dry milling

Lukasz Pajchel, Waclaw Kolodziejski
Medical University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland

Introduction: Stoichiometric calcium hydroxyapatite with the chemical formula Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 is a reference compound 
of apatite minerals . Biological and synthetic apatites are usually nonstoichiometric because of ionic substitutions . Apatites 
are mineral components of teeth and bones . In medicine, they are commonly used as constituents of bioceramics and 
dental implants . The crystal surface of synthetic and biological apatites is covered with a structured water layer [1] . It serves 
as an interface between mineral and proteinaceous compartments of hard tissues .  Hydroxyapatite contains intracrystalline 
structural OH groups . The minerals of bone, enamel, dentin and cementum contain ca . 21%, 73%, 18% and 18% of the 
structural OH groups, respectively, normally present in the stoichiometric hydroxyapatite [2,3] . It has been assumed that 
the content of the OH groups is dependent on the crystal size [4,5] .

Material and methods: Samples of synthetic hydroxyapatite were ground, without any solvent added, in a ball mill . The 
resulting apatites were found nanocrystalline with the crystal dimensions in the 20 – 100 nm range (TEM), the size being 
dependent on the grinding time . The samples were then analyzed using solid state 1H and 31P NMR .

Results and conclusions: The study showed that the grinding process severely affected both the amount of water 
feasible to be adsorbed on the crystal surface and the content of the structural OH groups located in the crystal lattice . The 
former value increased and the latter decreased on grinding . It has been found that the content of the structural OH groups 
in calcium hydroxyapatite decreases with the reduction of the crystal dimensions .

References
1 . S . Cazalbou, C . Combes, D . Eichert, C . Rey, J . Mater . Chem . 14 (2004) 2148 .
2 . G . Cho, Y . Wu, J .L . Ackerman, Science, 300(5622) (2003) 1123 .
3 . J . Kolmas, W . Kolodziejski, Chem . Commun . (2007) 4390 .
4 . J .D . Pasteris, B . Wopenka, J .J . Freeman, K . Rogers, E . Valsami-Jones, J .A . M . van der Houven, M .J . Silva, Biomaterials  
 25 (2004) 229 .
5 . B . Wopenka, J .D . Pasteris, Mater . Sci . Eng . C 25 (2005) 131 .
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The determination of the molecular configuration is an important task within the structure elucidation of pharmaceutical 
compounds . To determine the absolute configuration of a stereocenter, X-ray crystallography or VCD spectroscopy are 
the most common and most powerful tools . In the field of NMR, the use of chiral shift reagents, such as Mosher’s ester, 
Eu-complexes or Pirkle’s alcohol, contributed to the instruments for configuration determination . In the last decade, chiral 
liquid crystals have been introduced and exploited for the investigation of stereocenters[1-2] .

In the current study, we describe the application of PELG and PBLG liquid crystals together with 13C detected NMR 
experiments towards the discrimination of testosterone from 17-epitestosterone using the cross-fitting method[3] . A 
surprising effect was observed due to the degeneracy of orientations in the aligned state and the molecular symmetry 
during the analysis of 5a-dihydrotestosterone and 5b-dihydrotestosterone . In the end, an attempt was made to distinguish 
between 19-nortestosterone and ent-19-nortestosterone as has been described for (R)- and (S)-iboprufen[4] .

[1]  M . Sarfati, P . Lesot, D . Merlet, J . Courtieu Chem. Commun. 2000, 2069-2081 .
[2]  C .M . Thiele, Eur. J. Org. Chem. 2008, 34, 5673-5685 .
[3]  G . Kummerloewe, S . Schmitt, B . Luy Open. Spect. J. 2010, 4, 16-27 .
[4]  V .M . Marathias, G .J . Tawa, I . Goljer, A .C . Bach Chirality 2007, 19, 741-750 .
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nmr STrucTural inVESTigaTion of Drug loaDED Poly(buTylcyanoacrylaTE) nanoParTiclES

Galya Ivanova1, Margarita Simeonova2, Maria Rangel3

1REQUIMTE, Departamento de Química, Faculdade de Ciências, Universidade do Porto, Porto, Portugal, 2Department of Polymer Engineering, 
University of Chemical Technology and Metallurgy, Sofia, Bulgaria, 3REQUIMTE, Instituto de Ciências Biomédicas de Abel Salazar, 
Universidade do Porto, Porto, Portugal

The main challenge in the design of nanoparticles (NPs) as drug delivery systems is to obtain a higher therapeutic effect 
with minimal toxicity . The efficacy of drug loaded NPs is affected by the physicochemical properties of the drug and nano-
formulation and the interplay of these factors with the transport, binding and metabolism of the drug in the body .

Here we present results from NMR-based structural investigation of drug loaded poly(butylcyanoacrylate) NPs (PBCN) . 1H 
and 19F NMR was applied to study the structure and composition of PBCN loaded with daunorubicin (DAU), 5-fluorouracil 
(5FU) or mixtures of both, considering their potential as nanomedicines for cancer therapy .  Diffusion ordered NMR 
spectroscopy (1H and 19F DOSY) combined with spin-lattice relaxation time (T1) and nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) 
studies provided valuable structural information . The combination of these data allowed the description of the mechanisms 
of drug incorporation into the polymer matrix, drug – polymer interactions and therefore the overall structure of drug-
loaded NPs studied .The results confirm the coexistence of different types of drug inclusion into PBCN depending on the 
drug properties and method of drug loaded NPs preparation .  Three forms of DAU inclusion were defined: (i) association 
by H-bonds and/or dipole-charge interactions; (ii) physical entrapment; and (iii) adsorption on the surface of NPs . The 
study of 5FU loaded PBCN allowed determining the role of 5FU as an initiator of the anionic polymerization process by 
its nucleophilic centers (N-1 and N-3) . The existence of physically entrapped and covalently bonded to the polymer chains 
5FU was defined .

The results based on the NMR analysis indicate that the chemical composition and overall structure of drug loaded PBCN 
can be tuned by choosing a correct drug loading strategy . Due to the presence of the different modes of drugs inclusion, 
the PBCN are suitable for sustained and controlled delivery/release of DAU and 5FU .

This work has been carried out with the financial support of NSF/Bulgaria (DO 02-168/2008); FCT/ Portugal, contracts 
PTDC/SAU-FAR/111414/2009 and REDE/1517/RMN/2005 (with funds from POCI 2010 (FEDER) and FCT) .
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DETErmining ThE rElaTiVE STErEochEmiSTry of biologically acTiVE Poly-hyDroxylaTED 

PyrroliziDinonES anD PyrroliziDinES by nmr SPEcTroScoPy

Fernando Coelho, Kristerson Luna-Freire, Cláudio Tormena
University of Campinas, Institute of Chemistry, Dept. of Organic Chemistry, Campinas, São Paulo, Brazil

-Glicosidase inhibitors are important class of compounds that can be used for the treatment of several diseases . Natural 
and synthetic poly-hydroxylated pyrrolizidinones and pyrrolizidines are good candidates to be used as -glycosidase 
inhibitors . Recently, we have developed a new, simple and direct approach for the synthesis of poly-functionalized 
pyrrolizidinones and pyrrolizidines, based on a highly stereoselective group-directed Morita-Baylis-Hillman (MBH) reaction 
(Scheme 1) .1

 
Scheme 1 . Stereoselective group-directed 
Morita-Baylis-Hillman reaction

The stereoselectivity attained in this MBH 
reaction was rationalized through the data 
collected in NMR studies (Figure 1) .
 

Reference: 1 . Luna-Freire, K . R .; Tormena, C . F .; Coelho, F . Synlett 2011, 2059-2063 .
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nEW TyPE inhibiTor STuDiES of carbonic anhyDraSE uSing nmr  

anD molEcular moDElling

Alons Lends, Kristaps Jaudzems, Edvards Liepinsh
Latvian Institute of Organic Synthesis, Riga, Latvia

Carbonic anhydrases (CA) are proteins that are well-suited to serve as models in many types of studies in biophysics, 
bioanalysis, the physical-organic chemistry of inhibitor design, and medical chemistry . In vivo, these enzymes catalyze the 
hydration of CO2 and dehydration of bicarbonate . There are 16 different isoforms of CA, which are expressed in different 
cell types or compartments and a few of them are associated with disease development, e .g . CA IX is associated with 
cancer development and CA II is involved in glaucoma . These isoforms are promising drug targets, but it is important that 
the obtained inhibitors are very selective .

We expressed and purified from E. coli a 2H, 13C and 15N labeled mutant of CA II, which incorporates the active site 
mutations A65S and N67Q and is designed to mimic CA IX . We were able to assign 243 amino acid residues out of 245 
(not including 15 prolines) . Recently at our institute a new class of potentially selective CA IX inhibitors – sulfocoumarines 
– was discovered . We used 1D (1H, STD, WaterLOGSY) and 2D (15N-1H HSQC) NMR experiments to study the interactions 
of these compounds with CA . Based on protein backbone amide chemical shift perturbation data, we modeled the 3D 
structures of the protein-inhibitor complex using molecular docking (OPLS 2005 force field) . Chemical shift changes of the 
inhibitor suggested that sulfocoumarines bind in an open form and the sulfate group interacts with the zinc ion . The ligand 
additionally forms a hydrogen bond between a hydroxyl group and a threonine located in the active site . We also observed 
that the backbone amide signals of some amino acid residues disappeared from the HSQC spectra during the titrations, 
indicating a possible conformational change upon ligand binding .

This work was supported by the ESF project No . 2009/0197/1DP/1 .1 .1 .2 .0/09/APIA/VIAA/014
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fragmEnT-baSED DiScoVEry of noVEl PlaSmEPSin ii inhibiTorS by nmr ScrEEning

Martins Otikovs, Kristaps Jaudzems, Edvards Liepinsh
Latvian Institute of Organic Synthesis, Riga, Latvia

Malaria, one of the major re-emerging parasitic diseases, is caused by protozoal parasites belonging to the genus 
plasmodia . To date, resistance has emerged towards all classes of antimalarial drugs except artemisinins, although 
artemisinin-resistant parasites are starting to appear in some regions . Hence, drugs with novel mechanisms of action are 
desperately needed to combat the disease . However, large pharma companies are not urging to invest in the development 
of new antimalarial drugs due to low purchasing power of the potential consumers .

We chose plasmepsin II, an aspartic protease essential in ensuring Plasmodium falciparum life cycle, as target for 
development of new antimalarial drugs . We used NMR spectroscopy to screen a library of 1000 fragment-like compounds 
against plasmepsin II . Three different NMR experiments were used (T1ρ, WaterLOGSY and STD) to detect protein-ligand 
binding . In each of these experiments changes of different parameters for ligands in bound and free state are observed . 
The combined use of such essentially different experiments decreases the possibility of false positives . To probe that the 
binding is specific to the plasmepsin II active site all hits were tested in competition experiments with a known inhibitor .

We show that our approach is successful in identifying micro-molar fragment hits against plasmepsin II . The binders were 
confirmed using surface plasmon resonance and enzymatic bioassay . The binding pose was determined by molecular 
docking to guide further hit optimization . In parallel we are also working on the NMR assignment of plasmepsin II that will 
facilitate the hit optimization process . We show that we were able to express the protein using 2H, 13C and 15N labelling, and 
to record heteronuclear triple resonance NMR data .

Acknowledgments: We thank EU European Regional Development Fund (through project 2DP/2 .1 .1 .1 .0/10/APIA/
VIAA/074) and the EC 7th FP Project Bio-NMR (number: 261863) for financial support and for access to the 1 GHz NMR 
spectrometer at the Center for High-Field NMR in Lyon, France .
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ProTEin camouflagE in cyTochromE c-calixarEnE comPlExES

Róise E . McGovern1, Humberto Fernandes2, Amir R . Khan2, Nicholas P . Power1, Peter B . Crowley1

1National University of Ireland, Galway, Galway, Ireland, 2Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland

Molecules that target the cationic side chains of lysine and arginine have potential as generic protein surface binders .1 

Lysine recognition, in particular, is important given the prevalent roles of histones (bearing modified lysines) in the regulation 
of gene expression .2 Here, the complex formed between the lysine-rich cytochrome c (cyt c) and p-sulfonatocalix[4]arene 
(sclx4) is reported .3

An NMR titration (Figure 1A) of 15N-labelled cyt c with sclx4 suggests that the ligand is sampling at least two binding 
regions on the protein surface, with Kd values in the 0 .6-1 .8 mM range . A crystal structure of the complex, involving two 
molecules of cyt c and three molecules of sclx4, was determined to 1 .4 Å (Figure 1B) . The features of the binding sites, all 
of which involve one or more Lys side chains, will be presented . The potential of sclx4 to generate protein assemblies and 
to camouflage protein surfaces will also be discussed .

Key references:
(1)  Renner et al . Journal of the American Chemical Society 2005, 128, 620
(2)  Li et al . Nature 2006, 442, 7098
(3)  McGovern et al . Nature Chemistry 2012, In Press

547Th
nmr aSSignmEnT of ThE 30 kDa fucoSE-binDing lEcTin from ralSTonia SolanacEarum

Pawel Antonik1, Alex Volkov2, Ursula Broder1, Nico van Nuland2, Peter Crowley1

1School of Chemistry, NUI Galway, Galway, Ireland, 2Jean Jeener NMR Centre, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium

Ralstonia solanacearum is a worldwide distributed plant pathogen, responsible for lethal wilting in a wide range of 
agriculultural crops . Lectins are a family of proteins, known for their carbohydrate-binding activity .

RSL (30 kDa trimer) is a fucose-binding lectin,1 which is involved in the attachment of Ralstonia to cell walls in plant host . 
In the present study, NMR experiments were carried out to assign the 1H,15N HSQC spectrum of RSL . This task is essential 
as it provides a useful “fingerprint” for future studies .

A set of 2D and 3D NMR spectra has been acquired in order to perform the assignments for both RSL-mannose and RSL-
fucose complexes . In addition, NMR titrations with mannose and fucose have been performed, to attribute chemical shifts 
to amino acids in the active sites .

This is the first report of the spectrum which describes the RSL backbone amide (N-H) . The results will aid the identification 
of inhibitors of RSL that function by blocking the sugar-binding site . Such inhibitors could be further developed to prevent 
pathogen binding in crops .
1Kostlánová et al . J. Biol. Chem. 2005, 280, 27839-49 .

Figure 1: Spectral region from overlaid 1H-15N 
HSQC spectra of cyt c in the presence of increasing 
concentrations of sclx4 (A). Crystal structure of cyt c-sclx4 
complex (B). Cyt c is represented as a cartoon. Lysine 
side chains, sclx4, and heme groups are represented as 
sticks.
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“TauTomEric SWiTching” in anion rEcEPTorS PromoTES rEmarkablE binDing SElEcTiViTy

Neil Wells1, Jennifer Hiscock1, Mark Light1, Marco Wenzel1, Noemie Lalaoui2, Philip Gale1

1University of Southampton, Southampton, UK, 2Universite Paris Descartes, Paris, France

Dibenzoimidazoleurea anion receptors (1) have been shown to change their anion-binding motif according to the basicity 
of the anion via a “tautomeric switch” process and in the process exhibit remarkable binding selectivity:1

A similar phenomenon has been observed in a series of pseudo-guanidinium receptors (2) using a combination of 
multidimensional NMR experiments and NMR titration studies .
 

1 .  P . A . Gale, J . R . Hiscock, N . Lalaoui, M . E . Light, N . J . Wells, M . Wenzel, Org. Biomol. Chem. 2012, Advance Article .  
 DOI: 10 .1039/C1OB06800H

549Tu
STrucTural characTErizaTion WiTh nmr of DEriVaTizED DExTranS aS cancEr DiagnoSTic agEnTS

Dimitra Benaki1, Christos Zikos2, Charalambos Tsoukalas2, Christos Liolios2, Chrysoula-Evangelia 
Karachaliou2, Penelope Bouziotis2, Evangelia Livaniou2, Minas Papadopoulos2, Ioannis Pirmettis2,  
Maria Pelecanou1

1Institute of Biology, NCSR “Demokritos”, Athens 15310, Greece, 2Institute of Radioisotopes & Radiodiagnostic Products, NCSR “Demokritos”, 
Athens 15310, Greece

Linear dextrans of MW 10-70 kDa are among the nanoparticle systems currently explored for cancer diagnosis and therapy being 
inexpensive, stable, easily derivatizable, and of low pharmacological activity and toxicity . The hydrophilic surface of dextran allows 
for long circulation times and effective transport to the tumor site while properly attached targeting molecules, which specifically bind 
to surface epitopes or receptors at the tumor site, ensure tumor localization .

In the present work, two dextran (MW approx . 34 kDa) derivatives have been designed and synthesized having as base the 
incorporation of reactive cysteine moieties on the dextran backbone . The first derivative carries mannose moieties for targeting the 
mannose receptors of sentinel lymph nodes, the first site of tumor metastasis . The second derivative carries a cysteinyl-analogue of 
bombesin, a 14-peptide used as tumor marker for small cell lung carcinoma, gastric cancer, and neuroblastoma .

The final products and all intermediates were characterized with NMR employing an array of 1H-1H and 1H-13C correlation 
experiments, carried out on a Bruker AVANCE 500 MHz spectrometer .  For bombesin, the sequential assignment strategy was used 
to identify the amino acid spin systems and fully assign the 1H resonances . NMR is the only means of characterization of dextran 
nanoparticles that cannot be crystallized for X-ray analysis, and, in addition, are not amenable to MS analysis due to their polymeric 
nature that generates in each synthetic step mixtures of dextrans differing in the degree of substitution .

For application of the dextran derivatives in cancer radiodiagnosis, complexation of the remaining free cysteine moieties with 
technetium-99m, the most commonly used radioisotope in clinical practice, was effected . The structural characterization of the 
complexed dextran derivatives was achieved with NMR through the employment of rhenium, a non-radioactive analogue of 
techentium-99m . Upon complexation, the cysteine moiety gives broad peaks (typical for cysteine complexes) and characteristic 1H 
and 13C shifts, that allow the identification and quantification of the chelated cysteine moieties present on dextran .
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nmr characTErizaTion of S-niTroSo-β-cycloDExTrin DEriVaTiVES

Linda Piras, Theodossis A . Theodossiou, Yannis G . Lazarou, Konstantina Yannakopoulou
NCSR “Demokritos”, Aghia Paraskevi, Attiki, Greece

Cyclodextrins (CDs) are cyclic oligosaccharides able to capture in their molecular cavity a variety of small organic molecules, 
thus several CDs have been approved for medical applications as drugs carriers . Selective modification of the CD hydroxyls 
provides functional derivatives that may merge the action arising from the fuctionalisation with the cavity binding capacity . 
In the present work, mono-6-S-nitrosothiol-β-cyclodextrin (bmSNO) and per-6-S-nitrosothiol-β-cyclodextrin (bpSNO) were 
prepared, designed to combine light-triggered and regulated release of nitric oxide (NO) with drug-carrying capacity by 
complexation with a chemotherapeutic agent in the CD cavity .

RSNO compounds are typically unstable due to facile NO release (e .g . under mild heating), thus they can only be 
characterized spectroscopically . Although UV-Vis spectra of RSNOs display two characteristic bands, the structure can 
only be described with NMR spectroscopy . The SNO-CDs were prepared in situ from an acidified solution of the thiols, 
bmSH and bpSH, and Na15NO2in DMSO solution . The 13C NMR spectra showed clear signal shifts due to the –SH to –SNO 
transformation (from ~26 ppm to ~35 .3 ppm) . A one pulse as well as inverse gated decoupling sequences provided 15N 
NMR signals of comparable intensity indicating no 1H-15N 3J coupling .  Both bmSNO and bpSNO appeared as broad peaks 
at ~ 800 ppm, close to the frequency of the S15NO resonance of a reference compound, S-nitroso-glutathione (GS15NO) at 
804 ppm . The broadening of the GS15NO resonance (185 Hz), compared with that of residual nitrite, is attributed to syn- to 
anti-conformation exchange of–S15N=O . This could also account for the severe broadening of the S15NO signals of the 
SNO-CDs, in which additional conformations can be expected via possible rotations about the C6-SNO bond as well as 
cavity inclusion of the lipophilic SNO group(s) . Indeed, analyzing the J-coupling patterns of the precursor, mono-SH-βCD, 
using limiting J values derived from the Haasnoot-Altona equation, the corresponding populations of the lowest energy 
conformations about the C5-C6 bond, gauche-gauche (gg) and gauche-trans, were found 33% and 67%, respectively, 
suggesting that the –SH group is rotated mostly toward the cavity . Finally the chemotherapeutic tamoxifen enters the CD 
cavity without disturbing the SNO integrity, as was shown by 2D ROESY spectra .

 

551Th
nmr SPEcTroScoPic anD molEcular inTEracTion STuDiES of incrETin PEPTiDE - giP

Kalyana Venneti, Chandralal Hewage
UCD School of Biomolecular and Biomedical Science, UCD Centre for Synthesis and Chemical Biology, UCD Conway institute, University 
College Dublin, Belfield, Dublin 4, Ireland

Diabetes and its related disorders are a major threat to the global community . In this regard, incretin hormones play an 
important role for secreting insulin for the beta-cell . One of the hormones, glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide 
(GIP) is a gastrointestinal hormone that stimulates insulin secretion by interacting with a G-protein coupled receptor located 
in pancreatic -cell . Due to its glucose lowering and insulinotropic properties, GIP is considered as a potential target for 
treating type 2 diabetes . In our laboratory, we identified the solution structures of GIP in various solution conditions including 
membrane mimicking media using NMR spectroscopy and computational modelling techniques . In order to exploit the 
potential of GIP for diabetes therapy, we focus our research on understanding the hormone-receptor interactions . In this 
work using NMR based docking approach we have determined the likely docking position of the hormone with its receptor 
binding region and revealed a likely interaction of GIP amino acid side chains with specific residues on the extra cellular 
domain from the GIP receptor . These results provide a basic understanding of the interaction mechanism of GIP with its 
receptor that can be useful for studying the development of peptide or non-peptide drugs for treating type 2 diabetes and 
other related disorders .

Reference
Venneti K, Hewage C, Regulatory Peptides, submitted
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carbon-13 nmr STuDiES of ProTEaSE inhibiTor comPlExES

J . Paul G . Malthouse, Nicole Howe, Mariangela Ceruso, Teodolinda Petrillo, Catrina O’Donohoe,  
Jennifer Cleary
University College Dublin, UCD School of Biomolecular and Biomedical Science, UCD Centre for Synthesis and Chemical Biology, UCD 
Conway Institute, University College Dublin, Belfield, Dublin 4, Ireland

Catalysis by proteases involves formation or breakdown of a tetrahedral intermediate [1] . In the serine [1,3,5,6] and cysteine 
proteases [2] an enzyme nucleophile reacts with the peptide carbonyl carbon to form a tetrahedral intermediate while 
with the aspartyl [4] and metalloproteases [7]water reacts with the peptide carbonyl to form the tetrahedral intermediate . 
Inhibitors that mimic these tetrahedral intermediates are expected to be potent protease inhibitors .

We will show how we have used 13C NMR to show how the glyoxal group (RCOCHO) [1,2,3,4,5,6,7] and carboxyl group 
(COOH) [8] interacts with different classes of proteases .

References
[1]  Malthouse, J .P .G . Biochem. Soc. Trans ., 35, 566-570, (2007) .
[2]  Lowther, J ., Djurdjevic-Pahl, A ., Hewage, C . and Malthouse, J .P .G . Biochem . J., 366, 983-987, (2002) .
[3]  Spink E ., Cosgrove S ., Rogers L ., Hewage C ., Malthouse J .P .G, J. Biol. Chem., 282, 7852-7861, (2007) .
[4]  Cosgrove, S ., Rogers, L ., Hewage, C .M . and Malthouse, J .P .G ., Biochemistry, 46,11205-15, (2007) .
[5]  Spink, E ., Hewage, C .M . and Malthouse, J .P .G ., Biochemistry, 46, 1268-12874 (2007) .
[6]  Howe, N ., Rogers, L ., Hewage, C . and Malthouse, J .P .G ., Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, 1794, 1251-125, (2009) .
[7]  Howe, N ., Ceruso, M ., Spink E . and Malthouse, J .P .G ., Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, 1814, 1394-1403, (2011) .
[8]  Ceruso, M ., Howe, N . and Malthouse, J .P .G ., Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, 1824, 303-310, (2012) .
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Yarava Jayasubba Reddy1, K .V Ramanathan2

1Indian Institute of science, Bangalore, India, 2NMR Research Centre, Bangalore, India

The tremendous success of solution state NMR in deciphering structures of chemical and biological molecules have 
been largely due experiments that could map proton – proton proximities both through scalar and dipolar couplings . 
Similar approaches to study molecular structures in solids have been hampered mainly by the presence of very large 
proton-proton dipolar couplings . However, for the case of partially ordered and fully rigid systems the methodology is 
undergoing evolution . This is due to the requirement that the homonuclear dipolar couplings need to be eliminated while 
retaining chemical shifts and the heteronuclear couplings . In the case of protons, the presence of very strong proton-
proton interactions requires special techniques and developments in this regard have been continuing . Multiple quantum 
correlation spectroscopy in the case of rigid and semi rigid systems can provide useful proximity information, as the 
coherences can be generated between dipolar coupled spin systems . Here, we present our efforts in utilizing proton double 
quantum and carbon single quantum correlation experiments for the case of static oriented liquid crystal samples and rigid 
biological samples . Correlations based on both scalar and dipolar couplings are being explored .

Such experiments have the following advantages, viz ., (a) provide more definite assignments; (b) uncertainties in proton 
chemical shifts can be reduced by making redundant information available due to possibilities of several DQ cross peaks 
present for the same carbon; (c) provide chemical shifts of protons, bonded to some other atoms such as the amide 
protons; (d) enable 13C-13C correlation . The application of this technique to 5CB liquid crystal and Glutathione tri peptide 
(GSH) will be presented .
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nEW inSighTS inTo ThE SPaTial ProximiTiES bETWEEn SPin-1/2 anD quaDruPolar nuclEi uSing 

D-hmqc TEchniquE incorPoraTing DiffErEnT rEcouPling SEquEncES

Gregory Tricot, Olivier Lafon, Julien Trébosc, Laurent Delevoye, François Méar, Xingyu Lu,  
Lionel Montagne, Jean-Paul Amoureux
UCCS, Univ. Lille Nord de France, Lille, France

We show that valuable and unreported information on the spatial proximities between spin-1/2 nuclei, such as 31P, 13C 
or 1H, and quadrupolar nuclei, such as 27Al, 11B or 51V, can be obtained using D-HMQC .1 This method alleviates the 
main limitations of the CP-HETCOR technique: it is robust to rf-field inhomogeneity, MAS frequency fluctuations, spread 
in resonance frequencies and in quadrupolar coupling constants . Moreover, it does not require complicated and time-
consuming optimization procedures, and is efficient at high magnetic field . These advantages permitted (i) to probe 31P-27Al 
proximities in P2O5-doped alumino-silicateglass, (ii) to record hetero-nuclear correlation 2D spectrum showing proximities 
between 31P nuclei and both tri- and tetragonal 11B sites and (iii) to record the first 31P-51V correlation 2D spectrum .

Furthermore, we show that the choice of the heteronuclear recoupling sequence depends on the magnitude of homonuclear 
dipolar interactions between the spin-1/2 nuclei .2 SFAM-1 must be employed for weak homonuclear dipolar interactions, 
whereas SR 4 2

1 recoupling has to be used for D-HMQC involving 1H or 19F .

1  G . Tricot et al Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys . 2011, 13, 16786
2  X . Lu et al J. Chem. Phys. submitted
 

Fig. (a) D-HMQC sequence, 
Observation of 11B-31P proximities in 
borophosphate glass using (b) CP-
HETCOR and (c) D-HMQC.
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1New York University, New York, NY, USA, 2Schlumberger Doll Research, Cambridge, MA, USA

The quadrupolar coupling (fQ) of Na+ can be used as a probe for the electric field gradient around the ions in solution or 
in different media . Since the formation rocks in oil reservoirs are occasionally saturated with highly concentrated NaCl 
brine, studying the dynamics of Na+ using NMR offers the opportunity to assess the petrophysical properties of the rock . 
However, conventional multiple-quantum filtered experiments give spectra with poor signal-to-noise ratios, possibly due 
to a distribution of quadrupolar couplings as well as chemical shifts, making it impossible to extract coupling information . 
In this presentation, we show a method based on the quadrupolar jump-and-return (QJR) sequence to demonstrate the 
existence of a distribution of quadrupolar couplings as well as the chemical shift (or susceptibility) distribution of the 23Na 
brine signals in rock .

The QJR sequence selectively detects quadrupolar nuclei with quadrupolar coupling . 
[1] When the sequence is applied in 2D fashion to examine 10% NaCl brine saturated 
rock samples, each produces unique spectrum .  The 2D QJR spectrum of Berea 
sandstone (Figure), for example exhibits diagonal peaks, which contain information 
regarding the quadrupolar coupling that is usually unattainable from double quantum 
filtered experiments . On the other hand, no diagonal peaks are observed in the 2D 
QJR spectrum from Indiana limestone, which is consistent with the assumption that 
sodium is repelled from the surface due to the positively charged pore surface .

[1]  Lee, J . S .; Regatte, R . R .; Jerschow, A. J Magn Reson 2009, 200, 126-129 .
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orDEr rESonanT rEcouPling
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Long-range distance restraints are paramount for obtaining the correct fold and structure of biomolecules by solid-state NMR . 
Polarization transfer based on second-order recoupling sequence play an important role in obtaining long-range distance restraints 
in biomolecules . Despite the smaller magnitude of couplings resulting from second-order cross-terms at higher MAS frequency, 
sequences based on second-order cross terms remain popular because they are less sensitive to dipolar truncation which is 
commonly observed in application of first-order recoupling sequences to uniformly labeled biomolecules . Several second-order 
recoupling sequences between homo/heteronuclear dipolar couplings have been reported in the literature . e .g . PDSD1, DARR2, 
the CHHC/NHHC experiments, PAR3, PAIN-CP4, MIRROR5 and RESORT6 . These sequences can be classified as non-resonant 
or resonant sequences based on the requirement to match a rf-field amplitude or a modulation frequency to the MAS frequency .

The PAR (homonuclear) and PAIN-CP (heteronuclear) sequences exploit the cross terms between two heteronuclear dipolar 
couplings for magnetization transfer and this mechanism was termed as third-spin assisted recoupling (TSAR) where the third 
passive spin is usually a proton . The PAIN transfer is always accompanied by a PAR transfer and gives, therefore, rise to additional 
relay peaks in a two-dimensional heteronuclear N-C correlation spectra .

We propose a new heteronuclear second-order recoupling sequence based on the principles of RESORT . The sequence dubbed 
heteronuclear-RESORT promotes heteronuclear polarization transfer while at the same time suppressing homonuclear polarization 
transfer . The heteronuclear-RESORT experiment has been analytically analyzed in the framework of quadri-modal Floquet 
theory and the effective Hamiltonian at different resonance conditions will be discussed . Through simulations and experiments, a 
comparison of the heteronuclear polarization-transfer efficiency with the homonuclear polarization transfer at different resonance 
conditions will be shown . As a practical application, data on U-[13C,15N] Ubiquitin and a mixed sample of [U-15N]/[U-13C] Crh samples 
will be presented .

References: (1) Suter, D .; Ernst, R . R . Phys. Rev. B 1985, 32, 5608 . (2) Takegoshi, K .; Nakamura, S .; Terao, T . Chem. Phys. Lett. 2001, 
344, 631 . (3) De Paepe, G .; Lewandowski, J . R .; Loquet, A .; Bockmann, A .; Griffin, R . G . J. Chem. Phys. 2008, 129 . (4) Lewandowski, 
J . R .; De Paepe, G .; Griffin, R . G . J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2007, 129, 728 . (5) Scholz, I .; Huber, M .; Manolikas, T .; Meier, B . H .; Ernst, M . 
Chem. Phys. Lett. 2008, 460, 278 . (6) Scholz, I .; Meier, B . H .; Ernst, M . Chem Phys Lett 2010, 485, 335 .
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mEaSurEmEnT of 27al-13c DiSTancES uSing oVErcouPlED rESonaTorS anD S-rESPDor ExPErimEnT

Frédérique Pourpoint1, Julien Trébosc1, Régis Gauvin1, Qiang Wang2, Olivier Lafon1, Feng Deng2, 
Amoureux Jean-Paul1
1UCCS, CNRS-8181, University Lille North of France, Villeneuve d’Ascq, France, 2State Key Laboratory of Magnetic Resonance and Atomic 
Molecular Physics, Wuhan Institute of Physics and Mathematics, Wuhan, China

Following a lack of inquiry concerning the proximities between nuclei exhibiting close Larmor frequencies, intend is to develop a new 
solid state NMR method to reach this structural information between nuclei, such as 27Al and 13C, which differ by only 3 .6% in Larmor 
frequencies . Over-coupled resonators are used allowing the tuning and matching of the X channel of the double resonance 1HX probe 
at the 27Al and 13C Larmor frequencies . This device permits the successive irradiation of 27Al and 13C isotopes in a pulse sequence 
and we demonstrate 27Al-13C J-HMQC, D-HMQC and S-RESPDOR experiments . The J-HMQC provides information on 27Al-13C 

connectivities, the D-HMQC allows probing the 27Al-13C proximities qualitatively and 
the 13C-27Al S-RESPDOR yields accurate Al-C distances . We show that in 13C natural 
abundance, this approach allows the measurement of Al-C distances of 216 pm for 
the covalent bond in lithium tetra-alkyl-aluminate, which is commonly used as a co-
catalyst in olefin polymerization processes, and ranging from 274 to 381 pm for the 
three carbons in aluminum lactate . These methods are expected to be useful for the 
characterization of supported heterogeneous catalysts, which lack long-range order . 
It will help to bring further understanding in the nature of the Al-C bond in terms of 
distances and hence, of reactivity .

1 F . Pourpoint et al . Phys . Chem . Chem . Phys . submitted

Figure1: a) Simulation depicting transfer efficiency of RESORT and Het-
RESORT as a function of 1H r.f field at a particular resonance condition. B) 
Overlay of PAIN (black) and Het-RESORT spectra for U-[13C,15N] Ubiquitin

Figure: 13C-27Al S-RESPDOR fraction 
curve of Li[Al(CH3)3(CH2Si(CH3)3)]
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local STrucTurES of rarE EarTh (rE=la, y, lu, Sc) aluminoSilicaTE     

glaSSES ExPlorED by mulTinuclEar SoliD-STaTE nmr
Aleksander Jaworski, Bholanath Pahari, Shahriar Iftekhar, Baltzar Stevensson, Kirill Okhotnikov,  
Mattias Edén
Physical Chemistry Division, Department of Materials and Environmental Chemistry, Arrhenius Laboratory, SE-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden

Thanks to their high glass transition temperatures and beneficial mechanical and optical properties coupled with an 
excellent corrosion resistance, rare earth (RE) aluminosilicate (AS) glasses of the ternary RE2O3—Al2O3—SiO2 systems 
constitute host materials in a multitude of optical devices, and are suggested for radioactive waste confinement . Many 
physical properties of RE AS glasses, such as their micro-hardness and Youngs modulus enhance for increasing RE3+ 

cation field strength, CFS=z/r², where z and r denotes the charge and radius of the cation, respectively .

Here we compare the network structures of RE2O3—Al2O3—SiO2 (RE = La, Y, Lu, Sc) glasses, as explored primarily by 
27Al and 29Si magic-angle-spinning (MAS) NMR . We elucidate the dependence of the local structural features of RE AS 
glasses on variations of their RE/Al/Si cation composition, as well as the RE3+ CFS, where the latter increases along the 
series La3+<Y3+<Lu3+<Sc3+ .

Narrowed 29Si resonances reveal an AS network ordering for an increase in either the RE or Al content of the glass . Al mainly 
assumes tetrahedral coordination, but significant fractions of AlO5 and AlO6 polyhedra are present in all structures . The 
relative populations of higher Al coordinations grow for increasing RE3+ CFS, where the AlO5 fractions typically constitutes 
<10% in the La—Al—Si—O glasses, but >30% in their Sc-based counterparts . The local 29Si and 27Al environments, as 
reflected by chemical shifts and quadrupolar couplings, are overall similar in all samples associated with a constant nRE/
nSi molar ratio, except for unexpectedly shielded 29Si NMR signals observed from the Sc–Al–Si–O glasses . Further, 45Sc 
isotropic chemical shifts derived from MAS spectra acquired at different magnetic fields and from triple-quantum (3QMAS) 
NMR experiments are typical for ScO6 environments .

 

559Th
EnhancED TWo-DimEnSional corrElaTion SPEcTroScoPy of quaDruPolar nuclEi uSing 

Dynamic nuclEar PolarizaTion; mEThoDS anD aPPlicaTionS

Daniel Lee1, Hiroki Takahashi1, Jean-Phillipe Dacquin2, Michel Bardet1, Olivier Lafon2, Gaël De Paëpe1

1Laboratoire de Chimie Inorganique et Biologique (SCIB), UMR-E 3 CEA / UJF-Grenoble 1, Institut Nanosciences et Cryogénie (INAC), 
Grenoble, France, 2UCCS, CNRS-8181, University Lille Nord de France, Villeneuve d’Ascq, France

Porous materials are a cornerstone of the chemical industry since they can be employed 
in heterogeneous catalysis, separation processes, sensors, photonics, biomaterials etc . 
However, their rational design is currently limited by the lack of applicable atomic-level 
characterisation methods . NMR spectroscopy presents itself as a technique that is able 
to provide detailed information on the atomic-level structure and dynamics of these often 
disordered systems . Nevertheless, the intrinsic insensitivity of NMR prevents the examination 
of interfaces; these regions being crucial to the properties of porous materials .

The presented work shows how dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP), in combination with 
state-of-the-art solid-state NMR methodologies, can be used to overcome this limitation . In 
this study the gain in sensitivity using DNP in the analysis of a specimen of mesoporous 
alumina significantly reduced required experimental times by a factor of approximately 400 . 
This allowed the fast acquisition of data that were previously deemed unrealistic . Interface-
selective, two-dimensional homonuclear dipolar correlation spectra were recorded using 
the BR21

2 recoupling sequence on the quadrupolar nucleus, aluminium-27, in only 4 hours . 
These spectra elucidated the connections between surface aluminium sites, in particular 
the catalytically important aluminium-V site . The importance of heteronuclear decoupling 
during this method is illustrated along with an investigation into the nature of protons close 
to the interfacial aluminium sites . Also detailed is an evaluation into the determination of the 
proximity of each aluminium site to the surface by means of a comparison between intensity, 
T2* and T2’ measurements and a critique of the use of cross-polarisation build-up curves for 
analyses in similar systems .
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ThErmoDynamic iSoToPE EffEcTS in ThE 2h nmr SPEcTra of  

ParTially DEuTEraTED amino aciDS

Gerard Harbison, Monica Kinde
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, USA

Full and partial deuteration of methyl (–CD3) and ammonium (–ND3+) is widely used in both solid- and liquid state NMR 
to study dynamics and reduce proton linewidths . Implicit in such studies are the assumptions that deuteration is non-
perturbative, and that anisotropic NMR interactions are averaged by rapid rotation or hopping between all three sites of the 
–CD3 or –ND3+ group .  Neither assumption is fully valid .

We selectively deuterium-labelled three crystalline amino acids on the ammonium group with deuterium percentages from 
10% to ~ 99% . In all three cases, the 1H decoupled deuterium powder spectra show a non-zero asymmetry parameter 
η because the three deuteration sites have different hydrogen bond strengths, and the ammonium group lacks perfect 
threefold rotational symmetry . Both factors lead to imperfect three-fold averaging, which ideally should give an axially 
symmetric spectrum reduced in width by a factor of 3 from that of a static deuteron . Significantly, however, we find that 
the measured value of η itself depends of the level of deuteration . In all three amino-acids, 10% deuterated samples, 
in which the predominant deuterium-containing species is –NDH2+, show substantially larger values of η than fully 
deuterated samples . In L-alanine, for example, η increases from 0 .18 to 0 .23 between –ND3+ and NDH2+ . At higher levels 
of deuteration, we can observe distinct singularities in a single spectrum for the three deuterated isotopomers .

The most plausible explanation for this phenomenon is a thermodynamic isotope effect . Because of the uncertainty 
principle, deuterons are sterically substantially smaller than protons, and they also have lower zero-point energies . They 
tend to partition into weak hydrogen bonds (which have large zero-point energies, as well as larger 2H quadrupole coupling 
constants) and out of strong hydrogen bonds . For this reason, the deuteron in an  –NDH2+ group will spend less than 1/3 
of its time in the strongest hydrogen bond with the smallest CQ,  and more than 1/3 in the weakest hydrogen bond, with the 
largest CQ . This results in a substantial perturbation of the motionally averaged spectrum from that of the 

–ND3+ group, in which each deuteron must by symmetry spend exactly 1/3 of its time in each of the three sites . Full 
thermochemical quantum mechanical calculations reproduce these isotope effects in a reasonably quantitative fashion .

 

562WE
naTural abunDancE 43ca SoliD STaTE nmr in minEralS anD maTErialS of biological origin

Igor Moudrakovski, John Ripmeester
National Research Council, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Calcium is one of the most abundant elements in the nature with a prominent significance to the life . The only NMR active 
isotope 43Ca is notoriously difficult to study due to its low natural abundance (0 .135%) and small magnetogyric ratio . 
Even with very high magnetic fields available today, natural abundance 43Ca Solid State (SS) NMR requires substantial 
efforts and remains largely under-explored . In this work natural abundance 43Ca SS NMR at 21 T was employed to obtain 
information about calcium environment in a variety of minerals and materials of biological origin . The spectra of biogenic 
materials were compared to the spectra of calcium compounds with known structure that commonly considered as 
models for calcium environment in biological material . We demonstrate that the 43Ca SS NMR is capable to distinguish 
Ca in a different chemical environment of biological materials of diverse origin . A variety of common mineral such as 
sulfates, silicates and phosphates have been also explored . The spectral assignments were assisted by the first principles 
calculations of the chemical shift and quadrupolar tensors of studied nuclei . The calculations were performed using the 
Gauge Included Projector Augmented Wave (GIPAW) approach1 with periodic boundary conditions (CASTEP2) . In some 
cases an almost quantitative agreement was observed between the experimental and calculated parameters, and the 
calculations were of major assistance in interpreting the experimental data . The potential and the utility of 43Ca SS NMR in 
studies of biological materials and minerals will be discussed .

1 .  Pickard, C .J .; Mauri, F . Phys. Rev. B 63, 2001, 245101 .
2 .  S . J . Clark, M . D . Segall, C . J . Pickard et al . Zeit. Krystallogr., 220, 2005, 567 .
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Luminita Duma1, Monique Chan-Huot2, Quentin Llopis1, Stephen Wimperis3, Geoffrey Bodenhausen4

1ENS, Paris, France, 2Curie Institute, Orsay, France, 3School of Chemistry and WestCHEM, Glasgow, UK, 4Institute of Chemical Sciences and 
Engineering, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland

The spin I = 1 deuterium (2H) nucleus has been one of the most widely exploited quadrupolar nuclei in solid-state NMR 
studies of molecular order and dynamics . The 2H quadrupolar interaction, which generally ranges from 150 to 250 kHz, 
dominates the lineshapes and is very sensitive to molecular motion over a wide kinetic window . 2H MAS NMR leads to an 
increase in both sensitivity and resolution and hence allows the site-specific study of dynamic processes .

In this work, we use 2H MAS NMR to monitor the dynamics of the labile deuterons of -oxalic acid dihydrate and L-histidine 
monohydrate hydrochloride, which were obtained by recrystallization in heavy water . For these two samples, we measured 
the 2H Zeeman spin-lattice (T1Z) and quadrupolar (T1Q) spin-lattice relaxation times under MAS at different temperatures 
for all 2H sites . At low temperatures, the envelope of the spinning sideband manifold forms a powder-pattern-like lineshape . 
Direct experimental evidence of dynamics can then be obtained by comparing the anisotropy of T1Z and T1Q . We also 
recorded a series of single-quantum (SQ) and double-quantum (DQ) two-dimensional 2H MAS spectra that can reveal 
processes occurring on a slower, microsecond timescale .

Different T1Z values were obtained for the various non-degenerate 2H sites in each of the two compounds, suggesting the 
absence of MAS-induced spin diffusion . We experienced difficulties related to the measurement of 2H T1Q under MAS using 
broadband Jeener-Broekaert experiments and these will be discussed . Differences between the 2H SQ and DQ linewidths 
clearly indicate intermediate-timescale motions for D2O in -oxalic acid dihydrate and ND3+ in L-histidine monohydrate 
hydrochloride . The motions responsible for the line broadening are believed to be 180° flips around the C2 axis of D2O 
molecules and 3-site 120° jumps for ND3+ groups . The temperature dependence of the ND3+ SQ linewidths and T1Z obey a 
simple Arrhenius-type relation that gives access to the activation energy of the dynamic process .

564mo
characTErizaTion of ThE 1h DoublE quanTum fouriEr anD laPlacE SPEcTra  

of agED naTural rubbEr SamPlES

Dumitrita Corpodean (Moldovan)1, Radu Fechete1, Dan Eugen Demco2

1Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, Cluj-Napoca, Romania, 2DWI at RWTH-Aachen Univerisity, Aachen, Germany

In the last years the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and relaxometry has been used effectively in the 
analysis of aged natural rubber (NR) samples . The DQ build-up curves for a series of cross-linked natural rubber samples 
[1] naturally aged during six years is presented and characterized . These curves of ages NR samples presents two peaks 
which can’t be describes by classical functions . The effect of one year of aging in natural conditions can be observed 
by the apparition of a new component in the DQ build-up curve as a small shoulder shifted to larger time while the six 
years aging present a larger effect mostly on samples with low values of cross-link density . A successful approach in the 
analysis of multiple component DQ curves is via DQ Fourier and Laplace spectra . A dedicated program written in C++ was 
used to obtain the DQ Fourier spectra using a correction term . This can be described by the distributions of the residual 
dipolar coupling constants characteristic to the distributions of the end-to-end vector associated to the natural rubber 
polymer network . The deconvolution of DQ Fourier spectra with a sum of four Gaussian distributions are presented and 
characterized for the entire series of aged natural rubber samples . The DQ Fourier spectra obtained from the DQ build-up 
curves treated in the approximation of spin -½ pair and the dependence of the correction effective relaxation time values 
function of cross-link density it’s shown for the entire series of aged cross-linked NR samples . These natural rubber DQ 
build-up curves were analysed also with inverse Laplace transform and the corresponding Laplace spectra are obtained . 
The differences between the Fourier and Laplace spectra consist mainly in the spectral resolution . The centres of four 
Gaussinan distributions obtained via bout methods are, in general, consistent .

Bibliography
1 . M .A . Voda, D .E . Demco, J . Perlo, R .A . Orza, B . Blümich, Journal Magnetic Resonance, 172, 1, 2005, 98-109
2 . L . Venkataramanan, Y . Q . Song, M . D . Hürlimann, IEEE Trans . Sig . Process ., 50, 1017-1026 (2002) .
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morPhology of fillED EPDm rubbEr by laPlacE DiSTribuTion of  

1h nmr SPin-DiffuSion DEcayS

Radu Fechete1, Dumitrita Corpodean (Moldovan)1, Dan Eugen Demco2

1Technical Univerisity of Cluj-Napoca, Cluj-Napoca, Romania, 2DWI RWTH-Aachen University, Aachen, Germany

The 1H NMR spin-diffusion with a DQ filter experiments were recorded for a series of filled EPDM samples function of 
eight filler types (based on carbon-black, silica and calcium carbonate) and filler content . The EPDM polymer chains 
can be found i) as segments attached to the filler clusters, the bound rubber or ii) as mobile segments with one or two 
ends connected to filler aggregates and/or agglomerates . The morphological components of filled EPDM samples are 
discriminated using the 1H NMR spin-diffusion decays which are analyzed, for the first time using the Laplace inversion 
procedure [1], and not by Fourier transform and deconvolution of spectra . The morphological components are clearly 
resolved in the Laplace distribution by their specific relaxation times . The inverse Laplace procedure applied to the 1H NMR 
spin-diffusion decay curves of filled EPDM sample requires the use of a complex kernel [2] as a sum of Abragamian and 
exponential functions . The Abragamian peaks are associated with the bounded EPDM rubber to the filler clusters and the 
exponential peaks are associated to the mobile EPDM polymer chain segments . In order to extract the bound and mobile 
spin-diffusion coefficients Db and Dm and length of the EPDM polymer chains segments lb and lm, the dependences of 
the Abragamian and exponential peaks integral areas function of the spin-diffusion time were fitted with a theoretical 1D 
spin-diffusion equation . With the obtained values for Db, Dm and lb the theoretical 1D spin-diffusion equation was used to 
produce, for the first time, a numerical kernel of a new Laplace-like inversion procedure . This kernel is characterized by a 
series of mobile EPDM polymer chain segments length lm values, and was used to extract the distribution of lm . Finally, we 
observe the multi-modal distributions of the mobile EPDM polymer chain segments length lm, characteristic to each filler 
type and content .

Bibliography
1 . L . Venkataramanan, Y . Q . Song, M . D . Hürlimann, IEEE Trans . Sig . Process ., 50, 1017-1026 (2002) .
2 . D . Moldovan, R . Fechete, D . E . Demco, E . Culea, B . Blümich, V . Herrmann, M . Heinz, J . Magn . Reson ., 208 156-162  
 (2011) .
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Isocytosine crystallizes as a 1:1 ratio of two tautomers in a manner similar to that of the guanine and cytosine pairs in 
DNA . The experimental solid-state NMR chemical shifts of crystalline neutral 15N labeled isocytosine were compared with 
those calculated by three different methods: (1) calculations on isolated molecules, (2) calculations on isocytosine clusters 
of various sizes, and (3) infinite crystal calculations, that is, the gauge including projector-augmented wave (GIPAW1) 
method .  The data obtained with the GIPAW method were in best agreement with the experimental data .2

The GIPAW method was also used for calculations of solid-state 13C chemical shifts of a series of sesquiterpene lactones .  
Two polymorphs of helenalin and aromaticin were studied . In the asymmetric unit cells of geigerinin and badkhysin, two 
geometrically different molecules are present . The experimental differences in 13C chemical shifts between the polymorphs 
and between the geometrically different molecules were reproduced very well with the GIPAW calculations .3

1 . Pickard, C . J .; Mauri, F . Phys. Rev. B, 6324, 245101, 2001 .
2 . Dračínský, M .; Jansa, P .; Ahonen, K .; Buděšínský, M . Eur. J. Org. Chem., 1544-1551, 2011 .
3 . Dračínský M ., Buděšínský M ., Warzajtis B ., Rychlewska U . J. Phys. Chem . A, 116, 680-688, 2012 .
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magic anglE SPinning nmr STuDy of inTEracTion of n-TErminal SEquEncE of DErmorPhin 

(Tyr-D-ala-PhE-gly) WiTh PhoSPholiPiDS.
Tomasz Pawlak, Agata Jeziorna, Piotr Paluch, Katarzyna Trzeciak-Karlikowska, Marek Potrzebowski
Centre of Molecular and Macromolecular Studies, Polish Academy of Science, Lodz, Poland

Peptides are important class of natural products responsible for number of vital processes eg metabolism regulations, 
signal transductions, inhibition the grows of microorganisms etc . Two modifications of  Tyr-D-Ala-Phe-Gly tetrapeptide, 
with different C-terminal groups (Tyr-D-Ala-Phe-Gly-OH (A) and Tyr-D-Ala-Phe-Gly-NH2 (B)) containing in the sequence,  
message domain (Tyr-D-Ala-Phe) of important opioid peptides, dermorphin and delthorphins I, II were investigated 
employing  various NMR sequences . Peptides were searched in the solid phase as crystalline powder and as a sample 
embedded into membrane constructed using DMPC:DMPG phospholipids in the sub-gel Lc and liquid crystalline L 
phases . 1H MAS, 13C MAS, 13C CP/MAS, 13C-13C DARR, 13C-31P REDOR, 13C-13C INADEQUATE MAS and 1H-1H RFDR 
MAS NOESY experiments were employed .

Our study clearly proved that functional group bonded to terminal carbonyl 
residue have great impact on alignment and presumably on conformation 
of pharmacophore . It is known that natural opioid peptides are in most 
cases ended with amide (B) . Thus, information showing that geometry of 
message domain (A, B) is influenced by the chemistry of C-end can be 
useful in the design of chemically modified opioids .

568mo
cP-maS nmr DiScriminaTion of PurE iSomorPhic maniDiPinE α/β anD of ThEir mixTurES

Silvia Capacchi1, Vadim Zorin2, Valentina Mileo1, Dimitris Argyropoulos2

1Chiesi Farmaceutici S.p.A, Analytics & Early Formulations Dept., Parma, Italy, 2Agilent Technologies UK Ltd., Oxford, UK

The two pure isomorphs of manidipine  and  have been studied by CP-MAS NMR to discover remarkable differences 
as the fingerprints in the solid state NMR spectra . Different regions of the CP-MAS NMR spectra, where the  and  forms 
remarkably differed, were chosen and compared, and even small amounts (up to 5%) of one form into the other manidipine 
form were observed . The corresponding mixtures of manidipine  and  at different ratios (50-50%, 5-95%, 95-5%, 85-
15%, 15%-85%, 65-35%, 35-65% (w/w)) have been also investigated to try to detect and quantify the amount of one 
pure form into the other . A new quantitative analysis strategy for polymorphs mixtures has been proposed . The NMR data 
acquired on the polymorph mixture were directly fitted by experimental NMR data obtained from the individual polymorphic 
forms . To avoid mathematical complications of fitting using frequency-domain NMR spectra, the time-domain NMR signal 
was used instead .  The proposed mathematical procedure provides reliable quantitative results for mixture analysis of 
pharmaceutical polymorphs .
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ToPological DETErminaTion of ThE animicrobial PEPTiDE hylaSEPTin P2 in mEmbranE-

mimicking EnVironmEnT Through SoluTion anD SoliD-STaTE nmr
Victor Hugo Munhoz1, Samuel Filipe de Paula1, Rodrigo Verly1, Jarbas Resende1, Dorila Piló-Veloso1, 
Burkhard Bechinger2

1Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte-MG, Brazil, 2Université Louis Pasteur de Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France

The Hylaseptin P2 (HSP2) is an antimicrobial peptide present on Hypsiboas punctatus anurans, mainly found at the 
Amazon rainforest . It has considerable activity against pathogens such as bacteria (both Gram-positive and Gram-
negative) and fungi . Like most of the antimicrobial peptides, it is believed that its mechanism of action is guided by its 
affinity with the bacterial membrane, involving steps of interaction with the membrane surface followed by the lysis of the 
cell . The full pathway of the mechanism proposed in the literature is not yet completely unveiled, hence the need to perform 
different studies to elucidate it better .
In this work, conjoint use of solution and solid-state NMR studies results provided important information regarding the 
topological features of HSP2 when in membrane-like environments . The solution NMR experiments were performed with a 
sample containing 40% of TFE and rendered geometric information regarding the tertiary structure of HSP2 . The final set 
of calculated structural models consisted of highly-helical linear chains, with stark amphipatic character .
The solid-state NMR experiments were performed with a sample containing the peptide with selectively placed isotopic 
labelings (15N label on Leu-16 and C2H3 label on A-10) reconstituted on mechanically-oriented POPC bilayers over stacked 
thin glass plates . The solid-state NMR results provided information on the orientation of HSP2 when interacting with 
phospholipid bilayers . While the chemical shift gave mostly information on tilt angle of the helical chain, the deuterium 
quadrupolar splitting yielded data regarding mostly rotational pitch angles of the helix .
Adding up these two results together, it was possible to better describe the topology responsible for the activity of HSP2 
on pathogenic microbes, further relating its tertiary structure with the most probable orientation of the molecule during the 
interaction with bacterial membranes and thus aiding the elucidation of the complete antimicrobial activity mechanism .                                         
ACKNOWLEDGMENT CAPES, CNPq, FAPEMIG
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inTErmolEcular STacking bEhaVior DEPEnDEnT on SiDE chain STrucTurE of a,b-alTErnaTing 

Poly(arylEnEVinylEnE) coPolymErS
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Molecular packing behavior was investigated in a regioregular poly(arylenevinylene) copolymers semiconductor (S258 
and S191B) which has the different side chain structure . First of all, UV analysis was studied and we analyed S191B 
has the lamellar structure . And also 1H VT and DSC analysis indicated to local mobility has dependent upon the chain 
size . Second, from 1H VT and DQ BABA (Double Quantum NMR spectroscopy using Back-to-Back pulse sequences) 
experiments, we conclude that the polymer containing oxygen in the side chains have more rigid and tight interlayer 
structures than those without oxygen . Using REPT-HDOR (Recoupled Polarization 
Transfer-Hetero nuclear dipolar-order rotor encoding) experiments, we can measure 
dipolar coupling (DCH) between C-H bonds for individual CHn groups and extract 
information about their local mobility .

In this paper, we proved that the new polyarylene(vinylene) copolymers derivatives 
(S191B and S258) with a small change in polymer back-bone resulted in the change 
of the molecular packing and the hole mobility1-7

1 . A . Assadi, C . Svensson, M . Willander, O . Inganas, , Appl. Phys. Lett., 53, 195-
197 (1988), 2 . T . Yamamoto, D . Komarudin, M . Arai, B . –L . Lee, H . Suganuma, N . 
Asakawa, Y . Inoue, K . Kubota, S . Sasaki, T . Fujuda, H . Matsuda, J. Am. Chem. 
Soc.,120, 2047-2058 (1998), 3 . M . C . Iovu, M . Jeffries-EL, E . E . Sheina, J . R . 
Cooper, R . D . McCullough, Polymer, 46, 8582-8586 (2005), 4 . T . Chen, X . Wu, R . D . 
Rieke , J. Am. Chem. Soc., 117, 233-244 (1995),  5 . R . D . McCullough, S . Tristram-
Nagle, S . P . Williams, R . D . Lowe, M . Jayaramant, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 115, 4910-4911 
(1993),  6 . E . Somma, C . Chi, B . Loppinet, J . Grinshtein, R . Grf, G . Fytas, H . W . 
Spiess, G . Wegner, J. Chem. Phys ., 124, 204910 (2006),  7 .T .Choi, K .Han,J .Park, 
Macromolecules, 43,6045~6049 (2010)

Fig 4. (a) 1H-1H Double-Quantum 
BABA NMR spectrum of S258 
(850MHz , Spinning rate 25kz) (b) 
1H-1H Double-Quantum BABA NMR 
spectrum of 191B (850MHz NMR, 
Spinning rate 25kz)
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571Th
1h DoublE-quanTum corrElaTionS aT ulTra-faST maS anD long ExciTaTion TimES

Carmen Tripon, Xenia Filip, Claudiu Filip
INCDTIM, Cluj, Romania

Advances in the ssNMR instrumentation, in particular the extension to spinning frequencies of up to 80 kHz, the so-called 
ultra-fast MAS regime, has stimulated the development of new or improved methods under the modified experimental 
conditions . In this context, we report here preliminary results of a study aimed at understanding the behaviour of 1H DQ 
coherences generated at ultra-fast MAS by the simplest two-pulse sequence (π/2-nτR-π-nτR- π/2), of which DQ-excitation 
mechanism relies upon the dephasing part of the time propagator under MAS, as defined in [1] . Interesting features have 
been observed indeed compared with conventional spinning frequencies, and with sequences (such as BABA) which 
exploit the rotor-modulated part of the MAS time-propagator for DQ-excitation . As an example, the gain in resolution at 
long DQ-excitation times is briefly illustrated in the figures below for the particular case of L-alanine: (a) DQ filtered spectra 
recorded with the two-pulse sequence at νR = 65 kHz and τex ~ 0 .18 (blue), 1 .84 (red), and 3 .68 ms (green); (b) 2D DQ 
spectrum recorded at τex = 1 .84 ms; (c) 2D DQ spectrum recorded using BABA at τex = 0 .03 ms . Qualitatively, this can be 
explained by the fact that both, the excitation and evolution of the DQ-correlations are governed by an effective Hamiltonian 
that can be essentially reduced to three-spin interaction terms under ultra-fast MAS .

[1]  C . Filip, S . Hafner, I . Schnell, D .E . Demco, H .W . Spiess, J. Chem. Phys. 110 (1999) 423

572mo
unDErSTanDing ThE hETEronuclEar DEcouPling ParamETEr SPacE

Ilya Frantsuzov1, Steven Brown2, Vadim Zorin3, Paul Hodgkinson1

1Durham University, Durham, UK, 2University of Warwick, Coventry, UK, 3Agilent Technologies, Yarnton, UK

Advances in spectrometer technology, such as rising limits of achievable spinning speed, B0 field, and nutation frequency, 
have created new challenges for heteronuclear decoupling in the solid state . For instance, it is often harder to find good 
decoupling parameters at increasing MAS rates, and higher B0 fields tend to adversely affect the observed decoherence 
times . To better understand these issues, a systematic analysis of the factors determining decoupling performance is being 
carried out in collaboration with a consortium of research groups[1], combining experimental observations with efficient 
multi-spin simulations under MAS and time-dependent RF[2] .

The detailed evolution of the parameter-space with increasing MAS, B0, and nutation rate has been systematically 
measured for the most widely applied decoupling sequences: CW, TPPM, XiX, and SPINAL-64; with dephasing time under 
spin-echo, representing the homogeneous limit in resolution, as the primary metric of decoupling performance .  Dramatic 
changes in the peak dephasing times and ease of optimisation for the different sequences have been observed as a 
function of these parameters . Also, identical experiments on different molecular environments, CH2 of glycine and CH of 
alanine, have revealed an intricate dependence of peak decoupling on both neighbouring and remote couplings .

Ab-initio simulations of decoherence times have provided additional insights into the effect of pulse transients and RF 
inhomogeneity on decoupling performance, as well as reinforcing the theoretical understanding of how the experimental 
results depend on the other parameters .

[1]  community .dur .ac .uk/nmr .solids/decoupling/
[2]  Zorin, V . E .; Ernst, M .; Brown, S . P . & Hodgkinson, P . Insights into homonuclear decoupling from efficient numerical  
 simulation: Techniques and examples . J. Magn. Reson ., 2008, 192, 183
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100+ khz maS nmr

Ago Samoson2, Tiit Tuherm3, Tiit Anupold1, Andres Reinhold1, Nicole De Almeida4, Gillian Goward4, Andreas 
Brinkmann5, John Robinson6, Dinu Iuga2

1Tallinn University of Technology, Tallinn, Estonia, 2University of Warwick, Coventry, UK, 3NMR Institute, Tartu, Estonia, 4McMaster University, 
Hamilton, Canada, 5Measurement Science and Standards National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada, 6Institute of Organic Chemistry 
University of Zurich, Zürich, Switzerland

We report initial 1,2 and 3D results with a new, micro-rotor generation of the 
MAS unit . One of the obvious high speed application categories is related to 
suppression of homogeneous interactions and improvement of resolution . For 
the case of adenine methanesulfonate salt there are three hydrogen bonding 
environments . These protons can be seen clearly with 90 kHz spinning, 
however at 60 kHz resolution is poorer resulting in less information about the 
hydrogen bonding environments .  As a rule, higher rotation rates come at the 
cost of reduced sample volume (in our case 0 .6-1 uL) which may critically 
affect sensitivity and may even compromise feasibility of experiments in higher 
dimensions .  However, this is not always the case . Depending on asymptotic 
value of the linewidth, intensities may grow almost linearly with MAS rate thus 
compensate for volume loss of S/N . We observe this phenomenon in rigid 
proton systems spinning beyond 100 kHz (ANPNA peptide 1Q-2Q in figure) .

One has to realize, that in this case even a 200 KHz rf field is just a factor of 
2 more than mechanical spinning rate and it may be difficult to accommodate 
multiple “ideal” pulses in less than 10 us rotation period . A general improvement 
in MQ excitation for rf fields up to 410 kHz was observed .

574WE
raDio-frEquEncy DriVEn DiPolar rEcouPling ExPErimEnTS aT ulTra-SloW maS

Johannes Wittmann, Renee Siegel, Juergen Senker
Inorganic Chemistry III, University of Bayreuth, Bayreuth, Germany

Slow MAS correlation experiments, which provide direct information on relative molecular orientations, are derived from 
static 2D CSA correlation techniques . The advantages of the slow MAS experiment over its static counterpart is the 
possibility to observe samples having multiple sites and to obtain better signal-to-noise ratio while retaining the CSA 
information in the spinning sideband pattern . Most of the commonly used homonuclear dipolar recoupling sequences 
are designed to work best at moderate or fast MAS . In many cases rotor-synchronized pulses are used and thus the rf-
fields strength decreases with slower sample spinning, leading to a reduced excitation bandwidth . Sites with very different 
isotropic chemical shift and / or large CSA would therefore no longer be correctly excited . To overcome this problem we 
employed either composite pulses or adiabatic sweeps such as WURST within classical double-quantum (e .g . C72

1) or 
zero-quantum (e .g . fpRFDR or SR66

2) recoupling sequences . The relative performance of these different sequences will be 
demonstrated . Additionally, since the rotor period becomes very long at slow MAS, the t1 evolution time can no longer be 
rotor synchronized . We, thus, employed a time reversal scheme to obtain purely absorptive 2D spectra .

Figure: Pulse sequences and 2D 31P-31P wurst-fpRFDR 
spectrum of MgP4O11 ( four 31P sites) at a MAS of 3kHz 
and with a mixing time of ~16ms
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Green, Gary  366WE, 367TH, 
 397TU, PS 148
Green, Richard  397TU, PS 148
Gremaud, Gerard  442WE
Grey, Clare  351TH, 470WE
Griesinger, Christian  315TH, 386WE, 418WE, 
 419TH, 420MO, 422WE, 
 432MO
Griffin, Julian  PS 105
Griffin, Robert  377TU,  PL 1,  PL 5
Griffin, Stephen  318WE
Gröbner, Gerhard  441TU
Grutsch, Sarina  412MO
Gryff-Keller, Adam  428MO
Grytz, Claudia M  402WE
Grzesiek, Stephan  211TH
Gsellinger, Heiko  355TH, 483TH
Guedes, Carmen  508MO
Guerin, Kamila  319aTH
Guerin, Laetitia  347TH
Guerry, Paul  PL 11
Guilhaudis, Laure  444MO
Guittet, Eric  215TH
Gül, Ahmet  536MO

Guns, Sandra  523TH
Güntert, Peter  402WE, PS 125
Günther, Ulrich  260MO
Gunther, Ulrich L  252MO
Gust, Brogan  370WE
Gutmanas, Aleksandras  237TU
Güzel, Emre  536MO

Haba, Noam  PS 142
Haber, Agnes  201TU
Haies, Ibraheem  323TH
Halbach, Felix  481TU
Hallberg, Fredrik  Ps 131
Hall, Ian  225TU
Hannedouche, Jérôme  262WE
Hänsel, Robert  PL 13
Han, Songi  424MO
Hanykova, Lenka  471TH
Haouas, Mohamed  462WE
Happe, Thomas  514WE
Harbison, Gerard  560MO
Harden, Bradley  PS 143
Harris, Mark  318WE
Hartwig, Stefan  207TH
Hase, Takashi  307TH
Hassan, Jamal  433TU
Hata, Hironori  452MO
Haupt, Caroline  PS 126
Haus, Markus  520MO
Häussinger, Daniel  354WE, 355TH, 483TH
Haze, Olesya  377TU
Heck, Marie-Pierre  529TU
Hediger, Sabine  378WE
Heffron, Gregory  PL 6
Heinrich, Ines  488MO
Heise, Berte  273TU
Heise, Henrike  473TU, PS 154
Hejtmánek, Vladimír  480MO
Helmus, Jonathan J  PS 133
Hendrickx, Pieter MS  237TU
Hennig, Jürgen  304MO
He, Ping  370WE
Herczeg, Mihály  538WE
Hernandez-Santiago, Adrian  533TU
Hewage, Chandralal  551TH
Hidaka, Yuki  409TU
Highton, Louise  367TH, PS 148
Hildebrandt, Peter  507TH
Hilger, Daniel  319aTH

h
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Hiller, Sebastian  PL 6
Hilty, Christian  PS 147
Hinderberger, Dariush  461TU
Hiscock, Jennifer  548MO
Hitomi, Kenichi  PS 115
Hoang, Joshua  336MO
Hobson, Michael  232MO
Hodgkinson, Paul  572MO
Hoehne, Felix  494WE
Höfer, Peter  386WE
Höfflin, Jens  303TH
Hoffman, Roy  528MO
Hof, Martin  441TU
Holder, Tony  434WE
Holmes, Elaine  240MO
Homans, Steve  318WE
Honda, Yohei  234WE
Hooper, Alex  367TH, PS 148
Hoppman, Christian  202WE
Horsewill, Anthony  375TH, 382WE, 416MO
Hosur, Ramakrishna  PS 141
Hovav, Yonatan  361TU
Howe, Nicole  552MO
Hricovini, Miloš  219TH
Hsieh, Chu-Jung  426WE, 429TU
Hsieh, Ming-Feng  456MO
Huang, Jie-rong  211TH, PL 11
Huang, Yining  468MO
Huang, Yu-Chieh  465TU, 472MO
Hubbard, Julia A  PS 110
Hubbell, Wayne L  498WE, 501TU
Huber, Gaspard  389TU, 393TU, 529TU
Huber, Matthias  239TH
Hu, De-en  232MO
Huijgen, Wouter  485TU
Hura, Carmen  443TH
Husarova, Slavomira  233TU
Huster, Daniel  321TU, PS 153
Hwang, Dennis  426WE, 429TU
Hyberts, Sven  PL 6
Hyodo, Fuminori  234WE, 235TH

Ichikawa, Kazuhiro  234WE
Icker, Maik  390WE
Iftekhar, Shahriar  558WE
Ilc, Gregor  267TH
Illyés, Tünde-Zita  539TH
Imanari, Mamoru  408MO, 409TU, 410WE
Ingman, Petri  466WE

Ioannidis, Nikolaos  506WE
Isaksson, Linnéa  334WE
Ito, Kengo  253TU
Ito, Shinji  235TH
Itozaki, Hideo  521TU
Iuga, Dinu  573TU
Ivanova, Galya  542WE
Ivanov, Konstantin  413TU

Jaeger, Martin  541TU
Jamin, Marc  357TU
Jankowska, Renata  449TU
Jannin, Sami  265TU, 373TU
Jansen, Martin  474WE
Jan, Steve  347TH
Jarak, Ivana  440MO
Jaremko, Lukasz  312MO, 333TU, 427TH
Jaremko, Mariusz  312MO, 333TU, 427TH
Jaroniec, Christopher P  PS 133
Jarvis, James  323TH
Jaudzems, Kristaps  544MO, 545TU
Jaworski, Aleksander  558WE
Jayasubba Reddy, Yarava  553TU
Jeannerat, Damien  277TU
Jean-Paul, Amoureux  557TU
Jeeves, Mark  PS 110
Jensen, Malene Ringkjøbing  211TH, 357TU
Jeong, Gwang-Woo  226WE
Jerschow, Alexej  227TH, 268MO,470WE, 
 555TH, PS 139
Jeschke, Gunnar  319aTH, 491TH, 498WE, 
 501TU, 509TU, 510WE, 
 511TH, 512MO, PS 162
Jeziorna, Agata  567TH
Jiménez-Barbero, Jesús  338WE
Job, Aldo E  208MO
Johannessen, Ole G  537TU
Jokić, Milan  487TH
Jokisaari, Jukka  466WE
Jones, Catharine  522WE
Jones, Catherine  222WE
Jones, David  PL 6
Jones, John  440MO
Jonker, Henry  353TU
Joseph, Benesh  510WE
Jung, Heinrich  319aTH
Jung, In-Sun  570WE
Jung, Kwang-Hwan  PS 118

J
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Kababya, Shifi  327TH
Kachala, Vadim V  293TU
Kacso, Irina  535TH
Kaden, Peter  344MO, 345TU
Kalbitzer, Hans Robert  PS 123
Kaltschnee, Lukas  298WE, 520MO
Kalverda, Arnout  255TH, 318WE
Kamikubo, Hironari  335TH
Kanamaru, Akira  306WE
Kandias, Nikos  339TH
Kang, Heoung-Keun  226WE
Kang, Jing  255TH
Kantola, Anu M  466WE
Karabanov, Alexander  213TU, PS 114
Karachaliou, Chrysoula-Evangelia  549TU
Kara, Huseyin  PS 145
Karlsson, Göran  334WE
Karsisiotis, Andreas Ioannis  401TU
Kasthurirangan, Sanjeev  222WE
Kataoka, Mikio  335TH
Katsura, Shota  521TU
Kattnig, Daniel R  461TU
Kaucic, Venceslav  459TH
Kaufmann, Royi  302WE
Kawamura, Izuru  PS 118
Kay, Chris  PS 113
Kay, Lewis  PS 160, PS 160
Kazemi, Sina  402WE
Kazimierczuk, Anna Zawadzka  294WE
Kazimierczuk, Krzysztof  276MO, 285TU, 
 524MO
Keenan, Caroline  379TH
Kempgens, Pierre  209TU
Kentgens, APM  395TH
Kettunen, Mikko  232MO, 381TU
Khalaf, Abedawn  533TU
Khan, Amir R  546WE
Khaneja, Navin  281TU, PL 6
Khanim, Farhat  260MO
Khan, Majid  PS 148
Khegai, Oleksandr  374WE
Khitrin, Anatoly  PS 139
Khokhlova, Elena A  293TU
Kieffer, Bruno  414WE
Kiesewetter, Matthew K  377TU
Kikuchi, Jun  246WE, 246WE, 246WE, 
 253TU, 257TU, 460MO
Kikushi, Jun  254WE

Kilgour, David  366WE
Killner, Mario  203TH
Kim, So-Young  PS 118
Kim, Sunghwan  513TU
Kim, Tae-Hoon  226WE
Kinde, Monica  560MO
Kingsley, Carolyn  330WE
Kirkham, Jennifer  255TH
Kiruluta, Andrew  231TH
Kitamura, Masashi  452MO
Kitevski-LeBlanc, Julianne  336MO
Kiyoshi, Tsukasa  307TH
Kizilsavas, Gönül  294WE, 360MO
Klamt, Andi  275TH
Klare, Johann P  488MO
Klett, Matilda  Ps 131
Kleywegt, Gerard J  237TU
Klopper, Wim  483TH
Klose, Daniel  488MO
Knapp, Stefan  PS 110
Kocirik, Milan  480MO
Köck, Matthias  532MO
Köckenberger, Walter  213TU, 375TH, 382WE
Koczor, Bálint  305TU
Koglin, Alexander  PL 6
Kojima, Ryo  306WE
Kolmer, Andreas  520MO
Kolníková, Miriam  248MO
Kolodziejski, Waclaw  540MO
Komáromi, István  538WE
Komarov, Igor  317TU, 421TU
Komatsu, Takanori  460MO
Konovalov, Alexey  502WE
Konrat, Robert  294WE, 360MO
Koolivand, Amir  496MO
Kooshapur, Hamed  340MO
Koos, Martin  297TU
Koptyug, Igor  223TH, 228MO, 363TH
Korchak, Sergey  413TU
Korpala, Agnieszka  350WE
Korte, Carsten  473TU
Korvink, Jan G  303TH, 304MO
Korzeniewska, Anna  449TU
Koseva, Neli  477TU, 478WE
Köster, Thomas K-J  470WE
Kostidis, Sarantos  258WE
Kourilova, Hana  389TU, 529TU
Kovermann, Michael  PS 126
Kowal, Aneta  449TU
Kowalczuk, Agnieszka  478WE

K
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Kowalewski, Jozef  212MO, 350WE, 430WE
Kozien, Magda  282WE
Kozminski, Wiktor  285TU, 294WE, 524MO
Kraft, Johan  448MO
Kragelj, Jaka  PL 11
Krahn, Alexander  386WE, 392MO, 398WE
Krajewski, Marcin  394WE
Kraska-Dziadecka, Anna  428MO
Kraus, Hannes  453TU
Kreitner, Sandra  PS 123
Kriz, Jaroslav  236MO
Krogh Hansen, Sara  448MO
Kruk, Danuta  212MO, 350WE
Krummenacker, Jan G  369TU
Krzystyniak, Matthew  218WE
Kubica, Aleksandra  212MO
Kubyshkin, Vladimir  317TU
Kuchel, Philip William  380MO
Kulik, Leonid  346WE
Kulikov, Alexander  223TH
Kulminskaya, Natalia  319bTH
Kumar, Ambati Ashok  539TH
Kumar Rai, Ratan  324MO, 325TU
Kummerlöwe, Grit  481TU
Kunert, Britta  PL 5
Kupce, Eriks  217TU, 287TH
Kuprov, Ilya  218WE
Kurek, P  395TH
Kurita, Junichi  217TU
Kurotsu, Takuzo  452MO
Kurzbach, Dennis  461TU
Kuzma, Nicholas  PS 145
Kveder, Marina  487TH
Kwiatkowski, Grzegorz  213TU, PS 114
Kyne, Ciara  359TH
Kyriakidou, Georgia  521TU

Ladizhansky, Vladimir  PS 118
Lafon, Olivier  436MO, 554WE, 557TU, 559TH
Lajarim Carneiro, Renato  284MO
Lalaoui, Noemie  548MO
Lalowicz, Zdzislaw  431TH
Lambertz, Camilla  514WE
Lange, Adam  315TH, PS 119
Lange, Sascha  PL 5
Lange, Vivien  PL 5
Lang, Jan  236MO, 480MO
Lantto, Perttu  439TH
Lapadula, Guiseppe  371TH

Lapasin, Romano  475TH
Larkin, Timothy  232MO
Laukat, Yvonne  315TH
Laurent, Sophie  349TU
Laurenziello, Maria-Teresa  256MO
Lazarou, Yannis G  550WE
L .C . Pinho, Sónia  349TU
LeBlanc, André  326WE
Lee, Daniel  378WE, 559TH
Lee, Donghan  418WE, 419TH, 
 420MO, 422WE
Lee, Hong-In  513TU
Lee, Hye Jin  513TU
Lee, Jae-Seung  555TH, PS 139
Lee, Young Joo  570WE
Lefranc, Benjamin  444MO
Legname, Giuseppe  267TH
Legrand, François-Xavier  529TU
Lehmann-Horn, Jochen  205TU
Lehnert, Werner  473TU
Lelli, Moreno  371TH, 387TH
Le Naour, Claire  347TH
Lenarcic Zivkovic, Martina  331TH
Lends, Alons  544MO
Lendzian, Friedhelm  507TH
Lenz, Oliver  507TH
Leonce, Estelle  389TU
Leonov, Andrei  312MO
Leprince, Jerôme  444MO
Lesage, Anne  371TH, 387TH, PL 10
Leung, Ivanhoe K H  534WE
Leutzsch, Markus  308MO
Levitt, Malcolm  295TH, 381TU, 
 537TU, PL 7
Lewin, Véronique  529TU
Lewis, Richard  366WE
Lidman, Martin  441TU
Liepinsh, Edvards  544MO, 545TU
Light, Mark  548MO
Li, Lin  488MO
Liljeroth, Maria  225TU
Lilly Thankamony, Aany Sofia  436MO
Lindbergh, Göran  Ps 131
Linden, Arne  PL 5
Lindon, John  240MO
Liolios, Christos  549TU
Litvinov, Victor  523TH
Livaniou, Evangelia  549TU
Llopis, Quentin  563TH
Lloyd, Lyrelle  366WE, 397TU, PS 148
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Lochte, Ronald  421TU
Lohman, Joost A B  366WE
Lohmiller, Thomas  499TH
Loibl, Sibylle  PS 105
Loiseau, Thierry  462WE
Longhi, Sonia  357TU
Lopez del Amo, Juan-Miguel  329TU
López-Prados, Javier  338WE
Loquet, Antoine  PS 119
Lorch, Mark  367TH
Lottmann, Philip  386WE
Lounila, Juhani  466WE
Loutsidou, Ariadni  339TH
Love, Corey  467TH
Löwenstein, Julia  507TH
Lubitz, Wolfgang  499TH, 514WE
Luchinat, Claudio  369TU, 377TU
Ludwig, Christian  252MO, 260MO, PS 110
Lueders, Petra  491TH
Lu, Junxia  PL 3
Luna-Freire, Kristerson  543TH
Lundström, Patrik  PS 160
Lu, Xingyu  436MO, 554WE
Luy, Burkhard  296MO, 297TU, 299TH
Lyris, Manolis  258WE
Lysova, Anna  223TH

Młynarz, Piotr  449TU
Maas, Werner  371TH, 387TH, PL 1
Macias, Maria  337TU
Madl, Tobias  340MO
Maeda, Hideaki  306WE, 307TH
Maestre-Martinez, Mitcheell  432MO
Mafra, Luís  479TH
Magdas, Dana Alina  286WE
Magill, Arthur  442WE
Magon, Claudio  251TH
Makuc, Damjan  517TU, 517TU
Mali, Gregor  459TH
Malthouse, J Paul G  552MO
Maly, Thorsten  PS 135
Mammi, Stefno  473TU
Mandelkow, Eckhard  333TU
Manjunatha Reddy, G N  279TH
Mannina, Luisa  256MO
Mantle, Mick  356MO, 367TH
Mara Alexandre e Silva, Lorena  284MO
Mara A . Silva, Lorena  204MO
Marchese, Leonardo  463TH

Marco-Rius, Irene  381TU
Marcotte, Isabelle  230WE, 326WE
Marek, Antonin  496MO
Maria, Roberta  251TH
Mari, Daniele  442WE
Marin Montesinos, Ildefonso  385TU
Marín Montesinos, Ildefonso  376MO
Marion, Sanjin  457TU
Marko, Andriy  402WE
Markovic, Igor  451TH
Markovic, Stefan  330WE
Marotte, Amélie  444MO
Marquardsen, Thorsten  386WE, PL 13
Martinez, Nicolas  357TU
Martini, Francesca  476MO
Martin, Rachel  330WE
Martins, José C  414WE
Massiot, Dominique  456MO, PS 132
Massou, Stéphane  PS 127
Matalon, Erez  316MO
Mattea, Carlos  206WE
Matulová, Mária  233TU, 248MO
Maurin, Damien  PL 11
Mayor, Marcel  483TH
McClelland, Darren  PS 110
McFeeters, Robert L  419TH
McGoldrick, Ciaran  482WE
McGovern, Róise E  546WE
McInnes, Eric  PS 163
McKenzie, Iain  PS 130
M . Dantas, Joana  332MO
Méar, François  554WE
Medagli, Barbara  342WE
Mehta, Anil  320MO
Meier, Beat  239TH, 394WE, 
 556MO, PS 120
Meier, Robert Ch  304MO
Meissner, Markus  304MO
Meldrum, Tyler  201TU
Melzi, Roberto  373TU
Menetrier, Michel  PS 136
Menzel, Marion I  374WE
Merle, Christian  481TU
Merlet, Denis  262WE
Merunka, Dalibor  487TH
Mewis, Ryan  366WE, 367TH, 
 397TU, PS 148
Meyer, Helge  340MO
Miccoli, Paolo  245TU
Michalek, Matthias  313TU

m
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Miclaus, Maria  535TH
Middlemiss, Derek  351TH
Mikros, Emmanuel  258WE
Milbradt, Alexander  PL 6
Milcovich, Gesmi  475TH
Mileo, Valentina  568MO
Miljak, David  205TU
Minasyan, Nune  274WE
Minuto, Michele  245TU
M Iqbal  531TH
Mishra, Subrata  PS 143
Misiak, Maria  524MO
Misra, Sushil  348MO
Mistretta, Noëlle  238WE
Mistrik, Robert  PS 105
Mitova, Violeta  477TU, 478WE
Mitrikas, George  503TH
Miura, Daisuke  235TH
Miyano, Kozue  408MO
Mizushima, Noriko  409TU
Moffat, Bradford  222WE
Mohorič, Aleš  272MO, 417TU
Moisy, Philippe  347TH
Mok, K Hun  292MO
Molchanov, Sergey  428MO
Mollica, Luca  357TU, PL 11
Monnard, Fabien W  354WE
Montagne, Lionel  554WE
Montag, Tobias  527TH, PS 103
Monti, Gustavo  484MO
Moore, Eric  PL 3
Moraes, Tiago  251TH, 291TH
Moran, John  282WE
Morgado, Isabel  321TU, PS 153
Morgado, Leonor  332MO
Morgan, Steven M  393TU
Morgan, Steven W  415TH
Moroz, Gregory  370WE
Morris, Ciara  247TH
Morris, Gareth  298WE, PS 124
Morris, Peter  225TU, 365TU
Moudrakovski, Igor  562WE
Mouget, Jean-Luc  230WE
Moumouzas, John  258WE
Mucci, Adele  244MO, 249TU
Mülder, Christoph  202WE
Mulder, Frans A A  335TH
Müller, Henrik  PS 154
Müller, Norbert  263TH, 268MO, 415TH
Müller-Trimbusch, Meike  488MO

Multhaup, Gerd  329TU
Munhoz, Victor Hugo  569TU
Münnemann, Kerstin  367TH, 391TH
Munteanu, N  443TH
Munte, Claudia E  PS 123
Munzarová, Markéta L  216MO
Muradyan, Iga  370WE
Murray, Brian  269TU, 282WE
Mykhailiuk, Pavel  317TU, 421TU
Mynott, Richard  308MO

Nacher, Pierre-Jean  383TH, 393TU
Nadaud, Philippe S  PS 133
Naganuma, Tatsuya  234WE
Nakagome, Hideki  307TH
Nakaji, Tomoko  234WE, 235TH
Nambiath Chandran, Jima  464MO
Narberhaus, Franz  407TH
Nascimento, Eduardo Sanches Pereira do  261TU
Nash, Kenneth L  347TH
Naumann, Ernst  392MO
Nausner, Martin  415TH
Navon, Gil  227TH
Negrea, Raluca Florentina  500MO
Nemoto, Takahiro  PS 102
Neudecker, Philipp  PS 160, PS 160, PS 160
Neugebauer, Petr  369TU, 398WE
Neuhaus, Alexander  340MO
Neves, Andre  232MO
Neveu, Cindy  444MO
Newton, Hayley  225TU, 365TU, 370WE
N Garaga, Mounesha  456MO
Nicholson, Jeremy  240MO, PL 4
Nichols, Scott  PS 143
Nicolay, Klaas  PS 140
Nicolescu, Alina  259TH
Nicolodi, Chiara  256MO
Nielsen, Anders  PS 101
Nielsen, Jakob  214WE, 319bTH
Nielsen, Niels Chr  214WE, 319bTH, 
 448MO, PS 104
Nieto, Pedro M  338WE
Nightingale, Andrew  255TH
Nikolaou, Panayiotis  370WE
Nilges, Michael  PS 128
Nilsson, Mathias  298WE
Ninjbadgar, Tsedev  423TH
Nishikawa, Keiko  408MO, 409TU, 410WE
Nishiyama, Yusuke  PS 102

n
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N . Muller, Robert  349TU
Nocetti, Luca  244MO
Nogueira, Elisa S  354WE
Nour, Zalfa  456MO
Novacek, Jiri  PS 142
Novák, Petr  216MO
Novak, Predrag  438WE
Nowakowski, Michal  427TH
Nozinovic, Senada  PL 13
Nyman, Andreas  Ps 131

O’Grada, Colm  247TH
O’Brien, John E  292MO
Odelius, Michael  212MO
O’Donohoe, Catrina  552MO
Ohlenschläger, Oliver  341TU
Ohshima, Shigetoshi  306WE, 307TH
Okafuji, Asako  PS 115
Okhotnikov, Kirill  558WE
Oktaviani, Nur Alia  335TH
Oligschläger, Dirk  201TU
Oliveira, Pedro  241TU
Onesti, Silvia  342WE
Opella, Stanley  PS 157
Orczyk-Pawiłowicz, Magdalena  449TU
Orekhov, Vladislav  276MO
Oresic, Matej  PS 105
Orts, Julien  239TH
Oschkinat, Hartmut  330WE, PL 5, PS 155
Otikovs, Martins  545TU
Ouari, Olivier  371TH
Ouberai, Myriam  311TH
Overduin, Michael  PS 110
Owers-Bradley, John  225TU, 375TH, 382WE
Ozenne, Valery  333TU, PL 11

Pages, Guilhem  380MO
Pahari, Bholanath  558WE
Pajchel, Lukasz  540MO
Paluch, Piotr  567TH
Panak, Petra J  344MO, 345TU
Pandit, Anjali  314WE
Panesar, Kuldeep  382WE
Paniagua Valle, Juan Carlos  376MO
Panosyan, Henry  274WE
Papadopoulos, Minas  549TU
Pappalardo, Lucia  243TH
Pardal, Miguel  440MO

Parenti, Francesca  249TU
Parigi, Giacomo  369TU
Parkinson, John  533TU
Parlov Vukovic, Jelena  438WE
Pashkova, Irina  533TU
Pathan, Meerakhan  PS 127
Patz, Samuel  370WE
Paul, Geo  463TH
Paulus, Bernd  493TU, PS 115
Pavesi, Giacomo  244MO
Pavolova, Anna  424MO
Pawlak, Tomasz  567TH
Peat, David  375TH
Pedersen, Anders  334WE
Peeck, Lars H  520MO
Peemoeller, Hartwig  433TU
Peksa, Mikuláš  480MO
Pelc, Damjan  451TH, 457TU
Pelczer, Istvan  243TH
Pelecanou, Maria  549TU
Pell, Andrew  351TH
Pellerin, Christian  326WE
Perez Linde, Angel  375TH, 382WE
Perez, Martha G  250WE
Pérez-Navarro, Montserrat  499TH
Perlo, Josefina  202WE
Peterson, Ivan V  519TH
Petrillo, Teodolinda  552MO
Petrouleas, Vasili  506WE
Petzold, Katja  PS 158
Pfuhl, Mark  343TH
Pich, Andrij  450WE
Piechatzek, Timo  PS 154
Pielak, Gary  PS 108
Pierre, Thureau  446WE
Pikta, Marika  252MO
Pileio, Giuseppe  295TH, 381TU
Piló-Veloso, Dorila  569TU
Pilz, Thomas  474WE
Pintacuda, Guido  351TH
Piras, Linda  550WE
Pirmettis, Ioannis  549TU
Pirnau, Adrian  286WE
Piticescu, Radu Robert  505TU
Pivtsov, Andrey  346WE
Platt, Geoffrey  PL 1
Platzer, Gerald  294WE
Plavec, Janez  267TH, 400MO, 517TU, 517TU
Plenio, Herbert  520MO
Poggi, Luisa  362WE

P
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Poluektov, Oleg  497TU
Polyhach, Yevhen  319aTH, 512MO
Pons, Miquel  385TU
Pons Vallès, Miquel  376MO
Poojari, Srinivasa  264MO
Pool, Trijntje J  335TH
Popa, Adriana  489TU, 490WE
Pope, James  222WE
Poplett, Iain  521TU
Portais, Jean-Charles  PS 127
Pöschko, Maria Theresia  263TH
Posma, Joram  240MO
Potapov, Alexey  PL 3, PS 146
Potočňáková, L’udmila  248MO
Potrzebowski, Marek  567TH
Pourfathi, Mehrdad  PS 145
Pourpoint, Frédérique  557TU
Power, Nicholas P  546WE
Pozek, Miroslav  457TU
Požek, Miroslav  451TH
Poznanski, Jaroslaw  331TH
Prade, Elke  329TU
Precechtelová, Jana  216MO
Pribitzer, Stephan  509TU
Prisner, Thomas  388MO, 369TU, 
 398WE, 402WE, PL 15
Prokes, Sharka  467TH
Prosa, Nicolo  262WE
Prosser, Scott  336MO
Pucci, Andrea  476MO
Puckeridge, Max  380MO
Purdy, Andrew  467TH
Purusottam, Rudra  324MO

Qiang, Wei  PL 3
Quaedflieg, Mai  523TH

Rabbani, Said R  250WE
Radchenko, Dmytro  317TU
Radford, Sheena  PL 1
Ragavan, Mukundan  PS 147
Raguz, Marija  502WE
Rahman, Atta-ur-  530WE
Raita, Oana  489TU, 490WE
Rajan, Rakesh  322WE, PS 117
Rajesh, Sundaresan  PS 110
Rakvin, Boris  487TH

Ralston, Sarah  243TH
Ramachandran, Ramadurai  341TU, 342WE
Ramanathan, KV  553TU
Rangel, Maria  542WE
Ranta, Kaili  370WE
Rapatskiy, Leonid  499TH
Rato, Luís  241TU
Raue, Markus  364MO
Ravotti, Francesco  PS 120
Raymundo-Pinero, Encarnacion  PS 132
Razzaghi, Sahand  501TU
Reardon, Eric  433TU
Reid, David  322WE,  PS 117
Reif, Bernd  329TU
Reijerse, Edward  514WE
Reineri, Francesca  362WE
Reinhold, Andres  573TU
Reining, Anke  PL 13
Reiter, Christian  392MO
Renault, Marie  245TU
Renshaw, Matthew  367TH
Resende, Jarbas  569TU
Rezig, Lamya  245TU
Ribeiro, Euripedes Almeida  357TU
Richter, Luise  329TU
Ridge, Clark  PS 149
Riedel, Sebastian  439TH
Rienstra, Chad  PS 156
Righi, Valeria  244MO, 249TU
Rikken, Geert  301TU
Ringkjøbing Jensen, Malene  PL 11
Rinnenthal, Jörg  407TH, PL 13
Ripmeester, John  562WE
Rivera-Rivera, Izarys  496MO
Rivollier, Julie  529TU
Rizzato, Roberto  396MO
Roberto Monteiro, Marcos  204MO
Roberts, Peter  PS 114
Robinson, John  573TU
Robson, Scott  PL 6
Robustelli, Paul  PS 160
Rocha, João  349TU
Roch, Alain  349TU
Roche, Helen  247TH
Rodrigues, Tiago  381TU
Rodriguez, Fernanda  PS 159
Roessler, Ernst  379TH
Roether, Tobias  328MO
Rohonczy, János  305TU
Rokbi, Bachra  238WE
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Rosay, Melanie  371TH, 387TH, 
 436MO, PL 1
Rose, Honor  358WE
Rosen, Matthew  370WE
Rosnizeck, Ina  PS 123
Rossini, Aaron  371TH, 387TH
Rössler, Erik  206WE
Rothermel, Niels  328MO
Rotzler, Juergen  483TH
Rowe, Michael  521TU
Rubailo, Anatoly I  519TH
Rubtsov, Denis  PS 105
Ruigrok, Rob WH  357TU
Ruiz, Lidia  337TU
Russo, Luigi  432MO
Ryan, Miriam  247TH
Rychlewska, Urszula  566WE

Sabo, T Michael  419TH, 420MO, 422WE
Safiullin, Kajum  383TH
Sahakyan, Aleksandr  274WE
Sakata, Kenji  253TU
Salek, Reza  PS 105
Šaligová, Jana  248MO
Šalingová, Anna  248MO
Salmon, Loic  357TU, PL 11
Salnikov, Evgeniy  313TU, 392MO
Salvatella, Xavier  422WE
Salvi, Nicola  266WE
Samoson, Ago  252MO, 573TU
Sanakis, Yiannis  506WE
Sancelme, Martine  233TU
Sander, Habets  485TU
Sani, Marc-Antoine  320MO
Santelia, Daniela  362WE
Santos, Maiara  290WE
Sardo, Mariana  556MO
Sarkar, Riddhiman  265TU
Sarkar, Shuranjan  513TU
Sarrouj, Hiba  392MO
Sartori, Luci  284MO
Sattler, Michael  340MO, 403TH, PS 109
Savorani, Francesco  258WE
Saxena, Saurabh  294WE
Scheek, Ruud M  335TH
Scheer, Hans-Jürgen  207TH
Scheidt, Holger A  321TU, PS 153
Scheler, Ulrich  272MO, 469TU
Schelhorn, Constanze  337TU

Schenetti, Luisa  244MO, 249TU
Scherrmann, Marie - Christine  262WE
Schiappa, Alessandro  256MO
Schilling, Franz  435TH
Schimmelpfennig, Bernd  345TU
Schiøtt, Birgit  448MO
Schlagnitweit, Judith  263TH, 415TH
Schleicher, Erik  493TU, PS 115
Schliebs, Wolfgang  340MO
Schlüter, A Dieter  461TU
Schmidt, Asher  327TH
Schmidt, Elena  PS 125
Schmidt, Rita  224MO
Schmidts, Volker  298WE, 520MO
Schneider, Erwin  PL 5
Schneider, Robert  PL 11
Schnell, Jason  PS 159
Schofield, Christopher J  534WE
Scholtens, Boudewijn  523TH
Scholz, Ingo  556MO
Schraml, Jan  221TU
Schripsema, Jan  242WE
Schulte, Rolf F  374WE
Schulz, Emmanuelle  262WE
Schwaiger, Markus  374WE
Schwalbe, Harald  353TU, 407TH, PL 13
Schwiegk, Claudia  422WE
Schwieters, Charles D  PS 133
Ségalas-Milazzo, Isabelle  444MO
Segawa, Takuya  411TH
Segawa, Takuya F  265TU
Séguin-Heine, Marc-Olivier  326WE
Seiboth, Thomas  341TU, 342WE
Seifert, Jenny  404MO
Seki, Hiroko  408MO, 409TU, 410WE
Selenko, Phil  PS 107
Selenko, Philipp  358WE
Sellerio, Alessandro  442WE
Sengupta, Ishita  PS 133
Senker, Jürgen  220MO, 379TH, 
 479TH, 574WE
Separovic, Frances  320MO
Sepulcri, Patricia  238WE
Serrao, Eva  381TU
Serša, Igor  417TU
Seymour, Anne-Marie  367TH
Sgourakis, Nikolas  PS 119
Shahkhatuni, Aleksan  274WE
Shahkhatuni, Astghik  274WE
Shai, Yechiel  316MO
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Shaked, Hadassa  PS 142
Shanahan, Cathy  PS 117
Shapira, Renana  PS 142
Sharpe, Simon  PS 160, PS 160
Shestakova, Pavletta  454WE, 477TU, 478WE
Shiina, Masayuki  307TH
Shi, Lichi  PS 118
Shimada, Ichio  PL 6
Shimon, Daphna  368MO
Shin, Min-Ji  252MO
Shintu, Laetitia  245TU, 464MO
Shtempluck, Oleg  PS 161
Siegel, Renee  574WE
Sieling, Ulrich  437TU
Sigurdsson, Snorri  402WE, 504MO
Silakov, Alexey  514WE
Silletta, Emilia  484MO
Silva, Joaquina  241TU
Simeonova, Margarita  542WE
Simorre, Jean-Pierre  378WE
Simpson, Pete  434WE
Singh, Chandan  325TU
Sinha, Neeraj  324MO, 325TU
Sinnaeve, Davy  270WE, 414WE
Sinnige, Tessa  310WE
Sirigiri, Jagadishwar  PS 135
Skepper, Jeremy  PS 117
Skjaerven, Lars  525TU
Sklenár, Vladimír  216MO
Skovpin, Ivan  363TH
Slager, Jelle  335TH
Slatter, David  322WE, PS 117
Slavcheva, Stoyanka  477TU
Sleigh, Chris J  366WE
Sleno, Lekha  326WE
Smirnov, Alex  496MO, 497TU
Smirnova, Tatyana  497TU
Smith, Albert A  377TU
Smith, John  521TU
Soares Vianna, Dalessandro  242WE
Sobolev, Anatoly P  256MO
Socorro, Sílvia  241TU
Sokolenko, Wiliam A  519TH
Šolcová, Olga  480MO
Soltesova, Maria  430WE, 430WE
Song, David  496MO
Song, Yi-Qiao  555TH
Sousa, Mário  241TU
Souza, Claudia  250WE
Specker, Edgar  PL 5

Sperlich, Andreas  453TU
Spevacek, Jiri  471TH
Spielberg, Eike  PS 163
Spiess, Hans W  391TH
Spoerner, Michael  PS 123
Spyroulias, Georgios  339TH
Srb, Pavel  236MO
Srica, Vlasta  438WE
Stallmach, Frank  480MO
Standara, Stanislav  439TH
Stan, Manuela  489TU, 490WE
Stapf, Siegfried  206WE, 229TU
Starovoytova, Larysa  236MO, 471TH, 486WE
Stastna, Julie  471TH, 486WE
Statescu, Delia  286WE
Stefan, Lorena-Ivona  259TH
Steinert, Hannah  PL 13
Steinhoff, Heinz-Jürgen  488MO
Stephane, Viel  446WE
Stepišnik, Janez  272MO, 417TU
Stevensson, Baltzar  558WE
Stoch, Grzegorz  431TH
Stoleru, V  443TH
Stolten, Detlef  473TU
Storch, Jan  221TU
Stork, Holger  301TU
Straka, Michal  439TH
Strasak, Tomas  221TU
Stratmann, Dirk  215TH
Strumia, Miriam  484MO
Stutzmann, Martin  494WE
Subczynski, Witold K  502WE
Suchoi, Oren  PS 161
Suckling, Colin  533TU
Suematsu, Hiroto  306WE
Suess, Beatrix  PL 13
Sullivan, Louise  292MO
Sundaresan, Jayanthi  455TH
Sunjay, Sunjay  300MO
Sunku, Kiran  314WE
Suryaprakash, Nagoraj  264MO
Sutrisno, Andre  468MO
Svirskaya, Nadezda M  519TH
Swager, Timothy M  377TU
Sychrova, Hana  236MO
Sykora, Jan  221TU
Székely, Kathrin  239TH
Szilágyi, László  539TH
Szomolanyi, Pavol  200MO
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Takahashi, Hiroki  378WE, 559TH
Takahashi, Masato  306WE, 307TH
Takasugi, Kenji  307TH
Takeuchi, Koh  PL 6
Talbot, Cavin  383TH
Tanaka, Yuto  306WE
Tan, Kong Ooi  PS 101
Tardy-Laporte, Catherine  230WE
Tastevin, Geneviève  393TU
Tate, Ed  434WE
Tate, Shin-ichi  PS 111
Tatolo, Godiraone  273TU
Taulelle, Francis  462WE
Tavernier, Andreas  386WE
Tayler, Michael  381TU
Teh, Kevin  225TU
Telen, Sanda  438WE
Telkki, Ville-Veikko  228MO, 229TU
Terskikh, Victor  468MO
Testone, Giulio  256MO
Testori, Emilie  239TH
Teutloff, Christian  507TH
Thach, William  336MO
Theillet, François-Xavier  358WE
Theodossiou, Theodossis A  550WE
Thiele, Christina  298WE, 520MO, 
 527TH, PS 103
Thøgersen, Lea  448MO
Thompson, Gary  318WE
Thompson, Joseph  318WE
Thurber, Kent  PL 3, PS 146
Timári, István  538WE
Timco, Grigore  PS 163
Tkachenko, Anton  317TU
Tolea, Felicia  500MO
Tollinger, Martin  412MO
Toloman, Dana  489TU, 490WE
Tomlinson, Matthew J  255TH
Tommassen, Jan  310WE
Tong, Michael H G  PS 110
Tonyushkin, Alexey  231TH
Tordo, Paul  371TH
Tormena, Cláudio  516MO, 543TH
Tormena, Claudio F  445TU
Torregrossa, Liborio  245TU
Torresani, Bruno  271TH
Toumi, Ichrak  271TH

Trahms, Lutz  207TH
Traikia, Mounir  233TU
Trajkovski, Marko  400MO
Trease, Nicole M  470WE
Trébosc, Julien  436MO, 554WE, 557TU
Tremblay, Réjean  230WE, 326WE
Tricot, Gregory  554WE
Tripon, Carmen  535TH, 571TH
Tripsianes, Kostantinos  403TH
Troev, Kolio  477TU
Trzeciak-Karlikowska, Katarzyna  567TH
Tschaggelar, Rene  509TU
Tsoukalas, Charalambos  549TU
Tsuboi, Yuuri  257TU
Tuerschmann, Pierre  364MO, 437TU, PS 152
Tugnoli, Vitaliano  244MO
Tuherm, Tiit  573TU
Tuna, Floriana  PS 163
Türke, Maria-Teresa  396MO
Tycko, Robert  PL 3, PS 146

Ugolini, Clara  245TU
Uhliariková, Iveta  248MO
Uhrin, Dusan  280MO
Ukmar, Tina  459TH
Ulrich, Anne  317TU, 421TU
Urbanczyk, Mateusz  285TU
Usami, Eiji  409TU
Utsumi, Hideo  234WE, 235TH

Vaara, Juha  216MO, 439TH
Vaïtilingom, Mickael  233TU
Valentini, Antonella  244MO
Valentin, Lisett  288MO
Valovka, Taras  412MO
Valsan, Sorina  505TU
Van Beek, Jacco  PS 120
van Bentum, PJM  395TH
Van den Mooter, Guy  523TH
Vander Elst, Luce  349TU
van der Heijden, GHA  395TH
Van Doorslaer, Sabine  PL 8
van Eck, Ernst  485TU
van Heijenoort, Carine  215TH
vanLoon, Gary  526WE
van Nuland, Nico  547TH
van Rossum, Barth  PL 5
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Vasenkov, Sergey  399TH
Vassileva, Elena  454WE
Väth, Stefan  453TU
Vaudry, Hubert  444MO
Vega, Shimon  361TU, 368MO, 455TH
v . Elverfeldt, Dominik  304MO
Venâncio, Tiago  204MO, 251TH, 284MO
Vendruscolo, Michele  356MO, PL 9, PS 160
Venneti, Kalyana  551TH
Verly, Rodrigo  569TU
Veselý, Martin  480MO
Vestergaard, Mikkel  448MO
Vezin, Herve  436MO
Viale, Alessandra  362WE
Viegas, Ivan  440MO
Vieth, Hans-Martin  413TU
Viigimaa, Margus  252MO
Vinatier, Virginie  233TU
Vincent, Franck  398WE
Vlachou, Polytimi-Maria  339TH
Vlaicu, Aurel Mihai  505TU
Voigt, Jens  207TH
Voinov, Maxim  496MO, 497TU
Volkov, Alex  547TH
Volkringer, Christophe  462WE
von Hagens, Tona  512MO
von Laer, Karl  PL 13
Voreck, Anja  PL 5
Vosegaard, Thomas  448MO
Vyalikh, Anastasia  469TU

Wacker, Anna  PL 13
Wack, Julia  479TH
Wadhwani, Parvesh  421TU
Wagener, Markus  541TU
Wagner, Dominic  353TU, 407TH, PL 13
Wagner, Gerhard  281TU, PL 6
Wahab, Atia-tul  530WE, 531TH
Waigh, Roger  533TU
Walbrecker, Jan  205TU
Walczak, Beat  449TU
Walker, Robert  225TU
Walkup, Laura  365TU, 370WE
Wallgren, Marcus  441TU
Walliser, Roché  355TH
Wallrabe, Ulrike  304MO
Walls, Jamie  PS 149
Wall, Thomas F  347TH
Walsh, Patrick  PS 160, PS 160

Walter, Korvin F A  419TH, 422WE
Wand, Joshua  PS 144
Wang, Hao  470WE
Wang, Qiang  557TU
Wang, Shenlin  PS 118
Wang, Zhongli  PS 132
Wariishi, Hiroyuki  235TH
Warren, Warren  PS 122
Warzajtis, Beata  566WE
Wasmer, Christian  PL 6
Waudby, Christopher  356MO
Webba da Silva, Mateus  400MO, 401TU
Webber, Amy  PS 163
Weber, Stefan  493TU, PS 115
Wedge, Christopher  PS 163
Weidl, Eliane  374WE
Weingarth, Markus  310WE
Weisz, Klaus  404MO, 405TU
Welland, Mark E  311TH
Wells, Neil  548MO
Wenzel, Marco  548MO
Werner, Mayke  328MO
Werten, Sebastiaan  313TU
Wetterling, Friedrich  482WE
Whiting, Nicholas  365TU, 370WE
Widmalm, Goran  430WE
Wiedemann, Christoph  342WE
Wiesinger, Florian  374WE
Wijten, Patrick  541TU
Willbold, Sabine  473TU
Willem, Rudolph  454WE
Williamson, Philip  323TH
Wimperis, Stephen  563TH
Winpenny, Richard  PS 163
Wittmann, Johannes  574WE
Wodynski, Artur  428MO
Wrachtrup, Joerg  PL 12
Wreland Lindström, Rakel  Ps 131
Wyslouch-Cieszynska, Aleksandra  331TH

Xin, Jing  389TU, 529TU
Xu, Jun  468MO
Xu, Shaoyi  370WE
Xu, Xiang  227TH, 555TH

Yamada, Ken-ichi  234WE
Yamazaki, Toshio  307TH
Yanagisawa, Yoshinori  307TH
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Yang, Xiowen  343TH
Yang, Xuebin  255TH
Yannakopoulou, Konstantina  550WE
Yasuoka, Hiroshi  452MO
Yau, Wai-Ming  PL 3, PS 146
Yeasmin, Zenefar  269TU, 282WE
Yesinowski, James  467TH
Yilmaz, Ayse  370WE
Ying Chow, Wing  PS 117
Y . Rusakov, Yury  539TH
Yu, Jia-Ru  429TU
Yulikov, Maxim  491TH, 498WE, 501TU
Yurkovskaya, Alexandra  413TU
Yu, Tsyr-Yan  281TU, PL 6

Ząbek, Adam  449TU
Zagdoun, Alex  387TH
Zagdoun, Alexandre  371TH
Zalesskiy, Sergey  278WE
Zareba-Koziol, Monika  331TH
Zarrine-Afsar, Arash  PS 160
Zebger, Ingo  507TH
Zemtsovskaja, Galina  252MO
Zerko, Szymon  294WE
Zhang, Baozhong  461TU
Zhang, Boyang  PS 139
Zhang, Yuesheng  PS 136
Zhivonitko, Vladimir  228MO, 363TH
Zhu, Ben  351TH
Zhukova, Liliya  331TH
Zhukov, Igor  267TH, 331TH
Zia, Wasif  201TU
Zidek, Lukas  PS 142
Zikos, Christos  549TU
Zimmermann, Kaspar  354WE, 355TH
Zinna, Marianna  289TU
Zorin, Vadim  568MO, 572MO
Zweckstetter, Markus  312MO, 333TU
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ann

G
rey

N
avon

B
lüm

ich
Jerschow

10 .45-11 .20
G

riffin
E

rnst
A

treya
D

uer
Jaroniec

C
ohen

W
alls

H
uster

14 .00 
- 

16 .15

Tu
to

rial  
L

ectu
res 

 
B

ren
n

an
 

G
ran

d
in

etti 
Z

ilm

11 .20-11 .45
A

la-K
orpela

N
ishiyam

a
W

arren
W

ang
B

ode
D

um
ez

B
ajaj

M
üller

11 .45-12 .10
S

elenko
T

hiele
K

albitzer
D

em
ers

M
aly

Jerschow
D

em
as

A
kbey

12 .10-12 .45
P

ielak
N

ielsen
M

orris
R

avotti
C

arlier
N

icolay
A

ppelt
R

ienstra

12 .45-13 .45
Lunch

Lunch
Lunch

Lunch

13 .45-15 .45
P

oster S
ession (M

O
) and Tea

P
oster S

ession (T
U

) and Tea
P

oster S
ession (W

E
) and Tea

P
oster S

ession (T
H

) and Tea

T
heatre L

T
heatre M

T
heatre L

T
heatre M

T
heatre L

T
heatre M

T
heatre L

T
heatre M

C
hair

M
althouse

G
oldfarb

W
illiam

son
D

olinšek
G

riesinger
K

öcken-
berger

B
ax

V
an 

D
oorslaer

16 .30 
- 

19 .15

O
p

en
in

g
 &

 P
rize 

S
essio

n
 

 D
eb

elo
u

ch
in

a 
 E

m
sley 

 Tycko

15 .45-16 .20
S

attler
K

ay
G

üntert
A

rčon
H

osur
K

uzm
a

O
pella

B
lank

16 .20-16 .45
O

verduin
R

oberts
B

albach
C

ottrell
C

hill
T

hurber
P

etzold
Jeschke

16 .45-17 .10
Tate

B
iskup

G
iraudeau

G
iesecke

Frueh
H

ilty
S

chnell
W

edge

17 .10-17 .45
F

eigon
B

ennati
N

ilges
D

escham
ps

W
and

D
uckett

N
eudecker

D
yakonov

C
hair

K
arlsson

D
elepierre

Jeschke
P

apavassiliou (T
heatre L)

17 .55-18 .40
W

agner
V

endruscolo
W

rachtrup
P

risner

19 .15
R

eception
18 .45

B
ruker H

ospitality S
uites

A
gilent H

ospitality S
uites

Free E
vening

19 .45 D
inner


